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The Development--uf the -Indian Sugar Iqdustry. 

~arangadhar Das, B. A. (California.) 

I. History of the Production of Sugar. 

DISTltIBUTIOlQ' OF SUGAR IN NATURE :-Sugar occurs iu nature 
in many pl8.nts, the principal of which are cane, beet, sorghum 
cane, sugar maple, maize and sugar palms. Cane waS the first 
plant in which sugar was discovered. The discovery of sugar in 
beet dates from 1747 and ill due to ,& German Chemist, Marggraf. 
Maple sugar has a delidous flavor and is a commercial commodity. 
in the eastern parts of the United States and C .. mada.. Howeverfi 
its production does not play any figure in the sugar markets of 
the world. Sugar is, produced in considerable quantities from 
wild date palm' ( Phoenix Sylvestris ) in India, from sugar palm 
( Caryota Ur~n~ ') in Madras"fltnd Ceylon, from palmyra palm 
( Borassus flabelliformis ) in Burma and Madras, from nipa palm 
( Nip" fructicans ) in the Philippine Islands, from the aren palm 
( Arengo. saccharifera ) in the Dutch East Indies and from the 

I cocoa-nut palm ( Cocos nu~ifera ) in many tropical islands. 

However, the two most important sources of the world's 
sugar production are cane and beet, land our discussion will 
\l~cessarily be limited to these two. It may be noted here that 
~ll statistics on sugar embrace only beet and cane, because the 
quantity from all other sources is insignificant in comparison to 
those from the two main sources. 

),~ HISTOR: OJ!' CANE :-It is practically admitted ~y all authori· 
tiel.' that India is the birth-place of the sugar cane. It was iri 
~ lis that sugar was first recognized in the cane, which 



tesuited in the methods for extracting juice from it. :Finall~, it 
is universally admitted that sugar was first crystallized in this 
country .. 

The very name of the product is of Indian orit,rin. "Sarknrn" 
in Sanskrit and "Sakkara" in Prakrit. Thence it i~ tro.eed 
through all the Aryan languages, as ., Scbakar" in Persian, 
",Sukkar." in Ara.bic, "Suicar" in Assyrian and Phoenician, 
.. Saccharum" in Latin, .. Azucar" in Spanish and l'ortuf,'1le:,c, 
" Zuchero" in Italian, .. Sucre ~ in ~'rench, .. Zucker" in German 
and" Sugar" in English. 

When it wa.s first introduced into the Mediterranean' 
countries from India by tbe Arab traders, the Greekll and the 
nomans termed it "Indian salt II and "Sweet salt ". They 
obtained it in small quantities at great cost from India anti used 
medicinally. ; 

The cultivation of !lugar cane, first introduced into the 
Mediterranea.n b'&6in about the 5th or 6th century after Christ, 
spread in to Sicily, Spain, Madeira, and thence to Webt Indies, 
and to almost the whole Continent of South America until to.day 
it has firmly established itself in all the tropical and subtropical 
countries and isla.nds of the world. 

HISTORY OF BEET :-Marggraf, a German Chemist, was 
the first to discover in 17 47 tl~t the Silesian Lcet contained from 
5 to 710 of sugar which was similar to that extracted from canc. 
He was successful in extracting and crystallizing small quantitief 
CJf beet sugar in his laboratory. His discoyery remaincd Ull~ 

noticed for many years until his pupil, Acbard, cultivated Let.'t 
roots on his own estate in Germany and built the first heet 
factory in 1799, producing about 6 toni of sugar per year at ~ <I' 

cost of about £, 13/- pet ewt.' This led King Frederick WiIlifrn 
of Prussia to finance and build several factor~es in IS01. Shordi' 
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4fterwnrds, the Britishileclared, a blb.clpl,de against, France,· 'and 
Napoleon, recogni~ing the ,possibilities'. of ,the . new , 'beet sugar 
industry, ordered 70,000 acres in France to be planted with beat 
in 1811. He also founded numerous schools for instruction in 
the art of sugar·making. 

At this early. stage the percentage of sugar in the beet. was 
only one· half of that in cane, and the. extracted beet j.uice, .had 
an abundan:ce saline impurities' whil}h preventeg the s.ugar' from 
crystallization., Therefore,., scienti,fic men thr,oJighout. Europe 
devoted their attention to the' improvement o~ the plant and as ,a, 
result the average sugar content of the beet was raised from. 610. 
in 1747 to-about 15% at· present, while .the average percentage 
of sugar in cane stands noW-at 18.,~· 

Science was fi".st applied to thn ..-c}llth~,ation of,' beet . and to 
the manufacture of sugar therefrom, while the cane .sugar 
industry was still being carried on in the crudest .possible WRy. 
The production of sugar from 'I beets began to rise- rapidly and 
spread all Qver Europe-Germany, Austro-Huogary, France, 
Belgium, Holland, Russia,' Sweden, Denmark; Italy, Spain, 
Switzerland, Bulgaria and Roumania during' the· .latter half of 
the 19th century. Towards the end of the .century it spread 'to
the United States and is now firmly established in the' States 
of California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, Idaho, .-Colorado, 
Wyoming, Nebraska~ Wisconsin, 'Ohici an~:LMinn~sota. . 

Along with the intensive applipll.tion of tlclen~, .tOr the Deet 
sugaJ; industry there WItS' still ,another. (actqr that stirn.~l&ted its 
developm.ent to the detriment of th~ ,cane ~uga.r .indu~try. 
Germany, Austro-Hungary and ,rance .initiated the ,bounty 
system, by Which sugar was, S91d, ill; tho,se countI;ies .at ,very 
\ligh prices~ while th~ exported .sJIgar: wa~ s~>ld i~ f9r~ign 
territories at less than cost. . -These. ,two factors .combined to 

~ '.. " ~. , 

in~re~~e the o~tp':lt.Of ~e~t ~.ue;"'~ i{l E.urt;>r~ a..n1llor SQ.we yenrs 



in the last .century the,world's needs for sugar were contributed 
half and half.by the two main 'sources. For one or two years 
beet sugar even went over half.· 'Then, the Bru;sel's Convention 
put a stop to the bounties •. -German and Austro-Hungarian 
manufacturers took another leap in the game, and combined in 
cattels an.d kept 1)P the unfair competition by dumping, sugar at 
less. thap cost iq the foreign markets, 'especially in Great Britain, 
the United States, India and Turkey. 

In the meantime,'the cane sugar industry aU over the world 
)'fas alarmed' and it realized tba\ it must introduce science in 
agriculture and manufacture. Java was the first to import first
Class scientists from Holland. Hawaii came next and with the 
usual American enterprise increased the yield of cane per acre 
and extracted every possible ounce of sugar from cane. The 
scientific methods have also effected great economies in tile cqst_·
C?f production. Science alone l1as saved the cIlne sugal: }tll<lustry 
~rolP ruin which was imminent due to the unfair cOlopetition of 
llarticu~arly Germany and Austro;Hungary. 

:, 'Tbe World's Sugar Crop :-:-(a) BEFORE THE WAR:

~xcept in, ~bnormal times lik~ the last great war production 
~as al,ways kjept pace with the demands of the world. With the 
rise in·the standard of living the worl~ over, consumption per 
capita in ev~ry country had peen increasjng up t9. ,the rear, 
19~~, when the ~ar in Europ,e began. In that year the world', 
sugar 'crop reached the highe~t level-little short of 19 million 
tons, to which the beet countries contributed 8,700,000 ~d tIle 
cn.n~ countnes.l0,300,OOO. 

Of the cane sugar countries the biggest producers are India, 
Cuba and Java. There was a time in the 19th century when India 
used to export sugar to Great Britain. It amounted to about 
~8,000 tons in 1871-187.) ~hicb ~adually fell down to 15,66G 



tons' in i878-7<9'and then lower 'sn(l"lower 'until in :retient years 
prior to -the ·war, instead of exporting, she hB.$ been importing 
white cane· crystals from Java :and Mauritius; and retind: beet 
sugar from Germany and Austro-Hungary, and other.European 
countries, in aU about 7 55,000 t~sin 1914. It WaS in this year 
that India lost her first pilice among, the cane sugar co~ntries~ the 
tota~ l>rodJIction being 2~460,573, .wl},iIe C:uba's figure \TtlTlfup to 
2,592667. 

, , In; ~~e, ,matter, 0'£ 'y.ield~ per ~re, whil? with the aPi>ljcation 
of .sc~~n~e, a~d organization lIawalj. pr9duces on· ~e. ,~ver~~e 
aoove 10,000 )bs., Java 8,000 Ibs., Cuba 4,"500 Ibs., Formosa 
3;400 16s. a~d Louisiana 2,500 Ibs.!· india yi~lds o.nly about 
1,100 lbs. The m~~ho~s e1Dpl~sed both in .agriculture and 
, • f C • ' ~ j ~ ~ • J _} • , 

manufacture are very 'Cl,"Ua~ in our· <;~)Untry andre~t~i1 npt only 
losses of sug~r £ut. ~f all the v~lu~?~e .~~,products ,a,s !.~li. i wiit 
take this up· in detail in the third ofth~s series and sho,," 119w 
our land is being impoveri'shed and' how' we ca~ incr~~se ,the, 
wealth of the country by the application of modern e-ffic~etit 
methods wh~ch pave prov~dsllccessfu~ ~n other countries. 

(b) . AFTER THE WAR,:~Tne wof~dW'~r :has radically 
changed the situation in ·tl~is cQtintry as' well ~s in ~any 'others. 
The principal"beet sv.gar countries "orEurope 'werel affected 'by 
the war and; consequently the' world's output 'bf- 'peet 'SUg~f 
became 'less and less untn it stood a.t 3,947,50~ tons in 1918-19, 
~liiIe the same war conditioIlS strmulated' production' in' 'the cane 
sugar districts:, fif~t be~ause they 'lie outside the 'War z~me' and 
'~ec6ndl'y because' the larger profits derived from t~e 'higher prl(!es 
during the war and after hf!.v~ been steadily employed ,in Improv
ing both agriculture and manufacture.. . . ~ - '" ".- . 

The· fpllowmg :table' shows vividly how, the., status of '«lane 
and beet outp~t has ~hanged ,during, the last! six. years. -It i~' 
estiml1ted by .Willet ~nd Gray, the faplous. :SUgaf ,authoritIes of 



New York that 'the increase in t~ wor1<l's sugar PlpductioJ;l'over 
thEl 1919-20 crop just ~nished will be 1,774,616 tons., But -still 
there wiU be ,~ great deticit 1>£ about two millions tons in 
qomparisQn with the, output of 1913-14. 

Table No.1 'World's Sugar 'Crop. 

Year. Cane. ,. Beet. . 'total. 

1913-1914 10,284,014 8,699,466 18,983,480. 

1918-1919 11,999,478 3,947,501 15,931,919. 

'1919-1920 11,952,296 3,358,528 15,310,824 •. 

1920-19~I(estimnted)12J580,500 4,505,000 17,085,500. 
I r , • 

. rhe ,~ountries most affected are Germany, Hungary and 
Austria, .Fran~e and R.ussia., While the total output of European 
\>eet sugar was 8,039,230 .ton~ i~ 1913-14. the estimated figure 
for 19~0-21 is on~y 3,520, 000 tons. Hence Europe is still short 
by ,?ver 4} million tons. , . 

, THE FUTURE OF THE ""ORLD'S SUGAR INDUSTRY:- Condi-
, . I 

tions in Europe ~re still unsettl~d nn~ no one can tell with any 
accuracy how long it will be before the ~ffected' countries settle 
~o~n to 'normal business. France's beet 4istrict was practically 

• ~ J ." - , 

~estroyed by tbe German army of occupation, and statistical 
experts claim, it will be another six years before France can attain 
her- pre-war 'normal condition. dermany is not plantillg any more 
t~a~ is necessary for borne consumption. Austria and Hungary 
};lave to import for their home tnarkets. They are financially in 
~ very' deplorable condition and cannot possibly rehabilitate their 
industries for many years. Uussia is busy with internal troubles 
which, for various reasons, will take quite a while to settle. 
Only Belgium and Czecho-SlovakilL bave picked up and are 
·producing th~ir pre-wartonnag~ The other European countries 
not iJl'Yolved in the Will' bllYe 110 rooJ{} for .expansion. 



Of the ca.ne sugar countries, Java, the Hawaiian: Islands, 
Formosa, the 'Philippines. and a few other minor districts hav~ 

attained their maximum. The British West Indies" 'Fjj\ 
and all other places employing' Indian ind~tituted tabor; are 
:6.ndin~ it ~ll:!d to ~a!ry 'on Wit~~~lt. ,this, c~8:s's <!f, .ch.~3P l~bor~ 
Mexico is still ullsettled. The oilly prinqpal cQuntrie~ th.at are 
capable of expansion are Peru, Brazil and India. ' 

IN~IA'S OPPORTUNITY :- Inqia is the most impor~nt ~~d 
unique of all~ b~cause here we, ha~e not only the po'ssibility of 
increasing pr~ductior1 from the p~esent area' of 3 million acrEiS 
but· also the splendid opportunity .of bringing hUnareds' bf 

,thousands of acres .of forest land .under cultivation. With the 
introduction of large central f~tories on the most up-to-date 
lines we can easily produce.'6-"mi1llOrl'tons bl pur~ wliite-- sugar 
from the ptesent acreage even without' 'iQ:lproVing '/i.g'riculture~ 
The'ilnpl:ov~ine1rt of agriculture will "\)e 'matter 6f' 'coutse' ahd 
possible only 'with the cooperation' of 'the central 'owners'·who 
will ,have' money and scientific staff at their 'disposat ': Thes~ 

'latter, the. present small land-holders cannot, affqrd to .,hav'e. 
Wi~b: the- adop,tion,of better agric~~tural ~etho~s ,the yi~ld per 
acre ,will ~till be increlised. ' But, ~ssuming we produde no rriqre 
than two tOllS of sligar peraere, sl~ million tons will supply 'the 

, dema~ds of the ,country, -stop i~ports absolutely" and furnish 
asurpius' of ~t, .least one milliop to~s ~or export IIJfter making 
allowances for the gradual incr~as~, in, cO!ls~mption Rer c!lpita!" ' 

• ,'_ • -... l _, .~ - ~, . ~ ~ ~ ~ I 

Besides cane sugar there, i~ @orople fisM fot.' th't. manufacture 
of sugar from beets in the NQrth West .Fl'ontier· Piovinces 'and 
Kashmir •. The- climate. up there is .ideal, Jor, ~ltivlhtion of. beet. 
Beet suga~ in that part,of the country ~hould find a ~e~y 'fa~or~ 
able· ma~ket ip., tha~ ,te~itory and iI}.- tpe cq~tig~ou[S: iQreign 
territories ,peyond ~~e ~rontie. ... ,,' " ',,'.> 

Se~ond in'importance to cane' !tlgar "at pfese~t : 'ip.'In8i8.' is 
that obtaimid from date palm:' . It -aiilounts 'to nea~ly 5'OU,000 
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tons a year. The' pre&ent' system I~£ manufacture is just as' crude 
o.s that of cane sug~r~ '·There is plenty of room for impro:vement 
and expansi~n of this' industry in Bengal, Madras and Central 
Provinces: Date sugar, when properly produced in modern 
factories, win playa' more important part in the Indian sugar 
market than at present. 

It is our good fortune that, after all the talk at Swadesbi 
that started in Bengal in 1905 and that sent hundreds of us 
Indians to study industries ill foreign' countries, India is begin
ning to think on the lines of industrial development. Sugar is 
0. very necessary industry and will benefit our country in many 
ways. There are undoubtedly many difficulties in our way all 
there ate in any new adventure. But they are not insurmountable, 
p.s we are quite willing to benefj.t ourselves by the accumlmuated 
experience of the rest of the sugar world, particularly of Hawaii 
and Java in cane sugar and Europe and America in, beet sugar. 
Proper organiz~tiQn and cooperation will help in this industry as 
:well 80S in others. Once the indian capitalists know the 'amount 
of money there is in sugar, faCtories' will mUltiply all 'over the 
country and the present vertical cabe mill and the open kettle 
will be thing$ of the past. in our lifetime. It is not too much to 
predict that India will be the domina~t figure in the world's 
sugar market before the next quarter of the century is over. 

iI. The Economics of the Production of Sugar and 
of t~e Utilization, of its by-Products. 

AGRICULTURE or CANE:-Cane is a. tropical plant, but thrives 
well also in sub-tropical countries under favorable conditions. A 
warm and moderately moist climate, with intervals of dry heat 
is most s~itable for its growth. The amount of heat received b; 
the -plant mfluences the rau, of growth, the time it requires to 
~ature, and ita composition. 



SOIL :-Under natura.l conditions a typical clay soil, tha't has 
consider~h1e water-retaining' p~w~~ is the best. LoaIns, and' 
alluvial deposits are considered to be second in ,importance. 
Last come the lighter sandy soils that liave no water,-retaining 
power. At the same time these' 'sandy s~ils give enormous 
yields under ample irrigation and intensive fertilization. The 
best examples of these soils are Peru and Hawaii, 

The complex nature of the soil for- the cultivation of cane 
could not be bette~stated thari, what Bonaine Qbserves*: "The cane: 
grows more 01" less, well in all soils if it 'receives -the care and 
manures that its economy demands; but to develope vigorously, 
and to supply a.juice'rich' in s,ugar, it demands a free and'deep 
soil. The ,physical properties of th~ soil are at least as i~portaflt 
as itg chemical composition ; lind if irrigation is impo~sible (iuring 
the dry season its coolness will, naturally be one of the ptillcipal 
factors in the 1JroauCtion. 

i. The most favorable nature of the soil varies with the 
• ) -~ _ ~...' " 1 J 

climate. 

'c When rain is abundant the soil,s'ho:uld, be ligh~ and poro,us ; 
if rains are scanty a too light soil will dry rapidly, and vegetatjon' 
will be checked, the cane will not completely die, but in place 
of giving large stalks, rich in ~ugar,.it will produce small, dry, 
hard and woody stalks. With a relatively dry climate a heavy 
soil will give good returns if the rains are evenly distributed . 

.. With a rainfall of 197 to 236'inch!'ls a sandy soil draining 
easily, will give an abundant returrf with a high ·consumption 
of manure. A clay soil, especially if it is situated on a. plain, 
will' be 'cohstantly saturated with stagnant water, which will 
prevent the aeration of the sQil; canes will develope fElebly. and 
their roots will rot little by little, leading to the death of the 
stalk. ' 

• Deerr, Noel :~Caue Su.ca r, PI" 40-"6. 
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.. Some alluvia.l earths produce a, luxurial'lt vegetation in 
wet years. ,Tne canes are very fluc, but very, watery. 

If Other things being equal, a calcareous clay soil, not 
exceedingly light ,,,ill give swceter cnlles than a clay containing 
vegetable debris, but the yield will be generlLlly lebs abundant. 
If the rains are sufficient and cOllveniently divided, returns both 
for the cultivator and for the mnnufacturer will be excellent. If 
the season is wet, the advantage will remain with the lighter 
soils, whilst if it is dry, the canes ,,,ill suffer much alld will afford 
stunted and woody stalks. 

1 
" High and almost constant results will be obtained witl~ 

irrigation and porous ,soils; for th~' growth can he regul~ted at 
will, and conducted in a., fashion so as to obtain the maximum 
cultural and industrial retur~, promoting the size of the cane 
and its leaf development in the first stages of its growth an~ 
without intermission,until the time arrives when it is necessary 
to develope the juices formed at an early stage fl. 

SEED:- This is the most important aspect· of the 
agriculture of cane. This plant is very susceptible to diseases 
and pests, and as the seed for planting is obtained from the 
matnred cane stalks, naturally if the particular variety ha~ begun 
to deteriorate on account of a certain disease or pest, it becomes 
worse from generation to generation until the crop spells total 
ruin to the cultivator. Such a condition exists almost all over 
India at the pre$ent time. 

It has been the experience of all the cane countries that the. 
old indigenous varieties have become diseased and bad to be 
replaced by neW sedling varieties imported from other countries. 
The imported varieties are acclimatized and cross-bred with the 
indigenous ones. Such work i! being constantly carried, out 
in the experiment stations of Hawaii, Louisiana, Porto Rico, 
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Cuba, Argentina, Formosa, India and other coilDtri~S'. A stafl 
of scientists are carrying on work in' these stations and always 
keep neW' varieties to take the place of the old ones that begin 
to show signs of decay. 

MANURING :-Manurit;lg along with 'liming is not only 
necessary to replenish the soil'from which plant food is constant
ly being t;emoved. by the crop, but is also employed to increase 
the yield. It. includes not only farm yard' manure, but also 
commercial .fertilizers, such as, nitrates, superpl).osphates, bone 
manures, oil cnkes etc., as· well as green manure (leguminous 
crops grown between the cane rows an:d turned under,. when 
mature, by means of a plow). Lime is a very necessary adjunct 
to tIle fertilizers added' to a cnne soll. It improves the physical 
condition of' 'heavy soils bt loosen~ng them. It corrects the 
acidity of soils and renders potash available. In a modern cane 
sugar'factory one of the by-products 'i~ press cake which is 
mostly lime and is applied to the fields before plowing. It 
amounts to about 5;600 pounds per every 100 tons of cane 
crushed and goes back to Ilome .three acres of .land from which 
the cultjvator· harvested this cane. 

IRll.IGA'fION :--'-'-In tropical couhtries with little rain, irriga
tion becomes absolutely necessary in order to supplement the 
deficient rainfall. The four mnin sources of water for irrigation 
purposes ar~ : 

(1) Reservoirs built on the mountains to catch all the water 
during the rainy season. These are connected ~y ditches with 
the fields. 

(2) . Upland I'treams which are,diverted into th~ plaJ?tations 
~n the low lands~ : 

(3) . Canals' which: carry the water from large rivers nearby • 

.. (1) Wells nnd rivers from whicll Wllter is l)umped. 
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In the Hawaiiau Islands enormous sums of money are invest
ed in irrigation projects by private Corporations wbich control 
their own systems. The total capital invested in irrigation 
systems in Hawaii, which has about 60,000 acres under irrigation, 
is in the neiO'hbourhood of four crores of rupees. The average 

I:) 

cost of irrigation including labor per acre is a little over Rs. 200/-. 
-Such a large amount apllears prohibitive, but it must ~e borne in 
'mind that in these islands the average return per acre on unirriga. 
'ted' plantations is about three tons of sugar, and on the irrigated 
'plantations about six tons, so -that three tons of sugar less cost of 
'cutting, transport and manufacture, are to be credited against 
IRs. 200/-' ail the cost of irrigation. ~ 

In Hawaii, as a general rule, 1,000 pounds of water are 
required per pound of sugar produced. This reftlrs to natural as 
,well as artificial supplies combined. puring its seventeen months 
of growth in Hawaii I\. (!ane crop receives about 100 inches of 
water, 27 inches of which is rainfall. 

HUSBANDRY OF CANE :-There are many manual implements 
used in those districts where labor is plentiful and consequently 
cheap. But in most districts, especially in Hawaii, animal and 
power implements are employed. The chief manual implements 
are those used for hoeing and weeding. 

Among the animal and power implements the most import. 
ant are the steam gangplows, turn,-or mould-board. shovel and 
di~~ plows,· harrows, tongue and disc cultivators. Some of these 
,are essentially necessary for deep plowing, the steam plow going 
as deep as 28 inches (which facilitates the deep root system 
reaching the sub-soil water and aeration). The turn· board plow 
IS used for turning the soil upside down and preparIng it for 
planting by making the furrows in which cane if planted. This 
js also- used in opening irrigation -:!hannels and in turninO' over 

. weeds between the rows of young canes. The uisc r~w iii 
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employed for furrQwing"but ~ore ~xt,ensiv~~y ,for turping ovel: 
and burying the pea vines g~owing as a gr~en manure. 

The cultivator is drawn by ahimal power between the rows 
?f cane, breaking up the soil and at the same time destroying the 
weeds. The harrow finds its ~ use for reducing the soil, after 
cultivation, to a fine tilth and for breaking up clods and levelling 
ine~ualities. ' 

PLANTlNG OF CANE :-After the . soil has been well prepared, 
the seed cane is planted. in the furrows. The width, of the 
furrows varies from three to seven feet depending upon the 
fertility of the soil. The' more fertile the soil the wider apart 
the rows are in· order· to allow ,freedom of growth to toe 
luxuriant crop. 

CULTIV ATION '.-Cultivation. of. the fields is, carried on, from 
time to time, tb destroy th~ weeds., This operation is continued 
until the ,plant is too big to let the animals pass through the rows 
without injuring them. In dry seasons irrigation water. is given 
once .o~ twice a, 'week accqrding to the ~emands of the plallt. 

HARVESTING OF CANE : ....... The! cane is harvested for the factory 
at a time when' there is a minimum of, or even no, reducing 
sugars, and when it is at its' maximum purity. The chemist, by 
making occasional analyses, determines t~e right time for harvest
ing. This is'very important, as the lower the percentage of' 
reducing sugars, and the higher the purity; the' more sugar can' 
be crystalli~ed. After this 'right time 'the cane sugar breaks up 
into reducing sugars,resulting in'\. loss of the marketable J!roduct. 

The general practice in ~he Hawaiian l/llands pow js tp bum 
the cane before cutting. Stripping is t~e qnivers,al practice 
followed from ancient time~ and "still prevalent in many count~ies.: , 
"But it has been found in HawaiLthat there i~ no de~rioration of 
~l1gar due to burning, provided t~e cane is ,crus}led, within ,24 to 



36 hours. The advantages of burning are (1) the saving of the 
laborious work entailed in stripping and (2) Killing of most of 
the insects that may be breeding in the field. 

TUANSPORTATION :-There are various methods of tro.nspor. 
tation dependinO' on local conditions. The principal ones are 
'0 ' 

light railways. Cane grown on very high elevations, where the 
railroad cannot be taken economically. is sent down to' 8 lower 
elevation through flumes and then transported by the planta. 
tion railway to the factory. Among other means of transpor· 
tation are the use of animal PQwer ~nd mec!lanical traction on 

. ~oads, and of aerial ropeways for crossing deep gulches. In 
certain localities where CAne is the principal industry the public 
railroads are utilized to transpor~.large quantities of this material. 

UNLOADING THB RAW MATERIAl.:- The loaded car is first 
"'eighed on a weigh bridge. There are many mechanical devices 
employed for unloading cane, one 'of which is the rake system. 
One man manipUlates the machine which is situated on one side 
of the cane-carrier, while on the other side, directly' in front 
of the machine, stands the loade~ car. The rake attached to the 
machine is so arranged that, it travels the Whole length. breadth 
and depth of the car. It rakes off the cane sticka into the 
carrier which is an endless belt made of steel or wooden slats 
and moves on a lower elevation at the bottom of a chute and 
delivers the cane to the crusher. The empty car is pushetl 
forward and transferred to another track "here it is weiO'hed , n 

again. 

From these weighings the gross weight of the cane is 
obtained. There is still a considerable amount of trash attached 
to the cane, which is determined by a number of experimentll. 
The gross weight minus the weight of trash gives the net weight 
or the cane entering the factory. , 



~IANU}'ACTUltlNG Ab:THODS :-+- There are two main ·ways 
uy which white suga.r is obtained from cane. The first of these 
consists of manufacture of ra.w browll sugar in the tropics, and its 
refining in central locations with the use of bone char which 
gives the finest white sugur detnanded by American and most 
European markets. To obviate this double operation and to be 
independent of the refiner several cane countries manufacture white 
sugar directly from cane to meet the demands of certain markets' 
that are satisfied witb this grade of sugar'. Th~s second method 
is prevalent mostly in Java, Mautitius, Nata.l'and L6uisi8.M. For 
the sake of convenience in this paper the' two methods' 'will 'oe' 
named (1) American and (2) Java. 'Tne' principal difference in 
the manufactur~ of raw and plantation white 'sugar lies in the 
treatment 'Of the juice, the, oille!! processes, sJlch a,s milling, 
filtration" evaporation, graining and purging remain~ng the same • . ,--, . 

(1)' AMtlucAN METHOD :-Cane is th~ ra~ material and ',has 
now entered the factory. The object of the manufacturer is to 
obtain,the ~xi~l1tO amount of sugar out,of, jt~ .Th~ ,following 
is an~averag~ anll:ly~is of cl}n~ :- ... 

~ , I 

Table No.2. Composition of Louisiana Cane • .... ' 
Constituents Percenta~e., 

Water ... .. ~ 74'50 
Ash ...... . .... O·[j(} 

Fiber .. . ' .. ,. . .. lO~OOj 

Sugars ... 14'00 
Fat and wax ... 0'20 
Pectin (gums) ... 0'20 
Free acids .... ... 0'08 
Combined acids ••• ..~ '" 0'l2, 
Nitrogen~us bodies ." 0.40 

" Total.;. 100'00 

41 5peooer; G. L.':"nandbook for caue 8\l~r manufaotuleN, uO. 
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MU,LING OF CANE:-The whole cane on its way to the 
cl'lUlher is cut into very small pieces by knives revolving at the rate 
of more .than.500 revolutions per minute. In some factories it goes 
through a shredder \vhicL. ~hrel1s it into a tine looking excelsior. 

The crusher consisting of either two or three rollers extracts 
most of the juice. The bagasse from the crusher goes through 
two, three, four or five subsequent mills. By multiple 'crushing 
and compound maceration much more juice is . extracted than is 
possible in a single mill. There ~re factories that have as mally' 

as, seven mills of three rollers each, grind 2,000 tons of cane 
in 24 hours, and extract 99" of the bugar present in the cane. 

The exhausted bagasse is conveyed by a carrier into the 
fireroom where it is nsed as fuel to eOllvert the water into steam 
for driving the engines and for evaporation and boiling purposes. 
In a well-manageq factory the ba.gasse should be sufficient to 
furnish the needed fuel. 

The juice from the mills comes to a supply tank and is 
measured or better still, weighed. This' is 'called ra.w juice and 
contains, in addition to water and sugar, a certain percentage 
of the ,impurities of the cane. • ~ 

CLARIFICATION OF THE RAW JUICE :-The juice then goes 
through a heater which ra.ises the tempernture to over 100 0 C. 
Then it is limed an~ allowed t~ settI~ The. decanted juice is 
ready for evaporati~n and goes .to the evaporator supply tank. 
The scums or mud are force~' through filter presses which 
separa.te the liquid from the solid. The' filtered juice is conducted 
into the evapora~r sUl'p~y" tan~ ~ an( .~he :press~ke containing 
from 0'5 to 1" sugar on its own ,weight, is dropped down into 
empty railroad cars and applied to the cane fields. 

EVAPORATION OF THE CLARIFIED JUICE :-This operation is 
cnrried on in multiple-effect evaporators where the juice which 



origimi.l1y cohtained about 85~ water comes out as ·sy'l'up·~6~.' 
taining only 251. water .. Unlike open kettle:ooiling there is "no" 
loss of sugar'.in this operation; and the' 'heat lLpplied is utilized 
to the fullest extent, as the vapor from. the first effect serves to 
heat the second effect and so orl. 

, ' ,SUGAR BOILING :'-:'The graining of the sugar in the syrup 
, ~, .'. ',.'. 

is ~one in" vacuum pans. The, syrup is ,boiled undElr vacuum 
u:ritll the requir.ed grains are formed. The boiied, material which 
is' ~lled " massecuite " and contains sugar crystals and "mother-
li~uor" is discharged ,into mixer!. ' 

THE SEPARATION OF THE CRYSTALS :-rhe massecuite flows 
from the mixer into centrifugal ml\chines which separate the 
crystals from the molasses. 'The -~ugar crystals remain inside 
the basket and the molasses goes out, thr~:)Ugh gutters into a tank. 

, CURING OF SUGAR :-The centrifugal ~achine discharges the 
sugar into a conveyor underneath where it is carried along a 
helicoidal screw into a bucket .elev~tor :which· takes. it, ,up to 
the top floor and drops it on a hopp~~~ _ From t~e, ~?pper it 
falls down into a large st~rage box when~e it I co~eS' down by 
gravi;ty into an automatic scale and weighed in,bags. This long 
operation ~s mrried on ill' order to give th: hot sugar a ,chance 
to cool down before it is bagged~ The hopper bre,aks ,up tl,le 
big lumps, if any are present .. 

'BAGGING OF"SeGAR :...:...One man :bags the sugar dropping
down from the scale. Another mari~ carrie~ the bng through an 
electrically driven sewing machine and drops it into an inclined 
elevator ending with a horizontal belt which is so arranged as,to 
take the bags into, any part of the sugar warehouse. 

THE FINIStIED PRODUCT :-It ,is commercial brown sugar 
containing 9610 pure sucrose, from 1. 0 to ]. 51. moisture, the rest 
being organic non· sugars and inorganic matter. This sugar is ; 
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sold to the refiners on the mainland of the United States who 
whiten it by putting it through bone char. 

WORKING UP OF THE UNEXHAUSTED MOLASSEs:-The molass
es coming from the centrifugal machine still has a considerable 
amount of sugar and is, therefore, boiled over into grains, cooled 
in motion in crystallizers and purged in No.2 centrifugal machines 
from which No.2 suuar and No.2 molasses are obtained. The . 0 

No.2 sugar which is a low grade product containing· about 80t. 
sucrose is either used as seed grain to build the first sugar on, or 
remelted and mixed with fresh syrup in certain proportion. 

TIIE DISPOSAL OF No.2 MOLASSES :-This is called exbausted 
molasses which contains from 30t. to 3510 sucrose. However, this 
sugar cannot be economically ~rystallized, because of the presence 
of the various organic and inorganic impurities ,,. hich prevent the 
sugar from crystallization. 

It is generally sold ,to the distilleries which produce alcohol 
from it. Some of it is mixed. with chopped alfalfa, or very fine 
bagas~e. or grounel barley and fed to the cattle. 

RECOVERY OF SUGAR FROM CANE :-A modern factory 
equipped with efficient machinery and apparatus and haying 
scientific control shouJt1 recover about 9010 of the sugar in the 
cane' into the commercial product. That is, assuming the sugar 
content of cane at 13.01., 11.710 should be recovered in the 
commercial sugar. The balance of 1.31. is Ipst in the bagasse, 
press-cake, molasses and undetermined losses. Expressed in 
another wa-" 8.5 tons of cane should produce a ton of r~W' sugar. 

REFINING OF RAW SUG . .!,.R:-It is the final stage in the produc
tion of white sugar according to the American method. The 
raw brown sugar is transported from the tropics to the Pacific 
and Atlantic sea-boards of. the United States and sold to the 
great refineries that melt from 1,000,000 to 4,500,000 pounds peJ 
day of 24 hours. 
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The Process' of Refining Consists of the Following 
Operations :-

(a) AFFINATION :-Washing of thd raw sugar in centrifugal 
machines to remove the molasses aqhering to the crystals., 

(b) MELTIKG :-Disso:ving the washed sugar ,in water to 
make a syrup which is called" liquor" in refineries. ' 

(~) FILT~ATION OF THlt LIQtJOR :-Separation of the insolu~ 
ble and'suspended impurities through bag filters. 

(d) FILTJitATION THROUGH BONR CHAR :-which bleaches 
and purifies the liquor. 

(e) BOILING THE LIQUOR :--,iD' vacuum pans to form grains. 

(f) CENTRIFUGALLING :-Separating the crystals from the 
~other liquor in 'centrifugal machines. 

(g) DRYING THE' SUGAR CRYSTALS :-in inclined dryers. 

'(It) GRANULATING :-So~ting the crystals into different 
siies through d'ifferent-mesh sieves in granulators. 

(i) PACKING: -in bags, ba~rels" or boxes as the trade 
demands. 

Besides granulated sugar of varying sizes the refinerie~ also 
turn out cubes and dominoes used in tea, coffee and chocolate. 
This sugar is the same as ' obtainl;l1Jrom (J) . and 'is moulded in 
special machines and dried in hot-air ovens. The refinery molasses 
are passed through bone-char resulting in a golden yellow syrup 
used for table purposes: -

RECOVERY IN A REFINERY :-The best raw sugar for refining 
purp-osesis one of 96 polarizatioIi' ,( i. e., containing 9610 pure 
sucrose) and having hard and evenly large grains. One hllndred 
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tons of BUch. suga.r~ ha!! 96 ·t6n8" or pure. Sllcrose entering t?~ 
refinery. An American refinery records the followjng recovery 

~nd loss:-

Table. No .. 3 Recovery jn an American Refinery. 

Refined sugar 'ofl00 polarization 
Sucrose in golden syrup 
Sucrose losses .. • ... 

Totd 

... . .. 

Tons 

93 
2 
1 

96 

10 on sucrpse in 
faw suga.r. 

96;9 
2'1 

, 1'0 

100-0 

(2) JAVA METHoD:-This method eliminates the bone·char 
refinery and manufactures granulated white sugar directly from 
cane juice by chemical processes of juice treatment. However, 
the sugar is not'as white and dryas the bone-char refined'spgar. 

As stated before, the Java method is the same as" that of 
manufacturing raw sugar except in the treatMent of the juice. 
In the manufactl!-re of direct white sugar Which is also called 
" plantation white sugar II the purification of the juice has to be 
more thorough 1n order to produce a colorless liquor. The two 
standard processes employed 'are:--carbonation and sulphitation. 

(a) CARBONATION PROCESS :-This process was first 
~.ntro~uced in the beet· sugar indust~y and ,perfected before it was 
applied to cane sugar. Tpe juice is first limed to excess, and 
'~lcium oxide partially n~utra1ized by carbon dioxide gas leaviner . , b 

~~e juice slightly alkaline. ,.The precipitate is separated by 
'filtration.. The filtrate is again neutralized, by carbon dioxide 
gas,' leaving .. juice fai~tly alkaline to phenol-phtl;lalein. The 
precipitate is removed by second filtration. Fina.l alkalinity is 
neutralized. by sulP,hur dioxide, gas. , This giv~s 8. colorless juice 
which goes through the evaporators, vacuum pans and centrifueral 

h
• . , p 

mac ~Des, ' ' 
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(b). ·SULPHITATION· PROCESS :-Th(l r~Wi ju¥~. ~S, lim.ed to 
,e~~ess, aljl-d the excess of lime: is n,ear~y,r~eutraliz~d ,~t sulp~ur 
pioxi.de gas. It is then hea~ed ~o, b.oPi~g; ,pojnt, aJ;ld, ,s~bsided., i~ 
.subsi~~n~ ,tanksf The subsid~d clear j~ce. goes to the e"~porat?r, 
:Th~ sediment goes to the nIter presse~1 apd the filtered juice 
passes to the eyapo!at~r. Th~ remaining operations are the same 
in px:inciple as in raw, sugar ma~ufacture. ' ' 

BEET SUGAR. 

-~GRICU~TURE' OF BEET:-;-Th~ sugar beElt thrives well. iJil 
.temperate climates in gooc:I s~ndy lc;>am soil. Und~r favc;>rf!.ble 
conditions o,f ~1imat~ and soil it needs . very little irrigation. , TI;lj;} 
soil should not be too light. Deep Cuh!'V~tion,is essentiflol '(or 
,ihe normal de~elopp1ent of the taperi~g, roots., 

In the United 'States the ground is \vell.pref~red and beet 
seed is sown iii rows by means of driller's •. The J)lants come u~ 
'thickly, ana when they are some three 'or four inches high,. 'they 
~re thin~ed out by hand~ so that'tlle 1;>lituts '8.re .ab~ut 10 inche's 
apart in' each raw. The rows are 14 inches apart. 

Th,e fiel9s ~re .tliten,ho,ed. by:hand.two'Qr three time.s-t(l) keep 
the! we~d}: <J0:wn a~d cultiV1\ted "Petween the' rows in o~der to 
conserve moisture. 

'S~eds are .planted .from Janury to April., The, maximum 
of sugar is stored ~p in from seven to eight months. IJa~vesting 
continues from July to November. At harveilt-time, the soil 
'is loosened by running a plow along the rows, which' makes it 
~asier for the laborers to lift the beets by hand. Then tne tops 
'ar~ cut off and the roots are sent 'to the factory. , 

MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM BEET :-The'beets from the 
field of eac~ farmer are' weighed. fl,nd sampl~~, sepa11\otely., The
. farmer is paid on the basis of this weight and the analysis. 
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They ~re fed into the factory hydraulically which cleans 
most of the dirt attached. They are then scrubbed by revolving 
brushes in a drum in order to remove the remaining dirt, and 
weighed automatically. The next operation is that of cutting 
into small chips called .. cosettes If. The cosettes are immersed 
in hot water in a diffusion battery, and the sugar diffuses from 
the plant-cells until it is equally distributed between the water 
and the beet juice. A diffusion ~attery consists of a number of 
round vertical cells. preferably about twelve in number, which 
are filled in turn with cosettes. "Water is introduced -into No. 1 
cell under pressure, and flows from cdl ~o cell, extracting sugar 
from the cosettes. The ~uice l'e~ulting' from this operation is 
called" diffusion, juice ". 

The diffusion juice contains. besides water and sucrose, 
several "cids, nitrogen, compounds, coloring matters, other organic 
nO,n-sugars and mineral matters. It is not .fit for drinking as 
can~ juice is. The object of the manufacturer is now to eliminat~ 
all the impurities and turn out a pure white sugar which will 
have the same physical and chemical properties as the refined 
cane sugar. 

CLARIFICATION OF THE DIFFUSION JUICE :--Double carbona
tion process is employed and consists of the following operations:-

(a) LIMING :-The juice is limed to strong alkalinity. 

(b) FIRST CARBONATI9N :-Carbon dioxide gas is injected 
into the limed juice until it is faintly alkaline. 

(c) FIRST FILTRATION:-The precipitate is filtered through 
filter presses. 

(d) SECOND ,LIMING :-Tbe filtered juice is pumped through 
a juice heater which raises the temperature to boiling point. 
Some more milk of lime is added. 

- (e) SECOND CARBOKATION-The juice from (d) is carbonated 
again. 



(t) SECOND FILT~ATION :-'J:he precipitate, which.is about 
one· third of that from first carbonation, is ~eparated' in the 
second filters. 

The clear JUlce is then evaporated in the multiple·effect 
evaporators and comes out as' 'syrup. The syrup is boiled in 
vacuum pens giving what is called in the beet sugat industry 
" fillemass." The" fillemass " is purged in centrifugal machines 
giving white sugar and" green syrup" which is re·boiled. 

THE ECONOMICS OF THE TWO INDUSTRmS: 

We have seen how sugar is produced from cane and beet. 
In considering the economics of ' these two industrIes one is at 
once struck with the unique fact that uulike 'other human foods 
obtained from either vegetable' or animal sources; pure white 
sugar, which is palatable and at the same time gives the best 
results in the human .body, does not fctmtain anything' that has 
been taken from the soil. Pure sucrose consists of 'carbon, 
hydrogen and 'oxygen. ·The first'is obtained from the air in the 
form of carbon doxide. The elements, hydrogen and oxygen! 
are drawn hy the plant in the form of water from the sbil. This 
water also previously existed as vapor in the atmosphere. 

The method of manufacture of sucrose in the plant is not 
yet proved. However, its formation from' carbon dioxide and 
water may be represented thus:---

First sta~e-C 0 2 + H ,2 _0 CH2°-t°2 
fermll.l~ehyde 

Second stage-12 CH 2 0:::: C 6 HUOS +C 6 Hn~06 
glucose ~ fructose 

Third s~ge-C6H1206+C6H1206=C12H220 11 +1120 
Inlcrose 
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The' cine Rnd the best however take out plant nlltrients 
trom the soil 'which' must be returned in order to maintain, the 
normal productivity of the soil. These nutrients-nitrogen, 
potash and phosphoric acid-along with the addea ingredients 
d)lring the ~anufa.cturillg process in the factory. re~ain in the I 

by.products which are utilize~ to the fullest extent. 

THE BY-PROI>CCTS OF TilE CANE INDUSTRy:-Every 100 tops 
of cane, depending on the qualitt ()( the cane and on the efficiency 
of manufacture, gives frop! seven to twelve tons of sugat:' and 
the following by-products:- . 

(a) 25 tons of bagasee which is mainly used as fuel" b)lt I 

which, if turne~ into paper pulp, will yield at le~st six tops of 
bleached pulp. Before deciding on a pulp t:nill to be attached 
to a sugar f~ctory it is essential that t~e value of the fuel tq be 
s~bstituted and its stea.dy supply in the particular locality should 
be thoro,ugh,ly studied. 

(b) 2!, t6011 of filter-press cake, which contains most of the 
lime added in the manufacture, is used as a fertilizer in the fields. 

(c) Three tons. of molasses whic~ will yield (i) about 150 
gallons of'iL specially 'prepared alcohol used as the best substitute 
for petrol in'internal combustion engines, and (ii) the fertili,zing 
el~ments nitrogen, time, phosphoric a.cid aqd potash. Potash is 
the mQst important and is present in larg~ .qua~t~ty. The yield 
of potash from the above three tons of molasses is' from '200 to 
270 pounds. The complete utiliza.tion of I this' by-product
molasses-right on the plantation is the most desirable thing. A 
large pl~ntat~on wi1~ have a nu~ber of tr~ctors, trucks and 
autombiles whicii will utilize a considerable 'part of th~ motor 
fuel manufactnred. The 'more important point is that the 
va.luable fer~lizing I elements will be returned to the, Boil 

" t ' } • ~. • 

Molasses sold to an outside distiller means the loss of' the ferti. 
zers as far as the' 'piania.~on is concerned. . 



, Germany always excels in this sort'of nationai economy. tt 
is said that she never exports anything that impoverishes the 
soil. She used to export sugar but no molasses, for she early 
encouraged the production of alcohpl for fuel on ~he farm, 'and 
all the fertilizing material wali re,turned to the soil where it 
originally came from. ) 

AnOther by.product'is <I molascuit" which is a mechanical 
mixture of very fine sifted bagasse and molasses. It is a very 
good cattle food; but does not contemplate utilizing all the 
molasses produced. 

The by-products of the beet-~ugar industry--Ev~ry 100 
tons of of beets, depending on the ~ugar content of the beets anq 
efficiency of manufacturing methods, yields from 12 to 16 tons 
of sugar and the !ollowing' by. products :-

(a) Six tons of dried pulp used as cattle food or tons of 
s~eet pulp when ~ixed wi~h molasses,. also used as cattle food. 

(b) 10 t?ns of filter press cake used as fertilizer. 

(c) One ton of molasses which t~ mixed ~ith the ,pulp as 
above 01' used tO'produce alcohol. 'In thb latter ev~nt the potash 
and nitrogen are recovered and returned' to the' soil. 

(d) The waste-waters lrom Steffen's 'Sachharat~ process are 
concentrated and evaporated to dryness in a vacuum ap,paratus. 
it is mixed with slaughter-house waste, and applied as fertilizer. 

/" , 
, We see from the above study of the recovery of sugar and 

of the utilization of by·products that nothing is lost. We have 
seen not only how aU the values can be realised but al~o how 
agricultural economy can be effected by returJ?-ing the fertilizing 
elements'to the "soil. In modern industriar processes the by.pro. 
ducts are'as important and valuable'as the main product., The 
sugar industry "is no exception ~ndi if' properly organized, brings 
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imm~nse beneSts to the investors as well as the particular com· 
munity. As will be seen from the following paper, it will ac· 
complish aU this in India without introducing the evils that go 
with ~ty industries. 

III. The Need of Science and Organization: 

How Hawaii and Java,have Solved their Problems. 

The establishmerit of the cane sugar industry on the basis 
of large-scale production in central factories in India undoubted· 
ly presents many obstacles. Tht'y ~reJ however, by no means 
insurmountable, if we are willing to profit by the exp~riences of 
other 'cane countries that l}ave spent years ,of patient and 
pains-taking work and built up their present pro5perous condtion 
through many stages of development. Science and organization 
are the two pivots on whiCh Hawa.ii and Java stand to-day. 
There is many a lesson ror us to learn from these two countries. 

The first and foremost of these lessons is that we should 
not commit· the same mistakes as they had. It is a waste'of 
human energy and of money to duplicate mistakes. Of course. 
it is not advisable nor iii it 'possible to copy everything. Each 
country has its peculiar conditions which will not permit of 
wholesa.le imitation; but the fundamental principles should be 
well understood a.nd adapted to the Indian conditions as far as 
possible. 

LARGE-SCALE PRODUcTtoS:--ls the prevailing order in aU 
other countries. Twenty-five years ago most of the Hawaiian 
Factories were very small, producing ten or twelve tons of surrar 
a day. To-day the majority of them are producing over ~ne 
humlred tons per day, the daily output of the largest one ooing . 
400 to~s. Cuba has still larger factories manufacuring as much I\S 

800 tons of sugar in 24 hours. 



The central system of sugar, manufacture in the Philippine 
Islands is a matter of the last ten years. American. ettterprise 
introduced Hawaiian methods into the Philippines from the very 
beginning. During the last five or six years some sixteen 
centrals have been built, twelve of W-hich have a daily output of 
from 100 to 220 tonI! each. 

There are several instances in Hawaii where four or five 
small factories have been consolidated' into' one, thereby cutting 
down the cost· of production and making it possible to introduce 
more modern' machinery' and appq,ratus and ,tQ i~prQve general 
efficiency. 

, . 
CHEMICA'L 'CONTROL OF MANUFACTURE :'-:It was only a quarter 

of' a century ago that a chemist was unkno,wn, oJ). the plantations 
of Hawaii. The Planters u~ed to' take a chemist from San 
Francisco who would test'a' few samples of cane" tell the planters 
that it was ripe, and return home. - They just- weighed their cane 
and sugar. In the absence of jI. chemist they did not . know the 
quantity of sugar entering the factory in the caJ,le. No analy~es 
were made of the interme,diate products nor of the by-pr0ducts, 
so timt they might determine the losses in manufacture: To-day 
there is not a single mill that dOes not have a well-equipped 
laboratory with two or more chemists whose duty it is to keep 
down toe' manufacturing losses ltt a minimumj and to watch the 
quality of sugar all through the twenty four hours, of operation. 
'They' are also improving methods of manufacture,'effecting econo
mic's in steam consu~ptio~ and solving many research problems 
that arise on the plantation. 

\ ' 

EFFICIENT D:rVIs;roN 'OF LABOR :-The lI).ost up-to-date cane 
·conntries practise e:fficient' divisio? of labor and employ'large 
staff on high salaries to supervise the work of the qifferent 
departments. Table 'No. 4 will give an idea of. the sort of 
salaried sta~ that' a typical Hawa}ian 'PI.a;Ilta~ion, employs all 
through the year;' . , 
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Ta.ble No. 4:-Executive Staff of a Typical Hawaiian 
Plantation: 

Designation. 

. General Manager. 

Duties. 

} 

Responsible to the Board of Direc
tors for all the agricultural and 
manufacturing operations • 

. Agricultural Department:-

, One Assistant Manager -Supervision of the Department. 
Four Super.visors } Supervisio~ of the four sections of 

1,.000 acres each. 
One Civil "Engineer } In Ch~rge of Surveys & irrigatioll 

proJects. . 
One Mechanical Engineer } In Charge of Steam Plows & 

, Tractors. 
One Locomotive Engineer } Supervision of the entire plantation 

. railroad. 
One Chief Engineer -In Charge of the pumping stations. 

~:Manufacturing Departments:-

One Superintendent -Supervision of the entire factory. 
One Chief Chemist } In Charge of chemical control and 

in the capacity of Assistant 
Superintendent. 

Two Assistant Chemists } Each in charge of the laboratory 
for twelve hours. 

Tw<.l Mechanical Engineers} Each in charge of the. milling-
. department for twelve hours. 

Two Sugar Boilers _. } ,Each in charge of the boiling 
- Department for twelve hours. 

One Chief Mechanic 
One Chief Clerk 

Plantation O.ffice:-

...:....Supervision of the machine shop. 

} 
In charge of the stores, warehouse 

, and purchasing supplies. 

One Chief Book-keeper} . . . ' 
f\nd Cashier Supel'VlSIOn of the entlre office. 



, Four Assistants 
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} 
In chargef of .cost accounting. and 

segre gation: of accounts. 

Sanitation & Hospital Department:-

One qualified do.ctor 

} 

In charge of the hospital and 
supervision of general health and 
s.a.nitation of the palantation. 

One plantation crushing about 1,200 tons of cane per day 
pays out to its . ~~larie~' : empl?yees over twenty-five thousand 
rupees a month. . Such a .sum becomes insignificant when one 
remembers that the cost of supervision is less than 510 of the 
total cost of production of a ton of sugar. 

Without su~ a complete staff the production would be much 
less giving low profits and the plantation. would run the risk of 
operating at a loss lI.t times. These men do not simply draw 
their high. salaries, but earn them by their knowledge- and train
ing and by constant hard work. 

THE ROLE OF THE EXPERlIIlENT STATION :-One of the most 
unique institutions of the H!I'waiian sugar industry is the 
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association which is a symbol of 
cooperation. It consists of ·47 sugar-producing corporations in 
the' territory. Prior to its organization there existed unfair 
competition in various ways. The different plantations were 
'distrusting one another, and no single plantations cDuld affDrd 
to . emplDy a large staff Df s<;ientists to. investigate variDus 
prDblems in agriculture and manufacture. 

~n 1894, thi~ AssDciation established an Experiment Station 
withDut any assistance fr<;>m the' then Government Df Hawaii 
and purely Dn private initiative. ,At ;p~esent th!'l scientific staff 
consists- of the fDUDwing:-
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Table No. 5 :-StaLr of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' 
Experiment Station: 

Designation. 
Director ... 
Chief Agriculturist ••• 
Assistant Agriculturists 
Plant Pathologist ••• 
Assistant Pathologist 
Chief Entomologist 
Assistant Entomologists 
Sugar Technologists 
Chemisti ... 

. .. ... 
,'0 ... 

. .. 

.... ... 

Number. 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
5 

Total... 18 

The Experiment Station has 125 acres devoted to field 
experiments covElring a wide range of subjects. It has issued 
many \mlletins on agriculture, chemistry, entomology, and .plant 
pathology and physiology whjch are distributed free among all 
the technical men of each plantation. It also issues a Monthly 
Record which contains all the work carried on by all the depart~ 
ments of the station and serves as a clearing house of information 
for the,plantations. Since 1906. it has propagated over 20.000 
seedling varieties in order to produce a cane that will resist 
disease. give a heavy tonnage- per acre, have a higher sugar 
content and yield a purer juice. The planters claim "that the 
,position of Hawaii as the most advanced sugar-prod,ucing country 
of the world is mainly due to the ~uccessful efforts of the Experi. 
:ment; Station in putting into practice the best methods of fertili
zing and cultivating sugar cane, combined with improved methods 
of harvesting and milling."" ,.! 

The maintenance of this Experiment Station costs the 
'plimters, in the neighbourhood of four lakhs ,?f rupe'es a year, 
each comp~ny annually contributing about ten annas per ton' of 
sugar produced. It has prevented the loss,of ,m~llions 'of dollars 

• Tile Cape Supr IndllS11]-U. S. p, C. )1JSCelIapllOJl8 Serie!\ No, 53. }lI'ge 7'0, 
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to the planters. Some year~ ago the leaf hopper' began to ravage 
the fields of some of ,the plantations and was about to spread nU 
over the territory. The Station sent out its expert entomo
logists all over the cane countries who took back with them a 
few egg parasites. These were liberated in the affected fields., 
and the spread of the leaf hopper was checked and kept under 
control. It is conservatively estimated that,these results, in terms, 
of money, have been worth over six crores' of rupees to Hawaii. 

c, 
'The International Sugar J.ournal of LondoQ jremarked at 

the time: " ••. To get'these parasiteS' and be absolute
ly, certain that they are the right ones a,nd might do what was 
expected of them, cost the sugar planters possibly ,one half of 
the per cent, of the above figllre. Had the planters known where 
to go and what to look for, the p~asite might have been 'obtained 
for a five·cent., stamp, as a favor, from a scientist abl,'oad. The 
moral ~s that the work of this ~xactitude and magnitude must 
have no' , ifs' to qualify results. " I ' 

", l ' 

, The Formosa Experiment Station has, by importing and 
inttodtiding a new variety of cane, from Hawaii, increased the 
yield ofisugar per' acre by four times. The Tucuman Experi. 
ment St8.tion has achieved similarly splendid results in Argentina 
where'the soil was practically exhausted by' taking 'off forty 
consecu~ve crops. 

, I \ , 1 

RE$ULTS OF SCIENTIFIC AND JpTENSI\rE CULTIVATION:-lilten-

sive 'Cultivation, judicious ferti,lization, and proper use of 
irrigation'water, are at the foundation of increas~ng t~e producti
vity of 1ihe soil. All the cane countries, 'with the' help of their 
experim~nt stations, have ac~omplished marvelous results. Ho~ 
ever, statistics are not evailable for mdst or the, distri~ts. The 
case of Hawaii is unique in ,: this respect. i Table ,No. 6 shows 
what has been achieved in diose i~lands.:J 

" \ * The Cane Sugar Industry-U. s. ~. C. Miscellaneous Selies, NO; G3, page 119. 
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Table No . . 6:-Average, Production in tons ( 2,000 Ibs. ) 
of sugar per acre on 12_ Representative. Plantations of Hawaii, 
1895 to 1914. . 

Irrigated plantatioll!! : Unirrigated plautatiolls: 

YEARS. 

No. 2INO. 31~0. 4 No. [,180. 6 No. 2INO. Blso •. 4INo• 0 No.6 No.1 No. ] 

189a 2.6 5.1 4.1 8.8 4.7 2.6 2:9 2.8 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.1i 

1896 4.0 6.1 5.1 4.8 6.1 8.0 3·t B.1 ~.3' 3.6 3.6 3.7 

1891 4.1 7.3 4.5 5.4 6.1 5.1 3.9 43 4.4 8.6 4.3 ,t} 

18118 6.2 6.2 5.0 0.1 7.6 5.1 3.0 3.3 4.1 8.5 3.8 4.2 

1899 6,7 6.2 6.1 6.1 1.2 "".2' 4.1 3.ll 4.8 3.0 4.0 4.0 

1900 7.2 5.9 1i.8 6.8 6.6 Ii':; 4.0 2.9 4.1 2.2 S.S S.8 

lll01 6.4 5.7 3.5 6.4 7.2 4.0 '3.6 3.3 3.0 2.7 3.9 u 
1902 6.3, 3.0 0.9 4.9 6.0 4.3 3.8 3.0 4.2 3.6 3.5 B.8 

190B 6.9 0.0 7.9 0.9 u.O 5.6 4.2 3.1 4.6 4.2 3.4 3.6 

1904 u.8 4.9 7.4 5.2 (' •. 5 4.r, 3.1 B.O 3.1 3.0. 2.1 2.4 

1900 8.2 5.8 8.5 5.9 6.1 Ii.O 2.0 B.B 4.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 
1906 7.9 5.9 6.7 6.0 6.1 4.3 2.1 4.1 4.0 3.5 B.6 3 .• 
lll01 8.0 5.2 6.6 0.4 6.1 4.1 3.8 3.1 3.8 4.0 3.5 S.O 
1908 8.9 6.3 7.6 6.5 6.5 4.7 5.3 4.6 4.9 3.9 4.4 3.5 

1909 8.3 6.6 7.7 7.1 6.8 5.2' 3 .) .. 3.9 3.8 S.8 3.6 2.9 

1910 8.8 7·3 7.2 7.1 7.0 4.0 3.2 3.6 3.8 2.9 3.5 2.U 
1911 8.5 7.4 7 .. 1 7.1 6.6 5.,1 ... 3.8 4~1 4.1 B.9 3.8 
1912 9.1 8.2 6.6 7.4 6.4 5.3 4.5 3.9 4.5 3.9 4.1 4.1 
1913 8.1 5.9 6.5 6.0 5.9 fl:8 4.1 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.4 4.3 
1914 8.5 8.4 6.8 7.0 7.0 6.7 4.6 5.1 5.1- 4.6 6.2 4.8 

Increalle 
in 20 226.9 64,.1 65.9 8U 48.9 151:7 L3.G ~U 104.0 76.9 100.0 92.0 
years, 

per cent 



Cost of Production in some of the, Principal' Countries :~ 
This item varies considerably.in differ(}pt couptries 'and even on 
different plantations in the sa{Ile couutry. It depends. on (1) the 
produ~tivity of the soil, (2) climlttic conditions, (3) expenditure 
in cultivation, irrigation and fertilization, (4) transportation 
facilities, and (5) manufacturing equipment. 'Table No. 7 below 
furnishes,some of the pertinent figures for Hawaii, Louisiana, 
Porto Rico and Cuba, gleaned from the United States Govern
ment publication" above referred to .. These are averages for 
each district for the 1913-14 crop and ate ~xpressEld in U. S. 
gold dollar which is normally equivalent to Rs. 3/-. The ton 
is <:>f 2,000 lbs. 

Table No.7: Average C~lI of Production, yields per 
acre, wa.ges, etc., in Hawaii, Louisiana, Porto Rico & Cuba. 

Clearing, plowing and 
planting per acEe 

Cultivating per acre 

Irrigation per acre ... 
Fertilizers and fertilizing 

per acre ... 
Harvesting (cutting, load· 

ing and. transporting) 
per acre "". 

Total cost per acre (average 
for irrigate~ and unirri· 

Haw,aii. Louisiana. Porto Rico. Cuba. 
Dollars. Dqllars. Dollars Dollar~. 

17'15 ... '14'40 ,4"24 

30'09' 13'82 7"85 

67-91 15'76 2'18 

42'6~ 8'28 2'43 

36'53 16'05 '24'53 

gated plantations) .oo '. 176'88 t.' . 68'31 .41'23' 
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Sanitation, hospital, etc., 
per acre 8'69 ) 

Insurance, taxes and rent ••• 16'36 ~ 22'60 9.41 
Depreciation on land and . 

... 
I 

irrigation equipment ••• 12'30 J 

Total cost including above 
,50'64 items per acre 214'23 78'10 90'91 

Tons cane per acre 43'92 18'29 20'45 21'32 

·Cost per ton of cane at' mill 4.66 4.27 4.62 2.31 

Tons cane per ton sugar 8.11 13.96 9.01 8.68 . . 
Cost of cane required to make 

60.18 41.68 20.56 a ton of sugar l ,'!., 37.9.j 
Cost of manufacture per 

ton sugar (including " 
depreciation on manu· 
facturing machinery) 6.64 19.32 10.61 8.36 

Total cost of pr{lduction of 
one \On sugar, f. o. b. 
factory ... . .. ... .. . 44.59 79.50 52.29 28.92 

,. Wages of cultivation 
. laborers per day 0.97 0 . .78 0.69 1.26 

*' Wages of cane cutters 
per day. 1.04 . 1.22 0,70 1.60 

• Possible yearly earnings :--
'1 " 

Adult male field hand 302.00 198.00 215.00 378.00 
Adult male cane cutter , 243.00 113.00 91.00 249.00 
Adult male cane teamster 269.00 113.00 91.00 207.00 
General mill laborer 224.00 117.00 104.00 190.00 
Centrifugal tender 234.00 106.00 110.00 237,00 
Oiler, mill 248.00 159.00 . 106.00 . 219.00 .. 

• :tot including jailor 00u1l8 paid in Hawaij. 
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POSSIBLE LINES OF DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA. 

The establishment of a large central factory is dependent 
first and foremost on a regular and steady supply of cane. The 
two main ways of fulfilling thIs condition are ~ (1) for the 
Central Company to own or control large cbIripact blocks of land, 
and be entirely independent of the small cultivator, and (2) for 
the Company to enter -into contract with the small cultivators 
who will' supply cane to the factory at the prevailing market 
price or on a proflt.sharing basis. In the latter case the Company 
should own or control a good portion of the acreage needed, so 
that practiCjl.1 methods ,of intensive and scientHic cultivation could 
be demonstrated to the small cultivators. 

In any event the chief obsfacle in the way of sugar develop. 
ment in India seems to be the land question. I venture to 
fluggest the following ways of bringing . large tracts .under the 
~ontrol of the Company: ' 

(a) By opening up large tracts of virgin forest land. This 
will be pioneering work beset with many difficulties and 'hardsbips. 
However, one must not lose sight of the fact that all pioneering 
is arduous. The Americans' in Hawaii have gone through 
immense difficulties. The present day Hawaii, with its good 
~oads, railways, huge irrigation systems and general prosperity 
for all the people directly or indirectly connected with the indus· 
try, is essentially due to thOse' pioneers who introduced the sugar 
industry some one hundred years __ ago~ The same conditions 
will hold good in India also. Unless the pro,moters are imbued 
with enthusiasm and actuated by business as well as social 
motives, it is best for them not to enter into this enterprise. 

(b) By buying outright from large holders of land. In 
this case the land is mostly undElT cultivation and el).sier, to ,deve
lope in a short ~iIlle. H~wever, this presents a very dangerous 
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disadvanta0'6 which must not be overlooked. There are invarl· 
ably very :mall sub.tenants who are cultivating such lands at 
presenfand paying rent to the landlords. In many c~ses the 
agreement is only oral. Nevertheless, one must pause before ~ 
oustinl7 these small tenants who have nothing in this world but ~ 

o 
their small patches of land. If some equitable arrangements can 
be made with these sub·tenants, so that they will work in 
cooperation with the Compaay, this will prove a very useful 
source for bringing large tra«ts under Company's control. 

(c) By pooling the lands of several neighbouring landlords 
'who form a Company and turn 0\'3r their lands for shares in 
the Company. Preferably' 'they should be active participators 
in the operations of the Comyany. Wherever this is possible, 
it will prove to be the best wny of obtaining contl'ol over land. 

(d) By long-term ieases, say, for 30. 50, or 100 years. 
This is as good as (c) with the only difference in ownership. No 
one need fear that landlords- "may not extend the lease after the 
6rst period. If sugar cultivation becomes profitable and brings 
much good to the community, no landlord will be foolish enough 
to discard a known quantitr.~nd begin a:new an unknown one. 

COOPERATION WITH THE SlIALL RYOT :-There now remains 
the alternativs in which the Company has no control over culti
vation. The Ryots' holdings are scattered in small patches all 
over the territory with demarcations all round. Such a condition 
militates against deep tilla~e by means of steam plows or tractors. 
The Company has to 'deal lfith hundreds of ryots, which will 
give rise to confusion and misunderstanding. In most cases 
transportation will be slow and wasteful for the factory. 

These difficulties can be overcome to a very great extent. 
If there 'are capitalists who sincerely wish to improve the lot 9£ 
the peasantry. this affords an ideal opportunity for rendering 
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service to > them. . ,First . of all. .the ryots .will organize their 
Panchayat~, appoint their representatives' who will be better able 
to deal with the Company and to safeguard. their interests. The 
responsibility for the fulfillment of,the contracts on the part of 
th~ ryots will rest entirely on ~~, representatives appQinted by 
the Panchayats. .The latter can pool .the bullock carts and assign 
them to· the particular fields, which are to be cut, on a given day 
undet: instruction of the Manager of tlle factory. 

The 'Company on its part wiU"keep one or more agriculturists 
whose services will be entirely at the disposal of the cultivating 
ryots. Tbey will advise the ry<>,ts on all phases of the agriculture 
of cane and genet:ally act as intermediaries in ·order to maintain 
friendl,f relations be~ween the Coml'any and the ryots. From 
time to time they will introduc~ new and proven varieties of 
cane and sell seed' at cost. The Company will also, after 
experimentation, secure 'proper fertiIiZie{l's and sell ·them to ·the 
ryots who will use them under the direction of the Company's 
agriculturists. The Company will advance money to the ryots 
at a reasonable interest against the ryots' cane to be delivered as, 
and when, the factory needs, 

This method is working in certain parts' of Hawaii, Porto 
RicQ and the Philippine Islands. Some centrals base the price 
of can~ delivered on its, sugar content" according 'to.a sliding 
scale, while others adopt a profit-sharing basis. By far the most 
equitable basis is the profit-shar~ng plan. It i~ an inducement 
to the small cultivator to .plant as. much as possible of his hind 
with cane, to produce. the ~rmum ,possible crop with the 
facilities at hand and to deliver the cane as, und when, the cenO'al 
requires. All these factors are· 1\-s much to the benefit of. the 
cultivator as to that of the central owner. 

In Porto Rica and the Philippine Islands all the new 
centrals,' that are being built nOW-I\-day~! con4'/.I.c~, wltJ\ the 
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cultivator to pay him half of the sugar manufactured from his 
cane. It would undoubtedly be the best impetus to the Indian 
sugar industry, benefit the investor as well as the cultivating 
ryot equally, eliminate all suspicion of profiteering on the part 
of the capitalists at the expe~se of the ryot, and establish 
harmonious cooperation between both parties. But the ryot 
must meet the fundamental requirements by living up to his 
contract to grow cane on a certain number of acres of his holding. 
Without this assurance no capitalist can sink his capital in a 
fa~tory which runs the risk of re!Ilaining idle at times. 

COST OF PRODUCTION IN INDIA AND ESTUIATED PROFITS :

-There a~e hardly any reliable data ava\1able in India, which 
re,nde~s it difficult to make any estimate. In the United Provin
ces and in Bihar the cost of raisi\1g an acre of cane in 1915 was 
between Rs. 15/- and Rs. 20/-.· This is stated to include 
rent and seed. There is no irrigation nor any manuring. Per
haps the labor of the ryot is not included. Others estimate the 
cost,at about Rs. 100/-. A good normal crop in that locality 
is said to be 12 tons of cane per acre. It is also well-known 
that the cane is very poor in quality •• 

In .the North West Fronti~.r. Provincces it is estimated by 
expert agriculturist that the CQst per acre including rent is 
Rs. 150/-. The land yields 25 tons of cane per acre. 

In parts of Madras Presidency the average cost runs from 
Rs. 250/- to Rs. 300/- per acre, and the yield is about 30 tons. 

In the Deccan with hea'VI .. p:HlDuring and ample irrigation 
the! cost per acre is between Rs. 300/- and Rs. 400/. In excepti
onal cases it is Rs_ 600/-. But there are evidences which point 
to the use of more water and fertiliser than are needed. In 'fact 
there are fields which are becoming water-logged, because the 
., -'. Evidence by J. Henry, Cane Manager, Dorbbanl:8 Sugar Co., Ltd., before UUl lpdiaq 

J IlnllStriaI COIIIIlJiRiiou. 1916-17. Vol. I, pp. :182-38.1, " 
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ryot is required to keep all of the water, in his field. With 
pro~r drainage these fields should produce more than at present. 
The average yield in the Deccan is between 30,and 40 tons. 

From Table No.7 we see'~that the cost pe~ acre jn Hawaii 
is roughly Rs. 6,')0/-. of which labor takes Rs. 325/-. Average 
labor is paid about Rs. 3/- a aay, while in India the present 
rate for agricultural labor is nOYf:here more than eight. an~s, or 
one· siXth of that in Hawaii. The cost of water, as a ruie, is.. 
cheaper in India. Therefore, taking these facts into considera
tion, Rs. 400/- an acre shoultl be a fair average for India. The 
average yield per'acre will easily be 30 tons' of cane. This is 8. 

conservative estimate for the beginning of the 'enterprise, and 
will no d,oubt be bettered in lateF' years. 

COST OF MANUFACTURE OF WHITE GRANULATED SUGARS:-It 
I .... • 

is generally estimated in this count~y ~hat ten tons, of c,ane Will 
give a ton of sugar in modern well~quippe!i ,factory. Still bette,r 
results will be obtained depending in the suga,r content?f the 
cane and on the purity of the juice. But, for the p)l\,pos~ of an 
estimRte it is safe to take this conservative ratio and figure the 
cQst of manufacture of white sugar. Table No. 8 below gives 
the estimated cost of manufacture in-India. 

Ta.ble No.8: Estimated Cost of Manufacture per ton 
of white sugar in India, excluding depreciation on'manufacturing 
machinery: 

Cost of 10 tons of cane at the factOry ... Rs • 133/-
C,ost of manufacture ineludiI!g a~~inistrati(m, 

,20/-but excluding depreciation . ... , ~ .. 
, ," 

Cost of bags .. .. ... " ...... "!,-" n 10/-
- , , 

Total cost per ton white suga.r, f., 0., h. factory,-
excluding depreciation ••• ... ... RI!. 163/-
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DXl'RECIA1'ION' ON MANUFACTURING MACHINEUY :-1n estima
ting cost of production in India. this is by far the most important 
item. In almost all the other countries the harvesting season 
extends over from six to ten months, while in India the maxi· 
mum period is only four months. In Hawaii a factory grinding 
one thousand tons of cane per day, based on ten tons cane to 
one ton sugar, will produce 20,000 tons sugar per year during 200 
working days. While in India a similar factory will produce 
not more than 12,000 tons of sugar per year during 120 working 
days. Therefore, depreciation per ton of sugar will he higher 

. in India than in Hawaii. t 

Secondly, depreciation per ton of sugar will also depend on 
the capacity of the factqry. 1Jle larger the factory the less 
money invested in machinery per ton of sugar to be produced. 
Therefore, the larger the size of the factory tlle less depreciation 
is to be charged against a ton of sugar produced. This will he 
seen from Table No.9 below: 

. Table No. 9:-Deprecio.tion per ton sugar in factories 
of various sizes. . 
Capacity in tons 
cane per day 100 200 r 300 500 1,000 1,500 

Estimated cost of 
machinery in lakhs 

. of rupees 5 8 11 17 30 40 
Depreciation at 5% 

, Rs. 250,00. 40,000 .. 55,000. 85,000. 1,50,000. 2,00,000. 
Tons sugar to be 

produced 1,200 2,400 3,600 6,000 12,000 18,000 
Depreciation per ton 
sugar R~ 21 17.. 15. 14 13 11 

TOTAL COST, F. O. B. FACTOUY:-Table No. 10 takes 
deprecill.tion into consideration and shoW's the total cost per ton 
of sugar deli\'ered in the factory warehouse •. 
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'Ta.ble' No. 10: Toial' cost per 'ton of 'sugar, f. o. h. 
factory in India, including depreciation- : 

Capacjty in tons cane per day lO(L 200 300 500. 100Q 15QO 
Cost per ton sugar Rs- 163 163 163 16q 163 163 
Depreciation per ton Rs. - 21.17 15 14 13 \1 
TotaLco~t, f. o • .b- faqtory 184 ,1~0 178 177 176 F4, 

, FOREIGN COMPET~TION :~J ava i~, th~ 'Pz:incipaJ competitor in 
this .market a~d in recent years has supplied most of tlte foreign 
~ugar consumed in India. Accor~.ing, to DJ;'. H. C. Prinsen 
Geerligs' calculation based on a large number, 9f data recentJy 
collected the net cost of white sugar at the &i:Upping points in 
Java, including taxes,-was £. 22-~6.-3d. per ton in 1920*. To 
this price are to be' ad~ed freight ana i~surance to Indian points 
and 15~ ad valorem duty 'in India. Without taking freight and 
~nsllrance in~o considerati6n and': figuring the ~xchange at one 
shilling four pence to the rupee the cost of Java sugar in lndian 
points will be as in Table 11. 

Ta.ble No. 11: Cost of Java sugar in Indian ports: 

Cost per'ton in Java shipping 
points. ". 

Ad valorem duty @ 15% 

Cost per ton excluding freight 
and insurance • r. 

Two,shillings Is. 4d"t~ the 
to tPJl r\1P_e~. rup~,e. 

Rs. Rs. 

220/-
33/-

" 253/-

'330/-
50/-

380/-

As will be seen from Table No. 10, the highest cost of Indian 
~de sugar per ton is Rs. 18M- which compares very favorably 
for the Indian manufacturer. It leav~s a margin' of 'Rs. '69/- in 
favDur of the cbuntry..:.rpade product. 

:, 

• The Inwmational Sugar .JoUrnal, Lol'ldon, 1921; pp. 78 ,79. 



Prior to the war German and Austrian sugar had sold as 
low as Rs. 200/- a ton. Conditions in Europe indicate, that 
Germany will have very little for export for many years to come. 
In case there is any available for export, it will find its way to 
thu London market. Austrian sugar industry is entirely crippled 
and Austria has to import almost all her needs now. ,Therefore, 
competition from these two countries is out of the question for 
many years 'to come. Considering the deficit in the world's' 
production which is bound to exist for several years it is very 
doubtful if sugar will come down 'below Rs. 400/ -a ton. 
In my judgment there never ,~as such an opportune 
movement as the present time tl) introduce large-scale production 
of sugar in India. As I have shown above, Java sugar bas no' 
chance for competing against"fndian sugar in the Indian market. 

ESTIMATED PROFITS :-Profit per ton of sugar will now' 
depend on its selling price. Table No. 12 shows the profit per 
ton produced in factories of different si~es, and at different selling' 
prices. I have taken the two extreme prices, Rs .200/- which
had.prevailed before the war and Rs 600/- wh~(#lis,~~e Pr~vail. 
ing price at the present time. 

Ta.ble No. 12_: Profit per ton sugar:-

Selling 'price per ton 
. , 

Cost per ton in 100 t?n Ia,ctory 

Profit" .. " "" ' " 
Cost " " "200,, " 
Profit" " " "" ,,"'~' 
Cost ,; " "300,, " 
Profit " " " "" " 
Cost " " ,,500 " " 
Profit u " h "" " 
Cost " " "1000,, ". 
Profit,,' " " ,," " 
Cost " " "1500,, .. 
:Profit " " " "" " 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
200 ~OO 400 500 600 
184 '184 '184 184 184 
'i6 116 216 316 . 416 
180 180 180 180 180 
20 120 220 320 420 

178 178 178 178' J78 
22 122 222 322 442 

177 177 177 177 177 
23 123 223 323 423 

176 176 176 176 176 
-24 124 224 324' 424 
174 174 174" 174' 174 
26 126 226 326 426 



CAPITAL lNVEST:MEN:r -AND NET RETURN~ ...... Capittd outLty 
necessary for sugar plantations is depen~ent on va~ous circum
stances. The question of .land has to be left entirely out of 
consideration, because it may be bought at different prices, or 
leased at different rentals, or the .t;ane may be bought from 
ryots. Simllarly, the capital expenditure for irrigation projects 
will be differe11t propositions. Water may be obtained by gravity 
or may be lifted to different heights. Therefore, a general esti
mate of the rElquir~d capital includes only (1) the approximate 
cost of machinery. landed in India,,(2) the total cost of production 
·both agricultural and manufacturing, and (3) an. ample fund for 
unforeseen charges. Table No.·13 gives capital investment, net 
return, etc., under varying conditions. 

Fro~ the abqve table it is seen that there is a very good 
margin of profit even in the smallest-sized factory when sugar 
is selling at Rs 300/- per ton. As stated before, the chances are 
that sugar will not sell in this market below Rs. 400 j'- per ton 
It must also be remembered that the value of the molasses has 
not been taken into account in the calculation of profits. The 
molasses' will either be sold or converted into alcohol fuel and 
fertilizers on the plantation. Even Java molasses and alcohol 
are sold in the Indian market at a pronto 

Economic Size'of the Factory:-As stated previously, other 
countries have learnt from experience that the larger t4e factoiy, 
the better economies can he effected and the less the 'cost of prod
uction. All the modern factories, that are being .built in any new 
territory, have a minimum crushing" capacity of 1,000 tons of 
cane in 24 hours. The larger plants will be able to withstand bad 
times better than the smaller ones. Therefore, taking everything 
into consideration, the objective in India should be 1,000 ton plants. 

Benefits to be derived by the Country:- The introduction 
of the sugar industry on a large scale will first of all give an 



Table No. 13 :-Acreage necessary, sugar produced, capital investment, net return, 
etc., under var'ying conditions. . 

Oapacity in tons cane per day ... 100 I 200 300 MO 1,000 1,500 
'l'otal acreage to be commanded based on 

3-year rotation •.• 00' ... ... 1,200 2,400 3,600 60,00 12,000 18,000 
Annual acreage under cane to be harvested .•• 400 800 1,200 2,000 4,000 6,000 
'1'ons of of cane to be cl'ushed per year 12,000 24,000 36,000 60,000 1,20,000 1,80,000 
Tons of sugar to be trOduced ... ... 1,200 2400 3,600 6,000 12,000 18,000 
Tons of molasses to e ~rodnced ... 360 720 1,080 18,00 3,600 5,40() . I 

,Ra. Rs. Rs: l't&. Rs·t RI!. 

Capital investment ••. 10,00,000 15,00,000 20,00,000 30,00,000 50,00,000 70,00,000 
Capital investment per ton sugar I" 833 625 .. J ... e fIOO 417 389 &Ut\t 

Net ~fit from the sale of sugar alone @ 
79~2'OO 1,38,000 • 200 per ton ••• • .. 19,200 48,000 2,88,000 4,68,000 

Net return on investment 2%' 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 
Net I~ofit from the sale of S\lgar alone @ r' s. 300 per ton ... 1,39200 2,88,000 4,39,200 7,38,000 14,88,000 22,68,000 
Ne etnrn on investment 14% 19% 22% .25% 30% 32% 
Net')[Ofit from the sale of Bugar alone @ 

5,28,Mu 13,38,000 s. 400 per ton ... .,. 2,59,200 7,99,200 26,88,000 40,68,(100 
Net retnrn on investment 26% ,35% 40% 45% M% 38% 
Net ~rofit from the sale of sugar alone @ 

7,68,000 19,38,000 s. 600 per ton ... 3,79,200 11,69,200 38,88,000 58,68,000 
Net return on investment. 38% 51% 58% 65% 78% 84% 
Net ~ofit from t.he sale of sugar alone @ 

8. GOO per t.on ... 4,!l9,200 10,08,000 15,l!l,300 ~5,38,OOO 50,88,000 76,68,000 
Net rctnru on iuvestment 50% 6;% 76% 85% 102% 110% 

-------

..... 
~ 
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impetus to-the imp~ovem~nt_ of agri~lture- in general. WhereV'er 
a plantation is established,' the- results obtianed from improved 
methods of cane cultivation'cannot bnt have their effect on other 
crops grown in the vicinity. The knowledge that the plantation 
-will b!ing to the community will benefit all alike. 

The plantation will take the initiative,in improving roads . 
.It wiJI introduCe sanitation which will benefit its employees as 
well as th~ public. It will establish schools for the children of its 
.employees where other chidren also will receive their education. 

The Sugar ~ndustry is purely' an, agricultural industry. It 
will be to the best interests of the industry to ~eep the people on 
the land. Hundreds of thousands of people will be employed 
who will live far from the cities out in the op.en, breathe fresh 
air day and ~ight and keep their health in-tact, which is not the 
case with citf industries. It will be a great comfort to those, 
who are constantly crying against the introduction of the industri
al system, to know that the sugar industry will perpetuate the 
existing agricultural nature of our vast population with the 
added features of improved agriculture for the ryot, of better 
income for more of the agriculture laborers than at present, and 
of better general prosperity. It will accomplish all this without 
bdnging in the evils of modern city life. 

Sugar will bring with it many subsidiary industries which 
will be of immense benefit to the country. Among them the 
most important are (1) fertilizers, (2) farm implements, (3) 'cattle 
and dairy, (4) raising of horses, (5) manufacture of alcohol and. 
recovery of potash ~nd nitrogen fertilizers from molasses, (6) 
sugar-manufacturing machinery, (7) lime and cemel!t, and (8) a 
brisk import trade in chemicals and laboratory supplies. 

Conclusion:- We have seen that the manufacture of sugar, 
ope of the oldest industries of India, is in a deplorable condition. 
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We are losing crores of rupees every year by following very pri
mitive methods of agriculture and manufacture, while the rest of 
the world, after borrowing the fundamental knowledge from us, 
has made marvelous progress in the industry. _ 

We have also seen the present condition of the world's sugar 
production with a deficit that will remain for some years to come. 
The profits to be derived are su~stantial. The benefits that the 
industry will confer OD the country are varied nnd large. The 
sugar industry will in no wny work against the agricultural nature" 
of the [ndian population. It will rather improve our rural cond
itions and rural economy. Therefor~, there is no question about 
the advisability of introducing this industry into India. Added 
to all these advantages, when we remember the existing shortage 
in the world's crop, I am led to the conclusion that this is the 
most opportune time to launch into this enterprise. 



L»4'UII No. G. 

Note on Sugarcanb .., ..... " c:"ion for the' use of 
ryots in North Ai-cot, South Arcot and 

Chittoor districts. 

Ho~ tll, "'!lots cuUjtJate' BugarCa1\e. 

In cultlvat:ug sugaroane, ryots in'different. villages follow dii1erent 
methods. B9fore giving advice as to the best method to be followed, it 
wm be well to desoribe the methods now used by. the ryots. -.,TIle laud 
selected is usually a wet land in the ayacut' of a tank or ohatfuel whioh 
gives a good supply of water, but in NelUkuppam"ryots..,Kave rooeJltly 
begun to grow 8ugarcanll in dry lands irrigated 11y a well. In 
some villages in preparing the laud for sugaroane :;tItivation the Boil 
is ploughed wet and thA Bugarcane seta are plaut~ in lines from 1 to 
It feet "'part. In other villages, the l'yots plo~h_ the Boil dry after the 
hflrvest of paddy. When the Boil has belln/tlioroughly pioughed the 
field is divided into small ridges and funows at a distance of Ii feet 
apart. The ridges are first made with ~/~ountry.plough and later are 
shaped with mamuties, and the su~ar~ne sets are then pl~nted.in the 
furrows close together. In some v!}Iages, beds of convement SlZe are 
formt'd and in each bed half a.dozeh short furrows are made and the 
sets are planted in tne fJllrows./'In othel: villages the land it! broken 
up with a crowbar and large)ump.t of earth are heaped into, rough 
ridges and furrows and sets)Lre planted in the furroW!! thus ,made. In 
other villages. treJlches. ot 1 foot wide and 1 foot deep 8:fe dug at 
distances of 3 or 3j- feet,trom the oentre of one trench to thll another. 
The sets are then pla,.ted in the trenches 10 olose that the.Jalmost 
touch eaeh other. -/ 

For maDur~/some ryots pen sb,eep and apply cattle manure to 
their fields. 111/ addition they put on it large quantities of pungam 
leaves and fto~ers when the canes are beginning to grow. Th~y also 
Boak punga~cake aDd cattle-dung in a pit for abl)ut a week. '1'hey 
then let wa.t~r ftow through the pit to the sugarcane crop. In other 
villllges the ryots give ~i1-cakes (groundnut, castor or pungam) both 
when they plant the sets and subsequently from time to time .till the 
fifth month. . 

For sugarcane sets, Bome ryots Ul'e only'the top of the shoot, and 
others cut the whole cane into sets and use all of it. Some ryots plant 
about 9,000 sets -per acre, while othel'S plant as many as ~O.OOO. 
Where the irrigation is unoertain, the ryots use the cane known BII 

• Nanal' whioh takes about 8 to 9 months to grow ripe. In ,other 
places the cane most grown is the • Namam' which is ~lso 'called 
Rasthali, Natmalu, Dasari or Izar. Near Nellikuppam. the new 
varieties of cane introduced by the Agrioultural D .. partment, 'such as 
Mauritius cane,·J ava cane, Barbados cane and Fiji cane are grown 
instead of the ]00&1 canes, as they are found more profitable. 

Some ryota support canes by bamboos, WtappiDIt them at random, 
find other ryot. do not trouble themselves to do this, 
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Be,om",enddion8. 

As the soil and irrigation faoilities are different in different plac~s 
it is not possible to recommend a single method of cultivation as suitable 
lor all lands. But those who wish to make a profit by growing sugar
cane should remember the following general principles. 

How to choose the land. 

The most important thing is to select a suitable land. Sugarcane 
requires plenty of irrigation. It also requires rich soil or much 
manure. For this reason ryots are apt to choose the hest wet Jand or 
heavy loamy SOil for growing thl'l crop. When they do so, they do not 
consider sufficiently whether the land can be properly drained. From 
the best wet lands and heavy Boils water cannot be easily drained off. 
On the other hand in light sandy soils from whieh water can easily be 
drained, the cost of manuring will be heavy, and the crops may suffer 
soon from lack of water. H"wever, we must remember that though 
sugarcane requires plenty of irrigation, it cannot thrive in badly drain
ed soils. If immediately after we have planted the sugarcane sets, a 
badly drained soil gets soaked owing to irrigation or heavy rainfall, 
the sets will rot without sprouting. We often see that in badly dra.in
ed heavy soils the leaves of the sugarcane turn yellow and sickly. 
This is becanse the air cannot reach the roots of the sugarcane. If the 
roots were to go down deep into the cold wet layers of the soIl, the air 
and~the warmth could not reach them. For this reason the roots will 
spread along the surface without entering deep into the soil. When 
the roots do not enter deep, the canes, when they grow up, are easily 
blown down by the wind in the monS00n bme. 1'he fallen oanes con
ta.in very little sugar. If these fallen canes are crushed with other 
canes, all the jaggery ""ill be spoiled. There will be a grent loss to the 
cultivator. Further, canes grown in heavy wet, ill-draiued soils are 
apt to be attaoked by diseases like red-rot. Hence in selecting the 
land for sugarcane we must remember three things--(l) The land must 
be fertile. (2) It must also be ea.sily irrigated. (3) Lastly, it must be 
possible to drain the w~ter away :from ii easily. 

Drainage. 

Even if the soil can easily be drained, it is necessary to take pre
oautions to ensure that neither rain water nOr irrigation water should 
be allowed to ris:;) above the surface of the soil. If tha soil is stiif and 
heavy, deep trenches must, b" dug between the canes, so that water may 
quickly be carried away. For this reason it will be necessary to plant 
sugarcane in rows. Though the ryots do this in mauy villages, yet 
they often fail to make arrangement to carry away the drainage water. 
In many vill3ges the ryots plant the rows so close together that it 
is not possible to dig drains between them to tak(' away the water. 
The rows shonB therefore be 3 or 4 feet apart from centre to centre 
instead of 1 foot to I} feet. In most villages ryots use the channels 
dug for llrigation to drain away the water. As the channels are 
sha.llow the irrigation. water: spreads over the surface especially during 
the rains and prevents the canes from growing properly. Oare should 
be taken to dig the drains so deep that the irrigation water let into 
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them will not oome within a foot of the top of the ridge after the orop 
has been earthed up. If this is done, there will be no damage to the 
crop. 

Manure: 

If suitable manure is given in proper quautities, this will be bene~ 
flcial to the sugarcanes. If we plough green manure orops into the 
soil, this will not only provide food for the sugarcane but it will alsv 
improve the soil. If green manure ha~ been ploughed in, water will 
drain through the soil more easily and th~ root~ of the suguoane also 
will penetrate into the soil more reauily. When the land is being 
prepared for oultivation, many ryots pen sheep or apply cattle manure. 
If nightsoil manure is put on the land, this also will be useful. It is 
certain that the land must l)e manured before sets are planted, so that 
they may grow up well. But w~ ougllt not to put all the manure 
which the crop requires into the soil in one lump at the start. Instead 
of this, it is better to give manure little by little at intervals as thi 
crop grows. We should give manure for tl1e second time It months 
01' 2 months after sets are planted. 

We should manure the crop for the third;time in the third or fourth 
month, just before we earth up canes for the last time. About 3 or 3j 
candies of oil-cake (castor, groundnut or pungalll) or fish manure will 
usn ally be sufficient for one acre. If green leaves like kolinji, 
pungam and indigo are available, they can be used before we earth up 
the plants. 'The ryots of Ohittoor and South Arcot do this. 

What seia to use. 

We do not sow seeds of sugarcane; instead, We plant the cuttin~1' 
taken from old sugaroane plantd. The top portion of the cane sprouts 
best. Therefore we should nse only the top portiou for sets. In 
selecting sets for planting, we should take only the healthy plants 
which are not stained with a red colour. The best tbing to do is to 
select healthy plant before sugarcanes are cut !lnd then to cut these 
plants in the fields for sets. 

What varietie8 of caM to choo8e. 

In choosing the variety of cane to be planted, we should Nmembet 
that it is not safe to plant only one single variety over a large area. 
If we do this, it will not be possible to crush all the canes a9 soon as 
they become ripe. If canes are 10ft in the field after they become ripe, 
th.ey lose part of their juice and there will be a loss to the ryots. 
Therefore we should select different varieties of sugarcane for different 
fields. Then the canes in some fields will ripen tlarly, while the canes 
in other fields will ripen later. It will then be possible to crush all the 
oanes as soon as they become ripe, and there will be no loss. We find 
that the new canes Fiji Band B-208 stand a little longer than 
other varieties without becoming spoiled. The oanes called 13-1529 
and J-247 ripen a month earlier than others. Red M.auritius cane 
ad the cane called B-147 both get ripe aUttie later than B-t529 a.nd 
1'-247. but ea.rlier than the oaues oalled Fiji Band B-208. 



How to plant the8e B,t8. 

It has already been said that while some ryots plant only 9000 
sets per acre, others plant as-many as 30,000. 1n this matter the ryots 
of Chittoor and North Arcot districts act unwisely. If too many seta 
are planted, the plants have no suflbient room; therefore they will 
not send out many shoots. At the same time about 20 per cent of th9 
sets die soon' after sprouting. Besides this the ca.nes do not grow uni
formly either in thickness or in height. Thus there is a great loss to 
the ryots who plant too many sets for an acre. In Ohittoor distriot 
1,000 sets of one cubit long cost as much as 80 lb. of jaggery at harvest 
time. If we plant in rows 8 feet apart there will be a saving of Rs. 70 
an acre in the number of sets used. Some ryots near Madanapalle 
have adopted this practice and are now using only 10,000 sets an acre, 
while formerly they used. 30,000 sets. They oall the new planting 
system '('iroar totta', Remember therefore that you should plant 
your oanes in rows at a distance of 8 feet apart and that you should not 
use mOl'e than 10,000 sets in an acre. 

How to ct~ltivatg alter planting. 

'Ve must hoe the ground !:epeatedly so a~ to keep the field clean of 
weeds and to make the surfaoe soillool:!e. 1£ this ii!l done, young roots 
will spread easily and take up nourishment and the canes will grow 
large. Whenever we irrigate the land, we must take care ths.t the 
water does not rise above the level of the furrow3 from which water 
flows. In Ohittoor district the ryots twist the lower leaves of the suo-ar
oane as soon as they begin to beoome old and tie them rOlllld the stem 
of the oane as the canp,s grow. This is done partly to prevent 
the jackals from biting the oanes and partly to make the cane 
grow taller. In some plaoes they tie the oanes to bamboos 
as a support. 'rhis is necessary when the ca.nes are planted 
in shallow furrows or when the soil is not sufficiently drained. 
In snch plaoes the roots of the cane do not go down deep. It 
is therefore necessary to support the canes. But to wrap the leaves 
round the cane or to support the oane with bamboos is very oostly. 
To save this 'expense, in N ellikuppam the ryots plant improved 
varieties of cane which are so hard that the j aokals cannot bite them. 
Then it is no longer necessary to wrap the leaves round the oane. 
Further near Nellikuppam they plough the land deep, they drain the 
land thoroughly and they plant the oane;; far apart, The result is 
that the roots of the oaneq go deep into the soil and th~ plants send 
out many shoots. Thus th8y support eaoh other without the help of 
bamboos. 

The ad»antage in growt'ng the nl'w Vr)rietie8 of cane. 

The new varieties called B-208 and Fiji B are short and stout and 
produoe plenty of side shoots. The Java canes are stronger oanes and 
are able to stand agaiullt the wind better. These varieties give as 
better yield of jaggery than the local oanes NaDal and Namam; and 
they are less often attaoked by disease. If the ryot grow these 
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Tarieties, he will get better yield; at the same time the cost of oultiva
tion will be less, 8S bamboos to support canes will not be neoessary. 

HO'ID to cut the cane. 

It is wAll to irrigate the fip,ld freely before cutting the oane lor 
orushing, as this improves the quality of the jaggery. .1£ this is done, 
the quality of the jaggery will be improved. Ryots uow out the oaue 
4 or 1) inches from the ground, leaving the stump ill the ~round; but 
the stump o;f the calle contains the largest proportion of Juice. Henoe 
this practice is wasteful. To prevent this waste we should out the 
oane at the surface of the soil with a heavy knife or ma.muty. 

How to basi the jaggery. 

The best methods of preparing jaggery are desoribed :'n the Agri
cultural Department Leaflet N oJ. 22. A copy of this leaflet oan be 
obtained by writing to the Publicity Officer, Victoria Buildings, 
Commander-in-Chief Road, Egmore, Madras. In ('hittoor and North 
Arcot districts the ryots use a furnace similar to the one recommended 
in that leaflet. Neverthe~ess, they still find it necetlsary to uee a great 
quantity of fuel. About 10 tons of fnel in additIOn to the refuse of 
the oa.ne is used for manufa.cturing the ja.ggery that is obtained from one 
acre. 1'his is because the ryots use pans made of thiok iron sheets. 
The pan used for manufacturing 35 lb. of jag~ery weighs nearly 300 or 
400 lb. If the ryots use pans madc of thinner sheets, they can save 
6 or 7 tons of fuel in the manufaoture of ja~gery for eaoh acre. 

J.OHELVARANGA HAJU, 

1 "puty D.rector, I V O".cZe. 

[N.B.--Please give this to a landholder who cnltivates sugarca.ne. 
If you can distribute more copies plea.se write to the Publioity Burean, 
Victoria :Bnildings, Oommander-in-Chief Road, Madras.1 



PLATE I. 

(F Tontispiece.) 

Fumigation Chamber as used in the Khed Potato Tract. (I) Open. 

PLATE 1. 

Fumigation Chamber as QIIed in the ned Potato Tract. (2) Closed. 
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INVJ<:STIGATIONS ON POTATO CULTIVATION 

IN WESTERN INDIA. 
The cultivation of potatoes in Western India does not 

occupy altogether a very large area, but its possibilities are 
~normous, and, this being the case we have und<W'taken the 
study of this crop, with -a view to its improvement and ex. 
tension. The present bulletin consi;ts, in fact, of a descrip. 
tion, by personal survey, of the conditions in several 
of the areas as.they are at present, and of the difficulties and
deficiencies revealed. Beyond this we have described what 
has been done in time past in the way of experiment to 
remove those deficiencies and also our own experiments 
since 1916 in studying these diffiCulties and in devising and 
popularising methods for meeting them. 

We have actually studied the potato and its cultivation 
in three or four centres in the Deccan and Karnatak 
and we must first indicate the conditions in each of these 
areas. 

I.-POTATOES IN THE KHED TALUKA OF THE 
POONA'DISTRICT. 

By S. D. NAGPURKAR, B.Ag. , 
Of all the areas of potato cultivation in the Bombay Pre· 

sidency that which occurs in the Khed taluka of the Poona 
district is, considerably the most important. The area under 
the crop has in the past twenty.five years varied from little 
more than 3,000 acres (3,346) to a maximum over 8,000 acres 
(8,369) in anyone year. The variation in acreage is shown 
in the following table, which also indicates the proportion 
of the potatoes cultiyated in this taluka to the whole culti. 
vation of this crop in the Poona district. The famine of 
1918 ... 19, which was especially severe in the potato tracts where 
such a visitation had pre~iously been almost unknown. com .. 
bined with the impossibility of importing fresh seed suitable 
to this tract from Italy owing to war conditions, has almost 
caused the coUapse of the industry in 1919.aO. The area 

" ~ 18-1 
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has, in fact, nearly sunk to nothing, This collapse is, however. 
temporary, and there is no doubt t~at the industry will 
recover rapidly if seed is available:-

Year. 

I 
Area under Potatoes. I Proportion in the 

. • Khed T aluka. 
Khed T aluka. I Poona Dlstnct. 

-
Per cent. 

189O~91 4;429 6,463 68'3 
1891~92 , , 5,480 7,771 70'5 
1892~93 , , 5,263 6,781 77'6 
1893~94 , , 4,993 7,563 66'0 
1894~95 , , 5,273 7,173 73'5 
1895~96 , . 7,160 \ 9,245 J7'4 
1896~97 , , 4,906 5,557 88'3 
1897~98 , , 5,349 6,313 84'7 
1898~99 , , 6,159 7,141 86'2 
1899~1900 , , 4,094 4,445 92'1 
1900~01 , , 4,133 4,851 85'2 
1901·02 , , 6,591 7,594 86'8 
1902~03 , , 7,646 8,724 87'6 
1903~04 , , 8,369 9,698 86'3' 
1904·05 , , 3,424 3,789 90'4 
1905~6 , , 3,346 3,543 94'4 
1906~07 , , 3,495 4,032 86'7 
1907~08 , , 5,535 6,385 86'7 
1908·09 , , 4,980 5,626 90'6 
1909~1O , , 5,936 6,905 86,0 
191O~11 , , 5,654 7,389 76'5 
1911~12 , , 5,504 6,238 88'2 
1912~13 , , 4,967 5,442 91'3 
1913~14 , , 5,153 6,026 85'5 
1914~15 , , 5,133 6,345 80'9 
1915~16 , , 6,909 5,889 85'2 
1916~17 , , 7,745 5.917 76'4 
1917~18 , , 4,916 4,586 93'3 
1918~19 , 2614 , 2,344 900 
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These figures show that, if we exclude 1918~ 19 and 1919~20, 
while there have been considerable variations in the annual 
area, yet there has been little permanent alteration in the 
extent of the potato cultivation. This is better shown by 
the following figures giving the average area i~ the Khed 
taluka for each five years ,since 1890:-

1890~1894 
i891~1895 
1892~1896 
1893~1897 
1894~1898 
1895~1899 
1896~1900 
1897~1901· 
1898~1902 
1899~1903 
1900~1904 
1901~I90S 
1902~1906 
1903~1907 
1904~1908 
1905~1909 
1906~191O 
1907~1911 
1908~1912 
1909-1913 
191O~1914 

1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 

AerO!. 

5,087 
5,633 
5.519 
5536 
5,769 
5.533 
4,908 
5,265 
5,724 ' 
6,166 
6,032 
5,875 
5,256 

. 4,833 
4,156 
4,658 
5,120 
5,521 
5,408 
5,442 
5,280 
5,504 
4,967 
5,753 
5,133, 

There was'a fall in area in the famine period from 1896 
to 1900. and again a larger fall in the years following 1903, 
which :;eem~ prob~bly due to a serie!;' of years of IimaU 
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rainfall-but otherwise, the normal area in the taluka seems to 
be bet~een five and six thousand acres rising a little higher 
when conditions are favourable and falling a little when rai,n 
is short, good seed is difficult t,o get, o.r when ther~ is, some 
other special temporary factor mfluencmg the cultivatIon. 

The area too forms a fairly constant proportion of that 
in the Poona district, at any rate since 1895,-as the following 
average figures show:-

Years. 

1890-1894 
1895-1899 
1900-1904 
1905-1909 
1910-1914 

Proportion of the total 
area in the Poona 

District. 

Per cent. 

71'2 
85'7 
87'2 
88'8 
84'4 

How long the groy.th of the potato has existed as an 
intensive culture in the Khed taluka, we cannot tell. "Inquiries 
of the oldest people in the villages led to no information,
but potatoes were grown near Junnar as far back as 1841. 

Soon after the Agricultural Department was established. 
one of the matters which came to its notice was the existence 
of a serious potato disease which was doing great harm in 
the Khed taluka, and for several years the annual reports 
of the Agricultural Department * contained a good deal of 
reference to this' disease, and two bulletins t were also 
issued on the subject, the seco'nd one (in 1893) describing 
the conclusions which were reached. This disease. termed 
, bangdi " is still common. and does, still, a very great deal of 
damage to the potato crop of the taluka. It was dealt with 
by using Italian seed, which was found to be almost if not 
quite free from the disease, and perhaps to be resistant to it. 

• Annual Reports of the Director of Agriculture, 1890-91 1891-92 1892-li3 1893-94 
1894-95.1895-96. ' • • • 

t Agricultural Department. Bombay, Bulletins 13 1892), 16 (1893). Agriculturall.eds<4' 
No.4 of 190). . . 
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Since the time when this disease was so much discussed 
little reference 'to this important agricultural inaustry in 
Khed exists in the reports, papers, or bulletins issued by 
the Agricultural Department. 

I 

The cultivation of potatoes as carried out in the Khed 
taluka varies in method to a considerable extent. There 
are two crops in the year. In the older bulletins it is stated 
that the' khari/ crop is only taken in order to' provide seed for 
the larger rabi crop. This is the case in some villages, but 
not by any I!leans in all, and in a number of villages the 
khari/ crop is more extensive. In Chakan, for example, the 
khari/ crop is very small, almost entirely for seed purposes; 
in Peth and the surrounding villages, on the other hand, 
the khari/ crop is much larger in proportion. The relative 
acreage of the two crops in five recent years in the taluka 
is shown in the following figures which give the area in 
villages only which have grown more than one hundred 
acres In any year :-

KhariJ. Rabi. RaM. 

Acres. Acres. PelCentage of Total. 

1910~1911 1,209 2,441 67 
1911~1912 1,215 2,439 67 
1912~1913 1,020 2,042 67 
1913~1914 1,412 2,304 62 
1914~1915 1,453 2,914 67 
We shall first describe the method of cultivation in vogue 

fo~ the rabi or cold weather crop in several typical centres, 
and then indicate the differe.nce in the practice with the 
khari/ or rains crop. At Chakan, where perhaps the great .. 
est care is taken. the land on which it is intended to plant 
potatoes is" shown with bajri which is harvested in September. 
Immediately after this, as soon as the condition of the 'soil 
allows it, the land is ploughed with the usual wooden plQugh 
of the Poona type, wit~ thtee to four pairs of buJlocks. 
After a week a second cross ploughing is carried out, the 
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dods are then broken with a harrow, and· .the field made 
level. After this twelve to twenty cartloads, or say 10,000 to 
16,000 lbs. per acre of usual village manure are carted to 
the field, and made into small heaps at regular intervals. 
Then follows the making of furrows with II small plough 
(nangari), this being generally done in the beginning of 
November, but the exact time depends on the condi~ion of 
the land. The furrows are six inches apart. 

The seed is now immediately sown. This is generally 
of a round white Italian variety which has proved itself 
an excellent yielder and fairly resistapt to the ban.fldi disease. 
It has been in the past especially hnported from Italy, and 
most cultivators have tried to obtain new seed say at least 
once in four years. If not obtained it seems to be the usual 
custom to try and get seed from another village, especially a 
village to the west, in the A1awal tract, if the seed is needed 
for the rabi crop. A good deal of land is, however, planted 
with seed bought simply for the purpose from the local or the 
Poona bazar. In Chakan the seed employed by the ordinary • 
cultivators· is mixed to the extent of about two per cent. with 

. a long red variety stated to be from Mahableshwar, but which 
we now know occurs in the Italian seed as imported. 

The universal seed rate given seems to be four pallas 
of 280 pounds, or 1,120 pounds per acre. The seed is 
always cut into pieces according to the size of the potato. 
The cut sets are examined for ring disease (bangdi) and if 
it is seen to any considerable extent in the sets, the whole 
is rejected. Little notice is, as usual, taken of a small amount 
of ring disease in the seed. The seed is sown by hand, 
the bottom of the furrow being covered with manure before 
the sets are put in or else the manure is scattered over the 
planted sets. The sets are placed nine inches apart and thus 
the maximum number per acre is 80,000. After sowing,' 
walas (beds) are made, each inchlding five saries (rows). 
Then the sets are watered with irrigation water. The sowing, 



waja making and watering are done on the same day, 
and watering is repeated after fifteen days. This watering 
is termed ambawani. Another watering after a further 
twelve days is termed chimbaw.mi. If the seed has been 
good by this time germination will have taken place and 
the shoots are visible on the surface, and weeding is theref01:e 
possible'and is done. 

Following this the crop is earthed up,-'an operation 
carried out in Chakan but not in most of the other villages 
of the tract. Tliis operation is termed khandani or bharaTli. 
It is done by hand labour. the" ordinary kudal or hoe being 
used for the purpose. Thereafter regular watering only is 
needed. every tenth or twelfth day and occasional weeding. 

Harvesting is usually carried on when the plants are 
yellow and show signs of drying. The best cultivators, 
however, prefer t~ harvest at rather earlier than this stage. 
Little difference is made here as to the time of harvesting 
for seed and for market, except that the first harvested are 
generally kept for seed. The digging up of 'the tubers is done 
by the small nangari plough previously referred to. 

Harvesting usually occurs 3! months after sowing. 
After the potatoes turned up by the first operation with the 
nallgari have been collected, the land is worked again with the 
same implement, and another lot is turned up and collected. 
The operation is repeated several times until no more tubers 
are obtained .. Only those turned up in the first ploughing 
are taken away and stored for seed: the remainder are at once 
sent away to market for sale. We will deal separately with the 
methods of storage used by t~e people. 

The actual outturn which the cultivators expect to get 
is from eight to twelve times the amount of seed potatoes 
employed. This is, therefore. from 8,960 pounds to 13,410 

- pounds per acre or say 4 tons to 6 tons per acre. Occasional 
records there are of crops having gone up to fourteen to 
sixteen times the seed used or 8 to 10 tons per acre, but 
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these are rare and until" recently were hardly believed among 
the people themselves. 

Apart from the difficulties of seed and dis~ase.. with 
which we will deal separately, the gradual reduction In the 
quantity of manure available is one of the serio~s ~atters 
on which stress is laid by the people. The reduction In the 
available fodder by the absorption of all surrounding 
grass areas for the commissariat department has caused a 
reduction in the number of cattle and hence in manure. 
So far artificial manures have not been used in Chakan, but 
there is little doubt that if introdyced after due trial the 
potato cultivators would be prepared to use them. and 
would purchase them in large quantities. 

Such are the methods and difficulties which prevail at 
Chakan. The methods in vogue at other centres are on 
the whole similar, but there are differences which are worthy 
of record. 

At Khed the cultivation is almost entirely carried out 
in beds and not on ridges as at Chakan. The crop is never 
earthed tip. This was obviously a disadvantage, and seemed 
to result in the prevalence of the disease termed ubla 
or bud (Rhizoctonia) which was hardly noticed at Chakan 
at all in the Tabi crop. Of this,' however, more later. 
The' seed rate was &imilar to that at Chakan or four palllU 
(1,120 lbs.) per acre. The amount of manure was les~ (from 
ten to sixteen cartloads, or 8,000 to 13,000 pounds) though 
as mud, wa:s put on the field as was available. The same 
complaint of the reducing quantities of available manure 
was made here as at Chakan,-but here, at any rate repeated 
experiments with artificial manute have been made, and made 
with success. They have been so successful that a market 
for artificial manure, when the price falls, is assured. 

The average yield of potatoes at Khed is less than at 
Chakan as would be recognised as likely on account of the bed 
system of growing and the smaller quantity of manure. 
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The yield was in fact estimated by the people at six to eight 
times the amount of seed or three to four tons per acre. Ten 
to twelve times the amount of seed was considered very high 
though it" w~s recognised that in the experiments with 
artificial manures even bigger yields than this (up to fifteen 
or sixteen times the seed) have been obtained. 

The land rises to a higher plateau north of Khed, with 
higher but good soil, and on this plateau potato cultivation 
has developed extensively in a series of .villages in which 
the cultivation i~ very similar. It is interesting to note that 
in several of these villages (including Peth) the khari/ is 
proportionately a bigger crop than in the villages to the south. 

In this upper plateau the soil used for potatoes is lighter 
than at Khed and Chakan, as has already been stated. It 
consists of a reddish, somewhat murmad~like soil, not very 
retentive. The ,best of all, as in some plots at Awasari 
(on lower land again to the north), is where this material has 
been washed down into hollows near the banks of rivers and 
streams. It is usually ploughed twice, then the clods are 
broken and pulverised, and afterwards twelve to sixteen cart~ 
loads (10,000 to 13,000 lbs.) of farmyard manure per acre is 
given and mixed with "the soil of the whole field by ploughing, 
By means of the nangari (working with two bullocks). 
furrows are made, and .the cut sets planted in them nine 
inches apart. The sets in one furrow are covered by the 
operation of opening the next furrow. Then wa/cis (beds) are 
made. ,each bed being ten feet long by five feet broad, 
and the whole field is irrigated in the same way. The further 
treatment is that usual elsewhere. Earthing up is not 
practised. 

The crop obtained from the usual sowing of 1,120 pounds 
per acre is on an average from six to eight times the seed 
used. In one very exceptional case, in beautiful soil near 
the banks of a stream, a cultivator claimed that he would 
obtain twenty times the seed or ten tons per acre. The crop 

N A 18-2 
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was an exceedingly good one without manure, but the yield 
suggested is very high for this area. 

Thus taking the district as a whole, the rabi crop of 
potatoes grown by the methods described, yields 'about six to 
twelve times the amount of seed used, and in exceptional 
cases higher than this. From the accounts of the cultivators, 
it would appear that the average cannot be more than four 
tons per acre. Farmyard manure only is now used in growing 
this crop. and the amount of this available tends to decrease. 
The potato used was invariably the Italian white round, 
though a small admixture with a lon~ red potato was almost 
everywhere found, -and this white round potato was stated 
to have the best market in Poona. 

The crop grown in the kharif season is smaller in extent, 
as has already been noted, than that produced in the rabi. 
It is, of course, dependent either solely or almost solely on 
rainfall, irrigation being either not used or hardly used at 
all except in case of absolute necessity.. So far as actual 
methods in vogue are concerned, the following differences 
from those already described are found. 

The crop is usually grown after gram or wheat, the land 
being ploughed at the end of February or the beginning of 
March, and one or two further cross ploughings being made 
at intervals of fifteen days. Farmyard manure is put in 
heaps in the field at the end of April at the rate of twelve 
cartloads (10,000 Ibs.) per acre. This is mixed with the soil 
by means of the nan.1!ari or small plough. After the rains 
commence, the soil is well saturated with water. and after 
the surface has become dry enough to form a friable tilth. 
furrows twelve inches apart are made with the small plough 
and the sets planted in the furrows at a distance of nine 
inches between them. The seed rate is about 900 pounds 
per acre in this season. The whole seed is then covered 
with a harrow and the field thus made level. The first 
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weeding occurs one month later and a second weeding 
after a further fifteen days. 

Germination generally occurs at least before fifteen days 
and the potatoes are harvested after three months' growth. 
The land usually put under potatoes in the kharif season is 
not capable of being irrigated, so that failure of rain generally 
means failure of crop. The harvesting is done by hand 
digging and not by the nangari as with the rabi crop. The 
yield obtained is from four to six times the seed, or 4,000 to 
5,000 pounds per acre, being thus less than in the rabi season 
crop. The great enemies of the crop at this season is the 
lJrevalence of rhizoctonia blight, and the attack of the fambera 
disease. 

1I.-TJiE MAHABLESHWAR AREA OF THE SATARA 
DISTRICT. 

By S. D. NAGPURKAR, B.Ag. 

While the elevation of the Khed area above the sea is 
from 1,800 to 2,000 feet, the Mahableshwar potatoes, grown at 
a much higher elevation than the greater part of the Deccan 
(4,000 to 5,000 feet) and near a populilr hill station, have 
received far more attention than is justified by the extent of their 
cultivation or by their importance. They have been spoken 
of as a suitable source of potato. seed, and as the home of" a 
specially good variety. And yet the total area of potatoes 
in- the Satara district, in which Mahableshwar lies, is only 
three hundred acres (297 acres in 1') .... ~ 15), of which less 
than half lies in the area we are discussing. At the same
time it is worth while to describe the conditions prevailing, 
the methods used, the character of the potatoes planted, and 
the diseases found.--the last especially, if Mahableshwar is 
to be considered as a source of seed. 

The whole cultivation is simply a series of patches chiefly 
in the ~pper_ part of the Yelwa and other valleys to the east 
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of Mahableshwar. The cultivation is hence almost entirely 
by hand, but is carried on by a very industrious lot of culti. 
vators, hard-working and intelligent. The methods used can 
be illustrated from those in some of the villages visited. 

Two crops of potatoes are taken each year, one in the 
khaTi! and the other in the Tabi season. These are never taken, 
however, from the same land. For the cultivation. in the 
rainy season, sets are planted on the sides of hills one foot high. 
The planting takes place in June. In the rabi season the seed is 
planted in furrows, in two rows with the irrigation water Row
ing behveen the rows. In the latte~ case the crop is earthed 
up after it is one month old. Watering is given for' this 
crop usually every fourth day, though this varies according to 
the soil and the special climatic conditions. Water is usually 
found within a very few feet of the surface and is applied by 
means of the well-known pycotta, an instrument otherwise 
very r~rely seen in the Bombay Presidency except in Kanara. 

After planting the sets are covered with farmyard 
manure, two handfuls per set, and then the whole is 
covered with soil. The sets are obtained by cutting the 
potato into three to four pieces according to the position 
and number of eyes. 

After harvesting, the potatoes are sorted carefully and 
heaped up in a corner of the house, and covered with the 
leaves and branches of the fern so common in the neigh
bourhood. They are then separated from the rest of the 
house by a curt~in of the same fern with a small hole for the 
owner to enter. No one else is usually allowed to approach 
the store. 

Several varieties of potato are grown known by the 
following names:-(1) Kidney-Khirani-Mumbasa, (2) Bengal 
kidney, (3) Malti, (4) Gulabi, (5) T ambada, (6) American. 
The characteristics of each of these varieties will be described 
later. It was reported to us by old people that the 
original Mahableshwar potato was the T ambada, a red variety 
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which was introduced by the Chinese \yho were prisoners 
there forty years ago. It was very productive, and also 
kept well, but the people became careless about seed preserv~ 
ation, and ultimately had to buy seed from Bombay (Italian)· 
locally called Gulabi. This was s~atedlo deteriorate rapidly 
unless new seed was frequently obtained. The actual crop 
is very mixed indeed and tubers of Gulabi, T ambada and 
Khirani were picked from one heap. 

The yield expected by the people, if good seed is used, 
is eight times the seed employed. But recently, good Bombay 
seed has not been obtained, and the result is that large numbers 
of plants die in the field before maturing and the outturn is 
decreasing. It is the same complaint as is found in other 
centres and the demand for good relia!>le seed is insistent. 

In inspecting the crop in the field and the potato in the 
stores* we founi:l that almost all the diseases which we have 
noti~ed in the D~can were rife in this area. Among insects 
the potato. moth was very common and did much damage, 
and in addition very large damage was done by the larvae 
of another moth (Leuciiwdes orbonalis). These cut through 
the stem and destroy many plants in some villages. Cutworms 
also do damage. The fungus and bacterial diseases were still 
mor~ injurious and we found the crop in every variety 
riddled with (I) Ring or bangdi diseas,e, (2) Rhizoctonia, 
(3) a disease termed khuzali by the people, shown to, be pow .. 
dery potato .scab (spongospora) and (4) a disease in which the 
top of the plant looks as if burnt up, and now found to be caused 
by a mite (Tambera). We will deal with each of these diseases 
in a later chapter. We may emphasise, however, that the 
crop near Mahableshwar is now as much riddled with disease 
as anywhere else in the Deccan. The idea which has been 
put forward that we may look to Mahableshwar for fairly 
disease-free seed is quite wrong., If used, as many precau .. 
tions will have to be taken here as elsewhere. 

* We had the invaluable help of Professors Ajrekar and Kasar~od~ of tbe !,oon. A¢cultur~ 
College in ell/llllining these crops. 
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The potato crop is also grown in other parts of the Satara 
district to a small e~tent. These areas lie at about the general 
level of the Bombay Deccan (2,000 feet) and the methods 
do not differ widely from those used in the Poona district. 
The principal areas are round Koregaon and Wathar, whence 
the produce can be easily booked to Poona or Bombay. 
The khariJ crop is by far the most important and the dO!1linant 
variety is the same as that found in the Khed tract. 

1ne potatoes of the district are riddled with the diseases 
found elsewhere. In addition a scale insect on the underground 
stems, roots, and young tubers was, noticed in the village of 
Pimpli near Wathar. This has apparently not spread at 
all, and is at present very rare. 

III.-POTATO.CULTIVATION NEAR BELGAUM 
AND DHARWAR. 

By S. O. NAGPURKAR, B.Ag. 

In the south of the Bombay Presidency, in Belgaum 
and Dharwar there lie other islands of potato cultivation, 
and the methods adopted command some interest. 

In Belgaum the area has been very concentrated irJ. the 
neighbourhood of.the town, and has been b£ a very infensive 
character, yielding very high returns. The area has never 
been more than a few hundred acres, and the potatoes have 
been almost exclusively grown in the rabi season. The land, 
having borne a crop of rice or grass in the previous rains, 
is ploughed up in September or as soon after as the previous 
cropping allows. Four times the plough is run over 
the land, the clods being broken up by hand and stubbles 
collected after each ploughing. After harrowing, ridges are 
made, at a distance of one foot, with the country plough and 
beds, eight feet by six feet, are prepared for irrigation, three: 
rows being in each bed, 
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Potatoes are planted first in the furrows in the first \'veek 
of October or as soon after as possible, and harv~ted in the 
following January or February. The sets are planted very close 
together in the row, the distance being often not much more 
than four inches. As the plants begin to grow they are 
earthed up. The seed rate required is, hence, very high, 
usually about 1,800 pounds per acre. Watering is given every 
eighth day in the first month, every fourth day in the 
second month and again every eighth day in the third month. 
The land is weeded- twice during the growth . 

. If potatoes are taken after rice, no manure is given; if after 
grass twenty-five cartloads (20,000 lbs.) of farmyard manure 
per acre. The average yield is from 10,000 to 13,000 pounds 
per acre or six to eight times the seed- used. As has already 
been stated, the cultivation in this area is very intensive, 
and the edges of the water channels in these potato fields 
are usually planted with cabbage and knol-kohl, which add 
to the return given by the potatoes. The cultivation alto
gether is exceedingly good and the potato fields near Belgaum 
show one of the most attractive forms of agriculture in the 
Bombay Presidency. 

In Dharwar. sixty miles to the south of Belgaum. a 
very "different type of potato cultivation is in vogue. Here the 
crop is taken exclusively in the kharif season, as there are few 
wells and hence little irrigation in the tract where potatoes are 
grown. The Dharwar cultivators usually get their seed from 
Belgaum. this being reaped in January or February and 
planted in the following June. 

The fields in which it is intended to plant potatoes are 
first ploughed two or three times at the beginning of June 
after the first rains have been received. The land mostly 
used is a reddish. fairly porous but deep soil, though some 
potatoes are also planted on black soil. After harrowing 
£\lrrows are opened by means of the plough. five to si¥ 
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inches deep, and three feet apart. Thus the planting- is far 
wider than anywhere else in Western India, and in recent 
years an jntercrop of cotton or chillies is often taken 
between the rows. A man follows the plough with a 
basket of farmyard manure, and two handfuls are given 
for each potato set planted. The sets are put down 
at twelve to fifteen inches apart in the rows,' and each set 
is placed on the small heap of manure, and partially 
covered by the hands, with earth and manure. Then a small 
harrow is passed over the field and the ridges levelled. 

When the sets have germinated.-the shoots usually 
showing above ground after fifteeh days • ....:.·the land is 
hoed. further hoeings following at intervals of a month. 
The hoe used is so arranged as gradually to earth up the rows 
of potatoes. The plants grow vigorously, the larger space 
leading to larger and more vigorous plants than are found' 
elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. This does not mean 
a very high yield per acre as the amount of seed used is small. 
From 300 pounds of seed per acre, a yield of 1,500 to 2.000 
pounds of crop is expected with the -quantity of manure 
used. 

The diseases found are similar to those noted in the 
khari} crop elsewhere. Ring disease is common. and the 
potato moth is stated to have almost ruined the cultivation" 
as the produce cannot be stored. Rhizoctonia wilt is most 
common, and the tamheTa disease is rampant and annually 
reduces the yield to an enormous elCtent. Among minor pests, 
the stem borer (Leucinode., oThallali.f) is very common. 

The area here has been very largely reduced on account 
of shortness of seed, due to the famine of 1918. and the 
impossibility of importing Italian seed. The potatoe.s grown 
at Dharwar are largely bought by Bangalore merchants for 
seed and it is stated that they prefer for this purpose the 
tubers grown in black soil. 
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IV.-CAUSES OF THE LOW YIELD OF 
POTATOES GENERALLY. 

By H. H. MANN, D.Se., AND S. D. NAGl'URKAR, RAG. 

The chief causes of the low yield which prevails over 
most of the potato areas described seem to be three. The first 
is that usually a large proportio~ of the seed potatoes do not 
germinate. The second lies in the faCt that the seed is gen~ 
erally so infested with disease, chiefly potato moth and the 
bacterial 'ring' disease that either the vitality of the plants 
is damaged, or they almost inevitably die before the crop 
is ripe. And. thirdly, there are several diseases of the crop in 
the field. most of them different from the great potato scourge~ 
of temperate climates but nevertheless equally important 
here. which either kill the plants or reduce their yield, 
particularly in ~~e KhaTi! season. to very small dimensIons. 
Beyond these causes, the manuring given is by no means 
sufficient to secure a full crop, and as we shall show, this 
can be very largely increased by more adequate fertiliser 
dressings than the people are at present ready to use. 

With regard to the losses of plants commonly found due 
to lack of germination or to disease attacking the potato plants 
in the field, the effect can perhaps best 'be seen by actual 
counts of the number of missing plants ~n' fair average 
fields of growing potatoes. We have actually counted the 
blanks in growing fields on several occasions in the Khed 
area, and the following figures give the results of some of 
these :-

(1) At Khed an average field was taken and forty .. 
five per cent. of the plants which should have been there 
:were found to be missing. 

(2) At Peth a similar test made in a ·particularly 
good field gave twenty per cent. 9£ blanks, and an average 
field showed forty~one per cent. 

1\1 A 18-3 
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How far this excessive loss is due to faulty germination 
and how far to each of the prevalent diseases is not yet quite 
clear, though certain indications have been obtained. But it 
would appear that, from one cause or another, there are, ?n the 
average between thirty and forty per cent., less plants m the 
fields of ripening crops than' there ought to be. 

As to the failure of germination, the people use the term 
'TUtu' to express the condition of the seed tubers when they 
are ripe fo~ germination. So far as the Tabi crop is concerned, 
the people in the Khed taluka said to us that they prefer 
Italian seed because it arrives in ~ condition in which it is 
ready to germinate (TUtU), whereasJ owing to difficulties of 
storage (on account of high temperature, etc.), the local seed 
is not usually ready to sprout when planted. This is, in 
popular opinion, one of the chief reasons for the superior 
yield given by Italian seed. 

Potatoes intended for seed are usually reaped slightly 
before the rest of the crop, when the leaves over most of the 
plants are yellow but when those at the top remain green. 
This is, of course, not an infallible guide but gives an idea of 
the condition which it is generally considered should be 
reached. When so reaped they may be considered as slightly 
immature, but their utilisation as seed is in accordance with 
the latest opinion in Europe, where the use of such slightly 
immature seed potatoes is considered to promote earliness, 
vigour, and resistance to the effect of bad seasons.* When 
reaped, however, they will only germinate to a very small extent, 
and they have to be stored for several months to become 
TUtU. We attempted to germinate sets, very carefully se
lected from plants in the best condition, immediately after 
digging up in October. Only about ten per cent. in thirty
three days,.and forty-five per cent. more in sixty-three days, 
germinated. Only wh~ the dug potatoes are green from hav
ing been exposed to the air during growth is a higher percentage 

• See tlu~chinson-Journal of th~ J30ard of Agriculture, Vol. 23, ~e 529(1916). 
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of germination obtained. In ordinary cultivation more than 
twenty~one days to germinate is considered as unlikely to 
give a. decent plant. so that fresh seed. however carefully 
selected. is quite unsuitable for growing a crop. 

But while some eyes do sprout immediately after dig~ 
ging. if the potatoes are kept for a week or more no ger~ 
mination whatever is obtained unless they have been stored 
for two' months at least. This loss of germinating power. 
after keeping ·for a few days has been noticed several times. 
and so storage 'of seed for a considerable time is needed. 
How long this should be. under Deccan conditions to get 
the best results has been carefully tested with potatoes reaped 
in October. and planted from December onward. The 
following table shows the percentage of germination in two 
weeks and three weeks respectively with potatoes stored for 
varying lengths, .of time :-

Length of storage. Percentage of germination Percentage of germination 
in 14 days. in 21 days. 

2 months Nil. Nil. 
2! " 

Nil. 25 
3 " 

15 40 
31 .. 40 70 
4 .. 50 80 
41 60 85 .. 
5 70 92 .. 
6 80 95 ,. 
7 100 100 

" 8 80 85 
" 9 60 ·70. .. 

13 40 60 
to 

These figures show that in the months from October 
onward in the Deccan storage for two months is not enough, 
and that the germinating power gradually increases until the 
potatoes have been kept for seven months. After the hot 
weather starts the temperature has to be kept do~ below 
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90°F. or rotting will commence (see Chapter IX). If this is 
secured the potatoes keep well, but ultimately shrivel and dry 
up. This is apparently the cause of the progressive loss of 
germinating power after seven months. 

If the TUtu cbndition is to be obtained, as a rule, therefore, 
in places where both khaTi! and Tabi potatoes are sown, it 
will be necessary either (1) to llasten the changes taking 
place in the stored potatoes so that they may become ready 
within two months or (2) to store potatoes from the Tabi crop 
for the following Tabi season, and similarly from the khaTi! 
crop for the following khaTi! season. This alternative means 
keeping the potatoes for six monthslt 

If the hastening of the Tutu condition (No. 1) could be 
produced it would be a great boon in the matter of getting 
good germination. This can, in our experience, be secured 
to a small extent by fumigation (as described in the next 
chapter in connection with the potato moth) followed by 
storing in bags, as against storing in single layers under sand. 
This increase in the rapidity of becoming ready for ger .. 
mination, may in the case of storage in bags be due to the 
somewhat higher condition of temperature which there 
prevail coupled with a JTloist atmosphere among the stored 
potatoes. But the matter is one for which the reason cannot 
be definitely given. 

As regards the other alternative mentioned above (No.2) 
it is avoided by the people owing to the difficulty of storage 
as a result of attack by the potato moth, of the prevalence 
of dry rot (fusaTiwn) and other rots in almost all Indian seed, 
and (in the- hot weather) of the very large loss caused by the 
heat-rot to be described in a later chapter. To avoid these 
difficulties means rigid selection and careful fumigation of 
the potatoes selected for seed. coupled with special storage 
arrangements whereby the temperature can always be kept 
below 90°F. at least. We have carried out these methods and 
have succeed~ in obtaining ah~r S!X months storase 
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excellent seed potatoes in precisely the same condition as the 
potatoes imported from Italy at the time they arrive. There 
now seems no doubt of th~ feasibility, with due care, of keep. 
ing seed potatoes for six months on the Deccan, though it is 
now never done. We will deal with this matter in the chapter 
on potato storage (Chapter IX). 

The actual amount of failure of plant .in average 
fields has heen indicated at the beginning of this chapter, 
but the figures there quoted were taken when the crop was 
nearly ripe, and so included all the later losses due to disease 
attack in the field. A better idea of the amount of failure 
of plant due to deficiencies of the seed was estimated in the 
fields not more than two months after the planting of the sets. 
Good fields only were chosen as it was wished to ascertain 
the losses in the best practice. and those sets, which had ger. 
minated' so late that they would never produce good plants, 
were counted as' failures. The estimation was made in the 
khari/ season. Thirty such fields were taken, and a row or bed 
selected at random which should have contained one hundred 
plan~s was counted. The actual number of plants, on the 
average, was twelve per cent. below what it ought to be, 
but the variation was very large even among good fields. 
The f6I10W1ng statement shows the condition in more detail :-

Fields with 95 per cent. of the proper Per cent. 

number of plants or over •. 26 
'Fields with 85 to 95 per cent. of plants .. 40 
Fields with 75 to 85 per cent. of plants .. 17 
Fields with less than 75 per cent. of 

plants 17 

These figures it must be remembered indicate the state 
of affairs in fields only which are recognised as good and 
probably above the average. They also indicate the condition 
during the early part of growth and before the greater 
part of the considerable mortality from ring disease and 
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rhizoctonia occurs. They show that it is possible, with the 
knowledge possessed by the cultivators, to get good germination 
with much shorter storage than is indicated in the table 
given above. 

Failure of germination may be due not only to the pota· 
toes not being rutu but also to moth attack of the seed during 
storage, and to the prevalence of the bangJi or ring disease. 
as well as other diseases of the potato tuber. The moth 
attack and the bangdi disease are the most important, by 
far, however, in the Khed area and they are throughout 
the district the most dreaded enemies of the potato cultiva. 
tors. \ 

Careful cultivators in fact take considerable pains to 
eliminate potatoes seriously affected by moth as well as those 
attacked by ring disease from the potatoes actually sown. 
This is done because any eyebud attacked by moth will not 
germinate.-and a seed potato affected by ring disease will 
produce a plant which will inevitably die and may infect 
others. In spite of this a good deal of both useless and 
diseased seed is sown. We made. in fact, an examination 
in a large number of cases of the seed ready cut and actually 
being sown to determine how far the loss of plants was due to 
seed, with the following results. 

We examined the seed being used in thirty.nine fields 
in the Khed area. ,Taken altogether, out of 3,856 sets 
examined :--

(1) 2,669 or 69'2 per cent. was sound and good seed. 

(2) 253 or 6'6 per cent. was affected with bangdi 
or ring disease. 

(3) 296 or 7'7 per cent. was injured by moth so 
that some of the eyes would not germinate. 

(4) 135 or 3'5 per ccnt. were so injured by moth 
that none of the eyes would germinate. ' 
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(5) 367 -or 9·5 per cent. were attacked with dry 
rot (fusarium). 

(6) 136 or 3·5 per cent. of the sets had no eyebuds 
and so could not germinate. ' 
Thus we have seven per cent. of the sets which could 

not possibly germinate at all (Nos. 4 and 6). We have 6'6 
per cent. remaining after all elimination has been done, attack-

. ed by ring disease (No.2). These were cut (as they always 
are) witli the same knife (see page 47) as the other sets. 
The sets partially attacked by the moth would· be of variable 
value, but at le~st half would produce no plants or at most 
very-feeble ones. The effect of the fusarium (dry rot) on the 
potatoes for seed will be discussed later (Chapter VII). But 
the fact remains that on the average of thirty-nine separate 
fields, little more than two-thirds of the seed used was entirely 
sound in 1917. 

Of course the average just given is not quite a fair figure 
to take. The best cultivators used seed absolutely sound and 
capable of germination, and the actual character of the seed 
sown in the different cases is summarised below:--

Proportion of seed sound and 
capable of gennination. 

Per cent. 

100 
90-100 
80-90 
70-80 
60-70 
50-60 
40-50 
3040· 
20-30 
10-20 

Under 10 

Proportion of cultivators using 
each quality of seed. 

Per cent. 

10'3 
7·7 

20·5 
30·8 

5·1 
S·1 
5'1 
5'1 
2·6 
S·1 
2·6 

In many of the worst cases the chief disease was fusarium 
(dry rot) which at any rate does not prevent germination. 
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But, on the ~hole, these figures show in what a bad condition 
is the seed planted in a large proportion of cases. 61'5 per 
cent. of the cultivators were using seed of which less than 80 
per cent. was sound, healthy and capable of germination. 

Leaving on one side at present the question of dry rot 
(lusariwn) it will be seen that the principal diseases which spoil 
the seed are, as has already been stated, the potato moth 
(Phthorimea operculella) and the bangdi or ring disease. 

The potato moth attacks the potatoes when in the field 
they are exposed owing to inadequate earthing up, and after 
digging, whether they are in the field or in the store. We 
will describe the work and its effecJ:, both elsewhere and as 
it affects our areas, in the next section, but it may be said 
that when it occurs and the caterpillar has been working 
in the tuber, the germinating power is lost. The eggs, in fact, 
are laid in the eyes, and the young caterpillars destroy the 
germinating power even before they have seriously harmed 
the potato from an edible point of view. If no special pre .. 
cautions are taken the extent of attack in the storage of seed 
potatoes may be very large indeed. An attack of 75 to 80 
per cent. of the tubers is not unknown, and the people in the 
Khed area estimate the average damage at ten to fifteen 
per cent. 

The bangdi or ring disease, though not so important 
as the moth attack when the latter was unchecked, is much 
more difficult to deal with and is, on the average, perhaps the 
greatest source of loss so far as germination is concerned and 
during the growth. We will deal with the subject separately, 
but the cultivators were unanimously of opinion that, the 
principal source of loss by ring disease is by using diseased 
seed. If the seed is far advanced in the disease. germination 
does not occur .-if it is only just begun, then the plant will 
die in the field after a month or two. It can, from the expe .. 
rience of the people. only be checked by the use of Italian 
seed, or seed carefully bred so as to be free from the disease. 



Another possible source of loss of plants in the field, 
is the planting of potatoes at an unsuitable time of the year. 
There are two main crops in the Poona district, as has already 
been described. but the times during which these can be 
planted has not hitherto been very exactly defined. Generally 
it may be said that the rabi crop may be planted if TUtu seed 
is available (which is not usually the case) from October in the 
Khed taluka, but that the latter half of November is considered 
to be the best time. Planting may go on up to the latter 
half of January, but after this date it is too late. Experiments 
as to the latest' date were made at Chakan in 1920 with 
excellent seed imported from Italy. The seed planted 
on January 19th gave a yield. of eleven times the seed used. 
From this date the yield with the later planted seed went 
steadily do~, and that planted on February 10th only gave 
a yield of twice the !>eed used. In seed planted on the Deccan 
on March 1 ~t, no crop was obtained. This is caused, as 
will be seen, by "the rotting of the sets used in the hot soil, 
and by the very intense attack of the tambera disease if the 
potato crop is in the land in April and May. These dates apply 
to the Italian potatoes u~ually grown. All other English 
and exotic types were far more sensitive and failed when 
planted earlier. 

The khari/ rrop is usually planted in June, but may be 
and is planted earlier (in May) in certain villages, notably 
in Pabal (Sirur taluka, Poona .district). But to do this very 
special precautions have to be taken. The land must first be 
flooded with water, then allowed to d.ry until it can be worked 
and brought up to a good tilth. This watering is, we believe. 
largely given for the purpose of reducing the temperature 
of the land so as to render it fit for potato planting as the 
maximum shade temperature in May is often nearly t 00° F. 
Then the sets are planted and watering follows immediately. 

The other causes of low yield, namely; the very prevalent 
field diseases like tambera and rhizoctonia blight, which 

N A 18-4 
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affect the khaTi! crop in particular. will be dealt with 10 

their place. 

V.-THE POTATO MOTH. 

By R. S. KAsARGODE, L.AG., AND S. D. NAGPURKAR, B.AG. 

Inasmuch as the potato moth is considered by the -people 
to be perhaps their worst enemy and as it is a very generally 
widespread pest over many of the potato growing regions 
of the world, a special account of the insect drawn from all 
these sources, and of the work dqne against it elsewhere 
and its application to our areas, may be of some advantage. 

The potato tuber moth (PhtllOTimea opercfJlella) is very 
widespread in the potato growing regions ofthe world. * It 
is a destructive pest of potatoes in the Mediterranean, in the 
United States and in India. t In America it is considered 
the worst potato pest in California, and from there it has 
spread into surrounding states, including Texas.t In Aus
tralia it is considered the most troublesome pest all over the 
country,§ and it was in Tasmania that it was first noticed. 
In India it "has spread over Bombay, the Nilgiris, the Central 
Provinces and as far east as Patna". t In the south of India 
it occurs in all potato gro)Ving districts up to an elevation of 
6,000 feet.~ There is a suspicion among the people in Khed 
that it was introduced here in Italian seed. but whether or 
not, it is generally established here now. 

In connection with its introduction into our areas, it is 
important to note that the people themselves in the Khed area 
here never had any doubt that it came as the result of using 

• .The most tecent and complete account is hy Craf in U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
Bulletin No. 427 (1917). 

t Lelroy-Indian Insect Life. 
~ U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 557 (1913). 
§ Steward-Rep!. Aust. A .... Adv. Sci. 1913. 
'II Fletcher-Some South Indian Insects. Madras. 1914. 
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Italian seed. In the early part of 1907 the late Mr. Dixon * 
after a visit to the Khed villages reported as follows :-" The 
story of the Khed cultivators was that the potato worm came 
to their notice for the first time about ten years ago after they 
had received, from the Department of Agriculture, European 
potatoes for sowing in the taluka. The lunnar cultivators 
stated that they also had received for sowing purposes Euro~ 
pean potatoes from the Department of Agriculture fully ten 
years ago, but added that the potato worm only attracted their 
attention six or !;even years ago." In 1907 the pest, accord~ 
ing to Mr. Dixon, occurred in every potato growing village 
of this area. 

Mr. Dixon made inquiries also, in the same year, about the 
matter in Northern Gujarat and reported as followst :-" The 
Deesa cultivators stated that the potato worm attracted their 
attention for the first time about six years ago. From that 
time they gave llP the Poona potatoes and began to ~mport 
Italian pota.toes direct from Bombay regularly every year. The 
men added that over three years ago the worm appeared again 
and the pest was so bad that the damage done to the potatoes' 
varied between fifty and seventy~five per cent. . . .. The state~ 
ment of Ahmedabad cultivators was that they saw the potato 
worm for the first time about seven years ago and added 
that about four years ago the pest was so destructive that their 
l~sses arrlOunted to fully fifty per cent..... The potato worm 
has been known to the Bombay merchants for the last 
eight years." 

There is thus very strong evidence to show that the pest 
is a recent one and that it was introduced with Mediter .. 
ranean seed, obtained to counteract the effect of the bangJi 
or ring disease. 

The caterpillar attacks growing potato plants, feed,ing 
on the leaves by mining into them, and similarly affects 

* Report. dated April 2nd. '1907. t Report. dated May 28th. 1907. 
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tomato, brinjal and tobacco· in America, though not in India,
Lut on none of these is the injury serious at this time. The 
serious character of the pest is determined by the fact that the 
moth lays its eggs on the potato tuber, in the cavities containing 
the eye buds, either while the tubers are still in the ground but 
exposed, or after they are dug up and e~posed either in the 
heaps in the field or in the store. When eggs are laid in the 
eyes of the potato, on hatching, after a very few days, the 
caterpillars penetrate the potato (incidentally, destroying the 
germinating capacity of the eye bud) and feed inside the potato, 
forming regular burrows which are filled with refuse, while 
the potato becomes uneatable. n, presence of the cater
pillar in the potato can be seen by tRe presence of excrement 
on the outside. It forms its pupa' inside the potato or on 
the outside, and the moth comes out about a montll after the 
eggs were originally laid, at any rate in the hot weather of 
the Deccan. 

The actual length of time in the hot weather at Belgaum 
required for each stage of the life history of the insect was 
determined by us in 1910-11 as follows:-

F.gg stage (on the potato tuber) 6 days. 
Larval (caterpillar) stage (inside the 

potato tuber) 28 days. 
Pupal stage (inside or on the potato 

tuber) . 12 days. 
Each female moth lays from twenty-five to twenty-nine 

eggs. 

The insect is, therefore, obviously a pest of stored pota
toes. If good seed is used, and the potatoes during growth 
are well covered up, it affects the growing crop practically not 
at all. But when the potatoes are stored, enormous damage 
may be done .. In Khed and elsewhere in Western India 
the chief trouble has been to preserve the seed potatoes, for 

• In America it has also Leen found on Solanum tarvum, Solanum verlKucilolium. SoIanrmr 
canaJmse, SoIllnum nillnml, P!.y..Jj. penwiana, Phy",lodu, Datura "rllmOlli""" 
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the crop is sold off as soon as possible after rt'aping, and the 
preservation of it afterwards is a matter, the_ people think, 
rather for the merchant than for them. TIle difficulty of 
storing fOf seed, however, touches them dos~ly, especially as 
cases have been known where as much as 75 to 80 per cent. of 
the stored potatoes have been spoilt. Of course it is obvious 
that the price of the whole crop must be lowered by the loss 
which the moth is liable to cause, and hence, though a method 
of storage free from moth for the whole crop is required,
the most urgent p.eed is for a method of keeping the potatoes 
stored for seed free from moth. 

This has been felt elsewhere in India, and experiments 
have been made and recorded in Pusa, the Central Provinces, 
and particularly in and near Patna as to the best method to 
a,lopt to secure this. 

A. In Pusa* the attempt was to ascertain the best ma~ 
terial to use to cover the stored potatoes so as absolutely to 
prevent the pest laying its eggs on them. The conclusions 
were that the best way of storing potatoes' so as to save them 
from moth was to keep them spread out in thin layers in 
sand, or in sand mixed with naphthalene. or in charcoal. 
To store in .ashes was fatal: all the tubers quickly dri~d ~p 
and perished. In any case from the point of view of keeping 
the potatoes from rot, it was better to spread them out in 
thin layers than to .heap them in bags or baskets. Again, 
dipping the potatoes in lead arsenate, in crude oil emulsion. 
and in' copper sulphate all prevented moth attack almost 
completely. Sqme of these methods could not obviously be 
us~d on a large scale, but others seem decidedly applicable. 

B. In the Central Provinces the meth od recom
mended and adopted for s~oring seed potatoes, is to dip them 
in crude oil emulsion solution, and, then store in baskets unqer 
sand. The actual proc~ss was to mix 1 i Ibs. of crude oil 
emulsion as bought in Bombay with four gallons of water and 

• AJricultural Journal of lodiJl, Vol. V. page 20 (1910). 
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stir. The selected seed potatoes were then dipped for five 
minutes and then stored in baskets under sand. The po .. 
tatoes were stored for periods lip to 4~ months, and were then 
found quite free from moth. The amount of rotting from 
other sources was considerable, but the method seemed quite 
satisfactory as a preventive of moth. 

C. An extensive and long continued series of .e>:perj .. 
ments have been made by Woodhouse and Dutt at Patna, 
on storage in sand. 

The period for which potatoes are stored in Patna is 
obviously much longer than with u~ where seed is practi~ally 
never kept more than two or three months at the longest, 
and where potatoes grown in the }\.harij season are used for 
the rabi crop and those grown in the raM season for the 
kl:arif crop. In Patna, however, the method 01 dipping 
in crude oil emulsion as a protection against moth was a failure 
and led to more rotting of the tubers than was the case without 
it. The system of storing under sand has, however, been 
a great success, and extended so far that five years after 
the introduction of the method no less than 186,000 maunds 
(6,500 tons) were stored by this method in 1914. The 
actual instructions issued to the people in the province were 
as follows:-

(1) As a preventive measure the ridges in the potato 
field should be mad~ fairly wide, not less' than a foot, so tliat 
the chances of tubers being exposed •....•.... may be 
minimised. 

(2) As soon as the harvested potatoes are fairly air dried, 
the affected tubers and the bruised and cut tubers should be 
removed. 

(3) The h(jalthy tubers should then be stored in a 
godown preferably on a high machan (platform).' Cloths 
should be spread over the platform with one' inch of dry 
river sand, and then the potatoes to a depth not more than 
a foot. All should then ~ covered with dry sand 'SO that no 
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tubers can be seen through the sand. After a month they 
should be taken out of the sand and the damaged tubers 
removed. As soon as moths disappear from the godown the 
heap should be left exposed but a watch should be kept for the 
moth, and if it appears the potatoes should be at once covered. 

(4) Storing should not be done in a hot dry godown, 
owing to loss by driage. 

(5) Insect-affected or rotten tuberl; should be burnt 
or buried underground. 

If these instructions are carried out it is stated that 
60 per cent. of the weight of the stored potatoes will be found 
good at the end ,of the season. * 

Such is an account of what has been done to pervent 
damage to potatoes, and to seed potatoes in particular in 
other parts of India. Outside this country reliance has been 
placed chiefly nQt on dipping of the potatoes or simply on 
storing them so that the moth cannot get at them, but on fumi
gating the potatoes coupled with dean cultivation so that 
the weeds on which the insect lives may not be present. 
In Americllt the recommendations which See!!l to have been 
effective are as follows :-

(t) .. The first measure consists in the use of dean 
methods of cultivation. This implies that all infested potato 
plants and solanaceous weeds such as grouud cherry, bull 
nettle, horse nettle, - and volunte~r potato plants growing 
in the same vicinity as the potatoes, must be destroyed. 
This can be done by prompt burning as soon as insect infec
tion is manifest. The burning of these weeds will eliminate 
places for the breeding of the insect or for its successful 
hibernation. Domestic animals. such as sheep and hogs, 
are valuable for the destruction of remnants and may be 
utilised by merely turning them into the field." 

* Woodhouse and Dutt-Bengal Agricultural journal. April 1911 (page 188): january 
1912 (page 146). 

BIhar Agricultural journal. Vol. I (1913). page 115; Vol. II (1914). page 48; Vol. III (1915), 
page 69. 

t See Farmers' Blilletill$ NilS. 557 (1913) j u. $, Bllreau of Entomology, Circular 
No. 162 (1912). 
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(2) The potato crop should be alternated with other crops 
not attacked by these insects. 

(3) Dug potatoes either whole or cut should on no 
account be left in the field. 

(4) 1be tubers should be fumigated with hisulphide 
of carbon or hydrocyanic acid gas. With bisulphide 
of carbon, three pounds for 1,000 cubic feet of space ~hould 
be used, and the potatoes left exposed to it for 24 hours in 
a dosed vessel, barrel or box. By this means all the moths. 
in every stage, are considered to be killed. 

With hydrocyanic acid gas a sJlFCial chamber is needed, 
as the gas is very poisonous, but the fumigation is more 
effective than with other materials and the potatoes are not 
damaged. , 

In Australia, the pest has been dealt with by fumigation 
and carbon bisulphide is preferred to all other materials, 
for the purpose. The strength required is stated to be as 
follows :-

(1) For the caterpillars-1S to 16 hours with I to 2 
pounds of carhon bisulphide per 1,000 cubic feet. 

(2) For the pupa-48 hours at the above strength, and 
it is then not always successful. 

(3) For the eggs-48 hours at the above. strength;' and 
a second treatment may be needed after six days.* 

So much for methods used elsewhere. In the Khed 
talun the difficulty has been felt exceedingly. For fear of 
the moth {and of rotting. of which more later} the main crop 
of potatoes is sold as soon after harvesting as possible. and 
only enough is retained as is required either for seed or for 
exchanging with another cultivator for seed. The importance 
of earthing up the potatoes in the field is recognized by the 
better cultivators.-but the question of storage against the 
moth has hitherto been an unsolved problem EO far as the 
people are concerned. 

• Steward-Report Aqstral. A.. Mv. Sci., Vol. 14 (1913). 
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To lIhow clearly and emphasise the importance of the 
fact in this area. we may quote an unpublished note by Mr. 
Keatinge written in 1909 since which time the pest has certainly 
not been getting less serious. Mr. keatinge then wrote 
"All over the Khed taluka -the potato growers complain 
greatly of the borer and 'say that it does greater damage every 
year. Almost every bagayat village complains of the thou
sands of rupees worth of damage since the rains. * anc;l many in
dividuals cOl!lplaill of hundreds and even thousands !>f rupees 
lost. From what I have seen I do not think that they exagger
ate. I hav,e seen many potato stores. Most of them are 
half ruined and some are absolutely ruined, the potatoes 
being reduced to a rotten mass swarming with worms. On all 
sides it is said that it hardly pays to grow potatoes now owing 
to this pest. and many are talking of giving it up •......• 
I find that many persons know that the worms come from the 
eggs that the moth lays, and they have tried to prevent the 
moth from getting at the potatoes' by putting them in pits 
covered with earth. and by covering up the heaps with teak 
leaves. and throwing water over them every day. The first 
plan is very unsuccessful, and I have seen such pits of roUen 
potatoes.-but the second plan seems to afford some small 
relief. " 

The actual method of storage in vogue at Khed is as 
follows :-The potatoes are harvested before the pl",nts turn 
yellow and the potatoes turned up by the first ploughi~g are 
alone taken for storage. The remainder. the green coloured 
potatoes. and those spoilt in any way are put' together and 
sold at once. Then the potatoes to be stored are heaped in 
a flat dug out area which is specially prepared for the pur
pose. This is usually ten feet long, five feet wide and eighteen 
inches d~ep. and it is dug either under a roof or under the 
shade of a tree. It is first filled with water. the water 

... TIPs nqte was written ill D\=CCII\ber. 
N A 18-$ 
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allowed to soak away, and then the ~pace allowed to dry for 
five days. Then the sorted' potatoes are heaped upon it 
generally to a depth of three to three and a half feet, but 
sometimes as deep . as four to five feet, and covered 
~ith a thick layer of grass or broad leaves. Then a ditch 
is dug round the heap at one or two feet disance, and this is 
occasionally filled with water. Sometimes, though not usu~ 
ally, the heap is splashed with water. Such a heap; which 
may remain up to three months, is very carefully tended. 
No one ~s allowed to open it on any pretext, as this is con~ 
sidered to be very injurious. 

When moth gets into such a \ heap it does enormous 
damage, and the people are helpless. The only things they 
have tried have beell to put neem (Melia indica) leaves into 
the heap, - and to put sugar on the heap to attract ants which 
were supposed to attack and eat the caterpillars. 

A considerable number of experiments on the potato 
moth, and particularly on the storage of potatoes so as to avoid 
the moth have been carried out in Western India at Belgaum, 
at Dharwar, in the Khed taluka, from 1906 onward, the result 
of whi~h we may shortly summarise. 

(I) In 1906 at Belgaum* it was shown that the potatoes 
as harvested were free from moth, that steeping in 1 per cent. 
copper sulphate solution reduced attack by more than half, 
but if the copper solution was washed off after treatment the 
tubers were attacked more than ever. 

(2) In 1907 ~ 1908 at Belgaum t it was definitely proved that 
the use of seed attacked with moth, provided it will germinate, 
does not in any way lead to moth attack in the crop, and that 
grubs once buried in the ground along with the potatoes die 
in them and never from moths. The importance of earthing 

• Dharwar Experimental Farm Report. 19()6..()7. 
t Dh.rwar Experimental farm Report. 1907-08, 1908-09, 19Q9-IQ. 
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up in the held to prevent attack there was also dearly demon~ 
strated. 

(3) In 1913 .. 16 in the Khed taluka careful experiments 
were made by Kogekar on the storage of potatoes, the results 
of which we are allowed to quote, though they have not been 
yet published. Fumigation with petrol vapour was found 
to be a complete preventive of moth provided the potatoes 
were afterwards stored either on racks in airy rooms where 
moths could not get at them or under sand. or even in bags. 

It will be seeti. fr9m these accounts that the actual preven
tion of moth attack seems to pre!>ent no difficulty in theory. 
If the potatoes are earthed up in the field, are rapidly taken 
away after lifting, and are stored._ where the moth cannot get 
at them, whether on racks in _a moth proof room, or under 
sand, or in bags. the moth danger ceases. If the potatoes are 
attacked. careful fumigation with petrol vapour, while not 
completely eradi~ting the m~th, almost does this and on 
storage afterwards there is no appreCiable attack. 

But a practical difficulty at once comes in. If the 
potatoes are stored under conditions protected from II!oth, 
whether under sand, or on racks in a moth proof room, or in 
bags, the percentage of p~tatoes rotting from other c.auses 
is so great that the method fails on this account. As a practical 
method the only alternative in the Khed area to the field 
method of storage described above is to keep the potatoes 
in bags, and this led to very large losses (even-up to 58'8 
per cent. in one case) from various rots. even after the moth 
had been got rid of by fumigation. 

The method of fumigation had therefore not become 
used at all until 1917 when we undertook further inquiry with 
the storage of potatoes on behalf of the cultivators. Our 
experiments against potato moth were carri~ out with tha 
full co"operation of the cultivators and a large group of inen 
from each of four or five of the important potato growing 
villages gave every assistance. They were, however. quite 
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unwilling to consider any experiment which involved dipping 
the seed potatoes before storage, or which involved storing 
in buildings on shelves in sand. In the last case they said 
that the method would involve more space and more cost 
than they would be able to afford. The method of fumiga
tion seemed much more likely to succeed. and potatoes 
were placed at our disposal for the purpose. 

Previous experiments which we had conducted had shown 
(as already noted) that fumigation of potatoes by petrol 
vapour while not effective in killing quite all the eggs and'pupae 
of the moths, yet, when selected potatoC".$ were used, was 
quite sufficient to reduce the a.mJunt of moth in the potatoes 
to very small dimensions. In India any method depending 
on carbon bisulphide is almost inadmissible; the material 
is very dear, its use is difficult and dangerous. its r.arriage is 
only made under considerable restriction. Petrol is, on the 
other hand, comparatively' cheap, and though not quite 
completely effective, its vapour is very valuable with the 
larva at any rate, and to a certain extent with the pupa but not 
With the eggs. 

It was essential too that the fumigated potatoes should be 
stored in bags. This seems to be fatal in Bihar. and has given 
rise to difficulties in Belgaum and Dharwar as well as in Khed, 
through rotting. But. unless it can he done, the fumigation, 
under the conditions of the Khed taJuka did not appear likely 
to succeed. The basis of the method adopted was, therefore, 
the fumigation of carefully selected potatoes coupled with 
after storage in bags. The success of the method has been 
considerable, in spite of the rotting difficulty, whi~ we have 
been able to deal.with to a large extent. The plans employed 
in dealing with the rotting will be described in the chapte.r 
on potat9 storage. 

The fumigation itself of potatoes intended for seed 
has now become an established practice in a number 
Qf leadin~ vilJases i~ tJte Khed po~t<? ~~actt and per .. 
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manent fumigation chambers have been established in 
the charge of a village committee in these centres. 
The fumigation chambers are built :6f brick. cemented 
inside to make them gas tight. and are seven feet in 
internal diameter and six feet deep. The bottom is paved 
with Shahabad stone. Each will contain -about two 
and a half tons of potatoes in bags. The top of the wall. 
all round. has a depression in which water can be placed: 
so as to form a. water seal. which is gas tight. when the cover 
is put on. The cover is either made of iron. or of wood with 
an iron ring to fit into the deptession on the top of the wall. 
If this arrangement is used a very simple method of securing 
the gas-tightness of the fumigation chamber is_ obtained. 
)'he appearance of the chamber i!;! shown in Plate I. 

The bags of potatoes are put into this chamber. having 
been as little as possible exposed to the possibility of moth 
attack after digging. The potatoes are not fumigated until 
a fortnight after being harvested. Several tin trays containing 
cotton wool are placed on the bags in different parts of the 
chamber. and two and a half pints (50 ounces) of petrol 
pouied over the cotton wool. The cover is then immediately 
put on, and the whole left for twenty .. four hours. This is 
found sufficient to kill the moths ana caterpillars, to damage 
the pupae if any are present so that they will either not emerge 
or come out only in a weak form. but it does not really affect 
the eggs. Hence it i~ important that no chance should be 
given for eggs to be laid on the tubers immediately before the 
fumigation takes place. In any case a second fumigation. 
ten days later, is necessary to get. rid compl~tcly of the ins~t. 
but it rarely pays to give this second treatment. 

After twenty .. four hours the chamber is opened and the 
bags removed. and stored in as cool a place as possible. 
The question of the best conditions for this storage will be 
·dealt with later. 
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VI.-THE RING DISEASE OF POTATO. 

By H. H. MANN, D.Se .• AND S. D. NAGPURKAR, RAG. 

If the potato moth is the enemy of the crop which gives 
the greatest concern to the cultivators it is very closely followed 
by the trouble given by the so~called bangdi (c.r ring) disease 
'or 'Langle blight', which has been in the district for very many 
years, and whose prevalence was the cause of the first inves~ 
tigations and inquiries into the crop made in the early 
nineties by Cappel and Mollison. The results of that 
inquiry are contained in the bun~ins issued by the Bombay 
Agricultural Department in 1892 and 1893.* These were 
summarised by Butler in 1903. t and we shall quote parts 
of the description which he gives-

"A disease known to the native cultivators by the 
name of ballgdi disease, from the appearance of a dark 
ring visible on sections of the substance of the potato. 
was brought to the notice of the Department of Land 
Records and Agriculture, Bombay in 1893. It affected 
the crop of the Khed and Junnar talukas whence the 
greater part for the supply for the Poona and Bombay. 
markets is drawn. Shortly afterwards it was reported 
to occur elsewhere in the Poona district and in Gujarat 
and Mahableshwar. It was stated to have first appeared 
some three ·or. four. years earlier.t By 1893 it had 
been found widely distributed in India: at Bangalore. 
in the Nilgiris, in Bengal and all through the Bombay 
Presidency." 

Since that time it has become well known almost every
where in India. .. In Mysore", says Coleman. " it is to be 

i 

• Cappel-Note On the Potato disease prevalent in the Poona Dist,ri_t a d elsewhere. 
Poona 1893. 

Cappel and Mollison--Second Note on Potato disease prevalent in PoonA. 1893. 
t Agricultural Ledger No.4 (1905). 
t This is'undoubtedly incorrect. The disesse was of old ltanding by .1l1oca1 informati,n. 
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found in practically every locality where potatoes are growrt. 
The extent of its ravages is certainly very much greater than 
is generally supposed. It 

"Not only in India," continues Butler," but in almost 
every country it appears to be now well recognised if we can 
as seems probable. identify the disease with the' potato rot ' of 
America. Of this, it may be said that it attacks not only 
potatoes. but also many other solanaceous plants such as 
tomato, tobacco, brinjals (egg plants), datura and others." 

It is known, as already stated" in nearly all parts of the 
United States except the north, in the West Indies. in Java and 
Sumatra. in Australia, in Rhodesia, and probably in Russia. 
Great Britain, ·France and Italy. We have recently found it, 
in small amount only, in seed potatoes imported direct from 
Italy. 

The diseas~ .. as it occurs among the plants. is very striking • 
.. The first symptoms, externally, of the disease is a • wilting • 
of the green top, which occurs suddenly. A plant may look 
quite well one day, show signs of fading the next day and droop 
on the third 'day. This does not occur ·generally throughout 
a field. but scattered plants every where are seen withering 
in the midst of green ones. The tuber is arrested in growth 
so that the crop where disease is severe is generally poor 
and composed of small tubers. Many.are rotten when dug 
and others rot in quanti~ in storage. The disease appears 
only as the crop approaches maturity, and at first even when the 
discoloration of the stalk just under the. surface of the soil 
is apparent. the blacken~ ring is not visible in the tubers ... 
(Butler loc cit). 

Describing what is almost certainly the same disease 
Smith * say~:-~ 

.. The foliage becomes prematurely yellow and aies 
gradually, or wilts suddenly witho~t . loss of green •••••• 

• Bacteria in Plant Diseases. Vol. III. page 175 (1914). 
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the stems droop and shrivel when not too woody, and there 
is usually a decided brown stain in the vascular system in 
advance of the death of the external parts. The vessels of such 
stems are filled with enormous .number of the small termo
like bacteria which are not sticky and which ooze out of the 
stem on cross section as a dirty white or browni&h white 
slime. The bacteria pass up and down the stems consi4erably 
in advance of the shriveling, and the accompanying brown 
stain can often be seen through the younger and more trans .. 
lucent stems and petioles •••... as long brownish streaks. 
although the surface of these parts still appears to be normal. 
In good sized stocky potato plants 'even when the vascular 
system is badly diseased (browned and occupied by the bac
teria) the exterior of the stem is often green and normal 
in appearance except the leaves and extreme tips of the 
growing shoots which are flabby and shriveled. In less woody· 
plants. the branches will be shriveled or flaccid ••.•.••••. 
In the potato plant the organisms pass down through the 
vascular system of the stems into the underground parts 
and cause an interI}al brown rot of the tubers. This rot 
of the tuher begins in the vascular system at the stem,end and 
gradually extends to the opposite end by way of the vessels. 
rotting the tuber grown within and causing the appearance 
of dusky patches on the smooth surface in advance of any 
rupture of the superficial cork layer. • • • . • In tubers ..•••• 
cross sections often s'how the decay pretty closely restricted 
to the vascular ring, from which there is always a grey white 
or dirty white bacterial ooze. In yet f'arlier stages of the di&ease 
the brown stain and bacterial decay are found only in the stem 
end of the tuber (vascular ring) or only in the vascular bundle 
of the underground stem leading to the tuber.. the surface 
of this rhizome and the whole of the attacked tuber being 
perfectly sound. On plants attacked with great virulence 
and very early no tubers are formed. The tubers on plants 
infected in the rriddle of the growing season are small and few 
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and are found at harvest time in all stages of decay. Often 
on such plants, as first noted by Dr. Halsted. tubers not 
larger than a pea,. together with their rhizome, will be 
found so~nd superficially but brown rotted in the vascular 
ring: in other cases, as already noted. the entire tuber will 
be sound and only the rhizomes affected,-this through the 
whole length of its vascular system or only at the end fur~ 
thest from the tubers. On the other hand when pla~ts are 
attacked late in the growing season, the tubers are more nu
merous and larg~r, and the majority of them, especially iftborne 
on long rhizomes, may escape infection or be diseased only' 
slightly at the stem and when dug. In tubers of this sort, the 
~ot is apt to continue after digging but exceptionally 
it might, perbaps, remain dormant. or nearly so until the 
seas6n for planting. In plants atla~ked by this ·disease 
the juice of the stems will be found to have an alkaline re
action to litmus paper if examined microscopically, wiII be seen 
to be swarming with bacteria which are very easily cultivated:' 

Coleman.* from observation in Mysore. described the 
symptoms as fnllows:-

.. The disease is readilY to be recognised by the sudden 
wilting of the potato plants in an affected field. By wilting 
is meant the hanging down loosely of the leaves just as .they 
do when the stem bearing therp is cut from the roots. Usually 
one or two leaves first show the wilting, but within a few days 
the whole plant wilts down and dries up. If the 'tubers Df 
an- affected plant are cut through, some of them will almost 
certainly show a brown ring a short distance in from the 
surface. This ring will be found usually at least, to begin 
at the part where the tuber is attached to the underground 
stalk which bears it and to spread from that point around to 
the other end of the potato. In its first stages, therefore, 
the ring is not complete but is rather simply indicated 

*The Ring Disease of PDtatoes~Mysore Department. Agriculture Bulletin (Mycological 
Section) I. (1909). 

N A 18-6 
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by a more or less distinct brownish stain in the neighbourhood 
of the point of attachment of the tuber. • .. The fact that the 
brown colour appears first at the point o~ attachment of the 
tuber indicates that the disease has entered at this point from 
the stem into the tuber. If a diseased potato be cut and 
squeezed slightly a series of small creamy white slimy drops 
are to be seen exuding along the course of the brown ring. 
Such a drop, if examined under the microscope is found to 
contain myriads of bacteria shaped like small and very short 
rods. If a very thin slice of such a potato is examined 
'microscopically these tiny rods are found chiefly in the vessels 
of the tuber which they plug quite! full. These vessels are 
more or less tube-like structures which help to transport the 
sap and food materials from one part of the vlant to another. 
In the tuber they form a ring just a short distance inJrom the 
outer surface and it is in this ring of vessels that the disease 
first makes its appearance. From it the disease spreads to 
the rest of the potato, so that, gradually the whole potato is 
changed into a rotten mass. " 

From these descriptions the characteristic appearance of 
the bangdi disease in the plant, in the tuber, and in the stem 
will be realised,-and also the" fact that it is caused by a bac
teriu.m which lives in the vascular tissue of both the tuber and 
the stems. The disease was, when first discovered, supposed 
to be due to a fungus by Cunningham, * who first examined 
it. His observations, however, were incorrect, and the 
bacterium. already sufficiently described, is now proved to be 
the cause of the disease. "" 

This bacterium appears, according to the various authori. 
ties cited, to .enter the plant from seed tubers already affected, 
or from soil which is infected with the organism. In the latter 
case it has been supposed by Smith that the plants are in· 
fected by means of eelworrns living in the soil. In the former 
it is, of course, easy for the bacteria to pass from the diseased 

• Scientific Memoin of Medical O/Iic:en of the Army in India, Part X. 1897. 
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set into the plant and so into' the new tubers formed. Smith 
noticed that it might be passed from plant to plant by the bites 
of insects such as the Colorado, potato beetle, but this kind 
of inoculation must be very rare in this country, according 
to Coleman. . 

Such is the disease which though it had long existed 
in the Khed area, came into prominence first in the early 
nineties, and which spread so rapidly as to become a menace 
to the culti,vation .within a very few years. 

When we first carefully examined the condition in the 
Khe4 potato-area'in February 1917, the robi crop was on the 
ground, and the first thing that struck the observer was the 
all but universal occurrence of ring disease. Almost every~ 
where it was recognised as leading to enormous losses, and 
though less prevalent in some ~illages (such as Peth) than in 
most yet it was present even in these. Often twenty to thirty 
per cent. of tile plants in a plot had died, and we could find 
instances of as mu~ as seventy or eighty per cent. of what 
seemed at one time a very promising crop to be lost on account 
of the disease. The people at that time' attributed the occ~r~ 
rence of the disease almost entirely to the use of infected seed, 
drew our attention to the fact that the disease appeared very 
often in patches spreading from one centre, and considered 
that the only way of checking it was the importation, at fairly 
frequent intervals, of Italian seed from Bombay. 

Beyond this we could not at the time go. Since that 
'time we have ascertained many new facts. and we feel we are 
in a position to recommend measures which will have the 
effect of materially diminishing the seriousness of the disease. 

, The most important point in combating this disease 
was to find the usual meanS of infection. It had been known 
since the investigations of Coleman (1909), that diseased seed 
tube, s would produce diseased plants, and, moreover, that 
infection could also take place through infected soil. But 
the relative importance of these methods in actual practice 
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had not been determined and it was absolutely necessary 
to our work to find out how the disease was most frequently 
carried from crop to crop. 'In other words. if soil infection 
was the chief source of the disease in our fields. it would 
be' necessary to fight the disease by keeping infected fields 
free from susceptible plants until the ba<:teria which cause the 
disease die out. If. on the other hand, the seed was the chief 
means of infection, careful attention to the seed would be 
the primary, and might even be the only necessary method 
of precaution, 

The determination of these points W8l> the object of a 
series of pot experiments in 1917 and 1~18,* in which potatoes 

. were grown in fresh river soil in which no infection could 
have occurred, and infection was introduced in the follow .. 
mg ways:-

. (I) by planting potatoes containing ring disease: 
(2) by mixing pieces of potato attacked by ring 

disease with the soil ; 

(3) by watering the soil with water in which cut sets 
of potatoes attacked by ring disease had been allowed 
to lie for half an hour ; 

(4) by inserting pieces of potato infected with ring 
disease in the potato sets; 

(5) by soaking the potato sets in water used to wash 
potatoes affected 'with ring-disease; 

(6) by using, as seed, tubers from a plant affected 
with ring-disease, but which themselves showed no sign 
of the disease ; 

(7) by using a knife infected by cutting affected 
sets, to cut .soun~ potatoes for planting. . 

Duplicate pots were taken in each case, but the data 
were consistent throughout, and have results as follows:-

• An account 01 these experiments Willi published in the Agricultural Journal f I dia 
Vol. XIV. page 388(1919). 0 n • 
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{1) Where diseased potatoes (eight sets) were planted 
(a) six sets did not germinate ; 

(b) one set germinated, but began to wither eleven 
days later. and was· completely dead after a week; 

(e) one set germinated and grew fairly weil. It 
howevet produced no tubers, and after ripening the 
original set was found to be rotten. 

(2) Where the soil was infected with fragments 
of infected potato. Six sets were planted, and all ger~ 
minated. Seven days later one was wilting. After 
eleven days two plants were dead and two were wilting. 
A week later one more was dead, but .the other affected 
plant was making an effort to throw out new buds. 
It was in vain, h~wever, and seven days after it was 
dead. At this time (4! weeks after planting) all were affect~ 
ed and ei!.her dead ot dying save one plant. This latter 
remained apparently healthy and matured normally 
giving three ripe tubers. On cutting these, however, 
all were found showing signs of ring disease in the tuber. 
Infection of the soil by fragments of diseased tuber 
is, therefore, very fatal, and even if the plants do not 
die. the tu~ers are very likely to be diseased. 

(3) Where the soil was infected by the water in which 
diseased potatoes had been soaked. 

Five sets out of ,six germinated, but all died of 
ring disease. They were quite healthy, however, for 
over three weeks, and then wilted and died in rapid 
succ~sion. After six weeks all were dead. 

This experiment shows the extremely infective charac~ 
ter of the water in which dis~sed sets have been soaked. 

(4) Where the sets were infected by the ins,ertion 
of fragments of diseased tubers. 

The results of this method of infection showed it 
~o b~ by n9 m~s so certain or so rapid as those 
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previously considered. Out of six plants. one died in six 
weeks. and two more a week later. The remainder (3) 
ripened and were harvested in due course three months 
after. Of the tubers produced. those from one plant 
all showed signs of ring di~ease. from a second all showed 
signs except one and in this none co:uld be detected. 
while in the third no ring disease could be observed in 
any of the tubers produced. 

(5) Where the sets were infected by soaking in 
the water in which diseased potatoes had been placed. 

In this case all the potatoe~ germinated normally. 
The first sign of disease was I observed twenty-four 
days later. but the progress was very rapid and all were 
dead thirty-six days after planting. 

(6) Where the sets were from infected plants. but 
themselves showed no signs of ring disease. 

Out of eight such sets planted two died of ring 
disease fi~e weeks after planting. The remainder were 
harvested but all the tubers produced showed signs of 
ring disease. This experiment showed clearly that the 
potatoes which were obtained from ring-disease affected 
plants but showed themselves no sign of the disease were 
unsafe as seed. 

(7) Where the sets. though healthy were cut with 
a knife previously used to cut a potato affected with 
ring disease. 

Fifteen healthy potato sets were planted their only 
connection with the disease being that the knife used for 
cutting them had previously been used to cut diseased 
potatoes. Fourteen sets germinated in due course and in 
good time. A month later five of them were dead. and 
gradually all died before maturity except two. These 
two matured. but all the tubers on them were half rotted 
with ring disease when they were taken out. 
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This experiment shows the extreme infectiveness of the 
disease. 

The position is, therefore, clear. The ring disease is 
extremely infectious and may be carried by diseased sets 
or by anything which las been in contact with them. The 
soil may carry the disease whether it has been infected by 
diseased tubers, by water in which diseased tubers have been 
washed, or by remnants of diseased potato plants remaining 
in the soil. . And even the knives used for cutting a few 
diseased tubers may infect a large part of a crop, when the 
seed is otherwise of good quality. This last ·'fact is beginning 
now to be realised by the cultivators, and we have introduced 
a system of sterilizing the knives used to cut diseased 
potatoes, among the more advanced cultivators of the Poona 
potato iract. 

Perhaps the chief interest, however, lies in the infection 
through the soil;' and t he length of time during which ~ the 
bacteria are capable of living th~re, and infecting the follow .. 
ing crop. It is obvious that if the organism is capable of 
making soil infective for a long period potato cultivation is 
doomed in these distriltts. We have hence made experiments 
to ascertain how soon potatoes can again be safely grown after 
the soil is thoroughly infected with the disease. 

Pots were taken in which all the plants had died through 
soil infection with water in which diseased sets had been soaked 
but from which all remnants of diseased plants were removed. 
Then new healthy sets were planted (1) immediately, (2) after 
two to three months and (3) after about six months. In 
the meantime the soil was allowed to stand without 
cultivation. 

Where healthy potato sets were planted immediately after 
the removal of the previous (diseased) crop, all the plants were 
affected: out of four plants one' died within three weeks of 
planting, another within four weeks while a month later a 
third was dead. The fourth was attacked, but was able 
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to throw out new shoots and came to maturity. No tubers 
were however formed. In this case, therefore. all plants 
were affected. 

The soil from which the last crop was harvested was then 
allowed to stand for two and a half months (November 1 st 
to January 18th) and then replanted. Four. plants were 
obtained. Three remained healthy throughout, prod uced 
good tubers which showed no sign of ring disease. The fourth 
plant began to droop after thr~e months and was then dug 
up. Of the three potatoes produced by this plant. two were 
apparently healthy, but the third was undoubtedly attacked 
with ring disease. ~ 

The same pot was again sown a week later (eleven months 
after the original infection), the plants matured healthily and 
the tubers showed no sign of rin~ disea~e. 

In a further experiment, the soil was thoroughly infected 
with diseased material and healthy sets planted immediately. 
All died in due course, and then. after nmoval of the plant 
residues. the soil was allowed to stand for five months 
without a crop (August 18th to January 18th). It was then 
planted with healthy sets. Under these circumstances all the 
sets germinated perfectly, grew healthily and ripened nor .. 
mally. No tuber or plant showed any sign of ring disease. 

As thIs matter appeared very important the experiment 
was repeated with n~ less than nine pots in all of which the 
soil was thoroughly infected as shown by' the complete 
loss of the previous crop. In each case, after removal of the 
plants, the soil was allowed to stand for 61 months (September 
11th to March 27th) and then planted with healthy sets. 
All germinated and no sign of ring disease was found through .. 
out growth. None of the tubers .produced were infected 
with ring disease. '. 

In summary. we may say that these experiments confirm 
previous results as to the conveyance of the ring disease of 
potatoes from crop to crop both thro~h the s~ and the 
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soil. They show the ,extremely infectious character of the 
disease in that not only the seed but also everything which 
has been in contact with it, even the knife by which diseased 
sets have been cut, are capable of conveying the disease to 
a healthy tuber and hence to a healthy plant. 

The infection does not, however, live long in the soil 
in a virulent enough condition to affect new plants. After 
two and a half months the infectiveness was reduced by at 
least seventy~five per cent. After five to six and a half 
months the infectiveness of the soil has disappeared. * It 
would ~ppear clear, therefore, that if land is kept free from 
potato plants, or other plants, like tobacco, capable of carrying 
the disease, for six months, the danger of infection through 
the soil is very small, if, indeed, it is not entirely eliminated. 
Inasmuch as the potato crop, usually reaped in February 
or March, is never planted on the same land until October 
or November, and the 'crop reaped in September or 
October is never planted on the same land until the following 
June, it would appear that the danger of infection through the 
soil under Deccan conditions is small, if the diseased plants 
are carefully removed in each crop. T~is' agrees with prac ... 
tical experience and enables attention to be focussed on the 
provision of disease~free seed as the main line of the attack 
on this very fatal disease. 

Di~ease free seed did not exist in the Bombay Presidency 
when these experiments were initiated: whenever seed was 
obtained from, it was infected to a greater or less extent. 
This being the case, there were only two methods open to 
us to secure it. The first of these was that of continually 
renewing the seed used by import from the country of 
origin,-in this case Italy. The other wa~ by ,selecting the 
apparently healthy potatoes from any supply of seed, and 
growing them for several generations with strict field elimi ... 
nation of all infected plants in each generation. 

* As against this, Butler reports that five years are considered as necessary in NoencG Jo 
remove the inlectiveness of the bacteriill wilt of tobacco c;IIused by the same orgamsm.' , 

N A 18-7 
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The first of these methods was that adopted by the cuI .. 
tivators twenty years ago and since that time Italian white 
round potatoes. at that time imported for food, were found 
to be a very suitable variety for growing in the Deccan, where 
the thin skinned ordinary potatoes of northern India have 
never flourished. They were, moreover, f~und ,to be almost 
if not absolutely free from the ring disease, and he~ce gave 
security for several generations of crop. I t became, there.. 
fore. the c'ustom among good cultivators to obtain new Italian 
seed every fourth year or so, and a regular trade in seed 
potatoes developed. Then came ,the war in 1.914, and the 
trade stopped. No more potato seed could be obtained and 
the crop grown rapidly deteriorated, because the seed 
became more and more infected. 

We may draw attention, however, to the fact tbat judging 
from our experience in 1920 the seed from Italy is not 
entirely free from the disease. Seed obtained in January 
1920 was planted by a number of cultivators on land which 
had not borne potatoes for several years. In cutting the pota .. 
toes, it was reported to us that tubers affected with ring disease 
had been found. and in the fields themselves we saw 
a few plants only which had undoubtedly died of this 
affection. The incidence of the attack was not more than 
0-05 per cent. and so; the affection in the seed must have 
been very small. Bpt it is there, and it must not be considered 
that the uae of Italian seed forms a means of completely 
guarding against it under the very favourable conditions which 
prevail < here for its development.'" 

In the absence of fresh exotic practically disease free 
seed,' it became necessary to see whether' good seed could not 
be o.btained locally by selection alone from existing seed, or 
by selection and growing of the seed. with field elimlnation 

~ It has !-n s~~ested that potato ~ imported from. Italy is resistant to rins disease and 
that It ~ Its reslStlDS power after haVIng !>een grown In the Deccan (viele Proceedings of 

• Mycologtcal Conference, Pusa. (919). There 18. however. no evidence that tm. is the case and 
~ have ne~ had the slightest difficullf in infecting fresh Italian see4 and, as II matter of • fact, 
It " e.ceedinl!\Y s\jSCepbble. . 
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of diseased plants-and a good deal has been done in these 
directions. 

In the first place, it was important to see what can be done 
by mere careful selection of the seed. Ring disease, though 
the work of an internal parasite, can be detected, though with 
some difficulty, without cutting the tuber. The signs of 
attack, when this latter is in an advan<;ed stage, are very 
marked. The eyes become dark in colour, have a .. drawn .. 
in " appearance, and drops of slimy liquid exude from them. 
Hence the name of c' sore eyes" given td the disease' in 
some parts of the world. But long before the disease reaches 
this condition its presence in the tuber can be detected by the 
following signs:-

{a} The surface of the tuber just round the eyes takes 
on a peculiar darkened appearance. This may be noticed 
all over the tubers or round certain eyes only, and is 
specially seen round the eye at the end of the tuber 
furthest from the stem. This darkening is not noticed 
except on careful observation and many even among the 
cultivators have never seen it. But we have succeeded in 
training women employed in sorting seed potatoes, to 
recognise it at once and easily. 

. (b) The scale leaves in the eyes turn dark and appear 
dry. This again only appears to certain eyes, and 
demands nice observation unless attention is specially 
concentrated upon it. 

(e) The eyes as a whole have a drawn i~ appearance. 
but this appears only to those eyes in the portion of tfie 
tuber where' the vascular tissue is affect«<d., 

(d) The skin of the potato loses its fresh appearance 
and becomes dull. 
Using all these methods of ~xamination, a large portion 

of the ring diseased potatoes. can be eliminated. In one case / 
where sorting was done very carefully in a badly infected lot 
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of tubers. out of one ton of potatoes the following quantities 
were picked out :-

.(1) By sorting one month after harvesting-813 Ibs. 
(36 per cent.). 

(2) By second sorting after storage and four months 
after harvesting-96 lbs. (4 per cent.). 

After this, on cutting the potatoes for planting 14 Ibs. of 
potatoes were found to be affected with ring disease and not 
to have been euminated by the various sortings, or 0'6 per 
cent. If this were aU. it would appear that selection only 
was capable of almost eliminating t~ ring disease. But, in the 
field itself. on growing. a further large number of plants died 
amounting to 13 per cent. It is not certain that all these died 
of ring disease. but a large proportion certainly dicl·so. And, 
as a result, it is obvious that simple selection by examining 
the seed for the characters mentioned above, or even exami
nation of the cut sets is not sufficient to avoid attack in the 
field. There are evidently a large number of potatoes which 
are so slightly affected that they are not detected even when 
planting. and yet which are capable of leading to the death 
of plants in the field. or (as we shall see) the perpetuation of 
the disease in the next generation. While. therefore. selec
tion of seed from an infected lot will reduce the percentage 
of attack, the disease cannot be eliminated by this means. 
Probably the best that can be done by this method is 
to reduce the attack of ring disease to an extent indicated by 
the following figures. reported at Belgaum by the District 
Agricultural Overseer in 1918. 

Dharwar Seed 
Poona bazar Seed 

Khed Selected Seed 

Yield per acre. 

Ibs. 

4.200 
5,600 
8,400 

Percentage 01 ring diseue 
and rotting. 

Percent. 

50 
30 
5 
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As mere selection was not sufficient. and as importation 
from Italy was impossible. it only remained to see whether 
ring disease could be got rid of by gradual elimination by 
taking crop after crop. selecting the potatoes carefully each 
time for seed. and strictly removing all affected plants in the 
field. This has been done, and ,by this means we have obtain~ 
ed a stock of pedigree seed in five generations which is almost 
though still not quite, free from ring disease. The course 
of the production of these pedigree seed potatoes is shown 
in the followin!? statements. 

1. The original seed was taken from a lot of potatoes 
at Peth in 1917. The crop was reaped in the first week of 
February, and after fumigation a month later, one ton was 
taken out of a total of eight tons as the basis for the 
experiments. Careful selection was done at once, and 
813 lbs. were" at once rejected (36 per cent.) being 
obviously attacked with ring or other diseases. The rest 
was stored till June, and then was reselected when 
96 pounds more (4 per cent.) were eliminated. On cutting 
before planting (on June 7th) 14 pounds (0'6 per cent.) 
more were found to -be attacked and were rejected. 
All precautions were taken against infection of the 
remaining seed by sterilising the knives used for cutting 
the sets, in boiling water after every suspicious potato had 
been cut, and by insisting on all labourers who handled 
them washing their hand~ with hot water and soap before 
touching other potatoes. 

Thus before planting 40'6 per cent. of the potatoes 
were rejected. In the field 10,472 plants died out of 80,000 
or 13 per cent. The sets were planted twelve inches apart, 
so as to leave plenty of space for growth. All the de~ths 
wf!re not due to ring disease. Many dying from rhizoctollia 
blight and other diseases. The remainder were reaped on 
September 8th, 1917. 
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2. The seed so obtained was fumigated three weeks 
later and selected as before. From 3,000 pounds of 
potatoes we obtained:-

(a) First selection-217Ibs. of ring-diseased potatoes 
(7'2 per cent.). 

(b) Second selection before and at planting 67 
Ibs. of ring-diseased potatoes (2'2 per cent.). 

One ton of seed potatoes were planted (at Chakan) on 
Decemb~r 15th, and from this 5,730 plants died or 7 per cent . 
. The remainder were harvested on March 20th, 1918. 

3. The seed so obtained was\ fumigated and then kept 
till the following October. After fumigation, the ring
diseased potatoes were removed amounting to 67 Ibs. out of 
3,000 Ibs. or 2'2 per cent. A second sorting in Jul, was made 
giving 10 Ibs. more of rejection (0'3 per cent,) and a third 
sorting at the beginning of October gave 191bs. (0'6 per cent.) 
or a total of 106 Ibs. or 3'1 per cent. During the storage 
period there was a good deal of dry rot (fusariurQ) but this 
was not taken into consideration in the present case. 

One ton of seed potatoes were planted (October 3, 1918) 
at Awasari and at the time of planting 6 Ibs. (0'3 per cent.) of 
the potatoes were rejected. During the growing period 
2,722 plants or 3'4 per cent. died and were removed. Harvest
iRg took place on January 14th, 1919. 

4. ~e, seed s~ obtained was fumigated, sorted, bagged 
and stored till June 1919. At the first sorting 6 Ibs. (0'2 
per cent) were rejected out of 3,000Ibs. of tubers, on account 
of ring disease at the second selection 20 Ibs. more (0'7 per 
cent,) were removed and at the time of planting 4 Ibs. more 
(0'1 per cent,) were taken out. The total percentage removed 
between harvest and replanting was 1'0 per cent. 

One ton were again planted (at Peth) in June. Owing 
to an unsuitable field being chosen many plants died of 
rhizoctonia blight. But only 196 plants (out of 80,(00) or 



0'24 per cent. -were definitely killed by rIng disease. The 
crop was harvested in September. 

5. Similar figures for the next crop are as follows:-

. (a) 3,000 Ibs. of s~ed a? all sortings up to planting 
tIme gave 26 pounds of rIng-dIseased potato (0'9 per cent.). 

(b) one ton of seed, at the time of planting at 
Pargaon, gave 13 ring-diseased potatoes (about 3 lbs. 
or 0'1 per cent.). 

(c) During, growth between November 1919 and 
February 1920, 46 plants died fron ring disease or 
0'1 per. cent. As we write, the plants are in store for 
planting in J~n~ 1920.· 

The whole his~o!y can be summarised in the following 
table * :-

Disease on Disease on Disease on Disease at Ring dis. 
Total,Ring Generation, I st sorting, 2nd sorting. 3rd sorting, time of ease in 

planting, field. disease. 

- Per cent, Per cent. P~r cent, Percent, Pereent, Percent. 
I .. 36 4 .... 0,6 13 53'6 
II .. 7'2 2'2t .... . ... 7 16"4 
III .. 2'2 0'3 0'6 0'3 3'4 6'S 
IV .. 0'2 0'7 .... 0'1 0'2 1'2 
V .. - 0'9 .... 0'1 0'1 1'1 

. '" In the first crop the fI'lecbons mcl"de all diseased potatoes: m the later ones only ring. 
diseased potatoes or plants are considered. . 

t AU rejections up to planting, 

In five generations, therefore, the amount of attack 
with ring disease has been reduced to a very small proportion 
and this can doubtless be carried further. And this method 
therefore reveals clearly the way in which a stock of acclima
tised seed can be maintained which is not seriously affected 
with ring disease. It is only necessary to grow the stock 
under conditions of rigid elimination of all affected potatoes 
and of all affected plants at every stage, and the fear of, the 
disease will disappear. The seed so produced will be far 
cheaper than that imported from Italy, and will be in
dependent Qf any failure of the latter. supply; It seems, in 
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fact that the maintenance of a stock of pedigree seed is the 
onl; practicable way by which ring disease now r~mpant in 
our potato areas, can be gradually eliminared, or at any 
rate, kept under control. 

The principal points of practical importance which emerge 
from this discussion of our experiments on ring disease are 
as follows :-

1. Under the conditions which prevail in the' Poona 
district and proba bly also in other parts of Western India, 
ring disease is almost exclusively carried by seed. Although 
the soil may be a source of infection, yet the disease quickly 
dies out in it, and six months afte~ infection it ceases to be 
a serious source of disease. 

2. Every diseased tuber or diseased plant is, however, a 
very powerful source of infection as the bacteria are~extremely 
virulent. Hence every plant which dies in the field should 
be immediately removed, together with all tubers and roots 
attached to it, and buried deep. After harvesting careful 
selection of the tubers should be made among all that may be 
used for seed and the affected potatoes sold at once. Fresh 
selection should be done before seed is taken to the field for 
planting. 

3. At planting, the sets, on being cut, should be carefully 
examined for the signs of disease, and all diseased sets rigidly 
excluded. The man who is cutting and examining the sets 
should be provided with boiling water and the knife used for 
cutting a diseased set should be sterilised in this boiling 
water before being used to cut others. This method is 
now actually adopted by some of the more advanced cul
tivators in the Khed potato tract. 

4. The only practicable way we have found of eliminat
ing the disease is by the use of disease-free seed, whether from 
abroad, or by obtaining pedigree seed by strict selection. 
and elimination of disease during a number of generations. 
We have succeeded in reducing the incidence of the disease 
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from 53'6 per cent. * to 1'1 per cent. t in five generations. 
This method gives a system::whereby cheaper seed can be 
obtained than that bought from Italy and at the same time 
makes us independent of international troubles which may 
again at any time prevent us from being able to get seed from 
abroad, as has happened from 1915-1920. 

5. It has been possible for the agricultural department 
with the assistance of the cultivators to maintain a stock of 
from one ton upward of such pedigree seed: multipliCation 
beyond this point is the work of an agency working on a 
commercial basis. It is certain that the people will pay a 
good price for seed in which they have confidence. 

VII.-OTHER DISEASES FOUND IN THE SEED. 
BY S. D. NAGPURKAR, B.AG. AND O. S. KULKARNI, B.AG. 

Our investigations of other diseases found in the seed 
in Western India, which may spread to the plants in the 
field and hence ~~use loss and low yield generally, have been 
of a somewhat casual character, but it will be well to put on 
record what has been noticed,-as some of these diseases 
are of very great importance and demand early and thorough 
investigation. The diseases which we have noticed in the 
seed in Western India are as follows :-

1. Dry rot caused by various species of Fusarium, 
and especially by Fusarium trichothecioides and by Fus
arium oxvsyorum. This is universal and very prevalent. 

2. Rhizoctonia blight .-Of this Rhizoctonia destruens 
is very common on potatoes in store, and Rhizodonia solani 
is also found. 

3. Spongospora subterranea, or k.huzali found only in 
hill-grown potatoes, chiefly at or Mahableshwar but also 
occurring in the Nilgiri potatoes. , 

4. Potato eelworm (devi) which is fairly common in the 
k.hari! grown crop of potatoes, but can hardly be called very 
serious pest here, except perhaps at Karachi. 

* All diseases t Ring dIseaSe only. 
MA 18-8 
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A Dry Rot 0/ Potato Tubers. 

Among all the diseases and troubles of potato storage, 
dry rot is (if we exclude the potato moth) the worst and 
most generally widespread in Western India. It is known 
to be liable to invade stored potatoes every where in the 
world, if they are kept under any but very cool conditions,
and cool conditions are impossible here. The most usual form 
of the attack is a softening of the skin at one point (generally 
the stem end of the tuber) with a slight depression. The 
skin mayor may not split oat this point. If it does, the hole 
so produced enlarges and the potatq is gradually eaten u~ by 
the fungus leaving a brown residue. \ If it does not the potato 
gradually shrivels and ultimately remains as shrivelled mass 
of hard brown matter. These characteristics are associated 
with the name • k,hok,ha ' among the cultivators in the Poona 
district. But the tuber which has been attacked is often also 
affected by bacteria which convert the diseased potato iuto 
a slimy wet mass of rottenness. There are, however, many 
parasites which produce ultimately this last condition and it 
is very difficult 'to state in anyone case what is the primary 
cause of the rotting. 

In the case of the k,hok,ha or dry rot, occurring in its 
typical forms, there is no difficulty in identifying it, and it 
occurs in every large sample of potatoes we have come across 
in India. To ascertain the extent to which this and other 
rots were contained i'n actual commercial samples of potatoes 
of different provenance, a bag of potatoes from six of the 
c~ief producirig centres in India was examined in January 
1918. and the potatoes then stored for two months at the 
usual temperature in Poona. The results of these observa
tions are as follows :-

1. Metlapalaiyam potatoes.-These potatoes, though 
marketed at Mettapalaiyam ar~ grown in the Niigiris, and 
are hence produced under fairly temperate conditions at a 
considerable' elevation-4.000 feet and upward. 
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The amount of potatoes damaged with various attacks 
is large, as much as 22 per cent. being rejected. In this 
lot dry rot was especially pronounced, some of the tubers being 

. completely eaten up by the fungus. Many tubers were 
shrivelled and intact showing the dry rot fungus only. 
But in· a good many tubers the outer covering was broken, 
and bacteria and moulds had entered and a soft wet rot was 
the result. 

Some examples of Spongospora .or potato scah (khuzal;) 
were noted in these potatoes. This seems peculiar to potatoes 
grown in the hilly districts. 

On storage in bags at the temperature in Poona in January 
and February (65°F. to85°F.) the rotting rapidly increased 
chiefly due to • dry rot' fungus (at any rate at the beginning) 
until after 51 days, 90 per cent. of the potatoes were rotten 
either with simple dry rot or more frequently with the soft 
wet rots which follow it. 

2. Kalka potatoes.-These potatoes, again, though 
marketed at Kalka, are chiefly grown in the Simla hills, 
and are hence produced under fairly temperate conditions 
at 2,000 feet elevation ~d upward. 

The amount of potatoes found damaged with various 
rots in the commercial lot amounted. to 15 per cent. The 
chief "form of rotting present was ·wet rot', but the original 
cause of the damage in most cases appeared to be the • dry 
rot' fungus. In the partially damaged potatoes, most of the 
tubers showed the characteristic sunken wrinkled spots of 
this disease. 

A few potatoes showed signs of damge by eelworms. 

After 50 days in bags at the temperature of Poona in 
January and February (see above) fifty per cent. of the stock 
had become wholly or partially rotten. By the middle of 
March only 19 per cent. of the original potatoes were still 
good, the dry rot fungus being the original cause of damage 
in most cases. 
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3. Meerut Potatoes.-These potatoes are marketed at 
Meerut in the United Provinces, but we do not know exactly 
where they are grown. They showed only three per cent. 
of partly or wholly rotten potatoes when obtained but among' 
these there were many potatoes attacked by the dry rot fungus 
and also some by ring disease. The chief rot was ubdoubt
edly 'dry rot'. In 50 days, thirty per cent. had become 
wholly or partly rotten, chiefly still with the dry rot fungus. 

4. BangaioTe Potatoes.-These potatoes are grown on the 
Mysore plateau at an elevation ranging from 2,000 feet to 
about 3,500 feet above sea level. 12 per cent. of the tubers 
were wholly or partially damaged :on receipt and although 
the rot caused by ring disease was found, yet the chief cause 
of damage again was the dry -rot fungus. Fifty days later, 
fifty-five per cent. of the potatoes were wholly or partly rotten 
in Poona, in January and February. 

5. Karachi Potafoes.-These are grown in the neighbour
hood of Karachi in the tract of intensive cultivation within 
a few miles of that city. Though there was a good deal of 
dry rot in the potatoes as bought, the characteristic, attack 
in this case was a large amount of .ee1worm. Nine per cent. 
of the potatoes were partially or wholly rotten. The 'dry rot' 
and its sequels, the various forms of wet rotting, kept increasing 
on storage, and 25 per cent. more potatoes were wholly rotten 
or partially damaged after fifty days of storage. 

6. SaugoT Pot~toes.-The neighbourhood of Saugor 
in the Central Provinces is a great place for growing Tabi 
potatoes, which are then sent to Bombay. The usual dry 
rot attack was found and its sequels. No ring-disease 
potatoes were noticed, but there was a considerable amount 
of rotting due to moth attack. One eelworm attacked 
potato. occurred. The amount damaged on purchase 
amounted to 6! per cent. . 

On keeping, the attack due to dry rot fungus developed 
and ten per cent. additional potatoes were lost in fifty days. 
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. 'Pupae of moths were also found. These potatoes have kept 
better than any of the other lots, examined. They are 
all Italian white round potatoes produced from Poona seed. 

7. Khed (Poona) Potato~s.-Potatoes in one of the best 
village stores in the Poona district were examined one month 
after being put into storage. The quantity involved 
was fifty tons, and all these were carefully sorted. From 
this quantity five tons were rejected on account of attack 
by dry rot and its sequels. They were fumigated and 
bagged, and kept in store at a temperature below 88°F. 
After three months in the store they were again sortp.d with 
the following results;-

lb •. 

Rejected on account of ring 'disease 407 
Rejected on account of fusarium 10 its 

various Jorms 1 ,960 

Rejected on account of ' heat rot' 178 

Rejected on account of unkndwn rots 840 

Total 3,385 
Thus of the total rotting. fifty .. eight per cent. is due to 

the dry rot fungus Uusarium). 
From this account of actual observations of potatoes 

on the market, it will he seen how far the' dry rot' dominates 
the situation so far as keeping potatoes for seed is concerned, 
provided (as we shall see later) the t~mperature is kept within 
the permissible limit. We have now to consider how far 
the dry rot damages the tubers for seed purposes. 

The dry rot of potato tubers, it seems now definitely 
to be proved, is caused by a species of . fungus belonging 
to the genus fusarium, and the latest information avaiIable* 
seems to indicate that several species may cause the damage 
under different conditions, and that these also may cause a 

• Link-Botanical Gazette, Vol. 62. I"'lle 169 (1917). 
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wilt of the potato plant in the field. Two species have been 
identified here, * and they are the same which appear to do 
the greatest damage in America. As far as is known potatoes 
most usually become infected through the soil. The fungus 
enters the plant through the roots, thence goes into the under .. 
ground stems, and finally into the tubers. How far other 
methods of infection prevail is doubtful and so experiments 
were made in the following direction with Italian white 
round potatoes at Poona. 

A.-Do potatoes attacked by dry rot (/usariwn) infect those 
with which they are stored ~ The ,.nswer to this question 
has been given by McAlpinet and Link 00c cit.) in certain 
cases. The former found ,that when the skin of a tuber was 
broken infection was generally easy from a potat.o already 
infected and that in the case of very young potatoes where 
the skin was unbroken infection could still take place: the 
latter confirmed the first of these observations as regards both 
of the species of /usariwn which are apparently concerned in 
the present case. 

With the contention that dry rot infection can be carried 
from tuber to tuber by infection through cut or broken 
surfaces we are in agreement, and it is well known to 
the cultivators in the Khed potato tract. When they find a 
potato which is damaged at the stem end, they consider that 
such a potato is certam to decay in storage. 

But the infection of mature potatoes with unbroken skin, 
has not been successful with us with Italian white round pota .. 
toes. In the case quoted McAlpine only obtained such infec
tion with very young potatoes, and it is quite possible that 
the extent to which it takes place depends largely if not entire
lyon the thinness and delicacy of the skin of the potato tuber. 
The Italian white round potato with which we have worked 

• F UJltlrium tric/.,thec:WiJa and F /UtJTium orgl/JOrum. 
t Pot;atQ Disea3ee in Australia. Melboume.1911. 
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has an exceptionally thick skin and it shows much slower 
deterioration in storage than any others grown in India. 
The. potatoes are in fact preferred by the cultivators not so 
much bCGause they give a bigger yield in the field, but be. 
cause there is less loss in storage owing to dry rot and its 
sequels. At any rate all the experiments in which we have 
attempted to infect healthy unbroken mature tubers of this 
variety by storage with potatoes sttacked with dry rot have 
failed. Whether this will apply equally to the thinner 
skinned varieties of northern and southern India we do 
not know. 

B.-Do tubers, infected with fusarium and used as seed 
give rise to tubers also infected and likely to rot. 

On this point there does not seem any definite information 
to be obtained, fr0111 other aut~orities, but the matter is one 
of great importance in our areas, because (I) the people have 
noticed that potatoes slightly attacked with dry. rot ger. 
minate more quickly than perfectly healthy tubers, which 
is supposed to be a great advantage and (2) the whole question 
of the maintenance of a satisfactory seed supply for planting 
is affected by the question as to whether we must n6cessarily 
reject seed potatoes which show any signs of dry rot (k/zokha) 
attack. 

It has not, we believe, been noticed hith~rto that potatoes 
slightly attacked with fusarium in the form of dry rot, do 
germinate quicker than ordinary sets. This was often, 
as already stated, mentioned to us by the people, but de. 
fin~e experiments were wanting. The following are the 
details of a recent experiment on the subject. 

One hundred clean potatoes, and one hundred in which 
the dry rot was just developing and where the affected portion 
was one inch in diameter were taken, and germinated in soil. 
Th~ nu~ber which h9d germinate~ after two weeks and after' 
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three weeks was as follows. In each case the seed was four 
months old. 

Clean seed 

Per cent. 

(I) Germinated after two weeks. . 50 
(2) Germinated after three weeks. 80 

Fusanum seed. 

Per cent 

89 
97 

The result agrees, therefore, with the contention of the 
cultivators. 

As to whether seed potatoes slightly attacked with 
fusarium do lead to attack in the tuber, we have the 
following experiments. 

1. The potatoes were grown (in 1917) in pots containing 
fresh river soil which had never previously borne this crop. 
Four sets from a slightly attacked tuber, in which the eyes 
appeared still quite healthy were planted. The plants grew 
healthily, and twelve mature potatoes were harvested, all 
being perfectly healthy at the time of harvest. After 15 days 
storage three of the largest potatoes showed signs of dry rot, 
and a month later four more were also affected. Two more 
were attacked after 2! months. The others remained free 
from disease for over three months. Thus 75 per cent. of 
the tubers produced from fusarium affected seed were 
attacked by dry rot during a storage of three months. 
Healthy potatoes in the same soil as abo'ie showed no sign ' 
of fusarium attack in storage. 

2. A similar experiment was made in 1919, when 
eight sets like those in experiment No. 1 were planted 
and all grew healthily. Thirty-two potatoes were recovered 
all being healthy at the time of harvest. Out of these, 
nine were affected with fusarium after a month in storage, 
or nearly thirty per cent. of the total. 

Other similar experiments gave similar results and 
it seems clear, therefore, that seed potatoes attacked with 
dry rot, while they may yield apparently healthy tubers 
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at harvest, yet give a very large probability of being attacked 
with fusarium at a later stage. 

C.-Do potatoes become affected through the soil, 
or in other words does an infected soil produce tubers likely 
to rot} It has generally been considered that infection from 
the soil is the usual method, and the following experiment 
in pots containing river soil was designed to show what 
would happen with the variety in use in the Deccan. 
The soil was infected by incorporating thoroughly with 
it scrapings from potatoes suffering from dry rot. Healthy 
sets were planted, and at harvesting the tubers (8) collected 
were ull healthy. Twenty days later one showed signs 
of dry rot and after three months seven tubers were dis
eased or 88 per cent. It will thus be seen that infecting 
of the plant through the soil, immediately after infection, 
is fairly certain. . 

To see whether the infection in the soil would last 
for some time, the pots used in the last experiment were 
allowed to stand for three months and were then again 
planted with healthy sets. These grew well, and the plants 
remained healthy up to maturity. At harvesting all the 
potatoes were sound. Twenty days later one potato was 
affected with dry rot. Two months after harvest, all were 
diseased with fusarium. it is evident that the soil remains 
completely infective for three months. 

Another infected pot was kept for eight months after 
removal of the first crop, and was then again planted. All 
the potatoes were healthy at harvest, and remained healthy 
for three months' in storage. 

While, therefore, this experiment cannot be regarded 
as conclusive. yet it would indicate that infected soil will 
produce disease in tubers grown upon it, that the soil remains 
infective for three months in the dry season when no crop 
is growing, but that after eight months (in the dry weather) 
without crop, the chance of infection is very much reduc~. 

lfA 18-9 
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Wilt Disease Caused by Fusarium.-It seems clear 
that the rot in storage which we have now discussed is not 
the only way in which one or other of the species of fusarium 
may attack potatoes. and that one of the fairly frequent 
wilts of the crop in the field is caused by a fungus belonging 
to this genus. Exactly what the relationship of the rotting 
of the-tubers to wilt in the field may be. is not yet known. 
but such a wilt has been observed in America and in 
Australia as well as here. and under the name of • brown ring • 
or • wilt disease' has been frequently described. We did not 
notice it here in the Deccan until recently, but the presence 
of a number of plants which were ~ilting in the fields. with 
a brown ring in the tubers and yet which were not affected 
with the bacterial ring disease already described. led us 
to discovery that the fusarium wilt of potatoes also exists 
here.. ' 

This fact accounts for many of the contradictory reports 
which we have received about crops grown with seed which 
we have supplied. In one case. seed was supplied and 

·was reported to have been badly affected with ring 
disease. This was' quite incomprehensible. especially 
when it was stated that eighty per cent. of a crop 
had died. The rings in the tubers did not however show 
the characteristic of true ring disease, and it now seems 
certain that they were produced b, fusarium in the soil. 
Another recent case occurred with fresh Italian seed. planted 
in land which had never borne a crop of potatoes before. 
A number of the plants died. with a brown ring in the tubers. 
which under. special examination by the Economic Botanist 
to Government (Dr. Burns) were found to be affected 
with a species of fusarium. 

We have -done little with this disease except to nOle 
its occurrence at the agric;;ultural college farm. Poona (March 
1919) and at Chakan and several other villages in the Khed 
potatQ tr(l~t. J31,lt we have kept potatoes from plants which 
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have died in the last stage of life and which contained a brown 
ring. These have been planted, in fusarium~free soil, have 
grown to maturity, and have yielded tubers which became 
damaged with dry rot. But of the relationship of the two 
forms we at present know' notliing. We have planted pot~ 
atoes affected with dry rot in several stages, and we have 
planted healthy sets in infected soil, but so far we have 
not succeeded in producing the fusarium wilt with certainty 
by any method. Whether the fusarium connected with 
this is a different one fro,m that which is uasually found 
in the dry rot here' is uncertain, but it appears unlikely 
in view of the work of Link (loc. cit.) and others. The 
whole question of the relationship of the two forms requires 
careful and thorough investigation at an early date. 

Summarising with regard to the dry rot fungus 
(fusarium) of potato tubers and the very similar if not 
identical fungus which causes wilt in the field we may note 
as follows :-

(1) Dry rot forms by far the dominant disease of 
stored potatoes in India, seed potatoes from every part 
of the country being badly affected. In some cases, 
the amount present is so great that storage in Poona 
in the cold weather for two months' at about sooF. 
means th~ loss of over SO per cent. of the stored 
potatoes. 

(2) lbe Italian white round potato, grown 
in Poona and on the Deccan generally. does ~ot rot 
so easily in store with this fungus as the thinner skinned 
kidney varieties grown in the Nilgiris, the Himalayas 
and North India generally. 

(3) While potatoes with broken skin are infected 
in the store there is no evidence that mature potatoes 
with unbroken skin,' of the Italian white round variety 
can be so infected, all our· experiments to sec;ure such 
infection have failed. 
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(4) Fusarium-infected tubers when used as seed 
give tubers which. while apparently healthy at harvest 
rapidly become damaged by dry rot. and hence rapidly 
decay in storage. 

(5) Tubers grown in infected soil. rapidly decay 
on storage. The soil remains infective for three months 
at least. After eight months, in one experiment. in. 
fection was not obtained but tliis cannot be regarded 
as conclusive. 

(6) With these results. the use of infected seed. 
however slight the infection may be, must be regarded 
as perpetuating the disease. though it may not appar~ 
ently give a lower yield or unhealthy plants in the field. 
To obtain good seed. the potatoes must also be planted 
in soil which has not recently borne a cro,," liable to 
this disease. Eight . months is' the minimum time 
required for soil to free itself from infection and it 
may need much more. 

(7) Fusarium wilt, leading to dying of the plants 
in the field also occurs in the Deccan area. Its rela. 
tionship to the dry rot which is so common is not known, 
but when a tuber from a wilted plant i$ grown. the 
tubers which are produced are rapidly attacked by 
what is apparently ordinary dry rot, in ~torage. 

B.-Rhi~octonia Bl{szht oj Potatoes. 

If . anyone visited the Khed potato tract during the 
time of khariJ or rains crop is growing. and saw the very 
large mortality caused by the rhizoclonia blight in many 
cases, he would be inclined to consider it as the worst of 
the diseases affecting the potato plant in this part of Western 
India. The field characteristics of the disease are as follows. 
The plant, apparently in good condition, begins to wilt 
without apparent reason. The wilting commerices at the 
19w~r l;>~a~~hes, b~~ quickly spr~ds until after from six 



to eight days the whole of the leaves are hanging down 
and the plant is withering. On pulling up the plant, the 
lower portion of the stem is found rotten and its fibres 
can be easily separated from one another with the fingers. 
As a rule this part of the stem and root are covered with 
a white fungus mycelium, amo~g which there often exist 
a number of brown knots or sclerotia. These fungus mycelia 
often spread over the rootlets and tubers, and also through 
the soil to' adjoining plants. This last occurrence was 
noticed with special frequency in 1919 at Peth. The people 
call the disease ' buri '. 

The disease is caused by a fungus or group of fungi 
well known throughout the world to cause both a wilt of the 
potato plant in the field and a rot of the potato tuber in 
storage.. In India. the matter of these fungi has been closely 
investi~ated by,Shaw and Ajrekar. and the mode of attack 
has be~n des~ribed by them as follows :-

'''As already mentioned the potato is liable to disease 
owing to this fungus. In Bihar the parasite has appeared 
chiefly as a rot of stored potato. but in the vicinity of Poona 
it is a frequent cause of trouble to the growing crop. The 
mode of attack is exactly similar to that observed in the betel 
vine. the portion of the stem at the ground level, and the 
subterranean parts of the plant becoming covered with 
a weft of hyphae with sclerotia. This is followed by the 
rooting of these parts and by the drying and browning of 
the leaves. The attack is usually late. about six weeks after 
the planting of the sets. The tubers from diseased plants 
are apparently sound. although smaller than those from 
healthy plants. but cases have been found in which 
apparently sound tubers from diseased plants have 
been infected with the mycelium through their attachment 
to the parent stem. The experience with store<! potatoes in 
Bihar shows that tubers from a diseased crop are probably 
infected with the fungus. The use of a wash of corrosive 
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sublimate. combined with proper precautions in storage. 
would certainly go far towards lessening the disease In 

store . 

.. Inoculations of potato tubers were uniformly sue .. 
cessful when the infection was made upon the ~ut surface 
of a tuber. In unwounded tubers although the fungus 
spread over the surface of the tuber. the .external· corky 
covering was sufficient in many cases to prevent penetration. 
Sometimes. however. penetra~ion took place through the 
eyes. or even through the lenticels. The same results 
were obtained whether the fl1'hgtIs used for inoculation 
has been isolated from a diseased potato or from the betel 
vine." * 

As noted by the above authors. rhizoctonia ~not only 
caused a very serious wilt in the field. but also a rot in storage. 
This occurs with great frequency when the tubers are stored 
under damp conditions, and is very common in the stores 
constructed by the cultivators in the field especially when 
covered up to avoid moth. • . . . In the commonest form 
in the Poona district the tuber becomes first covered with 
mycelium. aftd then gradually becomes soft and watery. 
In no case does the skin become loose and puffed up by 
gas, but the portions rotting show depressions. 

It must not be supposed that potatoes which carry 
mycelia or sderotia in the surface. however. will inevitably 
become rotten. By far the larger proportion of tubers 
we have examined show. on incubation. signs of rhizoctonia 
infection. But the rotting of the potatoes depends on storage 
conditions. If the potatoes stored had plenty of air. and 
the moisture surrounding the potatoes was not allowed 
to increase. the danger of ,hizoctonia rot has always been 
very small. And. moreover. potatoes actually produced 
by wilted plants did not rot on storage. provided the 

• Shaw and Airelcar >-The Genus Rhizoclonia in India. Mem. Depart. of Agriculture. 
lncha (Bot. Series). Vol. VII. No.4 (1915). 
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necessary conditions of aeration were supplied. It has been 
often recommended that in order to protect seed potatoes 
from rhizoctonia rot, they should be dipped before keeping 
in a solution of mer,curic chloride (l in 1000) or in formalin 
(I per cent.). If the skin of the potatoes is unbroken and if 
proper aeration in the store is obtained our experiments 
lead us to suppose that even this is not necessary. If the 
necessary conditions of aeration are' not obtainable, ho 
doubt the proposed method will be of advantage. 

With regard to the wilt in the field, one result is clear 
from all our observations. The r'hizoclonia wilt occurs 
at certain seasons and in certain fields. These seasons 
are generally those when the soil is liable to contain e~cess 
of water. Thus the disease is essentially one of the khari! 
season so far as good land is concerned. when the rains 
may cause almQst any field to be at times waterlogged, at 
any rate in the various Deccan tracts. Again, in the rabi 
season' the disease is practically confined to ill~drained 
fields. We venture to connect, in fact, the rhizoclonia 
wilt in our areas very largely with badly drained land. 
The soil always contains the fungus. The half rotten manure 
used contains it in abundance. The potato tubers them~ 
selves also generally ,carry some infection with them. 
But alL these are not sufficient to produce wilt if the field 
conditions are satisfactory, in point of drainage.' It is in 
fact, in the study of the improvement of the cultural condi~ 
tions, that the best hope of dealing Vtith rhizoclonia wilt lies. 

C.-Potato Powdery Scab. 

This disease of potatoes, which has not hitherto been 
noticed in India as far as we can tell, and which is apparently 
only important in the hill districts, need not detain us I~ng. 
We found it, under the name khuzali, as a serious blight at 
Mahableshwar where it occurred almost everywhere. Again 
in examination of potatoes from the Nilgiris we found it 
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frequently, and in considering the question of seed for and 
from these centres it must be continually kept in view as a 
disease of importance, and one which may, under suitable 
conditions. lead to a reduction in crop. and in. the value of 
the crop reaped. 

The disease is caused by a fungus, Spongospora sub .. 
ierranea, * which produces scabby spots on the potato ·tuber. 
These scabby spots .. are at first. raised above the general 
surface of the tuber, and form patches. one eighth to one 
quarter of an inch in diameter. . . . . . The parasitic 
fungus literally gnaws away the surface of the tuber which in 
some cases resists the parasite by forming a protective layer 
of cork, but usually the powdery snuffMcoloured spore balls 
are the most prominent feature. Hence the name of 
'powdery potato scab • sometimes given to the dise~se ... t 

The disea!>e seems to be almost peculiar to cooler 
regions, but where the climate is suitable, it is produced 
where affected potatoes are planted, or where healthy pota.
toes are planted in infected soil. When infected tubers from 
Mahableshwar were planted in the PoonaMKhed area, no 
infection resulted, as the climate of the latter region was 
probably too warm. This is in accordance with experience 
elsewhere, and particularly in America. Infection, in our 
experiments, does not occur when the affected potatoes are 
stored with sound tubers. 

The matter is important, however, so far as Mahablesh .. 
war and the Nilgiris are concerned. And this being so, 
we may say that no method of eradication has yet been found. 
No soil treatment will clear out the disease, though sulphur 
at the rate of nine hundred pounds per acre, applied broad .. 
cast, reduces the amount of infection.t Seed treatment 

• !he best account of this fungus is by Melhua. Rosenbaum. and Schultz in the Journal 
of Al!!'cultu~1 Res.earch. Vol. VII (1916). page 213. The disease is mentioned by BUller
fungi and Disease In Plants <Calcutta 19lB}-but I.e does not say definitely wJ.et"er he ..... 
noticed it in India. 

t McAlpin~Pot8to Diseases in Australia (l91l). page 78. 
~ Me'''us. Rosenbaum. and Sc"ultz (loc. cit.). 
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with certain chemicals notably mercuric chloride or form
aldchife will reduce the disease. No resistant variety is 
at present known, and though early harvesting may sometimes 
prevent infection it cannot be relied upon. The matter 
obviously needs very careful further jnvestigation in the 
districts (above noted) which are already affected, in order 
that the extension, in hill districts, of this very serious potato 
rot may be prevented, and it may' be eradicated where it 
already occurs. 

D.-Eel worm Disease 0/ Potato (Devi). 

During the course of our field investigations of potatoes 
in the Khed area we found in 1917, first at Peth, a large 
number of plants affected 1;>y a peculiar form of scab, which 
was tenned 'devi' by the cultivators, and which parti
cularly affected the khari/ or rains crop. This has now 
proved to be .~ wid~spread disease of potatoes in India, 
both in the field and in storage, and has been found, 
on careful examination. to be produced by a species of 
nematode or eelworm, probably identical with that which 
has been found to cause a similar disease in America and 
elsewhere . 

.. This disease is caused by' a minute nematode worm .. 
which is so small as to be almost invisible to the naked eye. 
The mature female is nearly pearshaped. . . being less 
than a millimeter in length. • . The male is a slender thread 
like worm from'1 to 1·5 millimeter in length. The deve
lopment of the female takes place within the underground 
lissues of the host plant, and its' presence in these tissues 
is indicated by enlargements or malformation. . . The 
skin is roughened and broken in patches." * The roughened 
part shows small shining spots, which are very characteristic 
of this disease, and distinguish it from others with which 

• c. S. Scofield-Nematode Eelworm on potatoes and other crop pIa.nts in Ne'll'da. Vnitel! 
Siaies of America. Department of Agriculture. Bureau of Plant Indus. Grcular No. 91 (1912). 
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it might be confused. In the field, in an advanced stage 
of the disease, protuberances are formed on the surface 
in which eelworm are found. In storage these protuber
ances disappear and the worms apparently invade the deeper 
tissues. 

The eelworm which causes the disease attacks many 
plants, and it has been recorded on no less than five hundred 
of them including most garden crops, lucerne. clover, grain 
crops, fruit trees and weeds. The young eelworms as a 
rule enter the plants from the soil \:>y the tip of the rootlet, 
and they also pass· into the youn~ potato tubers through 
the lenticels, several entering frequently at the same part. 
Experiments elsewhere seem to prove that they are spread 
by seed potatoes, and that they may be carried in irrigation 
water. When soil is thoroughly dried, the eelwO'rms are 
apparently killed, and when potatoes are eaten by an animal, 
the dung of the animal is said not to convey infection.· 

Our own experiments indicate quite conclusively that 
seed potatoes attacked by eel worm cause the disease in 
the crop produced from them, and that infection is certain 
even in soil which has never borne the crop before. In
fection through the soil was equally certain where river 
soil. which had never grown potatoes, was infected by means 
of scrapings from eelworm-infected potatoes; the crop 
grown was attacked in every case. Where a pot containing 
infected soil was kept for three months, the soil still remained 
infective, whether the pot had been watered in the meantime 
or not. 

In storage we found that the affected potatoes rapidly 
become rotten. the type of rotting being a soft, but not 
wet, rot. The eyes were not affected, and the sprouts 
were actually forming after three months in storage. 
It is obvious that in attempting to deal with this disease, 
~t is essential to get rid of as many of the eelworms ~ 

• > 

* Monthly Bulletin. Comm. on Horticulture. California. Vol. V. page 60 (1916). 
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possible in the soil, and to use seed free. -from living worms. 
As regards -the soil it has been suggested in America that 
anything that will lead to the drying of the ground and its 
exposure to the sun's rays will tend to reduce infection. 
Thus deeper ploughing of the land with consequent exposure 
of the soil to the sun's rays in hot dry weather has been 
recommended,-though our experiments in this direction 
were, we must confess ineffective. As regard the seed 
we have found that fumigation with petrol was quite in
effective in killing the parasite. Dipping of the potatoes 
in copper sulphate or formaldehyde solution have been 
found equally useless elsewhere. It has been suggested 
that slight heat will kill the eelworm, and that if seed potatoes 
as exposed for 24 hours to a temperature of 104°F. the 
parasites will die.* We have not however, tried this ourselves. 

The extent of the disease in India is not known, but 
we have found' it in all parts of Western India. As regards 
stored potatoes it was worst iJl those obtained from Karachi. 
The seriousness of the attack seems to vary much from 
year to year. Thus in 1918, it was particularly bad in 
the Khed tract, -while there was very little in 1919. The 
cause of th~e variations is not known and demands careful 
further investigation. 

VIII . ...:..FIELD DISEASI!S OF POTATOES 
LEADING TO LOSS OF CROP.t 

By H. H. MANN, D.Se., S. D. NAGPlJRKAR, B.AG., AND 

G. S. KULKARNI, L. AG. 

A.-The Tambera Disease 0/ Potato. 

In the Poona district the plants grown during the rainy 
season (the khar;/ crop) are severely affected by a p~culiar 

• Frandsen-Monthly Bulletin, Comm. on Horticulture. California. Vol. V. page 60 

0916). d°ed I 0 d h t We deal in this Chapter with the ~seases we have slu I 0 ~ IS s~le I !it polaloes at 
Gokak are always seriously affected with bp.burn. but we have never IDvestlgated It. and do n'" 
know what is the real cause of the affection. 
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disease, which, on account of the reddish colour which 
the affected fields acquire, has been termed' tambeTa by 
the potato cultivators. The disease only attacks the khaTi/ 
crop to any serious extent, but of this it is by far the most 
serious enemy, and, in a year where it is specially prevalent. 
it often means that the crop of potatoes is so small that 
the quantity of seed used is barely recovered. It promi
nently attracted our attention in 1917. and it has been 
under examination ever since. 

The disease attacks the plants. i~ the following manner. 
At any stage of the plant's growt~, but generally after it 
is a month old, spots with a very slight, somewhat oily-looking, 
blackish colour begin to appear on the underside of the 
leaves, and especially on the younger foliage. These spots 
turn reddish, extend in area and in number veri rapidly. 
and ultimately become a bronze colour. giving an almost 
uniformly reddish tinge to the leaves. The upper foliage 
of the plant acquires a bunched-up appearance, the edge 
of the leaves becomes wrinkled and the leaf hairs become 
very prominent. Gradually, commencing from the top, 
the whole of the foliage withers leaving however the main 
stalk still green and living, though it also ultimately 
becomes discoloured and withers (Plate VI. figures 1 and 2). 
The plant endeavours to recover, by giving out a 
series of auxiliary shoots, which are, however. rapidly 
attacked and wither' accordingly. All these stages only 
require from thirteen to fifteen days from the beginning 
to the final ruin of the plants. The attack usually occurs 
after the tubers are formed and when they are about the 
size of a walnut. They cease, however, to develop further 
and hence the yield consists of a very small weight of very 
small potatoes. 

At first a few single plants are attacked, but from these 
the disease spreads in patches until the whole fields are 
affected. This spread is very rapid. As an example a 



PLATE VI. 
(To face Page 78.) 

2. Typical Attack of Tambera Disease. 
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PLATE VII. 

(To face page 78.) 

1. Plants inoculated;with Tambera mite. 

PLATE VII. 

2. (1) Plant inoculated with Tambera. 
(2) Control Plant without Inoculation. 
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patch of potatoes which was carefully watched in 1919 
may be described. The whole patch of potatoes was thirty~ 
three feet square. On the first day only four plants could 
be detected with the disease, three near one corner and 
another nearer the centre of the field. Five days later 
the whole of the corner. of the field round the former plants 
and a large circular patch round the latter were obviously 
attacked. Three days after, the whole field was affected 
except a narro~ strip down the middle, while on the 
thirteenth d~y from the commencement of the field was red 
and withering from end to end. The disease comes on 
almost as if a fire is passing through the fields and is 
universally attributed by the cultivators to the prevalence of 
light. misty rain which often occurs during the months of 
August and September. 

It is obvious that a disease like this is of very great 
importance, aria it indeed appears to' be the factor which 
limits the spread of the cultivatlon of potatoes during the 
k,hariJ season in Western India. It has now been found not to 
be limited to the Poona potato area. but also occurs in other 
districts and even in Sind. It has been noticed in the rabi 
(winter) crop also, but there it never aoes any serious harm 
and it may be almost ignored unless this crop is veryJate. 

All attempts to trace the immediate cause of the disease 
for a long time proved futile. Fungus diseases were absent, 
and no trace of a bacterial affection could be found. Every~ 
thing indicated that the attack was due. to a parasitic attack 
of some sort, but it was not until 1919 that the nature of 
the parasite was discovered. At that time our attention 
was drawn to a disease which appeared to be of a very similar 
kind reported from Hawaii in 1917* and which was attributed 
to the' work of a mite. The appearance shown in' the 
illustrations of the disease seems to agree very closely with 

• Carpenter. C. W.-" A new diseas~ of ~he Irish PQtatQ", Ph)'lo-P,thology. Vol, VUI, 
page 286 (1918). 
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that shown in tambera and hence a careful search was at 
once made for the very minute mites described. We had 
already been able to produce the disease at will by growing 
the potato plants under conditions of high temperature, 
and on examination they were found to be swarming with 
mites exactly similar in character to those found in Hawaii. 

These mites are found on all the affected parts, especially 
on the under~surface of the leaves of the plants. They 
are so small as to escape notice with the naked eye, until 
the eye is trained how to look for them, and even with a 
hand lens unless carefully looked into. They can, however, be 
easily seen in all stages under the microscope with a low 
power. The eggs are peculiar sculptured bodies rounded 
oval in shape, and firmly attached to the leaf. The egg 
cases, even after the emergence of the larvie, persist for 
long time as colourless, transparent obiects, still retaining 
the sculpturing in the form of rows of small opaque white 
gl'obulC$. The young mites are hyaline, have three pairs 
of legs and are sluggish. They moult, and the skins thrown 
off by them are seen in great numbers as white specks. The 
adult female is a clear amber colour, with smooth glistening 
skin, and has a fourth pair of legs which are much thinner 
than the remaining ones. It is an oval active creature moving 
about on six legs while the other two are dragged behind, 
and measures one~fifth by on~tenth millimeter. The 
male is of the same' colour with a brownish tinge but is 
quite different in size and shape. It is more orbicular 
and smaller, measudng one~tenth by one~eleventh millimeter, 
with a clouded dorsal spot, and ilpossesses strongly developed 
legs and is much more active than the female. The first 
pair of legs has two joints, the second and third pairs have 
five joints and the fourth pair has four joints and each joint 
bears a few hairs. 

The mites apparently suck up the juice from the 
epidermal cells of the leaves with the result that the leaves 
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are unable to stand the heavy drain on them and wither 
prematurely. The mites then leave' such leaves and go in 
search of fresh leaves which they easily reach by crawling 
over from plant to plant as the plants touch one another. 
Whether they are, like some other mites, carried by insects 
or other agencies is not known. 

The naming of the mites is the work of a specialist. 
Carpenter does not attempt it. He makes a formal statement 
that they may belong to the same group as the so~called 
red~spjder (Telranychidce). 

The' mere' presence of the mite is not, of course, suffi~ 
cient to enable us tQ attribute tambera disease to it unless 
the connection is proved by actual inoculation experiments. 
Carpenter in his paper does not record any experimental 
evidence, but bases his conclusions on .the mere presence 
of the inites. He stat~s as follows :-" That these minute 
organisms are 'responsible for the disease seems evident. 
They are present in sufficient numbers on the plants with 
the recognised symptoms to warrant this conclusion and the 
reaction of the plant is such as we have come to associate 
with mite injury . Furthermore, if the mites be kept off 
a portion of the plants by spraying or dusting with sulphur 
those so protected develop normally while adjacent un .. 
protected plants are devasted." 

The following inoculation experiments were" however, 
carried out. At first only two plants in pots were brought 
into the laboratory and on being convinced that they were 
quite free from the mite attack one was used for inoculation 
and the other as control. Inoculation was made by putting, 
on the plant to be inoculated, affected shoots from a 
diseased plant containing mites. The inoculated plant began 
to show the symptoms on the third day. On the fifth, day 
these were quite clear and on the eighth day the withering 
of leaves commenced (Plate VII, figure 1). The control 
plant kept fJ,way from the inoculated one did not show 
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any of the symptoms and remained quite healthy (Plate VII. 
figure 2). Encouraged' with this trial. experiments were 
made on a greater number of plants. Ten plants were 
raised in pots. Five were used for inoculation and five 
for control. Inoculation of the plant was done as 
before (on the 5th of August 1919) by placing on them 
the affected shoots containing mites. The ~ants began 
to show the disease on the next day. and on .the fouith day 
the symptoms were quite evident. namell the bunching 
of shoots and the browning of the under-surface of tender 
leaves. At this stage the examination of a browned leaf 
under the microscope showed an1- number of moving mites 
with their eggs. On the eighth day the shoots were 
completely bunched up and were much darkened in colour. 
In one plant leaves were withering. Thirteen days later. 
most of the top leaves of all plants were quite reduced in size 
and dried up. The controls remained quite healthy during 
this period. The results of the experiments conducted. 
in the same way, in the 6elds, too, were quite conclusive. 
Leaves affected with mites were attached to a few plants 
in a corner of a plot where there was no disease and the 
plants were kept under observation. The inoculated plants 
alone took the disease and the attack started from the point 
of contact with the affected leaves. The mites were again found 
in intimate association with the disease on the new plants. 

The t:ausal connection of the mites with the .disease 
at once suggested a method of control by spraying with a sul
phur wash, or by dusting with sulphur, and preliminary 
trials were made in pots where the potatoes were seriously 
affected. Both methods proved effective, and it was found 
possible to revive plants which were in a very advanced 
stage of the disease. Experiments on small plots proved 
equally effective. 

The potato crop is so valuable that the application 
of sUCh a spraying method as a safeguard agai!lS~ th~ 4isease 
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would pay well, and' hence a limited atea in the fields of 
the cultivators has been sprayed with lime' sulphur wash, 
or dusted with sulphur, during the season of 1919, three 
dressing being given commencing from the' time when 
the plants were three weeks old. Tlte results were excel .. 
lent and a demand at once rose from the people to spray 
their whole area. The season and the disease had, however, 
by that time advanced so far that it was impossible to do 
anything in, that year. Spraying with lime sulphur wash, 
however, was a little more effeCtive than dusting with sulphur. 
Three treatments were given-the first when the plants 
were three weeks old, the second when about six weeks 
and the third when they were between two and three months 
from planting. The difference between the yield of the 
sprayed fields and those unsprayed in the immediate neigh .. 
bourhood in 1919 was very great. The yield of the unsprayed 
plot was only 1,000 1 bs. per acre, or practically the amount 
of seed used: that of a plot sprayed after the attack commenced 
was 5,000 lbs. per acre; that of a plot sprayed from 
the beginning was 8,720 lbs. per acre. The cost of the 
complete spraying treatment was Rs. 13 per acre, but this 
can be materially reduced. At present spraying, though 
more effective, is a new process to the cultivators and it is 
probable that dusting with sulphur from muslin bags will 
be more generally used. 

An attempt has been made to see if any of the varie~ies 
available are immune to the disease. All those commonly 
cultivatea are, however, rapidly attacked if conditions are 
favourable. An English variety .. Epicure," in experimental 
trials seemed to possess some resisting power, but further 
experiments are necessary with it. ,The favourite variety in 
Poona, a round, white, Italian type, known in Western Il1dia 
as .. T alegaon," was the first to be attacked, and the 
other local varieties soon followed. 

It is difficult to say how the mites which cause the 
disease are carried over from year to year, Looking to the 

NAI8-11 
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field conditions of the tract where these observations have 
been made. it appears that the disease may possibly be 
carried over on the potato plant itself. Although there 
are two definite seasonal crops. ~he khari! and the rabi with 
regular intervals. the seasons are not sharply defined and 
potato cultivation goes on practically uninterruptedly 
between June and March. The khari! crop is sown. in June 
and July and is harvested in September and October some
times even in November. TIle sowing of the rabi crop begins 
in November and extends even up to the end of January. 
the harvesting of very late planteq crops not being completed 
till the end of June. Stray plants arising from the remnant 
tubers of the previous crop are also found in the fields. It 
is thus seen that the potato plants are found throughout 
the year in the tract either as a regular crop or as stray plants. 
and the rabi crop though not seriously attacked is not by 
any means free from the mite. Owing to the cold weather 
the disease never does much damage and hence does not 
attract attention. The mite. however, comes into activity 
again as soon as the hot weather sets in in March and April. 
From the hot. weather crop it is probably -carried to the 
khari/ season again. 

Another possibility, of course. is that the mite may 
have other host plants. So far we have found what appears 
to be the same mite on guvar (Cya11Wpsis psoralioides) only. 
On this plant it has been recorded from Baroda. Padra. 
Surat ~nd Poona:. Cross~inoculations have proved that 
the guvar mite and the potato mite are one and the same. 
PotatQ plants when infected with the guvar mite easily took 
the disease. Chilli and tomato plants were also tried. but they 

,remained free from the disease. More observations and 
experiments are required on this point. 

B.-The Stem Borer o! Potatoes. 

There is a commonly occurring pest of potato in the 
whole of the Khed tract to which litt1e attention has been 
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~itherto given, but which is well known to the people, as 
It occurs regularly and does damage, though not very serious 
damage, in both the khari/ and rabi seasons. 

The affection occurs in almost any stage of the plants' 
growth, when the top of the plant suddenly falls over and 
withers without affecting, however, the remainder. It never 
spreads lower in the plant. The people term this maIne
maru (that is t~ say' the pest thai kills the top ') and on close 
examination a hole is found in the stem just at the bottom 
of the withered portion. The caterpillar, by which the 
damage is caused, pupates, in the stem just below the hole 
to which we have just referred, and the pupating stage 
lasts from eight to ten days. In potatoes at Saugor (Central 
Provinces) a few pupae were found in the eye of the tuber, 
but this was no evidence of their doing damage to the potato. 

The moth., which then emerges has been identified 
as Leucinodes orbonalis, a not unfrequent pest of brinjal (egg 
plant), but one )Vhich has only been recorded once or twice 
from potato. In this part of India, on the other hand, 
we have never seen it attacking brinials, though on potato 
it is quite common. The eggs are usually laid on the underside 
of the midrib of the top leaves of the plant, generally one 
or two at one place and never in larger groups. Hatching 
of the eggs takes place after about nine days, but we have 
not been able to rear the caterpillar beyond this stage in 
confinement. On the plant in the field, however, we have 
been able to watch the life history and have found that 
the' caterpillar requires fifteen to twenty days for its life, 
while the pupal stage lasts for six to eight days. 

The caterpillar enters the stem at once, on hatching, 
and never does any damage to the leaves or to the outside 
of the shoot. The place of entering the stem is very small, 
and can only be seen with difficulty. The caterpillar is 
hairless' and very sluggish {unlike that of the potato tuber 
moth which is active} and wheQ mature is about one inc4 
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in length. The moths are never observed flying and mating 
in the potato fields. 

No experiments have been made to deal with this pest. 
but it ofte~ damages a very large number of plants as in 
1911 and 1918. No evidence is in hand as to how far it 
affects the weight of the crop. 

IX.-THE STORAGE OF POTATOES 
By H. H. MANN, D.Se. AND S. D. NACPURKAR, B.Ac. 

A.-Black Heart or Heat Rot 0/ Potatoes in Storage. , 
In all work done on potat~es in India which involved 

storage there has been constant trouble because the potatoes 
when kept through the hot weather tended to show an 
enormous and unexpected amount of rotting. "When such 
rotting potatoes were examined they showed in many cases 
a fusarium fungus, in many others a rhizoctonia fungus, 
and in others various kinds of what appeared to be forms 
of bacterial rot. And as a result it has been customary 
to attribute the hot weather rotting of potatoes in store 
to one or other of these causes. But the rotting often comes 
on so suddenly when the temperature rises and involves 
so completely almost the whole of a bag or a consignment 
of potatoes that it is difficult to believe that any or even 
all of the above causes were the main source of the rot which 
was liable to caus'e such tremendous destruction and loss. 

It is extraordinary that attention has not been more 
closely directed to the subject until recently. Perhaps 
the real reason has been simply that potatoes· are much 
more a temperate than a tropical crop. and the difficulties 
of storage have usually been rather those resulting from 
too low than from too high a temperature. All specifi .. 
cations as to the storage of potatoes* are so worded as to 
avoid the possibility of frost. and though the advisability 

• See. for instance. Bulletin No. 724, United Slates. Department of Agriculture.. 



01 preventing rise of temperature is insisted on, there is 
rarely if ever any indication that the temperature may be so 
high as to cause at least equal damage to that produced 
by freezing. 

In India potatoes have, however, to be kept, at least 
for seed, over 'the hot weather. and the difficulties have 
been recognised by the people, and arrangements made 
to minimise the evil as far as possible. The description 
of the open air method of storage carried out by the cultivators 
in the Khed taluka will be found in Chapter V (page 33), 
but though the combination of shade. moisture, and aeration 
which their method secured gave them some security, yet 
every year when the temperature was high, the loss· was 
enormous, and on opening the stores the potatoes were 
often covered with masses of fungus of various kinds and 
to these fungi the rottil\g has been usually attributed. 

Attention was, however, called to the fact, by Bar .. 
tholomew* in 1913, that a type of rotting, which he termed 
• black heart' of potato is caused by rise of temperature alone 
especially if air is excluded and since that time the matter 
has been investigated by several people. The most recent 
account of it, with a very large number of experiments 
on the subject was published by Stewart and Mix in 1917. t 
The present knowledge of this rotting of the potato tubers 
due to heat together with lack of aeration is summarised 
by these last two workers as follows:-

"Present knowledge of black heart in potatoes rests 
upon investigations made by Bartholomew who proved 
that it may result from exposure of the tubers t,o a temperature 
of 38..45° C. for 14..48 hours and is due to changes in the 
tissues caused by a derangement Qf the process of respiration . 

.. The accidental discovery that by excluding the 'air 
from potatoes black heart may be produced at temperatures 

• Phytopathology Vol. III, page 180 (I913). . 
t New Ycrk Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 436 (19m. 
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much lower than those employed by Bartholomew led the 
writers to make experiments with tubers in sealed jars. 

II From such experiments it was learned that potatoes 
cannot long endure close confinement. Within a certain 
length of time, which varies with the temperature and quantity 
of air available, tubers confined in hermetically sealed jars 
become moist over a part or whole of their surface. If 
the tubers are then exposed to the air the moist surface 
areas turn brown and the colour of the flesh changes first 
from white to pink to black (black heart). 

II With a volume of air equal to the volume of the tubers 
a confinement of ten or'twelte days is sufficient to produce 
the symptoms described provided the temperature is around 
10°F. At a temperature of 55_60°F. about twenty days 
are required; and at 40°F. a still longer time somewhere 
between twenty-three and forty days. 

" Tubers in half-full and quarter-full jars behave simi
larly to those in full jars except that the symptoms are 
slower in making their appearance. 

II Different tubers of the same lot exhibit marked 
differences in susceptibility, both to black heart and to 
surface discoloration. The cause of this has not been 
determined. It appears doubtful if the size of the tubers is 
an important factor. . 

It The injury resulting from insufficient aeration is due 
to the lack of oxygen rather than to the accumulation of 
carbon dioxide. 

" Tubers affected with black heart produced by exposure 
to .high temperature usually appear normal externally, while 
those affected with black heart produced by exclusion of 
the air usually show more or less surface discoloration • 

.. Tubers severely affected with black heart are unfit 
for seed purposes, but slightly affected tubers may be planted. 
If tubers are sound and nonnal in appearance it is unlikely 
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that they have been injured for seed purposes by any storage 
conditions to which they may have been subjected. " 

Our attention was forcibly drawn to this type of rotting 
during the hot months of 1918. when we had a very 
valuable lot of pedigree potato seed which had to be carried 
through the hot" weather. This was stored in bags in a well 
aerated and lofty room. facing north. The shade temper dture 
outside, however went up over 100°F. and within a few 
days a large part of the stock became rotten and useless. 
This caused a' much closer investigation into the subject. 
and the result has been to confirm in every particular the 
results just quoted. and to lead to methods which have 
enabled us to carry potatoes over the hot weather either 
in Poona or in the potato 'district itself. These methods 
will be described in the next section. 

While we ,Ylere doubtful as to the cause of the rotting 
which gave us so much trouble. we made experiments 'to 
see whether we had to deal with a parasite. As a matter 
of fact. rhizoclonia fungus (rhizoclonia destruens or rhizocionia 
solalli) is so universally prevalent among our potatoes that 
it is rarely that this fungus cannet be obtained by cultivatio~ 
from them,* and it was at first thought that the rotting was 
due to this fungus. But the rotting produced by this fungus 
is essentially near the surface of the potato at any rate in 
the early stages, while the' heat rot' is very deep~seated 
and in fact appears generally to start from the heart. The 
rhizoctonia rot is. moreover. very much blacker in colour. 
and on the whole. the two can be very easily distinguished. 

No other parasite is usually present, and the • black 
heart' is 'heat rot' is in no way infectious. Good~ potatoes 
can be treated with the rotting material in any way without 

'any effect being produced. The tubers can be buried 
in soil mixed with the rotting potatoes, they can be cut 

,. The cultivations matle from the~e potatoes were a\1 very kindly carried out fOl', us by 
Mr. G. S. Kulkarni, B.Ag. 
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with a knife just used to cut a rotting tuber, or they can 
,be watered with the watery oozings from an affected potato, 
without effect, provided the temperature be not allowed 
to rise or aeration to be restricted. 

As already indicated by the above quoted authorities, 
the heat rot when highly developed causes loss of germ .. 
inating power, and the potatoes cannot be used fo( seed. 
This has been found on a large scale in 1920 where the 
people of Khed and one or two other villages bought Italian 
seed with the object of planting it near the end of February. 
It was attacked with the rotting, and was then planted, 
almost entirely in vain, only a Jew plants growing out 
of the crop. But if the attack has only just started, and 
there is little or no sign on the outside of the tuber that 
the black heart is present in the tuber, the potatoes will 
grow healthily, and give good healthy plants. At present 
it is impossible to say exactly at what stage the tubers lose 
their power of germination.* 

Enough has been said with regard to the • heat rot' 
or • black heart' of potato to show how vital a factor it is 
in the potato problem in Western India. If we can eliminate 
this kind of rotting, then the other fungus rots of storage 
(except perhaps /usariwn rot) will not, we feel, be really 
serious obstacles to progress. But this heat rot makes 
the keeping of large quantities of seed a very difficult problerr.. 
and so rat as potatoe; for food are concerned makes a regular 
"market a very difficult thing to maintain, fluctuations of 
price being extraordinarily great. What we have been 
able to find out and apply in aduaIIy storing potatoes will 
be discussed in the next section. 

B.-Methods 0/ Storage 0/ Potatoes through 
the Hot Weather. 

The shade temperature conditionl in the Deccan. that 
is to ,say in the Poona and Khed area, during the time when 

• The resull$ of • chemical study of the effect of black heart on the potato ill giun in 
he Appendix. 
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potatoes have to remain in storage between February and 
June are shown in the following figures for Poona. Those 
from Khe~ will be very similar, while the higher plateau 
at Peth and surroundings village will be a little cooler:-

Temperature, February, March, 
[ 

April. 

I 
May, June, 

Mean maximum ' .. 91 '3°F, 99'loF, 101 '7°F, 100'IoF, 91 '9°F, 
Mean minimum " 

57'ZoF, 63'IoF, 6S'6°F, 71 '6°F, n'6°F, 
Absolute maximum 99'5°F, 10SoF, tOS'loF, 107 '6°F, IOsoF, 

in S Years), 
Absolute minimum 4zoF, 4S'5°F, SO'SoF, 6S'6°F, 67'4°F. 

in S Years), 

Now oui' experiments have indicated that, apart from actual 
diseases present in the tubers, there is no danger in storing 
potatoes at any temperature below 86°F. and little danger 
below 90°F. provided that there is sufficient aeration 
among the stored tubers. The above table will show that 
the period of 'danger, therefore, when there will be some 
difficulty in keeping the temperature down to this point, 
will really start in March and continue until the latter part 
of May, and this is actually found to be the case in 
practice. It is during this period from early March to the 
end of Mayor later if the monsoon rains are delayed that 
the difficulty of storage occurs. 

To get over this period without ruinirig their seed 
potatoes the cultivators use the method of fieid.,.storage 
which has been already described (page 33) but whic~ essen~. 
tially consists in digging a shallow pit under the shade of 
a tree or under a roof, filling this with water and allowing 
the latter to soak away . The potatoes are then spread in 
it eighteen inches deep and covered with grass and broad 
leaves. The temperature is kept down by occasionally 
filling a ditch dug round the pit with water, and splashing 
the heap of potatoes with water. In such heaps we found 
the temperature rose to 92°F. to 93°F., hut so far as our 
tests went, not higher than this. If the shade is considerable 
the temperature does not rise so high. and one store at Chakan 

N A 18-12 
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which only reached 86°F. was noticed. Thus in such 
heaps the temperature keeps fairly well within a safe limit. 
and if the potato moth was not a serious trouble. there would 
be little need of any better system. 

Many other cultivators store' in substantially built 
store houses in the village. Here the potatoes are usually 
kept in h~ps from two to three feet thick. and in the case 
of seed ,potatoes. they are turned over and sorted frequently. 
The temperature in these heaps at the latter part of May 
was between 86°F. and 88°F. and occasionally it rose 
to 93°F. This was the highest temperature that we found 
Again the method seems fairly satisfactory in the absence 
of potato moth, but with the latter in the houses (as is often 
the case) the system breaks down and there is a very large 
loss. In fact if potato moth cannot be elimianted there is 
no practicable method of storing except in bags. We would 
say, however, that when the process of fumigation of potatoes 
becomes general, it will probably be possible to revert 
to these two methods, as the amount of potato moth 
will be reduced within very small limits. At present this 
is not the case, and storage in bags is essential. in order 
to protect the fumigated seed from reinfection by moth. 

Before going on to consider the 'methods which we 
have used to make storage in bags reasonably safe. let us 
consider some examples of the actual losses in storage 
which now occur by the ordinary cultivators' methods as 
described. 

Field Storage.-
(1) Village Khed.-Stored from March 24th to 

June 6th. Quantity storOO-20 toos. 
Pcr cent. 

Loss due to moth attack 10 
Loss due to dry rot 4 
Loss due to miscellaneous wet rots 13 

Total loss. •• 27 
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(2) Village Peth.-Storoo from April 2nd to June 
4th. Quantity storOO-J 5 tons, 

Per cent. 

Loss ,due to moth attack 30 
Loss due to dry rot and miscel-

laneous wet rots 6 

T otalloss , . 36 

House Storage.-

(1) Village Khed.-Stored from March 24th to June 
1st. Quantity stored-5 tons. 

Per cent. 

Los s due to moth attack 12 
Loss due to dry rot and nus-

ce))aneous wet rots 7 

Total loss 19 

(2) Village Chakan.-StorOO from April 13th to 
June 3rd. Q~antity storOO-6 tons. 

Per cent. 

Loss due to moth attack 5 
Loss due' to dry rot and miscel-

laneous wet rotS' 3 

Total loss 8 
I 

(3) Village AtOasari.-Stored from April 6th to June 
5th. Quantity stored-40 tons. Temperature did not 
exceed 88°F. 

Per cent. 

Loss due tQ moth attack 32 
Loss due to dry rot 5 
Loss due to miscellaneous wet rots 33' 

Total 105s_ •• 70 
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These cases Are not typical. but represent the results 
obtained by careful men in the Khed potato area. The loss 
i'n the last quoted case is not unknown even among the best 
men if the seed used in the field for growing has been 
unsatisfactory . 

Now from what has been indicated previously (page 37) 
the loss from moth attack can Qe eliminated. or practically 
so, by fumigation. This should be done a few days after 
the potatoes are lifted. as described previously. For the 
purpose of fumigation they are contained in bags. and after 
fumigation the next necessity is~ that before being put 
into storage in these bags the potatoes should be removed 
and carefully sorted. When this sorting is done they can 
be stored with safety in bags in the houses which the cuI. 
tivators usually use for this purpose. Examples P of such 
storage are as follows:-

A. Village Peth.-Stored from April 2nd to June 
4th. Quantity stored-35 tons. Fumigated, sorted and 
bagged and stored in the usual house. 

Loss due to moth attack 
Loss due to miscellaneous rots 

Per cent. 

Nil 
9'4 

B. Village Shiroli.-Stored from March 30th to 
June 6th. Quantity stored-6 tons. Fumigated. sorted 
and bagged and stbred in house. 

Per cent. 

Loss due to moth attack Nil 
Loss due to miscellaneous rots 2' 3 

C. Village Khed.-Stored from March 24th to 
June 6th. Quantity stored-H tons. Treated as m 
the last case. 

Loss due to moth attack 
Loss due to dry rot 

I?et cent. 

Nil. 
1'7 
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'The secret of success in the above cases was the 'sorting 
of the po~ato~s from ev~ry. form of rot .before final bagging 
a~er fumIgatIon. FumIgatIOn alone wlll oot do: it gets 
nd of moth but other rots tend to increase rapidly in the 
stored potatoes. But if to fumigation is added careful 
sorting of the fumigated potatoes l;>efore storage and keeping 
of the potatoes below a temperature of 90°F. in a well~aerated 
house. there ought to be little further difficulty. 

In order to get these results. however. the followin'7 
. b '" precautIOns must e taken :--

(I) Each bag must stand separate from all others, 
having free air all round it. 

(2) The bag must be completely filled tight, so that 
the folding of the bag will not prevent aeration. 

(3) The bags must not be piled upon one another. ,- . 

(4) The bags must be stood llPright. 

In our experience if any of these points are neglected 
there is a tendency for the temperature in the bag to rise! and 
cause Joss through heat rot. 

As an example of )'V~at can be done by these method& 
with a fair average Jot of good seed. we will indicate the 
system adopted during the last famine in 1919 to preserve 
the local stock of seed potatoes which had almost disappeared 
on, account of the drought conditions. Part of the stock, 
amounting to 70.800 pounds, were preserved at Peth without 
any special arrangements not obtainable in a village-while 
parts were preserved in Poona in a specially constructed 
storage house. 

The stock at Peth was by no means a satisfactory one, 
as has already been stated. We purchased what was, avail~ 
able from. cultivators of good repute, after a preliminary 
sorting from obviously diseased or very inferior seed at the 
time of purch!lSe. This eliminated 33 per cent. of the $t~k 
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offered to us for sale. * The remainder had to be stored 
from April to the latter end of June. During this time we 
lost potatoes as follows :-

(1) Lost owing to ring disease 4011bs. or 
0'51 per cent. 

(2) Lost owing to dry rot 1.1I11bs. or 
1'58 per cent. 

(3) Lost owing to miscellaneous wet 
rots 

2'31 per cent. 
(4) Lost owing to heat fot 

0'25 per cent. 

1.683 lbs. or 

1181bs. or 

The total loss was therefore 4'71 per cent. exclusive 
of driage. '" 

To obtain this result the bags of potatoes were fumigated 
with petrol vapour immediately on receipt in order .to get 
rid of moth which was present though not a very serious 
extent. One fumigation was not found entirely sufficient. 
so after a sorting for ring disease. a second fumigation was 
undertaken. The actual storage was made in stone walled 
houses in Peth village. The temperature outside went 
above 101°F. and in an ordinary open shed with stone 
walls to 95°F. In our stores we were able to keep it down 
to 91°F. without special cooling arrangements.-but we 
finally adopted a sy~tem of hanging canvas sheets round 
the sides of the stores wherever air could enter, and keeping 

• It is interesting to note the reasons (or this elimination o( potatoes offered (or .aIe. They 
were as (ollows :-

Total amount o( potatoes offered •• 
Rejected-

(I) On account o( ring disease .• 
(2) On account o( dry rot •• 
(3) On account o( miscellaneous rots •• 
(4) On account o( very small size o( potatoes 

Total rejections 

•• 108,000 Jb.. 

.. 6.300 Ih.. 
.. 14.100 Ih.. 

2.700 Ih.. 
•. 12,~00 lbe. 

• • 36.000 lbe. 
(31 per cent.) 
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these wet. After the adoption of this method, the temperature 
did ':lot rise abov~ 85°F. and heat rot, which was just starting. 
was checked. On the- other hand .. the ,'attack bf lusurium 
(dry rot) went on increasing, 'iind' we Imide the greater part 
of the loss on this account in the last three weeks of storage. 
All storage was in bags, with repeated sorting. 

During this storage the followin~ point~ were noticed :-

(I) Potatoes harvested ~ little before the plahts 
became' completely, np~ and yellow, kept better than the 
other!?, ~pe9ally :~o- Jar,' as dry rot Uusprium) W~S 
concerned. 

(2) Potatoes which ,had been treated carelessly by the 
cultivators in that they 'had b~en exposed to ~ot winds 
showed almost immediate ,signs of ,heat rot in the tubers. 
Once h~at' ,~ot shQw~.jtself 'in a tuber nothing coul~ 
save it from complete rotting'. 

(3)' W~' fo~~ed'th'e conclusio~, which needs c~nfirm
alion by further experin1.ent~ that the potato 'moth 
caterpillar is an important means ~! spreading various 

. rots in the store, especially dry rot and some of the forms 
of wet rot. 

(4) Potatoes affected with ring disease do not 
usually rot. in storage, unless the attack is already in 
an advanced I?tage. 

The conditions in Poona were more trying" fot here 
the te!llperatur~ was higher! the ~,!~i~um. ,reac,hi.ng'I03°F. 
during the storage months. But here we had the .'ad'9'antage 
of a specially built storage house, placed at our disposal by 
Messrs. The Uni'an Agency of Bombay, (which is. we 
believe. the first of its kind in Western India. 'The place 
was designed. to' protect aga~nst motIi infection fro~ o~tside. 
and also against high temperature and the resulting heat rot. 

The plan of the building is as follows:-As ~he 
essential point w~s ,~ keep the building cool. ~ell aerat~ ~nd . '. 
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inaccessible to potato moth. it was made on all sides with 
double walls with an air space between them. and on the south 
a verandah six feet wide. The store room itself was thirteen 
feet wide and the windows and doors could not only be closed 
during the hotter part of the day. but also. when open. were 
covered with wire gauze. permanent in the case of the windows. 
and forming an inner door in the case of the doors. The 
roof was of tiles, but underneath this was a ceiling covered 
with earth to a depth of four inches. The ceiling was open 
all round the edge and was pierced by several openings in 
the centre. There was a chimney. in the roof through which. 
in the h~t weather, there was a continual draught. 

During the hotter part of the day both doors and win~ 
dows were dosed, and at this time aeration was obtained 
through holes in the floor. which we' .. ~onnected with the 
outside air by means of drain pipes partially filled with 
water. The whole arrangement is shown in the section 
of the building illustrated in the accompanying plan. 
Skeleton shelyes can be built in the store room which will 
allow two layers of bags of potatoes to be stored without 
in any way interfering with the aeration of either layer. 

The stor ~ .oom so built has been a distinct success in 
Poona. and though somewhat expensive in first cost. it pre
vents a great deal of rotting. The windows are kept open 
from 8 p.m. to 6 Cl.m. in the hot weather. and are then 
dOled. The temperature has been kept as low as 82°F. 
Wuen the outside shade temperature has been rising as high 
as t01°F. 

We have, therefore. reached a system by which potatoes 
kept for seed can be maintained without anything like the 
serious losses which have often. if not usually. been incurred 
in the past. It is based on fumigation in the first instance. 
followed by rigid selection of diseased potatoes. and then 
storage in bags kept separate from ope another in a godown 
$0 arr~nged that the temperature shall not rise above ~oF 
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Unless these conditions can be secured, potato storage 
in the hot weather in the Poona district seems impossible 
without very large loss. 

In detail, the method is as follows :-
(1) Within a week or ten days of harvesting the 

stock of potatoes contained in bags 'should be fumi
gated . with petrol vapour as described in the chapter 
on the potato moth. Tliis can be now done easily as 
fumigation chambers are established in a number of 
the villages' of the Khed potato tract, and fumigation 
calts can be taken to other centres. 

(2) After fumigation the potatoes should undergo 
a rigid selection for -ring disease, fusarium (dry rot), and 
any miscellaneous wet rots which are contained in the 
stock. Most of the rejected potatoes can. be sold at 
once for food purposes. 

(3) The'potatoes should then be rebagged, and stored 
in a stone-walled godown or in one specially made 
(as described above). The bags must stand separately, 
must be full, and they must not be piled on top of one 
another. The godown must have a free through draught 
of air, and (in the absence of special arrangements to 
achieve the same object) the open ~oors should be hung 
with curtains of canvas, kept wetted during the hotter 
parts of the day. 

(4) After each month in store the bags should be 
opened ~nd rotten potatoes should b.e removed. 

X.-THE MANURING OF POTATOES IN 

WESTERN INDIA.* 

By H. H. MANN, D.Se., S. R. PARANJPYE, M.AG., AND 
S. D. NAGPURKAR, B. AG. 

Potatoes are recognised throughout the area now u~der 
consideration as an intense crop which will pay for a good 

• Most of the information in this Chapter will be found in Bulletins Nos. 76 and 69 9f the 
J30mbey Department of J\sriculture by H. H. Mmn anll S. R. Paranjpye. 

N,.18-1' 
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deal of expenditure in the way of manure. and it is therefore 
usual for the people in almost every tract to utilise a consider
able portion of the limited amount of manure available 
on the potato crop. Artificial manures have. except in 
experiments originated by ourselves. practically not been 
employed. In spite of the utilisation of whatever farmyard 
manure is available. the lack of sufficient of this t~ give 
all that the plant needs is one of the causes of the low yield 
obtained. and if the losses caused by the low quality of seed 
used, and the field diseases to which we have referred can 
be minimised, it will pay to rnilpure much more heavily 
tha~ at present and to use artificial manures. 

The best cultivators in the Khed tract give up to about 
12 cart-loads (10,000 lbs.) of farmyard manure tOr the acre, 
and in addition they often fold sheep on the land which it 
is intended to put under potato. The following are examples 
of the actual manuring given in certain cases by some of 
the best known cultivators in the tract. 

A. One cultivator of Peth on the khari/ crop of 1917, 
put orr 12 cart-loads (10,000 lbs.) per acre offarmyard manure, 
mixed this thoroughly with the soil. and then folded 500 
sheep per acre for four days on the land. From land so 
prepared he obtained a crop of 11.845 lbs. per acre, weighed 
eight days after harvest. 

B. Another cultivator of Peth, on the -iabi crop of 
1917-18, put on 12 cart-loads (10,000 lbs.) peracreoffarmyard 
manure only, and mixed this thoroughly in the soil. From 
this he obtained ~ crop of 6,460 lbs. per acre, weighed eight 
days after harvest. 

C. A cultivator of Awasari. on the Tabi crop of 1917-18. 
put on 16 cart-loads (13,000 lbs.) per acre of farmyard manure. 
and mixed this thorpughly with the soil in the usual manner. 
He obtained 10,080 lbs. per acre, weighed some days after 
liftin~. TNs Cl!'ea ~s renowned for hi~h rields. 
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D. At Manchar, on the Tabi crop of 1917~18, 12 cart~loads 
(10,000 Ibs.) of farmyard manure per acre were used. The 
crop was 9,642 Ibs. weighed as in the previous cases. 

These may be considered as the maximum yields obtained 
in ordinary cultivation. If is recognised that much higher 
crops can be obtained, particularly in the Tabi season, and 
on the offer of a prize for the maximum crop obtainable, 
a cultivator at Manchar used 24 cart~loads (20,000 lbs.) 
of farmyard manure per acre and obtained 15,700 lbs. per 
acre of crop, weighed as before. This may represent the 
highest yield ever obtained in the district. 

The average yields are far lower and the quantity obtained 
in the Khed tract does not certainly average more tha n 
5,500 lbs. per acre in the khaTi! season, and 6,600 to 7,700 
lbs. per acre in the Tabi season. It is probably lower than 
this. 

Our experiments have chiefly dealt with the employment 
of artificial manures, and have been carried on since 1913~ 14. 
The standard system of manuring adopted was to put on 
the usual dressing of farmyard manure (10,000 to 12,000 
lbs. per acre) and in addition a mixture of sulphate 
of potash (180 lbs. per acre), sulphate of ammonia 
(120 lbs. pet: acre) and superphosphate (280 lbs. per acre). 
The average results of experiments made with this manure 
in the Tabi season of 1913~14 were as follows, the artificial 
manures being applied just before planting:-

Lbs. per acre. 

Farmyard manure alone 9,146 
F army~rd + complete manure as 

above 14,912 
Farmyard.+ superphosphate and sul~ 

phate of ammonia only ., 12,627 
With these resultS the use of the artificial manures In 

ilddition to the local man\lre could be fully justified. 
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Experiments in later years have amply confirmed 
·these results and have in addition shown that the amount 
of sulphate of potash can be reduced without very great 
loss of yield. In a series of experiments on this point 
the following results were obtained in the rabi season :-

Lba. per acre. 

Farmyard manure alone 8.425 
Farmyard + complete manure with 

ISO Ibs. sulphate of potash per acre. • 14.010 
Farmyard + complete manure with 

1121bs. sulphate of potash per acre. . 13,450 
The reduction of the potash manur~ has evidently. in the 

-last case. gone too far. with a corresponding diminution 
in yield. 

Our experiments. further, have shown that as a' source 
of readily available nitrogen, sulphate of ammonia is superior 
to nitrate of soda if the quantities used contain the same 
quantity of nitrogen. The formula used was:-

Sulphate of potash 
Superphosphate 
Sulphate of Ammonia 

or 
Nitrate of soda 

Lb •• per acre. 

150 
112 
120 

170 

A series of experiments with these mixtures gave results 
as follows in the rabi season:-

Farmyard manure alone 

Farmyard + artificial manure with 
sulphate of ammonia 

Farmyard + artificial manure with 

u.. per acre, 

9.875 

15.699 

nit~ate of soda 13.866 
We can. therefore. state clearly that the following 

p1ixwr~ of artificia! man~r~ represents th«: ~~t and mQSt 
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paying dressing for potatoes that we know as yet~ in the 
Khed area when used in addition to the usual dressing of 
farmyard manure under the conditions already indicated :-

Sulphate of potash 
Superphosphate 
Sulphate of ammonia 

Lbs. per. acre. 

150 
112 
120 

Of course, if a reduction in price of nitrate of soda occurred, 
it might become more profitable, but there is no doubt 
that the nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia is actually more 
efficient with this crop . 

. With the use of this mixture it has been possible 
• to get hiKh yields, at the same time reducing the quantity 
of farmyard manure. In a prize competition among 
the cultivators of the Khed area, the following results were 
obtained :-

Manure. 

1. Farmyard manure 
2. Farmyard manure 

and 200 lbs. of the above
mentioned mixture of artificial 

Lbs. per acre. 

20,000 
13,000 

Yield of potat0e9. 
Lbs. per acre. 

15,700 

manures per acre 15,324 

In this case the possibility of replacing farmyard manure 
in the Tabi season is clearly shown. 

We have not done any satisfactory experiments on 
manuring in the khaTij season and such experiments are 
useless until tambeTa disease is brought under control~ 

XI.-THE VARIETIES OF POTATOES GROWN IN 
WESTERN INDIA. 

By HAROLD H. MANN, D.Se. AND S. D. NAGPURKAR, BAG. 

We do not know when potato cultivation was introduced 
into Western India, and where the seed used was obtaineC1 
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from. Though there are earlier references to the matter, 
the earliest clear and definite record of the cultivation in the 
Khed area was near J unnar in 1841. Later on, when any 
attention was paid to the potato cultivation it was found that 
the whole district was growing a round, white, smooth-skinned 
potato whose eyes were of medium depth. This had a 
somewhat thin skin, and white eyes. The eyes averaged ten 
per tuber. The flesh was yellowish-white. not granular. 
The stem of the plant was purple at the base. This variety 
was found, in the year 1884 and following seasons, according 
to the account given by the people. to be very susceptible 
to the disease which we now know as tamhera. Then the 
ring disease came in, from what source we do not know. and 
this variety proved very susceptible and potato cultivation 
in the early nineties was in very serious danger of ~xtinction. 
Under these circumstances. Italian white round potatoes, 
imported here for food, were tried for seed and did very well. 
This variety gradually replaced the older one, and very nearly 
all of what is now grown is of this type, though a few of the 
older variety are often found mixed with it. The Italian 
v~riety is itself not pure and contains, even as imported, an 
admixture of long red and oval red types also. Up to 1900 
the Italian variety was not really popular, as the'blder type of 
potato previously grown was reputed to keep better andJ not 
to be so susceptible to rot. The famine of 1900. however, 
as far as we can tell, d~stroyed the stock (~ has again happened 
in 1918-19). The Italian seed was the only suitable and 
available seed to replace it. and was found. moreover, . to 
yield better. Hence it has now all but completely driven 
out the older type. 

The Italian white round variety which is now almost 
exclusively cultivated in the Poona and Khed area has the 
following characteristics. It is round. rather flat at the ends 
and with somewhat of a bulge in the middle. The skin is 
rough and thick. and the colour whitish brown. The number 



of eyes is from ten to fourteen. The eyes are deep and white 
in colour. The flesh is white gradually becoming yellowish on 
exposure and granular. The stem of the plant is pale-green 
throughout. When grown here the tubers are not large. 
though as imported they are of good size. Their principal 
advantage is that (1) they are capable of giving a good outturn 
on black soil in both the khaTi! and mbi seasons, (2) though 
susceptible to tambeTa disease, they are less so than nearly 
all other varieties tried, (3) they will grow under conditions 
of. greater heat than most exotic varieties which have been 
tried here, (4) the amount of rot (largely dry rot) in storage 
is less than with other varieties grown in India, (5) the arrange
ment of the eyes on the tuber is such that many sets can be 
made from one tuber, (6) on cutting the flesh the tuber remains 
yellow, forms a corky layer and does not rot. 

This same variety is the principal one in cultivation at 
Belgaum, and .Dharwar, Satara, Bangalore. Karachi and the 
Central Provinces. In Karachi and Bangalore, however. 
and in Ahmedabad a kidney potato is. also grown which is 
the principal variety in North India and the lower Himalayas. 
This latter is also grown under the name of 'malti' at Maha
bleshwar, and its characteristics are as follows. It is a long 
flat potato reddish-white in colour. with a thin and smooth 
skin and scarlet eyes. The eyes are very shallow, and are 
clustered at the growing end of the potato. The flesh is 
yellowish and waxy, The stem of the plant is green. This 
variety grows well in the early Tabi season at Karachi and 
Ahmedabad, but will not stand hot weather anywhere, and 
even in the above centres the Poona (Italian) variety is chosen 
for the hotter parts of the year. 

A few further notes may be given with regard to the other 
varieties grown at Mahableshwar. 

1. Mumbasa kidney.-This kidney potato tapers very 
markedly at, both ends and is very flat. The colour of the 
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skin is yellowish-white. and it is thick and rough. The eyes 
are shallow and the flesh is milk-white and granular. The 
stem of the plant is pale-green. 

2. Guiabi.-This is a long. flat. kidney potato. with 
brown skin having a red tinge. The skin is smooth and thin. 
and eyes are somewhat shallow. The eyes are red. and the 
flesh of the tuber is white with a rWdish tinge. The stem 
of the plant is pale-yellowish. . 

3. T ambada.-This variety probably also originally 
comes from Italy and is a round oval potato of a red colour. 
The skin is thin and smooth. The eyes are shallow and 
deep red in colour. The flesh is whitish yellow and 
granular. The stem is pale-green. 

We have no record of the behaviour of these last three 
under cultivation in the hotter conditions of the Dec~an. 

Many efforts have been made to introduce the best 
English and other varieties of temperate climates in our 
potato areas. These have invariably failed, as' when any 
crop at all was obtained. the yield was always much less than 
that got from the varieties already under cultiv~tion. The 
record of the latest attempts to utilise some of these varieties. 
under our own control,. may be told. 

Seed tubers of the following well known varieties were 
imported in 1918 from England :-.. Epicure, .... Great Scot," 
··E G d .... I Duk .... I·hQu .... Qu M .. ver 00, ron e, ns een, een ary • 
.. Arran Chief, .. .. British Queen." The results obtained 
from each of these in the Khed and Poona area was as follow$ 
in two seasons :-

Local white round seed 
Epicure 
Great Scot 

Planted in October. Planted in /anUfJ'II' 
Yidd per acre. Yield per acre. 

lb.. lb.. 

9.427 6,800 
1,920 1,600 

680 280 



Ever Good 
Iron Duke 
Irish Queen 
Queen Mary 
Arran Chief 
British Queen . 

105 
Planted in Odober. 

Yield per acre. 
lbo •• 

520 
1,600 

480 
920 

70 
2,800 

Planted in ]anlltlry. 
Yield per acre. 

lbo. 

80 
360 
880 
440 
Nil. 
560 

These were also grown at Peth in the khari/ season, but 
no crop was obtained, chiefly as a result of a bad attack of 
tambera disease. 

Altogether we may note that all the varieties named 
suffer badly as soon as the weather becomes even slightly hot. 
Then they are attacked seriously with tambera disease, and 
in a few days the plots are completely scorched and withered. 
It is, obvious, i.tl fact, that any variety to be successful here 
must have characteristics which have been very little considered 
in working out the very choice varieties in Britain. These 
characteristics are (I) a capacity to stand high temperature 
both when growing and in the store, (2) a thick skin so that 
dry rot and other rots may not attack the tubers as a result 
of infection in store, (3) if possible, a capacity to resist tambera 
disease, at least to a limited extent, (4) a general distribution 
of the eyes so as to allow economy of seed, (5) a capacity 
to yield well even under conditions of fairly high temperature 
and irregularity of water supply, (6) a power to grow in both 
the rabi season under irrigation and in the khari/ season with . . . 
ram. 

XII.-GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 
By HAROLD H. MANN, D.Se. 

The survey which we have now made of the conditions 
of potato cultivation and its difficulties in some of the more 
important tracts in Western India will not be complete 

tI A 18-14 
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unleSs we try to piece together the results, and give an 
idea of the needs of this industry and of its prospects for 
the future. I\s we write, in 1920, the potato-growing 
industry has almost disappeared for the time being in the 
Khed and several other areas, as a result of the demands 
of Mesopotamia in 1917.18 which denuded the country 
of any surplus stocks, of the famine of 1918-19 which very 
largely destroyed the crops in the khaTi! season of 1918 
and prevented the planting of the Tabi crop in 1918-19: 
and of the impossibility of importing fresh supplies of 
seed from Italy.in 1919 until almost too late for Tab; planting 
in most centres and absolutely too late in many. 

The immediate effect of the famine in 1918 can be 
illustrated by one or two figures. In the Khed tract the 
potato crop was reduced in the Tabi season "f 1918-19 
from a normal area of about four thousand acres to only 
about three hundred and thirty. On the Peth plateau, 
where there is a group of potato-growing villages, the area 
under this crop went down from a normal of 716 acres 
to only 25 acres in the Tabi season of 1918-19, and to 20 
acres in January 1919-20 (raM). At present the revival 
of the industry depends, as it has done after every famine 
since that of 1900, on the import of Italian seed. Neither 
the seed of north or of south India is suited for the black 
soil areas, and it is very difficult to get Italian seed at any 
rate when it is wanted, and it can only be stored with 
very great difficulty. The times when seed is particularly 
wanted are June when it is in demand for the khaTi! crop," 
and in October to December for the Tabi crop. In 1919-20, 
to relieve the famine for potato seed, permission was obtained 
for the import of a certain amount of potato seed from Italy 
too late for the regular Tabi season. It arrived at the begin
ning of January. Some parts of the Khed tract refused to 
have anything. to do with it knowing that the planting was 
too late and it would be a failure. Others planted the seed. 
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In suitable villages those who planted by the third week in 
January got an excellent crop, but the character of the return 
from seed planted after that date rapidly got poorer and 
poorer as the date of planting got later, and seed planted on 
February 10th, even under the best conditions, returned only 
twice the amount of seed tubers used. We would definitely 
say now that for the Deccan tract any attempt to plant 
later than F«:bruary 1st is most risky and foolish. Hence 
the result of the lateness of the arrival of this seed this year 
has been that much of it has never been planted, and as it 
was TUtu and h~nce useless for food, and would not keep 
till the kharif season it has been lost. As a result it will 
be rather difficult to restock the distri~t, by private 
enterprise, and in the near future. 

But it is only a matter of time before the areas will be 
restocked with seed, and as the crop is one which yields a 
very large profit',' it is important that its future history should 
not be so dominated by troubles and difficulties. as has been 
the case in the past. It was a recognition of the existence 
of the numerous difficulties that led to the investigations 
whose results up to date have' been recorded in these pages. 
The report of Mr. Keatinge in 1909, quoted on page 33, 
gave some idea of the parlous condition of the industry, and 
close touch with the Khed district in connection with manu
rial experiments from 1913 onwards led to the taking JlP of 
the present study. As a result the chief obstacles in 'the way 
of development have become fairly clear, and we have, 
we think, been able to show how to meet them in part, while 
much more investigation will be required to enable the others 
to be conquered. 

In the first place, we may say that it has become clear 
that the maintenance and keeping of good seed is the 
primary matter to which attention must be directed. The 
destruction of seed in store by the potato moth is the primary 
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difficulty. To this the cultivators have always asked us to 
devote the first attention, and they are right. The very 
simple method of fumigating the reaped potatoes in bags with 
petrol vapour and subsequent storage also in bags under 
specified conditions enables this difficulty to be met. We 
have established permanent fumigating chambers in five of 
the principal villages of the Khed potato tract (under the 
control of village potato associations, of which more later) 
and have also provided, under the control of the agricultural 
department, two travelling fumigators which can be taken 
from village to village. The extension of this system of 
fumigation of potatoes, at any rate if to be used for seed, 
is only a matter of time, provided we can get rid of the 
very large loss which has been usually incurred by storage 
in bags. It is obvious that this method of storage i:i necessary. 
if reinfection with potato moth is to be avoided. 

We have succeeded in determining the conditions 
of such storage without large loss from rotting, and it only 
remains to bring the methods which have been worked 
out in general use. They are simple and can be applied 
in every village in. the Khed tract. Essentially these 
conditions are three, as follows :-

(1) The rigorous sorting of the potatoes after fumigation. 
and the removal for immediate sale, of every potato which 
can be detected as suffering' from ring disease, from dry 
rot however small' the patch may be, or from any form 
of soft or wet rots. This sorting is troublesome. but there 
will be a market for most of the removed potatoes, if sold 
immediately; while they will be worthless, beside infecting 
others, if kept with the remainder of the lot. 

(2) The careful storage of the good potatoes in bags 
which are stored in a well rerated godown with the bags 
(a) full up to the top, (h) standing singly, (c) standing upright. 
and (cl) not piled one upon another. Aeration is neces .. 
sary or rotting will be very great. 
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(3) The keeping of the temperature in the godown 
and among the stored potatoes below 90°F. so as to 
avoid heat rot. To achieve this, the store must be sub~ 
stantially built and roofed. This. is not usually a difficulty 
in the Deccan, and in case the temperature tends to rise 
above the figure quoted it is necessary to hang canvas 
screens on the doors ,on, the windward sitile of the godowns, 
and keep these wet during the hotter parts of the day. 
We had no difficulty in keeping the temperature to 85° to 
86°F. in Peth 'by this method. 

If these methods are adopted we think there will be 
little further difficulty in p.rev~nting the stored potatoes 
from rotting. and the seed will improve by the gradual elimi~ 
nation of the fusariwn~attacked potatoes. It may be necessary 
to resort the potatoes every month during the storage. 

But all this will only provide good seed if ring disease 
be absent or almost absent in the, tubers. We have shown 
that the seed is the sole important source of the perpetuation 
of ring disease. and it cannot be eliminated anything like 
completely by sorting. Its presence. however, in seed means 
the inevitable death of plants. and ,before the famine it pre .. 
vailed to the extent of forty to fifty per cent. in much of the 
seed in use. To get rid of it. however, means continual 
renewal of seed from Italy or the establishment of pedigree 
seed. selected and grown here from generation to generation 
until free from the disease. The former is the simplest if the 
price of the seed is of no importance and if there is security 
that we shall ~lways be able to get the seed that we want 
when we need it. If these conditions are not fulfilled it 
is necessary to adopt the second alternative and establish 
pedigree seed here p(actically free from ring disease. A step 
has been taken in this direction, and it wOldd appear to be' 
a legitimate sphere of operation of the agricultural depart .. 
,ment to maintain thi$ seed in limited quaI1tity. transferring 
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it for further multiplication to a commercial agency or to 
a quasi~commercial agency such as a co~operative society 
formed for the purpose. 

The next necessity is the development and application 
of the methods for dealing with tambera disease. The re~ 
cognition of this as the principal cause of small yields in the 
kha.rij season, and the most serious field enemy of the crop 
is quite recent. Nobody fancied two years ago that it did 
the damage it is now proved to produce. But the use of dust
ing or spraying methods, with sulphur or sulphur preparations, 
would seem to remove it from the category of real dangers, 
and so far as appears at present it would henceforth be a 
conquered foe, if only the necessary amount of trouble is 
taken. 

If the programme so far outlined is carried out the prin
cipal difficulties in the way of the industry will be removed. 
There is much still to do. The study of the fusarium rot 
of stored potatoes has been hardly begun. The methods 
of dealing with the very destructive rhizocionia wilt disease
which we believe will be chiefly by improvements in cultural 
methods-have hardly been investigated at all. The necessity 
of continual testing and even breeding of varieties in ordet 
to get a type which suits the conditions here better than any~ 
thing we have at present is obvious. And the increase in 
the normal yield from the present very low standard by means 
of manuring is another method whose development is essen~ 
tial. These are the immediately necessary lines of progress, 
both in investigation and propaganda. 

For propaganda work and the helping of the cultivators 
we have developed an organisation in five of the chief villages 
of the Khed tract which has worked well until the recent 
collapse of the industry and is still there. In each of these 
villages there has been established a 'potato association' 
composed of twenty of the leading potato cultivators. This 
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association IS m charge of the fumigating chamber in the 
village and arranges how it shall be used by its members 
and by others. So far a fee has not been charged for this use, 
but that will be the next development. Then a young 
intelligent local cultivator's son has been selected and trained 
by us in each case to fumigate, to select seed potatoes, to store 
by the best methods, to detect the various kinds of diseases 
in the field, and as far as possible to deal with them. This 
man is placed under the charge of the potato association 
and is at the service of the members and of others with the 
members' consent. 

The whole organisation has been supervised by one 
of those responsible for the work, who frequently toured 
in the district and kept closely in touch with the potato 

. associations and their members, their men, and their difficul~ 
ties. Such is the way in which the work has been carried 
on and its development is only a matter of time. 

In conclusion we may say that the investigations and work 
which have formed the subject of the present bulletin have 
been rendered possible by special financial assistance from 
two or three sources. Messrs. The Union Agency of Bombay 
have assisted perhaps most largely in placing at our disposal 
one, and at times two graduate assistants, paying their 
salaries and all their expenses from the early part of 1917 
to 1920. In addition to this, a special grant of Rs. 10,000 
from the profits of the wheat operations in 1917, was made 
towards the cost of the work by the Government of India 
in 1918, and it~ continuation is now assured from a grant 
recently made by the trustees of the Sir Sassoon David 
trust for agricultural inquiries. We can only hope that the 
further progress achieved will lead to the solution of the 
remammg problems of potato culture. at least on the 

Deccan. 
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APPENDIX. 

A CHEMICAL STUDY-OF" HEAT ROT" OR" BLACK 
HEART" OF POTATO. 

By H. H. MANN. D.Sc. AND B. M. JOSHI. B.Sc. 
I.-Introduction. 

One of the difficulties constantly met with in tropical 
countries in connection with the cultivation and the keeping 
of potatoes is the fact that when the tubers are stored. 
at any rate in the hot weather. there is a very large amount 
of rotting among them. In the Past this has been usually 
attributed to the presence of fungi and bacteria. and to 
a very large extent they are th~ cause of the loss incurred 
on this account. We have found fungi present on the 
surface of the potato always. and often beneath the skin 
(having entered probably through the lenticels) so 'that 
even after careful disinfection of the surface. fungal growth 
is still obtained. And. moreover. the conditions of storage 
at high temperatures are very favourable to the growth of 
such .fungi and bacteria as may be present. But the wholesale 
rotting of whole consignments of carefully sorted. potatoes, 
when _ the temperature rises. has often led to the suspicion 
that the fungi and bacteria usually found were not the 
primary cause of the decay. 

Two special instances caused us to give close attention 
to the matter. In the first place. we had produced. prior 
to 1918. a somewhat valuable lot of pedigree seed potatoes, 
free from ring disease of the Italian variety usually grown in 
the Deccan. and during the w~r it was impos~ible to replace 
this supply from Italy or any other source. They were, 
however. stored during the hot weather of 1918, in bags. 
in a lofty and well-<erated room, facing north. in Poona. 
The temperature outside however rose to over 100°F •• 
and within a few days a large part of the stock became 
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rotten and useless. When the potatoes which were still 
good were sorted out, and kept under very carefully 
cooled conditions at not over 85°F. no further -rottinO' 

" Dccurred. In the second place one of us organised the 
despatch of large quantities of seed potatoes to Mesopotamia 
in 1917 and 1918, and whatever care was taken in selection 
and packing, the report was always made during a large 
part of the year thilt before use a large quantity had decayed 
with' a soft wet rot. 

It was obvious, therefore, that we had to deal not 
with an ordinary parasitic attack, whether by fungi or bacte~ 
ria but with some thing which was intimately connected 
with rise of temperature. And at this stage our attention 
was callea to work done and observations made by Bartho~ 
lomew * in 1913 and by Stewart and Mix t in 1917 in which 
descriptions are given of very similar rot produced, generally 
during shipment, in America. This rot was attributed 
by both the authorities quoted to rise of temperature, 
especially when the rise of temperature was accompanied 
by lack of reration. 

The general character of the change now under consider~ 
ation is Vf!ry obvious to the naked eye. While, in the presence 
of adequate aeration, healthy potatoes at a temperature 
of 27° to 30°C. do not appear to undergo any microscopic 
changes except a slow driage, when that temperature is 
exceeded, there occurs a darkening of the tissues, starting 
from the centre of the tuber with certain varieties but by 
no means with 'all. The original description given by 
Bartholomew in 1913 is absolutely accurate so far as some 
of our potatoes are concerned, but we would specially 
draw attention to the great differences that exist between 
the reaction of different varieties to the temperature factor 

*"E: T. Blrtholomew-3lack Heart of Pota·oes-Phytopathology. Vol. Ill. page 180. 
t F. C. St~wart and A. J. Mix-Bla~k Heart and the Aeration 'If Pot~to ... in Storase. 

New York Agnculture. Expt, Sm. Blllletln, NQ. 436 (1917). . 

N A 1&-15 
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and hence to the production of heat rot. As found in the 
Italian white round potatoes with which we have worked. 
the course of the attack is usually as follows :-

The flesh of the potato, generally on one side. but some .. 
times in the centre takes in a pinkish tinge. This spreads 
over nearly all the tuber before any further appearance 
is noted. Then at any part of the tuber. but often near 
the centre, a small patch of dull dark colour appearll. soft 
to the touch and in which, obviously, degeneration of 
the contents of the cells is taking plc1ce. At a temperature 
of 36°C. the changes to this part usually take about six 
days. Most of the potatoes at ~ this stage have become 
soft, but one or two in every set of twelve remained hard. 
or rather increased in hardness. After this stage is reached 
further degeneration is rapid, and by the twelfi:h day the 
whole potato is greyish black in colour. very soft and pulpy 
often with watery matter oozing out. and it smells badly. 
No bacteria are present when precautions are taken, though 
it is often difficult if not impossible to eliminate Rhizodonia 
fungus (Rhizoctonia solani) which often grows, in spite 
of all surface sterilisation in the tuber just under the skin. 

The degeneration of the potato tuber which we have 
described is so marked, so rapid, and so complete that 
it was quickly felt to be interesting and possibly important 
to ascertain, if possible, the chemical changes which accom .. 
pany it, particularly in the initial stages, in order that it 
might be detected and checked before it does any serious 
harm to a store of potatoes. We are not sure whether 
the results which we can now present will enable us to 
do what we hoped, but the experiments are sufficiently 
interesting to be worthy of record. 

The design of our experiments was to compare the 
composition of similar potatoes which were kept, on, the 
one hand under conditions of temperature and aeration where 
nQ opvious de~eneratio~ t~k place, and o~ th~ other, 
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where conditions of aeration being practically the same, 
the temperature was raised to a point where rapid roting 
set in. The first experiments were undertaken to ascertain 
the temperatures which could be used for the purpose. 
The potatoes were enclosed in wire cages and placed in 
incubators at various temperatures. It was found that 
at 27° to 30oe. there was no danger of rotting under these 
conditions and that the potatoes remained good, without 
any signs of the darkening of the tissues which is charac
teristic of' the degeneration for much more than the 
twelve days during which each experiment as a rule lasted. 
At 36°e. changes. however, took place under otherwise 
similar conditions and the potatoes became soft and the 
tissues darkened about six days after the potatoes were 
placed in the incubator. At this temperature the changes 
we were studying are slow and regular. and it was adopted 
as the standaro for the study we were making. At 41 ° 
to 42°e. the degeneration was very rapid. Within two 
days the tissues were darkened. and in six days the tubers 
were completely soft and rotten .. 

In all these experiments small potatoes of even size 
were used and of course of the same variety.-J;he Italian 
white round potat~ grown in the Deccan. Each potato 
used weighed between 30 and 35 grammes. Tubers. 
kept as described, were taken for analysis at intervals 
of two or three days. Twelve potatoes formed each sample. 
Half of each of these were pounded to a pulp. and immedi-

• ately examined. In most of the experiments, as already 
stated, the potatoes were in wire cages. In much of the 
later work, when we were testing the effect of various 
gases, the tubers had to be kept in sealed glass cylinders. 

Il.-Methods oj Analysis Used. 

The following determinations were made during the 
~ourse of ~h~ work" and the methQc:ls l,lsed are indicated. 
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1. Moisture.-The moisture was determined by drying 
thin slices of the potatoes in the steam oven. 

2. Total Soluble Matier.-The pOi!1toes were pulped. 
a weighed portion of the pulp mixed with water. allowed 
to stand, filtered and the clear filtrate evaporated. 

3. Total Nitrogen was determined by the ordinary 
Kjeldahl method, using potassium sulphate only (not mercury). 

4. Ammoniacal Nitrogen.-This was obtained by 
distillation with magnesia, and titration of the distillate 
received in standard acid, with standard alkali. 

S. Insoluble Proteid Nitrogen \Vas obtained by washing 
the pulp first with cold and then *ith hot water. and then 
using the ordinary Kjeldahl method with the residue. 

6. Total Proteid Nitrogen.-This was deter~ined by 
mixing the pulp with water, and adding Stutzer's reagent 
(cupric hydroxide suspended in water). After standing 
in a steam bath for half an hour, the whole was filtered. the 
residue washed with hot water and then the nitrogen deter .. 
mined in it by the Kjeldahl method. 

7. Amid? Nitrogen was obtained as the difference 
between the total nitrogen and the other fractions deter .. 
mined. Thus Amido~nitrogen = Total nitrogen-{total 
proteid nitrogen + ammoniacal nitrogen). 

8. Soluble Proteid Nitrogen was obtained by difference 
between the total proteid nitrogen and the insoluble proteid 
nitrogen. 

9. Reducing Sugar.-The potatoes were pulped. 50' 
grammes were then taken and mixed with cold water. and 
allowed to stand for one hour. The whole was then filtered 
through linen cloth, and washed with warm and finally with 
cold water. The filtrate was treated with basic lead acetate 
and made up to SOO cc. After filtering, precipitating with 
sodium phosphate, filtering and concentrating, the reducing 
'\liar was 4~t~rmil!~ wi~h f ehlin~ solutioq iq th~ qsual {ashiQn. 
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10. Total SlWar.-The original solution obtained. in 
the last named determination. after filtering off the starch 
very carefully. was inverted with hydrochloric acid. and in 
the resulting liquid the total sugar determined with Fehling 
solution as usual. 

11. Gummy- Matter and Dextrin.-Twenty grammes of the 
pulp was extracted with 96 per cent. alCohol for three hours and 
filtered; 100 cc. cold water were added to the residue and the 
whole kept. for 20 hours. Upon filtering a clear solution 
was obtained which gave no starch reaction with iodine. 
This solution was slowly concentrated to a small volume. 
avoiding a temperature higher than BO° to 90°C. and was then 
treated with several volumes of strong alcohol until no further 
precipitate was produced. The flocculent precipitate was 
filtered off and weighed giving the percentage of gummy 
matter and dextrin. 

12. Alkalinity and Acidily.-Ten grammes of the pulp 
were taken mixed with cold water and kept for two hours. 
The liquid was then filtered. carefully washed. and titrated 
(I) with standard caustic potash using phenol phthalein as indi ... 
cator to determine the acidity. (2) with standard sulphuric acid. 
using methyl orange as indicator, to determine the alkalinity. 

13. Catalase.-T wo grammes of the potato pulp was 
taken. and a large excess of neutral hydrogen peroxide 
solution was added. The flask was kept continually shaken 
for four hours. the temperature being maintained constant 
in a water bath. The gas evolved was collected and 
measured throughout the operation. 

14. Oxidases.-The method devised by Bunzel * with 
minor modifications of technique was used. About 20 
grammes of potato were taken. pulped and pressed through 
cloth. 2 cc. of the juice 'Were used for the experiment aqd the 
actual tests were made at a temperature of 36°C. each being 
continued for four hours. 

• United States. Department of Agriculture. Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin 238 (1913). 
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1I1.-Chemical Changes accompanying Heat-Rot in Air. 

1. Moisture.-Potatoes kept in an incubator whether 
at 27°-30°C. or at 36°C. generally lost a little water, but as 
the atmosphere was always nearly saturated the drying did not 
usually go very far, and a loss of water or a change in water 
content did not seem to be in any way specially associated 
with the phenomena described. Two illustrations of this 
may be given-

A.-'Potatoes exposed at 27°·30°C. and at 36°C. 
without any preparation or treatment:-

~ Water determination in -!. 

-
(I) (2) (3) 

Fresh Potatoes, Potatae. at Potatoetl at 
27°·30°C, .- 36°C, 

Percent, Per cent, Percent, 
Fresh Potatoes '. .. 72'7 

7i=2 After 3 days expOlure .. .. .. 72'2 
After 6 days exposure .. .. .. 72'1 71'1 
After 9 days exposure .. .. .. 71'0 70'S 
After 12 days exposure .. .. .. 70'] 70'2 

B.-Potatoes exposed at 27°.30°C. and at 36°C. 
having been previously dipped in copper sulphate 
solution to check surface fungi :--

, 
Water determination in 

(1) 
Fresh Potatoes, 

(2) 
Potatoetl at 

(3) 
Potatoes at 

27°·30°C. 36°C. 

Per cent. Per cent, Per cent. 
Fresh Potatoes .. .. 75'4 ,i:, Alter 3 days expOlure .. .. .. 73'1 
After 6 days exposure '. . ' .. 73·5 75'9 
Alter' days expOlure .. .. .. 73" 75" 
After 12 days exposure .. .. .. 

I 
74'0 75'1 
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In the first of these experiments the loss in the propot
tion of moisture in the tubers was practically the same in the 
two cases and amounted to 3' 4 per cent. In the second case 
the loss was much smaller and was less at the higher 
temperature than at the lower. 

The actual total loss in weight of the tubers is not very 
different from the loss in moisture recorded in the first case 
quoted above. The total loss in weight, in one case, was as 
follows :-

Loss of ,,:eight at 30°C. 

(1) in 3 days 
(2) in 6 days 
(3) in 9 days 
(4) in 12 days 

Per cent. 

I '1 
2'0 
2'2 
2'7 

Though respiration is taking place, as we shall see later, the 
greater part of the loss during the experiments is apparently 
due to driage.' 

2. Total Soluble MaUer*.-The following figures show 
the amount of total matter soluble in water at p.ilferent stages. 
The present experiment 'ras made with the potatoes in glass 
cylinders and was allowed to continue for twenty-two days, 
or long after the potatoes kept at the higher temperature were 
rotten, and when those at 27°_30°C. were also in a rotting 
condition :-

Total SoMle Matler. 
Potatoes kept at Potatoes kept at 

27°.30°C. 36°C. 
Per'cimt. Per cent. 

Fresh potatoes 16"4 16'4 
After 2 days 16"4 16"8 
After 4 days 16"4 17'2 
After 6 days 16"8 17'6 
After 8 days 17'6 17"2 
After 10 days 17'2 16~8 

.. The results throughout have been calculated on the basis of the dry matter contained in 
the potatoes. W here this could not be determined it has been assumed as 75 per tbnt. 
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Total Soluble Maller. 

Potatoes kc.t at 
27°.30' • 

Potatoes kepI at 
36"C. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

After 12 days 17'2 17'6 

After 14 days 18'8 17'6 

After 16 days 17'6 20'0 

After 18 days 18'0 20'8 

After 20 days 17'6 20'4 

After 22 days 18'0 20'4 

In both cases there is a small and very gradual increase 
in the amount of soluble matter in the potato, The rate 
of increase during the first twelve days does not ,however 
differ in the potatoes kept at the different temperatures, The 
sudden rise after 14 days at 36°C, is obviously due to other 
causes and probably to the presence bacterial rots when the 
degeneration of the tuber has gone so far, 

3. Addily and AlkalinilY.-The tubers used in the last 
determination were employed for the estimation of the acidity. 
and alkalinity, It might have been' expected that the rotting 
described would be characterised by a substantial change 
in these characters. If the rotting were essentially a ferment
ation of the carbohydrates, then the acidity would be expected 
to increase, If on the other hand. it was a decomposition 
of proteids, the alkalinity might have been expected to become 
greater, Neither of these changes takes place, There appears 
to be an immediate rise in the acidity of the potato at the 
higher temperature, but thereafter it remains constant until 
the rotting is fully established (12 days) and only rises after 
that time when bacterial rots supervene, Likewise the 
alkalinity, though slightly higher at the higher temperature. 
remains constant until the rotting is fully established, All 
figures are calculated on dry matter and the' figures represent 
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the equivalent of HzSO 4 or sulphuric acid or potassium 
hydroxide respectively in one hundred grammes of dry 
matter, 

Acidity. Alkalinity. 

I 
Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27"-30°C. 36°C. 27°_30°C, 36°C. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Percent. 

Fresh Potatoes , , 0'96 0'96 1 '92 1 '92 

After 2 days , , 0'96 1 '32 1'92 2'32 

After 4 days , , 0'96 1'16 2'20 2'20 

After 6 days , , 0'96 1'16 1'92 2'20 --
After 8 days , , 1'16 1'16 2'20 2'20 

After 10 days . , 0'96 l' 16 1 '92 2'32 

After 12 days , , 0'96 1'16 1 '92 2'20 

After 14 days , , 0'96 1 '16 1 '92 2'32 

After 16 days , , 0'96 1'36 1'92 2'48 

After 18 days , , 0'96 1'56 1 '92 2'48 

After 20 days " 0'96 1'44 1'92 2'40 

After 22 days . , 1'16 1'48 2'20 2'40 
I 

'4, Forms of Niirogen,-As we had no wish to follow 
the changes subsequent to the complete establishment 
of the heat"rot, the investigation of the alterations in -the 
various forms of nitrogen present in the tubers was not 
continued ,beyond the twelfth day, the tuber being kept 

MA 18-16 
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in open wire cages. The results were however as follows, 
all figures being based on the dry matter present in the 
tubers :-

- ---------------------- -~~~;-i Am~oniacal I Amido l:::ld [p:~~le 
Nitrogen. I Nitrogen. i Nitrogen. NItrogen. Nitrogen. 

Soluble 
Proteid 

Nitrogen. 
I ! 

27°30' --::-:1""'" --;1"0"1-; ".,.0--;1,,0,.0'";; ".,.0-;; 
C. .C. C. C. '~ C. C. C. c I C. C. C. C. 

-----1--------'----.-:--- ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

cent. cent. cent. cent. I cent. ceat. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. 

Fresh Potatoes. "47 "47 0016 0'016 0';; 0';; 0'88 0'88 044 0"44 0'44 0'44 

Alter 3 days.. "4 1'4 0'014 0'0141 0'68 066 0'72 0'71 0"47 0'44 0'2; 0'27 

After 6 days ., 1'4 1'4 1 0'030 0'0491 0'64 0'70 0'78 0'77 0'49 0'49 0'29 0'28 

After 9 days 00 1'4 1'4 i 0'035 0'0;11 0'65 0'67 0'71 0'74 0'48 0'48 0'23 0'26 

Alter 12 daysoojl'4 \'3 I 0'048 0'088\ 0'68 0'66 0'7\ 0'15 0"46 0"41 0'25 0'28 

The total nitrogen, therefore, obviously does not alter 
and the insoluble proteids are not dissolved during the 
process under discussion. There is furthermore no marked 
change either in the ami do nitrogen or in the soluble 
proteids. On the other hand the ammoniacal nitrogen has 
increased very largely and while the increase is present even 
in the absence of the rotting, it is much more rapid at the 
higher temperature. The rapid increase coincides with the 
beginning of the degenerative changes between the third 
and the sixth day, and at the twelfth day the quantity 
of ammoniacal nitrogen is nearly double what it is at the 
lower temperature. 

5. Forms of Sugar.-No investigation of the individual 
sugars was made, and we simply determined the total 
sugar and the portion of this which was capable of reducing 
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Fehling solution_ The results were as follows, the tubers 
being kept in open wire cages:-

T atal Sugar calculated Reducing Sugar 
(as glucose), (as glucose), 

, 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°·30°C, 36°C, 27°-30°C 36°C, 

Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, Per cent, 
Fresh Potatoes " " " 3'0 3'0 0'3 0'3 
After 3 days " " .. 3'1 4" 0'30 0'33 
After 6 days .. .. .. 3'9 5'9 0'29 0'31 
After 9 days .. .. .. 3'2 4'4 0'32 0'34 
After 12 days .. .. .. 2'3 3'7 0'40 0'47 

These results are of considerable interest. The total 
sugars immediately increase at the temperatures we are 
using and very much faster at the higher temperature. 
Then when the rotting becomes established there is a rapid 
reduction in the quantity present. The highest point 
reached at 36°C. corresponds with the commencement 
of the obvious rotting of the tuber" So far as the reducing 
sugars are concerned there seems a slow but steady increase 
during the exposure of the tubers, al)d this is more rapid 
at the higher temperature. The connection with the rotting 
is not however very obvious. 

6. Gummy _Matter and Dextrin.-The variation in 
the gummy materials which we have classed together under 
this head is very interesting and it seems more closely 
connected with the heat-rot than any constituent so far 
examined. The figures are as follows :-

Dextrin. 
Per cent, Per cent, 

Fresh Potatoes 1'1 J-l 
After 3 days 0"93 0'84 
After 6 days 0'93 1"3' 
After 9 days l' J 2'4 
After 12 days 1'3 3'5 
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After a preliminary fall in the amount of gummy 
matter at the beginning of storage, the increase in these 
constituents at the higher temperature is constant and 
substantial, while at the temperature below the rotting 
stage it is very small indeed. In the potatoes attacked 
with heat~rot the increase after six days is 18 per cent: 
after nine days it is 118 per cent. and after twelve days 
it is 218 per cent. while in those below the rotting tem
perature it never reaches-more than 21 per cent. 

From the preliminary results so far recorded, therefore, 
it is clear that among the constituents examined, the heat-rot 
is characterised by a marked increase in the ammoniacal 
nitrogen, by the increase in the total sugar, which afterwards 
declines, by a loteady increase in the amount of reducing 
sugar to a greater extent than in potatoes kept below the 
rotting point, and by very large increase in the amount 
of those gummy substances which we have, classed together. 

These results were preliminary, however, as no special 
precautions were taken to exclude the action of surface 
fungi. The constituents iust named were now determined 
in potatoes similarly kept, but which were first dipped in 
two per cent. copper sulphate solution, allowed to dry and 
then exposed to the temperatures required in open wire 
cages. The results under these conditions are shawn by the 
following figures :-

1. Total Nitrogen and Ammoniacal NilrogeTJ. 

Fresh Potatoes 
After 3 days 
After 6 days 
After 9 days 
After 12 days 

\ TOol ~;...... A_"'"'I< ........ 

'Potatoes at Potatoes at 'Potatoes at IPotatoes at I 27°·30°C.I 36°C. 27° ·30°C, 36°C, 

I Per cent, Per cent, I Per cent. Per cent. 

"I 1"7 1'7 I 0'04 0'04 
,,\1'6 1'5 0'045 0'045 
,. 1'6 1·7 I 0'045 0'057 
,. 1'6 1'7 I 0'046 O'OS 
,. 1'5 1'9 0'050 0'10 

I I 
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These figures confirm in a striking manner the results 
previously given" The total nitrogen does not alter. but the 
ammoniacal nitrogen rapidly increases at the rotting tem. 
perature while there is little rise at 27° ~30°C" The proportion 
of rise at 36°C" is shown by the following figures :-

--

(1) 3 days 

(2) 6 .. 

(3) 9 " 
.(4) 12'" 

.. 

Fresh Potatoes" 
After 3 days "" 
After 6 days"" 
After 9 days "" 
Nter 12 days" " 

2" Forms oj Sugar" 

Total Sugar. 

Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°·30°C. 36°C. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

2"8 2"8 
2"7 2"9 
2"7 4"0 
2"8 4"1 
2"8 4"1 

P~ cent. 

. 12"5 
42"5 

100"0 
150'0 

Reducing Sugar. 

Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°·30<C. 36°C . 

Per cent Per cent. 

0"20 0"20 
0"20 0"38 
0"22 0"56 
0"22 0"64 
0"25 0"72 

The result here. where we have largely eliminated the 
possibility of surface fungal growth. is rather different from 
what we have seen before" Here there is a rapid rise in both 
the total sugar and in the reducing sugar. and in neither 
case does the amount again go down in the l"tter part of the 
experiment" The present figures probably represent more 
closely the real effect of the heat~rot. as the eliminatio~ of 
fungi has removed one of the chances of 'error" At the same 
time. it suggests itself as a possibility that the very slow 
increalle of total s~ar in the latter part of the test really 
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indicates that it is being formed and consumed at the same 
time. and that what we get is simply a figure which shows 
the excess of production over consumption or vice versa. 

3. Gwnrny Matter and Dextrin. 
Potatoes at 21°· lO°e. Potatoes at 36'C. 

Percent. Per cent. 

Fresh Potatoes 1'60 1'60 

After 3 days 1'66 1'75 

After 6 days I'SO 2'40 

After 9 days 1'90 2'90 

After 12 days 1'90 3'30 

The figures here give results of the same order as those 
previously obtained. In the potatoes attacked wit~ heat-rot 
the increase in gummy matter after six days is 50 per cent.. 
after nine days it is 81 per cent., and in twelve days it is 
106 per cent., while in those kept below the rotting tern .. 
perature it never reaches more than 19 per cent. 

So much for the actual materials in the potato •. But the 
enzymes present may also be increased or diminished and 
it is possibly in the increased activity of these that the cause 
of the rotting lies. We therefore have determined the amount 
of two of the enzymes known to occur in the potato tuber. 
namely (1) catalase and (2) the oxidases. The tests were 
made with tubers which were protected by dipping in copper 
sulphate solution, from surface fungus attack. and were con" 
tained in sealed cylinders so that rotting took place in both 
cases. though it was more at the higher temperature. 

1. Catalase.-The figures quoted represent the actual 
amount of oxygen given off by 2 grammes of potato pulp 
when placed in contact with a large excess of neutral 
hydrogen peroxide solution. The figures are. hence. com
parative only. TIle experiment was allowed to continue for 
twenty-two days, when the; hi~h t~mperatur~ potatoc;s wen; 
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completely rotten, and had probably been invaded by bacterial 
rots. The figures illustrate this point. 

Potatoes after 2 days 
Do, 4 days 
Do. 6 days 
Do, 8 days 
Do,· 10 days 
Do. 12 days 
Do, 14 days 
po. 16 days 
Do, 18 days 
Do. 20 days 
Do. 22 days 

Catalase. 
Potatoes at 27°·30°C. Potatoes at 36°C • 

.ce. oxygen. 

14'1 
17'2 
14'6 
11'4 
19'9 
22'8 
13'3 
16'6 
18'8 
18'4 
167 

ce. oxygen. 

8'9 
9'2 
7'2 
5'1 
5'4 
4'5 
4'1 

63'7 
82'2 
70'2 
75'2 

These figux:es show at 27° to 30°C, as great a constancy 
as can be expected in such a determination even after rotting 
has commenced, On the other hand at 36°C, they show 
(1) an immediate reduction in the amount of catalase as 
compared with the potatoes at the lower· temperature, (2) 
a further gradual reduction until an exposure of fourteen 
days is reached, the amount going down until it is only about 
twenty~five per cent. of the average at the lower temperature, 
(3) a sudden and enormous increase after the fourteenth day 
till the end of the experiment. We are inclined ~o believe 
that this last rise has nothing directly to do with the' heat. 
rot' process. The potato was soft and oozing before the 
fourteenth day, and we think (though we have no proof) 
that the later rise in amount of catalase is due to the entrance 
of bacteria. Apart from this the reduction in the amount 
of catalase at the higher temperature is very marked, and 
together with the increase in ammoniacal nitro~en, the ,rise 
in the sugar and in the gummy matter, forms the most striking 
chemical indication of the occurrence of the heat~rot in the - . - ~. 

potato tubers, 
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2. Oxidase.-The proportion of oxidase was measured 
by the amount of oxygen absorbed in four hours by pyrogallol 
solution mixed with 2 cc. of the potato juice. The figures 
in the following table therefore represent cubic centimeters 
of oxygen absorbed in four hours as a result of the activity 
of the oxidase on the ()uantity of potato juice mentioned :-

Oxillal/!. 
Potatoes at 27'-30°C. Potatod at 36°C. 

«. cc. 

Fresh Potatoes 0'169 0'169 
After 2 days 0'169 0'182 
After 4 days .~. 0'195 0'143 
After 6 days 0'208 0'156 
After 8 days 0'214 0'162 
After 10 days 0'228 0'221 
After 12 days 0'357 fi'231 

In both cases the exposure to the temperatures in question 
led to an increase in the amount of oxidase but the rise was 
considerably more rapid at 270 to 30oe. than at the higher 
temperature, where rotting was more rapid. It if evident 
that the measurement of this group of enzymes is pot likely 
to be of use as an indicator of the progress of the development 
of • heat~rot ' in the tuber. 

So far, therefore, as the heat~rotting of potato tubers 
in air is concerned, the following statement indicates how 
far each of the chemi£al changes which we have investigated 
appear to be associated with it:-

(1) the total soluble matter increases whenever 
the tubers are kept 'at a high temperature, but this in
crease does not appear to be a measure of the amount 
of rotting. 

(2) the acidity is not affected by the rotting, while 
the alkalinity rises when the temperature is raised, but 
thereafter remains constant and is not affected by the; 
degenerative changes going on. 
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(3) of the forms of nitrogen. only tqe ammoniacal 
nitrogen seems to be increased duriqg the rotting 
process. This increases very rapidly, and the rise maY 
amount to as much as 150 per cent. in twelve days. 

(4) the sugars increase rapidly during the rotting 
of the tuber. but the total sugar seems to reach a maximum 
and there stop if it does not decline. The reducing 
sugars continue to rise at least until the heat-rot has 
penetra~ed the whole tuber. 

(5) the gummy substances increase rapidly 
during the rotting process, the quantity reaching at least 
twice or three times the amount previously contained 
in the tuber. Where the temperature is not sufficiently 
high to induce rotting. very little increase in the 
quantity of these gummy matters occurs. 

, (6) the catalase is quickly reduced at the higher 
-. temperature when rapid rotting takes place and when 

the whole tuber has been invaded it only amounts to 
one quarter the quantity present in tubers kept at a 
lower temperature where rotting is relatively slow. 
When bacteria invade the rotting tissue. the catalase 
rapidly rises again. 

(7) the oxidase group of enzymes rises in quantity 
when potatoes are exposed ,to a high temperature. It 
increases however more slowly when rapid- rotting is 
.taking place than if'the temperature is only high enough 
to produce the degenerative changes very gradually. 

IV.-ChemiCaI Changes accompanying Heat Rot 
when air is excluded. 

The next point of interest was to ascertain how far 
the more important of the changes already described are 
affected by the' exclusion of air. or in fact by the prevention 
of any respiration of the tubers. This was secured in two 

1'1 A 18-17 
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ways. Either the tubers were (after destroying fungi on the 
surface by dipping in a two per cent. solution of copper 
sulphate and allowing to dry) dipped in collodion. or else 
they were coated with melted paraffin wax at a temperature 
between 40° and 50°C. Both these methods seal the surface 
from any respiratory exchange. but the collodion injures 
the eye buds at once, while the paraffin wax does not directly 
do so. The latter method was, therefore. preferable ·for the 
present inquiry. but we will give the figures obtained in 
each case. The potatoes protected by collodion \fere 
exposed in wire cages, and will be dealt with first. In this 
case rotting took place within twelve days at both the experi. 
mental temperatures. though of course it was more rapid 
at the higher. 

I. Total Nitrogen and Ammoniacal Nitrogen, 
Total Nitrogetll Amnumu-J Nitro6en~ 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potat0e8 at Potat0e8 at 
27°.30°C. 36°C. 27°.30°C. ]6°C. 
Per cent. Per cent. Percent. Per cent. 

Fresh Potatoes . 1'70 1'70 0'040 0'040 

After 3 days 1'68 1'60 0'043 0'050 

.. 6 .. 1'62 )'64 0'050 0'050 

.. 9 .. 1'62 )'64 0'048 0'052 

" 12 .. 1'66 )'65 0'052 0'068 

. We have here, therefore. as would be expected. no 
Increase or decrease in the total nitrogen. and the gain in 
a!"moniacal nitrogen at the higher temperature is propor
tionately less than occurred in air. The actual increase was 
as follows. in twelve days. 

Percentage increas~ at 27° to 30°C. 3O.per cent 

r~f~~nlaJe incr~C! a~ 3(»°<; 70 per cent, 
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2, Forms 0/ Sugar, 
Total Sugars. Rducing Sugar •• 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°·300 e. 36°e. 27°·300e. 36°e. 
Per cent. Percent. Per cent. Percent. 

Fresh potatoes 2'80 2'80 0'20 0'20 
After 3 days , , 2'80 2'80 0'21 0'21 

" 6 " 
2'88 3'20 0'20 0'31 

" 
9 

" 2'80 3'20 0'20 0'50 

.. 12 .. 2'80 3'40 0'22 0'57 

We have here a result which almost seems to indicate 
that the formation of sugars is not an essential part of the 
heat .. rot, which seems to be capable of taking place without 
any considerable increase in their amount, At the higher 
temperature sugars are certainly formed, but it is difficult 
to consider their increase as being directly connected which 
the . rotting process, At the lower temperature rotting was 
taking place after the sixth day, but no increase in the sugars 
is recorded, 

3, Gwnmy Matter and Dextrin, 

Fresh potatoes 
After 3 days 

" 6 ,t 

" 9 " 
" 12 .. 

Gummy Malter" 

Potatoes at 27° to 30·e. Potatoes at 36·e. 

Per cent. Percent. 

1'60 }'60 
1'05 1'14 
2'00 2'70 
2'30 3'60 
3'00 3'10 

This result must be interpreted in the light of the fa~t 
that when air is excluded as in the present case, the heat-rot 
takes place at a much lower temI?era~re t?an in the case ~th 
ilir, and that after six days .rQttID~ IS taking place at 27 to 
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30°C. as well as at 36°C. The ~ociation of the increase of 
gummy matters with the rotting seems clear and is very 
striking. 

In our experiments in which air was excluded by means 
of paraffin wax, the potatoes were stored in sealed glass 
cylinders, and so the rotting was easily obtained at the lower 
temperature of experiment. The actual history of the 
potatoes at the two temperatures of exposure in this case 
may be indicated. 

At 36°C. even on the first day some sljght depressions on 
the surface were noticed, which had extended a day later. 
Some swelling of the paraffin layer were noticed as water 
tended to accumulate in drops below it. By the next day on 
cutting the potatoes the surface layer of the flesh appeared 
pink, starting apparently from the eyes. The same out. 
side signs continued. and on the sixth day when the potatoes 
were cut the surface layer was reddish brown, and some of 
the eyes were black. A small cavity had formed at the centre 
of one potato. After this the colour of the skin became 
rapidly black, and on the ninth day, the flesh under the skin 
was greyish black, but darker at the stalk and at the eyes. 
The tubers were quite soft at the eyes. On the twelfth day 
practically the whole of the flesh was greyish or reddish 
black and the tuber was quite soft. 

At 27°C. to 30°C. though slight depressions formed on 
the surface of the tubers no pinkish colour was observed on 
cutting on the third day. No swellings were observed in 
the paraffin. On the sixth day the flesh below the surface 
was pinkish in certain cases, but had already become greyish 
black at the eyes. This was not by any means general. and 
even by the twelfth day only some of the potatoes were 
slightly rotting, especially at the stem. where there was Cl 

tcpdenC)' tQ becople soft and grepsh _black, 
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The chemical examination of the tubers gave results 
as follows:-

1. .Forms 0/ Nitrogen" 
Total Nitrogen" Ammoniacal Nitrogen. 

Potatoes at Potatoes at 'Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27° to 30°C' 36°C. 27° to 30°C. 36°C. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Fresh potatoes 1"60 1"60 0"040 0"040 
After 3 days 1-60 1"62 0"037 0"036 

" 
6' " . 1"70 1"70 0"040 0"047 

" 
9 

" 
l"SO 1"60 0"045 0"050 

" 
12 0" 1"70 1"68 0"045 '0"053 

The increase in ammoniacal nitrogen in the rotting 
potatoes is again much less than occurred in air" The 
actual increase in twelve days was as follows :-

Per cent" 

Percentage'increase at 27° to 30°C" 12"5 
Do" do" at 36°C" 32"5 

2_ Forms 0/ Sugar~ 
Total Sugars.] Reducing Sugars. 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°.30°C. 36°C. 27°·30°C. 36°C. 

Per cent. Per eent. Percent. Per cent. 

Fresh potatoes 2"10 2"10 0-24 0-24 
After 3 days 2"32 2"40 0-24 0-24 

" 
6 

" 
2"68 2"66 0"30 0"34 

" 
9 

" 
2"40 2"41 0"37 0"38 

" 12 " 
2"60 2:50 0"37 0"29 

These results confirm what has been already stated as a 
result of the examination of potatoes treated with collodion_ 
I t is difficult to consider the increase in total sugars, or even 
the increase in reducing sugars, as an essential part of the 
rotting process_ It accompanies it· certainly in certain cases, 
but the rotting seems to be capable of taking place without 
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materially greater increase in the sugars than occurs when 
the rot is very limited as in the tubers kept ~t the lower 
temperature in the present case. 

3. Gummy Matter and Dextrin. 

Fresh potatoes 

After 3 days 

" 6 " 
" 9 " 
.. 12 " 

. . , 

Gumnw Matter .. 

Potatoee at 
27° to 30" C. 

Per cent. 

1·00 
1·10 
2·10 
2·20 
2'80 

Potaloetat 
:Wc. 
Percent. 

'1·00 
1'40 
2'50 
)'10 
2'20 

In this case we get a curious result which does not 
seem, for the time being, capable of explanation. It shows 
the rise in the amount of gummy matter when we have learnt 
to associate wit~ heat rot. It shows also the fairly large rise 
in the preliminary stages of rotting reached at the lower 
temperature in twelve days. There is an inexplicable fall in 
the gummy matter in the later stages of the exposure at 
36°C. which demands further study and investigation. 

Taken generally, these experiments with potatoes in 
which air is excluded by covering the surface of the tubers 
with an impervious layer it may be said that-

(I) the increase in ammoniacal nitrogen is much slower 
than when the potatoes rot in the presence of air and the 
more completely the air is excluded, ~he less is the rise in 
this constituent. 

(2) the total sugars as well as the reducing sugar tend 
to increase when the potatoes are exposed to high temperatures 
,in the absence as well as in the presence of air. It is diffi .. 
. cult however to connect this increase directly with the rotting 
process. 
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(3) the gummy matters increase during rotting'in the 
absence of air as well as in its presence, but the increase is 
slower. The association of this increase with the rotting 
seems very clear. 

V.-Chemical Change.~ accompanying Heat-Rot in Carbon 
Dioxide and Nitrogen, 

Carbon Dioxide.-During the storage of potatoes in 
heaps, or bags, the atmosphere round the tubers gradually 
tends to become more and more charged with carbon dioxide, 
as a result of the respiration of the tubers. As these are the 
conditions under which heat-rot usually becomes serious. 
it was interesting therefore to consider the chemical changes 
which would be found taking place when potatoes were 
placed in pure carbon dioxide, The potatoes had in this 
case of course to be kept in sealed jars, 

The actual changes in the appearance of the potatoes so 
stored differ little from those already described as occurring 
when the surface of the tubers are sealed with paraffin wax. 
The rotting follows similar lines and is certainly not any more 
rapid than in the· previous case. At 27°C. to 30°C. rotting 
had started before the twelfth day, the portion of the flesh 
immediately under the skin being greyish black. 

The figures obtained in the usual determinations are 
as follows :-

1. Total Nitrogen and Ammoniacal Nitrogen, 
Total Nitrogen. Anunoniacal Nitrogen, 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27°.30°C. 36°C. 27°·30°C. 36°C. 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Percent. 

Fresh potatoes, • )'60 )'60 0'037 . 0'037 
After 3 days ,. )'60 )'68 0'036 0'039 

.. 6.. '.. )'60 )'70 0'050 0'052 

.. 9 .. )'68 )'70 0'050 0'054 

.. 12 .. )'64 )'70 0'054 0'067 
The changes indicated by the increase in ammoniacal 

nitrogen evidently are taking place at the lower temperature 



though more slowly than at the higher. The close connec
tion between this increase and the phenomena we are investi. 
gating is again obvious. The amount of ammoniacal nitrogen 
formed is again less than in air, but very similar to that 
produced when this latter is excluded. 

2. ForlTlJ 0/ Sugar. 

Fresh potatoes 
After 3 days 

" 6 " 
tt 9 ,t 

.. 12 II 

Total StJl<l1. ~inI S.,. 
Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at totatoes at 
27°.3O°C. 36°C. 27°.3O"C. 36°C. 
Percent. Per cent, 

2·10 2·10 
2·40 2·90 
2·90 ·3·10 
2·90 3·00 
3·00 3·10 

Per cent. Per cent. 

0·20 
0·20 
0·24 
0·24 
0"23 

0·20 
0·22 
0·24 
0·24 
0·26 

The similarity at the two temperatures investigated is 
again very marked. The increases of sugar in either case, 
however. are far less than we have obtained in the air. but 
are comparable with those obtained in the cases where 
respiration was prevented, at any rate so far as the rise in the 
quantity of total sugars is concerned. The increase in the 
amount of reducing sugars is. however, less than in this 
case. All the results certainly support the suggestion that 
the changes in sugar noted are rather part of the ordinary 
respiration of the potatoes at the temperatures involved. 
than connected wi~h the specific question of rotting. 

3. Gwnmy A1atlers and Dextrin. 
Gummy M .. 'kT .. 

Potatoes at 2T' to ~C. Potatoes at 36°C. 
Per cent. Percent. 

Fresh potatoes 1·00 1·00 
After 3 days 1"20 1·18 .. 6 

" 
3·00 2·50 .. 9 II 2·20 2·50 .. 12 II l·W() 2·20 

Here again. with a certain:..tnount of variation, we see a 
result somewhat similar to that obtained when the surface 
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of the potatoes was sealed up with paraffin wax. In the 
absence of air, there seems to be an initial rise in the gummy 
matter when rotting begins, which in this case tends to fall 
later on. This fall, after the rotting is fully established, is 
peculiar to these cases when air is excluded. The general 
conclusion as to the connection of the increase in gummy 
matter with the rotting is, however. clear. Its later diminu~ 
tion is evidently a secondary reaction whose rationale needs 
further invest~gation. 

Nitro.~en.-If the atmosphere of carbon dioxide in the 
sealed jars be replaced by nitrogen, we get a condition of 
things in which the. changes in the potatoes can hardly 
be directly influenced by the surrounding medium. When 
potatoes were put into sealed jars in nitrogen at the usual 
temperatures, the rotting changes at 36°C. showed almost 
the same course as in carbon dioxide and the tubers are 
quite soft and rotten on the twelth day. At 27° to 30°C. 
the changes were much slower than in carbon dioxide. 
After six days the tubers were quite sound, and it was only 
after twelve days that any very considerable amount of rot 
had developed. 

The principal difference between this case and those 
recorded previously is the relatively very small chemical 
changes which have occurred. The following figures will 
show this:-

1. Total Nitrogen and Ammoniacal Nitrogen. 
Total Nitrogen. Ammoniacal Nitrogen. 

Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at Potatoes at 
27° to 30°C. 36°C. 27° to 30°C. 36OC. 

Per cent. Percent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Fresh potatoes •• t 'SO l'SO 0'050 0'050 
After 3 days 1'80 l'SO 0'060 0'060 

6 " 
1"70 I'SO 0'062 0'061' 

" 9 " 
1"73 1'82 0'059 0'060 

" 
" 12 ,,' l'SO l"SO 0"067 0"080 

N A 18-18 
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The increase in the ammoniacal nitrogen in twelve clays 
is 34 per cent, at 27° to 30°C. and 60 per cent, at 36°C. This 
increase, though small relatively to what occurs in air. is 
comparable with that obtained when tubers are sealed with 
collodion, and greater than when they .are closed with 
paraffin wax, 

2, Forms 4 Sugar. 
Tolal SUla1l. Rdud", SUfGra. 

Potatoes Potatoes Potato. Potatoes 
at 27° to lO°C at 36 °C. at 27°·lO°C at 36°C 

Per cent. Pet cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Fresh potatoes 2't, 2'2 0'25 0'25 
After 3 days 2'3 2'4 0'25 0'26 .. 6 .. 2'1 2'2 0'25 0'26 .. 9 .. 2'2 2'3 0'27 0'26 

.. 12 " 
2'1 2'4 0'26 0'25 

Here the changes are very small. and confirms what has 
been said before with regard to the non-connection of the 
increase of sugar with the rotting process, As no respiration 
can take place, no increase of sugar of any kind is noticed. 
in spite of the fact that active rotting of the tubers is in 
progress, 

3. Gwnmy Matter anJ Dextrin. 
Cuntng Malk,. 

Potatoel at 2r to lO°C. Potatoel at 36·C. 
Pet cent. Per ceIlt. 

Fresh potatoes 0' 90 0' 90 
After 3 days 1'30 1'35 

.. 6 .. 1'40 0'98 

.. 9 .. 1'50 )'JO 

.. 12 .. 2'80 )'80 
The changes in this matter are very irregular. and 

it is difficult to understand their course particularly at 
the higher temperature, But the final result both at the 
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higher and at the lower temperature is that the proportion of 
gummy matters has doubled during the course of the 
exposure. 

The consideration of these results of exposure of pota~ 
toes' to a rotting temperature in an atmosphere of carbon 
dioxide or nitrogen does not lead to any modification of the 
conclusions reached at the end of the previous section. In 
these cases, just as those in which the potatoes were kept 
isolated fro!l1 all respiratory interchange by being sealed 
with collodion or with paraffin wax, the increase in ammonia
cal nitrogen was very much less than during rotting in air. 
It was still however substantial, amounting in twelve days 
to from 60 to 90 per cent. of the original quantity at the higher 
temperature. The increase of the sugars is very much less 
than in air, especially when the potatoes are exposed in 
nitrogen. The conclusion seems confirmed therefore that 
the large increases noted when the tubers are exposed in air 
are rather the result ,of the ordinary respiration of the 
potato at the high temperature of the rotting process than 
connected specifically with the rotting process itself. As 
regards the gummy matter, its increase during the rotting 
process, and as a result of that process, seems very clear. 

VJ.-The Respiration 0/ Potatoes at the Rotting 
Temperature. 

One more question remained. Is the r<.>tting described 
closely "and clearly connected with any marked increase in 
the production of carbon dioxide by the potato tuber ~ 
Even at low temperatures, carbon dioxide is being continually 
produced when potatoes are stored. but the respiration, 
of which this production is the evidence, is very slow. It 
becomes more rapid at higher temperatures and experim~nts 
were undertaken to see how far this respiration was affected 
by the rotting which occurs under the influence of high 
temperature. 
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The method adopted was to put the potatoes in sealed 
glass jars in air, as in previous experiments. Then the jar 
with the contained potatoes was exposed to the temperatures . 
6f 36°C. and 27° to 30°C. respectively for varying periods 
of time_ Then the air in the jars was drawn out with an 
aspirator and replaced by fresh air free from carbon dioxide 
and the whole allowed to stand for one day in the laboratory. 
The air was then again extracted and the carbon' dioxide 
in it determined by absorptiol'l in caustic potash in the usual 
way.. IR this manner the carbon dioxide formed in 24 hours 
after exposure to the temperatures above named for two. 
four, six, eight, ten and twelv~ days respectively was 
determined. 

The rotting in this case took place to an extent almost 
exactly similar to that which occurred in the ·experiment 
previously described when the potatoes were dipped in 
paraffin wax. 

The results obtained were as follows. the amounts of 
carbon dioxide produced being calculated per 100 grammes 
of fresh potatoes :-

Length of exposure. 
(\) 

After eXpoBure at 27" 
to 30°C. 

CrallUlle'l. 

(2) 
After expoaur •• t 

36"C. 

CralllrDel. 

Fresh potatoes 0-050 0·050 
After 2 days • 0·053 0-081 

,f 4 to 0-088 0-07J 
.' 6 " 0-094 0-072 
Of 8 .. 0'081 0'055 
" 10 .. 0'078 0-038 
.. 12 .. 0'074 0'035 

These results are of great interest. In both cases the 
exposure of the potatoes to a high temperature caused an 
immediate increase in the respiratory activity of the tuber. 
At the higher temperature, however. when rotting supervened 
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ve-q quickly, there was a very rapid reduction in the amount 
of ~arbon dioxide formed when the potatoes were again placed 
at ordinary temperature. After exposure for twelve days 
the respiration had fallen to a much lower figure than before 
being placed at the higher temperature. 

When exposed at the temperature of 27° to 30°C. the 
potatoes were little affected for two days ; after this the activity 
rapidly increased, but as the rotting became more marked the 
quantity of carbon dioxide produced in the time noted fell. 
The amount of. rotting was only limited even to the end of 
the exposure, and the respiratory activity was still much 
greater than before exposure to the temperature in question. 

It IS evident that as soon as rotting supervenes, the 
amount of carbon dioxide becomes less, which is an evidence 
of the decrease of the respiratory activity of the potato. When 
the rotting is general, and the eyes are killed, the amount 
of carbon dioxide produced is very small indeed. 

VII.-General Conclusions. 
The course of heat~rot of potatoes, produced when the 

tubers are stored at a high temperature (above 30°C.), espe~ 
cially in the absence of thorough aeration, is associated with 
(1) a considerable increase in the ammonical nitrogen in the 
tuber and (2) an increase in the amount of gummy matter 
and dextrin contained in the potato juice. The process in 
connection with these two constituents takes place whether 
the rotting occurs in air, or when the potatoes are kept in an 
atmosphere of carbon dioxide or nitrogen, or when all res~ 
piratory exchange is prevented by dipping the tubers in 
collodion or in paraffin wax. In air, in addition, there is a 
considerable increase in the amount of sugars, but this 
increase is much lower when respiration is prevented, and, it is 
probable that it is not connected with the rotting process. 

The rotting is not accompanied by any material increase 
in {lcidity 01 alkalinity of the juice of the tubers, but when 
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the rotting. is marked the amount of the enzyme catalase. is 
very much reduced. until the process is complete and the 
potato completely soft or rotten. The rotting produced by 
heat seems to result in a considerable decrease in the res
piration of the tuber. as measured by the amount of carbon 
dioxide produced by potatoes which have been exposed to 
the temperatures involved. 

The primary purpose of these experiments. . namely 
to find a method of detecting, by chemical means. the first 
onset of heat rotting in potatoes, has not been achieved. but 
the results obtained appear to be of considerable interest 
nevertheless. and to indicate clearly something of the char
acter of the changes involved in the process studied. I 
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RICE CULTIVATION IN THE LARKANA 
DISTRICT. 

A PRELIMINARY SURVEY. 

Among all the products of the Larkana District in Sind. 
rice occupies the chief place. The area under rice each year 
is between three hundred thousand and three hundred and 
fifty thousand acres, which represents nearly fifty per cent. 
of the total cultivation in the khaTi! season. The main rice 
area stretches along a 10w~lying belt of land between the river 
Indus on the east and the tableland of the Kohistan range 
on the west. and from Khairpur Nathanshah in the south to 
Ratodero in the north. It is very intensively grown in the 
portion of the country known as Mail, comprising adja
cent portions of the talukas of Kamber, Larkana. Warah 
and Dokri. The tract south of Khairpur Nathanshah known 
as Maha also contains extensive areas under rice, but the 
cultivation is much inferior. 

RICE SOILS OF WKANA. 

The rice lands of the tract are clay or clay loam varying 
. greatly in texture from hard impervious day very difficult 

to work to soft porous easilr workable loam. A general 
survey of the tract will show it to be divided into three main 
divisions of soil, their lengths running from north to south. 
The river side belt about 10 miles wide is clay impregnated 
more or less with salts. The central belt is clay loam about 
five miles broad, and a submontane strip, also about five 
miles wide. is soft clay loam deficient in humus. There 
is, however. no marked line of demarcation between the three 
belts. their texture gradually passing from hard clay of tIle 
riverside belt to poor clay loam on the side of the hilly table
land. Here and there we find some distinct variations_ in 
the width of each of the strips. For example. th~ Jlorth-wesl 
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portion of Proeha in Mehar which is topographically in the 
riverside belt is a good retentive soil, containing a good deal 
of humus and maintains a crop of the quality unusual in this 
strip. In other places where the surrounding areas are 
loamy clays. a piece is often found, which by virtue of its 
low-lying position is hard. clayey and containing salt. Some 
portions of Gulkalhoro in Mirokhan were observed to be of 
this texture. Several such portions were observed not to 
be similar to the greater part of the soils on their own belt. 
This condition has been brought about by unequal jntensity 
of cultivation occasioned by 4ifferences in water supply, 
as there appeared little evidenc.d of any other factor leading 
toward their being deficient from surrounding areas. Their 
appearance brings out in a most striking manner how irriga
tion is an important influence on the physial condition of 
the soils. 

The riverside belt generally supports a first class crop, 
the central much less and a tract commanded by the tail of 
canals rarely any. Sometimes even in the first two belts 
the hygroscopic conditions or the level, the adhesiveness 
or the retentiveness of certain portions appear to modify 
greatly their capacity for growing the crop. Deh Dhamrao. 
on the north of the canal of the same name. was practically 
bare of any .. Juhan crop ". The soil has been put under 
cultivation -of (ecent years. therefore sufficient vegetable 
matter has not collected in it to make it retentive of moisture. 
Portion of Deh Mahrnadi Tanwary in Mirokhan also did 
not support Jubari. on account, I think. of its deficient water 
capacity. The landscape presents no variety. The few 
mounds or depressions that exist are of inappreciable size. 
except a few lakes round about Kamber. 

CLIMATE OF mE RICE TRACTS. 

It is hot and dry from May to September, which forms 
the b~t weather. The period from May 12th to June 20th 
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is called Challiho (lit. forty days), during which strong 
hot winds and dust-storms blow. FromJuly 1st to the end 
of September there is generally a want of fresh breeze and 
the nights are generally close. The Saraoo or autumn 
begins with October and ends in December, when it is 
damp, and malaria prevails due to' accumulation of water 
round about. From December to February. it is cold .and 
chilly and this which fo~ms the winter. Malarial fevers, 
bronchial coughs and colds are prevalent through the 
Saraoo season and sometimes continue well into the 
winter. The spring (Bahar) season which sets ~n in March 
and lasts up to April is moderate and pleasant when there 
is general immunity from disease. The tract is free from 
plague, and cholera is scarce. In the hot months if a breeze 
occurs it is from the south, in winter the ~ind blows from 
the north. East and west winds also blow occasionally. 
The former is considet:ed beneficial and the latter prejudicial 
to grain formation jf they happen to come at the flowering 
season of the' rice crop. Rainfall is insignificant and is 
not wanted in the khaTi} season.. Its 'want is generally 
feIt- during January when. it proves of .the utmost benefit 
for the rabi crop. The growth of rice cultivation has 
be~n vigorous during last two decades but the increase 
in population which was taking place during the first 
decade has been going down throughout the years of. the 
last decade. The most serious malady in the tract is 
malaria which sometimes delays very important harvest 
operations, 

IRRIGATION. 

The irrigation sources of the tract are the Sukkur Canal, 
the Gharwah and the Western Nara Canal and their branches. 
They all run approximately from east to west and traversing 
the rice tract, end in the sem~sandy plateau. The' main 
canals are opened between May 15th to 25th and their branches 
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flow by the first week in June. All the three are the most 
important inundation canals from the river and the tract 
is densely covered with their ramifications. aU enjoying flow 
water. These canals are big old works and have continued 
to exhibit a very good record of their water supply. Owing 
to their good depth. some water remains in them during 
winter too which is lifted up for irrigatinR gardens. wheat 
or other winter crop along their banks. With the growth 
of rice cultivation and as a precaution against vagjlries of the 
river. many improvements have been made in these works 
by cutting ·out new heads from the river, clearance of silt, 
building of dams, and regulators and strengthening embank .. 
ments for the benefit of the higher lands. With these im
provements the area under rice bas nearly trebled during 
the last twenty years and much waste has been reclaimed and 
brought under cultivation. While the main canals have been 
maintaining their excellence. limited by the quality of inunda
tion their off-takes are not all equal. so far as supply of flow 
water is concerned. The deficiency is. however. remedied 
by fixing rotation~ or by converting rice areas into land for 
jowar or bosi wheat. Usually much of the water is absorbed 
by lands nearer the mouth of these distributaries and those 
nearer the tail suffers specially from any deficiency that ~ay 
occur. The tail areas are further subject to another 
disadvantage in that their water requirements being syn
chronous with those of the head lands, the rotation in their 
case is of little use. and when the head lands have had their 
requirements met their owners let down much of the water 
held up before. which sometimes submerges the tail are.u, 
and these consequently suffer not only from initial deficiency, 
but also from the untimely abundance. This difficulty is 
all the more aggravated in view of the fact that there is very 
little waste land on which to turn off the surplus water. These 
old canal systems. are not yet so well harnessed as some of 
the recent ones, like the Jamrao, by innumerable regulators 
and escape channels. The sketch map attached to th~ 



bulletin shows roughly how the irrigation is distributed in 
the rice tract, From the canal branches, take off the zamin
dari karias, every big zamindar possessing a separate outlet 
from the branches. His cultivators then cut up the karia 
in several places and let water into their own portions of cul
tivation. There are no convenient small water channels 
to water each field separately, but the water runs from 
higher plots to lower ones through intervening bannas or 
embankments. 

CULTIVATION. 

The rice is invariably sown on the transplanting system. 
When the canals begin to flow the seed beds which are 
generally a guntha (one-fortieth of an acre) each in area ~re 
prepared in the following way:-

The bed is levelled and scraped of its grass, etc.: with 
a kodal (spade). The surface is packed and smoothed and 
the bannas repaired. Since every year the same beds are 
utilized there is little labour required for this annually. Then 
a layer about two inches thick of cowdung is evenly spread 
with a rake and packed and beaten down with its head piece. 
Wherever there is scarcity of this material it is supplemented 
by a six-inch layer of paddy straw or a three-inch layer of 
grain husk got from the mills. Cowdung always forms the 
top layer when used in conjunction with any of these. Some
times straw or husk is alone used in which case about a ten
inch layer of straw or a six-inch layer of husk is considered 
sufficient. Whether the effects of different rab materials 
is identical or not, the haris' (or cultivators') opinion is divided 
but they always prefer cowdung to other materials by custom, 
and for Sugdassi rice they always procure the former. I think 
there is an argument in favour of cowdung. This burns 
slowly and radiates more heat so that the temperature neces
sary to bring about the maximum beneficial result is 'easily 
acquired by this fuel. Whereas straw and husk may partly 
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fail in producing this desirable effect owing -to the one being 
too quickly combustible and the other giving out less radiant 
heat. As already worked out elsewhere, it is not the ash or 
other mineral matter resulting from Tab burning that 
counts for fertility so much as the heat which is generated 
in the process and which improves the physical texture 
of the seed bed. It may be of interest to note that the culti
vator from experience prefers a hard nursery bed in contra .. 
diction to a pulverised surface, the idea being that the roots 
of seedlings should not be deeply embedded in the soil and 
be subsequently difficult to pluck out or be liable to injury 
in the action. There is another advantage 100 underlying 
this practice. The roots, unable ,to penetrate the hardened 
surface, freely develop in the soft akh above, and so the growth 
of seedlings becomes more rapid, it has been found that 
quickly grown seedlings give better results in the field, for 
the crop ripens later in proportion as to the age of the seed
lings is more advanced. as they then form joints and do not 
tiller. The Philippine method of preparing seedlings had 
been devised chiefly with this object in view. 

Seedlings.-A day before sowing the beds fire is applied 
to the manure, preferably at noon by spreading over it burning 
cinders which ignite the bed simultaneously all over. In 
about a couple of hours the manure completely burns away. 
Next morning seed is broadcasted over it at the rate of one 
to one and a half kassas* for a bed of about i guntha. 
The water is immediately let in. a man constantly tapping 
down, with a bushy branch. the seed from floating on the 
water. In this process the wet ash covers the seed and weighs 
it down. The nursery bed is watered every day so as just to 
cover the surface. After a couple of days the seed germinates, 
after- which watering is given every second or third day, till 
they are fifteen to twenty days old when they are ready for trans
planting. ~ome pluck them dry if the bed is soft. Otherwise 
----------------- ----~---

• The Iuossa i •• measure and t~ grain in it _igb. 2h pound .. 
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they fill the bed with water and pluck in standing water 
carefully washing off all earth attached to the roots. The 
seedlings are made into bundles weighing approximately one 
pound and containing Irom five to eight hundred plantlets. 
The period of raising seedlings lasts for little less than two 
months beginning from June 1 st. Correspondingly the 
transplanting also goes on for about two months and Thadhri 
or Gokal Ashtami (about the second week in August) is consi
dered the latest day for the operation. 

Preparation 0/ /ield.-There are two methods of prepar
ing land f~r t.ransplanting, (1) puddling iust at the time of 
transplanting, (2) ploughing ~fter harvest once or twice 
when the land is moist enough. There are soils which 
respond to puddling much greater and other which produce 
good results with winter ploughing but puddling generally 
is said to have a deleterious effect on the dubari crop. 
Puddling is resorted to in case of hard clayey soil where there 
is too much weed growth, or on soils which soon dry out 
and set too hard after the harvest for the plough to break them. 
Ploughing the land in winter is more beneficial than puddling 
and- where circumstances of moisture, cattle and labour 
are favourable this is invariably done. In the puddling sys
tem water is allowed in the field and when it has well soaked 
into it and softened it and some remains still ~n the surface, 
the soil is ploughed and cross-ploughed. Immediately 
after. a light plank is rolled over. which buries in the mud all 
grass and smooths the surface. In winter-ploughed lands 
no further treatment is given except repairing the bannas 
(embankments). 

T ransplanting.-The water is then allowed in the fields 
and the works of transplantation commenced. This opera
tion is generally done by the Machhi or Sheikh castes on 
contract at the rate of Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs . .2-0~0 per jireb (half 
an acre). At the same time as the seedlings are plrlcked. 
bundle9. and brought in headloads to the field, the transpla"nters 
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hold a bundle each in the left hand. and with the 
right separate a bunch of six to twenty fair plantlets and 
force. with their thumb and forefingers, their roots into the 
soil. Some operators are very dexterous and can earn about 
12 annas a day each. About five hundred bundles are needed. 
to plant a jireb. The operation is undertaken during the 
morning only between 7 a.m. and 12 noon. The tops of 
the older seedlings are snapped away to reduce evaporation 
from their leaves. It is a belief among the cultivators. that 
the younger seedlings take root earlier and their original 
leaves continue on, whereas in older ones the lateral leaves 
die away. and it is a long time before new-ones shoot out. 
The younger plants tiller much fOore than the older ones. 
Seedlings should be plucked before any internode is 
developed on their stems. In practice. the number of seedlings 
sown in a bunch varies with their length from six to twenty. 
The bigger the plantlets the smaller the number in a bunch 
and vice Versa. 

Watering.-After transplanting water is let in from the 
channels and allowed to remain in each plot. the area of wltich 
varies according to the surface contours. In uneven ground 
they may contain as little as one to two grmtha3. but in usual 
plains they are not more than ten to fifteen gwzthas in area. 
In the beginning water is used carefully till the seedlings 
take root but in the later period of their growth. the hari 
lets in as much w~ter as the embankments can hold. They 
are generally from nine to fifteen inches high. The h3ri 
prefers a small quantity of water always flowing in the rice field 
afterwards. Beyond taking out weeds once or twice there 
is no other attention paid to the crop and one man is sufficient 
to keep off stray animals and attend to the watering of about 
fifteen acres. In certain soils the vegetative growth of paddy 
is alotost rank. In such cultivation the han allows his cattle 
to graze off paddy tops above water and sometimes he cul. 
them with a sickle. This pruning encourages the formation 
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of bigger earheads and keeps down the proportion of straw 
to grain. 

Harvesting·-The crop is ready by the end of October. 
Four men or six women can cut a jireb per day, but if the 
land is too wet it takes six men or ten women for the job. 
If the operation is got done qy contract by outside labour 
the wages are paid in kind from I! kassas to 3 kassas per jireb 
cut with a liberal allowance of straw to feed their cattle during 
the period of engagement. The harvest extends over one 
month and- a half chiefly qwing to different varieties matur
ing at different times, the earliest being Sigro and latest Sug
dassi. Ai the crop is cut it is kept on the field to dry for 
a couple 'of days and then removed in headloads to the 
threshing yard . 

. Threshing.-One threshing yard is common to all the 
haris of the same zamindar or <<;If the same village, every har; 
looking after his own stack. The cut crop is arranged in 
big cylindrical stacks each of which represents a separate 
cultivator's crop, or the produce of one survey number. 
The threshing is done, as with all other crops, under the feet 
of cattle. A hard piece of gfound is selected levelled with 
the kodal (spade) and mud. plaster applied if the soil surface 
is soft. Generally a team of four or five cattle are made to 
tread out paddy by walking over a circular heap. Paddy 
grain easily separates from the straw and, unlike wheat, as the 
grain of each charge separates, the straw is removed to one 
side with a wooden fork and a new charge is added on to the 
heap until the whole stock is finished up this way. Then 
the grain with the fine straw or chaff is heaped up and kept 
f9r winnowing and the paddy straw made into headloads or 
bound into big cylindrical rolls. The threshing is gene
rally started at 10 a.m. and the day's work is over by a~out 
4 p.m. Four cattle with a man and a boy can thresh out 
a maund (82 pounds) of grain per hour if the fork man deftly 
works the crop up and dQwn, because it is his work that 

r.t A 6-l 
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counts much in paddy threshing. The Prong variety is 
a bit difficult in threshing in comparison with other varieties. 
The straw rolls are very neatly bound and were it not for 
their big size they would compare very favourably with any 
machine made bale in other respects. The binding straps 
are twisted out from the straw and laid flat on the ground 
about a foot apart and straw evenly spread over them. 
Three men hold the ends of these straps one side and roll 
the straw between them, all the time pressing down the stuff 
with the feet and hand and after bundling they knot the free 
ends of the straps. Each roll weighs about three to four 
maunds and will fill one whole cart. 

Winnowing.-This is done iri the usual way when the 
wind blows. With a good breeze one man can clean out 
twenty maunds of grain in a day of eight hours. The thresh~ 
ing season lasts for nearly two months, being sometimes 
protracted even longer for considerations of dubari operations 
and winter ploughing. As soon as the grain is cleaned it 
is collected and made into conical heaps and the zamindar 
puts a stamp mark on it to protect it from being tampered 
with till the batai or sharing time .. 

. Outtum.-The yield per jirel? varies considerably with 
the variety, date of sowing, nature of soil, and irrigation con
ditions from 15 to 50 kassas (Kassa = 26 lbs.) and about 15 
to 40 bundles of str,aw weighing about 40 lbs. each. After 
batai (division of produce), such portion as is required for 
meeting any liabilitY is sold off to the bania (grain dealer), 
and the remaining is stored in mud bins for seed or home 
consumption. 

Mud Bins.-These are of two kinds, one is higher and 
moveable, of two to ten maunds capacity, and this sort is 
made entirely of mud. It is cylindrical in shape with an 
immoveable lid on the top from which it is filled. It has 
a small port near the bottom whence the grain is taken out 
as required. This sort of bin is called $UJUIi. The other 
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storage receptacle is called palli. and is constructed in 
the following manner. About six pillars about two feet high 
are constructed of bricks. one to three feet apart. according 
to the desired capacity of the palli. Over these wooden 
rafters and matting are placed to make a circular platform. 
Then wooden poles six to ten feet long are p,riven upright 
round the edge of this platform. Inside and over the 
platform a strong matting woven of Lai (T amarix gallica. 
Linn.) twigs of such dimensions as will round and act as a 
wall inside the upright poles and when the grain is poured 
from the top it rests against them. The poles are further 
fastened to each other by locking ropes round them. In 
the centre of the platform a pole about twelve feet long is 
inserted, the top end of which supports the conical or dome~ 
like roof. Then the whole structure is mud plastered all 
round. The capacity of such a palli is from twelve to twenty 
kharar of 20 maunds each. If the grain is stored in them 
before being perfectly dry it moulds and is spoiled. 

PROFIT AND Loss OF RICE CULTIVATION. 

The subjoined table details the expenses and income 
from rice cultivation for 1917. In making this estimate 
average conditions of crop production have been taken into 
a~count, viz., average good soil, fair inundation, immunity 
from wholesale disease, normal charges. of labour supply, 
second class assessment, undisturbed markets and the common 
paddy variety. Expenses of weeding are not taken into 
account as the price of grass taken out more than balances 
them. 

Expenditure per jireb H acre). 

Preparing seed bed 
Cost of two c;arts Qf p\anurt; .. 

Rs. a., p. 

060 
1 0 0 
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Cost of seed, I! kassa 
Puddling and ploughing (man and a pair) 
Transplanting on contract 
Watching and watering, 1 man for 2 months at 

10 p. m. for 30 ji~eb • • • • 
Harvesting price of two k.assas of grain 
Bundling, carrying and stacking in yard 
Threshi~g and winnowing crop of 20 kassas 

4 cattle = Re. 1, 2 men = Re. 1 and 
1 boy = Annas 2. 

Miscellaneous expenses of marketing, etc. 
Irrigation and land assessment at \ Rs. 4-8-0 per 

acre 
Karia clearance 

Total expenses 

Receipts per jireb H acre). 

Rs. a. p. 

180 
100 
200 

010 8 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
i 2 0 

0 2 4 

2 4 0 
0 4 0 

14 5 0 

Paddy grain, 20 kassas at 50 kharar •• 
Paddy straw, 20 bundles at 4 annas a bundle 

Rs. a. p. 

•• 16 10 8 
.. 5 0 0 

Total receipts 
Deduct expenses 

Net profit 

21 10 8 
14 5 0 

758 

The net profit herein worked out w ill be fully interpreted 
under batai (vide infra). 

RICE VARIETIES. 

There are a good many varieties in cultivation in the 
district and if a careful and systematic classification were 
undertaken the number known will probably be largely in .. 
~reased. The cpl~ivat9rs hav~ «,me to recognise merely those 
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that the trade classifies as distinct. The latter differentiates 
them according to their commercial value with the consequence 
that a good many botanically difterent varieties fall under 
one and the same name. The following are the names under 
whiCh nearly all the different varieties have been recognised 
by the trade. In the tabulated statement below I also give 
the main distinguishing characters of each. They are fur
ther arranged in order of their commercial value. 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Variety. 

Jajai 

Prong 

Distinguishing characters . Cultural Description. 

.. . This is SugJa •• i (sweet scented) Takes aboutllO days to ripen: 
grain long, thin. fhtty when requires good soil and ~areful 
broken: with drooping ear- cultivation: produced under 
heads, Rice pale yellow. copious irrigation mostly for 

local consumption. 

This is also sweet and scented Same as above: possesses the 
and possesses the same charac- additional merit of resistlDg 
ter. as above but the glume is dIsease better than (I) but 
of deeper colour and possesses ripens a little later and is a bit' 
an awn: grain gelatenous. difficult to thresh. 

Sonahri .• This also sweet-scented though Same as above: but ripen. 
to a less degree with reddIsh earlier than eIther of the two 
coloured husk. Grain is less and the rice contains a les. oil 
lIinty, thicker than above two. percentage. 

SaJagulah. Same as (3) but the husk a Same as ahove. Ripens in 
little lighter colour than ahove. ahout 100 days. The yield is 
Grain whitish yellow not trans- generally better than above, 
lucent like all previously but the taste i. less delicious 
named. and rice is more starc_hy. 

Kangni •. This is not scented. The grain This stands next to SugJa •• i 
opaque, white straight un- c1as. as regards soil cultivation 
like Jajai which is slightly bent, and water requirements. etc. 
husk whitish gray WIth longitu- Takes ahout 90 days to ripen. 
dinal grooves thicker and Can withstand draught hetter 

Torh 

lIatter than SagJa •• i. than Sugt/ttssi class. 

Same as No.5, hut is very star- Same a. No.5. Tillers much 
chy hrittle, plum"p and soft. more than above and owing to 
Earhead erect with Ie •• percent- it. Kalar (salt) resisting pro
age of oil and albuminoid... perties always forms the first 

transit ion crop in reclamation 
of salt lands. 

Malingo " Same as ahove" hut grain finer 
and translucent resembling 
SugJa ... rice without fragrance. 

Same as No. 5 but requires 
more copious irrigation than. it. 
It is not used in 'Josh' process 
like Nos. 5 and 6 • 

Sighro .. /The grain resemhles the followint This is an early variety ripening 
variety except the husk i, in about 50 days on which account 
not red like it. The grain is nol it i. quickly replacing other 
so coarse in eating as No.9. coarser varieties in Warah taluka. 
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9 Sathri 

10 La"i 

11 Motio 

.. 1 HUlk red: Irain coarse. white Thi. it alao an early variety. I thick: poor in oil and albumi- Take. about 2l montha to ripe. 
, noid. but rich in starch. Produced under poor cuitivlhon. 
~ Eaten by poor fulk • 

. . IThe husk i. not red but the Irain Cultivated in low Iyinl field.. 

l
i.IO. It i. a coarse variety. npenalater. Produced under lea. 
poor folk make it into bread. cultivation • 

.. \ Same a. above but the hUlk i, Same .. above •. 80th were' I al.o red. imported from I_er S,nd. . 

Besides the distinguishing characters given above. the 
standing crop of these varieties presents to the hand and eye 
many more unmistakable differences of colour of leaves. 
coarseness or fineness of straws. \ the erectness. drooping or 
spreading nature of the ear-heads and leafiness or otherwise 
of the stems. The choice of variety depends on the following 
factors. (1) quality of the inundation. (2) low or high situation 
of the soil. (3) kind of soil. If. the inundation is too late the 
cultivators will put in short lived varieties like SighTO or 
5athTi rather than long lived like Sugdassi varieties. In low 
lying fields where there is likelihood of too much water 
standing they put in LaTTi and Molio. unlike rOTh and Kangni. 
which should be sown on higher levels where there is no danger 
of too much water stationing. Poor salt lands should receive 
a variety like rOTh rather than the Sugdassi or Malingo varieties 
which must be sown on good retentive soils with natural 
drainage. Arrang~ in order of long life they stand as fol. 
lows:- (1) Sugdassi. (2) rOTh, (3) Kangni. (4) Molio. (5) LaTTi. 
(6) SathTi. (7) SighTO. Arranged according to depth of 
water they can stand they rank. (1) LaTTi. (2) Molio. (3) KangTO. 
(4) rOTh. (5) Sugdassi. (6) SathT; or SighTO. Lastly according 
to value they have been already classified in the table already 
gIven. 

,RICE PrsTS. 
Our rice is immune from many diseases. insect or fungus, 

to which it is suhject in other parts of the world. VjTa 
of Eastern Bengal. Brusoul of Italy and Blast of Am . 

enca 
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have happily no brother in Sind rice. Even insect pests are 
few and none of them is a serious danger. The Cantharid 
beetle feeding on the flowers, the Leptocorisa bug sucking 
the ripening grain and grasshoppers eating leaves may be 
observed here and there but the danger is insignificant. 
Among animal pests the rat is less annoying than in lower 
Sind, where it is so very bold as to swim away even to the 
centre of the field and damage the crop there if it is not satis~ 
fied near the bannas (embankments). Among the fungus 
diseases Srput is the only disease observed and it is responsible 
every year for half an anna damage in a rupee. There is, 
however. another unknown malady which threatens to be 
serious. It is sterility or semi~sterility of the heads. This 
is attributed by the local people to a strong gale of short 
duration which blows from the west during the following 
season in the evening or early hours of night. What action 
it plays on the plant physiology cannot be explained. Out~ 
wardly there i~ evident no other symptom beyond the emptiM 

ness of the glumes. I~ is remarkable. however. that while 
the wind passes through vast areas of paddy cultivation. 
yet only a few fields are affected and there too the damage 
is confined to a few individual plants. This fact leads one 
to believe that more than mere wind must be the real cause 
and it is likely that on examination this sterility may be found 
to be due to some parasite. 

Apart from the above unexplained sterility there is one 
more factor which is acting prejudicially on the quality of rice . 
.It has been observed that Sugdassi when continually grown 
on the same field and in the same environment gradually 
loses its most distinguishing . character of fragrance. 
Not only that but some sort of redistribution of its fatty. 
starchy and albuminoid ingredients takes place which conse~ 
quently make it resemble more the inferior types of rice than 
the real Sugdassi. Moreover. it occasionally happens in rice 
fields that a particular variety undergoes some physiological 
degeneration and produces a type called Gada (sport) 
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plant. This may differ from the parent not only in quality 
of its grain but sometimes the colour of the skin of rice also 
changes from white to red and via! versa. This state of 
things was reported round about Ratodero and evidently 
demands careful investigation. 

MILLING AND TRADE. 

With the expansion of rice' cultivation in the ,district 
and a limited internal demand for the commodity. the local 
bania capitalist has turned his attention to mobilise the surplus 
produce for foreign countries. This has necessitated the 
establishment of paddy mills of which there are about forty 
distributed throughout the tract .nd located as near the 
railway line as convenient. Larkana. Kamber. Ratodero. 
Badah. Nasirabad are important centres. each of the above 
containing five factories with an average of about four hullers 
in each factory. They are mostly driven by steam engines. 
There are three stages in the process of turning out finished 
rice through them. In the first. the husk is removed and 
blown away by blast from fans. in the second. the outter skin 
or bran is removed. It is at this stage that most of the break
age of the rice grain occurs. and lastly the finer particles are 
removed by leather bands acting as brushes. In the old 
method of husking paddy by the pestle and mortar. the break
age of rice is very small and the loss of fat and proteid 
which results from damage to the rice skin (alearone) in mills 
is avoided. Such rite still command a higher price. 

J osh.--There is also another method of preparing 
rice for export. It is called Josh (boiling). The process 
is as follows :-First of all dirt is removed from paddy by 
passing it through sieve. Big earthen pots are filled with 
paddy and water and kept on ground covered with a six-inch 
layer of rice husk as fuel. This is then lighted. For the 
whole night these jars remain there on the fire. next day the 
water is drained off and the paddy is subjected to a second 
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heating in shalfow iron pans kept on the fire. For an hour 
each jar is heated and then taken out and. spr~d on roofs 
for drying. The first boiling _is sometimes done in iron tubes 
instead of earthen jars. In their case, water is first heated 
to the boiling point and then the fire is removed and clean 
paddy put in them and allowed to remain there for 8 hours. 
Then w",ter is drained off and the stuff heated on pans and 
then dried as described above. By being semi-cooked, 
the husk easily separates in the mill and there is no breakage 
of grains •. Besides, it is claimed that such rice has better 
keeping qualities and does not deteriorate when carried on 
long sea voyages. The rice prepared this way fetches the 
same price as the usual sort, the extra expenses of boiling, 
etc., being covered up by the gain in weight during the josh 
process. Thirteen maunds of rice are obtained from a kharar 
(20 maunds) of paddy untreated, but fourteen maunds of 
rice from boiled paddy. Josh prepared rice is entirely for 
export and there is no local demand for it. Systematic 
grading of rice is never undertaken is these mills as elsewhere. 

By-products from mills.-These consist of the husk, bran 
and the spent water from josh. Husk is used as fuel in 
josh and the surplus is retailed out to cultivators from twelve 
annas to.a rupee per cart-load for rab burning or mixing in 
mud plaster for houses. Bran and small broken grain is 
called .~atti (meal), is largely used as cattle food and sold 
from twelve annas to one rupee eight annas per maund 
according to the percentage of broken grain in it. The water 
in which josh paddy is boiled is thrown away and anyone 
who may have passed by these factories may have noticed 
the alcoholic smell it emits. It may be worth while inves
tigating its contents with a view to its utilization. . 

T rade.-The export trade is through Karachi with 
Persia, some Indian ports and Colombo in Ceylon. For the 
fact that our rice cannot compete with Burma rice in European 
market, there is no other explanation but that our quantity 

M A 6-3 
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is limited and the milling and grading not up to the require
ments of that trade. All the business involved. from the 
purchase of the paddy crop to the delivery in the countries 
of export as a finished article. is in the hands of Bania mer .. 
chants. Basing the estimate on acreage in the district 350.000 
acres would produce at two-thirds of a khaTar per acre (deduct .. 
ing one-sixth of a kharar for seed and home storage by the 
cultivator) 175,000 khaTars of paddy. This quantity will be 
available for sale annually and at Rs. 50* a kharo.r their 
value comes to Rs. 87,50,000. 

A khaTar of paddy yields fourteen maunds rice. four 
maunds katti (bran) and two maunds husk. Therefore the 
above quantity of 175,000 khaTarlJ cohverted into mill products 
mean-

Rs. 
Rice 175,000 X 14 maunds at Rs. 6 a 

maund in factory 1.47.00.000 
Katli 175,000 X 4 maunds at Re. I a 

maund in factory 7.00.000 
Husk 175,000 X 2 maunds at Re. 1-6 

per maund. cart-load 35.000 

Therefore the merchant's gross r~liza-
tions are 

Price of crop 
Milling at Rs. 2-8 a 

khaTur costs 

or a total of 

Rs. 87.50,000 

4.37.500 .. 

We get total value of his annual business 
And his gross annual profits come to .. 

or after each cultivated acre 6i!.:: 
and we have seen the agriculturists' 

gross profit 

1.54.35,000 

91.87.500 

2.46,22,500 
62,47,500 

Rs. a. p. 
17 13 7 

14 II 4 
• Rate has since gone up hy O\'er lOOper cent. 
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i.e., hari and zamindars' combined gain 
per acre is less than that of trademen 
by 

Again on the assumption of same 
acreage the agriculturists' gross receipts 
work out to-

Acres. Rs. a. p. 

2,50.000 (2 X 21 ~ 1 0-8) 
gross receipt on acre 

Rs. a. p. 

3 2 3 

3,50~OOOx2 X §j = 4.S5.~.OOO •• Rs.l,51.66,666 

and the Government assessment demands at an average of 
Rs. 4! per acre come to Rs. 3,50,000 X _1 Rs. 15,75,000 or 
10·4 per cent. of gross produce returns. 

If figures of income tax on rice merchant were available 
it should be- interesting how differently agriculture and rice 
trade fare in matters of Government dues. Supposing there 
be no evasions {lnd all taxable incomes were included, still 
the highest percentage charged to incomes of trademan at 
6 pies in a rupee is 3· I per cent. 

DUBARI. 

Dubari means the second crop sown immediately after 
harvesting paddy. Crops generally grown as such are wheat, 
gram, maiar (Lattyrus sativus), coriander, jambho (Eruca 
sativa lam), sariah (Btusslca campestris) and hurbo (Fenu~ 
greek). The assessment for Jubari is from four to eight 
annas per acre in order to induce haris and zamindars to 
keep their soils well tilled and so maintain their fertility. 
The soils which support Jubari are generally more retentive 
of moisture and of good texture. 

Wheat.-After the paddy harvest, when land comes in 
condition for ploughing, the seed is broad-casted at the rate 
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of one k,assa (k,assa = 32Ibs.) per jireh and ploughed and cross~ 
ploughed. No other tillage is done. The variety of wheat 
sown is thori. The moisture is ample at the time and the 
germination is good; but the after-growth of the crop is not 
vigorous, due to constant cropping of the soil. The plants 
are stunted, the grain-heads small and the yield very poor. 
not more than 3 to 5 times the quantity of seed sown. Manure 
is not generally added to the soil. But such soils as come 
in condition for ploughing soon after harvest, so that' ample 
time intervenes before sowing of wheat, are manured lightly 
with well rotten goat manure~ ploughed and. samared four 
times and then seeded with a drill like b.)si wheat. In 
such soils the yield is about 15 k,assd, a jireb. Dubari wheat 
is mostly round about Kamber. Sometimes, in order to 
keep up the fertility of the soil, a miyture of wheat and malar 
(Lathyrus) is sown. This was also seen near Kamber in Deh 
Chhajra. The cultivato,r on his own part is not very eager 
to grow dubari wheat as the labour entailed in maintaining 
it is relatively high considering the amount of wheat usually 
obtained. But the zamindar compels the hari to do it in his 
own self-interest, as not only does the zamindar get a share 
of wheat produce, however small, but that at the cost of the 
hari he indirectly gets his lands ploughed up. This tillage 
is believed to be beneficial to the succeeding paddy crop. 
Dubari wheat is rotated sometimes with gram and malar. 

Gram.- It is sown in just the same way as dubari wheat 
except that the seed is covered with one ploughing only. 
It makes excellent fodder for horses and cattle. The tender 
shoots are nipped off and cooked ~ vegetable. The growth 
of the pruned crop is vigorous and the grain yield heavy. 
The green fodder is sold from Re. 1 to Re. 1-8 per ganlha. 
If not cut for fodder the grain yield varies between 400 to 
600 lbs. per acre. The returns from gram are more attractive 
than that of malar but the former can grow well only in a 
sweet soil. Gram cultivation is further liked owing to its 
restorative qualities on the land. It ripens later than malar, 
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Malar.-This is a hardy plant and grows even in soils 
containing moderate quantities of kalar salts. Wherever 
the soil is pretty retentive of moisture, this pulse invariably 
follows paddy. The month of October is the sowing season. 
At this period, whether the paddy be cut or standing, the seed 
is sprinkled at the rate of one kassa per jireb. The soil is 
generally muddy at the time. After a month and a half 
it completely covers the pound and the cattle are allowed 
to graze it off. The grazing continues for a couple of months, 
and is the~ stopped as soon as flowers appear in abundance. 
Early in March the crop is ready for harvest, the average yield 
being 100 lbs. per jireb. If cultivation is kept for green 
fodder it fetches 12 annas to a rupee per gunlha. The crop 
is restorative to a moderate degre~ Neither malar nor 
gram is made into hay, but bruised chaff obtained after thresh~ 
ing of gram forms delicious mixture in cattle food. Horses 
will not 'eat malar. 

Hurbo.-Is -fenugreek, also called melhi in Sindhi. 
This is also a leguminous crop grown for its fodder and seed, 
the latter. being the well~known condiment. The area under 
this is very small. It is broad~casted either in wet soil or 
under a plough. The seed rate is about 8 pounds per jireb. 
The seed is dear. The crop gives· two good cuttings. The 
fodder is considered superior even to gram and keeps valuable 
animals in condition. It i; generally sown in nursery bed 
areas where the remnants of manure stimulate its growth. 
It is also. used as vegetable in the green as well as in the dry 
_state. The value of the yield both of fodder and grain 
comes to Rs. 50 per jireb. 

Coriander.-This is sown broad~cast under one plough~ 
ing. The seed rate is 6 pounds per jireb. The'leaves are 
eaten and cooked in curry and the seed (fruit) forms one of 
the greatly used condiments in Sind. The area und~r this 
is also 'Very small. It will not grow in poor or salt land. 
The money return from this crop is about Rs. 60 per jireb. 
J t is sometimes sown as a mixed crop with gram. 
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}ambho and sariah.-These. as dubari. are sown mixed 
with matar. The seed at the rate of 5 to 6 pounds is broad .. 
casted in wet soil with matar at the end of October. The crop 
is ready in March. The yield from the mixed crop is about 
300 to 400 lbs. per jireb. Both yield oil which is used for 
burning, and to a small extent in cooking, while it is also mixed 
with fuller's earth and applied to the body before bathing. 
It is a very good cool substitute for soap. The oil pressing 
industry of the tract is dependent on the jambho and' sariah 
cultivation. There are good many oil mills (country) located 
in important villages of the tract. Some zamindars are -of 
opinion that apart from Leguminosre dubari crops, which 
are distinctly restorative, even other~ are not exhaustive and 
that whatever plant food they take is more than replenished 
by the tillage that is given for Jubari. Another advantage 
from dubari is that the hari gets engagement al! the year 
round without leaving his home for outside work during 
the winter. 

ECONOMIC CoNDITION OF PEOPLE. 

The general condition of the agriculturist is good in com· 
parison with his brethren in the rest of Sind. The wealth 
is not great but the indebtedness is small. The following 
remarks will apply to the haris and to the proprietors of small 
holdings who cultivate the land. For convenience sake 
I shall divide their "{ealth under two heads, I-Movable, 
II-Immovable properties. Under the former I shall 
consider (a) Live~stock, (b) Implements, (e) Household 
chattels and ornaments, (d) Stored grain or fodder or manure. 
Under the latter head I put down (a) Land, (b) Dwelling 
houses and (e) Permanent improvements in the same. 

I.-Movable property. 

(a) Live~stoek.-From the amount of tillage and the 
pilture of cultivation of rice in vogue here, the area which can 
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be safely assigned to a pair of bullocks is high in comparison 
with other crops with flow or lift irrigation. The transplant~ 
ing lasts for nearly two months and calculating at the plough~ 
ing rate of a jireb (half an acre) a day about 25 jirebs could 
be puddled by a pair of cattle in a season. In practice if 
a cultivator does less area than this. it is due to want of hands. 
The pair of bullocks does not remain idle. but is lent to the 
neighbours. Besides. the system of winter ploughing 
(against puddling) affords further relief to the bullocks at plant~ 
ing time and their ploughing capacity is increased. So that 
even if we take into consideration the dubari plough work 
and'the cartage of produce from threshing yard to the village. 
an average cultivator will rarely need more than one pair of 
bullocks. The standard of life among the Sindhi cultivators, 
however, compel a man to keep milch animals and usually 
he will have a cow or a buffalo and one or two young stock. 
Thus we see that as regards live~stock a cultivator's assets 
are meagre, and considering the condition in which they are 
kept, a sum of Rs. 70 would be a fair price for them aU 
(a bullock. a cow and a couple of young stock).* 

(b) Imp/emenh.-A light plough. sickle. a kodal (spade), 
a forked rake are all that a cultivator has in the way of ·tools 
and implements in the rice tract. Of late years it has been 
usual to pay for these in cash. Tht!y are light and of so very 
indifferent shape and make that they hardly last for over a 
year. The plough is usually a very ineffective implement 
and it is to a great extent responsible for the rank growth 
of weeds in almost all the fields. especially in the early period 
of rice growth. Rs. 4~ 12 will buy all these implements. 

(c) Household chattels and omamenfs.-Of late years 
there has been distinct fondness for these. Where two 
decades ago, earthen pots which the local potters produced for 
a nominal price only, now we see copper kettles and' brass 
pots replacing the former. Formerly the farmer never 
thought his holiday suit would be soiled if he packed it away 

·AII lhe~e 6i"!'eS refer 1'1 the prices 'If 1917. 
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among the thatch of his hut. but now he has wooden boxes 
made for it. To be brief he has not lagged behind times when 
the standard of living and comfort has been raised all round. 
Whatever little money he can put by he utilizes it towards 
better living in domain of dress or ornaments. The better 
price for produce. ample employment and the contact with 
towns induced by cheap and improved communications have 
largely tended to bring about this change. with the cons~quence 
that the agriculturist lays out comparatively more money in 
this form of unproductive investment than in financing his 
profession liberally. Making due allowances for depreciation 
consequent on the wear and tear of household effect and female 
jewellery. the average hari may well claim a sum of Rs. 175 
as the net value of these; by mortgaging these he can raise 
a loan on short accommodation. The petty proprietors' 
wealth in this form is comparatively great and the landlords' 
still greater. 

(d) Stored grain. fodder or manure.-About 75 per 
cent. of rice cultivators possess a reserve of these. the quantity 
of which depends upon the har;'s family. the number of 
live-stock and the area to be cultivated. The average stock of 
grain and straw for a force of five members of the household. 
five head of cattle and 12 acres cultivation would come to a 
kharar and a half of grain for seed and maintenance and about 
20 rupees worth of paddy straw. The manure from average 
number of cattle owned by hari yields about 15 cart-loads 
apart from what is wasted in the jungle during grazing. The 
cart-load would fetch 10 to 12 annas and weigh about 
6 maunds (480 to 500 maunds); the whole quantity is used in. 
rab burning and employed as fuel' for cooking. Whatever 
manure is available from big zamindars' stables is also free to 
the hari. The money value therefore of the stored grain. 
fodder and manure may come to Rs. 105. The store reserved 
of grain of a big zamindar may be anything up to 100 kbaraTl 
of paddy for use of their establish~ent and on loan to hi$ 
less provident harjs. 
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II.-Immovable property. 

{a} Land.-The hari is a tenant~at~will and possesses 
no permanent interest in land and therefore does little to 
improve it. The zamindar is the owner but he is equally 

'less zealous in matter of effecting improvement~ to the pro~ 
perty. Only one in a score of big zamindars may be paying 
adequate attention. As long as a zamindar is owner of big 
areas, his time is taken up in managing merely the broad 
outlines of work, viz., importation of tenants and money deal
ings with them, recovery of produce share, etc., and arrange
ments of water supply. The petty proprietor 'has been 
observed to evince the greatest zeal in the improvement of his 
property. He has built up protective bunds {embankments}, 
levelled his lands of all unevenness and reclaimed kalaT patches. 
If at some places the level of the plots is disturbed by the 
deposition of silt from water courses, he carefully scrapes 
it into neat heaps which he removes in slack times. For 
these improvements he generally engages paid labour and 
it would be difficult to work out even approximately the 
average form so expended by each landowner. The extent 
of the wealth of the zamindars in land and its improvement 
can only be gauged by land values {Vide infra}. 

(b) Dwelling houses.-About seventy per cent. of the 
population may be possessing a house in a village adjoining 
the fields in which they work. The rest generally dwell 
in kac.hha huts temporarily built of materials gathered from 
the jungle or borrowed free from the zamindar within the 
latter's proprietary limits: The houses beyond providing 
scanty shelter to the inmates of the household serve no other 
purpose of comfort. Of animals only very valuable ones get 
protection from the extremes of temperature. The houses 
are not worth much in case of hans but those of small land~ 
owners in easy circumstances are pretty good and their value 
may be anything up to Rs. 600 while owners of big ~tates 
live up to their incomes in sometimes very latge and 
comfortable buildings furnished to taste. 

M ,,6-4 
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INDEBTEDNESS. 

The indebtedness of the agriculturist here is due to the 
following causes: (1) the hari may have come to this tract 
penniless and in order to tide once a season may have 
recourse to debt. In case oflandowners, big or small, the debt' 
may be ancestral, (2) the agriculturist as a rule do not provide 
for expenses arising out of any untoward events, for instance 
failure of crop, and subsequent inability to pay 'a.kavi or 
assessment demands, or protracted illness, or expenses of 
litigation. arising out of sudden disputes, (3) social customs, 
or customs and temptations to live beyond one's means. 

The bania is the only money-lender here as in all Sind. 
His rates of interest vary between 12' to 100 per cent. Since the 
operations of the Deccan Relief Act were extended to Sind. 
there has been contraction of debts to the har; or the zamindar 
unless he pledges some of his household goods or ornaments 
or effects a sale of such portion of his land as to cover the 
advance. HaTi can never get money on personal security 
but the credit of respectable zamindars is good and they get 
large sums advanced to them at 12 per cent. Land mortgages 
are almost insignificant of late years, but the number of 
holdings or portions of holdings passing into money-lenders' 
possession is still increasing. The sales are, however, limited 
to one or two acres as a rule, in each case. The people being 
mostly ignorant and illiterate, once they get into debt, they 
can hardly ever get out of it. Fortunately rice cultivation pays 
well and if new debts are incurred it is only on emergency 
occasions such as I have already mentioned. Old debts 
have been satisfied by sales or their extent has been reduced 
by speedy payments. Nowadays we find the bania pays 
more attention to short term loans which represent the major 
portion of his present business. On the whole he is not so 
ruthless money-lender of past and the people, thanks to good 
irrigation systems, are in little want. Owners of big estates 
are improving in wealth and appear to be afHuent in many 
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cases. Small proprietors generally are in a posItIon now to 
meet their normal crop requirements from their own purse 
and are not so much dependent on the money~lender as 
formerly. 

LAND TENURES. 

Share~cropping.-Allland belongs to the zamindar who 
gets it cultivated by a had (tenant~at~will) on what is known 
as halai (division of produce). The zamindar bears the 
charges of land revenue and arranges about the necessary 
water supply but all the cultivation is done by the haris who 
employ their own labour and cattle to bring up a crop. The 
shares usually are :- ' 

Produce. Zamindar·s. Hari·s. 

Paddy grain l ! 2 

Paddy straw 1 2 
3" -;I 

Dub~ri grains ! ! 
Dubari bye~product .. 1 2 

'3 '3 

'This is subject to a deduction from the hari's share of 
a [apo (royalty) of half a kassa of paddy grain per jireb of 
cultivation. The zamindar incurs the charges necessary 
for the clearance of the water~courses or karias and advances, 
if required, money free of interest to the had at the most 
equal to a quarter of the estimated value of the crop undertaken 
by the hari. This is recovered at the time of halai. 

In cas~ the land to be cultivated is bad kaJar or infested 
with jungle growth or demands more than the usual amount 
of labour to bring it into cultivation, the above conditions are 
relaxed in favour of the had who gets three~fifths or two~thirds 
of the grain produce instead of a half. Of late there .have 
sprung up many small proprietors who own lands but them~ 
selves cultivate them. 
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Cash Renting.-Is not much in vogue in the rice tract 
but if zamindar is less careful or if it happens to be a lady 
who cannot undertake outside management. the land is rented 
out to the actual cultivators on a rental varying from Rs. 6 to 
Rs. 12 per jireb. The usual zamindar's expenses still fall upon 
him. that is to say, the Government assessment and the 
clearances of karias. 

Sublelting.-Under the same reasons as above, t~e land is 
sometimes sublet to capitalists for a fixed number of years 
and for a fixed sum involving whole estates. Cases of suth 
subletting are fewer than of renting for cash, yet all the estates 
under the court of wards or the Incumbered Estates Act fall 
under this category. In this systtk the lessee plays the roll 
of zamindar in the cultivation of the property. The annual 
payment to the estate owner depends upon the value of his 
estate as a whole. • 

Share Renting.-Sometimes the zamindar rents out his 
half share on annual produce to contractors who manage the 
business on his behalf paying assessment, etc., and recovering 
shares from the haris. The contractor in these cases is always 
the bania who must have some previous money demands 
upon the zamindar. In fact this is an ingenious way hit upon 
by the shrewd bania, who thereby without infringing the 
Deccan Relief Act or the Incumberred Estates Act has still 
drawn the zamindar into his clutches and has secured him~ 
self against delinquent payments. Cases of share rending 
are not few and almost all the indolent zamindars have now 
recourse to it. The average rental generally exceeds the 
annual assessment by one or two rupees per acre. . 

I t would be interesting to work out by how much loss 
the zamindar is hit annually by each of the various systems 
of land tenure and if figures of actual profits could be had of 
bania contractors, most reliable figures of incidence of asses~ 
ment could be worked out, because the bania lessee's manag~ 
ment is economical and business-like. From the experience 
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of these various systems, it has been admitted that the share 
cropping system is the best alike for the proprietor and the 
tenant wherein both feel themselves equally interested and if 
the • Mourusi ' (hereditary) hari system as it exists in parts of 
Hyderabad Collectorate, obtained here, in Larkana, this system 
would be productive of the maximum results. In other systems 
the interest of the parties is temporary or confined to a por ~ 
tion of a season's produce. No permanent improvements 
are effected in such estates and the consequent neglect badly 
tells upon t~e fertility of the soil. 

The relations between hari and zamindar are generally 
conciliatory but instances of bad dealing on the part of one 
and aggression on the part of the other do· happen especially 
In tenancy systems other than share cropping. 

LAND VALUES-RENTS AND AsSESSMENT. 

The value 01 rice land as of all other cultural lands depends 
upon the facilities of irrigation, the nature of soil, and proxi~ 
mity to a village, market or a railway station. Rice lands 
as a rule are favourably situated for irrigation. This consi" 
deration and the ease with which the natural defects in a soil 
can be cured by irrigation, make the value of rice land second 
to none but mango or other fruit plantations. I have myself 
known two sales contracted at Rs. 2,000 per acre for rice 
land. One of them is a recent transaction in Hyder Chandio's 
village (Mirokhan). Apart from these fancy prices. Rs. 500 
to Rs. 800 per acre of first class rice land and dubari land are 
common and a price. of Rs. 300 to Rs. 400 is average, Rs. 200 
to Its. 300 per acre is below average price. In registry records 
genuine sale prices are rarely given and are much deprecated 
and the reason why the parties contracting the transaction do 
so is to conceal their wealth from public inquisition. Good 
rice ladd is seldom put out to sale. Without exception the 
seller is a Mahommedan pressed by pecuniary straits !lnd the 
thoughtful bania, who feels land is the best investment, is 
ever ready to buy. 
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Rents .-These are detailed under land tenures (vide 
supra). It is necessary here simply to work out the rent 
money paid by the hari in the shape of half the produce to 
the zamindar. Under the head of • profit and loss' above, 
it will be seen that the average produce is twenty kassaJ of 
grain worth Rs. 16-10-8 at Rs. 50 a kharar. The hari 
tenders half this amount, viz., Rs. 8-6-4 plus 1- of the paddy 
straw, Le., Rs. f. Adding value of grain and straw we get 
Rs. 8-5-4 plus Rs. 1-1O.8=Rs. 10, in other words this. is the 
amount the hari hands over to the zamindar as rent. Thus 
the zamindar's net profit is :-

Total receipts per jireb 

Deduct assessments Rs. 2-4-0 
Karia clearance charges 0-4-0 

Rs. a. p. 
10 0 0 

::} 2 8 0 per jireb. 

Net profit • • 7 8 0 

The hari's net profit is-
His total receipts per iireb-

Grain Rs. 8-5-4 
Straw " 3-5-4 

Deduct cost of cultivation-

:: 111 10 8 

Total cultivating expenses 
Rs. 13-13.-0. } 

Deduct those paid by zamindar 11 5 0 
Rs.2-8··0. 

:. HaT;'s net profit per jiTeb.. 0 5 8 per jlreb. 

Assessment.-The Government land tax varies· accord
ing to the dass of soil and the crop. It is paid for each season 
separately in one or two instalments at the end of that season. 
For rice land the assessment varies between Rs. 3-12-0 to 
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Rs. 5~6~O per acre according to the class the particular land 
may have been put in the survey settlement. The assessment 
is liable to remission in case of faifure of crops. Besides the 
Government advances takavi advances· to the zamindar at 
a very moderate rate of interest (61 per .cent.) for agricultural 
improvements. These are also recoverable in instalments. 
In the par.ticular case ·cited above the ratio of gross produce 
to assessment is as 260 : 27 'and the ratio of zamindar's profit 
to assessment is as 10: 3. 

LABOUR AND CATILE. 

The unit of labour engaged in unit production of rice 
is much less in comparison with other crops. We have seen 
above that a hari with a pair of cattle can easily cultivate 25 
jirehs. and when pressed by transplanting or harvest opera .. 
tions he has ready at hand outside labour to relieve him. 
The labour is raised in many ways :-

Hired labour.-Much of th'is is available during the 
slack months of December to April and the rate of wages 
varies according to localities normally between 6 and 7 annas 
a day. During this time the zamindar generally gets the 
karia (water~course) clearances done or any other permanent 
improvements in land. During the khari! season this labour 
returns to rice cultivation from which it cannot be spared 
unless wage of twelve annas to a rupee is paid per day and the 
demand is not great. 

Job workers.-T wo operations in rice cultivation require 
much labour and the local supply cannot cope with them. 
For these special communities of workers spread themselves 
at the time of these operations throughout the rice tract and 
perform the operations on contract system. The Machhi and 
Sheikh castes generally do the transplanting at rates bearin~ 
from Rs. 1 ~s..o to Rs. 2 per jireb. They work during the 
cool hours of the forenoon. For the harvest. hordes of 
Brohis come down from the hills, reap the crop and receive 
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their wage in kind, viz., two to three k.assas of grain per jiTeb 
together with an ample paddy straw allowance for their cattle 
which accompany them. 

Paid seTvanls.-These are not common but are engaged 
when the haTi or petty proprietor has little family to suport 
him in his work. The monthly pay ranges from Rs. 6 to 
Rs. 10 plw two full meals a day during the working season. 

Aba' or Wangar System.-This is well-known' practice 
of raising labour in return for a meal only. When a zamindar 
wants to get a portion of his own land cultivated by himself 
for his own exclusive use or he is limited by pecuniary circum
stances to defray the cost of dearaqce of the karias or of any 
other emergent work, he invites the neighbouring hari$ 
with ~hom he may be on good terms to do the work. After 
a half day or a day's work he feeds them with a full meal. 

Labour Exchange.-Sometimes the haT; is pressed by 
work and has no means to finish by any of the above ways, 
he requests his neighbour 'who may be available at the time 
to help him. In return when the other is in need of help 
the first readily supplies it. A good many people in the tract 
help each other in this way and their idle time is thus utilised 
to each other's advantage. 

CA11'LE. 

The plough cattle are comparatively fewer in the' rice 
tract than in any other. The other stock too is not large 
in number as there are few unoccupied areas wherein to give 
them grazing or exercise. Buffaloes seem to do better than 
cows in the tract. The local cattle is not as poor a specimen 
as those of Upper Sind generally. Besides paddy straw, of 
which there is an abundance, concentrated foods are allowed 
to them during the working time. The chief of these con
centrated foods are k.alti (rice bran) and iambho oil cake. 
DubaTi, malar and gram fodder that is grown is a great boon 
for the cattle of this tract. The milk and ghee (clarified 
butter) products from cows and buffalOC$ are all consumed 
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locally and at the most reach the nearest market town. They 
are, in fact, not produced in commercial quantities. The 
plough cattle are so very few that he~buffaloes where available 
are used for puddlings and cows help to a great extent in 
threshing. For the haulage of produce from the threshing 
yard to the market, the plough cattle again come to the assist~ 
ance of the hari but from local market to centres of commerce 
like Kamber, Nasirabad, Larkana, Ratodero, etc., or to rail~ 
way stations the transport of produce is done by camels, don~ 
keys, pack~l>ullocks and bullock carts. The cart~bullocks 
are mostly well fed and much cared for. Their prices will. 
be about Rs. 200 a pair. Throughout the year, the fodder 
supply is ample in the tract. Paddy straw, wheat chaff, green 
matar or gram, or hurbo is available apart from so many 
edible grasses growing as weeds. There also exists the prac~ 
tice of feeding valuable animals on green paddy cut when 
approaching .the flowering time. Moreover weeds from paddy 
fields especially Savri (Panicum Isachnc. Roth.), Dabhuri 
(Cyperus Rotundus, Linn.), and others growing along embank~ 
ments and water channels like Chhabar (Cynodon Dactylon, 
Pers.) and Kabho (Saccharum Spontaneum) give good green 
grass grazing to the cattle. Where paddy crop has luxuriant 
leafy growth, the cattle are allowed in the cultivation to 
graze out the tops. There is not much stall feeding except 
for cart~bullocks and milch cows and buffaloes. 

Diseases.-Epidemic diseases do occasionally appear 
but do not make wholesale victims. Cases of 'Aphri' 
(Tympassitis), • Karo Vao '(Anthrax), ' MuM.hur' (Foot and 
Mouth disease) are only noticeable in the tract at times here 

'and there. 
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FOREWORD 

"THE instructions given in this leaflet are meant 1:0 help the 
beginner to start bee-keeping with the locally available Indian Bees. 
Those who want iuller and detailed information regarding bees are 
Tecommended to, read Pusa Bull~tin No. 46 on Bee-keeping, ava-ii
able from the Director of the Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, 
price 14 annas. The_Assistant Entomologist, Burma, Mandalay, 
~will be glad to render any help he can to all enquirers. The 
illustrations in this leaflet are copied or adapted from Pusa Bulletin 
No. 46. 



INSTRUCTIONS ON ·BEE-KEEPING. 

The Bee-Colony. 

Honey-bees live in large colonies. The place where the colonic~ 
live is known as their hive and they build combs there. The combs, 
as we all know, hang downwards and have a double series of well-like 
<ells in horizontal position with their moutl~s opening in opposite 
dir:ections. '(he cells of the comb serve as store-houses for honey as 
well as cradles for the young, usually called the It brood." If the 
bees are made to move away from the combs or the combs cut off, we 
usually find the cells in the upper part filled with hOlley and those in 
the lower part containing the brood. The brood or early stages _ of 
the bee are exactly like those of ordinary wasps. The mother bee 
lays small tubular white eggs,...one in each cell. White, 80ft-bodied, 
wormlike grubs hatch from these eggs, are fed by the bees and grow 
and then go into a sleeping stage. The bees, as we see them, emerge 
from this sleeping stage and take their place by the side of the 
.older bees in the colony. 

The bees in the colony sit clustering over and entirely coverin~. 
the combs, thus keeping the brood wann. ~ome of them are found 
constantly going out of and coming into ~he hive tbroughout the day. 
They do not fly at night and in foggy weather or when it rains. The 
members constituting the colony are the mother bee known as 
the /I queen," 'a large number of working bees called II workers" 
and some male bees called /I drones." There is a single queen 
in the colony and her only' function is to lay eggs. Bees develop 
from these eggs in the way described above. The queen lives 
for about three years. The workers perform aU work necessary 
.for the colony, such as building combs, nursing the young, collecting 
food, keeping the hive clean and guarding it against enemies .. 
Therefore the larger the number of workers present the better ,the 
condition of the colony in all respects. But they do itot live for more 
than about three to six months. Thereforetin order to replace those 
which die it is necessary to rear some young throughout the year, and 
this is what actually takes place. When fQod is available in abundance, 
.rearing ot the young is carried out on a very large scale and neces
sarily the number of bees in the colony incrt!ases rapidly. Food is 
.available in large quantities, once ~n Autumn (about September
November) and again in Spring (about February t() Aptil), and these 
seasons are known as seasons of honey-flow. In hill-stations the 
Autumn honey-flow is mOre important than the Spring one, while in 
the plains the Spring honey-flow is more important than the AutumD 
,one. When in these seasons the bees in a colony have increased 
sufficiently so as to feel a little . overcrowded, they usually divide 
themselves to form new colonies. About half of them iS6ue out of 
.the hive for this purpose with the reigning queen and go and establish 
.a colony elsewhere. This is known as swarming. Provillon is made 
for the birth of a new queen in the old colony which thus goes on as 
before. The services of the drone are required to fertilize the new 
queen. As the drones help in no work of the colony aDd in fact live -
.on the store of ~oney gathered by f the workers, being incapable of 
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procurin~ their own food. tbeir presence.., in the colony is tolerated 
only in the seasons of honey· flow. No drone is generally found at 
other times of the year. 

Products of Honey Bees. 
People rob tb~ bees of their \oombs and squeeze out the boney 

stored In these combs. Where do the bees get this honey from? 
Most plants. such as grasses, weeds and trees secrete in minute 
quantities a sugary liquid called nectar in their flowers. Honey Bees 
collect these minute drops from tbe flowers principally for use as 'ood 
for themselves and store the surplus in their combs in the form of 
honey fur future use. This is why we finel many bees always' flying 
between their hive and the fields. 'They go up to a distance of about 
two miles all round their hive to collect nectar. Surplus is available 
only in the boney-flow season to be stored in the combs and in large 
quantities only in the time of the importallt boney-flow 01 the 
locality. . 

Tbe combs from "hicb the honey has been ~queezed out are melted 
·and yield the well known bees-wax. From where do the bees get this 
wax to build their combs with? They secrete it from their body 
through special organs called wax plates situated on the under .urface 
of their body and build the comb by moulding this wax with their 
mouths. 

Besides yielding honey and bees-wax, the bees perform another 
very useful function to benefit growers of various crops and fruit •. 
While visiting the flowers ror l)t:ctar they also collect pollen from them 
for use as food for their p uog ones, This pollen is the fertilizing 
element of flo" ers~ As they go from flower to flower for nt-ctar they 
mec;hanically distribute the fertilizing element among th~ Bowers and 
.thus help in the setting or fruits. There are many kinds of plants 
which do not produce any fruits unless their flowers are visited by 
bees. 

Keeping Honey Sees. 

It is possible to keep bees and get honey from them witbout 
killing Qr causing them ,inconvenience and without breaking or 
squeezing their combs. For, this purpose they are made to build 
(;.ombs and live in artificial hives wbich can be kept in the ganlen or in 
the verandah of the house. 1"he hives can be opened whenever one 
wants to see what the bees are doing. When honey is stored it can 
be taken out of the combs in the purest condition and the comb. 
given back to the bees to 611 again. 

Which Bee to keep. 
In this country four kinds of honey bees occur :_ 

(J) The first is the Rock Bee, colonies of which build huge lingle 
combs,·sometimes about 4 or 5 feet in diameter, in open places such a. 
faces of rocks, branches of large trees in fore!>t. or wall. 01 buildings. 

(2) The second is the Indian Bee. colonies of which alway. 
build combs in closed covered situations IIlch as cavities in the ground. 
walls or tree-trunks and unused boxes or tins. 
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(3) The third is the Little Bee, colonies of which build small 
single combs in open situation, in bushes, under eaves of huts and 
(ornices of buildings, behind doors and windows, in fuel stacks and in 
various similar places. 

(4rThe fourth is the Dammar Bee. It is not a true Honey Bee 
but is included here because its colonies gather small quantities of 
honey which is collected by people for medicinal purposes. These 
colonies live in hollow walls or tree trunks and build their combs 
not with wax but with a resinous substanc;e known as II Pwe-ny~t." 
The combs usuany extend beyond the oEening of the hollow in tlie 
form of a funnel. . \ 

Out of the above four kinds only the second, 1',1. the Indian 
Bee, is capable of b~ing kept in artificial hives. The Dammar 
Bee which, too, lives in closed situations like the Indian Bee is much 
smaller than house-Hies, while the Indian Bee is much bigger than 
hOllse-flies aDll has yellow bands OIl the body. Also the Indian Bee 
always builds severa) combs side by side. Therefore no mistake 
can be made about the kind of Honey Bee one should look for in order 
to keep in artificial hives. 

Frames for Combs. 
For keeping in artificial hives the bees are made to build combs in 

movable wooden bar frames shown- in figure 1 in which measurements 
are given. These.. frames are made with strips of deal wood i inch 
wide j the upper bar is t"'och thick and the lower and the side bars 
1 inch thick. 
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Figure •• -Bar-frame, 
One dozen frames are ordinarily sufficient for each hive. TIl~ 

frames_have to-be kept parallel and at regular distances ill the hive. 
This is done by putting two nails one near each end on one side of 
the upper bar of the frame so that the nails .project 1 to I inc~ out ~f 
the bar. Tin metal ends are used for thiS purpose bat nalla will 
ordinarily do. 
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Comb-fixer •• 

Each frame should have two comb-fixers which may be made witll 
copper or iron ,vire bent with pliers or of thin .trips of wood into 
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Figure •. -COmb-lillm. 

which nails are fixed. How the comb-fixers are attached to the 
frames is shown in the figure. 

Figure 3o-Kerosen --bOll Hive, open. with 3 frames in plac:e •• ,,-Landin,-plue. 
0:;)0_ Entrance. 
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Tbe Hiye. 
A cheap workable hive can be made from an ordinary kerosene 

packing case by adding a wall inside a.long each of the longer sides 
and fO}lr legs as shown in figure 3. The frames of comb, rest OD 
these inner walls which are 81 inches high from the floor of the hive 
and IZ! inches apart. A hole is made at one end near the floor to 
serve as entrance and a strip of wood added to serve as alighting 
board for the bees. The cover is made sloping and if not rain-proof 
protected with a sheet of old kerosene tin to prevent rain water. It 
has two holes protected with wire-gauze for ventilation. Such a hive 
complete with cover is shown in figure 4 • 

.• ' 

Fifure 4--Kerosene-bolli Hive, closed. 
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Fieur. 5 .bo ..... gOOd hi ..... d. "ltb deal"OOd • incb tbick. 

F""" ....... "' .. n"'ml "i •• C ...... 'Cll) _"'-.. .....,("' ...... 
separ

a
te1,. lne,y Be iQt4 one another. 
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The floor-board, hive chamber and rooi are shown separately. 
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Figure 6.-~easurements of hive shown in Figure 5 in cross sec;tfon from 
side to'side. 

The measurements are shown in figure 6 in cross section. The inside
measurement of the hive chamber from front to bacli should be 11 
iJl,ches. The hive is painted white on the outside. 
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Diyision-boarc1 or Screen. 

When the combs occupied by the bees living in the hive do not 
fill the hive, they are push~d towards t~e entrance and the ~ooden 
-screen shown in -figure 7 IS placed behlDd them thus-affordlDg ~he 

1>ees a completely enclosed chamber. This screen is prepared with 
~n ordinary wooden board about half an inch thick. Eac~ hive should 
have one such screen. 

Quilts. 

The combs in tne hive are cover~d with a piece of gunny cloth or 
old carpetj blanket or oil-cloth, cut to the size of the inside mea'lure
ment of the hive. This is called a quilt. In winter several folds of 
quilts may be necess3.l)' to keep the bees warm. In the hot weather 
-only tine sheet may be sufficient. 

The Bee-keeper's Knife., 

~he blade is about six inches long and both the edges as well as 
~h~tJP ~reSharp~Ded and may- be used for cutting. One such knife 
~s suffiCient and It can be made b,local blacksmiths. , , 

Figure I.-Bee-keeper'. Knife. 
It is like the mason's trowel and is shown in fi~e 8. 



'irwe 9.-lbamining a hive. Figure ro.-ExaminhrC. hive. 
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Glo.,u and Veil.-It is better to be provided against the sting. 
When angry the bees fly at ooce at the face.. :rherefore a veil ~an be 
used as shown in figures 9 and 10. The, veil IS made by sewlOg a 
piece of mosquito netting and the portion in front of the eyes should 
be dyetl black for distinct vision. Similarly the hands can be protected 
by gloves (Fis:rure 9). . 

Su~du",g"Bees.-Bees have a dislike for or are rather r~gbtened 
at smoke or any strong odour, such as that of carbolic acid. When 
frightened they fill themselves with honey and when so filled show 
hardly any inclina~ion to sting and remain quiet. Smoke of burn!ng . 
rags or wood or mild to?acco ma~ be blown on them. F~r smoking 
bees a special IImoker (Figure II) IS manufactured and sola. 

How to procure Bees and make a start. 

Colonies of the Indian Bee can be procured in the following three 
different ways :- I 

(I) By means of decoy hives. Melted bees-wax is applied to 
the underside of the upper bars of the (rames and the~e frames are 
-arranged in the hive near the entrance and closed up with division 
board and quilt and cover. Thus arranged the hive is left in a shaded 
place. Frequently colonies come and occupy these 'hives. The decoy 
hives should be place lout in September and March-April in hill
Itations and about December ill the plains • 

. (2) By capturing swarms and hiving them. In the .warming 
seasons stray swarms are frequently found to come and settle on 
branches of tret's, walls and other open places. If the place be 
accessible, the swarm can be captured in the following manner:-

Take a wooden or cardboard box about 9 inches by 9 inches 
and 6 inches deep with one side open. Hold the bolt open sido 
down just over the cluster of bees or rather touching tbe cluster 
and apply smoke gently to the bees from below. The bee I will slowly 
cJawl into the box which can then be taken and placed inside tho 
hive arranged as in (I), the screen board and some frames beiag 
removed for the purpose. Tbe bolt with the bees should be placed 
with its open_ end turned towards the frames and touching the nearest 
one and it the bottom and Sides of the bOlt are drummed with a stick 
the bees will graduany leave it and occupy the frames. If the bOlt io
to which the swarm has been driven is loo big to be accommodaled ill 
the hive, the quilt may be turned o~er and some of the frames moved 
towards the back. The entire ,warm is jerked down the gap thus 
produced and the frames drawn forward and the quilt turned down 
.quickly. When a swarm has settled on a branch it can be jerked
down at once into the hivo in this manner by giving a hard and sharp 
blow on tbe branch. ~efore hiving the swarms in this manner the beel 
.may be treated to sug::xrup which is simply sprinkled on the cluster 
and the bee~ win be f to lick it up frOID each other'. bodl. 

Newly hiVM: swarms are' better fed with sugar syrup lot two or 
three diyt". The IJI'Up i. placed.ili a saucer aDd a few pieces of Itta" 
'placed/in.it to .ene &sloat. aDd the saucer kept OD lb. quilt ander 

• the em ... · Eitber .. kale it> _ in the qGilt 01' a comer of the quilt 
turned over to enable the bees to have aC!USI to the IYrup. _ 
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(3) When a colony has already settled and built" combs in a 
place, the combs are cut out along the line of ,attachment .. nd fixed 
into- frames which should be fitted with comb fixeTs. Each comb is 
fixea on the co ,Ib·fixers with its upper edge touching the under sur
face of the npper bar of the frame. If the upper edge of the comb is 
not straight a p')rtion can be cut off to make it straight., The bees are 
smoked plelltifully and as they recede the combs are cut one after 
another, lilted into frames and hung in the hive. Most 1)f the bees 
will now remain clustering. at one place from which they cao either be
driven mto a box. as in (2) or scootJed up in a'bowl and poured over 
the combs Illready placed in the hive. They will E.!.0ve down and 
occupy the combs. Transferring a settled colony in this manner is 
better done after sunset when the bees do not fly. It cao also be 
done during the middle of the day, but many bees fly and hover round 
the operator. Also tran.ferring is easily dO'Qe when the colony is in 
a box or in a like situation. When in a cavity in tree-trunk or wall 
or undo rground a -wide opening has to be made to allow of the cutting 
of the combs with hand. If it be necessarv to move the colony to a 
distance it sho.lld be done at nIght. • 

Colonies procured according to the methods (I) and (J) sometimes 
build 'cross ~ombs and join several frames together. In such cartes the 
combs ~hould be cut and fixed into frames with comb-fixers. 

General. 

When tIle be~s have settled ill the hives it is not necessary t6 
open the hives every day to see what they are doing. On all ordinary 
days they Will work, flying out of the hive and bringing in honey and 
pollen. For examining the bees, the hive is better opened in 
the middle of the day when it is warm. First of all remove the roof 
and blow some smoke under the quilt and wait for ~ few minutes. 
Then turn over the quilt and lift one frame at a time slowly by holding 
the two ends with the thumb and index fingers of, the hand. 

Although not plentifully as in the honey.flow,seasons, the bees 
usually collect sufficient· food throughout the year to keep~them going. 
They need not be supplied with food as long as there is any honey 
left in their combs. In the rainy season they get little forage outside 
and if it rains continuously for several days they may require food and 
may be given sugar syrnp in saucers in the-manner described above. 

, When enough surplus honey has been stored in the combs it cag 
be taken out by turning the comhs in a proper honey-extractor. 

If left opened and exposed, honey absorbs moisture from ail' and 
ferment. and may become sour. It should be I~,ept in well corked 
bottles or china or tin vessels and stored in a dry place. 

G.B.C.P.O.-No. '5. D. of A .. g-IolgU-60o. 
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THE GROUNDNUT BUG AND ITS CONTBOL. 

The insect which we have termed the Gron-ndnnt Bug 
(Aphanus SOf'didus) is an extremely common one in India., 
and ha.s usuilly been considered to have little, if any, agri
.cultural. importance. It is true that tw-enty yca.rs ago it was 
.stated by De Niceville to ha~e been found to damage 
the til or sesamum -crop, but the bug is 90 common and 
usually is 13'0 harmless that the observation has been doubted 
by the most competent authorities. The latest records do 
indeed noie it II.S a minor pest of stored til (sesamum) seed, 
grounannt, and on.e or two oth.er products in South India., 
and as attacking th~ plants of these crops in the field also. 
But everywhell'e, itiil impGrtanGe has been considered to be 
sma.ll, aad it h.as been looked upon as being a pest which cILn 
be checked without difficulty. 

• 
On the introduction of groundnut cultivation on a. large 

'8cal~ ill the Konkan, it was therefore with very great surprise 
that the bug under d.iscussion suddenly appeared as a very 
serious roona.ce to the future of the crop in. that part of the 
Bombay Presideney, and be1iween 1914 andJ916 the damage 
which it did WitS so serious a.nd the difficulties in the way of 
<:hecking it seemed so great that it became ~uestionable 
whether it would be possible to esta.blish the crop in a.n area 
()therwise extremely -suitable to it. 

It first attraeted our attention during the year 1914 
when a wa.s reported to bave injured the groundnuts grown 
on the Bandhan farm (Kolaba. district, Bombay.Pre.sidency) 
to the ~xtent "that nobody would buy them when sent to 
market. The groundnuts were not only shrivelled in appear
ance, but they presented a bitter \asto and when broken open 
showed yellow patches in the flesh. On the fltrm in question, 
the whole crop of groundnuts h&d simply to be thrown away 
()wing to the ra.ncid and bitter taste of the nuts. As other 
growers had the same experience, it became importa.nt to 
investiga.~e the whole life history of the bug, to af.-eertain in 
wha.t mlLnner it could best be dealt with, and to see whether 
these methods could h~ applied on a. large scale. ~hese 
investigations have now been made, and methods have been 
devised which seem to make it' possible to destroy the bug 
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on a. wholesale scale and to prevent s~rious damage from it 
in the .future. 

Description of tke Bug and its Habits. 

For a. detailed technical description of the characters of 
the groundnut bug at every stage, we would refer the· reader 
to the appendix. But in the present place it may be stated 

. that the adult bug, whether male or female. is about one
third to two-fifths of an inch long (9 to 10 mm;), and its. 
general appearance is well shown in Plate I, Fig. 6. In this 
winged stage, its head is bla9k and the rest of the body amI 
legs a yellowish-brown colour. When seen among a. mass 
of groundnuts these winged insects are accompanied by 
multitudes of the young wingles~ f9rms, whose appearance is 
shown in Plate I, Figs. 1-:;. 

If fields 'of grouodnut are visited in September or 
October before the cold weather and before the plants are 
reaped, stray specimeDll of the bugs will be found and can be 
caught, under the plants and in cracks in the ground, both 
in the adult and in the immature stages. Similarly they can 
be observed in fields of til or sesamum at this time. They 
hide by day in cracks in the soil, among clods of earth, and 
under dry twigs and rubbish, collecting especially along the 
hedges bounding the grounduut fields. As the cold weather 
advances, they rapidly-increase in numbers, and along with 
the harvested crops they are conveyed to the threshing 
yards. 

The method of harvesting til and early groundnuts 
affords ample opportunities t.() the bug to be taken easily to 
the yards where tIley do their greatest damage and where 
they cab. breed in enormous numbers. Til is uprooted, tied 
into ~undles. and is left standing in the fields in an upright 
positlOn. The bugs from all around the fields apparently 
collect in such bundles, and are thus carried into the thresh-

. ing yards. Gr'oundnnt, on the other ha.nd, is uprooted and 
the whole including vines, stalks, and nuts are left for a timo 
in the fields to dry partially, and then the crop is ca.rted to 
the threshing yard. 

In the yard. the bugs manage to feed on the oil-seed 
crops mentioned, but they also collect under heaps of other 
harvested crops which are brought home and stored there. 
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They have been fOQnd in large numbers under the drying 
heaps of various crop~ until February and March, after 
which time they decrease in nU'mbers. Sufficient may be 
found, however, as late as Ma.y, hiding, under leaves or any 
other sort of similar dry material. 

Previous exp'ilrience with these bugs, as destructive 
age~t8 has been collected by Distant and by Lefroy"'. The 
former quotes De Niceville as having found them damaging 
the tiZ or sesamum crop in the winter of 1900-01. Lefroy 
evidently doubts this record and writes as 'follows:
" Niceville's observaJ;ions as to the injury caused by the insect 
has never been confirmed and apart from this one instance 
these insects have not been recorded as injurious. They ha.ve, 
however, bee~ found to infest threshing floors and to carry off 
the wheat grains to the margins of the floor and hide them. 
What nourishment they can extract from a dry wheat grain 
seems doubtful, unless their salivary excretion has solvent 
powers, but they carry off the grain so abundantly that the 
cultivators require to 'collect them again every morning." 

In the case of groundnut there is no doubt about the 
bugs actually attacking the seeds. They bury their pr6lboscis 
in the oil-seed, and the result is a diminution in the percent
age,of oil. In order to be certain of the last fact, samples of 
groundnuts were sent for analyses to the Agricultural 
Chemist to the Government of Bombay. Three lots of the 
same seed were sent, the first being one in which the attack 
had just begun for two or three days, the second one in which 
the bugs had been active among the seed for a week, and the 
third being the unattacked sample'. Th~ percentage of oil 
in the kernels were as follows :- ' 

Oil. 

U nattacked seed 
Seed attacked two or three days 
Seed a.ttacked a woek 

... ... 
Per cent. 

49'65 
47-60 

,44'75 

These analyses speak for themselves. There is a decided' 
diminution in the oil in the seeds attacked by the bugs. 
These samples were from a threshing yard where the ground
nnts were drying after harvest. 

·S69 Distant, Vol. II, page 79. 
BU1-1! 
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The diminution of the oil was important, but a. still 
more serious matter in the Konkan, where the seeds are used 
alwost entirely for eating, wa.s tho bitter and rancid taste of 
the nuts attacked by the bugs. The appearance of th e 
attacked nuts was quite chara.cteristic. The thin skin on the 
seed became loose, the seed itself appeared wrinkled, and 
when the halves are separatAd, and the skin removed, yellow 
patches are found on the surface. Moulds are usually seen 
starting from points which were believed to be punctures 
made by the insect. The punctures, however, were not 
visible under a lens. The difference between the composition 
of kernels so attacked and normal ones from the same lot is 
shown by the following analyses:-

Nlrmal Attachd 
kerDela. kernel •• 

Por cent. Per Gent. 

Moisture 3'20 4'20 

• Oil 4965 37'20 

t Albuminoids 30'88 27'50 
-

Soluble CaTbobldrates, &C. ... 11'97 U70 

Woody Fibre ... 2'10 3'30 

tAeh 2'20 3')0 

10000 100'00 

• Acidity of oil (in mgmsl of Caustic Pc:.taeb Ier HIO 10'00 
gram of oil). . 

t Containing nitrogen ... 4'940 4'40 

: ContainiJrg 8an~ 0'16 0'20 

In Eupplying the above analyses, Dr. Mann remarks as 
follows :-" There does not seem very much difficulty in 
accounting for the change in the composition of the attacked 
groundnut seed. The attack by the bugs has set up fermen
tations in the seed which have led up to, the destruction of 
the oil and the production in its pla.ce of substances which 
are found under the heading' Soluble carbohydrates, &c.' in 
the analyses. What they are I do not know. Some are 
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acid substances, some appear to be bitter tasting bodies, but 
I have not examined, so far, the nature of these bodies. The 
essential point is that a very large amount of oil disappears; 
there is a great increase in the' acid~ty ; and the nuts acquire 
a bad taste."-

The reduction in the oil percentage is not always so 
great as above recorded. Some-time after the above analyses 
were nlade a bamboo bin containing groundnut at the 
Bandhan farm was discovered ,to be full of bugs. The 
groundnuts in the bin were ~ully one year 61d, and had, 
therefore, . been attacked for two seasons. The extracted 
kernels showed still, however, 47'7 per cent. of oil, agains~ a 
normal of about 49 per cent. They'were bitter and mouldy, 
and the shrinkage was very marked. This shrinkage can be 
more or less meaoured by the proportion ofkeniels to shells. 
In the same variety (Spanish peanuts) the propo!1ion is 
normally:-Kernels 80'5 per cent.: Shells-19'5 per cent. 
In the present case it proved to be :~Kernels 66'7 per cent: 
Shel1s~33'3 per cent. At least a reduction of one-third in 
the weight of the nuts is obvious from these figures. 

The effect of the attack on the germinating power .of the 
groundnut seeds was found to be considerable. Attacked 
seeds, which had been badly affected for nearly three months, 
gave only a germination of 56 per cent" while the same seed 
not injured by the bugs gave a germination of 98 per cent. 

In general, therefore, it may be said that the attack of 
the bug reduces the value of the seeds in three ways. It 
destroys their germinating power, it reduces the percentage 
of oil in the nuts, and it brings about a bitter and rancid con
dition. If it had been only a matter of losing some of the oil, 
it would not have been at present So matter of much import
ance so far as the Konkan is concerned, for the cultivation of 
groundnut is limited there, and almost the whole of tbe pro
duce is consumed locally for eating, either in the raw or in 
the parched condition. These nubsr however, form an import
ant ingredient of some common dishes locally consumed, and 
the bitter and rancid nuts have no market for this 'purpose. 
The cultivation is, however, slowly extending ILnd will extend 
if the ravages of the groundnut bug and cEl:~·tain other pests 
can be prevented, and it may form one of the staple producte 
Qf tlw Koukan wb;ere ~o Qth~r Qil'~e~ds are groWll. 

" 
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Feeding Habits of the Bug.-The bugs are foand in all 
sorts of situations in and round the threshing yards. Actively 
breeding bugs are found in inconceivably l~rge numbers 
particularly under the heaps of groundnut fodder.' They 
avoid light, however, in a remarkable way. The whole of 
their lifo is spent in darkness or in semi-darkness. The only 
time when they have been active and on the wiag was at 
dusk, when they fly with Ilo swiftness hardly to be expected 
of an insect usually so much hidden away. In the fields 
the bugs find places to hide in the cracks of the soil. under 
sticka and leaves, and UIidflr the spreading vines of the 
groundnnt plants which completely cover the gronnd. In 
the heaps of the groundnnts or of gronndnut vines or other 
fodder. they may be found wandering about on the top fully 
exposed to light. but on the approach of anyone or on the 
slightest noise, they noiselessly cr~ep away and are no more 
seen. When they are hiding under dry leaves, tho rusUing 
sound they produce when moving inside the heaps can be 
heard distinctly. The bugs seem to use their legs rather 
than their wings in their attempts to escape from their 
enemies. They :tre very swift on their legs, and move with
out a sound. Their form and colour helps to hide them in 
the rubbish under which they are most ,commonly found. 

The bugs may be expected to derive Bome nourishment 
from the drying groundnuts in threshing yard, but the dry 
vines and their leaves continued to harbour them in very 
large numbers long after the groundnuts themselves had been 
removed frol!l the threshing yards. Of course, a small 
number of nuts may still be left sticking to the vines .. 
Exactly how they can Jive even on these is, however, at 
present a mystery qnless, as Lefroy suggests, the bite of 
these bngs has a solvent effect in the materials they puncture. 
Bugs, as a rule, whether they suck the sap of plants 'or the 
blood of animals, can only live on liquid food, a.nd their 
mouth parts are only suited to this form of diet. -To deter
mine whether groundnnt bugs could live on the oil of ground
nut seeds only, a certain number were enclosed in a breedinO' 
case with gronndnuts in the pod, previously thoroughly snn~ 
dried. In this case they only lived six days and then all l 

were found dead. This was repeated four times, always with 
the ,same result. It thus appears that though the bugs can 
suck up oil and can live on it for a. time, they need otqef 
things to supvort life ~olDla]ll' . 
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A further lot of bugs wa.s then enclosed with groundn uts 
soaked in wa.ter for a day to see whether in presence of 
moisture they could live and breed normally. Even then the 
bugs only lived a. few days, and in no case was it 'possible to 
induce the bugs to live upon groundnuts.-only. We were 
able to get the young bugs to pa.ss through two moults 
when fed with germinating seeds, but even -thEW freshly 
germinated seeds had to be given each day. 

If" however, the bugs were in large cages and were 
supplied with growing grouDdnut plants in pots, they lived 
comfortably and the whole life-history of the insects could 
be observed without anr further trouble. As it was 'found 
difficult to get a large'number of graundnut plants of a suit
able ilize for feeding the bugs, other 'plants were substituted, 
Cabbage seedlings were found to do excellently for the pur
pose. The bugs grew equally well when supplied with these 
plants, and we were not able to mark any difference either in 
the size of the insects or in the length of their life as a 
result. This point is of peculiar interest in connection with 
other seed-eating bugs, like some of the bugs of cotton bolls 
(Dysdercus cingulatu,s and Oxzcarenus laetus). The former 
have, in fact, been seen to carry the seeds of cotton far out 
of the fields to feed upon them in peace. It may be that in 
these cases too that the oil of the seeds may have to be 
supplemented by other articles of diet to sustain life nor
mally. 

To return to the bugs as they are found in enormous 
numbers in the threshing yard under heaps of any kind of 
produce, where they not only stay but also breed. Among 
other such places they were found under lar@ heaps of bajri 
(Pennisetum typhoideum) heads spread in the threshing 
yards. Th&grain on these heads was thoroughly dry and the 
stalks contained nothing but dry pith. The bugs were seen 
to be lodged comforta.bly under these' heaps, and the eggs 
and young immature bugs of different stages were found to
gether. When, however, the bugs were transferred to a. cage 
with the same kind of material, the ,bugs rapidly di~c\. A 
similar result occurred when they were caged with dry til 
(sesamum) stalks among which they were found in great 
abundance: When these til st9.lks were spread out they 
showed innumerable moult-skins and quite a large n:UIAbef 
9f eggs tb,rust into tb,e 4alf-oven: vods. 
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We are therefore entitled to ask whether the til stalkB 
and the bajri heads afford only a. hiding p1a.ce for the bu,gs, 
and if 80 what is actually the source of food for the growmg 
insects. 'In order to get light on this question the followi ug 
observations were made. All the material which sheltered 
the bugs round the threshing yard was thorJughly sha.ken, 
and far removed from the place, so leaving no produce i~ 
which they could live, Under these circumstances the bugs 
took refuge under heaps of stones round about the ya~d. 
The threshing yard continued to be used for its- legitimate 
purpose, and grlloins and pulses were drying in small heaps, 
but the bugs continued to breed under the heaps of stones. 
Within a week, the undersides of the stones showed moult
skins sticking to them. The removal of straw and other 
refuse ha,d, in fact, reduoed the ~umbBr of bugs considerably, 
but as many as could hide under' the stones were accommo
dated there. 

The following notes are from a report made on the spot 
by the JU!lior author in tha second weJk of Janu1ry:-

"I have been visiting the farm every night from 8 to 
10 p.m. The movement of the bugs from 6 p.m. are as follows: 
As soon as the sun goes dOWll, and twilight occurs, they come 
out of their hiding places and freely wander in search of food. 
Many of them flyaway to a distance. Up to this time I 
had not marked the remarkable powers of flight of this bug, 
arid I could not chase them to their destination. Many of 
them when on the wing are preyed upon by the king crow. 
These birds ah'{ays hover about near a stack of rice straw at 
twilight, from ~hioh large numbers of bugs emerge. The 
bugs, in fact, were noticed to fly out of this staok at twilight 
and not from a bin, of stored groundnut though both were 
situated side by side. The flight continues for an hour or 
80, and stops when it is completely dark. Fro~ that time 
the feeding of the bugs goes on over all the area near the 
threshing yard till 6 a.m. " 

A few days later, the report continues. "The number 
of bugs at night seen outside the threshing yard is appalling. 
and a green patch of grass near the stored grounduut is filled 
to the extent of a couple of hundred bugs p1:lr square foot. 

, 'fhey are seen with their beaoks embedded in the succulent 
stems a.nd leaves of grasses such as harial;' (Vyanodon 
aactylon) and gulcltabll, (Polianthes tuberosa). One evenin" 
sllecially, cabba~e leaves were kept on a riece of clean-swept 



ground, and at 9 p.m. the pat9h was full of bugs." Every 
week's report from this time onward contained references to 
the feeding of the bugs on grass patches on the farm. When 
the grass dried up, and afforded no further succulent food, 
the bugs were found to feed on the ripe fruits of the banyan 
tree (FicU8 bengalences) whicih drop in large numbers on the 
ground. 

l?emedial Measures. 

The damage done by the groundnut bug to the nuts 
under storage in the years 1916 and 1917, was very great 
indeed to the Kolab9. district. The crop as reaped from 
the field must be left exposed to the sun in a threshing yard 
in order to dryas it is impossible to store it in any buh the 
oompletely dried condition. The d,ainage, and the difficulty 
of dealing with the pest at first,'gave a heavy check to the' 
,extension of the growth of the crop on the uplands ('Varkas' 
lands) suited to it, and it was quickly obvious that t,he success 
o~ any attempt to introduco its cultivatio:Q, on a large scale 
would be determined by the success attained in dealing with 
this pest of the threshing yard. 

At first sight it looks quite an easy matter to destroy the 
bugs. The heaps of drying groundnuts 'would seem to need 
simply to be raked once or twice every day, when the bugs 
will run away. That the bugs will disappear temporarily 
under these circumstances is true, but they hide in the 
immediate neigh~ourhood, and return in the evening or 
following morning, and the next day the heaps will be found 
as badly infested as ever. Besides the bugs feed particularly 
at night and it is therefore particularly necessary to prevent, 
them visiting the threshing yard at that time and laying, 
eggs and breeding there. To do this,,is, in practice" by no' 
means easy, especially when, as is usually the case, all roun!! 
the threshing yard are situations in which the bugs are com
fortable and quite content to hide. We have, however, 
succeeded in dealing with the situation and the methods 
adopted seem calculated to get rid of an attack by the bug. 
when it again occurs. 

Early precautions against the bug were taken at the. 
time'of harvest. The plots of groundnut to be harvested, 
were first surrounded by a. ring ,of dry grass. The ground
nut was then up'rooted, the wholfl plants shaken well to ca?-se, 
the bugs to drop, and c!trted straightway to the threshmg 
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yard. The bugs rema.ining in the field were found in by far 
the greater proportion to take refuge in the ring of dry grass 
round the field. In the Konkan, at the time of harvesting 
the groundnnt and on 'lJarkas lands. the g!ass required for 
thus ringing the plot can nearly always be nad for the cost of 
cutting and carting it. The grass was now fired at a.everal 
points and thus the greater part of the bugs already In the 
field ~re destroyed. Practically only a few winged bugs 
escape. The whole operation cost Rs. 1-8-0 per acre. 

The next precaution was to remove the vines"and leaves 
of the groundnuts as far as possible from the precincts of 
the threshing yard. Once the yard gets thoroughly infested 
it is exceedingly difficult to get rid of the bugs. The heaps 
of groundnuts if they now become infested should-'be dealt 
with immediately. They can be \haken or raked over after 
surrounding the ya.rd with dry gra.ss, and after the bugs have 
taken refuge in the grass this can be burnt as before describ
ed. This method is, however, somewhat dangerous in a. 
threshing yard, and very great care has to be exercised not 
to set fire to other produce kept in the neighbourhood. The 
:firing can be dispensed with, however, as we found, if the 
grass is tied up in bundles and these arranged systematica.lly 
round the heaps of groundnut. The heaps are then raked so 
as to drive the bugs to the shelter of the grass bundles. 
The bundles are then beaten over one or two poles place 

" over a tank or vessel containing water, with kerosene floating 
over it. The operation of beating the bundles is shown as a 
photograph on the occasion when almost all bugs were 
killed by trapping them in bundles of til stalks which were 
available in large qua~tities at the time on the farms. The 
bugs in fact hide better in th~se bundles of til stalks than in 
bundles of other grass or kadbi. The photograph shows the 
gul-boJling pan used to drown the bugs but any form or 
ahape of shallow vessel will answer the purpose .. 

Another method which gave a. temporary relief from the 
bugs was spraying the yard with crude oil .emulsion. The 
smell kept th~ bugs away for two or three days but they 
returned agam. Any method, however; which only aims at 
driving the bugs away temporarily should be discarded. The 
bugs swarm back as bad as before as soon as the disturbance 
which drove them away is removed. When the nuts are dry 

• the ·clean nuts should be bagged and the mouths of the bags 
sewn up with great care so as to prevent even the smallest 
nymphs creeping into the bags. 



APPENDIX L 

TKCHNICAL DESCRIPTION AND LIFE HISTORY OF XHE GBOUND

NUT BUG (Apl~anus sordidus). 

The bug (Aphanus scwdidus) is described by Dista.nt as follows:.. 

.. Head IIoIld anterior lobe of pronotum., base of scutellum and 
sternum piceous or dark castaneolls, abdomen beneath pale castan
eous, posteriot: labe cf pronotum., scutellum excluding base, and 
corium, ochraceous, thickly punctured with brown, lateral margins 
of pronotum and corium with-only a few coarse punctures, apex of 
scutellum luteous, legs ochraceous, femora, excluding bases, and 
the tibia puuctured and mottled with brown, membrane fuliginous 
with a dark castaneous spot at base; anten,nae pale ochraceous, 
apex of third joint infuscated, fourth joint fuscous with its base 
luteous, rostrum ochraceous, ba.sal joint castaneous, the apex pice
ous, lateral and posterior ma.rgins of prosternum, t:wo spots on post
erior margins of metasternum, margins of acetabula, and lateral 
marginal spots to a.bdomen luteous Length 9 to 10 rom. 

Hab:-Assam, Naga Hills and Bengal; Ranchi (Irvine), 
Calcutta. Bombay (Leith). Bor Ghat (Dixon). Ceylon (Green), 
Burma, Mandalay, Karennee, Prome (Fea) Minhla (Comotto), 
Tenassarim, Tkagata. (Fea.), China.. Also. recorded by Sta.l from 
Guinea." 

The sexes can easily be distingUIshed by an examination of the 
hind end of the abdomen. The last visible segment of the female 
is tria.ngula.r in shape when seen from the side ('IJide Fig. 1, Plate II) 
while in the male it is rounded (vide Fig. 4, Plate II). In .the 
female it presents a. long slit-like opening down the middle a.nd in 
this slit is concealed the long ovipositor. By slightly pressing the 
a.bdomen of IL live specimen this ovipositor is pushed out of the slit 
which accomodates it. By teasing this extended part with a. needle 
it will be found to be bent double on itself. Under the microscope 
it can be easily dissected and is shown to be made u.p of two flaps, 
one upper and the second lower, which w1?-en approxnnated together 
leave a. channel-like opening for the passa.ge of eggs. The halves 
of ~be doubled up ovipositor probably represent the dorsa.l and 
ventra.l plate, respectively of the 7th and 8th segments of the 
a.bdomen. They are modIfied to form the ovi:positor. The seventh 
segment has not undergone any la.rge cha.nge In sha.pe. It i!l nearly 
of the sa.me shape as the last visible segment and occupies a :posi
tion just below it when the ovipusitor is retracted: The two pIeces 
represent no doubt the ventj:"al plate of the seyenth segment and 
the thin membraneous fold of chitin stretched between these two 
triangular. pieces form~ the lower bounda.ry oOhe ovipositor. The 
dorsal plate of this seventh segment is mostly membraneous with 
only the sides thickly chitinized. The eighth segment is represented 
by the distal half of the ovipositor. The upper and lower plates 
are compa.ratively more membra.neous than the seventh- segment 
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with the sides only chiti~iz~. The long ov~positor:- saggests the 
possibility of the bug laymg Its eggs thrust IOto chinks or narroW 
ISpace~ but it will be lound tha.t- the egg. are la.id in aU sorts of 
f31tuatlOns. , 

The male genita.l organs have t~ be carefully dissected to show 
th~ structure clearly. 'rhe last visible segment which is globular 
oconoeals a. spirally coiled penis 'on either side of whicb. 
are se~n two accessory plates. A~ it~ root ~he .penis is slightly 
widened into a funnel shaped openmg' Into which IS fOllnd tlle end
ing of the ejaCUlatory duct. The ejaculatory duct traverses the 
whole length. of the last ~~g~ent of the abdomen whi~li 1s con;tplet~. 
Iy hidden in~lde the last vIslble segmem. 'rhe semlDal veSIcle IS 
round, from the lower end of which the ejaCUlatory duct commence •• 
Copulation takes place end to end and not one above the other. 

The eggs.-Eggs are one millimeter long a.nd half a millimeter 
broa.d. They are rounded at the \ends a.nd present no, sort of 
sculpturing on their surfa.ce even wh1en seell under a mibroscope. 
They are dull -white when freshly laid but. turn brown wi~hin. a 
couple of hours. A few days before hatching they turn pmk In 
colour. Average of five trials ha.ve given nine dayp. as the period 
required for hatching. Normally the eggs are laid in or near the 
breeding grounds. When the grouudnuts are drying iu the thresh
ing yards the bugs breeding in these heaps were Cound to lay their 
eggs in the soil. The soil has only be sifted to secure the eggs. 
Among the til (sesamum) stalks ill which also they were found 
breeJing the eggs were found thrust into the dry or green pods. 
On one occasion when they were breeding in dry rice straw, bundl
ed and stacked in a corner of the threshing yard, the eggs were 
found laid promiscuously in the bundles and by shaking theB6 
bundles on 110 clean sheet of paper the eggs could be easily 8p.cured. 
When again the bugs were found breeding among bairi (PerutisetulI' 
typhoideum) heads they were thrust in the heads. This wa.s the 
easiest means by which they. could be secured for laboratory pur
poses. Adult bugs were imprisoned in a. ca.ge with a. few dry bajri 
heads. The next day.they were shaken and the eggs were secured: 

Life History.-The eggs when hatclied present a slit at one. 
end. The larva is perfectly pink, Within a short time the head 
and pro thorax darken. The size of newly ha.tched larvlB is 11 mm. 
The head a.nd pro thorax a.re black, meso-thora.x is yellowish. Two 
linear brown patches OQcupy the sides of the m~ta-thorax:, which is 
yellow .. 

Abdomen yellow with the hind margin; of segments 
sa.nguineous. Three small slightly long glandular pa.tches on the 
dorsum, black. Eyes red. 

- Length of first femur.-5 mm. A blunt spine is visible a* 
the distal end of femur. 

Length of antennre 1'2 mm. 
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La'f'Va. of the 1d moult.-Number of days· taken jO' llasS' .lBt 
moult-5 days. 

Length 21 mm. Length of first fem11r~'6~ mm. One spine 
visible a.s during the last instarr. Length of antennll1-1'6 mm. 

Head, ptothorax and mesothorax ~lack. Sides of JDesothorax. 
ochraceous, metathorax ochraceous WIth the black patches more 
horizontal and very nearly meeting in tqe centre. 'TIle patches &re 
rounded off on the outer angle. 

A pyramidal ochraceous patch develope& behind the thorax and 
ends with the first glandular mark. Two oval patches of the 
lame colour develop between the three glandular·marks. Sides o{ 
the dorsal se&ments are marked pink. 

Nymph after. 2nd moult.-Number of.days taken to pass second 
moult-4 da.ys. 

Length 3! mm. Length of first femur-'9 mm. Two blun~ 
&pines visible on the femur. Length of entennm-2:3 mm. 

Prothorax art long as the head, meso..thorax two-thirds the 
size of prothorax. The horizontal black patches on the meta~ 
'horax. pointed a.t the outer angle. and nearly meeting in the centre. 
Colour of abdomen light ochraceous with the hind borders of seg
ments pink. Ma.rkings on too dorsum, liIa.me as in the last instar. 

Nymph after Bra moult.-Number of days taken to pass too 
third moult-5 days. 

Length-4l mm. Length of first femur-l'4 mm. Three 
blunt spines are developed at the distal end, Length of antennre-
3·4mm. . 

Prothorax as long as meso~thorax, meta-thorax partly concealed 
by the wing pads which are very prominent and rounded behind. 
Colour markings same as in ,the last instar. w 

Nymph after 4th moult.-Number of da.ys taken to pass the 
fO}ll'th moult-6 days. . 

Length-5! mm. Length of first femur-l'S mm. Five 
blunt spines are visible on the front femur. Length of antennlB' 
4'4mm. 

Scutellum is developed and is transversely ribbed. ' It is blunt 
a.nd rounded behind. Wing pads are fully formed and occupy the 
sides of the meta thorax on either side of the scutellum. Meta ... 
thorax is seen only as a narroW strip between the wing pads. 
Colour markings the same as in the last instar. 

Adult after 5th or the final moult.-Number of days taken to 
~ass the fifth moult-9 days. , 

Length of the body-9 mm. Length of the first femur-2'3 mmv 
Six spines are developed on the first femur, some are blunt a.nli 
aome more pointed. Length of antennw-5'1 mIll. 
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The 'Whole liCe history of this bug extends to 3S days nuder 
artificial conditions of tbe labor;lotory. Under normal conditions ill 
the-field H might possibly be much shorter. The bags are found 
actively breeding from September to April and they may pass 
through 6 or 7 generations before their numbers begin to -4,ecrease 
visibly. The bugs must be capable of laying a large number of 
eggs as is evidenced by the huge numbers found under the drying 
heaps of groundnuts and other farm produce. A large number of 
gravid females have been dissected and the number of well formed 
eggs found in the onry ranged between 18 to 32. All attempts to 
find out the maximum number of eggs that a female could lay have 
failed. A hymemopterous parasite was however reared out of the 
eggs during December aud January and althou~h the parasites were 
on the ascendency.for a time further observatIons failed to show 
that they exercise a.ny definite check on the bugs. Frogs were 
found concea.led under a heap of groundnut fodder under observa
tion. The contents of the stomachs. of these frogs showed that. 
they fed freely on these bugs. \ 
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PREFACE 

I N September last Mr. Dadubhai P. Desai, Zamindar of 
Nadiad, wrote to Dr. Mann that Mrs. Tudor-Owen had 

reared a grape and orange orchard at Palitana and that after 
long and patient work had come to definite conclusions 
as regards t.hese fruits. In order that the experience gained 
there might be· taken advantage of in the n~ighbouring tracts 
of Gujarat, Mr. Dadubhai proposed that an expert officer of 
the Bombay Agricultural Department might be deputed to 
Palitana for a thorough study and examination of the orchards 
and for publication of his results for use of cultivators. 
I was accordingly deputed for the purpose, and the following 
pages are the result of the investigations carried out. 

(Signed) G. B. PA1VARDHAN. 

Poona Agricultural College, 
May 5, 1920. 
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FRUIT CULTURE IN PALITANA AND 
JAMN~GAR 

VINE AND ORANGE CULTURE IN PALITANA 
During the minority of His Highness t~e Thakor Saheb' 

Bahadursingaji, the Administrator of Palitana 'and his wife 
had undertaken the development of fruit culture, especially 
vines and oranges, with a view, (1) to equip the Thakor 
Saheb's palace with a home fruit garden containing selections. 
of high grade varieties of fruit, (2) to make trial introduction 
of these fruits, and others in Palitana, (3) and ultimately 
to interest local farmers in their possibilities. About 
ten years ago, soon after the completion of the building 
of the Hava Mahal palace, a site within the precincts of the 
palace compound was seletted, The grounds on which 
the palace is situated are on ,a low plateau overlooking the 
village. The garden is located on the south of the palace 
with a clear ea$tern aspect-a 'situation not unfavourable 
to a fruit garden. The situation itself precluded the existence 
of any deep soil but guaranteed free drainage. 

Soil.-The area has a reddish black very light soil 
about a foot deep, overlying a reddish white murum layer 
eighteen inches to two feet deep. Below the latter is a 
loose disintegrated hrematitic trap layer. When the area 
was undergoing preliminary preparation, the soil on it 
was added to by that brought from the foundations dug 
for the palace. The surface of the land is level. The 
soil is on the whole very friable, well drained and neither 
too rich nor .extraordinarily retentive of , moisture, A 
chemical analysis of it is given below :-. 

Loss on ignition 
Sand 
Lime (CaO) 
Phosphoric acid 
Potash 
Nitrogen 

5'70 
42'83 

,. 1'70 
0'23' 
0'12 
0'08 
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Climate.-Palitana is situated just about 21·5° N. Lat. 
and 72° E. Long. Th,,; climate is hot and dry for a long time of 
the year. The average {ofthree years 1913-1916} maximum 
temperature in April and May is between 100° F. and 105° F. 
The maximum temperature is above 90° F. for nine months 
in the year. The lower maxima are in December. January 
and February in which they range between 82° F. to 85° F. 

Rainfall.~ The average rainfall at Palitana is between 
22-25 inches. It is confined to June. July. August and Sep. 
tember with a little {average 0'75 inches} in October. The 
other months are quite dry. There is no chance of ante-mon .. 
soon precipitation. Frosts. however. are occasionally feart'd. 
but there is no certainty of their annual regular occurre()ce. . 

The climatic and soil f~ctors bring very prominently 
before the mind's eye those obtaining at Jeur and Pimplegaon 
Ujjan in the Ahmednagar district where grapes are so 
successfully cultivated under exactly similar circumstances 
as to soil, tempf'rature and rainfall. 

T emperature.-Thf maximum is in May whtn it ri~es 
to about 110° and the minimum is 56° in December. 

Wattr.-The land is commanded by irrigation which is 
delivered by pipe water supply derived from a special reser
voir which provides water for all purposes in -the palace. 
The water is available at any required time. The following 
chemical analysis of it shows that the water is suitable. for 
fruit crops :--

Total soluble salts 
*Containing :-

Calcium Carbonate 
Calcium Sulphate 
Calcium Chloride 
Magnesium Chloride 
Sodium Carbonate 
Sodium Chloride 

Parts per 100.000 parts. 
60·00 

22'64 
3'51 
"73 

20·65 
2·12 
2·51 

• Thi. lIJIal)'lil_ kindly ",pplied by the ~ltural Chemiac to the Government of 
80_,. Poona. 



Vines.-There are thr.;e plots; of these the first of 110 
plants is on the site indicated. above. the second of about 
100 plants on another piece of land close to the western 
boundary line of the palace ornamental gardens. and the 
third at Ambawadi two miles to the south of Palitana town. 
I am referring to the first of these in what follows. The 
others will be mentioned later. 

The vines are planted 9t feet apart with a distance of 
15 feet between the rows-thus the area occupied by the grapes 
is very neariy one~third of an acre. They are trained on the 
espalier system. Two wires are stretched along the line of 
plants, the lower opE'e2 feet 9 inches from the ground and the 
other 18 inches higher pass through small masonry pillars 
and are tied beyond to strong 'iron posts with proper tighten~ 
ing arrangements The plants stand in the centre of a 
shallow circular bed of 5 feet diameter and water is given 
from channels one of which runs in front of each row. 

-
Planting.-The vines were planted eight years ago in 

pits 3 feet wide and 2 feet deep which were dug and filled 
with fresh surface soil, bonemeal, fish and farmyard manure 
six months before planting. 

Nursery Stock and Varieties.-The plants were obtained 
from Mr. Paul of Bangalore who got them from his Australian 
nurseries. The varieties represented are :--(1) Sweet Water, 
(2) Muscatel, (3) Blade Hamburg, and (4) Sultana. 

Pruning and Training.-Initial pruning oper~tions com
menced as soon as the plants became established and put 
forth vigorous growth. The lower 24 inches ~f the vine 
was freed of all shoots which appear incessantly in that 
region of the vine. From this height the stem bifurcates 
into two arms, the point of bifurcation being styled the 
head of the vine. The two arms were allowed to grow 
along the lower wire for about two ket and thus form two arms. 
Any further extension of the arm is stopped by pru.ning the 
end of it. Laterals borne by the arms are spaced at regular 
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-distances on the arms. lae laterals are pruned annually to 
3 or 4 buds in December. The shoots emerging at the end of 
the laterals bear the inflorescence on the fourth or fifth node. 
The shoots are tied vertically to the upper vines and thus the 
weight of the fruit does not cause any strain on the young 
shoots. This is the vertical system of training mentioned by 
Bailey. Flowers appear in January and the fruits are harvested 
in April and May. The tips of bearing shoots are pinched 
between February and,April. From May to December the 
shoots continue their vegetative growth onwards till the next 
year's pruning in December. These continuation branches 
are not tied to wires but are allowed to have their way 
and twist on the wires or fallion the ground. This growth 
may become '10 to 30 feet long during the interval. In 
December the cane-the shoot which had borne fruits-is 
cut in the middle of the inter-node next in front of the fruit 
bearing node. As a result new shoots emanate from buds 
in the axil of the leaf opposite the position of the harvested 
bunch. These shoots bear flowers in the next year. 

As a result of the one annual pruning we find (I) the 
fruit is borne on young shoots appearinsr on one year's wood, 
i. e., the flowering shoot grows out of a bud which was formed 
-along with the flowering bud of the last year, (2) that 
the canes of the vines extend by about 6 to 9 inches 
from year to year. When the ex.tension indicated goes 
beyond the limits prescribed, the whole is cut back close to 
the head and a nealthy lateral (or a cane one year or two 
years old) is pulled forward and tied itO as to replace the old 
afm having first being shortened to about one foot in length. 
The renewal canes may be forming on one side of the vine 
while the other is bearing as usual. It may happen also that 
both the arms may need renewal simultaneously. The 
,vines have been trained and pruned in the manner indicated 
above. Along with pruning the bark is also scraped and 
removed. The accompanying photograph No. I shows 
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bearing vines at the place. Ano~her No.2 shows the general 
appearance of the vine-yard. 

Manurin.rr.-Early in December all surface soil round each 
'vine is removed till the first small rootlets appear-the tree is 
pruned and fresh soil replaces what has been re~oved ; bulbs 
of freshly slaked lime is added and' thoroughly incor
porated with the soil; then, leaving a space of about a foot 
in diameter round each tree a mixture of two baskets of well 
rotted and screened stable refuse and 2 lbs. of bonemeal 
is carefully· incorporated with the' soil outside the space. 
In the last tw'o years three" pounds of decorticated cotton 
seed was added to the mixture. The plant is watered 
copiously so that it may brim up'to the top of the banks. 
Soon after the soil has dried I>ufficiently to allow of its 
being raked, that immediately round the stem of the tree 
is removed and replaced by fresh soil liberally mixed with 
wood-ashes. The space close round the stem is not manured 
becaQile the farm manure would attract white ants and as in 
watering some of the farm manure might have been carried 
to the stem, the soil imIJlediately about the stem is removed 
and replaced by the fresh soil and wood-ashes. All this 
work is finished before the 24th of December. " 

Wood-ashes are given .aftereach watering in 
January and a liberal supply of the same again in November 
but without watering. Vines are not touched or manured 
after they have set their fruit; only the soil is raked after 
watering from December to close of watering in April. 

In addtition to the above formulce of manure, the land 
intervening between the actual beds and rows is sowed with 
san hemp' (Crotolaria juncea) in Ju~e. This is ploughed in 
August and reploughed again and again in September and 
Octob:::r. . .' 

The above method and times of supplying manure to 
the roots of the plants, at all needed times indicated the 
necessity of elaborate and scrupulous attention required 
chiefly to prevent access of white ants to the collar of the vine. 
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Irrigation.-Watet is given in Decemher along witll 
the manurial dressing as indicated above. In January and 
onwards till about the middle of April. it is given once in 
every four days. Immediately after the grapes begin to 
change colour. i.e. about April 10th, irrigation is stopped to 
allow the berries to ripen. No water is given to any tree 
after April. From June to December no water should he 
given unless there chances to be very draughty weather when 
one watering a month may be needed. 

[nteTcultuTe and mulching.-l have referred above to the 
interculture of the land between the beds and rows 
by burying gre.:.n manure and mulching the soil hy monthly 
ploughing. In addition -the ,circular beds are mulched by 
lightly stirring, the soil in them. These operations help 
aeration of the soil and keep the ground quite clear of 
weeds. 

In July the vines are earthed up to about a foot or so 
of their height to prevent any water lodging and to reducing 
unnecessary growth. The earthing up is said to check too 
much vegetative 'growth in the rainsL 

Enemies.-White ants occurring in the soil are the 
great unseen odds which must be faced by cultivators in this 
tract. Frequent dressing of the soil with ashes referred 
to above under manuring is practised with a good deal of 
success. The stem actually attacked is scraped. the tunnels 
being thus removed, while it is washed with a solution of 
Phenyle disinfectant (three-quarters of a tea cup dissolved 
in one water can). The solutioQ may he poured in the 
hollows of a trunk if any are formed by the ravages of white 
ants. Occasional soaking of the soil with this solution is 
said to have kept away the insects. It is. said that this 
treatment has given good results. 

A good spraying mixture used, if plants are worried 
by insects. is made by dissolving 7 lbs. of copper sulphate 
and 5 lbs. of soft soap in 70 gallons of water. 
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Another mixture used to kill any insects which may be 
hiding in the bark is prepared by dissolving 1 lb. of sulphate 
of iron (Ferrous sulphatt") in one gallon of boiling water to 
which is added 2 drams of sulphuric acid. This mixture 
is applied by means of a swab upon the stem, branch and shoot. 
This must be done immediately after pruning before any 
buds have sprouted into shoots and leaf as these would be 
burnt by the treatment. I think the absence of the much 
detested beetle (Scelodonta Strigicollis) of Nasik is due to 
the applicat.ion of this. The mixture is also a preventive 
against anthracnose. Unfortunately this mixture is too 
dangerous to be confided to the hands of the cultivators at 
the present ~tage· of the,ir education. 

Fortunately the vine-yard has not been attacked by 
mildew (Oidium). The dry climate, the clean cultivation, 
absence of any shade and any water stagnation on the grounds 
and in the neighbourhood have been the saving causes. 

Yieid.-The vines have begun to yield from the 
second year. If all wer~ well in these eight years the plants 
would have become very uniform, large and heavy yielding 
under the assiduou!o care of Mrs. Tudor-Owen. But for 
about five years in the middle the plot happened to be 
neglected for local reasons and the vines had to be renovated 
in 1916 on Mrs. TUdor-Owen's return to Palitana. At 
present thi!Y are all healthy, vigorous and yielding. 

The second plot of grapes situated on the west of the 
ornamental garden contains 100 plants treated in all respects 
except training-like the first one. The supporting wires 
are dispensed with but the arms are trained on dwarf crosses 
(+) of wood driven into the ground behind each tree. 

This plot was planted in ')917 and has yielded the 
first crop~n May 1919 • 

• M A 8-2 
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The following statement shows the yields of the plots :
Plot L 

Plant No. 

5 
6 
7 

12 
13A 
13B 
14 
15 
16 
18 
23 
25 
29 

108 
31 
50 
40 
42 
47 
49 

Total. . 

2 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Number 
of 

bunche •. 

2 
8 
7 
1 
4 
1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
7 
2 
6 

.6 
8 

16 
9 

!-
, 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
plants 40\ 

4 
4 
1 
6 
6 

Total 
weight in Plant No. 

ou. 

'8 106 
24 52 
42 53 
2 58 
6 63 
2 107 
4 86 
8 54 

16 91 
4 88 
3 91B 
3 92 
4 55 

44 94 
6 110 

11 99 
25 101 
17 102 
67 103 
32 104 

Pioll/. 

6 10 
9 II 
2 12 

13 13 
17 15 

: 

i 

Number 
of 

bunchu. 

16 
10 
12 
5 
3 
4 
5 
2 
5 , 
0 

1 
1 
4 
2 
3 

16 
11 
22 

I 
I 
I 

Total 
weight in 

OZI. 

. 79 
6 

48 
16 
4 

76 
13 
5 

12 
11 
2 
2 
5 
6 

16 
82 
21 

.173 
25 I '152 

4 hi-245 1,038 

2 5 
4 6 
5 5 
5 20 
5 1(} 
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Number Total Number Total 
Plant No. • of weight in Plant No. of weight in 

bunches. OZ8. bunches. ozs. 

16 5 
17 4 
18 1 
19 2 
22 3 
23 2 
24 6 
25 5 
26 3 
29 2 
31 1 
32 7 
33 . 5 
34 3 
35 5 
36 3 
39 1 
42 4 
43 3 
45 3 
46 2 
47 5 
48 3 
49 8 
50 11. I 

10 
12 
3 
2 
4 
6 

10 
11 
6 
2 
3 

16 
10 
3 

18 
9 
2 
8 
3 
4 
6 

23 
5 

13 
28 
11 Ii \ L 

~ I, __ -r-

Total .. plants 70! 

7 
4 

32 

56 4 
57 5 
58 7 
59 1 
6G 1 
62 4 
63 2 
64 1 
65 6 
66 8 
67 4 
68 8 
69 6 
70 2 
71 6 
72 4 
73 7 
74 6 
75 6 
n 3 
83 1 
84 3 
85 3 
86 4 
87 7 
88 5 
89 9 
91 2 
92 2 

i 301 

13 
15 
8 
2 
2 
6 
4 
6 

26 
24 
16 
24 
13 

. 5 
14 
12 

112 
34 
25 
6 
3 
6 
8 
8 

41 
11 
46 
4 
9 

1,067 
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The 6rst plot has given an average of 26'0 oz. of yield 
per plant though individual plants have yielded from 4 to 
10 lbs. The average is not satisfactory. It must be 
remembered however that the average is taken from a plot 
which contain plants of three or four kinds and from plants 
which had received a great check for some years and amongst 
them there was a varying degree of renovation. Still the 
yield of 3 to 10 Ibs. from some individual plants soon after 
the 6rst chance of fruiting gO.t after each recouping vigour 
is decisively encouraging. 

The outtum of the second plot only two years old 
is 15'4 oz. per bearing plant though some individual plants 
have yielded from 2 to 7lbs. If,the vines were plantf".cl9 feet 
apart-I consider this distance is quite enough.-and if only 
60 per cent. of the plants bore fruit in the next year as was the 
fact in the present case, !It ill the average calculated outturn 
of about 325 lbs. per acre is not bad specially so early in 
the life of the plantation and especially where the fruiting 
wood is so small in amount. . 

Of the varieties planted, .. Muscatel .. is the best yielder 
and is also hardy. .. Sweet Water" is not of a high quality 
but is hardy, pr9li6c and early. The black variety is hardy 
and proli6c. 

Figures as to cost of c!ultivation are not available. I make 
an approximate estimate of it per acre:- . 

(I) Lab~ur 300 units at 6 annas 
Rs. a. p .. 

a day 112 8 0 
(2) Irrigation by hire 32 times at 

Rs. 2..4-0 each time 67 8 0 
(3) Six ploughings, i.e .• 12 days 

at Rs. 1-2-0 a day 13 8 0 
(4) Manures, etc., ab~ut 12 0 0 --

225 8 0 
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Income.-For calculating this I take the following 
basis. :-

(1) About 550 plants per acre. 
(2) About 90 per cent. plants bear fruit. 
(3) That, the vine-yard is in the third year which 

is the first proper bearing age. 

(4) That each vine bears Qnly 3 lbs. per plant 
which is low and is just the outturn of the best plant 
in the second year only. Normally each plant must 
give at least 6 to 10 lbs. 
On these "basis an acre will give 1.500 lbs. which at 

6 annas a pound is about Rs. 562. The profit is therefore 
Rs. 332. The outturn is taken very low. The pruning 
method which I recommend later will give a large amount 
of fruiting wood-I think about two to three times the 
amount now present-and therefore the yield 'and profits 
will increase if! proportion. 

The third plot of vines is very recently planted. It is 
on a sloping ground with eastern exposure. The plants 
were put out last rainy seabon and are progresloing well. 
The soil is perhaps too calcareous. It must be heavily 
manured with farmyard manure. 

Mrs. Tudor-Owen who has taken so much interest 
in the cultivation of these vines has drawn up a methodical 
monthly calendar of operations. It is given as an appendix 
and I consider that it is important to have it her~ if one 
has to understand the cultivation of the vine properly. 

Conclusions.-The detailed study of the facts of the 
cultivation mentioned in the preceding paragraphs have 
caused me to arrive at the following conclusions :-

(1) That vine cultivation in palitana may be 
cORsidered to be a decided success. 

(2) That high grade varieties such as .. Muscatel," 
.. Sweet Water," .. Black Hamburg" are successfully 
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introduced into this part of India. We do not grow 
these varieties in other parts of the Bombay Presidency 
and the success here indicates clearly their possibilities 
in other growing tracts of the Bombay Presidency. 

(3) That a higher and more ur;lifor{Tl yield per 
plant would have been assured if it had been possible 
to render continuous attention to the plants. 

(4) I concur in Mrs. Tudor-Owen's opinion that 
the training on wires would be too' costly, for the 
cultivators and that they should be trained without 
them by forming bushes. . 

(5) That the soil and climatic condition. here are 
ideal for grape culture. \ 

(6) That the trials have passed out of the experi
mental stage so far as important points of culture 
and varieties are concerned and effortli may- now be 
safely made to bring the results to the notice of Intending 
cultivators. 
Recommendations.-I. My first recommendation is 

about supporting the vines. The bushes in the second plot 
should be trained on a live Pangara (Erythrina Indica) 
stem 4 feet high. I propose that the system of training 
by spreading arms should be retained until it is proved 
that method of the pruning back (as is done at Nasik) close 
to the head of the vine at each pruning is agreeable to the 
varieties. Readily removable cross bamboo sticks may be 
tied to Pangara at about the same height" as the wires and 
the arms trained on them. The live Pangara support would 
give the following advantages among others :-

(a) They will support the vines. 
(6) They will admit of ploughing between the 

trees ; the cross stich' being removed at ploughing and 
retied soon after. . 

(e) They will save vertical wooden supports which 
are likely to rot in the ground. 
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(d) Since the Pangara trees must be pruned three 
or four times in the year (I) to' prevent them shading 
the vines,' (2) to reduce to a minimum their consump .. 
tion of 'manure given to the vines by root~pruning. 
their presence is not in any way harmful. 

{e>. The Pangara leav~s on pruning may be fed 
to the orchard cattle. 

2. My next recommendation is about pruning the 
vines twice in the year. This may look strange to some 
who read' English and American literature on the subject 
in which an annual pruning is described. But it has been 
practised by us at the Ganeshkhind Botanical Gardens 
and by all cultivators of th ... Na~ik and Nagar tracts with so 
much success that I have .no hesitation ,in recommending it. 
Besides I do not ~ee the presence of any climatic or other 
facton.heu, different from tha~ tract. Two prunings should 
b~ done, one early in June and the s~cond in December. 
In the first pruning the. ca~e shQuld 'be c;ut hack to one or 
two b,qds l?ehind the bunches and in the second..th~ hranches 
arising {rom the buds left in the previous pruning should 
be shortened to three ,or four buds which will bear flower 
and fruits in the next season. This method will provide 
mor,e fruiting wood than in the one at present adopted 
and will accord with the fact that the fruit is borne in a few 
clusters near the base of the growing shoots of the season 
which spring from wood of last season's growth. 

3 .. The indigenous lOcal variety of Nasik called 
Bhokari should be cultivated alC'ng with the ones already 
tried. 

4. More intensive planting should be adopted as to 
have from 500 t() 600 plants per acre. This can be done 
without detriment to the growth of individual trees but 
with the possibility of quadr,upling the yield. • 

The recommedations can be adopted at once without 
the least hesitation ~s to success, 
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I proposed to make further recommendations in this 
matter, e.g., trial at Palitana of some other varieties, alteration 
of certain details in the methods of cultivation. etc., based 
upon results of experiments in the Ganeshkhind garden and 
experience in other tracts not differing in any essential 
respect as to climate, soil, water, etc., from P~litana. But 
I desist from doing so as it is not in the pr9vince of this 
Bulletin. 

CALENDAR FOR VINES. 

This Calendar is adopted by Mrs. Tudor-Owen at 
Palitana. 

J~ly. 
Earth up the vine trees SO as to prevent any water lodg

ing and so reducing unnecessary growth. 

Do not earth up young vines. These must go on grow
ing, and if there is drought, they ought to be watered regu
larly. As a general rule vines that have borne fruit will 
not need any artificial W'atering till after they are pruned and 
manured in December but if there is a very long drought 
they may be given water about once a month to keep them 
alive. . 

August .. 
The san hemp should be ploughed in. 

September. 
Plough the san hemp soil again so that the san hemp may 

be thoroughly incorporated with the soil. 
Treat carefully for white ants ~n the vine. This is the 

time when they are troublesome. 

Octoher. 
Keep on ploughing at least once a month between vines 

not only to incorporate the decaying san hemp but also to 
keep weeds and grass, whi~ otherwise talce all the fruit tree 
rootlets which means the health of the tree. 
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NQvembtT. 

The vines ought to be treated for white ants. See that 
they have a liberal supply of fresh wood~ashes but no wat.:r 
at all. Pick off old leaves of vines. 

Plough once again th~ san hemp area. See about get~ 
ting a sufficient supply of bonemeal, decorticated cotton seed 
and castor cake meal. 

December. 

See that all pruning scissors and knives are put into good 
order, also shellac varnish and sulphate of i;on and sulphuric 
acid, for spraying on the vines after prunin~. 

A very good mixture for spraying is-": 

7 lbs. copper sulphate, 
5 l,bs. soft soap, 

70 'gallons water, 

sufficient for 250 vines. - Each vine not to have less than two 
pints. 

Only use this, mixture if the vines are very worried by 
insects. Open up all the soils round the vines and remove 
this to form the banks of the bed till you see the fine roa"tlets 
appear. Leave like this for a few days, while fresh soil and 
manure and slaked lime are gathered together. 

(December 18th).-Begin pruning vines. The great 
secret is to -have- your canes well spaced, only leaving the 
healthy ones-those about the thickness of a lead pencil. 

New cuttings must be ma(ie from those trees that have 
borne the most fruit. All other pruned branches must be 
gathered in a heap and burnt and ashes used as . manure for 
the vine trees. . 

Remove loose bark. Swab down each tree with one 
pound sulphate of iron dissolved in one gallon of b'oiling 
water. Add two dramsQf strops sulphuric acid, paint all down 

14.11-3 
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the stem, and over each branch and shoot. The tree ought 
to appear almost white when it dries. This is to kill any 
insects. 

Put fresh soil round each tree, well mixed with 2 lbs. of 
slaked lime to each tree, leaving 'a space of about a foot in 
diameter round." each tree, give two basketsful of well rotted 
and screened stable manure and two pounds bonemeal well 
mixed, and carefully incorporate it with the soil outside the 
above space. 

See that banks all round are made up very hi~h so that 
each plant may be watered copiously, the water now is the 
most important ~tem, and next in importance is the raking of 
the soil round ·each tree. Wa~er copiously, it must bring 
to the top of the banks. 

After the soil has dried sufficiently to allow of it being 
raked, remove the soil immediately round the litem of the tree 
and replace with fresh soil liberally mixed with fresh wood .. 
ashes. The space round the stem is not manured because 
the farm manure would attract the white ants, and as in 
watering some of the farm manure might have been carried 
to the stem the soil immediately about the stem is removed 
and replaced by the fresh soil and wood-ashes mixture 
already mentioned. All this work ought to be finished by 
the 24th of December. 

January. 

Vines ought' to be budding. See that they have an 
application of fresh wood-ashes after every watering or 
else they will be attacked by white ants. If white ants still 
persist, use a weak solution of Phenyle as a wash for the whole 
trunk. (One part Phenyle to 60 of water.) 

February. 

Good month for planting up new vines. S~ that they 
ilce protected from th~ sun, till new leaves come. Shady 
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branches fixed round the young plant at intervals will give 
enough shed and shelter. _ 

Vines ought to be forming fruits. Wherever fruit have 
formed pinch off the end of that cane or shoot so that all the 
strength may go to fruit. Have tried this in 1918 with great 
success. Fruit of canes which have been shortened are 
markedly bigger than those that were allowed to grow long. 

, March. 
See that vines are well watered. 

April. 

This is the month when squirrels do a lot of damage 
to ripening grapes. Mosquito bags to be put on the bunches 
for protecting the fruit. These ought to be removed once 
a week so that each bunch may be examined for mildewed 
and rotting grapes. An application of flowers of sulphur 
will remove the former and rotting grapes can be removed 
by tiny pincers. -

Immediately grapes begin to change colour about April 
10th to 15th stop all watering, to allow then to ripen. The 
II Sweet water" grapes ought to be fit for the table from 
ll.boltt the 20th. 

May. 

If vine berries do not enlarge quick enough water every 
day. If vine berries begin to burst in any quantity stop 
watering even if some of the berries are small. 'They will 

\ sweeten all right. 

I f any berries rot, remove the~e very carefully with 
tiny pincers. When berries show the slightest signs of a 
chang, of colour stop all watering to allow of sugar forming. 
Do not allow any watering at all even near those trees on which 
berries are ripening. The .. Sweet water" variety gives 
quite small grapes. They ripen long before the others and 
lire delicious, If when watering has been stopped, the leaves 
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shrivel and look drooping. just give a little water. to buck 
up the vine. or the ripening fruit might suffer and then again 
stop watering to allow -the fruit to continue ripening. 

June. 
After all the" fruit has been gathered. bank up earth all 

round the tree upto the main trunk. leaving rather a sharp 
slope to prevent any water lodging. Bank up earth even 
if all the fruit has not been gathered. at the beginning of June. 
No watering is necessary all through the rains. uniess of course 
there is a long drought when the trees will show their need 
by the leaves drooping and shrivelling when a little water can 
be given. The trees are banked up to prevent any rain 
water lodging near the trunk which would only encourage 
more growth in the vine which we do not want during the 
rams. 

The soil between the vines should be ploughed up. 
After the brst rains san hemp should be sown for green 
manure. This will keep down weeds and will greatly bene
fit the soil. 

CITRUS PuNrs. 
Along with vines some choice varieties of oranges and 

limes have been introduced into Palitana. These include the 
following reputed varieties :-

80 plants of Australian Navel Oranges. 
7 Sweet Limes. 

19 Sour Limes. 
3 Agra Oranges. 

23 Sicilian Lemons. 
10 Delhi Oranges. 

The most s~ccessful of these are Navel cranges. Delhi 
oranges and Sicilianllemons. 

All these are planted under the same conditions of situa
tion. soil. water and initial manuring as the vines and in 
plots adjoining them. -
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Australiafl Navel Oranges . ..-These are now nine years 
old. They are planted at distances varying from 20 to 22 feet 
apart between the plants and 17 feet in line. At present 
they form an umbrella shaped small tree about 12 feet high, 
and 11 to 12 feet thtough with 18 to 24 inches of stem below 
clear of any forking. The annual ground treatment and 
manuring so far has been as detailed below . 

. ' , -
Ground treatmcnt.-Sann hemp is sown in the blank 

area between the lines soon after the 6rst break of the rains. 
It is ploughed into the soil in August and monthly ploughings 
of the land are carried out till the end of November for the 
purpo&e of incorporating the rotting sann hemp, suppressing 
weeds, and aerating the soil. -

Beds.-Usually a circular basin about 8 feet diameter 
is made round each tree thougb these beds vary i~ size 
according to the circumference of the widest part of the 
tree in individual instanceS'. The basins are connected by a 
channel which c~:>nveys water from a main. The soil in each 
bas'in is stirred after each irrigation in order to prevent 
formation of crust and to prevent evaporation of moisture. 

lrrigation.-Irrigation is applied full up to the brim of 
each bed every 4 or 5 days all the year round with the excep
tion of a couple of weeks in December iust before giving 
manure. After pruning water is given copiously in Decem
ber and January-a little less in February to let the fruit set 
and after that copiously every four days. 

Manure.-In addition to the green manure referred 
to above freshly slaked lime 'is mixed in the soil round f'ach 
tree in August to kill any Mediterranean flies that may have 
dropped into the soil to lay eggs. In the 6rst week of January 
the ~oil immediately round the trunk is removed and replaced 
by mixture of fresh wood-ashes and fresh earth. In, the 
third week of January each tree is given seven pounds of 
decorticated cotton cake ana 2 lbs. of bonemeal plus 1 lb. 
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of ammonium sulphate. This is worked in the bed. the 
manure not being allowed to touch the trunk of the trees. 

FloJJering.-The trees flower in February when they 
are so full of blossom that they look as if covered with snow. 
Frequent dropping of fruits and flowers is noticed. At the 
time of my visit. I found the Navel oranges set to the size 
of peas. fruiting very profusely but dropping very consider
ably. The trees are reported to have had good. large fruits 
in January 1916 but not ripening fast enough. I saw a few 
stray fruits now on one tree planted near .. Delhi oranges It 
of the past bahar (crop) but they had not ripened although 
they had attained their full size. Mrs. Tudor-Owen says • 
.. Ripe fruit is taken every year in September. October and 
November. The trees have borne every year since they 
were two years old with very few exceptions. and decorticated 
cotton-seed was tried. the fruit was wanting in flavour. being 
more like a sweet lime than an orilnge. It was a record crop 
last year-the fruit of delicious flavour but getting all destroyed 
by Mediterranean fly. 

E"emies.-F rom what I was told. the plants bore 
exc\...llent crop last year (1919). the trees giving about 500 fruits 
each. but most of the fruits were punctured by the white 
fly known as the .. Mediterranean fly It and the fruits 
dropped. The fruit fly has been identified by Mr. Paul of 
Bangalore as the Mediterranean fly. The precautions and 
remedies adopte~ against this pest are:-

1. Destruction of all fallen fruits found to be infected. 

2. Cultivating the ground around the trees six inches 
deep in order that any maggots fallen. down from fruits may 
be buried. and applying slaked lime on the surface of the beds 
in order to destroy chrysalids w~ich may happen to be 
turned up. 

'3. All affected fruit from the trees are collected and 
burnt or buried 3 feet deep with the addition of quick lime. 
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All trees are sprayed with Bordeaux mixture before bloom .. 
ing. The Mediterranean fly Ceratilis capitala has not been 
recorded as a pest of oranges or other fruits in this Presi
dency. The one that is damaging fruit similarly and is very 
obnoxious in the Deccan is the moth Ophideris /ullonica which 
punctures citrus' fruits at night. Attempts were made at the 
Ganeshkhind Botanical Garden to trap this by means of toddy 
juice placed in small earthen vessels suspended to branches 
of trees. Another and more successful plan is to scald the 
insects by means of torches. The insect usually settles upon 
the fruit for'· 15 minutes and is not frighten~d away by the 
presence of tor~h light, and is thus easily killed by burning 
with the torch. I am of opinion that more accurate identi
fication of the pest at Palitana is needed. 

They however happened to be neglected for about 5 y...ars 
during which time they made too much long wood. 
Mrs. Tudor-Owen came to their rescue in the meanwhile 
and trimmed them back into 'balance' by regularly spacing 
the branches round the trunk. Mrs. Tudor-Owen is very 
hopeful of complete success.of this. 

The trees had been very systematically pruned and 
trained to obtain a certain shape from the beginning. The 
lower eighteen.inches of stem is kept clean. It is then allowed 
to branch upwards and outwards so as to form an umbrella 
shape. All suckers and water sprouts are systematically cut 
away from time to time. If some branches project far out 
on the top they are removed wholely from the point of origin 
on the tree, thus admitting light inside the head of the tree 
and also maintaining an uniform height ~equired for the 
purpose of maintaining the umbrella shape. Lateral or 
pendent branches are also shortened back after the harvest
ing of fruit. The tr«:.es are now the picture of health. 

Delhi Oranges.-Next to the above are the Delhi oranges 
so called because the man who supplied them told that he had 
grown them at Delhi. There are ten plants planted 8 years 
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ago. All of them are splendid specimens of exc~ llent gro~th. 
The variety is different from the Poana oranges. The Delhi 
orange tree is a large round dome shaped bushy tree 16 to 
18 feet high and 23 to 25 feet through, branching profusely. 
the outer and lower branches almost sweeping the ground. 
These tras are also pruned and shaped in the same manner 
as the Navel oranges. They are also manured and otherwise 
treated like the Navel orang:s. The trees are said to have 
borne enormous crops. and to have done so four times in 
the 10 years of their life. At the time of my viloit. ont' tree 
(photo accompanies) had about 400 fruits and I was told 
that about twice the number had been' already harv,,!.ted 
from the tree. The fruits are three and a half to four inches 
in diameter rounded with the 'usual depression at the stig
matic end and lines or ridges at the stalk end. The colour 
when ripe is orange, surface. tubercled -am.. furrowed. The 
fruit is of a most delicious flavour and is tight slcinned. The 
variety is inclined to bear in clusters each containing 23 or 
24 fruits. 

Sicilian Umon.- This is a lime. Its fruit is oblong. 
yellow coloured. having a nipple at the ape"<. The tree 
bears very abundantly. The fruit is highly valued for 
making still tmonade. One meets with this variety in 
the Deccan though not known under this name nor any 
other. It is different from the • Pat' lemon. • The full 
size is said to be quite 3 times that of the Indian varieties.' 
The specimens seen by the writer were not so big. 

The trees are now very vigorous looking. They are 
given the same treatment as the other oranges. 

The following is the Calendar regart&ing Oranges :--

CALENDAR FOR ORANGES. 

June. 
Before the rain comes give the orange trees 5 lbs. each 

of well rotted farm-yard manure. Ohen aher rain the orange 
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trees bloom for a second time, while the fruit of the previous 
blooming is still not very advanced. This must weaken the 
tree, and perhaps this may account for some of the fruit 
being so tasteless. Sow, sann hemp soon after the first rain. 

July. 
No treatment. 

August. 
The sann hemp ought now to be ready for ploughing 

in if it is about to flower. Choose a day just after rain-it 
incorporates better with the wet soil. 

Keep a ~areful watch for the Mediterranean fly in 
oranges. Destroy affected fruit and mix slaked lime with 
soil round the trees. The fly is small and drops on to the 
ground unseen, immediately the fruit is handled. 

September. 
The sann hemp ought to have decayed by this time. 

If bullocks can 'be spared plough all over the sann area again, 
so that it might be thoroughly incorporated with the soil. 

October. 
Watch for Mediterranean fly as a precaution. Spray 

orange trees with Bordeaux mixture if there is any suspicion 
of Mediterranean fly. 

Keep on ploughing, at least once a month, all land be~ 
tween vines, oranges and the sann hemp area, not only to 
incorporate the decayi~g sann hemp with the soil but also 
to keep down the weeds and grass, which otherwise take all 
the food of the fruit tree rootlets which means the health 
of the tree. 

November. 
Plough once again over sann hemp area. 

December. 
By December 25th remove soil round orange trees 

(adding this to banks on each bed), till small rootlets appear. 
M A 8-4 
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Mix 2 lbs. of slaked lime with fresh soil, and spread care
fully all round and about tree, leaving a space immediately 
round the stem as in vines. Give 4 baskets for manure 
well mixed with soil to each tree. Cut away any twigs or 
branches that hang too close to the ground. 

}anaary. 

January 1st.-Water orange trees copiously. After 
the soil is dry enough to be raked, remove soil immediately 
round trunk as direCted for grapes and replace by mixture 
of fresh wood-ashes and earth. 

January 20th.-Give each orange tree 7 Ibs. decorticated 
cotton cake meal and 2 lbs. bonemeal using the same precau
tion as to not letting the manure touch the stem as in grapes. 

January 30th.-Give each orange tree one basketful 
of fresh wood-ashes. 

The sour limes (Indian Limbu) ought to be. flowering 
and fruiting now. 

Spray orange trees with weak solution of ph~nyle 
(1 part to 60 parts of water) . . 

February. 

The orange trees ought to be in bloom. 

Give less water to flowering orange trees till fruits have 
set; then water copiously. Put 2 lbs. slaked lime round 
each orange tree, and mix well with the soil. 

March. 
Examine oranges for Mediterranean fly. Oranges 

affected will exude juice from tiny holes in the rind when 
pressed. Re~ove all affected fruits and burn at once. 

Spray trees with Bordeaux mixture, or weak phenyle. 
Always spray very early in the morning or in the evening, 
see that vines and orange trees are well watered. 
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May. 

See that orange trees are having enough water. 

CoNCLUSION. 

From what I saw of the appearance of the orchard and 
the individual trees, I think Mrs. T udor~Owen is to be con~ 
gratulated for making' such a successful attempt at the 
introduction of the Navel oranges. The system of pruning 
and manuring have been the secret of success. The cul~ 
tivation is now beyond the experimental stage. It is 
obviously necc::ssary, however, that the' fruit fly' pest must 
be well controlled before recommending to cultivators. 

The Sicilian lime and the Delhi oranges should be widely 
propagated a~d cultivated by the people. 

CITRUS CULT IVATION AT jAMNAGAR. 

During the course of the last two years jamnagar is 
coming to the, front in Kathiawar in the matter of orange 
cultivation. Before that time an orange fruit produced at 
jamnagar was considered a novelty. There were many trees 
planted in the State gardens but none of them were known 
to yield fruit although old enollgh to bloom. The ordinary 
cultivator naturally cares more for irrigated crops such as 
brinjals, chillies, etc., that give immediate and early return 
of money investe~ rather than for fruit. Therefore nobody 
apparently knew or cared to give the necessary treatment for 
fruiting and the result was that the trees were considered 
a failure. Now the plants have been under the care ot 
Mr. Mandke, the enthusiastic head of the State gardens at 
jamnagar and an alumnus of the Poona Agricultural College, 
they are treated in the best possible way and their economic 
value ascertained. . 

During my recent visit to jamnagar I investigated the 
possibility of the success of citrus fruits and the following is 
an account of the study. Mr. V. G. Mandke was good enough 
to show me all the gardens where different varieties were 
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planted. It must be mentioned here that these trees are 
to be seen only in the State gardens. They have not yet 
attracted the attention of local cultivators. 

The following varieties were seen :-
(1) Orange. (2) Mosambi. (3) ]amhuri. (4) Galgallime. 

(5) Id Nimbo. (6) Sakhar Limbo. (7) Sour lime. (8) Royal 
George Navel oranges. (9) Pomeloes. (10) Reshmi. (11) 
Godhadia type. (12) Small Naringi (Reshmi)~ 
All these varieties are growing extremely well here. 

It is only a matter of few trials to see which of these are most 
economical in the end. Except No.8 all have fruited already. 
" The Royal George" plants 'are still young and may take 
a couple of years before they' reach mat~rity and declare 
their virtues. These trees differ from the Washington Navel 
Orange previously described as being cultivated at Palitana 
as the trees bear many stout thorns. while the Washington 
Navels do not have any. The produce of the most success
fully treated varieties. namely mosambis and santras (oranges) 
were exported in November and December 1919 and June 
1920 to almost all the States in Kathiawar and to such places 
outside as Bombay. Ahmedabad. Broach. etc. These fruits 
were derived from trees whi~ are now six years old. The 
latter are now about eight feet high and ten feet through. 
They were treated for the Ambebhar last year. by digging, 
manuring. and irrigating the plantations at the times so weD 
known to Deccan cultivators. The periods of preparatory 
treatment, however. vary to a small extent when compared 
with the Deccan. and it is to be noted that these periods are 
almost exactly one month later than those in the Deccan. 

After the digging. etc.. early in February each tree was 
given four baskets of farm-yard manure and 5 Ibs. of bone
meal. The £lowers appeared in March and April and the fruits 
are marketed from the middle of November to middle of 
January. I had no occasion to see or taste the fruits. but 
I am assured that they were much appreciated. I have myself 
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had occasion to meet with gentlemen in junagad who spoke 
very highly, of the recent jamnagar oranges. In the last crop 
i.e .• November and December 1919 and january 1920: the 
average number of fruits yielded by each masambi tree was 
162'5 and santra (orange) 223. The maximum yield of 
mosambis (in November. December 1918 and January 1919) 
was 200 per tree and the average was 70'6. whik the 
maximum yield per santra orange tree in the same year was 
449 and the average 135'6. 

Sweet .oranges are not usually cultivated in tracts close 
to the sea, but here the sea is within two miles of the orange 
garden, from which the fruits were derived. 

The Kathiawar people seem to be very averse to eating 
anything acid however little it may be. They do not use 
common tamaril!d in their culinary preparation but they use 
kokam instead. Acid things are said to cause rheumatism. 
Therefore fruits having the small amount of acidity are dis
carded. 

In Kathiawar mosambis fetch better price than santras 
(oranges). The local rates for mosambis are Rs. 1.4 .. 0 to 
Rs. 1.8.0 per dozen, while santras (oranges) are 6 to 12 annas 
a dozen. The santras (oranges) are said to be equal to tho'se 
of Poona in flavour. but the mosambis are sweeter. 

Sour Limes (Kagdi limbus).-Some excellent specimens 
of these were &een. These plants thrive well and fruit abund
antly. 'There is a good local market in Kathiawar where 
these fruits are used extensively for atlmu (pickles). The yield 
from each individual tree has not yet been ascertained. 

From a study of the general situation here it is impossible 
to deny the possibility of growing all citrus fruit plants. But 
I must forewarn the intending cultivators of jamnagar and 
other places similarly situated not to fail to provide wind
breaks to the proposed fruit plantations. In a large area 
devoted to fruit regular lines of wind-breaks must be planted 
Ilt distances of 200 feet to 250 feet., Plants further than 
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250 feet from a western wind-break are sure to suffer badly. 
Plants such as Shevri (Sesbania Aegyptica) Inga Julchis 
Euphorbia tirvcalli, flourish well here and should be planted 
along with the fruit plants. In this tract hot and dry 
winds and even in some regions salt winds also begin to blow 
in the afternoons and early hours of the night from the middle 
of February and continue till the middle of June. A mango 
plantation suffering from the effects of wind was seen in 
Jamnagar. Three or four lines adjoining a western sher 
hedge had progressed well, while the trees further away were 
damaged in proportion to their distanc~ from the hedge. 

BOMBAY: PRIIO'ED AT TIl! GOVEIIl'I"rIfT aNnAL '1m. 



Photo of a specimen of R. Delhi Orange Plant grown by Mrs. Tudor Owen 
in Hava Mahal. taken on 19th Feb. 1920. Palitana. 



:H(Bpl"intof a photo of a single vine plant in Hava Mahal taken in 1919. Palitana. 



~pi'ht of !-~e_ .p):J.oto of the vine yard in Hava Mahal cultivated by Mps. Tudor-Owen 
in Palitana-taken in 1919 . .-
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PREFACE. 

The BuUe~in wal> written at the 8ugge&tioll of Professor Patrick 

Geddes early'in ~lar, 1918, whilst the author was at Indore for the 

purpose of giving ad,"icQ to the State on certain economic quelt}OTl'l .. 

Profes~or Geddes very 'kindly read the typescript and made se,"eral 

useful a~lditions and altera~ions which have been adopted. 



THE 

NEW INDUSTRIAL TOWN 
- , 

OF INDORE 

AND ITS POSSIBlltlTIES 

T'he New view of Life and Work 

This bulletin is written to explain the many new ideas 
which are connected with the establishment of an industrial 
suburb OIl the outskirts of the City 01 Indore. 'fhis event 
means the introduction to Indore cf the Dew view of life 
and work,-that of Regional development and city renewal 
-in short ofreconstl'llction-which has untold possibilities 
of benefit for all persons concerned. Very striking examples 
of the success of the new views are already to be seen in 
England _ and America. In the reconstruction in Europe 
after the war, already beginning, the principles to be 
outlined below. will increasingly predominate. Progress 
along these lilles seems likely to be the c11ief characteristic 
of the twentieth century. 

There are four great ideas at tbe bottom of the new 
view of life and work, namely:~(l) to obtain by co.operation 
in all sort>! of forms numerous benefits which cannot be had 
by individual efforts, (2, to carefully plan - all these joint 
or communal efforts so as to obtain the maximum utility, 
allowing for future needs as well as for present, (3) to study 
efficiency, that is ,the avoidance of waste, not only in rl}ilways 
and factories but in every branch of human activity both in 
work and life, (4) to study human beings in a scientific 
manner from the point of view of the efficiency of their work 
and the 1lappiness of their lives. 1'he application of these 
broad principles ill the different spher_es of work and life 
naturally involn·g mnny interesting. but complicated ques~ 
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t10ns which beC0111e thc111selns special subjects of study. 
Yet all of them are part of this new scheme of life and work; 
l)ecause they are directed in obedience to the above·named 
principles. 

Co-operation 

What is moant by co-operation and holY is, it to bo 
secured? The word is used here in the broadest possible 
sense. Above all things is needed the spirit of co-operation
the desire to work with other people in order to reach 
jointly something definite, whether it be tll(' impro\'omeut 
ol the railway service, the laying out of a llew street, or the 
passing of some reform of the laws. Special societies are 
often fqrmed for special 'Purposes. Joint stock cQmpanics 
are formed for all manner of business purposes. The citizt>ns 
e~ect .R Municipal Board to .1001. after the sanitation of the 
city and, its business. By loyal co-opcrntioD, in wllich 
all selfish interests are put on one side, the mOEt remarkable 
improvements cah be obtained. In a mill or commercial 
concern of any kind the object of the manager should be to 
stimulate in his worl;:·people the sense of co-operation, so 
that they help each other to the fullest extent, _ and co
operate with the m<\nngemcnt instead of merely submitting 
to orders. ; 

Planning 

The second great idea i3 the careful planning 01 evory
thing with the proper forethought. It is tho usual .. custom 
to plan Qut"'a house in all its dt)tail before starting to build 
it, because experience has shown the immense advantages 
of so doing. A house to which a room is added h~~e and 
another there, as the family grows in size, may b3 pic· 
turesque, but it can nc,'er be so convenient as ~ house 
which is properly planned out in ad,'ance. Dut t11e..re is 
a great deal of difference lJetween a good plan 3nlfil bad 
plan of a house. I have seen a llouso in the plan of which 
the builder forgot, the staircase, nnd it lIad to be put in 
arterwards by {'utting C!ff a large part of the bt:st sitting 
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room, and was even then a very bad steep staircase. Other 
llOuses are badly planned simply because the rooms 
open on the wrong side, so that people have tQ walk quite 
an unnecessary distance about the house every day· of their 
lives. 

A more intricate case of,planning than a dwelling house 
is the laying out of a cotton mill or factory. In this case 
the proble,m is how to arrange the different departments 
cont~iIiing the machinery for successive stages of the 
manufacture in relation to one anothel' and to the godowns 
in such a way as to reduce the 'carrying of the material 
and the distance for transmitting- poweI: and steam to the 
minimum. If material in process of manufacture is cons
tantly being carried bacKwards and forwards across the 
compound, or from one end of a building to the other, a 
great deal of money is wasted, for the expense of moving 
the material about is all added onto the cost of production. 
In England and America it is now' recognised that no 
gre~t mill or engineering works can hope to' be a profitable 
concern unless the utmost attention has been 'given before
hand to laying out the whole of it, so as to reduce all costs 
of moving goods and transmitting power and heat ~o the 
minimum. There are a few examples of good industrial 
planning in India such as some of the big new jute mills in 
Calcutta, and the Tata Iron and Steel works. 

It may be oT)servea that the planning of'any industrial 
concern must be, ~xternal as well ~s internal. It should 
be arranged 'so that a railway siding may be brought i'n,to 
the compound, with direct access to a public road ,for the 
work-people to com~ and go by the shortest distance from 
their home {and sometimes the access to water is of great 
importance.} 

A more important and yet mo~e difficult art is the plan
ming of cities, which are themselves both the homes and 
the work-places of thousands of people. The well~plal!n!ld 

. city, just IJke)t: good house, must meet tIle needs of the 
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housewUe going to the bazar to purchaso tho JaiJy llCCCg

eities of life, and it must give the proper provision for the 
echools and the play-grounds of the children and oppor
~unities for the I'ecrention of the adults. The external 
~lUrrounding9 should be as plE\usant for the poor as they 
now are for those of the wealthy who elm afford to keep 
big gardens. Dut the city is also the place of work: and as 
snch there is enormous waste in every d1rection in the 
transport of materials to the work-shops and factories and 
in delivering goods to the shops. I nnture to say that 
in the city of Indore at least one thousand rupees a day is 
being wasted from this cause aIoDt, which would be saved 
if the whole city could be planned out and rebuilt from 
the beginning. This, of course is impossible; but witbout in 
any way destroying the existing city it would be possible 
by making a few new roads and railway sidings to says 11all 
of this waste. ' 

Yet another and greater sphere for efficient planning is 
open to us. 'fhe city is dependent for the raw materials 
of its manufacture upon all tile country surrounding it. 
Tile raihvays and the trunk roads are the great arteries by 
which the produce of cultivation goes to the cities to be 
consumed, and by whicb tile manufactures of the cities go 
out to the villages. The cost of such transport is at present 
enormous, totally preventing much trade which 'Would 
-otherwise come into' existence between the city of Indore 
and the outlying portions of the State lIere - then, is a 
great opening for planning upon a comprehensive scale so 
that the cost of transport from every village to the nearest 
railway station, or direct by road to Indore, shall be cut 
down to a figure which makes it worth while for tbe 
cultiyators to grow commercial crops and profit by them. 

Efficiency 

. - Another great principle of the new view of lile and 
work is to study how to secure Efficiency in every possible 
-direction. Efficiency simply means llOW to get the moet 



out of anything with the least possible cose in effort or 
money. When measured in money it means the same thing 
as economy or the avoidance of waste. The idea ap'plies 
in every direction of lile, but it is best understood in 
engineering; for example, the, efficiency of an engine means 
'hOlY many horse-power-hours are obtained out of everymaund 
of coal consumed- Tlu} efficiency of the engine of a motor-car 
is measured for any given size of car -by the number of 
miles that can be run pel' gallon of petrol.' The efforts of 
all inventors and -des-igners of new' machinery are devoted 
to securing' greater 1lfficiolicy of their machines. A colossal 
amount of hard thinking and of money has' been expended 

_on experiments made with every kind of machinery to 
increase its efficiency by improving the quality, or quantity 
of its QutPl1t, 'or reducing the running costs in power or 
labor, or in reducing the wear and teal' 01 its parts. 

It is also possible to secure much greater efficiency in 
the running of any machinery by the work-people ';110 hav:e 
to attend it. If a power-100m is stopped, say, fo:r a quitrter 
of the length of the working day, on 'account of broken 
threads: it is obvio}l,s, that any system of .working-which 
reduces the idle time of the loom to one-eighth of the working 
day will increase the output by 25 per cent. In other 
words its efficieJ?cy is i?-creased 2~ per cent~ 

But it is not only in the use of machinery that increased 
efficiency of work can be obtained. The new" Scientific 
Management" introduced teu years ago in America - is 

'directed towards sec\lring greater efficiency in every kind 
,of productive work. Not only do the machines produce 
'twice as much- when the right workman is found and train
ed to the machine; and the maclline is adjusted to tM capa
city of the workman or woman; but in operations d~¥e, 
entirely by haud, 01' with a few simple tools, the most 
surprising increase of efficiency can be obtained by a pr9-
per sciEmtific study of the movements which the worker lias 
to make. To illustrate -this let roe take tl10 case of laying 
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bricks to build any kind of wall for any large building or 
house. By what is called" motion study" nn American 
engineer and contractor, Mr. Gilbreth, who, as a boy, 
was brought up as a brick-layer, lIas secured an enormous 
increase of efficiency in this apparently ~imple art 01 laying 
bricks. Under the influence of Mr. F. W. Taylor; who lIas 
done so much to populnrise scientific manageme~t, Mr. 
Gilbreth determined to study the process of laying bricks, 
to see whether it was possible to make improyements in it. 
II At first sight the undertaking seemed presumptuous. 
Bricldaying is one of the oldest ()1 the crafts, baving a his
tory dating from Babylon an~ Nineveh. F.or several 
hundred years no noteworthy impronment in processes had 
been made. Mr. Gilbreth, howe,"er, made persistent obser
vations of the most detailed character, disentangling the 
processes into the elementary moyements composing them, 
and observing the position and character of the apparatus 
and supplies and finished work wllich determine<.t the effici
ency ·of each movement. 

"The traditional method of laying bricks is familiar to 
everyone. Mr. Gilbreth found tenders bringing up thick 
mortar and unselected brick to the scaffolding, an<l dumping 
them at the feet of the masons. The scaffolding was raised 
only at intervals, wIlen further reaching was impossible, and 
was then put up even with the wall. He found the masons 
reaching and stepping and stooping to get mortar and brick, 
often pausing to work up the mortar or select the best face 
of a brick. On the waU the morta~ was spread and cut on, 
the e~ds of the brick were buttered and tho brick was tapped 
into position with the handle of the trowel. Th'e mortar 
squeez~d out by tIte tapping was then cut on and disposed 
on the wall or the board. In this way there was completed 
a cycle of operations containing eigl1teen elements. 

"Mr. Gilbreth soon began to introduce changes. One 
of the first things done was to deyise a. new scaffolding. 
This was planned to indudr, first, a lowerpl~tforlll consi~ting 



of a front portion next the wall, on which the mason stands, 
and a real' part, away from the wall, along which the tender 
walks. A second platform consists oi a shelf uIJon which 
the mortar and brick are disposed conveniently to the hand 
of the mason. The front of the material shelf is seventeen 
inches from the line oi the wall, thus eliminating all stoop
ing and stepping for suppJies on the part of the mason. 
The scaffolding was so constructed that it could be raised 
by the tonder, a 'few inches at a time. 

" The order in whieh the brick should ·be. placed in the 
wall was next studiea. A'sequence was worked out for 
each type of wall, involvirlgJthe least total,tr.avel in laying 
up a givep. number of courses. 'ro save the time used by' 
the mason in picking out sound bricks and selecting the 
best face, low-priced helpers were employed to do this work 
on the ground; the ~bricks being sent to the mason, and 
sometimes to the job, in packets of twenty-four selected 
bricks, each brick having the best face up. To avoid loss 
ohime with the mortar; a box. was devised with ,sloping 
sides so that the 'mason might insert the trowel whhout 
looking, while his eyes followed the other hand to the brick 
packet. Strict control of the consistency of the ,mortar was 
institllted so that a llri~k could be pushed into its place on 
the wall without tapping, and without cutting off ex~ra 
mortar . 

. " By means of such improvements this ancient craft has 
been completely changed. Of the eighteen pI'ocesses pre
viously performed by trle maSOD, ten have been eliminated, 
one has been arranged to appeal' only in every other cycle, 
three have been combined with other elements, and two have 
been improved. The apparatns has all been redesigned 
-even a fountain trowel being invented; the materials 
have been standardized in quality and located at the most 
convenient points; the most econoqJical movements and 
sequences of movementsli.ave beell.adopted;. and a rational 
division of labor has been worked out between mason and 
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helper. As a. result (.If these changes, a. wason can now 
lay 350 bricks per hour with 110 more fatigue than the 
laying of 120 bricks per hour would hav~ entailed under 
the old Rystem." i) 

Study of Human Beings 

The fourth great idea of the new view of life and work 
mentioned above is the study of human beings in n scientific 
manner, with a view to increasing 110t only the efficiency 
of their worle, but also the happiness of their lives. This 
is really the extension of the idea ~f" motion study to tho 
whole life of man. It is not only ille bodily motior.s of the 
worker at his work which require to be studied nnd 
improved. It is possihle to illcreaso his efilciency as a 
worker in a great number of other ways. For every man 
or woman who is in regular employment, his or her work 
is an essential part of life. It is impossible to separato a 
working mechanism from the person as a whole; and this ex
plai~A the well-known fact that the. occupation influences 
and evon changes the whole character of a person, some
times improving him, sometimes degrading him, according 
to the nature of the work. Some kinds of work have an 
educative effect, and some have a beneficial effect, on those 
engaged OIl them, the educative effect calling out qualities 
of inventiveness, energy, courage, and resourcefullless. 
Other kinds of work nre so monotonous or deadening to the 
faculties that people are driven I to unwholesome excite
ments amI to drinK-or drugs. 

The conditions under which the \¥ork is done al'30 have 
a great influence on the worker, as .well as the character of 
the work. If the hours of work nrc too long, so that ner
,"ous fatigue is experienced daily, the worker does not lead 
a normally healthy life. lIe has no leisure time; or in the 
little he has he is too til'ed to do nnything to benefit himself 

.. This quotatiol\ is taken from a Look entitled TI,e Admi1lisfrotkm r,f 
I11dus/rlUl EJ/I~pri8es, 1>y Edward D. Jones, Pit. D., Professor Comme~e and 
hdu,try in th~{;niversity of 1tlicl,ig'l.!l. (Lot:gmr.ns, Green" C'l 19~C). 



or to be useful to the com~llnity. It has been found by 
experience that the reduction of the working day to eight 
llOurs, and in some industries to _seven hours, has so 
increased the efficiency of the workers that the combined 
output of the workshop or factory was actually increased. 
One· over-tired workman is often a weak link in a chain, 
and his inefficiellcy keeps back the other workers. 

There are many other conditions which greatly increase 
the efficiency of labor, because they assist the workers to be 
]lealth~ ~u'l.d happy .. All the working rooms should be 
very light, higl~ and airy, good ventilation being obtained by 
electric oxhaust fans, if necessary. ,:, The temperature should 
be neither too llOt nor too cold. Many Cotton Mills find it a 
gt'eat advnntage to 'coel the air in snmmer and warm it in 
winter; and this practice would be '-ery nd\"antageous in a 
climate snch as that of Indore. 1t is impossible to describe 
in a few -WOl;aS all the ways by which the efficiency of the 
workers can Le improved by faking adequate thought for 
the welfare of the wor1~-people. The reader of this is -re
commended to obtain tt Yery noteworthy bool~ called HAn 
Experiment in Industrial Organisation" by EdwaI:d Cad
bury, t which describes in detnil how the great cocoa -and 
chocolate factory at Bourneville near Birmingham is manag
ed. There are 6,000 persons employed in the works, and 
the bodily health and conditions of life and work of everyone 
of them are studied and controlled iil detail for'their benefit; 
and thus also indirectly for the henefit of the factory owners. 
because they both together have abundantl)'~ prov-ed that 
happy healthy worhrs are the best workers and produce the 
most· profit. It is not to be supposed that Mr. Cac1bury under
took the betterment of the conditions of his work-people with 
a ,"iew to profit, He regarded it as a matter of· duty, both 

* It is worth noting thnt tho very enlightened and enterprising pro· 
prietor of the Indian Press, Allahabad, 1111'. Ghosh, acted on these pl'inciples 
sevel'al ye(ll's ago. The. t'ooms are very' well lighted and there is '!:to Cl'Owding 
of the wOlkmen, who (Ire kept cool und fresh dllring the hot weathfl!" by roechnui. 
cally drivc~ pnnknhs in nil the ro~ms. . 

- i Publi~hed by 1\1oS."8. Lor gnMllS. Groen &. Cl). 
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religious nnd social; nnd Itt' ~pcnt grent slims ({money on 
building houses in a Garden Yillage where his work-people 
could live and have their own little gardens and recreation 
grounds and everything that makes life healthy and pleasant. 
He had sufficient sympathy with his wOl'k-people to wi~h 
that they Hhould not he ill and go without prvper medical 
nttend.1nce. Consequently he employed a doctor tor tlie 
factory to look after eyeryone free of charge. 

In course of time it appeared that this LeneQcial treat
ment was also good business policy; and this led to the 
organisation of tl1e human elem~nt of tho great factory 
upon It more perfect busine~s rooting, as weU as a more ratio· 
nal basis of human effort. It was made a rule that one of 

. the staff of factory doctors, must examine c'-ery person 
before he 01' s11e should be employed, and that ('Ycry person 
working in the factory must be examined by the doctors at 
l'egular interYals of two or three months. Dentbts were 
E'mployed to put the teeth of the work·people rjght entil:ely 
free, of cost to them, thereby "ery largely reducing loss of 
time through pain, and from discases due to indigestion. 
Most interesting and successful experiments were also Illade 
in insisting that all employees have a ~sufficient amollnt of 
physical exercise to keep them in good health. Edl1ca.tioll~ 

al facilities of all kinds \Tcre offered; some of them directly 
connected with the -rarious trades carried on in the factorr it
self, but others simply cultural. Experiment:ol were nlso suc
cessfully made in associating the more intelligent workmen 
with the management; so that their suggestions might bo 
taken ndmntage of and tllcir assistance be utilized in commit
tees for the regulation of work and tIle immediate settle
ment of those p('tty disputes and grie,-ances Wlli~h often 
ultimately lead to strikes by their cumnlath-e eflect. Thebe 
l)rinciples arc now being adopted ill many other hig factor
ies in Erfgland and Amel'ica; and their general adoption 
'Would mean an extraordinary incfN\se in the \Torldng capa
city of the wholt' p0pnlnticl11. 
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Municipal Efficiency 

SUell reforms deeply affecting the life of the industrial 
section of the population cannot but have a very beneficial 
effect upon the life and health of ~he whole city population. 
The industrial workers pore a not incon::;iderable proportion 
Qf the whole, and their better 1U9de of living will set up a 
new standard :for the p.eople of the city, represented by 
their Municipal Board and its officers. The members of the 
Board al:e the guardians of the health and happiness of the 
people in the city~ It is for them to study the needs of the 

.inhabitants-in fact to carry out a scientific study of human 
bCings from the point- of view of t'le public facilities for life 
and health. They will not only look after the drains, and 
the removal of the refuse; t11eY will also see that people are 
not obliged to li\'e in over-crowded conditions. They will 
also see that there are .plenty of recreation-grounds and 
gardens. They will provide a sufficient number ,of schools 
of various kind.:;, and- one or more_public libraries. If they
are wIse th.ey will see that all new houses whether built :for 
the· wealthy or for the working classes, are carried out on 
l'ationa,l1ines conducive to health and-well being. This does 
not mean much extra expense. It means simply reserving a 
sufficient amount of: land to give everybody some garden, 
and the laying out of suburbs for the poorer classes on gar
den city lines. In this and many other ways the State 
Government and the Municipalities can help to increase the 
health and happiness of the people. 

Plans for Indore 

The general principles of the new viewo:f li:fe and work 
have now been sketched-in' outline. It will be possible, there
:fore, for th~ reader to form an intelligent appreciat~on of the 

- plans which have already been begun :for the improvement 
o:f Indore and to understaml how further progress can bo 
made. lIe' will . see wIlat enormous opportunities there 
are for 'improving the working capacity of the laboring 
populatioll both 'in tho mills ana tho factories aod in 



tho smaller workshops tic:l.ttercu throughout the city. lie 
will·see that Indore, if it works by these principles, lllay 
rapidly became a much greater, h~althier, happier and 
wealthier city. Surely there is no "greater enterprise which 
the people of any city could undertake. 

Industrial Town 
The first. step towargs realising the ideah described 

above has already been taken "by' the commencement of 
laying Qut the new i'ndustria.l town of N aya. Indore, on 
the north-east side of the city across the railway. The ne\v 
industri!.\l town begins wh~e the H~kum Chand and United" 
Malwa. Mills stand, and it extends beyond the Brush Factory 
and the Malwa Mill in a north-easterly direction. This area 
was selected some years ago as suitable for the flrection of 
the mills and fortunately it has proved to have been a 
happy choice, for Prof. Patrick Geddes who was called in 
.by His Highness to report upon the town-planning of tho 
existing city, and to provide plans for its extension, regards 
the choice as the best which could have been made. He has 
devised a very suitabI~ and practical plan t'or the unlimited 
growth of this new industrial town, providing sites for 
another twenty mills or factories, and allo\,\ing yet more land 
to be taken into the industrial town whenevel' required. 

The existing mills and factories in Indore are" working 
under a handicap, from the fact that they h1l.ve not got 
sid~ngs from the railway going straight into their compounds. 
It is well known that a very great saving is possible in tho 
cost of carting the raw materials to a. factory And the finish
ed goods away from it. If a siding is provided so as to run 
right along side the factory godown, bales of cotton or other 
materiaLi are then unloaded dired from the waCfons into the o 
godowns, and the expense of transfering into carts is entire· 
ly avoided. Plans have been ?prepared for providing tho 
existing mills with sidings at a very early date; and the 
plan of the new industrial town shows a circular a.rterial 
siding which throws off two main branches to the north. 
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By this plan th~re will bl' railway lines at one side of every 
new factory site and it will be a simple matter to bring a 
branch for. each mill or factory right into its compound . 

. There are m~ny othet· ways besides the provision of sidings 
by. which mills to be erect,ed in the future can be made more 
effici~nt . than the old~r' mills. . Very 'i'i:nporLant is the provi-. 
sian. of clieap.er power,' pre(erably by means' of electrici,ty • 
.The. water: resources!>f . the State for hydro.electric I!chemes 
are uncler i~vestigation; but should. the w.ater power, ava,ilable 
not prove sufficient for the probable requirement.fJ of the 
rapidly expanding industrial city, it is proposed to establish 
a central steam electric generating station so arranged that' 
it may ultimately be fitted with- machinery capable of pro
ducing all the power required. This generating station 
would be situated probably at the further en(of the Indus
trial Town from the city of. Indore so that the sD\oke would 
be carried away from the city; and it would provide power 
for all the miJls in the city existing now or to be built here
after. Very great economies in consumption can be effected 
in such a large generating station; so that mills would get 
their po~er cheaper than they can now with burning coal 
under thefr own boilers, and the residents of ~he city would 
have the great advantage of the air being free from can· 
tamination by smoke. 

Sites will be provided also for industries auxilliary to 
the principal mills and factories. There will be brick and 
tile works, and engineers' work·shops and a foundry, and pos
sibily a power.driven saw-Diill and joinery plant. 

Books on Planning and ~anagement . 

On a foregoing page reference was made. to the very 
great importance of the careful planning of mills and factories 
before they are erected, so as to secure the most economi. 
cal working .. The Minister of Commerce and Industry having 
this in mind is taking' steps to procure from Europe and' 
America all the teohnical books and publications especially 



relating to the planning of mills, work!:; nnd factories, nnd 
to the business organisation of such ul}dertakings, including 
efficiency and welfa.re management. Persons intending to 
start new industrial enterprises in Indore are recommended 
to consult these books, which may bo borrowed fl'ee of charge 
from the library of ,the Department of Comolerce and 
Industry. 

Housing of Work People 
Profes:\or Geddes 11').8 made excellent pro\-ision for the 

housing of the' work-p:wple in the new industrial town. The 
old fa.shioned idea was to have each mill build some chawls or 
" cooly lines" in its own compound} sometimes surrounded by 
a high wall. There nre a great many objections to this 
practice, and it should certainly not b3 permitted in Indore. 
The modern town pla.nning practice is to prohIbit. the resi· 
dence of ell}ploye3s in the compounds of factories, excepting 
80 many as are actually required to be constantly present, as 
engineers, firemen and watchmen. Land is specially r(~l?erved 
in the neal' neighbourhood of the factory sites for the pUlpose 
or erecting the workmen's dwellings, and a limit is set to the 
number which may be built per acre. 'Vhere land is cheap, 
as it certainly is in Indore, it is possible to build tho work
men's dwellings on garden city principles. I am glad to 
know that this has been recommended by Prof. Geddes, and to 
find that ~is plaI}s, \v~ich I haye _ carefully inspected, have 
been drawn in ~uchamanner as to give the work-people every 
condition for a healthy and happy life. I have every hope that. 
this will lead to the growth in 1-faya Indore of a permanent. 
working class population. The people should be given leisure 
to cultivate the garden;; which will be given them, and the 
planning of trees will be encouraged. Sites will be provided 
for several elementary schools, for a technical. school and 
for bioscope· theatres, and other legitimate places of recrea· 
tion. Professor Geddes is proposing to make picturesque 
Ul)e of the nulla.,> which cross the area. of -the new town, 
retaining the water with bunds, and layiD~ out pleasant public 
gardens and ghats on the banks. . 
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Efficiency Management 

Without doubt there is an opening for the introduction of 
improved metliods of scientific manag~ment in all the indus
trial establishments of Indore. The introduction of systems 
of cost accounts, of defining jobs, and measuring the efficiency 
of work of each individual worker, so that the slack workers 
may be stimulated and ~aught how to improve, or if found un
teachable may be dismissed-all these requit:e special study 
on the part of the managers themselves, or of officers specially 
appointed to work under them. The State cannot do more 
than call the attention of owners and managers of industrial 
concerns to the very great progress wllich is being made in 
other countries by atten~r()n to thes£. matters, and by putting 
within their easy reach up-ta.date literature describing the 
methods which may be adopted and the results which have 
been actually achie'fed elsewhere. 

Welfare Management 

Here again the State desires t~ call the attention of 
employers of labor to the measures which it would be wise to 
undertake for the -benefit .of their work-people. Shorter 
working hours will prevent the lowering of efficiency of 
work due to over-fatigue; which predisposes the work-people 
to ill-health, and makes them ~usceptible to epidemic diseases. 
The long ~ork:ng hours-of labor. in India, together with the 
very unpleasant housing accommodation available, are largely 
responsible for the frequency with which the workers return 
to their villages. Experiments might be made in working 
in two shifts in the mills, because it is notorious that the 
Indian workman of- the cultiv:ator class, after he has made 
sure of a ,ery moderate income, greatly prefers increased 
leisure to additional earnings. This que5tion iovoI,es pro
viding housing accommodation for additfoDliI workers. 

There are many other ways in which the welfare of 
work-people roay be promoted, and with advantage to all 
concerned. The application of the principles out,lined in the 
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foregoing pa.ge.~ regarding the scientific study of work and 
the workers will, in the course of a. few years, yield astonishing 
results in increased efficiency, both in quality and quantity 
of output, if the matter he energetically taken up. In this 
respect the Commerce and Industry Department will at all 
times be I'eady to offer such information and assistance as 
may be in its power to giye. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In December, 1918, I was asked by the Minister of Commel'ce 
and Industry in Indore State, to undertake a survey of the whole
sale markets of the City of Indore with a. view to the. improvement 
and the betterment of these markets. The report herewith sub
mitted embrac\ls the following markets: Lumber; Brass and Coppe!'; 
L~ather; Cotton; Cloth; Iron and Hardware; Grain and provision!!. 
Gold ~nd Silver, Market, and the Cotton Exchange. 

The facts in reference to each of these markets have been deri
ved from va~ious sources. In so far as possible official figures have 
been used; and for some purposes recourse has been had to the Tran
sit and Transport passes themselves. Much of the necessary mate
rial, however, cannot be secured fl'om official records. It is known 
only to the merchants themselves; and considerable. time has beer.1 
spent in conversation with the leaders of each branch of commerce, 
and with others whose duties have made them familiar with the 
conditions of the markets. 

I have been 'faced with several difficultiAs. A survey of this 
nature inv{)lves'the training of investigators, and that training ca.n 
only take place actually in ,the markets. Much of the succel's of 
such an investigator depends upon his method of approach to the 
merchants, and his ability in over coming suspicions naturally rais
ed when questions in regard to their business are asked. I have 
been fortunate in finding thl'ee men who !lave ultimately been able 
to do this with c(.nsiderable success: Mr. B. S. Apte, B. A.; Mr. K. 
A. Kelkar and Mr. Radhakrishna both of the fourth year class of 
the Indore Christian College. "In the secudng of official records 
t,here have been certain difficulties, due mainly' to lack of interest 
in the investigation and to continued pressure of the daily work in 
the offices upon the clerks. Many of the old records do not appear 
to have beeu totalled; and records such as those of the transit and 
-transport passes coming into Indore have never been made up. For 
some records I h& ve been compelled finally to send my owrr workers, 
who, naturally, have been greatly handicapped by the1'r lack of know
ledge of the system. The most willing and rapid assistance ha.s 
come throughout from the Muntazim Sayar's Office. 

The location oC the severn} markets is indic!l.ted on the accom
panying IDo.p, together with the position of the various nakas in the 
city. 



PART i. 

CHAPTER I. 

ihe wholesale Markets of Indore City. 

Oeneral:-~ndore'is the capital city of Indore -State, 
one of tlie' )arge~t of the N ati\'e States of Central India. 
It -is. sitU'ated o~ th.~ fertile Malwa plateau, but its historic 
~evelopment- has associate~ it closely with the nQrth bank 
of the N,nrbadda valley. It is midway between Khandwa 
and Rutlam upon the metre gauge Rajputana-Malwa Rail
way;:now operated by the B. B:& C. I Railway, and it is 482 
miles distant. from Bombay. It is ph':3 focus of a well .built 
system of roa'ds which connect it with all the surrounding 
States and important towns. 

The commerce of Indore is carri~d on in three m~in 
divisions of the' city:-Indore city proper; Shiaganj; and 
Indore Residency. The first two are directly under the 
authority of the Indore J?urbar; the latter is British 
territory on which ~re located the administrative offices 
and, the resideI!-ce of the .agent to, the. Governor General 
fq~'.Centr8.l Ind~a. In the Res~qency the traditional British 
policy of free trade has been. followed, and considerable 
commercial developement has resulted, as accompanying 
figures will show. Merchants are subject, however to a 
trade tax at the rate of 2!i per cent on the annual incotpe 
or profits derived by each assessee from his prof~ssion, trade 
or dealing. A I'Beyai Tax", which came into·-forc!J first 
in 1895, is levied at the rate of t per cent ad valorem on all 
sales to the value of Rs. 25.and upwards made within the 
Indore Residency Bazar on scheduled articles after irnporta: 
tion into the Residency Bazars. It is levied on an article 
as often as it changes hal ds within bazar limits. 



, . tn lnd.ore City proper, as' throughout Indore State j 

merchants are subjected to a 'customs tariff upon certain 
scheduled articles, including certain articles of export. In 
1~91 a Report, (No. 103/17-2-1891) was submitted by th~ 
Sayar Department to the General I;>epartment in which it 
was pointed out that because of the Sayar duty on goods 
importe~ by the traders of Indore City as well as because 
of the- high ground rent in the city, the' merchants- were 
taking their goods to the Residency. In view of this the 
distIjct. known as Shj~ganj-lying between the, railway 
trackt the river and the road back olthe hospital compound 
to its conneotion with Shiaganj road at the Sayar Offioe 
and the Ranipura N aka-was declared a free zone. In 
it arrangements were made to levy municipal taxes upon 
the rent of buildings; but the district is exempt. from all 
Sayar taxes on imports and exports of good&. Shillganj 
was thus brought into direct competition with the Resi
dency markets. Its development has oeen rapid, and
with the exception of the cloth, gold and silver, ahd part 
of the iron markets-the large import markets of the 
oity are no.w found within its narrow borders. 

In 1898 an arrangement was made between the Indore 
Durbar and the British Government by which the Durbar 
removed all nakas surrounding the Residency area and 
other hindrances to the trade of the Residency. In return 
the Residency pay to the _ Durbar annually two thirds of 
the net income from the Garri-Adda in the Bazar, and 
from the Beyai tax. 

In order to facilitate the work of tho nakedars at the 
boundary nakas of the State, a system of "transport" and 
'transit' passes is in operation. "Transport" passes are issu
ed for. all goods sent by cart by one merchant in the 
State to another merchant in the State. 'Transit' passes 
ar~ issued for all goods passing through the State by cart 
from one foreign territory to another. Indore Residen~ 
and Shiaganj, for sayar purposes are both foreign territory. 



The relative strength of the three markets may be judg:. 
ed from the following, statistics of transport and transit 
passes in ~916-17 and 1917-18:-

(Transit and Transport Trade) 
1916-17 1917-18 

Transporh Pa.8ses from Indore to Indore State 3,'i51 6,148. 
Transit Passes from Shiaganj and Residency 
\ to slIrr\lunding IStlitcJ 6.735 9,723. 

An analysis of the transit passes for th9 months of 
Noy~mber ,and Dece~ber, 1916,-in which the number of 
passes equalled the average for the year,-shows thah the 
quantities of the important articles exported by pass were 
as follows:-

Rice 
Sugar 
Kirana 
KeroRine .•• 
Ghee -
Cattle 

Shiaganj. 
1,667 bags 
2,053 " 

, 9,133 bundles 
5,749 tins 

763 " 
2,213 

Camp. 
445 bags 
596 " 

2845 bundles 
2046 tins 
196 " 

nuring the same period the value of the articles sent 
out by merchants in the City to Indore State totalled as 
follows:'-- - Rs. 

Cloth 
Metal 
Kirana 
Cattle (number) 
Gold 'and Silver ... / 
Yarn 
Shoes 

92,288 
24,423 

225 
156 

21,254 
3,827 -
2,132 

These figures indicate with clearness the nature'of tu 
markets of the oity and of the foreign territories surround,: 
ing it. During 1916-17 the number of pas'ses issu~d for 
goods in transit into Shiaganj and the Residency lotalled 
1,508,-& little over half the number of transport passes 
issued in that year from all of Indore State for goo~s 
coming froll?- the State into the city marktes. It .1S 

apparent that if the business of the Residency and Sh1a-



ganj were confined only to the transit trade with sun-ound
ing States,- which, of course, it is not,-it would bulk 
very large in the total trade of the city. 

The relative importance of Indore in the markets of 
the State is clearly indicated by the following figures of 
imports into and exports from Indore citY.. and from all the 
nakas in Indore District in the year 1917-18:-

Imports. 
Indore City. 

Rice (mds) ... ... 38,366 ... 
Sugar, Indian (mds). 22,416 
Sugar, Maur (mds) ... ~ 19,270 
Ghee (mds)... ... 5,519 

Rs. 
. New Metal (value) ... 1,89,434 

Old Metal " ... 1,01,455 
Cloth, Foreign" 33,15,417 
Gold "... 10,492 
Silver " .... 1,23,400 

Exports. 
Hides, small ... 29,519 
Cotton, cleaned (mds) 4,945 

" pressed" 11,944 
~obacco (value) Re. 55,994 

.CHAPTER II. 

Indor,] District. 
3043 
1528 

... 2289 
357 
Rs • 

... 22,073 

... 14,523 
2,87,881 

2H 
12,725 

1,772 
102 

o 
Rs. 75,029 

The Lumber Market. 
Locatlon:-There are two markets for lumber; but 

the main market, in which what wholesale business there 
is is carried on, is in J una Pittia, about a furlong from 
Khajuri Bazar. 

The Merchants:-The trade at present is in the 
hands of thirteen Mohammedans, whoso families originated 
as follows: four in Indore, four in M:how, and five in Dhar. 
With two exceptions-one a recent arrival from Mhow, and 
the other a resident for forty years-all have lived here 
since birth. Three new shops have been opened within 
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the past nine years. One merchant, the largest, has Et 

large business also in Shiaganj where the bette~ class of 
woods is Bold; but the activities of the others are confined 
wholly to the lumber trade in the city. 

The Trade:-Both whole'sale and retail trade are 
carried on in the market by all the merchants, the latter 
very much predominating. 'M:ore than seventy per cent of 
the demand comes from Indore city, more especially from. 
the banias and other ,big merchants. Sales to outside 
villages are irregular and small, and then only to the banias 
or large landowners. The woods dealt in are as follows:
Sagon; Anjan Kaliya-for pilla~s; Sadar,-for carts but not 
for wheels; Temlesi-'-for roof trees; Khair,-especially for 
ploughs; Dhawada,.:.-for ploughs, and also for roofing; 
Alinus,-for guitar and musical instruments and for sticks; 
Bamboo; Sisam; Mahuwa; Halo,n; Timach; Rohan; Kulam. 

The annual business of the market amounts to almost 
a lakh of rupees. - Of this one merchant does about ont 
quar~er. Two ~thers do over Rs.-IO,OOO each; five do over 
Rs. 5,000 each; and five do under Re. 5,000 each. , 

The timber comes,principally from the following places:-

1. Indor~ State 
Choral 
Nimarkheri 
Kannod 

2. Betul District. 
phodra Moh~r 
Kala Akhar 
Ghora Do~gd 

3.Hosha~gabad Distri"t. 
!tarsi 
Sohagpur 
Pipariya P08a~ 
Timarni 
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4. J ubbulp9re District 
Bahai 
N arsingpur. 

5. Khandwa. 

6. Bombay. 

The effect of the war was most marked upon the market 
in 1915-16; and increasingly higher costs of transportation 
are reflected in the decrease of importation of timber of the 
second' class, and in the increase of timber of the first class. 
The follow ing figures of importation from 'outside the 
State-which is entirely by rail-a~e illustrative:-

Year First class Second class 
(bullock gnril.) (ballock K"ria., 

1910-11 1453 12i4 
1913-14 3528 1644 
1915-16 1601 843 
1917-18 2263 747 

Flnance:-The merchants finance their business partly 
by personai capital; but they borrow considerably from the 
bani as or bankers at Rs. 1 to Rs. 1 as. 8 per cent per month. 
Only three or four of the merchants do not borrow. Others 
say that, although they might ordinarily finance their busi
ness by themselves, nevertheless they will borrow Bome 
occasionally from the bankers so as to maintain credit with 
them. thus they can get capital when they urgently need 
it. 

Improvements desired by the merchants. 
1. A reduction in tlle cost of transportation. 
2. More capital Teadily available; 

(a) The trade flourishes better whenit is on a large 
scale. 

(b) The trade is of a costly nature owing to the 
necessity of each merchant keeping all kinds of 
wood in stock in ord~r to keep his trade. 
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3. Proper store houses for woods for the rainy sea"son. 
At present, it is said, there is considerable loss 
through the action of water and' dampness owing 
to insufficient protection. 

CHAPTER III. 

'The Brass.& Copper Market. 
Location:-The market is located in Kasera Bazar, 

to th& south of the Old Palace, and west of the cloth 
market. Workshops are also on the outskirts of the city 
near the entrance of the Dhar roa!i. 

The.,Merchants:.-In the market there are six: whole
sale dealers, and from thirty to thirty-five retailers. In 
the workshops the workmen number about 300. ' 

The Market.-The total traq,e amounts to between 
seven and eight lakhs in a normal year. This is about 
~ouble the volume of trade fif~eell years ago. 

(a) Sources of Supply. 

1. Much of the necessary pottery work is done in 
Indore. The big me:r:chaI!ts bring brass and copper sheets 
from Bombay, and manufacture he:r;e dishes, water gharas, 
polis, kadhais, and broad bottomed vessels. There is a 
large . workshop 011 HarE\iddi Road employing 40 men. 
The manager, says _ that he intends ,to bring machinery 
from Bombay and develope t~e industry on a large scale. 

2. ' Poona: dishes and katries. 

3. Nasik; v~ssels and a particular'type' or Iota. , 

4, ,Mirza pur: cu.ps and iotas of a particular type. 

5. Delhi, Rawalpindi; Ajmere, Calcutta, 13enares, 
Sehore (Kathiawar), Rewadi, Agra, Cawnpore, Surat and 
Ahmedabad for brass idols. 



(b) The Sale Markel. 

1. The mail}. market is in Indore itself for the sale of 
articles. Mainly through the annual fairs, however, a 
considerable trade is carried on with the villages of Indore, 
I!har and Dewas. This, of course, is chiefly a retail trade. 

2. Some manufactured goods are shipped by rail a8 
fat: as Nagpur, Jubbulpore, Gwalior, Jaora, and .Sawai 
Madhopur. 

3. A very considerable trade is done in old and warn 
brass and copper, to some extent with all the places from 
which articles are itnported, but; tnore particularly with 
Mirzapur, Bombay, Ajmere, Poona and Nasik. 

Improvements suggested by the Merchants. , 
1. It is suggested that a brass factory be developed 

here by the State with the assistance of the large dealers. 
It is pointed out that skilled workers are available in Rani
pura district. They cou,ld be brought here. 

2. Assistance is necessary to secure the large amount 
of fuel consumed. It is suggested that favored ra.tes might 
be given by the municipality. 

CHAPTER IV. 

The Cotton Market. 
Location:-The 'Cotton Exchange is in the Big 

Sarafa. It is composed mostly of speculators, and appears 
to have but little connection with the cotton produce market 
of the city. Buying and selling of actual cotton ,takes 
place either in the city or at the municipal godown for 
cotton, situated opposite the railway freight godown. 
In this godown all cotton coming into Indore is stored; and 
there the majority of the bona. fide transactions take place. 
The chief partieipanta are the wills and the Shiaganj 
merchants, 



The trade:-The trade consists of both uncleaned 
and cleaned cotton. 

(a). Uncleaned Cotton, 

Uncleaned cotton, com~s entirely from the neighbour
hood of Indore, within !to radius of from ten to fifteenth 
miles of the city. The season is from the fifteenth of 
November to the end of February. From October 1, 1918 
to February 6, 1919, the total number of carts entering the 
municipal godown was 2,030, coming in as many as 213 on 
on,e day. The :number of carts of cleaned cotton during 
the same period w~s 3,046. It is impossible to ascertain 
the weight, for this information is not recorded in the books 
of the godown, and bales, of uncleaned cotton may differ 
greatly in size and weight. 

The greater part of this cotton is consume~ by the 
local mills, wliich have their own ginning departments. 
Some goes to local ginning factories independent of the 
mills. The export from'the city is negligible: in 1917-18 
it was only 349 maunds, which was t,he large~t . exportation 
during the pas,t ,ten years. 

(b) Cleaned Cotton. 

The following figures from the records qf the rp.unicipal 
god own are instructive:-

1916-17 1718-19. 

No. of bales on hand~ Oct. 1 ... 6,416 14,516 

Bales received during the year ... 68,729 45,332 

Bales sent out ' 
" " " 

... 60,629 54,916 . 
Of this cleaned cotton imported into the city;. o~ly 

about 6 per ce~t comes by rail; the -rest is brought ~n by 
cart. -The prin()ipal districts of shipment by r~~l are 
Pimpla, Machalpur, Rampura via Garoth, and occaJilonally 
the Nimar district "ia Burwaha. 

2 
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The radius of cleaned cotton import by .cart is Re. 40 
per cart. This makes an effective boundary of Kannod, 
Khalghat, Kukshi and Khilchipur. Beyond Kannod the 
cotton will ordinarily go to Harda. Beyond Khalghat on 
the south side of the river it will go to Dhulia and thence 
to Bombay. Long stapled cotton may come from' Kannod. 
not to the local dealers, but only to the mills for their own 
use. I t is never exported from here. 

The local mills are the chief purchasers of the cleaned 
and baled cotton, a little over 50 per cent going to them. 
Some 18 to 20 per cent is eJPort~d by !ail to Cawnpore, 
Hathras and Bombay. Not over 3 per cent, however, 
goes from here to Bombay, Some 18 per cent is exported 
by cart, chiefly to Ujjain vi·) Dewas. The journey occu
pies two days; the present cartage charges. for a cart of ten 
bales are Re. 11 per cart. The remainder of the cotton is 
left stored in the godow~. Some bales, have remained 
there for two years, at a charge of one half anna per bale 
for the first fortnight; second fortnight, 1 anna; additional 
tip:le, Ii annas. ThEl charge seems low considering' the 
service rendered. 

The export of pressed ,bales of cotton bas shown a, 
marked decline during the past ten years, much more than 
counterbalancing th,e increase in exports of uncleaned and 
cleaned cotton. The following figures are illustrative:-, 

, Uncleaned. _ Cleaned. Pressed bales. 

1910-11 318 mds. 91 mds. 39,796 md~. 
1913-14 48 

" 
4,604 

" 10 
" 1915-16 100 

" 
1,052 

" 10,920 
" 1917 ... 18 349 " 4,945 

" 11,944 ., 
Gene"al direction of Trade. 

From an analysis of the receipts of cotton it would 
appear that only about 12 per cent of the annual receipt.! 
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of cotton originate from east of Indore city, and from west 
of Indore about 75 per cent. . 

CHAPTER V. 

The Cloth Marl<d. 
L.ocatlon:-The :glain cloth market is located,in Bazaz.; 

khana. ,The shops form the 'foUl' sides of the square in the 
centre of whiqh is a vegetable market. I t is spreading into 
the small Sarafa and the other nearby streets In the 
square is the headquarters of the Cloth Me_rchants' Associa
tion. The:t:e is an important retail market,' also, in Kishan
pura, and a smaller retail market in the 'Residency. 

, Merchants:-There are over three hundred' cloth 
·merchants 'in Indore, but of these only ten or fifteen carry 
on a wholesale business, in addition there are the agencies 
of'the local mills and of the Ujjain mill The .merchants 
are'mostly Marw~ris, although some come' from Nimar. 
The institution of the cloth market as a .market 'and the 
coming of the larger merchants dates back to the time of 
His Highness Tukoji Rao. II. As part of _his. policy to 
develope industry and commerce,' he brought traders to 
Indore, and induced them to ~ettle here by advancing 
loans and lessening theduties.- In his time the trade of 
the marltet, it is said, increased to about 50 lakhs of rupees 
an~ually. Cloth ,bales were brought by bullook c~rt chief
ly from Bombay, N agp~r and Agra. The journey from 
the latter place occupied from 20 to 25 days. W~th the 
coming of the railway the, market for some considerable 
time decreased, because many places which had- formerly 
'purchased their goods through Indore were now aple to 
secure'them by rail direct. The trade became c.6nfined to 
a radius of 50 kos (75 miles) of Indore. During the past 
ten or fifteen years it has again increased because of the 
developement of the three local mills: The Malwa'United, 
the Hukumchand, and the State Mills. 
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Th~ Trade:-The trade today totals nearly l\ crore 
. of rupees in value annually. It can be divided into two 
classes: (1) the trade in cotton cloth manufactured by the 
local mills; (2) the trade in cloth imported into the city 
from outside the State. The latter consists largely of 
foreign made cloth, for the local mills are 'protected against 
competition of Indian made goods by a duty of Rs. 7·1.3·0 
per cent ad valorem; whereas all other cloth bears a duty of 
only Rs. 1~9-0 per cent ad valorem. The importation of 
India-made cloth, according to the returns has rapidly 
declined during the past ten years. In 1910·11 it was 
valued at Rs. 1258. In 1917-18, ~ven with the tremendo
us increase in prices, it was worth only Re. 86.1 An ex
planation may be that good Indian made cloth is passed 
as foreign in order to avoid the enhanced duty. , 

Imports of foreign cloth, and of Indian cloth above 20 
counts, and Indian silks, have rapidly increased in value. 
In 1910-11 they were worth Re. 17,95,786. By 1917-18 
they had almol:!t doubled, totalling Rs. 33,15,417. Of this 
amount only about three per cent is silk and woo}, the 
balance is cotton. Despite the penetration of J apa.n into 
the local market, it is declared that only three per cent of 
the foreign cloth in Indore comes from Japan; the balance 
is from England- and Scotland. 

'The trade of the-local mills through the city wholesale 
market is estimated at from Rs. 50 lakhs to Rs. 60 lakhs. 
Because of the increase in prices it is expected t~ be Rs.70 
lakhs this year. Practically the mills deal only with the 
wholesalers in the local market, because the terms of 20 
days' credit do not suit the smaller dealers. 

( 

,The Direction ot Trade:-The consumption of\ 
Indore city itself, including the Residency, is estimated 
at 4bout Rs. 27 lakhs. Of this only about Rs. 2 or 3 lakhs 
is of cloth of Indore manufacture. The residents oHndore 
~ppear to prefer cloth of counts higher than those which 
are manufactured in any quantity at the local mills. In 



ascertaning t.he .uirectioh of trll.de the di;tinction must 
again be made between cloth of Indore and cloth of foreign 
manufacture. 

(1) Oloth of llid(lte,Manu!acture. 

The approximate distribution is as follows:--
5 per cent purchased in Indore city. 
20 per cent exported by cart trom Indore. 
75 per cent exported by rail from Indore. 

Cloth IS l:ieDt by ra.il to merchants, either thl'ough 
r agents resident in Indore or agents wp.o come here, as far 
north as Amritsar, Rawalpindi, Delhi and Cawnpore; and 
to the south to Khandwa, J ubbulpore and Ahmedabad. 
Despite the fact that Ahmedabad is an important cotton 
manufacturing centre, it is said that Ahmedabad consumes 
as mll-cli cloth of Indore manufacture as does Indore itself. 
The bulk of the 'trade. however, is with the north and the 
east, rather than with the south or the west. 

By cart cloth is sent within a radius of cartage charges 
of Rs. 20 per cart. There is no export into Gwalior, but a 
very considerable export into Dawas. The leffective radius 
appears to be N arsingur and Kannod on the east, or occa
sionally Khategaon; and Khilchipur; and Rajgarh on the 
west with occasional shipments into .Jhabua. The follow
ing statistics show the exPorts of c1ot~ from Indore city 
into Indore State during the mouths of N Qvembel! and 
December, 1916. The bulk of this cloth is ofloeal manu
facture. Exports int~ surrounding States are not included. 
With them it is probable that the value of,the tradeisprae
tically equal towards the west and towards the east of the 
city. 

Kannod side 
Dewae 

" 
phat " 
bepalpur" 

Rs. 15,508 

" 8~;189 
" 1I,880 
" 31,711 

Total Re. 92,288 
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(e) Cloth of Foreign blanufacture. 

The greater part of this cloth is consumed in Indore 
city. Very little of it goes into the district or to the SUf

rounding States, except to the larger centres which have 
an educated or wealthy nucleus. About 25 per cent of the 
imports are re-exported by rail to such centres as Mhow, 
Ujjain, and others within a radius of 100 miles of I~dore. 

The Cloth Merchants' Assoclatlon:-This is an 
association embracing the majority of the wholesale and 
retail cloth merchants of the city .. Its aim is to develope 
the marke~; but the practical function of its committee has 
come to be the settlement of disputes, acting as an arbitra
tion or conciliation board. In this it appears to be success· 
ful. It is said that in th~ cascs brought before jt during 
the three years of its existence, it has failed to settle only 5 
per cent. Not only does it sa.ve the costs of disputes referred 
to the courts, but it overcomes the delays attending legal 
proceedings. The committee at present in charge are: 
Rodhuram Nindram, N andlal Bhandad, Radhakisan. (of the 
business of Rupchand Ramdayal), Bijora.m Shivkisan, 
Lachimi N arayanji Fasali, Ramratan Tikandas, Mohanlal 
Bisandas, Hanmandas Ramanand, Kesarimal Bakhbwa.la, 
Hiralal. 

Improvements suggested" by Merchants:-

1. Lower Rail~ay rates,--at present the rate is Rs. 1 
as. 4 per maund from Bombay to Indore. 

2. A broad gauge rail connection from Godhra or 
Dohad on the main line B.~. & C. I. through Barwani, 
Dhar to Indore. The real value of a broad guage, however 
is disputed .by s?me of the larger merchants. 

3. -More local mills. The present deveJopment of the 
market is largely due to the local mills. lfore would still 
further increase it. 

4. A State Bank. A State Bank, it is said, would 
giye better term'J to the merclvmh than an outside bank, 
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sin~e its whole interest would be the development of the 
Indore ro~rket. At present t.he merchants secure addi
tiona.l funds from the Sarafa. But in the Sarafa, it is 
pointed out, a banker reserves about one half his funds for 
his,own trading,~ and the fullJunds of the m~ney ntarket 
are thus not available. for the local merchants. 

5. . A lessened or a removed customs duty,-a free 
iriarket such, as'that in Shiaganj. The present tariff gives 
teceipts of Rs. 51,809. 'It. is urged that' this would soon 
be 'ni!td~ up ~y the business tax upon the increasing trade 
or tpe market. " 

CHAPTER VI. 

The Grain arid Provi.sion Market. 
LocatiQU ;,-The. grain and provision market has three 

irpportant branches; (a) Malharganj; (b) Shiaganj (c) Indore 
Re~ideIl;cy. ¥aIharganj is l'\ituated within the city propel;' 
near ita extreme western limit. Shiaganj is the city's free 
zone, south of the passenger station, and at sQme consider
able dlstance' fr:om the freight godown. 'The .Residency 
market is in ,the center of thEf Residency, and many of thE) 
gQdowns are in the square back of the -vegetable market. 

The Merci1'ants:-In Malharganj there are about 
15whoiesale merchants, and 40 commission agents. In 
Shiaganj there are 30 whoiesalers depling in grain, cotton 
andkirana. In the Residency there are not o'V'er 10 whole
salers, including the agent of the large flour mill, and the 
agents of . Railli Bros., who have godowns in Shiaganj an? 
their offices in the Residency. During the past year there 
have also been in the Residency a number of Gujeratis 
who have bought what 'wheat was offered at expectionally 
high prices to help make up the shortage in G:ujerat. 

In Malharganj the majority of the houses are of long 
standing. Four do a business, it is said, of over three 
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lakhs pel' annum, one as high as 20 lakhs. In Shiaganj 
there are six :branches of l\Ialharganj firms; branches of 
firms in the Sarafa; and two or three firm'S whose head
quarters are outside Indore: For instance one has its 
hea(office in Bikaner, with branches in Calcutta, Bombay, 
Cawnpore, J aunpur, as well as in In,dore. There are in 
all about 15 Marwari banias and 15 Kachis. The latter 
as a rule, do not engage in the commission business, and 
confine their activities chiefly to kirana. They seldom 
bring their families to Indore; but, after conducting their 
business during the seasons, they. return to the~r home 
during the rains,-and their shops 8.J:e closed for about four 
months. Their homes are mostly in Gujerat or Kathia
war. The banias originated in l\Iarwar. Although some 

, "-
of their families have been in Indore for almost fifty years 
nevertheless the majority 'have come during 'the past 
twenty five ye,ars because of the free market of Shiaganj. 

, 
The V~lume of Trade:-·It is exceedingly difficult to 

estimate the amount of the grain trade during an ordinary 
year. Dependence must be placed almost entirely upon 
the opinion of the larger merchants who should have a 
knowledge of the market, for there are no statistics which 
cover all three markets in all respects. Opinions un
fortunately differ widely. For instance, the amount of 
wheat was placed as low as three kanassa by bne merchant, 
at~d as high as 2,500 'kanassa by another; and rice was 
estimated at from 60,000 to 160,000 bags. The following 
figures for one year's trade in all Indore markets have 
been arrived at after consideration of the statements 
of merchants, bazar inspectors, the Residency records or 
1918, ~e sayar records of imports into Indore, and an 
analysis of the transit passes issued from Indore during the 
months of November and December, 1916:·-

Wheat 
Jowar 
Macca 

10 kanassa or 6,00,000 maunds. 
10 "or 6,00,000 " 

•• :! to 3 " or 1,20,000 to 1,80,000 md,i. 
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Bajra 
Sugar 
Gur' 
Ghee 
Rice 
Salt 

1 to 2 kanassa or 60,000 to 1,20,000 rods. 
50,000.bags 
1,00,000 bags 
15,000 tins. 
70,000 bags. 

Rs.50,OOO 
Linseed .... 5 to. 5 kanassa; or 2,40,000 to 3,00,000 mds. 
Khajur ... 25,000 bags. 
Cacoanuts 5,000" 
Batel Nut 5,0'00" 
Potatoes 10,000;, 
Tamerine 5,000" 

The trade, i~ kirana centres chiefly in Shiaganj. Pro
bably not more than 25 per cent, of it is done in the 
Residency, and very little is so~d in Malhaganj. The 
grain trade ~ppears to be divided almost equally between 
the city and the Residency with the eXP9rt trade of the 
city centred chiefly in, Shiaganj,. and the local trade 
in Malharganj. During the past year, since the 
prohibitian of export of grains by the State, the iI,Ilpor
tance of Malharganj has. again increased; the trade of 
Shiaganj has greatly diminished; and the export trade of 
the Residency has been practically confined to the grain 
which carnes to it in transit by cart from surrounding 
States, and to the accumulated stocks of the dealers. For 
example during Sept~mberand October, 1918~ the agent of 

. the Flour Mill was permitted to export 4,OQO bags of 
wheatl, which had commenced to spoil, on con~i~ion that a 
certain quantity was sold at a greatly reduced rate to the 
poor people of the Residency. The carts of wheat received 
in transit in the ~eside.ncy market· during the months 
pf April, May and June, of 1918 totalled 2,325. or ,these 
1,828 come from Gwalior State. Undoubtedly they were 

. attracted here by the exceptionally high prices offered' by 
the Gujeratis, which enabled them to pay the export 
duties charged by t1!eir own States. The price prevailing in 

3 
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the -Residency was alw~ys Rs. 10 or more above that of 
the city markets. In one week in September wheat sold 
as high as Rs. 55 per mani. (Rs. 9-2-8 per maund): 

The Import Tra~e. 
(a) By Cat·e. 

The- import trade· by cart is in the following principal 
articles:-

Wheat 

Macca. 

Linseed 
Ghee _ 

Bajr& Jowar 

j 

The main sources of supply are within & radius of 
Rs. 25 cartage charges. This makes a boundary of 
Kannod on. the east; Jh~bua on the west; Kukshi on the 
south and east; and Tonk in the north and west. '. 

Wheat:-The importation by cart is divided approxi
mately as follo~s:-

Sipri Valley, Dewas and Gwalior 
Depa~pur District 
Betma District 
Dhar 

25' per cent 

20 " 
20 
20 

" 
" 

The balance comes from as far west &8 Jhabua, and as 
far east as Kannod. Pissi wheat is imported from the 
Kannod side, although it is five or six years since it has 
come from ~s far as Kannod itself. Wheat from Dewas 
and Gwalior is sold very largely in the Residency market. 
Probably 70 per cent of the wheat exported from Dhar 
comes through Indore, either to Malharganj or through 
the commission merchants in Shiaganj. The remainder 
of the Dhar export is by Mhow and Barnagar. 

Jowar:--The importation by cart is divid,·d approxi
, mately as folIows:-

Kannod District ..• 
Dewas 

12 per cent 
• 30 " 



Hatod district ~ .. 
Bauganga district 
Dhar district, 

19 

25 per cent 

19 " 
14 

" 
Llnseed:-The importation of linseed is divided as. 

follows:-

Kannod distriot 
Dewas " 
Bauganga ., 
Hatod' 

,~ 

I?har ... 

12 per.cent 

25 " 
12 

20 
31 

" 
" 
" 

Macca:-The importation ofmacca is divided -as 
follows':-

Kannod district 
Dewas - " 
Bauganga " 
Hatod· 

" Dhar \ 
" J 

6 per cent 
25 

" 
19 

" 
14 ", 
36 ,. 

Ohee:-T,en years ago, it is said 75 per cent of the 
ghee ,came in by ~art. Two years ago 50 percent 
came by cart. To-day' not over 12 per cent comes in that 
way. The Nimar, Jirapur and Machalpur, which formerly 
were-exporting districts, are now importing.. At present 
.some ghee comes from Gwalior and Dhar and Bhopal" bat 
most of it comes from Indore State. 

(b) Import by Rail. 

The import trade-by-rail is. in the following principal 
articles:--

Wheat 

Potatoes 

Tamerine 

Ghee 

Kirana 

~ugar 

Gur' 

Rice 

Salt 

Haldi 

Nuts 



:.!o 

Wheat:-When Punjab wheat is considerably chea
per than Malwi wheat from three to four kanassa are 
imported;- and the same quantity of Malwi wheat is thus 
released for export. Some ~heat from Gwalior comes 
down via. Ujjain or Barnagar. Malwi wheat' is favored 
in the market because of its superior milli.ng and cooking 
qualities. It is generally- quoted as the most expensive 
wheat in India. 

Ohee:-Ghee is imported by rail from Cawnpore, 
Hindaun, Gangepur, Ujjain, Rutlam, Burhanpur, Khan
desh Certain Bhopal districts w~ich formerly exported 
to Indore are now sending direct ttl Calcutta as ~ result of 

. the opening ofthe Ujjain-Bhopalline. . 

Sugar: -Mauritius sugar comes from Bompay and 
Calcutta and-since the war-from Madras. Indian sugar 
comes from Cawnpore. 

Our:-From Lakhanpur, Gola, the Cawnpore'District, 
Delhi, Sangli in Belgaum, and Barsi and Haramati in the 
Deccan near Poona. 

Rice:-From Naugar, Nagpur, Raichur, Gondia, and 
'Ra~goon via Bombay or Calcutta. During a. great part 
of 1918 the Burma rice was not available, and importation 
iI\to Indore by broad gauge from Calcutta was practically 
impossible. N tiugar {tnd Raichur districts supplied the 
greater part of the local demand. This demand consider
ably increased owing to failure of the jowar crop the preti
ous year. 

Sa I t:-Practically all salt comes for Khargoda District. 

,Haldl:-Haldi comes from the Purab district of the 
Unjted Provinces, and also from Madras and BarBi. 

Potatoes:-From December to March potatoes are 
imported from Farukabad and .Kamalganj. 

I 

Nuts:-Cocoanuts are imported chiefly through 'Bom-
bay, Calcutta, and Madras. I t is said some of them come 
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from TraV'ancore. Khajur: is impo,rted through Basra and 
Bombay from November to February., Walnuts come 
from Mussoore~, arid from other hill stations in the 
Himalyas. 

The Export Tra~e. 
(a) By Cart. 

The Indore market is the source of supply not only for 
the greater part of Indore State, but for the surrounding 
States as . w~ll. The followipg table of . exports from 
the Residency and Shiaganj,-the export centres for grai~ 
arid provisions-for the two months, N ovember'arid Decem~ 
bel', 191?, into surrounding States is instructive:-

rweet I I g I ~ ~ \-r Sbte. I ltice I Sugar Ohee 011 Our 1;1 ~ ;;tj ~ . 
bags' bags. tins. bUD" • ~ ~ .~ ~ ~.S 

dies. Eo<.., 1<1.., 1<1" 
, 

Gwalior. .' , 
. Shiaganj . ... 94 100 14 9 0 58 335 1119 

Camp .... ... 102 77 11 3 0 7 947 732 
Dewas. 

Shiaganj ... 266 230 189 22 0 132 2301 668 
Camp ... ... 52 45 50' 10 0 13 173 460 

Dhar. . 
125i267113407 Shiaganj ... 422 717 295 116 0 

Camp ... ... 113 197 34 39 0 3811225 747 
Small States -

Shiaganj ... ,885 820 265 83 46 l24
1
1897 600 

Camp , .. ... - 177 216 101 2 0 35
1
2739 366 -

" 

During the same period the value of similar goods 
exported fro~ the City proper int? Indore State was as 
foJIows:-

Depalpur side.·:....Kirana Rs. 1.47; Ghee Rs. 30. 

Betma and Nima~-Ker6sine tins 4; Red pepper Rs.25 

Dewas side.-Kirana Rs. 10. 

Kannod side.-Kirana' Rs. 68; Red pepper 2 bundles; 
. Ginger Rs. 160; Vegetables Rs. 1011. 



It is impossible to aspertain the exact figures 'Of the ex
ports from the Residency and Shiaganj for the same period 
into Indore City and Indore State. However, they con
not be less than into the other States. The conclusion is 
inevitable that this large and lucrative business is practical
ly entirely iIi the hands of the Residency and Shiaganj
neither of which is under the jurisdiction of the Sayar 
Department of the State. 

A feature of the cart export during the past few months 
has been the large export of J ow~r 'into the Nimar.· In 
two months, December and January, it is said that 100,000 
bags went in that dire~tion; and it ,is probable that Bome 
of it found its way to Bombay. 

In normal times it would appear that the export by 
cart from Indore in this market'is 75 per cent of the total 
export, and that the export by rail is 25 per cent. Of the 
cart export, almost 65 per cent goes to the Nimar or Dhar 
side; and some 35 per cent to the Dewas or Kannod side .. 
that is west and east of Indore respectively. 

(iI) Ewport by Rail. 

The distribution of grains by rail depends largely up
on seasonal conditions both in the determination of quan
tity and of direction.' Generally speaking, the export of 
Linseed amounts to the entire crop. Of it, 85 per cent 
goes to Bombay for export, and the remainder goes to 
places on the N agpur side. Of macca and jowar 50 per 
cent are exported, largely by rail. Some 25 per cent 'of 
the jowar may: go to Berar, the rest to Bombay and 
Gujerat. Before the war much of Indore's wheat was 
exported. The present rail export is entirely from the 
Residency market, and it is principally to Gujerat, Th& 
general grain market extends as far as Bardo. and Burhan
pur; to Rutlam and the Ujjain-Bhopal line; and to 
)Iarwar, Gujer~t tmd Bombay. 
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'mprovements suggested by Merchants. 

(q) ShiaganJ. 

1. A- increase' in the. area of the free zone. The 
present congestion at times completely blocks the main 
road; and what was once the city's widest street is being 
built up by godowns in front of the shops because there 
is no ~oom behind. The influx of merchants has forced up 
rents; and some have requested State control of rents. 
The size of the present' free zone makes impossible any 
considerabl6 development of trade. 

2. An market place or chowk is urgently needed 
capable of accomodating several hundred carts. The 
present'chowk is'not readily accessible, and consequently 
much of the trading with the cultivators takes place on 
main roads. It is poi~t~d out that,the failure to supply 
proper market-facilities both in Shiaganj and M!l,lharganj 
is an important reason for the large grain trade of the 
Residency, wh~re a commodious adda has been built. It 
il'l further stated that in the city markets cultivators must 
sometimes wait two days before they can dispose of their 
loads and return home; wherep,s in the Residency market 
they never have to wait longer than one day. 

3. An association of Shiaganj merchants on 1ines 
similar to the Cloth Merchant's Association is desired by 
some. Any such' organization would be successful only if 
it were formed 'under the guidance of the Commerce 
Minister. 

4. Emphasis is placed upon the necessity of a broad 
gauge railway. The two lines mentioned are Indore 

~ to Rutlam, :or In~or9 to Ujjain via F~t~habad. A~. pr.e-
sent there'ls consIderable loss both of tIme and,material In 

the trans-shipping at Rutlam and Khandwa. Indore'smarket 
is largely north and east, and with Bombay City, all of 
which can be reached by Rutlam. Accordingly not much 
emphasis is placed upon the necessity of broad gauge 



connection with KhandwD.. Certain light railways llre 
suggested, but only on condition that they terminate in~ 
the market and not at the present raihvay station. These 
lines are: Dhar to Indore; or Rajgarh to Indore, t'la Hatod 
and Betma; and Dewas to Indore via the Sipri valley. 
Were direct connection made with the railway, it is believed 
that Shiaganj's.trade with surrounding States would suffer 
a loss of 50 per cent. A direct connection of the .rparket 
with the railway by a switch line, as Prof. Geddes proposed 
in his report, is regarded favorably by the merchants. 

5. There is strong demand both in Shiaganj and in 
Malharganj for better banking ficilities. At present the 
merchants borrow amongst themselves, or bring money 
from the bankers in the city. The Bank of Bombay, 
which formerly had a branch in the city, now ('oly has B 

branch in the Residency. It has practically no direct 
connection with the merchants, but deals with them only 
indirectly through the bankers of the Sarafa. The mer
chants say that frequently the funds available are not 
sufficient to enable them to take full advantage of market 
contitioos. This is aggravated by the fact that only one 
half of the funds of a banker are available for loan, and the 
banker himself as a trader may be a competitor of the 
merchant in Shiaganj. The merchants desire a State 
bank, or a joint stock bank controlled by the State, willing 
to discount traders' lJaper and to give loans on goods sealed 
in the merchants' own godowns, which the Presidency 
banks are not able to do. 

(b) 17& Malharganj. 

1. The merchants unite with the Shiaganj merchants 
in advocating: (a) better market Cadlities; (b) a State 
controlled bank; (c) broad gauge connection with Rut1am, 
and ~ight railways into the State. 

Z. They ask for permission at present to export surplus 
, wheat over and aboye the need~ of the State. A State 
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store or an export tax is preferred to the total prohibition 
of export now 'in .force. Wheat, they say, can only be 
stored for two years, and some merchants under present 
conditions feerthat they moy lose. If prices are" forced 
down, ~hen cultivators will suffer,in lower prices for their 
next ~rop." ])urin~ the cold, season prices were about 
Rs. 10 higher per mani in the Residency than in the' city 
for wheat. It is argued that an export' duty on wheat 
would ma~erially add to the revenues oBhe State. 

3. The, suggestion was, made for a mu,nicipal, rat-proof 
godown. The majority o( the store :cooms in Malharganj 
used at'present'are rented, and nona ~s rat proof, nor frea 
from- insects. The loss, from rats is estimated at one per 
cent per annum of the the stored wheat; and from ~he re~ 
and black insects which work in 1he grain, two per cent. 
A municipal godown~ for which it is said there is land 
available just west of Malharganj, would find ready 
support. 

CHAPTER VII. 

The Iron And Hardware"And,Paper Markets. 
Location:-The ~arket is located in Shiaganj to the 

west of the grain market. The city market is in.the Bohra 
Bazar near the cloth market. There is one large shop i!l 
the Residency. Three,l~rg~ pape~' shopsare ip. the Sarafa, 
just beyond t~e Old Palac~. 

The Me"rchants:-The wolesal~ ~erchants' do not 
number more than fifteen. Of these five 'are large paper 
dealers. One shop in Shiaga:nj has been opened in 
February dealing only in paper.' The 'merchants 'ar~ all 
bohras, and possess on an, average a capital of Rs. 75"O~0. 

, Import of Iron and Hardware:-The 'v~lue of 
the wholesale trade is difficul~ to. estimate. The only. 
figures available are those for the city and are as ~01l0w8: 

4, 



Dllte. New M~ta18 lind Utensils. 

1913-14 Re. 4,38,067 

1917-18 Rs. 1,89,434 

)le~alllheet5 .~ Utel\~ll. 

Rs. 2,16,490 

I!s. 1,01,455 

Of the import trade fully 85 per cent is with Bombay. 
The principal sources of supply for commodities are:-

l. Bombay:-Iron bars, galvanized iron sheets, wire gauge, 
safes, scales, superior nails, lead, trunks. 

2. Japan, t,ia Bombay:-Locks, paints, colour!, lamps etc. 

3. Delhi:-Lanterns, needles, lock.s, manyaris, buttons, 
lamp chimneys. . 

4. Agra:-Iron measures, sugar cane crushing machines 
~ 

5. RatnRgin District:-Cane crushing machines. 

6. Co;;hin &: Amel·il.'a, 9.:ia Bombay:-RoJ?e, locks. 

7. Indore:-In the local market the bohras manufacture 
liuch articles as phauda, kudal, ghamelas, 
weights, horse shoe nails, kudals, etc. and 
trunks. Many trunks both of steel and of 
wood covered by tin are made here now; and 
proposals are being, made by at least one 
bohra to open a factory if he can secure a 
site free "of rent in the new Industrial Town. 

Destination of Iron &. Hardware: ...... During the 
two months of November and December, 1916, the number 
of metal articles exported to the surrounding States from 
Shiaganj and the Residency was as follows:-

Shiaganj Residency 

Gwalior 335 127 

Dewns 236 23 

Dhar 1146 37 

SD?-all States 457- 161 
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An Imp~rtant export'of r.tew .metal takes place ,from 
Bohra bazar In the ,c~ty' into Indore State. During the 
same period it was:-

Depalpur',side R~. 225 

Dhar'side ,,3643 
Dewas sidE) ,,3745 \ 

. Kann9,d s,id~ " ,1,000; or including what 
goes to Barwaha, Sanawad and other stations in the State 
south of Indore, Rs. 16,810., 

It i; again impossible' to e~timate the export from the 
Residency and from Shiaganj into the State itself. 

The chief places of rail export, ,apart from ~arwaha 
and Sanawad, are stations: within the radius of N agpur, 
Bhopal and Rutlam. 

, The Paper Market:-Paper and Stationery come 
from Bombay; Calcutta, and to a smlltll extent from 
Cawnpore, The~ Bompay papers are chlefly qf foreign 
manufacture. Before the war they were European; now 
they ,are almost, ~ntirely from Japanese mills. The 
Calcuttf/. and Cawnpo.re papers are chiefly of Ip.dian 
manufacture. A large new shop ,deali~g only in paper has 
recently beeu opened in Shiaganj. 

CHAPTER VIIi. 

'The 'Leather M~rket .. 
Location:-Thetmarket for the manufacture and th~ 

sale of country shoes IS in the 'Machli Bazar. The p~~chase 
add sate of h.ide.'3 and' skIns takes placE1 ordinarily' at the 
Sunday mark'et when the villagers bring hides to' thil city: 

The. Merchants:-'rhere, are f~ur~ large merchants 
engaged in the e~port of hides, thre~ with capital of 
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Re. 10,000 each, and and one with a capital of Rs. 15,000. 
There ~re probably 15 or 20 manufacturers of shoes. 

The trade:-The trade must be divided into two 
branches: the export of hides: and the manufucture and sale 
of shoes. 

The ~export of hides has shown increaso during the pl\st 
ten years. The following figures are illustrative: 

Year Large Hides Small Hides 

1910-11 1290 18,485 

1911-12 8447 22,760 

1914-15 1988 16,647 

1915-16 5876 32,129 

1917-18 3086 29,529 

Indore is the exporting centre for hides for the entire 
Indore district.· The export in 1917-18 from all the other 
stations in the district totalled only 361 large hides, and 
1,772 small hides. 

The hides dealt hi are chiefly the hides of buffaloe, cows, 
bullocks, goats, deer, and on rare occassions, camel. 

An untanned hide of a cow bql10ck or buffalo is wOl-th 
from Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 for a hide weighing roughly 7 to 8 
pounds. 

There is no tanning factory, in Indore, although this 
work i~ done in certain villagES such as Double Ghowk and 
Betma. The majority of the hides are exported to Cawn
pore, Calcutta, Lucknow, Delhi wh.ere the best tanning is 
done; and also to RutJam, J aora and Mhow. 
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( b) The Shoe Market: 

Leather for the manufacture of shoes,-chiefly cow 
bullock and buffalo hides--,.js obtained from the varfous 
tanning centres. A considerable trade is done, not only 
'With Indore city, but with the surrounding district., The 
following figures of exports during November and December, 
1916, are illustrative: 

Kannod side: 
Dewas side: 
Depalpur side: 
Dhar side: 

Rs.908 
Rs.700 
Rs. 40 
Rel.584 

\ Suggestions for Improvement:-A tanning fac. 
tory iIi Indore. 

CHAPTER IX. 

The Gold and .silver, the .share and 
Speculation Markets. 

Location': -These markets are located chiefly in the 
Big. and ~ittle Sarafa. The centre of the gold and silver 
market is in the Little Sarafa; the centre of the share and 
speculation markets is in the Big Sarafa; but the latter 
business is carri~d on also by the gold and silver merchants 
.and to some extent throughout the entire city. 

The Gold and Sliver Market:-There are no 
merchants in this market who carryon only a wholesale 
business. The majority combine a retail business with the 
wholesale, while at least a third of the merchants are 
oniy l'etail dealers. The capital of the retailers 'ig from 
Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 10,000; that of the wholesalers and retai· 
lers' runs in some cases into lacs. 

The wholesale import business is carried on chiefly 
with Bombay, where some of the merchants have their 
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own shops. One firm at least has its branches throughout 
the east as far as J II pan. Occasionally foreign business is 
conducted by a. teniporary combination of merchants, who 
dissolve connection when it is completed. _ 

, 

The Indore market supplies· Indore City and Indore 
State and the surrounding district of Dhar, Dewas, Ujjain, 
Barwani, etc. Business with these States is through 
dealers in each State who have their _ own branches in 
Indore. 

The commodities dealt in are gold, silver, pearls, and 
other, precious stones, and ornali}ents made from these. 
The extent of the business m~y be judged fl'om the 
following figures of the import of gold and silver into 
Indore City. 

Year. Gold. Silver 
1910-11 Rs. 20,471 Rs. 9,79,872 
1912-13 " 31),246 

" 
10,77,293 

1913-14 
" 

23,339 If J7,30,882 
1914-15 

" 
6,246 

" 
11,06,268 

1916-17 
" 

29,074 
" 

1,45,031 
1917-18 

" 
10,492 

" 
1,23,400 

During the two months of November and Decemhet· 
1916, the exports of gold and 8th'er fl'om the city to the 
districts of Indore State were: Gold Rs. 909; and Silver 
Rs. 20,345. Or this -amount Gold to the "aIue of Re. 690 
and silver to the value of Rs. 17,250 went to the Dhar' 
side. -During the same period the export of gold. and 
silver to the sun'ounding States amounted to only R9. 61, 
to Gwnlior. 

. In this market ali transaction n~e registered at what is 
called the "Dhurm Khata". It is conducted by a pancba
yat, and contaillfJ all kinds of weights. All purchases 
are taken there to ba wei.ghed and registered, and tbe 
weights nre finn!' The chargea are: 2 pica up to 5 t')las 
weight, 4 piee fl'l)Jll 5 to 10 tolas, etc. 
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The Share ll'lar:ket:-Dealing in shares in COIll

panies, as distinct from q.ealing or speculation in commodi.
ties, is increasing in the city, although probably only 25 
per cent of the investors or speculators even yet are in
terested in this market-Until recent months'the market 

, was very largely cO:Q.fined to the. merchants of the 'city. 
An investment bureau is ,now: operating, however, which is, 
making its appeal,to the more educated classes, and which 
is attempting td popularize snares of the Bombay' and 
Calcutta margets.Jl.mongst these classes. 

Ofthe dealers in shares it is said that about 25 per 
cent are speculators, who are gambling on margins, and the 
remainder are actual investors iIi the companies. Of the 
speculators the majority are bunnias,-it is said that 80 
per cent of the bunnias dealing in this market are specula
tprs. 

The most popular shares--and the pnes in which~here 
is most speculation-are "locals",' They are Indore Ma~wa, 
Hukumcharid Mills, Binod Mills; Iron Foundry; and 
Brush Factory. 

Other shareI'\. which a,re dealt in here are: 

BANKS:-Bombay, 'and Tata Industrials. 

COTTON MILLS:.-;..Bombay Dy~ing; Bomba;y Unitedt 
Crescenk Currimbhoy; ,Fazalbhoy; Indian Bleaching; 
Kohinoor; Madha6si'Dharamsi; Shafmrji. 

OTHER CaMP ANIES:-Alock Ashdown; Bunda 
Lime; Bombay Burma Trading;' CeIl;tral India M~n~g; 

Indian Cement· Tata Uon' and Steel; 'Tata Iron and Steel, , . , 

Deferred; Tata Hydro; Tata Oil ~Iill. I 

Practically the entire business'is carried on t?r~ugh 
broke~s. Their charges ar~ As" 8 per~ha~e on locals. ').'he· 
period of greatest activity is July and August. DUJ;ing r 

these months because of the rain, there are few other 
, " 

openings for investmep.t, and ~he buhnias especially then 
turn their .attention to speculation. 



The Speculation Market:--Speculation centres in 
the Big Saraf'a, although it is carried on throughout practi
cally all b:lzars. It may be contlucted in ~nything, but it i~ 
chiefly in rain, the opium average, sugar, gold and cotton. 

Speculation in gold is extensive because of the small· 
ness of the unit, which is 25 tolas with a deposit or Rs. 25. 
Fluctuations are of annas, so that the losses and gains in 
single transactions are not very great. Speculation in 
cotton, on the other hand, is in large units. In Malwa 
cotton it is of 5 boge ( 1 mani is equal to ~ to 3 boge.) In 
Broach cotton the unit is 100 khapdi. In this market the 
gaiDs and losses are very great. 

In the speculation market it is not customary to take 
delivery of goods upon sale. Thus in the cotton ppeculative 
market it is not necessary for the commencement of the 
speculation for the seller to hold nctual cotton in the munici
pal cotton godown. He may offer cotton for sale, and 
transactions may then take place until full moon day, the 
settlement of the various transactions being made simply 
by the adjustment of differences. At full moon day, com
mencing about 7.30 in the evening, the dealers meet together 
to make their monthly adjustwents This must be done 
before fresh transactions can be entered into. At the settle
ment it is aUha option of the last buyer to demand delivery 
or gOOdR, or to settle·the balance in money. It is said that 
in this market in only 10 per cent ofthe cases is delivery 
actually taken in commodities. 

The speculative price of1tIalwa cotton does not neceB8a~ 
rily determine the price at which the cotton in the COttOIl 
godown is sold. The cultivators through their brokers who 
are generally the local brokers of village bunnias,-who are 
bound to get the best possible price for their cUBtomers
deal with the local merchants either at their place of busi
ness or actually at the municipal cotton godown. The 
greater part of the cotton is Rold to the ruilJs, and on)y a 
small proportions of it is bought hy dealers for speculati\"e 



purp.oses., It is those who have these supplies on hand who 
are most likely t<l succeed in the market, for then they can 
always meet demands for settlement in goods. 

, Bargains are 'conducted largely by word of mouth, and 
at the final settlements it is said'that fully 50 per cent fail 
to keep their word. Recourse, however, is seldom had to 
the courts because of the additional expense and the time 
involved. Such men become known to the dealers, who 
thereafter refuse to deal with them. 

THE OPIUM AVERAGE:-Speculationin the opium 
average is conducted in a diffel'ent manner. The Govern
ment auctions opium mpnthly in Calcutta, with A set 
reserve price per che~t. The- first method of betting 
is upon the figure which at the auction will become the last 
digit. It may be any figure from 0 to 9. Should a man 
bet upon the proper figure he will receive Rs. 9 for avery 
Rs. 1 which he bets. Thus if he bets Rs. 10 upon the 
figure 5, and the auction pri~e should be ,Rs. 3,245 (when 
the fixed price is Rs. 3,200) or- any other figure ending 
in 5 he would receive Rs. 90. 

The second method of betting is upon the last two 
digits. There are thus 99 different possibilities. The unit 
for the bet is between Rs. 1/8 and Rs. 2. If the speculator 
should win he will receive Rs. 100 for every unit bet. Thus 
if the unit is Rs., 2 and he has bet Rs. 20 and wins, he will 
receive Rs. 1,000. This form of speculation goes ,on 
throughout the year, and the rate is declared between the 
first and the tenth of each month. 

Of the transactions in the share and speculation mark~ts, 
it is said that 75 per cent are purely speCUlative. 

Suggestions:-Suggestions which have been m4-de by 
those interested in these markets are;-

1. That litigation be permited in all cases of speculat
ion. It is understood that it is now permitted only in spe
culation in Malwa cotton. 

S 



2. That there be a separate .. hare market; and that 
there be a bank located in the Sarafa. 

3. That there be a seperate compound for speculators 
80 that they will not crowd on to' the narrow streets of the 
Sarafa as they do at present. 
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PAR'" II. 

Tables of Statistics.' 

The tables of statistics shown hereafter are as fol1ows-. 

1. Tables of Imports into Indore City of certain 
commoditfes, 1910-1918. 

-
2. Ta~le of exports from Indore City of certain commo-

dities, 1910-1918. 

3. Table of Imports iJl~o, and of Exports out of Indore 
City by Nakas in :the year 1917-18. 

4. Table of Imports into, and of Exports out of IndQre 
District in the year 1917-18. 

5. The N ~mber_ of Transit and Transport Passes issued 
in Indore city by Nakas in the year 1917-18. . 

6. The Number of Tran.sit an9. Transport Passesjssued 
in Indore City by Nakas in the year 1916-1'1-. 

7. The Number of Transit and Transport Passes issued 
by Districts for articles eorning into Indore City in the year 
1916-17. 

8. The Export Trade from ] ndore City proper into 
Indore State in November and December, 1916-17. 
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1. Table of Imports into Indore City of Certain Commodities 1910.1918. 
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II. Table of Exports 'from Indore City of Certain Commodities 19.10 .. 1918. 

Uncleaned ' Cleaned Pressed Hides Hides . 
Year: Cotton. Cotton. Bales of ; large. small.· qhee. Tobacco. 

Cotton. I 

\ --
Mds. Mds. Mds. Number. Number. Mds Value. 

Rs. 

1910-11 ... 318 91 39,796 1,290, 18,485 32 38,027 
-

, 

1911-12 ... 15 1,464 28,874 8,447 22,760 65 37,274 

1912-13 ... 15 872 13,6l7 6,537 19,667 78 63,478 

I 1!H3-14 ... 48 4,604 10 1,358 

I 
.21,740 140 20,301 

1914-15 ... 10 .1,334 3,28£ 

I 
1,988 16,647 171 41,086 , 

1915.!.16 ... 100 1,032 10,920 5,876 32,129 68 I 45,560 . ' 

19.16-17 ~ ... 97· 7!f3 7,349 1,863 27,997 184 49,946 

1917-18 ... 349 4,9'45 11,944 3,086 29,529 'I 536 55,994 , 
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III. Imports Into. & Exports from Indore by Nakas in Certain Commodities 1917.18. 
IMPOR.TS 1917-18. EXPORTS 1917-18. 

• Sugar ..... = ~ =~ e~ . g 
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7721 716 

, .. . ... . .. ... ... 
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_ IV _ Indore District. 

IMPORTS-1917-18. EXPORTS 1917-18 

NAKA. I I · ., ., ,::'0'-: C 
. Sugar Sagar. 'New Old Oloth Cloth. . ::l:::! 0 g 0 2l ~ ~-8 
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1 

11,757 ,140 123 
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v. . 
Number of Passes issued in Indore. 

TRANSIT 1916.17 TRANSPORf 1916·17. 
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VI. Number of Passes issued In Indore. 
TRANSIT 1917.18. TRANSPORT 1917-18. 
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VII. 
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VIII. 

Sides. 

The Export Trade from Indore City- to Indore District, 
November « December, 1916. 
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IX. Transit Trade of Shiaganj and Residency with surrounding States 
November &. December 1916. 
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PART III. 

CONCLU.510N. 

Certain problems present themselves as a result of this 
survey of the whole~lLle marketA of Indore. They may be 
sumed up under three head~: Say[tr: Finance and Accomo
datiuu. 

Sayar;-The organization of the Sayar Department, 
and the duties whi.ch are levied, do not come within the pro
vince of this report, exoept, in so far as they lllay mean un
due interfereuce with the market. I have two questionB:-

( 1) Why do not the };" akas surround only the 
Residency, Shi8gaI~, and the Railway Station, inst~lld of 
beillg located, as 1S shown on the map, on the outskirts of 
the city'l 

( 2) \Vhy is it necessary to have the laborious and 
troublel'lome AyBtem of trallsport pllsses'l 

The gener[tl principle upon which E1 customs department 
sh~mld act is to interfere as EttIe as possible with the trade 
of the markets. Acting upon that principle, why should 
there be constant iutecrGreuce with the road traffic by the 
ntt1ms 011 the borders of the citr, and by the system 
of transport passeR? If the three fOl'eign territories on 
the border of the State aud city ware sufficiently guarded 
by enlargi.ng the nabs there, then all gOOdB which pass 
them could be considered to be the property of residents 
of the StcLte, Ilnd as such could pass freely within the 
State. The transit p8sses would be issued, and customs 
duties collected by t,hese nakas. 

The free passing of goods onoe the duty has been collect.. 
ed should be the aim of the Department. If -the border 
system extends to all the bonlers of the State-as I 
presume it does from the list of the nakas in the Indore 
District,--then this IJ..iru I'lhould be readily fnllfiled. 
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i!inance:-The second problem is that of finance. 
The expressed desire of many merchants is for a bank, 
either run entirely by the State or controlled by it. The 
fRct appears to be that the funds available in the city are 
not sufficient, or are at too high a rate, to enable the mer
chants to take full advantage of market conditions. Whether 
such a bank should be started, .and if so, upon what basis, 
is not in my province here to discuss. 

Permit me only to suggest that if such a bank be estab
lished, care should be taken that~ ~ts funds be not used 
mainly for the exploitation of thEt. market. In the grain 
market, for instance, where the demand for a bank is 
strong and from which much of the support of a. bank would 
come, the difficulty/of securing ready money is 6ne of the 
forces which helps to keep down prices. If cotton is rising 
and wheat is low, the merchants wish to deal in cotton. 
At present they must fl'equently sell their wheat to secure 
the necessary funds. Were there a bank they would 
borrow on the security of their wheat, and thus keep it off 
the market until the price' should come up. It is a legiti
mate business transaction. But the problem to decide 
is whether this form of business is desirable under 
. ,the present distribution of iDcome as between the 
merchant, the cultivator, and_the State. It is a poiIit 
which should receive' careful attention in the opel'ation 
of any bank for the benefit of the wholesale dealers. 

A further question of finance is the establishment of 
credit with foreign houses, especially by the cloth merchants. 
The Indore cloth market is now sufficiently large for the mer
chants to buy direct from Europe or Japan, and not through 
intermediaries in Bombay. This is a matter which would 
require some organiza.tion, and it could probably only be 
done through the assistance of the Department of 
ComID9rca and Indu'Itries. 
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Accomodation;-It would seem that one of the 
advantages possessed by the Residency over either Shia
ganj or Malharganj is the possession of a well appointed 
adda or market. Such markets should be established in 
the, City. Suggestions for these have already been made 
by Prof. G~ddes, and those recom~endations I endorse." 

Store rooms or god owns fot grain are badly needed 
in both Shiaganj and Malharganj. Prof. Geddes has plann
ed for grain godowns lLlongside a railway siding runn· 
ing into Shiaganj. They would provide for this Mar
ket. They would be the property of the municipality, and 
could be made to pay a revenue, especially if the privilege 
6f building out onto the street In Shiaganj were with· 
drawn. The railway siding would be of material assistan<le 
in the' shipment and receipt o,f grain and kirana. 

In Malhl)Xgapj similar godowus should be establishe,d. 
The fact that the majority of the store y;ooms_ at present it;!. 
use are fented, ~~d that v~cant land is available, i~ the 
nei.ghbourhood, .makes the' proposition feasible. In both 
Shiaganj and Malharganj. the aim should be. to make the 
godowns rat proof, and to remove the stored grain from the 
neigbourhood of dwellings. Thus an attack may be made 
upon the rat and plague. The problem of keeping the grain 
free from the insects which so ,quickly destroy it should 
be referred to the Agricultural Department. If they should 
succeed'in destroying thes~ insects, there 'would be effected 
in the markets· of Indore alone a saving every year at 'least 
12,00-0 maunds of grain, or about Rs'. '60,000. Protectioy. 
against rats would save probably another Rs. 80,000. " 

" . 
A municipal godown for lumbe:r does ,not appear to 

me to, be a business 'proposition at present. ' Som~ 
organization amongst, the merchants themselves might well 
effect the desired end. . 

SanitEiry . conditions in the', se~eral markets" wnere 
people cong~egate in large numbers, an~ e~pecially where 
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food is exposed for sale, are- absolutely essential. Tho 
practice of permitting verandahs to be built m-er the gut-. 
ters or drains has, however, led to the accumulation of filth 
in those drains, especially in l\1alharganj and the Cloth 
market. 'Vhen I was there some drains had not been 
cleaned for weeks, and the stench of the filth wh~n I 
poked my stick into them was sickening. An essential 
characteristic of good markets is cleanliness. That was not 
the characteristic of the markets when I visited them in 
January and February. 

The problem of greater spaCe for the extension of 
their markets is pressing particularly upon tho Cloth 
Market and Shiagatlj. The former is solving it by ex
tending into nearby streets. Shiaganj cannot d., this, for 
its boundaries are fixed. Under such circumstances the 
movement always is for tho erection of higher buildings, 
to secure in height the accomodation which is not aV'ailabJe 
in land area. This movement has commenced in Shiaganj 
in one of two of tha newer buildings. The Merchants 
generally, however, advocate and extension ot the free 
zone. Is this desirable? 

The figures whioh I hal'O submitted in Part 2 show 
that the trade of Indore district is very largely a one town 
trade. It centres in Indore City. They furthershow that 
a very extel!sive trade is carried on not by Indore City 
merchants proper but by merchants in Shiaganj and t.he 
Residency, both of which are beyond the jurisdiction of the 
Sayar Department. The localization of trade here in 
Indore has peculiar disadvantages. 'Vhen ever plague 
breaks out,-and it comes all too often-the shops in 
the City are practi~ally closed. Shops in Shiaganj have 
been closed for months at a time. All trade in Indore 
~~<?pS; That of necessity means that the grea~er part of 
the trade of Ind(lre Di~trict and of the Nimar also ;stops. 
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i take it, also, that the State cannot go back on its 
nnderstanding, with the mer<lhants of Shiaganj and bring 
the free zone under the direct operation of the Sayar tariff. 
However, that is a step which does not seem to me to be 
necessary. The situation is different today from that it 
was 25 years ago. The export market for Indore's surplus 
tood products is assured by the openi.ng up of new trade 
routes and new markets. The cloth market and the city 
iron market have proven that markets within the city can 
maintain themselves. 

Because of this I would recommend that Shiaganj be 
not enlarged; but that the policy of the State should be to 
~.qlizp the trade of Shiaganj and the Residency by 
building up new ma,rkets, possibly in Betma, Depalpur, Sipd, 
and Barwaha. If the first three were joined to Ind9ra 
by light railways, with connections both to the railway go
down and to the city markets, the result would Boon be the 
development of these markets. Temporary loans, or a pre
ference in the tariff, would, I believe, result very shortly in 
the settlement of merchants in these places. Similarly 
Barwaha could be made the market centre for the Nimar 
by rail connection along the Nurhudda. 

Such a re-adjustment would have obvious advantages 
to the State and to the people. It would prevent the com
plete demoralization of trade when plague breaks out in 
Indore. I t would bring within the operation of the 
cutoms tariff much of the profitable trade with Dewas and 
Dhar and with the Nimar which is now centred in markets 
outside the direct control of the Commerce Department. 
The shorter cart haul would save oxen and labour, both of 
which could be utilized to great advantage 'in the agricul
tural development of the State. 

Moreover such a development of markets throughout 
the State would have little adverse effect upon the markets 
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of the city proper,-lumber, cotton;-oi.n'uss, gold and silvCl', I 
shoe)3, and the gt'ain market of --:~Ialhargi1Qj. The latter 
has been confined more Uoud more of late years to the trade 
of the city only, and it would be simply confirmed in tbat 
po~ition. Tile other markets, depending more or lesa on 
indl\stry, would not be adversely ,afl'ooted. Indeed, RI!! - the 
City d~v_elopes industrially, such, lines would be found" t? 
render material aSl'listance in the. distribution of their pro
duets. 

, 

I believe that the policy of the- Department in reference 
to the wholesale markets should be to develope these mar
kets, as I have indicated, in various parts of -the Stater 
The opportunity to do so is now ginn when Shiaganj > has 
out grown its borderr~, 

. 
Indore, April 8. 1 !nfl. Harold W, ,Lyons. 
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The writer wishes to' express his thanks to Professor 

H, S. J evon's f~r, his· timely suggestions; and to Mr. K. A. 

Kelkar of the Indore Christian Qollege for his valuable 

assistance in some Qf the investigations. The study)~ not , 
in any way exhaustive, but is int~nded 0ii7y 8S 8 preliminary 

survey of some aspects of tiie'-questions of pri~es, cost of 
/ 

living, and wages in Indore. 

November, 1918. H. w. Lyons. 



An inquiry into .the Course of Food Prices in 

INDORE RESIDENCY BAZAAR FROM 1902.191, •. 

India, together with all' the world, '~s, to-day passing 
tli~ougb' a period. of. high food prices, The percentage of 
increase over pre-war days has not yet become as 'high aR in 
Europe and America. The Director of Statistics, Calcutta. 
has' estimated that the rise in retail food prices at the end' of 
March, 1918" over the pre-war level was 39 per cent in 
Karachi, 30 per cent in Bombay, 13 per cent in Calcutta. 
The Labor Gazette of the Minister of Labor, London, gives 
the'rise in food prices in the United Kingdom by March 1, 
1918; over pre-war days as 107 per cent; in Vienna by 
August; 1917, as 113'2 per cent; Norway by November, 
1911,6s 13.0 per cent; ·Pal'isby October, 1917, ~s 84 per 
cent; Canada by Deceinber, 1~17 as 65 par cent; the United 
States by November 15, 1911, as 51 per cent; Australia by 
September, 1917,as 29'4 per cent. However, the compara
tive failure in many places in India of the last crops, pro
fiteering by the banias, the large purcha~es on military 
I1ccount for 'the' troClps in India and Mesopotnmia, the 
inel'easing scarcity of Tai1w~y transport for civil supplies, 
have been 'leading to such a steady increase in prices during 
recent months that the Govermnellt have been compelled to 
appoint oirectors of civil supplies in order to avert. if possible, 
the worst dangers of the situation, 

The following study of retail food prices and of the cost 
of living for several typieal classes of people in the Resi
dency Bazaar of Indore, has been made by the Economics 
Department of the Indore Christian College. It is of impor
tance at the present time because (1) it is a study in ll. small 
bazaar of only 10,000 people. 400 !Diles from the nearest sea
pOl't, upon a. single line of metre guage railway, connecting 
at either end ,with the main lines Qfthe G. I, P. and the 



B. B. & C. I. ra.ilways, surrounded on aU sides by natire states 
, up~n \Vh~~ ~t ,depends,. for muc~ of ,its r~o~ supply; (2) it 

shows'the course. of l>rlceS. from 1902-03, \ "hen .. th~. ,country 
had Ulore or less,l'eturned tQ normal ,after, ,tho grea~ famiDe 
of 189S-'9t; '(3) it ciemon~trates' ~IearJi' tha.t 'the g~neral ten
dency of prices ~nd of cost ofliving for the past 16 years has 
been upward and that present pI'ices are approac~ing •• it in
deed they have not passed, famine prices; <') it BUggetts the 
inadequacy at. the present time of the former customarr wages, 
and (5) it points to 'the necessity or a study of rood nIues in 
I~dian foods and, their substitute:;:, to~e~he,r with ",devetop. 
ment oC'gardening, and an advan .'emt>J1t in agricultul'o "nd 
it,s methods . " 

The figures upon ",hich the tables are based are taken 
from the tri-weekly rf"cords of.prices kept by the Bazaar 
Office. '.1'hese prices are secured frdm the Jeading merchants 
in the Bazaar. Because of the pro~inlity of the two .Mar
kets, the pi ices may be tal,en fairly to repre.ent the prices in 
the Indore City Market for the samE! period. There is, of 
course, no guarantt!e that these are the prices actually 
charged to the people who lire under a rupee a day, who 
form the vast majority of the population. Although the 
gl'ain market is to-day fairly well organized, the ba.nia. seizes 
e~ery opportunity of driving a separate bargain with his 
customer, ignoring the test of the buyers io. the market,-the 
chief charact~ristic of the Oriental ba~aa1". 'l'hese recorded 
ptice$ have been averaged for the fOUf months from October 
21 to February 20, partly to OTercome the fluctuations 
which might occur within a few days or even \"eeks because 
of ex.ceptional cil'cumstllnces, and partly because the cold 
season, when trade is unrestricted by climatic conditions, 
forms a convenient basis for comparison of succeeding years. 

Food Grains-Cereals 
Wheat 

The most, important food grain consumed in Indore is 
whMt and.it is the staple crop of the surrounding district. 



The soH of l\:fa.l wa., is. particularly suited to its cultivation, 
although, because of poor methods of cultivation, the average 
yield is only 6 maunds 01' 8 bushels per acre. In pre·\vltr 
days ''Considerable quantitie§ of Mahva wheat were exported 
to Italy for the manufacture 'of macaroni. The main sources 
ohupply for Indore'are the Sipri vaIley, the Depalpur dis
trict, and, the Dhar district. Fr6m the two former. and 
from otIJ.er nearby districts i$ was' f<Jund on investigation in 
the early ·pa~·t of may, 1918, that over 800 martis or 'almost 
200 tons of wheat 'v ere brought into Indotl=! city and f'?~
dency by· ox carts in a single day at that season. Malwi 
whe~t 'is the most 'ex:pensi'Ve :",heat in india. The wheat 
sold in the Bazaar is usually Malwi mixed witl!' Pissi or 
Simari. 

The cource of prices with the percentage variations from 
1902-03 to 191'7-18 is as folIows:-

.. ,-.' 
l>~'ice yee;r Price Variation Year Variation 

4.'ts. A. P. per cent US. A. P. per cent 

1902-0S 3' 62 100 1910-11 3 5 2 ... 98 

1903-0' S 4'1 ... 97 1911-t2 S 8 -9' ... t05 

1904-05 2 14"9 86· 1912-IS "3 l4 t n5 

1905-6~, 191,3-14 
/. 

'{ ... 3 9.. 40 ..... 106 3 ~ _ ... 103 

1906-07 .... S 68 ... 101 1.1914-\5 5 .~P . .. 153 

1907-08; .... 5} 2 I ... 152 ,1915-16 f ••• 4 ,7 0, .••• 131 , 
1908-09, ._ '5 6 '2 ,\ •• 159 J9!6-17 3 15 '8' ' ••• 125 

1909-10' ... 4 to'6 ... 138 1917-18 4.14, S . .. 145 

Th~ in~rease of prices in:1905,06. in 19Q7-1O,.·and in 1912-
13 was ,chiefly due to the 'additibnal e~port -of wheat to 
centres 'of crop' failure. This is true of other fodd, grains 
also. 'A,' further' influence reflected in the generU 'prices of 
the period'1907.-10 was the :severe fin~n6ial ~risi~ in the 
United Sta~es: 'l'h~ marked increase in, wheat pric~!j in 1917-
1918 I~d the Government of Iildore State to prohibit the 
export or 'Whea.t ~and ''Of whea.t flOur from' the, S~ate Cafter 
January 23, 1918. At first this led to a riseofpticE'sin the 



Residency, which is politically si::parate although closely 
connected commercially with the city bazaar, becauae the rule 
was interpreted to prohibit,exportation into tho Residency. 
Since the Residency is surr¢unded on all sides by the S~8.te, 
the Residency practically had to depend on the stocb on 
band, and upon the ordinary illlportl,ltion by road from 
neighboring states, until the matter was adjusted., The 
effec' of the prohibition of exportation upon the retail pricetl 
of wheat i$ shown in Stat~ment 1. 

Wheat Flour 

The course of prices of wheat flour, of which there has 
been an iDcl'easing consumption through the operation of 
the flour mills which have bel3D opening on a small scale in 
the city, alt,hough thus far not In the, Residency, was 8S 

follows:-

Fi1'St qu,ality 

Year 

1902-03 
1903-04. 

1904.-05 
'19(15-06 

1906-07 
1901-08 

,}908-O9 

1909-10 
1910-11 

1911-12 

1912-13 
1913-U 
1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-11 
1917-18 

Price Variation 

Rs. At P. Per cent 

••• 3 13 2 

3 12 1 
S 13 3 
'10 0 ... 
, 4,5 

639 
~ il 8 

, 

100 
98 

100 
. 121 
112 
163 
168 

5 5 2 139 

4. l' 107 
-l 5'10 lU 

._. '13 8 127 
, 8 1 JI8 

6 1 I ••• 159 
... 5 Ii 10 U() 

'15 I) 130 
5 IS S 163 

• 

Second qfA!llity 

Price • Variation 

Rs. •• 1'. Per cent 

3 10 , ••• 100 

3 9 2 98 
3 8 8 97 
, 3 2 115 

3 15 G 109 ' 
,S 15 , on,183 

,6 0' 206 
,; 1 S •• , 139 
3 1& 3 ]07 
, 5 0 120 

, 'V 118 
, 2 11 ••• 115 
[) 12 IG J59 

5 1 '1 ... 139 
127 
ltV , 

: I 

The percentage variations of wheat and ~heat 'llour are 
shown in Chart A. 



itrA'f.IISN'r ,1. RETAIL WHEA~ PRICES Indore Residency n. ... IAars, 
Seer..& Chbll.ta1..s per roper 

1911 

I~17 , 

1916 

~91. 

l?U 

1913 

.JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

3 7 I ~~J;5 ~ ~ ~ 111 3 ~1 1 151 20 1 23 1:26 \28 ~JiJ:~J 15_,1 20 1;-1 ~~-L 3~ 
.. , 8- 8 g:. 4 8- 4 1-13 7-l! 7-J:!° 1~ 4 7- 4 t- 8 7- 8 7- 8: 1- 8 7-la" 1-13 '1-12 7-12 7-13 i~2 f 8- 0 8- ~ 8-. .8 I 8:- 8 8-12 \ 8-lj 

••• 10- 0 10- 8 1!}- 0 10- 0 IP- 0 ilO-!J 10- 0 ill- 8 Ie:; 4 10- 8 lC- 1 10- 8 10-'0 10- 0 10- 0 10- 0 lC- 0 lI,- 0 111- 0 lI .. , Q il- a Il~ 8 11- It 11- 0 

•• ~, 8-~a 8-U II- 0 C- 0 9- 0 9-!I, 9- 4 ~ 0 .. 8 9- 0 II- 8 II- 8 9- It 9- 8 9- 8 9- 8, 9- 8 9-12110- 0 11- 0,11-11 10-:8 11- 0 'li-
e. ,u.' 1-13 1- 8 7- 4 'I- 4 6-12 6-U 6-.11 e-.S G- 8 6- 8 6- 8 6- S 7~ 4 7- 4 1-13 7- It 7-12 7-1217- 8 7- S 7- S s.. 0 8- s19-

... 11-11 11- ~ 11· 9 11-11 11- 4 11- 0 11- 5 11- 6 11- 0 10-15 !O-15 10-15 11- 0 10-15 ;1- 0 1I- 0 10-15 I~.o 1Q.-11 10- ~, le-~8111O" 4 If:- 3 ,10-

••• 11- 4 11- 4 11- 4 11- 4 11- 4ill- 4 11- 4 If- 4 11- 4 U- 0 11- 0 11- 4 11- 4 11- 4 u- 4 111- 4 ,11- I U- 0 lll- Q. U- 0 1l~8 11- 0 11- 0 ,11-

. '" _... --- ......... ~~ 
.Pr:!hlbltIOD 01 export from Indore Sr.aw ,l.[VlU rJU,UUU,l-,y "'OJ, ~VJ.O. 

- I -
1 JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 

t5-31 1-15 15-28 1-15 15-31 .:- -, 
.. Scc@ QI!. Beers CI" ! Secrs Ch, Seers CIl, Seerto Ch, 

l£dol'Q ,City n. 7 - 9 7 - 0 

I 
7 - 8 " '0 8 - 8 

lndore ... , .. 
f 7 - ~ 7 ,- II, 7 - 12 ~ - 4 ~ - 12 

Neemuch .. ¥ ,., S - 1~ 8 - lZ I 8 - 8 8 - ~ '8 - 6 --

GwaliOl' ••• ... 7 - 4 l' - 4 
I 

7 -- I 7 - 8 R - 0 

jabbulpore 
-, 7 _cIO •.. 6-1t 7 - 4 7-1'1 1 _ 10 

Nlmar .n .. 7 - i 6 '- 13 6 - 12 7 - 0 i - :; 

NBrslngput ... 7 -11 7 - 11 7. - 10 8 - 3 P. - 3 

'Akola ... . .. 6 - 9 6 - 9 6 - 0 Ii - 9 6 -11 

JBipnr ... .. 7 - 13 8 - 0 7-13 8 - 4 9 - I} 

Allahabad ... 7 - 8 7 - 8 7 -1' 8 --0 8 - 8 . -- - - ---

.:;. 



Rice 

Ri\:e 18 an imported crop. It is tonsumed to lome ex
tent ordinarily by better class people and by the better paid 
artizans. Nine varieties may normally be fouod on the 
market. Since the advent or exceptionally higb pri~ for 
wbeat in the spring or 1918, cheaper varietiel or rice have . 
become increasingly popular amongst tbe lower classes. The 
prices and variations during tbe period were al foUows:-

First quality Ssoo/Ml quality 

Year Price Variation Price YariatiOIl 

R~. A.I·. Per Cen~ lU ••.• l'er oeDt 

1902·03 443 1(10 315 S ... 100 

1903-04 611 2 121 5 310 133 

1904·05 .... 611 5 .-t., 122 I; 
" 0 

127 

1905.06 6 3 I) US 5 5 8 135 

1906-07 7 2 3 .... 161 
\ 

6 6 8 ... 161 

1907-0S ... 10 0 0 23' 8 0 0 202 ... 
11108.09 9 .2 5 215 7 111 180 

19{)9.i0 7 2 i ... 168 5 () G 121 

191(1.11 li 410 126 411 2 ... llt 

19U.12 ... 500 111 , 5 , 110 ' 

1912·13 G til 6 Ilia 6 .. 0 138 

1913-14 6 5 [) U9 [) 1 9 139 

1914-15 512 8 13G 500 12; 

1915-16 6 !'Il 14:; 5 t 1 1&2 

H1IG·17 II 1 , 1&3 Ci 1 l 128 

191i·18 6 211 145 5 5 0 1:;& 

Tbe percent~ge variations are ~hown' in Chart. B •. 
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Food 'Oralns.~~.I.-;Pidses 
Gram and Tur Dal 
. The 'Variations.' 'in prices iIi g~a.m and' tur ,oal" b,oth or 

whic~'are mainly I?cal'cro.ps and, tile- most. impQrl;a:nt'pulseg~ 
were 8S' follows:-; , 

Gram 
Yell' I'ri~e' .. Va~ia:tfoD 

RI!. A~ p. . Pel'eetit I. 

19,02-03 , .. 2' 9, 'JI . .. '100; 
. 1903-0* lln' 1 1:1 ;, ,7 

" 
\, V'l 

1904-b~ ... 2 1 6 , .~2 
1905-06 - ::. 3 7 0 137 
1906-07 •.. S 1 :) 120' 
1907.08 l .. 4 3 ,'111 '166 

'1908-09 -,f'l,4; 4 7. 7~ 175 
1909.10 ... 2 13 f> 111 
1910-11 .. 2 :1 's 81 
1911.12 

, 
2 5 6 ,91' .. , 

1912-13 2 12 6 109 
1913·14 2 12 11 110 
1914-15 4,6 11 , 173 
1915-16 , ". S' 'l 11' 136" ' 
1916·l7 ,., II 8, 'S .,. l3.8 
],917.1~ , .. 3 1,4 8 .••. , 15,3, . 

J'" ,r .. r pal '. 1 ' 

First quality Second quality 
Year Price' Variation Price Variatio~ 

, Rs. A. r. Pcr cenfi Bs. A. 1'. Per cent 
1902-03 4 4 5 ... 100 I 3 13 0 100 
190a-04' 4 13 5' \... 113 3]3 1 1.00 -
1904·05 '... 4 4 It) ' .. ~ 101 3 11 ] ... 9'1 

,,)905.06; .'1 5 3 I) ~ ..... 122 410 2 122 
1906-07 5 5 4, ••• 125 5 0 .0 " '"' 131 
1907-08' ·6 io g t.... 156, 6 2 5 161' 
1908-09 7 1 't, ••. 166 6 2 11 162 ' 
1909-10 4 11 10 III 4 6 11 116 ' 
1910-11' 3 & n:... 79 I. 2 15 ,7 18 
1911·12' ... 3 5 ,4 78 2 13 9 75 
1912-13 4 12 9 112 4 11 1 •.• 122 
1913-J.1, . I). 8'10 •.. ' 130 5 '0 '3' •.. '132" 
1914·15 ~ .. 6 '1- 0 .. ~: 151 ., .,'5.4 2, 138 
1915-16 6 6 5 ••• ' 150 ,I, P II 3, /"" I50 
1916-17 511 5 .:~ '134" < 5 0 0 ,.. 131 
1917·18 ..• '6 '!! 0 .... 143'" 5' 511· ... 141 

The percentage variations are shown in Chint 'c. ' .'. 



Mlscellan~ous 
Oround Nut 

The, variations, in ~he p~ices of ground nut, which is 
altogether a local crop and for the improvemc}nt of whi* 
experiments have been made by the State Agricul~ural Farm,. 
were as follows:-

, Yenr Price. VariatioD Year Price VariatioD 

Re. A.1'. per cent Ra." r. pt'r cent 

1902-03 ... 4 710 ... 100 1910-11 •• , 4 511 ... 97 
1903-04 ... 4 911 ••• ~O 1911-12 ... 610 8 ... 148 
1904-05 ... '31510 ... 89 1912·13 ... 515 9 ... 133 
1905-06 .. , 411 3 ... 105 1913-14 ... S 9 9 ... 125 
1906-07 ... 5 910 ... 125 1914-15 ... 4-15 1 ... 110 
1907-08 ... 6 6 o ... 142 1915-16 ... 4,15 ) ... 110 
1908-09 ... 412 2 ... 106 1916-17 ... 5 0 5 ... 120 
1909-10 ... 411 ., 105 1917·18 ... 610 4 ... 148 ., .. , 
Potatoes 

Pot_atoes, wh~ch ordinarily are impo~ted chiefly fl'Clrn the 
Fatehgarh district in the United Prov,inces, ,are not used by 
the poorest classes, and only sparingly by the artizan c1al;scB. 

The prices and percentage \-ariations were as follows:-
YeBr Price Val'iation Year PI'ice ,-ariation 

Rs. A. 1'. per cent Ds. A. P. per cent 

1902-03 ... 3 7 2 ... ' 100 1910-11 ... 4 :I 8 .. : 123 
19()3-04,' ... 3 2 ~ ... 91 1911-12 ••. 5 1:110 •.• 161 
1904~05 ... 310,8 ... 106 1912-13 'Oo 410 2 ... 134 
1905-06 ... ,4 7 5 , .• 130 1913-14 ..• 4 4 1 ... 108 
]906-07 ... 4,2 '3 ,'" 120 , 1914-15 .. : 5 6 () ... 156 
1907-08 ... 's ,~ 6 ... 150 1915-16 ... 513 o ... 169 
1908-09 ... 4 2 2 ... 120 1916-17 ... 6 0' 4 ... 175 
1909-lQ ... 3 6 2 ... 98 1917-18 ... 61511 •.• 203 . 

The'gen~r81,in~rease since,the war is undoubtedly, dne to 
large purchases on military account. for the increased. num
ber or British troops in India and Mesopotamia. The large 

I , ' " 

increase in '~17·J8 was cau~ed by the additional difficulty 
in securing t~allspo~~, 



Su'gar and Jagr •• 

Sugar ordinal·i1y is imported from Calcutta, Cawnpore, 
B!llia in the United Provinces and occasionally from Bombay. 
Jagri or gu" 'comes partly from tlie surrounding virtages, 
each' of which has its field of s~gal'" cane on -irrigated Jand. 
Import~di(t,g71·come~princ!pally fr9t;n' ~ars.i ,Ilear KolhaRllr 
in the Deccan, and from Lucknow and Barabanki in the 
Utiited Pro'titlctlS'. Tlte'Ptibes-and percentage' v&riatiotJs 'We're 

as fbIlows:--. , . 

S"'uga,f Jagri 

Year, Price ;Variation Pl'ice Variation 

. R8. A. P. per cent Rs. A ••• per,cent , , 
1902-03 ... 8 111 100 415 4 100 , , 

, 
1903·04- . " 9 2 '1 . " '113 51211 11'1" 

lQO~.05. ..•... ,101Q. 3 - ... .. 131 6 1 5 123 
- ~ , , ./ , , ' , , ,-

Ip05·0Br ... f9 ,2 a !_ • Ill!- ~ 5 5 .1, 128 

~1906·0't- ;".J 8:10· Q .... ,106 - 7 0 8', I .. ~, 14,2-

191:)1'-08' .... 8'14' 2~. no' 7 3 -2 14S 

196s:.09\ 9 S 8- 118 1 r '4 143-

1909:10' 10' '0 o· 123 7 8 i 151' 

1~10-1l .9 3 9 114 .. 1 5' 143 .,.- I . 
, 1911·12- 11- n 5. 143 715 3 160 

1912.13 .".: 101P (). ;-..~ 123, .7. a 9 146, 

19:13-14 . 8'lJ./ 3; 1I4 6'10 0 134, 

1914·15 12 911 155 6 8 7 : .. 132 

1915·16 f ..... 14 8 8 179 715· 1 160 , 
1916·17 16-15 5· 209 810 6 175· 

1917·1'8 15 5- 9 189: 8,n1O 178 

Salt. 
, The prioes of ~It untit the close of 1911' ,varied. 

ohiefly . with 'variations- in th.e sl\lt t~x, a.nd' "',ith 'iu-.. 
C) .. 
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cressed prod~ctioD, influencing th& consumption.'. ·The prices 
were:-

Year Price Variation -Vear Prica 
' f ;,. 

Variation 

Rs. .t. JO. percent R9.~. r. per cea" 

1902-03 ... ' 3 11 '6 100 19l0-il ••• 2'0 0 t •• M 

1903-04 ". 3 6ll 91 1911·12 ... 25 8 ,., 63 

1904-05 •. , 3 60 91 1912-13 , .. 24. 1 •• ; , 61 

1905-06 , .. 2 I,O,Q 71 191~-14 _ ..... 23 3 59 
I I • • 

1906-07 ... 2 104 71) 1914-15 ... 23 7 60 

1907-08 ... 2 28 57 ]915·16 ..• 24. 4. 61 

1908-09 ... 2 12 56 1916·17 
t 

... 2110 61 

1901)-10 ... 2 '16 56 1911·18 ... 3610 92 

The'l'eduction oBhe tax in 1903 from ·Rs. 2·8 to Ra.2 
per mauud resulted in a reduction of 5 annas in the selling 
price. In 1905 the further reduction of 'the tax to Rs.J/S 
per m"und led.to a £1111 in price of 12 anna.. 'Wa" t.lua due 
to increased production or to a considerable reduc~ion in 
consumption because of food shortage 1 In 1907 tha ~ax was 
again reduced by 8 annas fixing it at Re 1 per m8~~d; and 
the selling price dropped 8 annas in 1907 and a further 
2 annas by .. 1910. Increased consumptio~ undpllbtedly 
accounts for the slight increase until 1916; and the increase 
of 4 aonas in .the tax in that year to the increase i~ price 
in 1916-17. 

The price ofRs.~-6·10 per maund in 1917·18 does not 
accurately represent what occurred during those four months. 
Froru October to January the price increased rapidly until it 
reached the record average price for those months ofRs. 4-6.8 
per maund, or Ii percentage variation of 11S'5 as against 
66'9 in the previous year. 'In January the Government 
"up plied ~alt di~ectly to the Ba~l\ar authorities, who arranged 



to sell (it a~J.6; flaers to the rupee, or Rs,:2~g.O per maund. 
practically the price of the previous year. Later the price was 
reduced to Rs 2·5-8 per maund ior 17 seer to the rupee. The 
fact that the Government waS able to supply the salt 
promp~ly and that merchants were willing to sell ~t this 
price a!ld that this, increase in price' wa.s general th~oughout 
India and not 'confined to 'Indore, demonstrated that the 
abnormal prices were the result of fla~rant profiteerin~ on 
the pB.r~ of operators who secured control o'fthe market. 

Chart D illustrates th~ pe~centage variation in prices. 

General 
The variations' in the prices of bry G,rass~ MUk" Fire

wood, Gnee.,snd Tea were as folIows:--

Dry,:Orass' 
Year Price "ariation 

R~, A.' t·. 

1902-03 
I } j 

0 ,7. ~. ' ) ",.,. 100 : 

1903-04 0 7 6 96 

1904-05 011 0 142 

10'05-06 ,0 7 6 97 

1906-07 010"0 129 
, 
1901~O& '''8 ~15 ... 1 0 . 
190&-09 . .... ~ 8, 1 104 

'1909=ld' () 6 6 84 

1910-11 , ',r •• ,010 0 .. , 1)!9 

1911.12, ~ .. 1 010 217 

'1912'.13' l' 0"4 ~ ... 211 

19!~-1~, 
' c '''0 l81 , , .. 014 ... ." . 

.19111.-15, ~ .. ~ 014 •• .2 ' /. 183 ~ ... -
, - , i: 0"0 

" 
20t '1915'-lg 

, 
. , . J , .'.~ J, . 
,.19!~-l'i I, I ... 0'15'10 ( .... 204 . .,- -' 
~1917·18) .. t't.1 l. 6.2 186 
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·Milk Firewood 

PI'icc Y.r~~i,oD .Price , Variat.aoll 

I'~. A.!'. R,. A. r. 

1902-03 3 2 7 100 0 6 6 100 
1903·04 3 9 .4 113 0 6 1 94 
1904-0.) 4. 0 0 127 ,0 5 4 8~~ 
1905-06 oJ. 0 ,0 127 0 (j 6 .... 100 
1906-07 4t ,0 .0 127 0 5 6 .~. SS 
1901-08 4 0 0 127 0 5 9 88 
1906-09 " 6 3 Ul 0 6.8 J03 
1909-10 3 15 10 ... ' 126 0 6 5 99 
1910-11 4 10 2 .,., . jl47 0 6 5 99 
1911-1~ 4 7 7 141 0 G 5 09 
1912'-13 6 3 3 196 0 6 5 99 
1913-14 6 G 4 203 0 6 7 ..... lOHl 
1914-15 5 1 5 ](;0 0 6 5 99 
1915-16 5 0 0 ]58 () 6 5 ... 9!l 
H}l~l1 5 0 4 J59 0 7 0 108 
1917·18 5 0 0 158 o 11 7 178 

Ohee Second Quality Tea 

Year Pl'icc Variation Pri:o Variatioll 

R8. .i. 1' • , R,. A. 1'. 

1902-03 ... 2" 6 0 r , •• 100 40 00 . .. 100 
1903-04 ... 29, 1 ~ ... 119 40 00 . .. 100 
1904-05 ••• 31" 9 11 ... 130 "40 (;I 0 . .. 100 
1905..06 ••• 33 10 11 ... ' 138 .40 00 ... 100 
1906-07 ••• 35 13 2 , .. 147 40 () 0 100 
1907-08 ... 43 8 4. 179 440 66 HI 
1908-09 ... 33 '4 2 136 · 40 00 100 
1909-10 ... 37.Jl 5 15.5 .40 00 ... 100 
1910-11 ••• . 38- 4 10 ..... 157 40 00 . .. 100 
1911-12 , •• 42 10 8 .. , 175 · 40 00 ... 100 
1912·13 •• , 52-' 4 11 214 · 40 00 100 
1913-14. •• , 48 .• 't 11 ... - 199 .. '2 Iv -- ,105 
1914·15 •• , 37 2 0 .••• ', 152 49 35 ••• 123 
1915·16 ••• 4!rh 5 ... 188 · 74 5 -4 ._. 186 
1916~17 e •• 52''12 9 \.:.. - '217 · 80 o 0 ~ ~~., '200 
1917 .. 18 ... 53 5 4. ..... 219 , 60 OO'~ ••• '200 
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-The etfuct of the -war' is J.ll{)st noticeable ill dry grass 
and tea, ,a'great portion of both' C1l0PS ·ha.ving .been taken 
,£0r'milital1Y purposes. The great increase ill the price- of 
firewood is "Jargely ,due ,to ,ths' 'subst\tution of wood for coal 
in sprue fMtories, . 

Price variatioris in articles '.of ,European 
,;lQ,d In,d,ian con,s.um,ption 

, \ 

• tTh~Hsignificance oHhe foregoing p1iices' is seen, when we 
oQQsidel' "the 'variations 'ill prJces' of group~ of arti<lles., of 
E\lt'ape/l.l\ 8.lidlndiaIi c~nsumptiol1, Fburteel1;leading artiples 
o£.'E~J:op'eau,consumptien 'aratec/)l'ded ,ill the' B~zaar Office'. 
Th~y' are~' 'IWh~at',Flour" Istfsort;' Ric'eo, ist .sort; :Wheat 
Bread;' 'Salt; 'ITea.;' Milk;. Sugari 'Potat-Jes; Mutton; 
Beef; :$ggs;' .anal~sin~e - ~l1ost' lIEurepe&1Js must keep a 
hor,se, ...... Qrau1', and 'Dry ·Grass. ,Ten iarti(ll~s 'of ,common 
cO~6l'lmption by ',families of ll'1dia.n artizans.. ~i' labo.rersl are 
g~ven. ,tll.e1'· are~ 'Wheat; (Rioe, 2ad sort; ,T1.Jl" Dal, 
2nd sort; '·;Ground Nut; Ghee,,211d ~()rt; Milk;, ,Potatoes; 
Salt; Tea; JJagrr. ' , 

, T):le»ercentaie varia~iolls ill th~, tota.l'pri?es, of each pf 
,these groups of articles seellled' by 'something ,the price's of 
the indivldual commodities during the period ,are ac; follows:-

Yellr European' Indian . ' Year, European' Indian 

190~-03 ... ~ r ~OO "'j JQO 191Q~U .... 106 ",.,,108 
1903-04 ~.. ,98.5 .~.. 100 1911-12 •.• ,119' .... U2 
1904-05 ••• ' 104 ',.. 103 1912-13 ••• 13C ••• '133' 
1905-06 109.6.~ ':(16 1913-14 ... '120 .,'. 128 
1906-01 ... '108 118 1914-15 '... 13i .... 136' 

'1901-08 -l-... 1"33 189' J VII5.}£) ~ •• 1 139i ••• I 145~ 
,190B..()g • .'. 122 129 . ,1916-1'1, ,... ,143 '._' 151 
1909.10 108 r- 117 'l!n7-i~ tj •. 164 •• ~' J,62, 

These variations are shown in Chart E. 
" , : .. " ,f ," _ ': ~ :: ! 

The Cost of Living 
, ~ A~ increase in:the;cost of'wheat or of Wheat bread,:Dow. 

ever, :is IDore .sel'iousjio the (lonsu,mer tha~ ,!~ an jncrease in 



the cos, of ghee or of tea. He consumes much more of the 
former, and he can obtain substitutes for or do without the 
latter. Consequently a study df variation! in the cosh of 
living, which 'Considers the quantity of the deID¥d for diffe .. 
rent commodities· by different classes of the community, 
is more important than a mere study of prices based upon 
uuiforIl\ quantities. . .! .' , ,. , , .: ; 

An lI.Ccuratestttdy ot tlie Cost of 'livi~g in diWerent grades 
of soqiety must involve the collection of budgets from "a 
large number of families, from which avel'age consumption 
may be de~ermined. These budgets ahould iaclude, rent, fuel 

. and lighting. clothing et~. as ~ell as food. The figures given 
below are only for th&.. articles of food indicated,above, whiqb, 
in the:case of the llldian groups ~elect.6d form the bulk of 
the purcbased suppliea. . They were gathered during tho course 
of thie investigation by studenh investigators from not 1esl 
.tban balf a dozen families io each case, whose \vord could bi 
.relied upon; and the results, werlJ averaged. They are not, 
.it' ill, tru~, based upon a sufficient number .. 0£ families to be 
accepted as absolutely accurate. Howe,er,.ill view of the 
fact that custom plays an important part even in food, and 
that people with small incomes have a greatly restricted 
choice. the figures may be' taken as fairly indicative of 
the'! ariations during the period . . 

Five classes of consumers have been considered: I. a Don
official' European family; ~. a carpenter's family; S, a mason's 
family';" 4. an 'agricultural laborer's fumily; and S. a syce'. 
family:.:. I~ ea~h. case the family jn~lu~~s, a man, a woman, 
and OQ~ child of between 8 and 10 year:s.of.age •. ':l'he qua.~ti
ties taken as the .average monthly consuDlption ill. each case 

, based upon t,he·budgets secured, are :-

,Eur9pean F~mily 
::":/l,J ili:;:J'.;:ll 

J.,Yotatoes 44·Jbs: 'Sugar 20 lbs; Tea 21ba;, WheatS seer; 
:Bread 60Jba;. &'ice 4. seers; Salt 2 seers; .Beef.~61bs; Mutton 
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41bs; Eggs 12 dozen; ,Milk 75 seers; GrarQ 60 seersj-:GriiM 
~09 pJndi; fi~e"'90d, lO~maunds'j 

,I'. !.' ,,'" 

Iqdu~n f~n,ili.e.s 
iOarpenter l\f~SOIl AgJ'i~ultu~aJ .8y08 

, I' .' Lab/lur~r 

Wheat 4? seers. 40 seers 70 seers 5Q B~er8. 
Rice, 2nd SOl"t : 15 ,J, 16 ., 1 0' a ,-
'I'Dr DaI," 2~d sort 10 I' 8 ,. 4 

" 
5 

~I 

Ground Nut 1 
" 

1 ., 0 
" 

0 
" Milk . 10' 

" 
8-

" 
0 

" 
0-

" 
Gbee 2 

" 
2 

" 
0 ." t " Gllr' ~ 2.5 

" 
:3' 'I 2 

" 
2 

" Po'tatoes :10 
" 

JS- " 
0 

" 
4 

" Tea. t " t " 
0 .. 0 

" Salt 2 )' 
2, 

" 
.. 1 

" 
1 ,. 

Based ~pon these figures of c'onsumptioll' the percentage 
variationa in' the 'cost of living in each' CltSe during the period 
are as follows:-

Year J;'lropean Ca.rpenter Jl.Ia.son Agricnltural Syce 
L14bourCr 

j< 

1902-03 100 ... 100 100 100 100 
1903-04 129 .. , 107 ... , 106 95 lQ3 
1904-05 124 105 106 88 96 
1905-06 144 129 119 107 113 
1906.07 142 121 123 105 114-
1907-08 169 158 •• j 159 ' 151 156 
1908-09 162 151 149 158 157 
1909-10 144 129 127 135 123 
1910-11 149 111 112- -97 102 
1911-12 165 120 124 105 110 
1912-13 175 139 140 116 .... 122 
1913-14 172 132 132 ... 105 . .. 114 
1914-15 198 145 144 150 147 
1915-16 185 146 149 132 136 
1916-17 p' 197 .. , 143 ... 146 120 127 
1917-18 204 ~~.~ 159 .. ', 162 145 149 

- These 'Variations- are shown in Chart F. ' I 
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Wages 
It is impossible to give the exac..-t wages for tho several 

groups of Indian workers for the period under consideration. 
The figures compiled by the Bazaar' Office returned to the 
Government are for half yearly periods, and the u:onthly 
records were not available. The following table o( percentaglt 
vaz;atiollS of the average wages is Ed accurate as it'was 
possible to make" it with the' information' at hand. Were 
records olf wages' kept in detail similar to records of prices 
it would greatly facilitate ecoDomic investigation. The'per
centnges are based on wages in- 19027'03 as £ol1o\Ts: Agri
~l1ltural Labourer Rs.6·56 per month; Syce Rs.5 to 6.5 per 
mouth; Mason, Carpenter nnd'Blacksmith Us. 15 to 17'S'l 
per month. 

Year Agricultllml Lnhour Syce Carpenter . 

A "erage wage Attrflge wage A \'I'raga wage 

Per cent Per CE'ot PI!' ",nt 

1902-03 100 100 100 
1903~0'" " ... 
1904-05' 114 110 
1905-0£1 

" ... 101 90' 
1906-01 125 1"" _I) 

1907-08 .f 

1908-09 
1909-10 '120 ... .,. 
1910-11 ]25 ," " 1911-12 ... " . ... ' 128 

" 
1912-13- .. 
1013-140 138 ~ • •• ill 136 
191~15 .. , 150 ., 
1915-16 .. 

" 191p:.17 .. , .. -,. " 1917-,8 163 171 14-5 

Chart 0, H aod. I illustrate the relation between' wages 
and the 'CORt;. of living for carpenters, syces and' argiculttiral 
laborers. }I~rom the charts il would 'appear (I) that there 
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is no nec~ssary connect,ion between variations in, .the cost of 
living and variations in wages; ( 2 ) thaI; those who must 
purchase all their food, and whQse standard of living is higher
such as carpenters 'and masons:-have been more seriously 
affected by increa~ing prices than syees and agricultural 
laborers, who,;e purrhnsed food supply (consisting chiefly bf 
wheat which is not a specu1ati~e crop with the banias) is 
smaller an.d ]~AS varied; (3) that the money wages, of agri
cultmal' laborers h[\ve shown a remarkable increase, 
to. he eXl)lained by a scarcity of labor due to the war 
rather than to a s~bstitution of money payment for payment 
in kind. ' 

'General Conclusion 

. A comparison 'Of the prices in Indore with those through
.out India daring the 'period demonstrates that prices here 
have followed in the main the general course of Indian prices 
The 6rst two years of the study belong to the period when 
internal Indian conditions were the principal factors in deter
mining the price level. "Prices rose and fell, in the m8in, 
in accordance \vith changes in, the agricultural con· 
ditions from year to yesr ......... With the year 1905 Indi~n 
prices entered upon a new phase. Prices rose rapidly to 
unprecedented heights, and so~ far there is nothing to suggest 
a reYersion to the lev~l or former years. The e;tplanatioll of 
'this temarkable phenomenon <'tqmot be found in changes pf 
an internal nature; and lin examinatwn of statistics of pri~ei; 
in other countries indicates clearly that the increase in 
Indian prices has been broadly synchronous with a general 
upward movement in price levels througllOut the world, and 
that its origin must accordingly be sought in cause~ more or 
less common to the whole civilized world."* Through the 
development of communications both internal and externa1, 
the decrease in the cost of transport, and the growth of 
banking and monetary facilities wider 'internal and external 

"Resolution 6£ the Government of India in t,he Finance Dert., Oct. 24,1914, 
on I\n Enq"iry, til/II 1116 RiRe '!f Prices III }1I(Ii". 

S 
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markets, especially for food stuffs, ha,'a developed. W orId 
influences have thus become more effectivc,-influences \Vhich 
bave been distinguished by the Government inTestigator, 
Mr. JDatt8, 8S the increased supply of· gold, tbe develop
ment of credit, the destruction :of wes.lth in recent wart, and 
th~ expet.diture on "rmament. 

Undoubtedly bigh prices are l1ere to stay, more especially 
of food articles of Indian production. Whether this wiII be 
~o the advantage of the people as a whole \Vill depend upon 
the percentage of tbe increased price which goes to the cuIti
v8;t"rt. Since he [ol'ms the larg€1<t llUtnel'ical l'ortion of the 
population, nnd since he is at tbe foubdation of the Indinn 
economio orgailization, livery effort ihould be made to secure 
for him the largest possibfe share, not permitting th~ ndt'an· 
tages of higb prices to be completely absorbed by intermedia
ries. Such,. policy whickwould give to the cultivator a .ur
plus €If capiL'\l is llf social and national importanct'!, since from 
it will COUle " better farming, better businel!!!, bettrt living .. " 
Are any adequate steps being taken to- protect tho interests 
of the -cultivaturs in this regard r~ , 

Quite apparent, also, i~ the fllC't that cUl'tomalY wages 
are 'no longer sufficient for workers in the larger Vi1l~gE'8 and 
towns. If the present'standard of liying ltIDong such 1!kilJed 
workeJ.s as carpenters and maSOllS, which- is altogether too 
Im'l", is not to be forced down Jower stin, wages must increase. 
A lowering oithe standard of living would ba disastrous to 
India industrially. It "ould rlunge the Indian worker into 
the abyss from which the Weslet:n worker lIas been rain fully 
struggling to climb; and it would at once condemn to railure 
any hope'ofcontinuouEl Indian industrial development. This 
is an aspect of the question which demands furt.her study, and 
a liber,} aod sympathetic solution, 

The facts as gi,-en point emphat,ical1y to the need for the 
immediate production here of food and ret more food. The 
possibilities of irrigation in and around Indore have not yet 
been exhausted, Indeed, 'Why is it that tbe percentage of 
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irrigated land in the State has decreased within the last few 
years 1 The Agriqultural Farm has demonstrated that with 
wider furrows, shallower sowing and a change in the seed rate, 
the wheat crop can be greatly increased-and Malwi wheat 
is the best in India. The development of sewage farms* 
for the growing of vegetabJes upon the many patches 
of waste land in and around Indore, and the development 
and extension of the system of drying vegetables, open 
possibil~ties of great food wealth, which from the nature of 
the crop, would be entirety for local consumption. 'Ihe facts 
of high prices, food shortage, increasing 'difficulties of rail 
transportation call for an energetic food production campaign 
both on the part of the Residency and of the State 
authorities . 

• See Prof. Geddes Report on the Town Planning of Indole. 



APPENDIX. 
SoUlee the completion of this survey the figures for the 

four months, October 21 to February 20, 1915-UI, have lJe' 
('orne available. 'rhey tlhow an alarming increase in priceH_ 
Ilnd in the cost of livl:ug. 1Jndoubtedly this has been 
131'gel(" duo to famine conditions prevailing tIm:mgllout India, 
reHected in the local market. Had llot tIle export of food 
grains been prohibited by Indore State, and had not steps 
been taken by Government authorities to control eupplies 
and prices in the Residency Bazaar, the situation would have 
been even more serious than it is. The faets of the present 
situation add additional foree to the conclusions drawn ill 
the relwrt. 

, The ml'iatiollS In pri~es are ns f()llows:-

Index Nl) I 
Variation 

No.' ~ _\rtic1€. frOln 
I 191:;j-19. 

191'7-18. 
I i I 

--l-I~'~-heat -
------ ~-- - ~--~-~ - - -.--- -~ -~- -- - -~-~ 

180·3 +35·8 

21-Whea.t Flo1.tl' 
"188-6 ~a) First ... +39·4 

b) BeCOlld 

'''1 
207·8 +44·5 

-4 

3 Rice 
(a~Fir8t ; .. ., 

,'- \ .... '190·2 +45·7 ... 
(b Secoml ... 179·5 +45·1 

.t Tur Dal 
(3.) First ..• 2t9·7 +86'·5 
(b) Second 210·7 + 69·9 

5 Gram .-, ... 184·9 +32· 

6 Ghee I 
R~ F~at 10' 

... 
"'j 801·6 +81·2 

SeGond ... • •• 297·7 +78·9 

.. 
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! 
• . , 

Inde~ No. Variation 
No. Article. 1918-19. from 

1911-18. 

, 
151·1 +~l.S 7 Wheat Bread ... ... ... 

s Eggs ... ... . .. . ... 14S·9 +41·6 

9 'Milk ... ... . .. ... 220·1 +62 

10 Jagri ... ... . .. • •• 1 \ 201·7 +25-8 
I 

11 S~gar ... ... ... ... 184·4 -4·6 

12 Potatoes ... ... ... 301·6 +98·7 
i 

13 Balt ... ... ... ... ! 66· -26·2 

14 Tea ' ... ... ... ... i 200 . .. 
, 

-15 Firewood ... . .. ... 164·1 -14·1 

16 Beef ... ... ... .. . 100 ... 
17 Mutton ... ... ... 182·G +43·5 

18 Dry Grass - ••• . .. 480·6 +194·6 . 
19- ,Ground Nut ... ••• - 202·2, +54·~ 

The fourteen articles of Europea.n consumption taken In 
the report show an increase in price-of 33·4 points, the in· 
dex number being 197·4. The ten articles of 'Indian eon
sumption show an increase of 4"'5 points, the number being 
206. 

-'T4e'VariatioDs in cost of liviDg and of wages in ( the 
Tarious 'i;roups 'are as folICil's:"": '. . 



iii 

Cost of living. Wages. 

rariati.D Variation 
1918-19 from \918-19 from 

1917-18 1917-18 
I 

European, non·official 
279-7 family... . .. +75·3 ... ... 

Carpenters ... ... 203·8 +44·6 160 +15 

Syces ... . .. 191·2 +42·5 174 + 3 

Agl'icultural,Laborer 180·9 +36·2 179 +16 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The people of India have been from times immemorial 
noted for their simplicity of life; and, as the fertility_ of 
the soil left them well provided for as far as their food was 
concerned, it was but natural that the per capita consumption 
of the article like sugar in the country should have remain
ed low and that the people should have considered them
selves above the anxiety for the knmdedge of their material 
potentialities. Times have certainly changed and along 
with it'ixtent of uur needs; the question of our natural deve
lopment along material line.§, however, has due to some 
reason or other been kept back, and that is the reason why 
we have to face this irony of fate in having to import even 
those articles of use in the production of whicll our country 
occupies practically the first rank, the article which we 
could have been able to feed the whole world with, llad 
our resourceB been properly tl'nded to before, this. 

China also ]las upto very :recently followed a parallel 
path, but sho haH now been taking every pain to break 
loose from the fetters Ilnd it would be only our fault, if wo 
wake up and reaHze that it is a "Now or Never proposi
tion"-that we are up to a proposition which, if properly 
dealt with, will secure for us a place among the Industrial 
Nations of the world. That we car, come np, has been 
proved by many glorious examples before us and we ought 
to be indebed to Mr. Shambhoonath, wIlen he has taken so 
much pain in·putting us Up' to the possibilities in the 
manufaeture of sugar, the pOEsibilities which are within 
onr leach. 

The figures given by 1\1r. Shambhoonath ip his note ar(t 
a good approximation which may have to undergo change 
i,n view of the "naughtiness" of the faetors like location, 
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transportation and above all experimentations lor the 
percentage of efficiency. Anyhow the undertaking is bound 
to be 8 realization which could be. made to' stand foreign 
competition, if the Agricultural' Department succeeds in 
bringing about the desired improvements in the cultim
tion of SUGAR CANE, which will increase the prOquction 
per acre and yield a better percentage of Sugar in it. 

24th, June, 1919. 
v. Y. Shewade. Do S.; (ILL), 

ChemicaZ' Engineer, 
.Indore Stilt" 



NOTE 
ON 

SUGAR MANUFACTURE 
BY 

SHAMBHOO NATH, 

Excise Secretary 

to tIle lifi'l1.i6ter lIe E.~·ci8e, Commerce cS' Indust,I'Y, Ind01"e. 

It is really very striking to note that there is not 0. 

singh~ genuine 8ugnr' Factory having up-to-date modern 
equipmeuts roi-' producing sugar ~ from the cnnes 
and consequently J ndin is looking.to other countries fot the 
liUpply of this important commcdity. 

Sugar is imported fl'om:-

Chinn~ Germany (before WIU), Java, Cuba, the StrAi~s 
! Settlements and Mauritius. 

'The advllntliges regnrding land, water.- climatic conditions, 
labour and marLet which India enjoys testify with cel'tRinty 
that not only India can "ntisry her own want but would be 
able to supply sugar to other c(;lIutries too. But it seems 
tl11lt a wrollg notion has been imbibeq in the minds of pE-ople 
that·Jodil\ can never produce sugnr commercially chesp 
enough to compele with hel foreign competitors, 

I • 

I cannot help quoting here the thought of the Elpperor 
MarcllS Aureliu~ Antoninns. 

"If n thing is ilifficult to be accomplished hy thyself, 
uo not tltitlk that.it is impossible for man but, if any' thing 
is possible {or Illall aoll conformnble to his nature, think 
t' at thia can be attained by thyself too". 
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If a little consider:\tion had been gh'en to the problem, 
the question would ha'\"'e been solved long ago and India. 
would have been the foremost country in the manufacture 
of sugar. 

In view of the facts that India'Jl:lS a l'ich soil, cheap labr.ur" 
f:woumble climate and sufficient water ns compared to the 
foreign countries that stand prominent as the sugar produc
ing countries, it is a pity thnt no nttempts were mnde.to find( 
out the secret of eUCreES in the ,manufacture of. sugar. 
One would sny that India co~ld l10t prepare mae,hillery 
.suitable to the ,manufacture of leOned sugar, meant (or 
comlller~inl pmposes. But surely she eculd import the 
machinery fl'om sugar ~ 31dn~ C0l1lltrics which many people 
did, opened factories u,nd failed withj~ l\ ,"cry short tim~. 

This would show that there must be a pr!lcti('al secret 
in ,the method of its manufacture. , 

The Preliminary fad which is opell to nIl is the method, 
of cultiyatioll of canes. J n foreign countrie. t~e yieldZper 
acre comes,to 25,000 tos. while in India the

t 
a,"crage comes 

to 6000 ILs'. only. So the first and foremost question which 
should attract the attention is the scientific cultivation of 
canes. But el"en then the main tecrrt remnins which i. as 
under. 

, 

It is a plain fact tlat tile sugar industry is that 80rt of Ill
nustry the success of which entirely depends Gn the utilisa~ion 
of its bye-products. Up till now it is understood that Alcohol .,...... ." ........... ~ 

~ the only bye croduct which could be had; out oCthe crudo 
"I'esidue of molasses which is obtained in the manufacture of 

sugar. -nut there is anflthel' '\"'ely important bye'produCt of 
Alcohol which iii quite unknown to tIle ~t1gdr manufacturers 
and that is thp. main caul'e why Indian Fugar clIn r.d. 
compete with that of tte foreign manulr.cturc. 

There ilt only one factory in Indi~ at Sujanpur (Punjab) 
which kn(lws this seen,t ( having engageo a Gel"ro:m l'x[ert) 

I p 17 -
., U 
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and ~arrie! on its trade successfully on th Jines of the foreign 
manufa-::turers. 

Th~re are lwo Teasons ?f this b;'e-product's being 
unknown to the sugar manufacturers:-

- -
(1) A wrong notion, 'regarding the technicalit.y of 

mentat.ion. 

left 

fer-

') (2) Theil' religiously guarding of the seCle!; by the 
Sujanpur Sugar 'Yorks. 

Now here I will expl~in .what this bye-product 18 and 
h::;w it is profitably used. 

During the course of flill'llJentation the sugar of molasses 
decomposes into two constituents, viz :-Alcohol and CO2 

( Carbonic acid Gas). Up till now it has been the practice 
to collect the Alcohol only and IE't the gas escape in the 8tr. 
The uses of this gas are numerous: 

(1) It is used ill the manufactule of ~l'ated waters, 

(2) 1t. is used in the manufacture of sugar as a purifS-
ing agent. . 

(3) It is \l~ed as a ci.Oling agent in ice manufacture 
and dairy farms for sterilising milk. 

(4) It can be used with great advantage in the manu
facture of Fire Ext.inguisher. 

(5) It is used in chalk manufacture. 

(6) Liquid' CO2 is used- by all the Hospitals of the 
Punjab for treating old and obstinate sores. 

The averllge market rate of this gas is Rso 56 pilr 
hundred lOs. 

Hel',;alto;f it will be Eleen that the sugnr manufacturers 
hither~o did not pny any attention to this bye-product which 
alone could hR~e br.ought _ an income that could bl1 vo 
lel'lsened the ptice of sugar to a considerable e.x\ent. 



Before expbiniDg the abGve with fact:' and figures. I 
should like to mention a 1hiJd h 'e- roduct which no one but 
the German manufacturers 0 sugar utilize. . t is the cul
ture of yeast. from the liquid residue which is obtninec1. after 
the dietiJat.ion is o\"el'. I t is sold ill the mnl leet by the namo 
o( Brewer':; ) east ftud is used 

(1) By Didtillers, 

(2) By Bre,vels, 

(3) By Hnl~ers. 

So to sum up the nbo\-e, I would s~y that a sugar factory 
has the following products to sell in the market:-

T 

(1) Sugar, 

(2) Alcohol, 

(3) CO. (Carboll Dioxide ), 

(4) Brewcr's yeast. 

From thi$ it will be seen that tho cost of sugnr would 
be so small as to enable the Manufacturer to compete with 
the manufacturers of the remotest part or the wor14 and the 
c9St of the Alcohol would be so low, a, to render it possible 
to be used for technicil purposes and for the manu facture or 
Motor spirit, &C. 

~ As'J explained abo~e much depends on the §,ienti6~ 
cultivation of canes. So also I will mention here the fact 
that the success of sugar preparcd out of other agents Buch 
as rleetroot~ Palm, Dates, &c., depends on the method oC 'heir 

. 'proper cultivation; for example, Beetroot cultivated in India 
I dees not possess so mut.:h perc~ntage of sugar as the. one 
grown in Germany and other countrie3. 

I do not wish to enter here into the details oC 'tt.e 
cultivation owhg to want of space and time. Moreover, thi! 
note is meant to explain the manuf.lctaring side oC the 
question. llea,e the qUfstion of (ultivntinn to the agricul
tural experh. 



Upto now I have de:l,lt with the question in genera}, 
but to be of practical utility I would 110W take the instance 
of Indorf aD<l suggest/by menlls of factsllnd figures as to 
how we can have a nice little sugn.r factory that will supply 
our 01\1Iy wants economically anl incre,\se the possibility of 
the deve lopmen t of trade. 

To give a. clear; idea I would n:>w giye here ,all the 
possible ,Il pproximate figures thri.t' I 'could gatber:~ ,/. 

• t ...... 
1. Yt~arly approximate consumption of gur in

l 
the 

State-f. 62, C06 maunds. 

2. Yearly approxima te consumption of Hlgnr in 
State-79, 481 maunds. ' 

3. Y 8:1.1'1y local production of GUI' in the State-
18,951 maullds. 

4. Yearly imrort of Gur in the State--l,4.a,175 
maunds. 

5: Yen1'ly io)port of sugar iDo the State- 86,822' 
maunds. 

_ From the abore figures it will be seen that 'there is a. 
"list field, for the succeS3 of a sugar factory' and for the cnlti
vatioll' of the canes., But the latter can automatically increase, 
shoulil the formel' be established on a sound footi~g. 

Tha 'fullowing details will giye an idea. of the total 
area which is under sugar cultivation in our St~te. 

Vt'" 1. Indore District .................. 1181 Acres. 

2. ~ahidpur District .' . ... ....... 214 " 
3. Rarnpuf!l.·Bhanpura. District ao I ,f 

4. Nima~ District......... ......... S8 ," 
5. Nimawar Distric~ ......... , ...... 20 " 

Total, 1.813 Acres. 

Frotn the abovo figures it will be seen that the possibility 
of ('turting a ,sugar Factory exists only in the, Indore 



District and no where el"e. Taking thi~ as our byp~tbesis, 
I deal with ,the figure of 1187 Acres.. Out of this figure I 
would take off 87 acres pNduction (canes) that win be utilised 
by the pub-lie f')r cbewing ,,101e. 

, 

The remaining 1100 acrc~ will feed our sugar fllctory 
which will yield the following resulteii. 

\of 1100 Acres at the rate of 10 maunds per aore will yield 
77,000 maunds of Gur, "bieh ,till yield 33,000 maunds of 
sugar and 22,000 luaunds of molasses., T6ese molasses will 
give l,10,OOO.&a11ons of proof spirit an~ 4,40,000 lbs. of Co:!" 

. The ~'east produced by the liquid 1'~8Jdue will be about., 
200 maunds. ~,~ ~ W" ~ ... , 

N ow I will quote how much total ~r(lss income will it 
yield :-

Sllgar at RB. 10 per maund ............ Rs. 3,30,000 
Spirit at Re. 1 per gallon L. P ...... Re. 1,10,000 
Co, at ~. 56 per 100 ltis ••.•.•• ..... Ra. 2,46,400 
Yeast..at Re. 1 pt'f lti .................. Rs. 16,000 

Total Rs. 7,02,400 

.' It would not be out of phce to mentio~ bere that this 
\vhole' ou~·turn will be got by tbe working of the }'actory 
for 6 mon'tbs only during the whole year and in tbe remain
ing six montbs the factory will prt::pare sugar out of,imported 
Gur Of spirit out of imported lUola!SeI!8. l'he i:ujanpur 
-Factors manufatures tbe latter stuff. 

The cost of initIal expenditure ",ill not be more ~han Its. 6 
lakhs and a working capital of Ra. 2,00,000 will suffice. 

The yenr)y expenditure wiU not exceed Rs. 2,00,000, 
therefore, the net income will be Rs. 0,02,400 1\8 detailed in 
the enclosed_ chart •. 

Shambhoo Nath, 
, Excise Secreta1·Y. 
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AP PENDIX. A. 

Cultivation, of -Cane~ 

1100 Acres. 
t 

Gur 77.0\)0 Md~. 

t 
I 

Suga.r. 
I 

Molasses. 
2~,OOO lIdd. 33.000 Mlis. 

Rs. 3,30 000. 

I 
.-__________ ~I ________ -. 

I I 
Spirit. 

Proof Ga.lIi. 1,10,000 

Re. l,tO,()OO. 

Yeast. Co 2. 
200 Mt!6. 2,40,000. 
16,00(1. 2,46,000. 

Total G.·oss income. 

Initial Expenditure 
~-Working Capital 
'Iberefore, net ProSt 

Pot'. 7,02.400 

Re. 6,00,000. 

Jt 2,00,000. 

.• , 5,02,400. 

APPEN DIX, B. 

Details of Expenditure for the Sugar Factory. 

BUilding! •• 
Sugar plant 
Alcohol plant 
CO2 plant 
Yeast 
Laboratory 
U nforeseens 

Total. 

... Rs. 1,50,000 
Rs. 1,00,000 
Its. 1,50,000 
Rs. 75,000 
Its. 25,000 
Its. 25,000. 
Rs. 75,000 

lts. 6,00,OOu 
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APPE~DIX, c. 
Addresses of some of the Firms "ho d('nl in Ruga 

producing machinery nnd equipments. 

1. W. & T. A,'ery, Ltd, Automatic 
Dept, (A), Boho Foundry, 

Birmingham. 

2. Gtorgo FIE'tcllel' & Co , Ltd, Derhy, 

England. 

3. Blnir, CnmpHcll & McLenn, Ltd., 
Wood Yillo Strcet, Govan, 

Olasgow. 

4. Fawcctt, Preston &; ,Co., Ltd., 

Liverpool. 

5. Hersey Manufacturing Co, 
Sale Makers, 

South Boston Mass, 
U. S. A. 

6. Cotton, Nell & Co. Ltd" 
82, Wall Street, 

New York, N. Y. 

7. Aitken & Co, 
Sugar Machinery SpecialistR, 

147, nath Street, 

Glasgow. 

8 JOllO McNeil & Co., Ltd., 
Colonial Iron Works, Govan, 

Glasgow. 

,9. The Sugar lIanufactnl'ing Co., Ltd., 
Hrad Office, 76, Elsham Road, 

LOQdon,W. I~ 



.. -
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APPEN'DIX, C. 

Addresses of some of the ,Firms ,,110 drat in sngar 
producing machinery and equipments. 

1. W. & T. Avery, Ltd, Automatic 
Dept, (A), 80ho Foundry, 

Birmingham. 

2. GEorgo Fletelier & Co , Ltd, Derhy, 
England .. 

3. mair, Campbell & l\1cLea~, Ltd., 
Wood Villo Street, Govan, 

Olasgow. 

4. FUlTcctt, Preston & ,Co., Ltd., 
Liverpool. , 

5, Hersey Manufacturing Co, 
Sole Milkers, 

South Boston Mass, 
U. S, A. 

6. Cotton, Nell & Co. Ltd" 
82, Wall Street, 

New York, N. V. 

7. Aitken & Co, 
Sugar Mae:I1inerY Spe~ia1istR, 

147, nath Street. 
Glasgow. 

8 Jolm McNeil & Co., Ltd., 
Colonia,l Iron WOl'ks, Govan, 

Olasgow. 

,9. The Sugar lIanulactllring Co., Ltd., 
Head Office, ';6, ElsJiam Road, 

.LQlldon, W. 14. 
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DHARWAR AMERICAN COTTON. 
Its history, cultivation and improvement. 

I. HISTORY. 

The origin of cotton cultivation in Karnatak is obscure. 
At any rate we find that cotton growing and cotton manu
facturing, were well established in Kamatak long before its 
occupation by the British. 'l'wo varieties were ~hen growing, 
one Dev-Kapas G. 'arboreuIIl' a tree cotton sparingly planted 
in gardens and temples near wells and another Javari-hatti 
(local cotton) G. herbaceum an annual largely cultivated in 
black soil fields without irrigation. 'The kapas of the former 
was handginned ,and the cotton used in making sacred 
threads and lamp wicks. J avari~hatti was ginned on the 
so calle,d foot roller gin, the simplest and probably the ;first 
form of a gin invented .in this 'country. It consisted of a 
fiat rectangular piece of stone, an iron roller and two small 
pieces of split bamboo, all'completely detached and separate. 
The roller was placed on the stone and held at the ends on 
the tWQ pieces of bamboo by the feet. The ginning was 
done by the movements of the feet, the hands of the 
operator, always a woman, doing the feeding. The opera
tion though clumsy a.nd laborious, as it seems, was by no 
means costly. One woman working for 7 hours ginned 
281bs. of kapas on an average per day costing 2 annas or 
even less.. The cotton thus ginned was almost entirely con
sumed in the local hand mills a numoerof which were 
steadily working in every village. -

The ,product of these hand mills not only 'clothed the 
people of Karnatak but also went out to 'supply the foreign 
demand. It might' have even reached Great Britain during 
the first half of the 18th century when that country was 
importing a large quantity of yam and Clothes from India. 
This import had kept the spinning of England almost 
stationary for a long period. Under· these circumstances 
the demand of Great Britain for raw material contintied to 
be small and the quantity of cotton received from ail sources 
during the first half of the 18th century did not exceed an 
average of 4,000 bales, a considerable part of which wa.s used 
tor candle wicks. But things took a different turn in the 
other half of the same century. 'r4e inventions of Har
greaves Arkwright and Watt lai(l the loQlldati9u qf the 
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world wide industry, and as So result England began to con
sume considerable quantities of cotton in her mills. Her 
imports of raw,cotton amounted to in the year 1800 about 
112,000 bales. -

India was the only exporter of raw cotton to England 
for a long period but the first Amerioan ,shipment ·was made 
from Charleston in 1747 which oonsisted only of 7 bales. 
In 1784, 14 bales were again shipped to England but these 
were seized in Liyerpool as contraband. American exports 
in any quantity however arrived in England for the first time 
in the year 1791 when 378 bales _ were received. In 1793 
Eli Whitney invented his saw gin and the effect of this 
invention on the export trade was so quick that America. 
'was able to ship 3,200 bales in the very following year. 
Since then Ainerican ootton entered English markets ,in 
increasing quantities and acquired its supremacy over 
Indian. 19- 1811, America exported 93,500 bales while' 
India exported only 10,252 bales, the proportion roughly 
being 9 to 1. ' 

ThesEllarge imports of American Cotton naturally came 
in the way of Indian trade. But England wa.s always doubt
fuloh regular supply from America. The Non-Intercourse 
Act passed by the United States in 1809 strengthened the 
doubt and showed the urgency of procuring the supply of 
raw material from sources other than Americ3t. At this 
time, a cry was also raised by the English liills against the 
inferior quality of Indian staple. In 1809 the Court antici
pating deficient supplies from America. ordered a.ll private 
ships to bring cotton from India and 60,000 bales were thus 
imported. But in the following year, the Court wrote that 
more than 50,000 bales of Indian Cotton still remained 
uns01d in their warehouses for two reasons the renewed 
intercourse with America and the coarse nature of the 
Indian Cotton. In 1811 the American supply wa.s la.rge and 
regular, and the Court then wrote tha.t Indian Cotton 
remained a ruinous a.nd unproductive burden both upon 
Company and the priva.te importers. They therefore ordered 
that no cotton should be shipped from India. to England on 
their account. . They also urged upon the Indian Government 
in the strongest manner the absolute necessity of securing 
greater cleanliness of the cotton and the desirability of 
introducing finer kinds for improving the quality. 
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, At this epoch Bombay Karnatak passed from the hands 

of the Peshvas to the British in the year 1818. The im
portance of these new possessions for cotton was at once 
recognised and in the following year, the Commercial Re
sident in the ceded districts 'recommended the distrjbution of 
Brazilian, New Orleans and Sea Island cotton seed in 
Dha.rwar. Regular experiments were however undertaken 
under orders from the COlJrt of Directors to improve the local 
cotton and introduce fine forei~ varieties in the year 1829, 
and one Dr. Lush was appointed to conduct these. Dr. Lush 
opened'a Cotton Farm at Shigihalli a village in Rhanapur 
Taluka. of B,elgaum District and made trial sowings _ of 
American'see~ in Navalgund, Dharwar and Morab all in 
Dharwar District. The Shigihalli Farm was run from 1830 
to 1836 during which the'following yarieties were tested with 
little Success :- ' 

:1. Georgian 5. Louisiana. 
, 2. Sea Island 6. Pe11lambuco. - • S. Upland Georgian 7. Bourboun. 

4. New Orleans 8. Egyptian. 

The results of trials made in N ava,lgund attd other 
plaoes were various and of doubtful value. The first series 
of Dharwar Experiments were therefore closed in the year 
1836 they being oonsidered to have failed after a fair trial. 

The growing necessities of Great :aritain for raw 
material forced the several commercial bodies in 1838 to 
send an urgent memorial to the Court of Directors praying 
them to devise and adopt measures to improve the quality 
and extend the "Cultivation of India.n cotton. The Court of 
Directors thereupon secured the services of 12 American 
planters to carry out this work, three of whom were allotted 
to Bombay Presidency where they arrived in the year 1840. 
But all the three planters proceeded to Broach where it was 
deoided to make the first experiments. In the meantime 
Mr. A. N. Shaw, the then Collector of Dharwar,' obtained 
permission from the Court of Directors to try New Orleans 
Cotton in Dharwar and sowed 10 acres near Hubli under the 
Local System of cultivation. This was done in the month of 
August 1842. The crop grew well and its superiority over 
the ]00801 cotton was admitted by the cultivators and 
merchants who saw- it. At this time Mr. Mercer alq 
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American planter tran~ferred from N. W. Provinoes visitea 
. the New OrleaJls crop at Hubli, and reported very favourably 

about it. The results of this trial are given below :-

Area I As, Gs. 

10 0 

10 0 

Names. 

New Orleans 

Local (Kumpte.) 

I Yield. per ~ I Ginning % I Remark .. Kallas. Lint. 

Lbs. Lba. 

... 286 88 33'3 

... 196 4040 240'2 

The experiment was thus a' great success probably for 
two' reasons, the location of the plot in the area better suited 

. to grow A~erican Cottons and the 'proper time of sowing. 
Being encouraged by these results, Mr. Mercer was ap
pointed at tb.e suggestions of Mr. Shaw to whom the credit 
of having suooessfully introduced the American Cotton in 
our part is due, to superintend the cotton experiments in 
Dharwar. This was done in the year 1843 when Mr. Meroer 
took an experimental fal'IJl at Kusuga.l in Hubli Taluka. 
where he planted 183 acres with 6 varieties ~f cottons .. In 
the same year Mr. Shaw recommended the local cultivators 
to grow New Orleans Cotton, and as a response to his 
recommendations, 362 acres were sown by _the rayatB. 

The results of the first year's experiments on the 
Government Farm at .... Kusugal were in favour of New. 
Orleans and Broach to which Mr. Mercer recommended the 
future experiments to be principa.lly confined. New Orleans 
also gave better yield in the field of cultivators. It produced 
481bs. of clean cotton per acre on an average, and taking the 
yield of local cotton (Kumpta.) on very superior land· as 30Ibs., 
New Orleans yielded 18 Ibs. of clean cotton more per acre. 
The whole produce of the Government Farm and the New 
Orleans crop of the cultivators were ginned on Sawgins five of 
which were procured from Broach and Coimbatore with 
great diffiClulty for the purpose. 

• . In 1844 the area nnder New Orleans extended to 2,749 
acres and a second farm was also started to conduct cotton 
experiments at Gadag under the care of Mr. Hawley. The 
crop on the Kusugal, Farm was atta.cked by insect pests 
and the yields 'tere consequently poor. The prospects of 
the Gada~ Farm however ~ere ve-q high. Both the N ~~ 



Orleans and :aroach cottons .yielded heavily. The run of . 
the cultivators' crop was also larger and healthier. In 1845 
it was decided to abolish the two Government farms they 
bein&-no longer requisite,. but the planters were allowed to 
contract with rayats for the cultivation of New Orleans 
cot!.on under their direction. The area under \ New Orleans 
increased to 1l,17(? acres and the Collector reported that the 
crop flourished vary vigorously wherever the season was 
favourable. In 'the ,following yea~ the contract system Was 
also discontinued and the increasing cultivation was left 
wholly in the hands of the cultivators with a pledge on the 
part of the.Govenment to purchase the crop if necessary. 
The crop now occupied an extensive area of 22,331 acres in 
the District. 

" , 
The efforts to introduce the cultivation of New .Orleans 

Cotton in the Dharwar District were thus singularly success
fql. The area under the cotton went on steadily increasing 
and in 1861. we had 178,682 acres of New Orleans an area 
almQst equal to that under local cotton. The quality of this 
cotton was also satisfactory. In 1847 Messrs. G. S. King 
& Co. furnished the following report on- the two samples 
of cotton Dharwar New Orleans or Sawginned Dharwar 
and Kumpta which had been tested by Lancashire spinners. 

Dharwar N:ew Orleans :-' It is reported as of good 
staple and colour very clean the staple n0t injured by the 
ginning. It was valued at 6id. per lb. when the best Surat 
was selling in Liverpool at 5id. per lb. and the. American 
qnalities ffom middling to fair were selling at 4id. per lb. 
Our friends say that it is unexceptionable in every respect. 
In tbe spinning tests the Ordinary New Orleans (American) 
lost ~ 7i per cent. while the Dharwar New Orleans lo~t, only 
15 per cent.;' the yarn being quite equal.' The, Kumpta 
cotton sent along with "New Orleans was reported as 
under:-· . 

, We find the Sawginned Kumpta. full of small broken 
fragments of leaf. This. is the glaring defect of it. 'The 
cotton is full of an Infinity of minute particles all adhering 
most pertinaceously to the cotton so that it is ut~er1y, im
possible to eject them. -This is most unfortunate as ~he 
cotton itself is about the best specimen ~f. Ea:st ~dian 
,Cotton we ever worked. In the carding and spmnmg It has 
given unqualified satisfaction bur all these qualities. are 



rendered null by the impossibilities of eradica.ting the sma.U 
leaf dirt from the ya.m which exhibits so many specks of 
dirt as to be-almost unsaleable.' 

In 1850 Government resolved to discontinue their pur
chases of cotton as the exotic had firmly esta.blished its 
popularity. 'THe experimental establishment was then 
reduced and its opera.tions confined to the business of the 
gin factory first under the cha.rge of Mr. Frost an Engineer 
and then under the superintendence of Dr. Forbes. At this 
time Messrs. A. O. Brice & Co. established an agency in the 
Dharwar District for ginning and purcha.sing the cotton 
which materially assisted the development of the improved 
Dharwar cultivation. The following table gives the areas 
upger Dharwar America.n and Kumpta. cottons for a. period 
of 40 years from 1842 to 1882:- . 

AcrE8ge. 
Year. 

\ 
Under Dharwar American • UDder Kumpt. 

. 
27 184,237 1842 

1843 545 178,411 

1844 2,749 182 .. U7 

1845 11,176 164,591 

1846 22,331 167,592 

1847 
, 

20,502 179,229 

Average of Jive Tears. -

1848-1852 24,249 224,673 

1853-1857 82,060 222,978 

1858-186~ 216,909 217,533 

IS63-1E67 294.,159 178,456 . . 1868-1872 317,780 2i6,729 

1873-1877 - 1111,640 219,854 

1878-1882 149,841 _ 304,892 
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II. CULTIVATION. 

The new Orleans Cotton thus introduced and acclima
tised in Dharwar is called Dharwar American or: Sawginned 
Dharwar. It is locally known under various names of which 
ViZayati-hatti (English Cotton), Farangi-hatti (foreign 
cotton) Dodda-hatti (t>ig seeded cotton) are the most 
common. Its cultivation is practica.lly confined to a small 
tract in Bombay Karnatak comprising all the 11 talukas of 
Dharwar, the southern. talukas of Bijapur, the Native States 
possessions of Kundgol, Savasi, Gudgeri, Lakshmesbvar, 
Shirahatti and Savanur. It fnrthe,J: extends into Nizam's 
Dominions, Madras Presfdency and Mysore State but the 
extension is very limited. This tract which is more suited 
for Dharwar American Cotton grows the latter but not 
exclusively. It also grows Kumpt.a cotton more' or Jess. 

The following table gives the areas under Dharwar 
American and Kumpta in the British portion of the Bombay 
Karnatak during 1918 :-

. - Area. during 1915. 

Distriot. TaJuka. 

I 
Total. 

Dharwar Kumpta. American. 

D-harwa,.. 
;;: 

Na.valguffti 22,215 99,063 

Gadag 74,003 60,234: 

Dha.rwar 36,543 

Ba.nkapur 16,706 30,218 

Kalghatgi 11,006 

Ron 43,502 49,125 

Ha.ngal 1,837 10,250 

Karjigi 20,926 55,120 

Kod 8,280 12,203 

Ranebennur 40,907 14,856 

Hubli 32,826 ~,725 

Total I 261,232 403,343 I 6ti4,575 

B4SB-S 
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.uea during 1918. 

District. Taluka. ToW 
DhArwa.r I Kumpta.. American. . 

. 
Belgaurn. Athani 4.1,203 

Kha.napur , 86 

Gokak a7~79 

Belgaum 4,727 

Chiltodi ..t 11,843 

Sampaga.oD 28,087 
~ 

Parasga.d '15,826 

Ha.okeri 9,046 

'Murgod 22,320 

Total 231,107 281,107 -
Bijapur. Badami 38,165 

Bagevadi It1,OOO j5,393 
\ 

Indi 32,809 '17,129 

M uddebihal 32,897 4.9,34.6 
, 

Bagalkot 95,825 

Bijllopur 64,255 

Sindgi 70,000 

Total 75,'106 522,299 602,005 

Cotton is generally a Kharif crop being sown at the 
commencement of the rains. But in Karna.ta.k the ea.rly 
sown crop ofte!1 suffers from the north-eas~ showers falling in 
the months of October and November. By experience there
fore the cultivators have found tha.t the sowing time for 



cotton is between August and. October the critical date 
varying according to the kind of cotton and locality. All 

. cotton i;o. Karnatak id thus Rabi but there is a small area in 
Dharwar District espeaially in Ranebennur Taluka. where 
the Dharwar American Cotton is Kharif as well as Babi. 
We have accordingly two different methods of cultivation to 
deal with . 

. . A. Kha1'ij or Mungari Oultivation. 

This is' done in the two Talukas of Ranebennur and 
Haveri of Dharwar and the adjoining Talukas of Chitaklurg 
and Bellary Districts. The area which is comparatively 
small and for which separate figures are not available, varies 
much. according to the nature of the season. It swells 
in years when the early rains of June are favourable and 

. shrinks when they are not. Red, soils. of all descriptions are 
suited for Kharif cultivation of Dharwar American Cotton 
whose success is mainly due to the well drained condition of 
all such soils and to the moderte character of the Rabi rains. 
The land is prepared by conntry ploughing .and harrowing. 
Sabul plough of Messrs. Ransomes Sims & Co. is recom
mended for ploughing all red soils and its use is· extending. 
Manuring is generally done, the quantity varying from 1 to 5 
tons per acre. The seed is sown soon after the- early rains 
break out in June. The.sowing as in all cases of cotton is 
done through bamboo tubes behind 'the drill. The seed rate 
is 14 to 21 lbs. per acre purposely heavy to minimise the 
effects of chopping which always occurs on hard red Boils 
while interculturing. The distance between the rows varies 
from 18-24 inches and that between the plants in the rows is 
indefinite. After·cultivation consists in a number of inter
culturings 6 to 12 given during the breaks of rain. The 
-floworing commences generally in September and the first 
picking is gathered in November. If the Rabi rains of 
September and October fail, the pickings are over by Janu
ary but if they fall they induce second flowering wpich starts 
in December and the plants go on bearing cotton till the end 
of April. Sometimes the Babi rains instead of bein~ moderate 
are heavy in which case the first formed buds, fio~et:s. and 
bolls all shed and the crop ripens late in the same -way as 
the Rabi. All these have considerable -influence on yield 
which is moderate in the first case, very good ill the second 
and poor in the last. A very good yield exceeds 1 tOOO lbs. 

B 4SB-4 
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of Kapas per acre, a. moderate on~ gives 400 to COO lbs. 
while a poor one only 200 to 300 lbs. of Kapas per acre. 

The Kharif crop of Dharwar American Cotton is liable 
to the severe attack of red leaf blight and this is one of 
the reasons why its cultivation is not extending in other 
talukas though they possess' considerable area. of red soil 
quite Euited for it. At Ranebennur the cultivators have 
unconsciously eliminated the suceptible types from their 
variety by using the same seed over and over again. Now 
we have obtained by selection a pure strain of Dharwar 
American named Gadag I, which Tesists the red lea.f blight, 
we .hope to succeed in spreading Jts cultivation on the red 
soils outside the present tract with some modification in the 
time of sowing.' Many such soils are unprofitably cropped 
continuously with Jowar or Jowar in rota.tion with such 
inferior crops as KuUhi and Niger seed. [f cotton is made 
to grow on them it will be the most profitable crop for them 
a.nd at the same time the best rotation for Jowar. 

B. Rabi or Hingari Cltltivation .. 

This is done in the whole of the Dharwar American 
tract on black or reddish black soils which are generally deep 
and retentive. The land is prepared by country ploughing 
and two or three harrowings. The ploughing is done when 
the land is softened by one or two good showers in Mayor 
June. Rapi cotton ifJ not manured as a. rule. The pre
vious crop of .lowar gets the manure and cotton takes the 
advantage of the residual effect. But the practice of putting 
manure directly to cotton is common among cultivdotors who 
continuously grow cotton on the same la.nd. Sowing is done 
in the months of September and October. The seed is first 
rubbed with water cowdung and earth in order to cement 
the fuzz which if left loose clogs the tubes. It is then sown 
through bamboo .tubes behind a. two coultered .drill. The 
seed rate is about 7 lbs per acre. The distance between the 
rows is 21 to 24 inches. 'The mixtures in' Dharwar Ameri
can Cotton are less common than in Kumph. It is sown 
either alone or mixed with a small quantity of Rabi Jowar or 
gidgempu which is cut when in fl,Jwer for fodder. Kharif 
Jowar and Cotton is the most common rotatbn. Wheat arid 
cotton is not uncommon. A three course rotation of cotton 
wheat and JOWRJ: is in favour with some cultivators. Rabi 
Jowar and Cotton is also practised to some extent. But 
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'Cotton as a rule does not do well after Rabi J owar. There 
:are, however, some fields in Gadag and Ron Talukas which 
know no rotation for 20 years,or mOre. 

The crop is intercultured 2 to 4 times. It flowers in 
Nov,ember-December and is ready for the first picking in 
.February March. The seed '"cotton is gathered' in -2 or 3 
pickings the last being over by the end of April. Yield 
varies according to soil season and treatment from 200 to 
.(JOO Ibs. of Kapas per acre. The picking is done'as oarelessly 
.as in the ca~e of Kumpta, 'but the cotton is much cleaner 
because the Jeaves and bractioIes of Dharwar American 
'plants,do not dry UP,' to be easily mixed with the pickings. 
The produce is then sold as seed cotton which is by far the 
most common method or is fisrt ginned in one..ru the local 
,saw gi:rlS and the lIDt sold. The second is no doubt the mOl'e 
profitable method as the owners get in that case the full 
'benefit of their ginning outturn. Seed (Jotton and lint both 
~re handled in gunnies which, when well filled hold about 
.8501bs. of Kapas ,or 150 Ibs. of lint. 

The Rabi crop of Dharwar American Cotton has also 
o(Jertain risks to run. In seme years the rains of September 
'and October, fall continuously in torrents soon after -the 
'sowing in which case the crop makes little progress and 
yields poorly. It also Buffers occasionally from the attack 
d Aphis and often from red leaf blight. The former appears 
in October or November andcoI).timies_ during the whole of 
the flowering period. It causes the flowers to shed in large 
numbers and the yield consequently suffers much. Red leaf 
blight as the name indicates makes the leaves to curl and 
-turn red. The leaves so affected faU off prematurely or 
remain functionless. Badly affected individuals die but the. 
majority 6f them remain almost lifeless for !;lometime and 
-then put on fresh leaves. They flower late and yield much 
.less than the healthy ones. The disease so- far ,.as has been 
-ascertained is not due to any insect 9r fungus. It is a physio· 
logical malformation brought about proba~Iy by the ·~udden 
-change in atmosph.ere which oauses exceSSIve evapora~lOn. 

The severity of this blight varies according to season 
and locality. All, American varieties newly, introduced 
suffer, badly and die very often without produci?g a~y.seed. 
Remedy lor this disease is not known. Breedmg reslsta:r;.t 
types is possible and we have already made good .:progress In 
this' direction. " - , 
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III. IMPROVEMENT. 

A. Mixed Oonaition oj J)harwar American Ootton. 

Two or more varieties of anyone crop growing in th& 
same tract soonEl,J" or later get mixed and it is not pOf\sible to 
maintain them pure unless extreme care is taken in sell'cting 
and preserving the se~d. We have a number of Jowar 
varieties gro\ving in Karnatak but eyery one of them is. 
impure containing the mixture of others. In the same way 
the Dharwar American tract gro",s two kinds of cotton: 
(1) Dharwar American and (2) Kumpta and it is almost 
impossible in the whole of the tract to see them' pure under 
cultivation notwithstan<ling the fac~ that the mixture has a. 
disadvantage and the cultivators 'knowing it try to grow 
their crop as pure as possible. This is the condition of 
varieties which can be easily and clearly distinguished one 
from the other at all stages. The seeds are quite different 
and they can be picked out by any man without a mistake. 
So also the plants can be easily detected in the field from the 
earliest stage. With all these facilities for growing the two 
cottons pure the mixture persists, and in fields where great 
care is taken it often amounts to 6 per cent. or more. 

Now we know that the seeds of Dharwar American ori
ginally came from America which was then growinga'number 
of cottons of which New Orleans and Upland Georgian were 
the principal. The Court of Directors no doubt got the 
seed of one variety, viz., New Orleans, for tria.! in India but 
that seed must have brought with it at least a small percent
age of other American varieties growing a.t that time. More
over in India itself the trial was not confined to one varietj'. 
A number of cottons similar to New Orleans were introduced 
and grown along with New Orleans. Of these the following 
are the chief :-. . 

Serial 
number. 

1 
a 
3 
4. 
5 
6 ,. 
8 

Name. 

Upland Georgian; 
Sea Island. 
Louisiana. 
Mexican. 
Barbados. 
Pernambuco. 
Bourbon. 
Egyptian. 

< 



We do not know what care was taken on thEi G-oVertl
ment Farm and in 14e District to keep these varieties pure; 
but with ~ll precautions then, possible we can say without 
doubt that all these cottons mixed and crossed freely with 
each other and our Dharwar American cotton of to-,day 
contains a11 these mixtures and crosses. Proofs are not 
wanting to support this assertion.' If the crop in the tract 
is carefully examined we find. that it is very much mixed no 
two plants in any field agreeing completely in all characters. 
We give below the variations in the more important charac
ters observed in the crop of Dharwar American c~tton grown 
at Gadag :-

(1), Habit of branching.-:-All plants are sympodial 
~roducing very few mon,opodia 1 to 3. 

(2) Hairiness of the stem and leaves,-Plants are of 
three kinds with regard to this character :-(1) Very 
hairy, (2) Sparingly hairy and (3) non hairy. The first 
and secop.d groups can be further divided according to 
the length of hairs which may be either short or long. 
This division is by all means important because we have 
found that hairy plants in general resist the red leaf blight 
better than the gla.brous and of the hairy those with long 
hairs are more' resistant than -those with short hairs. 
Thus both the quantity and quality of hairs on stem and, 
leaves appear to take an active part in resisting the 
disease. We have accordingly 5 different kinds as 
under':'-; , 

(I) Hairs many and long. 

(2) Hairs many and short. 

(3) 'Hairs few and long. 

(4) Hairs few and short. 

(5) Hairs none. 

'(3) Oolour of the Petals.-Two kinds of flowers a.re 
met with (1) "Sulphur yellow and (2) white, the former 
being more common. Bright yellow flowers are rare but 
not altogether absent. The spot or eye in the flower is 
generally wanting but a few flowers possess either a 
faint or bright spot in th\3m. The kind and percentage 
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• of flowers in the Dharwar American crop are gIven 

below:-

Serial I I . Number. Nama. Percentage. 

----~-------------------
1 Bright yellow with bright eye 
2 Do. faint e,e 
3 Do. No eye 
4 Sulphur yellow with bright ele 
51 Do. faint eye 

• II Do. No eye 
7\ White with bright ele 
8 Do. fain(eY8 1 
9 Do. JlO eye \ 

002 
0'00 
0'09 
0'19 
OUO 

'19-41 
0011 
OOG 

20'23 

(4) Oolour oj the pollen grain.-This is of 2 kinds, 
white and yellow. ' 

(5) Bollo-The shape and size of boUs vary much 
on different individuals. A boll may be round or long 
or in some wa.y intermedia.te between the two. In the 
same way it may be big, small or medium in size. 

, (6) Ginning percentage.-Theginningpercentage or 
the proportion of lint to seed cotton also varIes much. It 
varies in the case of different samples from 28 to 33 but 
the variation is still greater iD the individual plants a.ll 
from the same field. The following table a.nd graph give 
the range and nature of varia.tion of these :-

2' " 25 9 
26 15 
27 8 
28 23 
29 32 
so 12 
31 21 Yean 29'2. 
32 5 
83 13 
M 5 
3~ 2 
36 0-
37 1 , 
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, , The percentage ranges from 24 to 87'- 'The curVe" 
is multimodall1aving 4. distinct maxima at 26,29"; 311l.nd 
33 ~ue to a mingling of 2 or more diff~rent types. . 

(7) St~ple.-This varies but little in commercial 
samples from tth to ith of an inch in length. On in·, 
dividual plants growing on the same plot however the 
variation. is greater as 8een _from the table below :-

t ~pl.e lengthl Frequency 
lDmohes. • 

03 8 
0'4 16 
0'5 7' 
0'6 24 
0'7 45 
0'8 33 
09, 11 
1'0 ,6 

(8) ,qeea.-Seeds are either fuzzy or naked the 
former predominating very much in all cases. The 
fuzzy seeds are again of 2 kinds green and white their 
proportion varying much in different samples. In some 
samples green seeds are more numerous, in others white. 
The g~een ~eeds can be further distinguished as bright 
green, oily green and faint green. We have thus the 
following 5 kinds:-

Number. " 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name. 

f 

Bright green 
Oily green 
Faint green 
White 

---N~ked or bla.ck 

I Proportio~ in ~ne sample. 

18'7 
95 

27'9 
42'9 

1'00 

From these observations we can conclude that Dharwar 
American crop as grown at present 'is,very polymorphic in 
character. It contains a number of desirable and andesir

_ able types affording thus great scope for improvement .. 

B. Iaeal Type 0/ Ootion lor the Dharwar .American Tract. 

Climatic conditions play an important part in all such 
considerations. The ideal type need not-necessarily exist 
Jl.llder cultivatioll. It mayor mar not be even. Fossible) to 
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breed it. Still it is essential to have it in our ~nd beoause 
if we are right in our oonoeptioll every step towards the ideal 
will be a. move in the proper direction. 

Rainfall in Karnata.k is hea.vy, 1lloderate or scanty and 
accordiDgly we ha.ve three divisions:(1) Mallad, (2) Transition, 
and (3) Desh, The averstge annua.l fall is roughly 40 inches 
for Mallad, 30 inches for Transition and 25 inches for Desh. 
Tliis difference is rather insignificant. The distribution 
which is more important is however different. In Mallad 
most of the rain is Khalil faJIiDg in the months of Jone, July 
and August. The distribution is even in the transition area, 
all the six months from June to November having almost an 
equal quantity in each: In DeslI the Kharif rains are of. 
little consequence, the Rabi one$ of September, October and 
November being heavy and important, The following table 
gives the quantity of rain and its distribution in one typica.l 
place of each region :-

Month. 
I 
l----~--~--~---~---·~----~----D.h.--------

Antimomoo" 
rain. 

January to April 1'60 3'03 2·5() 
May I 2'07 2'65 220 -Total 3'67 5'68 4,'70 -K1w.ri/ rai", 

June 930 4,'76 2'83 
July 1155 389 2'22 
August. ·6'12 356 2'65 

r-:---
Total 2697 1221 7-70 - -Babi rain, 

-

September 2'64 3'14, 6'40 
October. 3''17 .5'''6 "93 
November 1-99 2'3' 3'22 ---- - -

Total ~ .... 10'94. 140'55 

Total for th~ year
l 

39·O.Jo 28-83 2695 
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Dliarwar Americari traot lies 'partly i.n Desh and partly 
in the eastern part of transition region whioh is more like 
Desh in all partioulars. Here the Kharif rains are not only 
scanty but often precarious. The September rains are JUore 
certain and sufficient to thoroughly wet the soil. For this 
reason cotton sowing is done in September at ,the earliest. 
It is also. don.e in Octoqer especially when the September 
rains leave the land, unworkable for a long period. A crop 
thus sown.has hardly a duration of 2 to 2j months for oom~ 
pleting i~s vegetative growth. It consequently makes what 
little progress is possible in-that time and flowers in December. 
In\the whole of the tract the height of 'the Dharwar Ameri
can plants rarely exceeds 2 feet. ,T.i:te short duration of the 
vegetative peroid is not however entirely responsible for this. 
The moisture in the soil which is always insufficient has also 
a good deal to do with stuntiQ.g. OJ? the whole the condi~ 
tions in the tract are unfavollrable for producing rank growth 
which' is so common in other cotton belts. This applies .... to 
the Kumpta, cotton tract as well with some modification. 

The type of plant 'best suited to these conditions there-' 
fore is one which is perfectly sympodial or nearly so. Mono
podial types producing a large number of vegetative branch
es are ep.tirely unsuited as they have always left the ground 
without flowering whenever they are, tried. Dharwar Ameri
oan cotton is almost sympoqial producing very few, 1 to 3 
monopodia.. But even this small number of monopodia con
stitutes a. disadvantage as they often grow at the cost of 
the main shoot and t.he root has to nourish four stems aU 
equally high instead of one. All the four are not however 
equally productive. -The central or the main one is the 
earliest to flower and often carries more number of bolls than 
all the monopodia put together. This shows clearly that all 
veg~tative shoots except the main one 'are more or less 
superfluous. 

Cotton plants do not generally grow tall in- the Dharwat 
American tract as already stated. If such plants have long 
iniernodes the numbers of fruit bearing branches will be 
very small and th~ yield consequently poor. A plant with 
short intel'Dode,may therefore be of adyantage by its capa~ 
city to b~ar larger number of fruiting branches. But it has 
been observed that short internodes often injuriously a~ect
the devel?pment of the fruiting br9"Ilcbe~ so that g~anting 
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tha.t the number of such branches does increase, the total 
number of bolls produced actually suffers. Again we ha.ve 
found by growing types wj~h short and long internodes 
under identical conditions that the difference between the 
two lies in their height and not in the number of nodes 
which is the same for both. If this is true for all cases, 
which we are not sure for the pre~ent, then a pla.nt with 
short internode will not be an advantage as is generally SUP4 
posed but it may be on the. contrary a disadvantage by pr04 
duciug the same number of fruting branches of less vigour. 
Under these circumstances we have taken"a tall plant with 
internodes sufficiently long to promote healthy development 
of the fruiting branches bu.t not more to be the ideal' for our 
tract. > 

Rains practi0ally cease in the month of October and the 
cotton plant starts flowering by the end of November. It 
continues flowering during December, Ja.nuary and even 
Ferbuary. The percentage of flowers fOfjDed during these 
months is roughly, 5 for November, 35 for December, 45 for 
January and 15 for February. All these 'flowers, however, 

: do not form into bolls. Large number of them shed for· 
reasons which we do not fully know. It has been found 
that in one particular year which was fairly an average one 
only 41 per cent. of the flowers set bolls the rema.ining 
59 per cent. having shed. Insufficient rain and dry easterly 
winds increase the amount of shedding .. Heavy showers" 
falling at the time of flowering have also the same effect. 
In the same way other things being equal bushy types shed 
more than the erect. '600 lbs. of Kapas per acre is consider· 
ed to be a very good yield in the Dharwar American tract 
and small plant with practically no side bra.nching often 
give this yield while the bushy ones growing 6 feet tall with 
numerous side branches fail. This is mainly due to the 
difference in shedding. We thus find that one of the 
methods probably the best of increasing the per acre yield is 
to reduce the amouIit of Bh~dding on tho.kind of plant which 
we have described. 

We have seen that in al1 cottons growing in the tract 
late flowers have a. l~ss chance of success than the early. 
It was observed in the case of 1 pure strain that the 
piecentage of bolls formed to the total number of flowers 
opened during the different months was 50 for December, 
30 for January and 10 for February. This Bhows that 
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1ate flowers and late flowering varieties are at a disadvant
age in this respect. We therefore want our type to be early 
and produce all or most of its flowers in December. This 
also has another important advantage. We shall De in that 
case able to pick our cotton completely in one or at the most 
two pickings. This not only saves the cost and trouble of 
two or more pickings but also mtnimises the danger of the 
antimonsoon showers washing away - the cotton ,from the 
plants whi9h is, so common in the wij,ole of the tract. 

Next thing we have to opnsider is. the size of the boll. 
Other things being the same the bigger _the boll the larger is 
tl;te yield. But we often see that the big boIled types are shy 
bearers. We have not however ,studied the correlation 
between the size and number of bons. Instances in which 
big boll, and large number have combined are not altogether 
wanting. We therefore think it possible to pave on our type 
\>ig bolls With?llt in any way interfering with its prolificness. 

In short, t1;le type which is perfectly- sympodial, grow
ing tall with internodes sufficiently lo~g to promote the 
healthy' development 0,£ the fruiting branches, flowering 
early so as to produce all its flowers in the month of Decem
ber and bearing big bolls, is the one which is ideal for the 
Dharwar American tract. 

~ O. Recent Attempts to improve the Ootton of the Tract. 

Bombay Agrioultural Department opened an experi. 
mental farm at Dharwar in the year 1904 when the prob
lem of improving the cottons of Bombay Karnatak was again 
taken up. Consequently a number of American. Egyptian 
and Sea Island cotton varieties were obtained from many 
countries and given a trial at Dharwa.r.* This continuod 
for three years during which it was found that the conditions 
of Dharwar were unsuited for all American cottons' inolud
ing Dharw~r American as they suffered seriously from the
attack of red leaf blight. In 1908 therefore another farm 
was started specially for American cottons at Gadag, the 
centre of Dharwar American cultivation,- to w~ch the 
Dharwar experiments were then transferred. Hete these and 
other fresh varieties were tried. But all with the o,ne ex· 
ception of Madras Cambodia entirely failed. The latter gave 

• Bulletin No. 7(} of 1915, Bombay Agri~ultura.l Department may be 
refelTed for details. 



sligbtlybettllr yield atld far beUer ginning outtllrn than 
Dharwar American cotton and w&sfirst distributed in Gadag 
and Ron Talukas and then in other Ta.lukas of Dbarwar nnd 
Bijapur Districts. Since then it has kept its superiority in 
these two respects but the staple which is shod and weak is 
seriously engaging our attention. For tho present it has 
been decided to temporarily stop its distributio as th seed 
is much mixed. 

A number of crosses wale also made and tcied at Dhar
war and Gadag. Of these we have only one, a cross between 
Culpepper and Christopher which is somewhat promising. 
Its yield and ginning outturn are as good as th )se of Dhar
war American but the staple is; considerably b.Jtter. It has 
a good scope provided the ginning percentage is increased. 

The mixed nature of Dharwar American cotton seed 
was noticed for the first time in the year 1909 when green 

.and white seeds were separated and sown to test their value. 
This experiment was continued for three yelirS in two of 
which the crop sown with green seeds gave tetter results. 
In 1911 white and yellow flowered plants wer~ in the sallle 
way separately picked from the general crop and their seed 
sown in the following year. The crop of white flowered 
plants gave better yield than that of yellow flowered. Theso 
results, however, were of doubtful value be0ause the crop 
was in.no case pure, it bein~ grown from seed collectively 
taken. ' -

Individual selection was started in tho year 1910 for 
length of sta.ple in the crop of Dharwar American grown 
with green seeds. The selections were continued for two 
yea.rs during which a. good deal of splitting was noticed in all 
of them and they had to be discontinued for that reason. 
In 1913 which was a. favourable year for red leaf blight, a 

, tour W/1S made in Ranibennur Taluka. to inspect the crop of 
Dharwar American grown there, when it was clearly noticed 
that the cotton was entirely Upland in character and almost 
free from red leaf blight. In the same year, therefore, a 
number of Upland plants were individually selected at Gadag 
taking all good characters into consideration, viz., resistence 
to red leaf blight, prolificness, ginning outtom and staple. 
In the following year the progeny of only 3 plants were 
found to be uniCorm, possessing all the characters for which 
they were selected. Other plants were at once rejected and 
further ~ttention given to these alone. From these the best 
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one was isolated on the consideratidn_ of the ide:ll type 
. already described. 

The type thus selected possesses many desirable charac
ters. It grows tall with one or at the most two monopodia, 
bears strong fruiting branches, flowers early and produces 
big bolls containing Kapas of 'higher ginning percentage and 
long staple. Its stem and leaves are thickly studded with 
long hairs by virtue of which it successfully resists the red 
leaf blight: The colour of the flower is white and that of 
the seed is gr~en, and if these two are really correlated with 
the high yield as indicated by previous experiments th~y 
too are valuable acquisitions. The following statement 
gives the per acre yield and ginning percentage of this 
strain, designated as Gadag I, and also of ordinary Darwar 
American cotton 'in the comparative trials done on the 
Gadag farm,:-

Year. 

1915 264 34'5 91 230 29'0 67 

1916 (05 330 200 1i30 29'0 151, 

]917 640 35'3 226 588 30'6 176 

1918 484 35'0 169 372 31'0 155 

28 Bad 
year. 

19]9 188 33 0 62. 98 128'2 

Average ,436-1342 --i491 S6~ j-2-9'-6-1--1-1-8-

Gadag I, has thus given on: an average 26 per cent. of 
clean cotton more per acre than Darwar American. Its 
superiority,in staple is also marked the latter being about 
tth of an inch longer and uniform., The cotton of Gadag I, 
is being valued about Rs. 20 more per cfltndy than .Dharwar 
American, by 'Messrs. Tata and Sons, Bombay. It has thus 
reached a stage of going ,out in the tract to replace the in
ferior mixture. 



nut even before this the cotton has ga.ined some popu
larity round about Gadag through the efforts of some zea.lous 
landlords ~mong whom the names of Messrs. E. V. Nadger 
of Kurtakoti and N. R. Huilgol of Gadag deserve special 
mention. Mr. E. V. Nadger took a. small quantity of seed 
in the year 1915 and multiplied it very carefully on his own 
lands. He had litt1~ difficulty jn doing so beca.use he is also 
the owner of a gin in his villag\!. The seed thus multiplied 
is now sown on the whole of his cotton area. which is annually 
about 600 acres. He is also distributing the seed to other 
cultivators in the village. .1\1r 1 N. R. Huilgol as a member 
of the Gadag Betigeri Seed Society first undertook to grow 
Gadag I, for trral in his fields in the year 1916. Since then 
he is not only an admirer of that cotton but also an active 
and careful seed grower of the Agricultural Department. The 
better yielding capacity of Gadag If comoined with its power 
to resist red leaf blight, a. very high ginnicg outturn and 
good staple has created a great demand for seed and we hope 
to distribute a very large quantity of it in the tract, during 
the coming season. The local merchants too are not slow 
in appreciating its merits. They are quite willing to giv~ a. 
good price as evidenced from the deta.ils of the auction sales 
given below:-

Details oj Auction Bale at Gadag during 1919··1920. 

Kind of Kap~. _/ GiDlling """"-"fttage.jl'riC8 per Naga of .. -•• - I,M' lbe. 

Gadag I, 1st Class 

- :Qo. 2nd " 

Darwar AmeIican Ordinar,y 

... 

... 
8-"00 

33'00 

27-00 

320 

290 

230 

We have thus succeeded in obtaining a. type which suits 
the tract better and which is' superior in almost all good 
characters to the Ordinary Dharwar American Mixture. 
This constitutes a. grea.t improvement as the growers a.nd 
merchants are already realising considerable amount of profit 
from it. But It is only a. small beginning. The present puce 
strain is capable 01 further improvement iIf all d(rections 
especially in staple and we have by no: means lost sight of 
this rich prospect which is now before us. . 
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Lid oj Plate8. 

1. Upland and New Orleans cotton plants. 

2. Boll types in Dharwar American Cotton. 
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THE GANESHKHIND BOTANICAL GARDEN, 

KIRKEE. 

The Ganeshkhind Botanical Garden is of 46 years 
duration as' regards experimental work al~ne. No other 
farm or garden of the Bombay Agricultural Department, 
seems .to have conducted experiments from so remote a date. 
However, it existed even prior to the above mentioned 
period, as far back as the Peshwas, though the exact time 
cannot accurately be traced. Its antiquity can. to a certain 
extent, 'be learned from the old mango trees said to have been 
planted at that time (Photo 1). 

Experimental work appears to have been started about 
the year 1873. A brief account of the experiments conducted 
and the results obtained may be of some interest . 

.. * The Botanical Garden at Ganeshkhind was started in 
1873, and along with the Hivra Garden has since been under 
the superintendence of Mr. G. M. Woodrow. The prin
cipal object of these gardens is to supply the Medical Depart
ment with drugs. In 1872-73, the o'utturn of the garden 
included 700 lbs. of Senna, 1,300 lbs. of Henbane, and 
1.036 lbs. of Dandelion. During the same year the chief pro
duce of the laboratory was 107 Ibs. of extract of colocynth 
compound,56 lbs. of extract of hyoscyamus, 1,621 Ibs. of. 
groundnut oil, 7,190 lbs. of castor-oil and 11 Ibs. of croton
oil. In that year experiments were made with various 
artificial manures, nitro-phosphates, citrate, dissolved oones, 
nitrate of soda, hop manure, and super -phosphate. The 
income of the gardens amounted to £164 (Rs. 1,640) and the 

• Extract from "th~ BOlllhay Cazette~f; D~ccaq (POOqa) ... VoL XVIlL part IL 11)85. 
422-1 
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expenditure £319 (Rs. 3,190). In 1873 .. 74, experiments 
were made with European manures (artificial); the 
result was not satisfactory. It was proved that silt 
from the drains of Poona city is a valuable manure at least 
equal for one year's crop to dung from oil-cake fed to cattle. 
Many new ornamental plants were introduced. the 
most valuable of which was the Exogonium purga. the plant 
which yields the drug jalap. Experiments were also made 
for the growth of fibre for paper. The income was £352 
(Rs. 3,520) and\he expenditure £1,222 (Rs. 12,220) besides 
£558 (Rs. 5,580) spent on the laboratory building from a 
fund set apart for the purpose. '; In 1874 .. 75; the income was 
£482 (Rs. 4,820) and the expenditure £1,257 (Rs. 12.570). 
The area under tillage was 57 acres. 7 of which were 
watered. One fact was ascertained that prickly .. pear made 
a valJ.1able manure if it was leh to rot in a cistern through 
which water of an irrigation channel was led. Some 
new descriptions of trees were added. A fairly successful 
attempt was made to grow vanilla. Flax was also 
grown of fair quantity but of excessive dearness. 
Unsuccessful attempts were made to get paper from san stalks 
and plantain fibre. Most of the cork acorns brought from 
England arrived dead. In 1875 .. 76, the income of the 
garden amounted to £660 (Rso 6,600) and the expenditure 
to £ t ,268 (Rs. 12,680). The most important new intro .. 
ductions were Balsamocarpon brevifolium. a plant yielding 
pods useful in tanning, and the Liberian coffee. Cereal 
crops were raised with a view to selecting the seeds. 3,000 
half-standard roses were ready for distribution. A list of 
-the medical plants was printed and indents became more 
frequent. In 1876-77. the income of the garden amounted to 
£951 (Rs. 9,510) and the expenditure to £1.285 (Rs. 12,850). 
Experiments with Wagatea spicata, a climbing shrub 
and a native of the Konkan, showed that its seeds 
contained a high proportion. viz .• 15 per cent of tannic acid. 
A satisfactory f~tur~ iIJ the worJgn~ of the garde~ w~s the 



'2. A 45-YEAR-OLD MAHOGANY TREE. 

(Swietenia Mahogoni). 
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of scientific utility. Botanical teaching was begun at the 
end of February 1879. by means of lectu~es at the gardens 
of the College of Science. and at the Deccan College. Poona. 
with illustrations of specimens collected by the Superin
tendent. The average attendance was 51 students. 

Experiments with Nankin cotton showed that it could 
not be grown profitably in the Deccan. The sample to the 
Chamber of Commerce was estimated to be worth £5 
(Rs. 50) less than the common samples of Dholera. The 
forage plant. Reana luxuriens. was found to be no better 
than sugarcane when grown in, rich soil and irrigated. and 
worse than Jowar when treated as dry crop. The income of 
the garden was £740 (Rs. 7,400) besides £134 (Rs.l.34O) 
the value of the oil on hand. and the expenditure £ 1.282 
(Rs. 12,820), i.e., a net cost of £408 (Rs. 4,080). In 
1879-80, the room formerly occupied by the oil press
ing machinery was partially fitted as an herbarium 
and specimens of about 1.700 species were arranged 
according to their Natural Orders. Some of these 
were identified and the rest were sent to the Royal 
Herbarium at Kew for comparison. Considerable addi
tions were made to the library which was used by a large 
number of botanical and agricultural students. Botanical 
teaching was continued during the year at the gardens and 
at the adjacent Poona colleges. The Jlverage attendance 
at the gardens fell from 59 to 19, as the students were allowed 
to pass the examinations without attending at the gardens. 
Six traine~ native gardeners or malis were sent out during 
the year and a demand for trained men continued much 
greater than the supply. 

Experiments with the thornless Opuntia or prickly
pear, which can be easily skinned and is then a favourite 
food for cattle. showed that it grows freely as a fence an,d is 
not likely to prove trouble$ome as it does not grow from seed. 
The yield of the forage grass· Euchlaena luxurians seemed 

• Reapa. 
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nearly the same as that of guineagrass. A crop sown in 
November and cut in April, gave 16 tons of green forage p~r 
acre per cutting. Fifty mango trees of the finest varieties 
were planted for stocks from which grafts could be taken 
for distribution. The demand for imported seeds had risen 
from £69 (Rs. 690) in 1875 to £124 (Rs. 1,240). Experiments 
with lucero grass seemed to prove the French variety superior 
to the acclimatised variety. The plant was quite as vigorous, 
the stock was more delicate, and the seed was only half 
the weight.' The receipts of the garden amounted to £946 
(Rs. 9,460) and the charges to £1,554 (Rs. 15,540). 
In 1880-81, additions to the herbarium brought up the 
collection to about 2,080 species, of which about 1,080 were 
identified. Botanical teaching was continued at the gardens. 
A number of full grown specimens of Albizzia procera, one 
of the local trees which in cold season of 1878-79 had been 
transplanted' without soil on the roots, showed satisfactory 
results. Euchlaena luxurians was again grown for' forage. 
It proved a vigorous grass when highly manured and watered, 
but not superior to sugarcane. Twenty mango trees of the 
finest varieties were planted out for stock, raising to 100-102 
the number of trees whose grafts were suitable for distri
bution. The demand for imported seeds was about the same 
as in the previous year. The garden receipts amounted 
to £340 (Rs. 3,400) and the charges to £768 (Rs. 7,680). 
In 1881-82, the general condition of the, garden 
was improving and the number of visitors was Increasing. 
The receipts, derived from the sale of fruit trees, vegetable 
seeds, taraxicum, and some timber, amounted to £637 
(Rs. 6,370) and charges to £ 1,046 (Rs. 10,460). A mango
steen plant from Singapore died from cold in Novem
ber. The local Kokam or wild mangosteen plants were in 
good condition. Potatoes received from the Secretary of 
State grew surprisingly well. In May 1882, the carob tree 
yielded a crop of 30 lbs. weight of pods, the greater part of 
which were equal in size to the imported pods. An attempt 
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to propagate this tree by layering failed. but by graft
ing was very successful. 447 mangoes were grafted with 
choice sorts at a cost of 10ld. (7as. and 2 pies) each. The 
herbarium building was altered and repaired and numer
ous specimens were added. The Superintendent 
Mr. Woodrow, lectured on vegetable physiology and 
Systematic ~otany and gave 11 garden demol1strations 
in Systematic and Economic Botany. The average attend
ance was 12 students. Experiments were made in 
collecting the India-robber-yielding milk sap of the 
Cryptostegia Grandi/lora. a beautiful climber. The 
average yield was found to be 20 graigs and aCI e yield 
121bs. As the plant would not bear tapping more than 
twice a year, the yearly acre outturn would be 24 lb •• 
of caoutchouc. The cost of collection was 2 sh. (Re. 1) per 
pound, which might perhaps be reduced to lsh. (8 as.). The 
value of the India robber may be estimated at 2sh. (Re. 1) 
a pound. The result was therefore not encouraging. In 
1883. 2,001 mango trees were grafted with choice grafts 
at a cost of 10d. (6 as.8 p.) each. and in 1884, 4,000 more 
were prepared at a cost of 9d. (6 as.) each." 

The' above extract describes the work the garden did 
during ten years. The experiments conducted were varied 
and were of an economic nature. From this period. till the 
inception of the Agricultural Department, it underwent many 
changes, and there is very little on record regarding the 
experiments done. . 

Since 1902. when the Agricultural Department was 
fully organized, the original purpose of the garden as a 
source of drug supply was abandoned and it became 
gradually a place for experiments in Economic Botany. 
Experiments on various robbers. fibres. food and grain 
crops were accordingly taken in hand. Special investiga
tions in the botany of the cotton were carried out from 1904 
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till 1908. Wheat was also studied as regards rust resistance. 

The following rubber plants were selected for trial :-

Ceara (Manihot GlaZiovii) 
Para (Hevea braziliensi~ ).-
Landolphia Owariensis. 
Kicksia africana. 
Ficus elastica. 
Cryptostegia grandiflo(a. 
Raphionacme utilis. 

Ceara.-Thi;; was a failure in the Botanical Garden. 
It is exceedingly intolerant of long continued moisture 
in black soils. During spells' of cold n:ights, the leading 
shoots often died. On recovery the plant threw out forked 
branches thus marring their symmetry. The trees cracked 
badly from Sun scorch and the exposed surfaces became 
diseased. Tile plants also suffered considerably from 
tapping which was done by the usual tapping knife. 
The latex coagulated. too quickly for collection to be 
efficient. The yield of rubber was unsatisfactory. On the 
whole, it may fairly be said that it does not suit this part 
of the Presidency. 

Para rubber.-Though our experience of this is not 
so great as in the case of Ceara, we can say that it is not 
suited to Deccan tracts, on account of its extreme sensitive
ness to a long.·continued dry season. 

Castilloa elastica.-After trials extending for about 
seven years, this piant proved to be absolutely unsatisfactory 
for the Deccan and in company with Para, it is merely grown 
under shelter as a natural curiosity. 

Cryptostegia granJift,ora.-A sample of this rubber was 
sent to the Imperial Institute in 1906 and the following is 
the brief report of the examination • 

.. The chief defect of the rubber is the presence 
of the large amount of insoluble matter consisting 
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of vegetable and mineral impurities. The presence 
of the mineral impurities points to the contamination 
of the rubber, possibly the· scrap rubber present in the 
sample by contact with the soil and precaution should 
be taken to avoid this in future. The percentage of 
caoutchouc is rather low, but this is chiefly due to the 
excessive amount of the impurities contained in the 
sample." 
Funtwnia elastica.-Known under the synonym of 

Kicksia africana, was remarkably slow in its growth (though 
slow growth is said to be characteristic of this plant) and was 
not worth growing. ' 

Ficus elastica.-This tree has been found to grow 
well here and can easily be propagated by means of layers. 
It was found that layers made in the rains rooted more freely 
than layers made in the dry months. A sample of rubber 
obtained from this plant waoi sent to the Reporter on Econo· 
mic Products to the Government of India, in the year 1906 
and it was gratifying to find that this Assam rubber plant, 
produced rubber more valuable than that collected in its native 
country, as will be seen from the following report. 

II Your rubber contains much less resin than the 
trees of the Government plantation of Assam." 

The work done on Landolphia and Raphionaeme gave 
no conclusive result'S. 

Fibres. 
Among the fibre plants tried were the following:

Corchorus capsularis Uute) 
Boehmeria nivea <Ramie fibre} 

* Agave sisalana (Sisal hemp) 
FurcrlEA gigantea (Mauritious h(mp) 
Musa sapientum (plantain) 
Malachra capitata 

• Otber species of Agave were tried. viz. Agave Wisbtii,. Asne Cantal. and 
Asave Vera-Cruz. 
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Regarding jute, a detailed description of its cultivation 
appears in the Garden's annual report for the year 190()"07, 
pp. 1 to 10. The following are a few of the important facts 
obtained from three years' experience in Ganeshkhind 
Botanical Garden, Bassein, Manjri and Dharwar farms. 

Except in Ganeshkhind Botanical Carden, the iute 
fibre produced. was of peor quality lacking in one or other 
characteristic of ,good jute, the chief defect being in length. 

In the Bombay Presidency, iute requires very rich 
soil and plenty of water. 

It must be planted not later than April. Given these 
conditions and Poona climate, iute equal in quality to fair 
to good Bengal jute can be produced though a less crop per 
acre is obtained. 

The expenses of cultivation have in most cases exceeded 
the income, even in the case where it was taken in rotation 
with gram. It remains to be seen whether jute can be g(own 
along with other crops iust as Sann (Crotalaria iuncea) 
and Ambadi (Hibiscus canabinus) are generally grown. 
There does not seem to be much difficulty in selling the fibre. 
The experience of the Garden was that' Mangs' appreciated 
the value of the fibre and were willing to pay as much as one 
rupee per 6 seers, i. e., Rs. 6-10-8 per maund of 80 lbs. 
for samples valued at Rs. 5-4·0 to Rs. 5-8.0 by Mr. Finlow, 
the jute ~xpert of Abs~m. 

Ramie jibre.-Several years' trials of this indicated that 
the soil of the Deccan is unsuited to this plant. It requires 
more evenly distributed rainfall and lighter soil than we have. 
It bas also been found that the soil is probably most in fault 
as the plants grown in pots in prepared compost throve 
~airly well. 

Sisal hemp.-All the experiments went to prove that 
this fibre plant requires as good cultivation as any othe r 
crop if it is to yield a profit. Plants grown under shade 
were much larger than those grown in the open . 

... 22-2 
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A comparative test made in 1908-09. of the amount 
and quantity of fibre obtainable from shaded and unshaded 
plants showed little difference in the percentage of fibre 
in the two types of plants. 

Malachra capitata.-This plant which grows so well 
in Bombay during the rains. was after two years' trials found 
unsuitable for cultivation in the Deccan. owing to it.» low 
and branching habit induced by the lighter rainfall. 

Agave species.-The following pronouncement of Mr 
Finlow made in 1908, regarding the culture of Agaves 
generally may be of interest to .intending growers • 

.. I have very little faith at present in the pro~pects 
for the successful cultivation of Agave. other than Sisal 
hemp. Even the latter has failed to fulfil all expecta
tions and some of the Sisal plantations put out in Eastern 
Bengal a few years ago. are now being taken out. It is to 
be inferred from this that even Sisal is not certain to 
succeed and that caution should therefore be exercised 
in planting it." 

.. As Agave rigida (of which Sisal hemp is a variety) 
is the best of the agave fibres at present in the market and 
the one which commands the highest price. it will be 
seen that the chances of succ~ss. as far as export trade is 
concerned, with any variety of agave other than Sisal. are 
not great. The yield is often less and the price low. 
while the working expenses are much the same as with 
Sisal." 

Cotton.-Investigations in the botany of cotton were 
taken up from 1903 and continued till 1909. In 1906-07. 
282 varieties were tried. The seeds had been obtained from 
Mr. F:. J. Tyler of the Bureau of Plant Industry. U. S. A. 
In 1907. 321 varieties were tried. 

Besides these, special varieties were experimented with 
for nearly six years and the following is the summary of the 
trials made. 
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Kidney coiton.-Dn account of the difficulty in satis~ 
fying its requirements of perfect shelter in a tree~less country 
like the Deccan. this variety was not found promising. 

Bourbon cotton.-During the first year the plants did 
not boll. The average yield of four years was 9331bs. (seed 
cotton) per acre. The cotton greatly improved both in 
colour and staple. 

Dharwar~American.- -This was found to give a low yield 
and therefore to be un:;atisfactory as a dry crop itt the Deccan. 

Other varieties such al> Dharwar~American, Ghogari, 
Soft Peruvian, Peruvian and Spence cottons were tried and 
of tI.ese. Soft Peruvian was found to maintain its superiority 
over the others. 

Yam.--Several varieties of Yams were under cultivation 
for four years from the year 1904. It was found that none 
of the varieties were particularly wortl. recommending for 
an extended trial. the average outturn per acre being too 
low in compari:.on with that produced in their native climate. 
Besides. there was no good market for them. 

T apioca.-Experiments on tapioca were carried on for 
two years with a view to determine (1) yield of tubers with 
and without irrigation. (2) Whether there are true varieties. 
(3) Whether they differ in the amount of Prussic acid. 
(4) Whether the age of the cutting affects the figure and ap~ 
pearance of the plant. (5) Whether the leaves of'the plant 
change their characters during the life of the plcint. (6) 
The age of the plant when Prussic acid appears in the tubers. 
(7) The effect of shade on tapioca. The following results 
were obtained :-

(1) The yield of raw tubers in the year 1908~09 
from the irrigated plot was at the rate of 3.343 lbs. per 
acre (as calculated from a 14 guntha plot) and that of the 
non~irrigated was 380 lbs. per acre. Neither of these 
areas had, however. received manure. 
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(2 to 5) These experiments were not continued 
for a sufficiently long time and nothing definite can be 
reported. 

(6) Six plants of unknown varieties were tested for 
the prussic acid content of the tubers at different times; 
but no prussic acid was found at any time. 

(7) Tapioca plants under shade and without irri
gation grew tall and weak and showed a tendency to 
droop. 
Since 1908. regular and systematic work on the different 

fruit trees was undertaken. The following is a summary 
of the work done and the results' obtained. 

Mango. 

The following is the summary of the experimental 
work done since 1910:-

1.-The comparison 0/ the different method$ 0/ mango 
propagation.-Various methods of propagating the mango 
were tried. viz.. by:-

(a) Cuttings. (b) Layers. 
(c) G<XIty. (d) Graftings. 
(e) Buddings. CO Seeds. 

(a) The mango failed to respond to this method. 
(b & c) The mango is amenable to this treatment 

but the methods cannot replace grafting as the 
percentage of success is not very great and as the 
roots are slow in forming. The after-growth and 
fruiting of these are still undetermined. 

(:I) The different methods of grafting. viz •• Tongue. 
Enarch. Whip. Saddle. Crown and Side were tried with 
the result that Simple Approach or Enarch grafting' was 
found to be superior to all the other methods.\ the per
centage of success obtained in others except Tongue graft 
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being exceedingly small. The Crown graft when it suc
ceeds is an admirable method of renewing old trees 
and the side-graft has also been found to be quite as 
good. Of the two methods the side-graft is the better as 
the top of the tree is not sacrificed. Crown grafted trees 
make vigorous growths arid. fruit in about 5 years though 
flowering may be induced earlier. 

(e) This method has so far been found to be un~ 
satisfactory for want of a greater percentage of success. 
At present we cannot recommend this method until 
a greater percentage of success is assured. 

(f) This has been supposed to be an uncertain 
means of propagation as desirable varieties cannot be 
maintained true to parental types. But no statistical 
statements are forthcoming. To test the truth or 
otherwise of this supposition, seeds of known varieties 
have been planted. These are now 4 to 5 year old 
plants. 

Besides, the Indian Mangoes have been said to be 
monoembryonic as they produce only one seedling. Some 
of the foreign mangoes especially those of Philippines are 
said to be polyembryonic producing more than one seed
ling. all of wbich except one that is of a heterozygotic char~ 
acter form plants true to the original types. Su~h varieties as 
Carabao and Pico which are said to be polyembryonic have 
been intr~duced at the Ganeshkhind Botanical Garden, 
and have produced two--year-old seedlings. The study of 
this is continued and the results are awaited with interest. 

n.-The best method 0/ raising stock plants for the pur
pose of gra/ting.-The method of putting seeds directly 
in pots and growing them there taking care to transfer them 
to bigger pots from time to time. has been found to be bet

I ter than the method of raising them in the ground and then 
transplanting them into pots. as by such transplantation 
the mango seedlings suffer badly. 
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IH.-Gra/ting the mango on stocks other than the mango. 
-Trials of grafting were done on the following plants 
of the same natural order. 

1. Semecarpus anacardium. 
3. Spondias mangifera. 

All trials met wi th failure. 

2. Holigama Grahamii. 
4. Spc.ndiu acuminate. 

IV.-Study 0/ the position 0/ th~ inflorescenceo~ different 
vegetative growths with a view to facilitate pruning.-The 
following are a few of the salient facts :-

1. There is no fixilyl in the place of appearance 
of the inflorescence. It is found on growths of all 
seasons, viz. rainy~season, cold weather and hot weather, 
there being generally three growths per annum. 

2. A large number of inflorescences appeared on 
hot weather or on rainy~season growths of different 
ages. 

3. The same branch sometimes produced in .. 
florescences for two successive years, without the inter
vention of vegetative growth. 

4. Sometimes veget~tive growths during January 
and February appeared and inflorescences were also 
found on these. . 

5. In the majority of cases, the inflorescence was 
terminal but axillary ones were not uncommon. 

Since the inflorescences fluctu~te so much with regard 
to their positions on partieular growths, there is no guide 
for the adoption of pruning methods. Hence, pruning the 
Mango for flower production cannot be recommended. 

V.-The bearing 0/ the roango out 0/ season.-Trials 
made were :--

(a) By taking grafts of those trees that were repu .. 
ted to bear out of sGason and planting them. 
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(b) By exposing the roots of plants and giving 
them a resting period as is done in the case of citrus 
and figs. 

(e) By the adoption of different pruning melthods. 
Results obtained :-(a) The plants have not as yet come 

to bearing and hence nothing definite can at present be 
said. 

(b) The mango, unlike figs and citrus, is an evergreen 
tree and "did not lend itself to this treatment. 

(e) The various prunings resulted in the production 
of a large number of vegetative growths and, where inflore~ 
scences were produced, they were found to be small and 
weakly. 

VI.-The eross~pollination 0/ the mango.-Experiments re~ 
garding this were carried on from 1911 to 1914 but only three 
fruits were obtained "in 1914. the attempts at getting fruits 
in other years having failed. This is not to be wondered 
at, considering the few flowers that set in the ordinary way 
of fertilisation and the lavish pruning of these that naturally 
takes place. 

VIJ.-The study of the Morphology, Anatomy and 
Physiology of the mango inflorescence, normal and abnor~ 
mal, has been done and has formed part of separate papers. 

VII I.-The study of all insects of the mango has been 
done with a view to find out their life~histories and the 
methods of controlling them. Insecticides against" Jassids 
and fruit flies have not met with very encouraging r6sults. 

IX.-Experiments in the packing of mango fruits ~nd 
gr~fted plants for despatch to places in India and outside 
were done. Grafted plants were successfully sent to Egypt 
and to the United States of America. The desiderata for 
good packing are as follows:-

1. The plants should be small and hardy with 
dormant terminal' buds. 
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2. They should be free from diseased or weakly 
branches. 

3. Watering should be arranged for en route. 
The packing of mango fruits to foreign countries did 

not meet with success and it appears that until cold 
storage is provided for mangoes on the Europe-bound stea
mers. the fruits will not arrive in good condition •. 

X.-The canning 0/ the mango.-Experiments on this 
were tried for two years with an American apparatus and the 
canned juice of some varieties kept well. More trials are. 
however. needed before the ex~eriment can be concluded. 

Besides the above. several minor experiments regard
ing salt-manuring. the manuring of mango seedlings. the 
renovation of neglected plantations. the comparison of du K 
and undug plots. the packing of mango scions. the trans .. 
plantation of mango seedlings. the ripeness of mango 
fruits etc., were conducted. the details of which will be 
found in Bulletn 103 of 1920. "The Book of Mango." 
Bombay Department of Agriculture. 

Pomegranates. 
Seven varieties of this crop were under trial from the 

year 1905. Three of these were local. two from Sangamner 
and two foreign (Kabul and Muscat). All were grown from 
seeds of specially'selected fruits. The foreign varieties made 
poor and stunted growths and failed to bear fruit even after 
eight years' growth. Grafts of Kabul variety on local 
stocks also failed to fruit even after seven years' growth. The 
following trials were conducted for nearly four years :-

J. The comparison of different methods of ir
rigation. viz., Basin. Trench and Ring systems. 

2. Remedial measures against the insect borer 
(Virachola isocrates) locally called • Sursa • • 

3. Comparison of grassed and cultivated linea 
of fruit trees. 
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Results.-The tren~h system of Irngation proved to 
be unsatisfactory as the trees began to show signs of drought. 
reacting on the yield. which was consequently very low. 
The ring method showed the advantages of economy in the 
amount of water given and the avoidance of any rot of the 
stem at the collar. 

2. Attempts were made ,to prevent insect attack, by 
bagging the fruits immediately after fertilisation. Paper bags 
proved most unsatisfactory as they tore badly. Even paper 
bags soaked in paraffin wax were not found to be of much 
use as water entered the bags along the fruit stalk aDd caused 
rotting of the fruits. Cloth bags were effective and the cost 
came to 4 pies each. If carefully used, each bag served 
for two years. Comparison was made with crude oil emul
sion versus tobacco water. This resulted in favour of the 
crude oil emulsion. 

3. In this experiment the weeds as they grew were 
cut and kepf as a mulch 3 to 4 times during the year. 
The difference between the two plots was not appreciable. 

Bananas. 

Experiments were started on the following lines;-
1. To observe the morphology of the inflores

cences and flowers in Musa sapientum and Musa superba 
(wild plantain). 

2. To study the phenomena of pollination and 
fertilisation in these species. 

3. To study the seed production of Musa superba 
and the non-production :)f seed in Musa sapientum, 
Resdts.-l. The ovary of Musa superba ·did not swell 

without pollination but that of Musa sapientum d~d. 
Z. The stigma of Musa sapientum flower did not respond 

to the pollen of either Musa sapientum or Musa superba. 
No particular stage was observed at which the stigma. ;Wf',S 

,. 22-3 
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specially ready to receive the pollen. J t remained sticky 
right from the bud condition of the flower to the end. 

Manurial Experiments:-One-half of the plot received 80 
lbs. of poudrette per plant and the other half 40 lbs. in 
addition to the following artificial manures. 

Ammonium Sulphate ! lb. plus Potassium Sulphate 
7/10 lb. plus Superphosphate 4/5 lb. = 2 lbs •. 

The total amount of 2 lbs. was applied in two dressings 
at an interval of two months. The results have been in favour 
of the artificially manured plot. 

Varieties.-In order to ascertain the suitability of the 
varietie .. for the Deccan tract. 57 varieties were planted in the 
rains of 1917. Of these. Safet-Velchi. Yalakki. Sahasraphali. 
Mitla. Sugandha. Mysore-bali. Nendra-bali. Parat·bali, 
Kare-bali and Son-kel have sweet. deliciou~ fruits. 

T utta-bali and Cheena-bali have given the biggest 
fruits, the former weighing 11 ozs. and the latter 8 ozs 
T undoc and Patta .. Madaranga-bali ha.ve borne long fruits, 
the former being 9" and the latter 8" long. 

The varieties Son-kel and Walha Rajeli were cultivated 
on a large scale and the following are the results arrived at:-

Son-kel,-I. The average yield per sucker has been 
164 fruits. 

2. The yielcl in the first sucker generation. is more by an 
average of 59 fruits than that of the mother plant and in the 
second generation there is a further average increase of 23. 

Rajeli.-3. The average yield per sucker has been 
79 fruits. 

Experiments with sun-drying of fruit of various varieties 
were conducted from 1918 and it has been shown that nearly 
every variety can be dried and the common belief'S that the 
Rajeli is the only variety that can be so dried and that Agashi 
;$ the onl)' place where ~h~ clrfing can pe done have beep 
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proved erroneous. A simple insect-proof apparatus has been 
dev;sed to secure a clean product. Fruit dried in tbis, has 
actually kept well for about a year. The experiments have 
been continued especially with a view to secure uniformity 
of colour and quality of the product. 

Grapes. 

Experiments on thls were carried on from the year 1908, 
on diseases; varieties, training systems and various aspect; 
of culture, etc. The following results were obtained:-

1. It has been proved that grape vines can be 
successfully and profitably cultivated in Poona conditions. 

2. An· improvement of grape vine beds has been 
made. The Nasik cultivator's method is to have 
at the foot of each vine a trough 12" deep. This trough 
is filled with water at each irrigation. We now make 
rings at seme distance from the plan.t and give water 
more or less at surface level. 

3. We economise water and thus r~duce moisture 
in the atmo:.phere of the vine-yard and so indirectly 
help in avoidance of conditions suitable for mildew. 

4. The quantity of water required by grape vine 
plants in the fruiting season is about 300,000 gallons 
per acre under our conditions of planting. 

5. It has been found that the large cuttings or 
stumps of Pangara (Erythrina indica) if planted at the 
outset along with young vines retard the growth of the 
latter. The young vines refuse to shoot upwards but 
remain stunted while the cuttings of Pangara strike 
root and grow. Therefore, it is a great advantage to drive 
in the ground near vine soon after planting the latter, 
slender stakes of wood for the vines to catch hold of I 
lQ he replaced later with thick stumps. 
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6. The" Bucko II hand cultivator has been used 
for stirring the beds with great success. 

7. Training.-Training on the single·stalce system 
is more economical than training over.head or on die 
four.stake system in places where field conditions 
prevail. 

8. Training on the umbrella system has given 
a yield of 40 lbs. of grapes per tree (one plant yielding 
661bs. in the year 1919) while one vine trained on the 
single stake has given a maximum of 19 Ibs. of grapes 
per tree-both trees of the\ same age. 

I 

9. It has been demonstrated in Poona that one 
grape vine. nine years old. trained on the extensive 
system on an over.head bower co, ering an area of 
about 350 square feet. has yielded 800 bunches of a total 
weight of about 250 lbs. 

10. Diseases.-Powdery mildew (Oidium) can be 
successfully combated by 4 to; sprayings in the year 
with Bordeaux mixture. Three of these sprayings 
should be with normal mixture and two sprayings with 
half strength. Soft soap is used as an adhesive. 

11. The spraying of one acre of vines costs Rs: 
22.8·0 and it saves Rs. 200 to Rs. 250 per acre which 
would otherw~se be lost owing to the disease~ 

12. If the last spraying with Bordeaux mixture of 
half strength is done in good time before the actual 
harvesting of the bunches. no stainlt or only a few 
faint ones are left on the berries. If the stains are found 
objectionable. they are easily removed by Just dipping 
the bunches and stirring them in water. 

13. There is no danger from poisoning. The 
worst stained bunches contain.ecl an average of '007 
grammes of copper in a bunch weighing 152'2 grammes. 
This means that in order to absorb 0'5 grammes 
of copper which is the maximum amQunt that may 



with safety be absorbed daily, the consumer would 
have to eat 25 lbs. of grapes. Thus the excess of grapes 
would trouble him earlier than any possible copper 
poisoning. The most economically and carefully sprayed 
bunches of grapes contained 0014 per cent. of copper or 
a minute trace. Considering this quantity as a basis, 
one must eat 75 lbs. of grapes before even the slightest 
symptoms of copper poisoning becomes perceptible. 

1.4. The possibility of any permanent staining 
of the berries is removed by spraying once or twice 
with the mixture known as Ammonium Copper. Carbo
nate mixture. 

15. Potassium Sulphide as a remedy against the 
disease has not been of any use. 

16. The variety Neelam has been found to. be 
mildew-resistant but the quality of the fruit is very 
inferior. An attempt to cross it with Bhokri. (local 
variety with good yield but liable to the attack of mildew) 
as a male parent, was done in December 1918 and one 
successful hybrid has been obtained. 

17. Varieties.-The varieties. Kandhari and Black 
Prince have been found to be good yielders with fruit 
superior in quality to those of Bhokri. 

18. Though the F akadi variety is a shy bearer. 
its yield can be improved by over-head system of training. 

19. Kali-Sahebi. Pandhari-Sahebi and Italian 
varieties have entirely failed to give any yield. 

20. None of the foreign varieties introduced from 
France and America have given any pro~ising results 
so far. 

21. Propagandist work.-The remedy against 
mildew has been very successfully demonst~ated in 
tracts (Nasik and Ahmednagar) where grapes are culti
vated by agricultl,lrists. The demonstrations have been 
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so effective that practically all the cultivators in Nasik. 
have taken up the spraying and do it at their own cost 
as one of the regular routine operations in connection 
with grape vine cultivation. 

22. Sprayers were unknown in the grape growing 
tracts in 1909. Now almost every cultivator has provided 
himself with one .. Prize bucket sprayer ., costing 
Rs. 16 and a few have bought Knapsack sprayers and 
Auto-sprayers costing Rs. 60 and Rs. 75. respectively. 

Papaya. 
I 

Experiments on this conducted since 1909. ,have 
indicated the following facts :-

1. The papaya can set fruit without the stimu
lus of pollen. 

2. The seed takes a long time to germinate if 
sown in the hot or the cold weather and tI.e percent
age of germination is also poor. Seeds sown in the 
rains germinate quickly with an assured high percent .. 
age of germination. 

3. The Ceylon, Washington and Cujrat pap .. 
ayas have been found to be superior to the local ones, 
being luscious in taste. The Washington papayas, 
morever, la~t fbr a day or two longer than the local ones. 

4. Thinning the fruits increases their size and 
prevents crushing of fruits. though it may not pay in 
every case. 

5. The artificial branching of the papaya by cut .. 
ting of the top, result~ in low stocky trees and increased 
number of fruits. 

6. Crossings of papaya plants showing different 
types of flowers were done with a view to produce a race 
of papaya with a large proportion of female plants. 
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7. Seeds from fruits of plants having andromo.
nrecious~hermaphrodite flowers ,generally produce a 
larger number of bearing plants. 

8. Propagation by cuttings has been successful. 
the percentage of succe.;s being about 80. Success 
depends. however. on the age of the parent branch from 
which the cutting:> are taken and also on the composi
tion of the !.oil which should consist of river soil and 
fine 'sand in equal proportion. This method of pro~ 
pagation eliminates the question of sex entirely. 

9. Old and effete papaya trees can be rejuve
nated for a year or two more by cutting off the tops and 
inducing the formation of new branches below the cut 
portion. 

10. The papaya plant i:. extremely variable with 
regard to its sexual characteristics. Besides the plants 
being purely dioeciotls and monosecious. intermediate 
forms are also met with. 

The male plants after producing staminate flowers also 
,produce hermaphrodite flowers in some cases which later 
on are succeeded by pistillate flowers that form smallf ruits. 
Sometimes the male plants produce hermaphrodite and 
pistillate flowers abruptly and unexpectedly. 

TIle monoecious type of plant produces fruit in every 
Case and has two kinds of flowers. the first staminate and 
the second perfect. In the axil of each leaf there is usually 
a single staminate flower and later 'on a cluster of flowers 
about 1! to 2 inches in length which contains at lea!.t one 
perfect flower and one or more staminate flowers. The 
perfect flower is quite different in shape from the pistillate 
flowers of the dioeciou .. type. Its ovary is much' more 
elongated. being almost cylindrical; the stamens are usually 
placed on the inner walls of the petals about midway down 
with the ~lDother surrounding the lobes of the stigma. TIle 
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fruit of this type differs from that of the dioecious type in 
the same way as the ovary and is often called the long papaya. 

Guava. 
Experiments conducted on this crop since 1909, han 

elicited the following facts :-
1. It is the belief amongst cultivators that the 

guava plant if layered for &\.veral successive generations 
will show reduction of the number of seeds in the fruits •. 
This was put to the test and after 8 year's trials in which 
three layer-generations were tested, it was shown that 
the number of seeds could not be reduced by this 
method. 

2. The guavas, as a rule, bear flowers in June or 
July. This flowering is known as the Mrig Bahar flower
ing. The plants were treated for the Hasta and Ambe Bahar 
flowerings, by exposing the roots in October and January. 
respectively. The fruits of the former Bahar were 
found to ripen in the hot weather and were sweet 
hut are likely to drop down if there be scarcity of water 
in the wells; while plants of the latter Bahar yield a 
small number of fruits. In both cases, the fruits were 
small in weight and this could be explained as follows :-

The guava has a tendency to bear fruits thoughout 
the year if water is available: so the energy is not con
centrated in ~ny one fruiting season but is distributed. 

3. Pruning of guavas for giving shapc:ly plants 
and improving quality and Quantity of fruit was tried 
from 1916. The results of four years indicate the 
following :-

(a) Pruned plants flolier one month earlier 
than unpruned plants and I>et fruits abundantly. 

(b) Pruning if practised when the r-Iant is 
small. produces more vigorous and better shaped 
plants which are easier to harvest. 



(e) Pruning should be done in the months 
of May or J~ne (if the rainfall of the tract is late) 
just 'behind the fruiting part of each branch. 
4. Grafted guava plants have so far shown no 

advantage over plants raised from seed, except that 
they are more shapely and bushy in the habit of growth. 

5. An effective spray for the 'Mahwa' (Aphis) 
on ~ava plants has been ~ mixture of tcbacco, soft 
soap and water in the following proportion:-

T b' 2 lb {Suak the tobacco in 2 gallons of cold water 
SOft acco 1 ~. .. for 24 hours or boil for half an hour. 

o soap plr.t.. Dis30lve the soap in the mixtwe. 

One part of this mixture and seven parts of water should 
be mixed and this diluted solution applied as a spray. 

6. Of the different varieties of guavas tried, viz., 
Kothrud, Dharwar, Miraj, Limb, Nasik, Dholka, Sindh~ 
Hyderabad, Allahabad and Lucknow. Sindh-Hyder~ 
abad has proved to be the best with regard to taste and 
less quantity of seeds. The seeds are, moreover, soft. 
Out of the guava varieties introduced from Saharanpur, 
the red-fleshed variety grows very well and bears fruits 
freely but the frpits are not in any way superior to 
local varieties. 

Figs. 

1. The plants in calcareous soils are better than thase 
on medium black soils. The poor soils are more suitable 
for figs than rich black soil. High yield combined with 
early maturity is obtained in limy soils. 

2. The pruning of figs to hasten early fruiting carried 
on for three years was fairly successful and ripe fruits became 
available from the month of December, but the' cloudy 
weather. that usually occurs in January, acted as a deter~ 
rent for the continuation of the experiment, l>ince a great 
number of fruits drop down at this time. 

A 22-4 
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3, The foreign varieties of figs failed on account of 
the dropping of their smp.ll undeveloped fruits due to want 
of caprification. 

Citrus. 

1. Stock and Scion experiment.-In order to ascertain 
the influence of stock cn the scion, buds of all ci~rus types 
were inserted on Jamburi '(Citrus medica var), Maha]ung 
(Citrus medica proper), Orange (Citrus aurantium) and 
Reshmi orange (Citrus aurantium) stocks and the following 
are the' results obtained :-

(a) Maha]ung stock seemed to prefer hardier trees 
such as Pome]o, Mosambi. Sakharlimbu, lamburi and 
also Ma]ta orange having thick and broad bark from 
large round stems, as scions; Nagpur and Poona 
Oranges, as also Ladoo and Kawla, were found to grow 
indifferently on this stock. 

(b) If Mahalung preferred some particular scions 
to others, tht> Jamburi stock welcomed all. The trees 
on Jamburi stock were found to be decidedly 
superior both in height and appearance to those on 
other stocks. This superiority of the Jamburi stock was 
to some extent due to its thicker and more elastic bark 
which is easily separable from the wood below when 
the sap i& Rowing. Besides, the bark of lamburi stock 
is "ery mucil~ginous and this keeps the scion bud fre"h 
and green for a long time. The bark of Maha]ung and 
oranges is thin and does not separate as easily as that 
of lamburi from the inside wood. 

(c) The' orange stock, when pinched above the bud~ 
ded portion for forcing the buds to grow, often dries 
up and turns black instead of sending off new shoots. 
The sa~Rowing condition does not last long and the 
stock does not become fit for budding purposes until 
it is r thick. 
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(d) Pomelo scions on Mahalung stock have given 
an average of 15 fruits per tree in their fourth year from 
budding. 

2. Forcin.g f/olJ)ers.--In order'to increase the amount 
of flowering and consequent fruiting, attempts were made 
on the following lines :-

(a) Pruning. (b) Bending. (e) Twisting. (d) Ringing. 

The following are I>ome of the salient facts obtained :

All the trees pruned heavily or moderately, put out 
shoots almost with double vigour. 

New sh90ts came up on the arch formed by bend
ing but did not result in flower production. 

T wil>ting of the branches was found to check new 
grcwth but did not result in the formation of fruit 
buds. 

Ringed branches had their parts above the ring 
killed and presented a yellow head with a green body. 
Buds below the ring were stimulated at the expense of 
the growing shoots. 

3. Nagpur oranges were found not to thrive well on 
I,eavy and clayey soils. 

4. Budded plants of Kagdi-limbu have been found to 
be superior to those raised from seed but owing to thorns 
in the axils of the leaves the budding operation has 
been found to be difficult and the percentage of success 
also has not ranged beyond forty. 

5. During the river floods of 1912, many of the citrus 
plants were submerged in water. Of these. the Mahalung 
plants were very greatly affected. Leaves on the parts that 
had been submerged withered and dropped. The' twigs 
bearing such leaves also succumbed in some cases. 

6. A large number of citrus crosses were made in Janu
ary and February of 1912 and 1914. The ovaries swelled 



till they reached the size of small pebbles but afterwards 
dropped down. 

7 The Navel Oranges introduced from Saharanpur 
have not been found to oe superior to the Mosambis here. 

8. The Jamaica Orange plants were tried here from 
February 1905. These are vigorous growing. plants and 
their fruits were found to fetch a good price in the Bombay 
market. 

Other F mils. 
~ 
I 

Apples and Pears have not been found to. ripen their 
fruits here, though the plants put forth profuse foliage witl. 
flowers and small fruits developing. 

The Litchi plant was tried here from 1909. These 
plants had been obtained originally from Behar. The one 
single plant which is now growing well has not yet fruited 
though it was planted in the ground in the rains of 1911. 
The plant requires an artificial shade during the summer 
as otherwise the leaves get scorched. 

Amongllt the species of Anonas tried. Anona cherimol:a. 
a native of South America and the West Indies. here named 
.. Hanuman-Phal, " and introduced from Philippine Islands. 
has proved a hardy plant yielding fruits more delicious and 
lasting than its relatives the Custard apple (Anona aoquamosa) 
and Bullock's heart (Anona reticulata.) 

The Phalsa (Crewia asiatica) plants have given good 
fruits but the fruits have little market value in the Deccan. 

Loquat plants (Eryobotrya japoniaa). though doing well. 
have no local mar ket value. 

Strawberry cultivation was tried only once. in the yea r 
1918, on a small scale. and fair quality of fruit was obtained 
indicating the possibilities of its cultivation near POODiJ. 
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Miscellaneous. 

Oporio onio~s.-Trials of these have been made since 
1910. Both seed and bulbs were obtained from Mr. ''IJ. s. 
Millard, Bombay. The trials gave the following conclu
sions :-

(a) Hot weather sowing was adverse to satisfac
tory germination. 

(b) Seedlings raised from hot weather sowings gave 
long stem-like bulbs. 

(c) Imported bulbs planted in January in very good 
soil • bolted ' and produced long leafy shoots and stem
like bulbs with no neck. 

(d) Bulbs raised from seed introduced in January 
and planted in November alsq produced long stem-like 
shoots. -

(e) Attempts to get seeds at the right time always 
failed, as the seeds arrived too late for sowing purposes. 

(I) The onions deteriorated very soon and did not 
attain the size of their parents except in very few cases. 

(g) The object for which the seed was tried, viz., to 
obtain a large onion. similar to the Portuguese onion. 
was not attained. 

Hedge plants.-A large number of hedge plants were 
tried since 1909. both under irrigation and also as dry 
hedges. The following is a brief summary of the results 
obtained :-

The log-wood (Hrematoxylon campechianum) has 
been found to be one of the best hedges in forming a dense 
and impenetrable mass below. if kept pruned. a~d can 
thrive well without irrigation. It is easily propagated 
by~seeds and has thorns. It seems well suit~d to 
Deccan tracts. 
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Acacia farnesiana or II Deo Babul It is another good 
hedge suited to dry localities but does not form such an 
impenetrable mass at the base as the log-wood. 

Inga dulcis, though possessing thorns. does not 
form a dense mass below. It remains always green if 
watered. 

Lantana camara is not of any use as an impene
trable hedge, as it is deciduous and becomes bare of 
leaves at the lower portion. 

Cresalpinia sepiaria, though a quick grower, doe. not 
get dense below. 

Duranta plumerii, remains green and under irriga
tion forms a thick mass below provided it is kept pruned. 
Its only defect lies in its not possessing any thorns. 

Dodomea viscosa. is a good ornamental hedge hut 
suffers very badly if inundated and should be planted away 
from the region of flooding or wherewater does not stagnate. 

Crotons.-An experiment done in 1912, to intensify 
the colour of crotons, has shown that a weekly dose of 
one oz. of common salt to about three-year old plant and 
continued for 18 weeks produced vigorous plants and 
brilliant coloured leaves. 

Sprayers.-Amongst the different sprayers used. the 
Simplex. Barrel Sprayer mounted on two-wheeled cart 
has been found to be useful in spraying big trees such 
as mangoes. as. the spray can reach a height- of about 
30 feet. The Auto~sprayer of 4~gallon capacity has been 
efficacious in spraying small sized plants as it effects 
economy besides being handy. 

Miscellaneous.-The following are some items of 
interest in the garden :-

1. The Cork tree avenue (Photo 3). This presents 
a beautiful aspect, especially when the edge plants known 
fiS spider lilies (Pancretium littorale) are in flower. 



3. THE CORK TREE. (Millingtonia hortensis). 

A.venue with Spider-lilies bordering the rOM. 



4. THE TRAVELLERS' TREE. 

Raven!:l.lla Mad:igasoariensis. 



5. THE TALIPOT PALM 

Corypha T]mbraculifera. 

.- -
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2. The Traveller's tree (Ravenela madagascar~ 
ensis (Photo 4). A remarkably graceful looking tree 
of Madagascar and planted about 15 years back. The 
name .. Traveller's tree" is on account of the capa~ 
city of the tree for storing up water in the receptacles 
formed by the sheathing bases of the leaf stalks, being 
thus supposed to be of service to travellers in desert. 
It seeds freely here. 

3. T ali pot palm (Corypha umbraculifera) (Photo 
5). This tree planted about thirty years bac.k has now 
finished its life~time as it has flowered. It is said that 
Indians used the leaves of this plant for writing on. 



Introduced plants. 
The following is a brief summary of some of the plants introduced for economic or ornamental 

value:--

Name. /source and date of introduction·1 Purpose for which introduced. r 

Acacia Honstonii (Legu./ Victoria Gardens. Bombay.1 Ornamental plant 
minoseae. Mimoseae). October 17th. 1905. 

Condition and remarks. 

Has proved to be an elegant Rower
ing plant with red bunches 
of long bright scarlet stamens; 
easily propagated by layers. 

Allium sativum. bulbiferum'l Washington Bureau of Plant A variety bearing bulbilsl Bulbils were formed in place of 
(Liliaceaeo). Industry. March 10th, in place of Rowers. . I Rowers. 

1913. 
Amherstia nobilis 

minoseae}. 
(Legu-I Royal Botanic Gardens. Ornamental plant 

Ananasa sativa (Mauritius 
variety) CBromeliaceae). 

Sibpur. 1905. 
Trivendrum. June 

1914. 
l8th'l Fruit plant 

No Rowers have yet been 
produced. 

Fruit collected on 25th June 
1916 : small fruit weighing 
4 oz. excluding the crown; 
flavour .very good and sweet 
without irritating senqation 
found in the local variety; 
central core not woody u in 
the local sort: \\orth introduc
ing in th~ Konkan. 

~ 
N 



Anona . paluslris 
.. naceae.) 
~ 

(Ano-I Lal-Bag, Bangalore. Aug-I Fruit plant 
ust 30th. 1910. 

Not yet flowered; plants in vlgo~ 
rous condition. 

l.Aittidesma Bunius 
phorbiaceae). 

. (Eu-! Philippine Islands. Nov-l The Director of Agriculture, I Not yet fruited; plant found also 
ember 2~th, 1911., Manila, say& .. AI wild in the Bombay Presidency. 

small handsome tree, dio-

Brownea Ariza 
(Leguminoseae). 

ecious. with simple. darkl 
green leathery leaves. 
The fruit is small. darkl 

red. sweet. subacid in fla-
vour and produced in long 
"acemes like the currant 
and may be eaten raw 
or made into jcIly." 

hybridal Royal Botanic Gardens.! Ornamental plant 
Sibpur. March 7th. 1905. 

Cle~alpinia ferrea (legu-I Royal Botanic Gardens.! Ornamental plant 
minoseae)., Sibpur. March 7th, 1905. 

Plant requlOng shade; looks 
beautiful when in new growth on 
account of' its mottled and 
drooping €.reen foli~e; not 
yet flowered; has been pro
pagated by layers. 

The plant has progressed well 
and looks graceful with long 
sweeping branches and yellow 
flowers. It is now about 20 
feet high. 

~ 



Name. Source and date of introduction.1 Purpose for which introduced. Condition and remarks. 

CU:I mis mellllliffrus. • hor-I Kew. Royal Botanic Card-I Ornamental plant 
ned cucumber' (cucur- ene • 16th November 1913. 
bitaceae.) 

.. , Fruited in July 1914; the fruit 
is arml'd with conical rather 
hard spines 3/8" to half inches 
long, not fdible as it is extreme 
Iy bitter; . requires the same 
conditions as its ally the cu 
cumber. 

Cyperus tegetum (mati Dacca. November 1915 '1 This gives the materilll! Failt>d to grow well hert'. 
grus). Cyperaceae. from which Calcutta 

grass mats are made. 

Drosera indica 
seraceae): 

{Dro-I Badami hills. Septembe~ Insectivorolls plant 
1912. 

Durio Zibethinus. (Mal~ Java: Buitenzorg Card-I Valuable fruit plant 
vaceac). I ens. 9th January 1914. 

I 
•• I Plants remained healthy for two 

I 

months when they were washed 
out by heavy rains. 

.• / Failed to grow even under shade. 

~ 



'funkia 
(Liliaceae) 

grandifloral Alipuc, Ag'ri. Horti. So-\ Omamental plant admir-j Progres.ed well. 
ciety. ably adapted for the lawn, 

shrubbery, bordel, and 
rock WCI k , when grown 
in pots fcnns very effec
tive subject for the green 
house ~r conservatory. 

Guiacllm officinale 
phyllaceae). 

Hibiscus Waimei 
vaceae.). 

(Zygo-\ Royal Botanic Gardens\ Ornamental shrub; it also Flvwered in March 1913, with 
Sibpur. 7th March 1905. yields a fragrant re.i.l blue flowers; it stands drought 

commonly called Gum well and is a good ornamental 
Guiacum which is used plan t in the Deccan tracts. 
medicinally. 

(MaI.j Kew. Royal Botanic Gard-I Ornamental plant 
ens. IOth.April 1915. 

Leaves leathery and t"ugh; How
ered in June 1916, but does not 
set fruit unless artificially 
pollinated. 

Hybrid Hibiscus (Mal~ Hawaii. 
vaceae). 

To see if any 'blue flowersl Is a hardy ornamental plant 
appear. with no blue flowers. 

Khaya Senegalensis. (Big-I Sibpur, Royal BotaniclAfrican Mahogany, a Plantl Has grown very vigorously and 
rioniaceae): Gardens. 7th March known to be of much is a very quick glower with 

1905. commercial value. an erect stem. 

~ 



Name. jSou;C~:d ~ate of introdu::on./ Purpose for which introduced. Condition and remarks. 

Kokia rockii (Malvaceae) .1 Wa~hington. Agriculturall A plant closely allied tol Failed to grow . 
. Explorer in charge. 18th cotton. 

Crape.fruit 
(Rutaceae). 

May, 1915. 

Orange\ Seeds sent by Mr. G. M.! For fluit.; 
Woodrow in February 
1905. 

ipomoea batatas (vineless\ Bureau of Plant IndustlY.l For its vineless nature 
sweet potato) (Con. 10th March 1913. 
volvulaceae). 

Plants growing well. juice scanty 
and vesicles leathery. The 
fruit has all the appearance of 
a pomelo but with a small 
size: taste like pomelo but 
without its bitter quality, 
extremely seedy . 

• • I Vines of 18" long were 61 st form
ed on 11th June 1914. The 
plants remained in good condi
tion for four years: 

Mangifera verticiHatai Philippine Islandoi. 
(Anacardiaceae.). I October 1912. 

7thl The Director of Agricul-\ Seedlings grew well for three 
lure Manila. described months but afterwards withered. 

\J.) 
~ 



the fruit as follows:
The fruit is considerably 
larger than the mango pyri 
form, yellowish-green 
and smooth; the flesh is 
white and partakes of the 
flavour of the peach and 
apricot. It promises to 
become a valuable ad
dition to our tropical 
fruits. 

Momordica Cochin-chincn-I Philippine Islands. 29thl Ornamental plant. 
sis (Cucurbitaceae). November 1912. attractive climber. 

Ani Plant grew vigorously and bore 
fruits in May 1916. The 
fruits were oblong, little larger 
than an orange, having short 
orange-coloured spines. 

Parkia Timoriana 
minoseae). 

(Legu-I Director of Agriculturel A large soft-wooded road-I Plant thriving well; not yet 
Manila. (P. I.) 29th side ornamental tree. flowered. 
November 1912. The pods ale also said to 

be relished by cattle and 
seeds roasted and used 
as a substitute for coffee 
by the Philippinoes. 

~ ..... 



Name. --l~ource an; date of intr~~uction·l- Purpose for which introduced. Condition and remarks. 

Uvaria purpurea 
naceae). 

(Ano-I Philippine Islands. 
October 1912. 

Voandezia subtenanea,I Java 
called Bambara ground 
nut or Angola bean. 
CLeguminoseae.) 

24thl A shrubby climber. with/ Progressing well but not flowered. 
bright red kidney shaped 
fruits having edible sub-i 
acid flesh. The fruit-
ing is also said to be al 
good ornamental subject. 

.. , High nutritive value To be used as peas in fresh condi
tion. fruit formed close to the 
ground but not in the soil: ~ 
seeds have ready market in 
Bombay: is a native of Tropical 
Africa. 
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Wild Fodder Grasses. 

A study of these was undertaken in 1911. An attempt 
was fir~t made to collect all the seeds of the wild grasses 
and regular experiment was started from 1912. Thirty~four 
wild fodder plants were in all tried and the following are 
some of the facts elucidated. 

I. The following 12 grasses have been found tl) be 
perennial.:--

Andrvpogon annulatus. 
cancosus. 
foveolatu~. 
Monticola. 

.. pertu::.us. 
Ischaemum laxum. 

aristatum. 

Iseilema Wightii. 
.. laxum. 

Chloris barbata. ~ 
Cenchrus biflorus. 
Pennisetum cenchroides. 

2. The following have been found to resist drought :-. 

Cenchrus biflorus. Andre.pogon calic ... sus. 
Pennisetum cenchroides. .. Monticola. 
Ischaemum laxum. Chloris barhata. 

3. The following are some of the best grasse~ suited 
fC'r hay making:-

Andropogcn annulatus. 
cancosus. 

Ischaemum laxum. .. aristatum. 
sulcatum. 

4. The following grasses yield more than 8,000 Ibs. 
green weight per acre :-

Andropogon annulatus. .. cancosus . 
Apluda varia. 
Anthistiria ciliata. 

S. Grasses that yield abC've 4,000 lbs. rer acre (green 
weight):-

Ischaemum laxum. 
.. sulcatum. 

Iseilema Wightii. 

" 
laxum. 

Pennisetum cenchroides. 
Cenchrus bifl,.rus. 
Andropogon Monticola. 
Chloris barbata. 
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6. Grasses that yield bel"w 4,000 Ibs. (green weight):-
Dinebra alabica. 
Eleusine aegyptiaca. 
Chloris \·irgata. 
Paspalum sanguinale. 

Panicum Isachne. 
Tlachys macronata. 
Andropogon pumilis. 

7. Grasses found to be excellent for thei. feeding 
value :-

Andropogon annulatus. 
Panicum Lachne. 
Cynodon dactylon. 

8. Grasses suited 
Andropogon annulatus. 

" .. 

to 

canc:..sus. 
Monticola . 
foveolatus. 
pertusus. 
lawsonii. 

Iseilema Wightii. 
AndropogCln ca·rico~u!l. 
Iseilema laxum. 

for grazin£::-
Iseilema Wightii. 
, .. laxum. 
Ischaemum laxum. 
Pennisetum cenchroides. 
Cenchrus bifloru!l. 
Chloris barbata. 

Rema,~s.- All these grasses are perennial and ma~e 
a good grazing area after the first cutting. 

In order to ascertain how far these grasses would improve 
the exhausted lands occupied with spear grass (Andropogon 
contortus) trials were done in Government House Compound, 
Ganeshkhind, from the year 1916, and have led to the follow
ing results :-

, . to improve the waste lands, it is at first neces
sary to burn the existing growth and plough the land. 

2. Spea~ grass (Andropogon contortus) can entirdy 
be eliminated within two years and be replaced by good 
and drought-resisting fodders such as Andropogon carico
sus, Andropogon pertusus and Andropogon monticola 
by cultivation of the land for the first year, reseeding 
and fencing the area. The area should not be used for 
grazing until the grasses are completely established. 
When they are so established a(ter two years, they 
should be cut in normal years in September and the 
grasses then left for seeding. 
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The most importa.nt problem of converting the poor Mal 
land into good pastures and the study of wild leguminous 
plants with a view to improve the fertility of poor soils by 
their nitrogen content. is now engaging our attention and 
work ~n this is in progress. 

Educational. , 
Apart from the utility of the garden as an experimental 

centre, its importance as an educational institution is con
siderable. In this connection it has done much good, as 
the knowledge imparted to many different grades of men 
that come here has been of material use in their after-life. 
The different types of horticultural course conducted here 
are as follows:-

1. ~eneral course: This is one year's course 
for Malis and horticultural students coming from various 
parts of the Presidency and also from places outside 
the Presidency. 

2. Special course: This is for a period of 45 days 
only, with the object of giving special knowledge in 
plant propagation and general gardening to men who 
possess previous knowledge in horticulture. 

3. Advanced course: This is intended for men 
taking the optional course of the degree. curriculum 
and also to men taking the regular course and to 
short-course students of the Poona Agricultural College. 

Besides these. an arboricultural class has been held each 
year since 1915. in the garden for a period of 45 days for the 
benefit of the sub-overseers of the Publie Wor~s Depar;tment. 

The following statement shows the careers entered 
by the horticultur~l students of this garden. No posts are, 
however. promised. It is understood that one year's course 

A 22-6 
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students. after finishing their cours~. should go in for private 
gardening. 

Number. 

5 

6 
2 
2 
3 
2 

Nature 0/ occupation rmJertak.cn. 

. . Superintendents cf different State gardens 
such as Junagar, Jalwaf, Kotah, Rajk"t, etc . 

.. PI ivate gardening. 

.. Bombay Agricultural Department. 

.. Malis at State Cardens~ 

.. Se.vice at private nurserymen's gardens. 

.• Unlnown. 

Recently. the number of student-; that come in for 
one year's course has been increasing, but the want of accom
modation has been the limiting factor in their admission. 

F'or some years, students were being trained in the 
weaving and spinning of eri silk and one of the students 
was awarded a gold medal by the Industrial and Examination 
Committee of Yeola (District Nasik) for his proficiency in 
the art of spinning. 

Besides the above, the garden is taken advantage of 
by the Arts College students for purpose of botanical study. 
A separate Natural Order plot was laid out for this purpose 
since 1910, and representative plants of about 38 natural 
orders have so Iar been planted. The garden also serves 
the purpose of an information bureau on horticultural matters 
to the public and grafted and budded fruit plants, orna
mental and road-side trees, whenever available. are supplied 
to the public. 



Name of the article. 

The red rust on mango. 

The germination of the mango stone. 

List of Publications. 

Perio~ical. or Journals where the 
articles appeared. 

Mango • 

.. r Agricultural CoIl. Mag .• Vo~. I. No.1, 
1909. .. II. No. 41 
1911. 

Name of the writer or 
writers. 

W.Burns. 

S. H. Prayag . 

The inflonscence and flowers of thei 
mango. 

.. .. W. Bums and S. H. P • 
1911. 

The Pairi mango. 

The Alphonse mango. 

Mango culture in Goa. 
Qassification of mango varieties. 

The grafting of mango inflorescence. 

Agr1. J1. of India. Vol. VI. Part I. Jan-I W. Bums. 
uary 1911. 

" " Vol. VIII. Part 11.1 S. H. P. 
April 1913. 

Do. dO"'1 Do. 
..r Agr1. J1. of India. Vol. X. Part IV. Cc- W. B. and S. H. P. 

tober 1913. 
J1. and Proceedings of the Asiatic Soc. of 

Bengal. Vol. XI. No. I. 1915. 
Do. 

The vegetative growth of the mango. . . \ Bomb. Pre. Science Association. 1913 "1 S. H. P. 
The malformation of the mango inflore- Do. Aug. 1911. W. B. 

scence. Paper I. 

~ 



Name of the article. Periodicals or Journals where the 
articles appeared. 

Mango-concld. I 

Name of the writer or 
writers. 

The malformation of the mango inflore-I Bombay Pre. Assocn., 1912 
scence, Paper II. 

I 
•• i W. B. and S. H. P. 

The sale of the mango crop in the 'Bom- Agrl. Coli. Mag., October 1915, Vol.l S. H. P. 
bay Presidency. VI, No.2, p. 97. 

A creeping mango .. Agrl. Coli. Mag., October 1918. ..1 C. B. Patvardhan. 
The treatment of a mango plantation . ~BOmbay Agrl. Dept.leaflet No.1 of 1912. 
Hints on grafting. . . Do. No.4 of 1912'1 
The treatment of wounds and cavities 0 Do. No.4 of 1918. 

old mango trees. I --1 
The Book of the mango. I' Bulletin 103 of 1920 .. W. B. and S. H. P. 

Citrus. 
Cultivation of oranges and allied fruits • '/' Agrl. CoII.·Mag., Vol. V, No: III. Jan-/ W. B. and H. P. Paranjpye 

uary 1914. I 

The cultivation of oranges in Wanvoshi •. 1 Do. • . i H. P. P. 
Jamaica orange. a new citrus fruit in thJ Do. Vol. VII. No. 111]11 

Deccan. .•. I January 1916. ~ C. B. P. 
An intelligent cultivator s CItrus nursery1 00. 00... • 
The experimental renovation of an oran 00. Vol. IV. No. III'IJ 

planatatiori. January 1913. I 
The budding of citrus •. Shetki and Shetkari Vol. III. Nos. 6 & 7~ H. P.P. 

r 



Cultivation of guavas near Poona, Dhar
war and Limbgaon. 

Cultivation of guavas in Cujrat 
Note on guava cultivation in Cujrat 

Variations in the flowers of the Papaya .. 

Observations on the Ceylon Papaya in 
Poona. 

A note on the germination of Papaya seeds 

lnvestigations on Papaya 
Hints on Papaya cultivation 

The first and second year's experiments 
in the treatment of grape vine mildew. 

Third year's experiments in the treatment 
of grape vine mildew. 

Guava. 

Bulletin No. 40, 1911. L. B. Kulkarni 

Do. No. 79,1916 "1 L. B. K. 
Agrl. CoIl. Mag., Vol. VIII, No.2, 1916 L. B; K. 
p.96. 

Papaya. 

Agrl. CoIl. Mag., Vol. VII, No. 2,/ L. B. K . 
. October 1915. 
Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. IV. No. I, Jllly/ L. B. K. 

1912. 
Agrl. Coil. Mag., Vol. IV, No. II. Octo-/ C. D. Mehta and L. B. K. 

ber 1912. 
Agrl. Jl.of India, Vol. IX, October 1914.1 L. B. K. 
Shetki and Shetkari, 1912, Part 10, Do. 

p.225. 

Grapes. 

Bombay Agrl. Dept. Bulletin Nos. 36/ W. B. 
and 45. 

Bom. Agrl. Dept. No. 51. . ./ W. B. and C. B. P. 

...... 
V' 



Name of the article. Periodical or Journals where the 
articles appeared. 

Grapes-concld. 

Name of the writer or 
writers. 

Crape vine pruning in India Agrl. Coil. Mag., Vol. X, No.3, Marchi C. B. P. 
1919. 

Experiments on grape vine Agr!. Coli. Mag., Vol. 
April 1919. 

Packing of grapes in Ahmednagar for 
export to out-stations. 

0' Do. 

The treatment of grape vine mildew •• 1 Dept. Leaflet No.3, 1912. 

Banana,. 

The inflorescence and flowers of thel Indian Science Congress. 
Banana, and its wild relative. 

. ., W. B. and V. C. Mandke and 
P. J. Dhunbhura. 

The drying of Bananas •• , Shetki and Shetkari. Vol. VIII, Nos. 71 P. C. Joshi . 
andS. . 

Do. at Agashi .. Agrl. JI. oflndia. Vol. VI. 1911. 
The cultivation of Banana •. Dept. Leaflet. No.3. 1915. . 

L.B.K. 

The drying of Bananas •• Agr!. JI. of India. Vol. XV. Part II 
Some facts and figures regarding Banana Do. Vol. XV. Part IV 

W. B. and P. C. J. 
W. B. and P. C.Dani. 

cultivation. 



Hints on fig cultivation 

Experimental fig drying at Saswad 

Figs. 

Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. V, No.3, junel L. B. K. 
1914. 

•• , Agrl. jnl. of India, Vol. III, 1913 •. 1 L. B. K. 

Gener~l. 

Treatmerit of the roots of fruit trees .. 1 Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. IV, No.2, Octoberl W. B. 

Fruit survey in some parts of 
Taluka. 

A word of advice to fruit growers 

1912. 
Saswadl Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. VIII, No. 3,1 S. H. P. 

january 1917. 
.. , Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. VII, No. 4,1 L. B. K. 

March 1916. 
'The possibilities of horticulture in West- Agrl. Conference, Poona; September G. B. P. 

em India. 1913.. __ 
Is fruit growing economically sound? .. Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. V, No.4, March W. B. 

Cocoanut cultivation In some 
Goa. 

Rose culture 

1914. 
parts ofl Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. IV, No. I, julyl s. H. P. 

1912 . 
.. , Agri-Horticultural Society Bulletin No.1 G. B. P. 

7, February 1914. 
The,effect of {rost on plants in G. B. G"I Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. II, No.4, 1911 "1 L. B. K. 
Further observations on some drought- Agrl. ColI. Mag., Vol. IV, Nos. 2, Octo- G. B. P. 

resisting plants of the Deccan. ber 1912. 

~ 



·' 
Name of ~article. _____ L Periodical or Journal. where the Name of the writer or 

articles appeared. writers. 

~ 
I Gmeral-concld. 

5 Fruit cultivation and fruit industry I ., Industrial Conference (Karachi) 1913 
i Drugs of Sirsi and Kappat hills .. Bombay Natural History Society 
~ Hand-list of plants. seeds ~d bulbs avail- Bulletin No. 73. 1915 
e able for distribution in the G. B. Gar-
~ d 

~~ ----

L.B.K. 
L. B. K. 
G.B.P 

-4 en. 
Ili F ruitfor jam-making in the Bombay Pre- Agrl. Coli. Mag.. Vol. X. No. I. July I G. B. P. 
9 sidency. 1918. 
j Points regarding the selection of grafts for Agrl. ColI. Mag .• October 1916. Vol. I P. G. J. 
§ planting. III. No •. 2. 
~ Anona Cherirnolia .. Agrl. Coll. Mag .• October 1918 
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'The First question ~hich arises in connexion with forest poljcy 
is: Is the existence of forests necessary or advisable in the interests 
of a country and its inhabitants? Everybody who travels through 
Ii country with his eye!) open must realize how extensively wood is 
used t the peasant's hut cannot be constructed without wood; his 
agricultural and industrial implements are made almost entirely of 
wood; wood is the cheapest form of fuel for cooking his food and 
wood is the material of which his crude furniture is made. Go 
from the peasant's hut to the rich man's house· and wood IS still 
'b'luch in evidence j doors, windows, floors, furniture, carriages, etc., 
show how largely wood is used, and unless tke house is within 
easy reach of a coal-mine wood is the fuel used for cooking and 
he~ting purpose~ . 

• 1t must therefore be admitted that wood is necessary in every 
country and in order that wood may be available at prices within 
the means of the poorer classes it must be grown within.a short 
distance of the towns and villages in which it is to be utilized •. 
The demand for .wood being continuous the supply must be con
tinuous and to insure a continuous supply certain areas must b£ 
set aside for the production of wood afid if these areas are calIed. 
forests we arrive at the axiom that forests are necessary for t11e 
well-being of every country. L 
.' Having laid down the above axiom the next question which 
arises is: what area of forest is necessary in order to meet the 
tequirements of a country? 

Evidently the requirements vary with the density of. population 
-and in any given country the requirements a hungred years ago and 
those a hundred years hence may difIer wLdely from each other and 
from those -of the present day. In a young and undeveloped 
country there is generally too much forest and its <Iest.ruction is 
urged in the interest of the development of the country. B~t ere 
comes a time when the remaining forests no longer suffice meet 
the demands of the country. At what point then should t e des
truction of ' forests for the extension of cultivation cease? It may 
he laid down as a general rule that the destruction d forests should
cease when th~ remaining forest area is just sufficient to meet the 
requirements of the country. This rule is not absolute, for forests 
serve other purposes in addition to the producti9n of wood, but it 
may be taken as representing the minimum forest area required. 

Now, how can this minimum area be determined? In other 
. word!§' what percentage of the area ·of a co~ntry ,should ,be ma~n
ained ~s forest? The demand for wood vanes wlth the populatlon 
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and the popumtion varies according to the means of livelihood of 
the people. A country dependent on agriculture is as a rule more 
thinly populated than an industrial country; in Belgium, before the 
war the population was 658 per square mile; in India it was 158 
and'in Canada it was 2. Belgium is industrial, India is agricul
tural, Canada is largely undeveloped. For an agricultural country 
India is faii'ly densely populated and although the density. of the 
population will undoubtedly increase let us see how much forest is 
required to supply wood to a population of 158 per square mile. 

Statistics of fuel consumption show that an average family of 
five people requires from five to ten pounds of wood fuel daily; 
these statistics were obtained in· towns where rigid economy in 
fuel consumption is necessary and refer only to fuel required for 
cooking purposes. In villages where fuel is easily procurable the 
consumption is undoubtedly greater and both in towns and villages 
a certain quantity of fuel is used for heating purposes during a. 
portion of the year; ten pounds per family per day may therefor.· 
be safely taken as the absolute1 minimum required for domestic 
purposes. This gives an annual demand of 51'5 tons for 158 
people, lfnd it remains to determine what area is required to produce 
an annual crop o~I'S tons of wood. 

The amount of wood which one acre of land can produce 
annually depends on various factors of which it is sufficient to 
mention soil, climate and rainfall. At one end of the scale llre 
the dry deciduous R>rests on very poor soil which produce only 115 
~on per acre per annum and at the other the blue gum plantations 
in the Nilgiris in which the annual growth reaches the enormC1Us 
figure of 10 tons per acre. After tbe blue gum the most productive 
tree is the casuarina which yields 5 tons per acre per annum in 
suitable localities; but for the purpose of obtaining the average 
yield of a normal forest these abnormal figures must be excluded. 
The annual growth of a normal forest in the plains may be said to 
vary from 1/5 to I ton per acre and ~ ton may be taken as the 
average yield. Therefore in order to produce 51'S tons of WQod 
103 acres of forest are required. In other words out of eveTY 
square mile 103 a.cres or 16 per cent must be set aside for the" 
production of fuel for domestic purposes. 

In addition to domestic purposes fuel is needed for a large 
number of purposes, such as brick kilns, sugar boiling, indigo boil
ing, charcoal for blacksmiths and goldsmiths, engines in ginning 
mills, cotton presses, rice mills, etc., and in all village industries in 
which heat is required. . 

Wood in the form of timber is necessary for"l1umerous domestic· 
and agricultural purposes and a large number of industries could 
not exist without it. Its use ranges from match-making to Jihipc· 
building, from toothpicks to derricks, and its conversion from tha 
rough log to the finished article forms the means of livelihood of , 
very large number of poople. 

Minor forest produce.in the form of leaves, roots, bark, gums 
and resins, dyes, fruits and medicines, etc., are in demand for too 
many purposes-domestic, agricultural and industrial--to enume-. 
rate, and although many of these products are yielded ill addition· 
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to the main product of trees-r-wood-some of them .cequire trees or 
plants to be specially growtJ. for their production. 

In some localities forests have to be maintained for purposes 
quite apart from the production of material; the prevention of 
avalanches, preservation of sources of water supply, prevention of 
erosi9n, moderation of floods, and climatic effect are the most 
important" of such purposes. ,-

The total forest area required for the pro~uction of wood, minor 
produce, and for other purposes, varies in different localities; it 
could be determined for any given locality in the same wilY as 
the area required for the production of domestic fuel has been 
determined, provided, that all the factors of the locality were 
known, but instead of working out all the complicated details the 
~Ule,ience of ~uropean countries, in which Fore~try has been 
studied for over two centuries, may be accepted. In France and 
Germany it was laid down some years ago that for a country\to be 
~t its best 25 per cent of its area should be under forests.* The l 

increased pro~uctivity of forests resulting from a long period of 
careful management has caused some experts to reduce this figure 
to 20 per cent'; this reduction however cannot be held to-apply to 
Indiii where the forests have-not nearly reached their maximum of 
productiveness and where the area required for the protection of 
s_ources of water-supply is presumably greater than in the temperate 
climate of western Europe. It may therefore be accepted that in 
India not less th!ln 25 per cent of the surface of the country should 
be maintained under forest. The area required may also be deter
mined with reference to the population of the country; the usual 
alfowance is one acre of forest per head of population, and on thiS"" 
basis 158 acres per square mile (640 acres) would be required. The 
result is practically the same as that already arrived at. If must 
bel'ointed out that the'question of pasturage has not been dealt 
with in calculating the forest area required. If pasturage is alsoto 
be provided for, a larger area wiltbe necessary, for a given area 
can only produce a given quantity of material; it may be worked 
partly for the production of wood and partly for the production of 
pa.sture but the total production will remain the-1$ame; consequently 
the two objects, wood_ and pasture, are antagonistic and either of 
lhem can only be increased' on the same area at the ~xpense of 
the other. 

A country which has the foresight to preserve from destruction 
the area: of forest necessary for its well-being has a great advantage 
over a country which has allowed destruction, to proceed too far; 
'the reafforestation, of the French Alps has cost and is costing the 
State millions of pounds, and the Forestry Committee in England 
'has quite recently recommended the expenditure of £15,000,000 on 
tlle reafforestation of Great Britain and has calculated that ,during 
the war the' huge sum of £37,000,000 was paid for wood imported 
ftom other countries, which with proper forest management might 

. have been produced in Great Britain itself. This enormous sum, 
w.hich might have been paid into the Britisll treasury has been paid 
to th~ tre.asuries of foreign countries solely because Great Britain 

. • in the Madras Presidency only about [5 per cent of the whole eQuntry is 'under 
(orests (vide Appendix A). • 
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has failed, in the past, to maintain the area of forest necessary for 
its well-being. Countries which still possess a sufficiency of forest 
may well pause before encouraging the destruction of forests 
beyond a ~tain point in the endeavour to increase the area under 
agriculture. 

It has been shown that the maintenance of forests is necessary 
and it follows that somebody must be responsible for their main
tenance and management. To whom can this responsibility be 
entrusted? The private owner's first consideration is the amount 
of revenue he can obtain from his land, and he will not, unless 
compelled by law, keep under forest land which will· bring him 
more revenue if placed under field crops j moreover he may. at any 
time; cut down the whole of his forest in order to realize its value 
in cash. The Forestry Committee in England has remarked iq 
this connexion that" the owner regards his timber as material 
which he can convert into cash at pleasure, while the State requires 
a stock of timber to be maintained in the country." - ~ • 

.. Though it may be re9sonable enough to require a man to do 
that which will in all probability bring him profit, he cannot 
reasonably be required to do that which normally will only bring a 
return to his sllccessors." 

"Forests are a national necessity; the country must have 
them though they yield less than the current rate of interest on the 
capital invested." 

The authority in charge of forests must be one which will 
subordinate the question of income to that of permanent main
tenance of forests and will consider not only the requirements of 
the country at the present moment, but its requirements for 
generations to come. It is evident that the only authority which 
-has a permanent interest in the future is the State and therefore 
the State is the authority which must be responsible for the main
tenance and management of the forest area which is necessary for 
the well· being of the country. It does not necessarily follow that 
the State must be the owner of the whole {ores~ area; in many 
countries the law places the forests of private individuals under the 
control of the State~ but as such control may interfere with the 
disposal of property in accordance with the wishes of the private 
owner and thus cause friction, it is evident that it is preferable 
that the State should own all the forests which it controls. 

When a State which has for many years encouraged the des
truction of forests in order to open out the country, and has allowed 
the inhabitants to help themselves freely to forest produce from 
the remaining forests, realizes that the time has come when it 
must conserve its forests for the good of the country, it becomes 
necessary to establish an agency to look after them, to prevent 
further destruction, to regulate fellings and removals, and to 
maintain and improve their productiveness ;- this agency is called 
the Forest Department. 

The first thing the Forest. Department has to do is to define the 
area which it has to' control. The areas which it is desirable to 
maintain as forest must be defined in such a manner that they can 
be easily recognized by the local inhabitants. This means that the 
boundaries must be clearly marked on the ground and the simplest 
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method of doing this is by cutting a broad line from point to point 
of the boundary and marking the points by means of posts notice 
boards, stone Icairns..or heaps of earth. ' 

When a forest has been demarcated by the above means it is 
generally found that the neighbouring villagers have some com'" 
plaints to make; sOIl)e of their fields have been included within the 
boundary; a sacred temp1e lies in the foresll,Jnter-village cart
tracks and paths run through the forest. In adart'ion to these claims 
the villagers have been,accustomed for years to graze their cattle 
in the forest and to help themselves to such timber and fuel as they 
required. 

,In justice to th,e villagers-and to the State-these claims must 
be inquired i~to and any legal rights which are proved to -exist 
must either be allowed to continue or compensation for their 
acquisition must be paid, while spurious claims against the State 
must be finally disposed of. It is generally felt that Forest officers 
ere too much biassed in favour of their forests to make an abso
lutely fair settlement of the claims of private individuals and 
therefore it is usual to appoint a Civil officer as Forest Settlement 
Officer to inquire into and decide all claims made against Govern
ment. The 'functions of this officer are purely legal; before 
admitting any claim he must satisfy himself that its existence 
could be proved in a court of law; he cannot create a right, he can 
only admit those.rights, which are proved to exist. It is necessary 
to emphasize this point because some Forest Settlement Officers 
pose as philanthropic benefactors of the villagers and attempt to 
give away Government rights to land and produce which they have 
no power to dispose. of. The commonest instance of this is when 
villagers claim rights t&-grazing and wood; such claims can seldom 
be legally proved, for it can nearly always be shown that they are 
not rights but concessions which Government can and does revoke 
whenever it so desires, but Forest Settlement Officers are inclined 
to pass orders allowing grazing and removal of wood frQtn the 
forests. Such orders- are ultra vires. if a Forest Settlement Officer 
is of opinion that any concessions should be made to the villagers, he 
may (ecommend Government to grant them but he cannot himself 
give away that which is legally the property of Government. It is 
for Government to decide whether the concessions allowed when 
there was.a surplus of forest shall be alfowed to continue when the 
remaining forest area is insufficient to meet the requirements ofthe 
country. . 

When the Forest Settlement Officer has completed his inquiry 
lnd passed orders on all claims preferred before him and when any 
appeals made against his orders have beea disposed of, and when 
Government has passed orders regarding any concessions recom
mended by the Forest Settlement Officer or the Forest Department 
the forest is said to be settled; it is then dec)ared to be reserved 
forest and is generally placed in charge of the Forest Department 
for management. 

The average layman never seems to realize that there is a limit 
to the amount of material which a forest can supply; he looks upon 
the forest as a refuge in time of trouble; if a village is burnt down 
the villagers must be given wood from the forest to rebuild their 
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houses; if famine threatens, the cattle must be allowed to graze in 
the forests and the poorer classes to eaT1'\ their living by helping 
themselves to forest produce and selling it in the neighbouring 
markets. Even in normal times the layman considers that the 
villagers should be allowed to enter the forests at will and to help 
themselves-free of charge and free of control-to whatever they 
require in the way of wood, also to graze as many cattle as they 
like. It is howe~ident that the amount of wood, leaves, grass, 
fruit, etc., which can be grown' on one acre of forest is limited and 
it follows that the amount which caQ be grown on a million acres 
is also limited. A forest must be regarded as an area ,growing a 
crop, and just as the ordinary cultivator has to tend, protect and 
bring to maturity his crop of rice or jowari or cotton, so the Forest 
Officer has to tend, protect and bring to maturity his crop of forest. 
but whereas the cultivator's crop matures in a few months, the" 
Forest Officer's crop requires from 20 to I20 years to mature. Who t 
would dream of letting cattle into t.he cultivator's young crop, or 
of reaping it before it ripened? Thd results would be the ruin of" 
the crop and financial loss to the owner. This applies equally to 
the forest crop, but this is seldom realized and the results are 
Impoverished and disappearing forests. It is evident that if a 
forest is to be maintained the quantity of material taken out of it 
annually must not exceed the quantity which Nature puts into it 
annually, and that if an impoverished forest is to be enriched and 
made to yield more material than it does at present the quantity of 
material taken out of it annually must be less than the quantity 
which Nature puts into it annually until the forest is fully stocked, 
that is to say, until the crop is as heavy as the ground can carry. 
This then is the Forest Officer's work; to tend and protect his 
forest crop j to improve the productiveness -and increase the yield 
of his forests j to harvest his crops when ripe and to supply the 
mar}{ets with the maximum quantity of produce which his forests 
can supply. In doing this he has to look ahead for many years, as 
his crops ripen but slowly and he has so to arrange matters that he 
can !;upply approximately the same quantity of material every year 
in order to meet current demands. If, for instance, he is growing 
fuel which matures at the age of twenty years he must have a 
portion of his forest aged 20 ready to fell this year. a portion aged 
19 which will be ready to fell- next year, a portion aged 18 which 
will be re;Idy to fell the year after next, and so on dowl1 to a por
tion aged I year which will be ready to fell 19 years hence. It 
now becomes evident that if in any year fellings extend to areas 
beyond the portion maturing in that year, the effect is to diminish 
the supply of some future year. Curiously enough this is the point 
which the ordinary public fails to grasp.. There is a large quantity 
of immature material growing in the forest and the laym:!n cannot 
understand why it cannot be cut and utilized at once; he considers 
only the requiremen\i of tne present moment whereas the Forest 
Officer knows that he has to safeguard the supply of future years, 
and so protect and work his forests as to ensure a regular annual 
supply of materiaL 

Another way of looking at forests is as representing an invest
ment of capital; a certain sum of money invested in shares will 
bring in a certain sum as interest annually, but if more than the 
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amopnt of the interest is spent the capital is d~minished and conse
quently- the interest also diminishes. The forest is the invested 
capital, the annual growth is the interest; if more than the annual 
growth is removed in any year it is taken out of capital and the 
annual yield of following years is reduced. The Forest Officer is 
in charge of the capital which is invested on behalf of the State 
and has to see that not more than the interest is draivn from it 
annually; he has also to try to increase the cap-ital or to work it 
in such a ma~ner as to increase the rate of interest which- it yields .. 

The Forest Officer's work is unpopular with the public because 
it entails the curtailment or abolition of certain privileges to which 
the public has been accustomed. Haphazard felling and removal 
of trees is incompatible with proper forest management, so is un

.regulated grazing, and the restrictions which have to be imposed 
p.re resented QY the public. 

, Let us consi<ier the question of grazing; in the Hyderabad 
State there are large areas called • rumnahs' -set aside specially 
for the production of grass; these areas are rigidly closed against 
grazing while the grass is growing and until it has been harvested 
for the very evident reason that if cattle were admitted the crop 
of grass would be spoiled. The yield from a good rumnah culti
'vated and manured, is 1,800 pounds per acre in a normal year: 
from a poor rumn"ah on rocky soil it is ~nly 600 pounds; these 
rumnahs contain lio tree growth. In open forest land containing 
scattered tree growth on morum soil the outtum is I,oOo/pounds per 
acre if the area is closed against grazing, but in some places it is 
customary to allow grazing for one month_ after the burst of -the 
monsoon and in those places the maximum outttlm is 500 pounds: 
in a bad season the yield may be only' one quarter of the above 
figures. Tree growth prevents grass growth and the denser the 
forest the poorer the crop of grass. Statistics o.btained from f9ur
teen forest areas, recently felled, and therefore containing much 
less than the normal amount of tree growth, show that from 993 
acres 87,9.27 pounds of grass were collected; this gives an avtlrage of 
88 pounds per acre; these areas were closed against grazing. These 
figures show firstly that on grass areas the exclusion of cattle is 
necessary in order to obtain a good crop; secondly that under forest 
the crop of l];rass is very poor j thirdly that even in the best grass 
land a cow (eating 20 pounds of grass daily) would eat the crop 
off 4 acres in a year while in moderately dense -forest the grass on 
83 acres would just suffice to feed -a cow for a year. Even allow
ing that cattle can crop the grass closer than it can be cut- and 
thereby double the quantity they can,obtain per acre it is evident 
that only a very limited amount of pasture is available in the 
forests. What happens when the number of cattle admitted to a 
forest is greater than the number for which pasture is available 1 
A certain amount of grass is destroyed by trampling and the rest 
is soon devoured; the cattle then become leaf eaters and the cow
herds lop branches off the trees and cut down youn& saplings in 
order to feed their cattle. How can any forest attam a healthy 
maturity when at all stages of its growth it is subject to such 
destruction? Apart from the damage done by cow-herds cattle 
damage for~sts by trampling on young seedlings or biting of their 



heads, and their frequent passage tramples the ground till it 
becomes too hard for seeds to germinate in it; on steep slopes 
cattle wear ruts with their feet, and rain-water flowing along these 
ruts, washes away the soil on which the forest trees depend for 
nourishment. 

It may be laid down as a general rule that in the interests of 
the forestS" cattle should never be allowed inside them, but con
cessions have to be made until the cattle owners have been taught 
the advantage of providing pasture or other form of food for their 
cattle on their own lands. In the meantime the forests suffer, but 
if they are to be preserved from destruction their sufferings must 
be limited by reducing the number of cattle admitted to'the number 
for which the forests can supply grass. 

In this connexion the following extract from the French 
standard book on forest working-plans dated 1878 is of interest: 
"In certain localities the working plans have to take into consi-' 
deration the grazing which takes place in the forests. It is gene
rally of no importance in the broad-leafed forests of the plains of 
France where the wood produced is valuable and agriculture Is 
advanced and consequently would make little use of such a wretched 
method of maintaining its cattle." 

"But," says the Revenue Officer, " if you deprive the poor ryot 
of his free wood and his free grazing how is the poor man to live 1" 
In reply it may be pointed out that there are large tracts of country 
from which forests have entirely disappeared, and in these tracts 
the poor man has to bear the expense of feeding his cattle, has 
to utilize the cattle dung-so valuable as manure-in place of 
firewood, and has to pay heavily for any timber he requires. In 
such localities the poor man would welcome the existence of forests 
from which he could obtain firewood and timber, and would will
ingly pay a moderate price for these necessary articles. 

Therefore it is actually in the interests of the poor man that 
where forests still exist they should be preserved from destruction, 
and, as pointed out above, this can only be done by protecting them 
as carefully as the poor man protects his own field crops. The 
truth is that the poor man has been pauperised by being given 
certain things free and has therefore never appreciated their value. 
That he has now got to learn, but in order to make the lesson easy 
for him, village forests may be established from which he will be 
able to obtain his wood-not free-but at a low price. 

From a strictly legal point of view the poor !'Yot has no right 
to a village forest; there are large tracts of country from which 
all trace of forest has long since disappeared and the ryots have to 
do without the conveniences afforded by a forest. Allow the des· 
truction of forest to continue, and other tracts of country will be 
reduced-to the same condition and the ryQts will not complain, but 
so long as a forest exists it is considered a grievance if Government 
attempts to prevent its destruction and regulate the utilization of 
its produce. Therefore, in many countries, Government hands 
over certain portions of its forests for the use of the villages, and 
these portions are called village forests. But experience has shown 
that if these forests are left entirely to the mercy of the villagers 
~hey rapidly disappear; the present generation .eats them up 
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regardless of the requirements of future generations. The State 
is responsible for the maintenance of these forests in the interests 
of the future and therefore has to control their -working and see 
that the present generation does not diminish the invested capital. 
In other words the village forests have to be managed just as 
carefully as the State forests, the only difference being that the 
produce of the village forests belongs-supject to payment of the 
cost of management-to the _ villagers, while the produce of the 
State forests belongs to the State. The gift of a village forest is a -
generous act on the part of the State and care must' be taken to 
limit the extent of the gift to the area of forest necessary to supply 
-the actual domestic-requirements of the village. 

It is a question whether such gifts are necessary or whether 
the requirements of a village could not be equally well met by 
allotting to it a fixed quantity of the material to be felled annually 
in the State 'forest, payment being made at a low rate to cover actual 
£'xpenses. This system avoids the inconvenience of cutting up 
forest areas in order (0 provide -village forests, the multiplication 
of boundary lines and the evils of dual control, and enables the 
State to apply the same system of management to the Whole of 
each block of forest. 

The question of village grazing areas must be considered quite 
separately from that of village forests, for, as stated above, the 
production of woud and the provision of grazing are antagonistic i 
the same area cannot be used to the best advantage for botll 
purposes. _ -

If forests are to be properl)!l-managed free grants must practically 
disappear. This system of relief has always been popular with 
Revenue Officers because it is so eaSy to give what does not appear 
in the accounts and for which no financial sanction is necessary. 
But forest produce represents money in another form and the 
country would get a better idea of what its free grants cost it if 
they were made in money with which the-grantees could purchase 
the forest material they require. Probably free grants would be 
more sparingly made if th~y were subject to check in the treasury 
and publication in the annual finanCial returns. 

- Apart from this point of view it must be remembered that in 
forests under regular working the .interest On capital, that is the 
annual growth, is being removed annually i it is generally purchased 
by contractors who are under no obligation to satisfy the demands 
of free grantees: The rest of the forests is immature growth and 
fe1lings in it amount to-reduction of capital ;which is detrimental to 
the working of the forests. Free grantees cannot be allowed to fell 
in the immature forests and they cannot obtain their requirements 
free from the purchasers of the mature forests; but ifthey obtain a 
free grant of money they can. buy what tl.!.ey require in the open 
market. -

Free grants are an indication that a £ertain stage in forest con
servation has been reached. Starting with a forest-clad country 
we have first the stage in which the destruction of forests is 
encouraged in order to open up the country; during this stage the 
cultivator obtains his wood, leaf-manure, grazing, etc., free of charge 
and free of control; next comes the stage when the rapid clearance 



of forest causes alarm in the mind of Government which takes 
steps to prevent further destruction and to form a forest estate by 
reserving certain forest areas: by this time the cultivator has 
become so used to obtaining free wood, grazing, etc., that he con
siders that he has a right to it; a compromise is arrived at by 
leaving a certain area of forest unreserved in order to meet the 
demands of the cultivators, and by regulating these demands by 
means of free grants. The third stage shows the reserved forests 
brought under regular management, the growing and harvesting of 
the forest crop receiving as much attention as that of any other crop. 
while the growth on the unreserved areas gradually. disappeau 
and the cultivators gradually learn to pay for the wood they require 
and to provide pasture or food for their cattle at their own expense. 
During this stage free grants gradually disappear. 

The fourth and last stage is the natural development of the 
third stage; no unreserved forests·are left, the reserved forests are 
supplying annually as much wood, etc., as they can produce, and 
the cultivator has realized that he has no claim over these forests 
and has learned to pay for his forest material just as he does for 
his clothes and all his other requirements. Even if a generous 
Government has allowed some of its forests to be constituted village 
forest the cultivator still has to pay a certain sum for his wood 
because even village forests cannot be protected and worked without 
some expense, and this expt'nse has to be met by the sale of the 
annual crop. In the countries of Western Europe the final stage 
has been reached and the Forest Department is no longer unpopular, 
for the population realizes the enormous benefits conferred upon 
it by the presence of forests which, but for the action of the Forest 
Department, would long ago have ceased to exist Not only do the 
forest.s ensure a regular and cheap supply of timber and fuel, but 
also they provide means of livelihood for a considerable percentage 
of the population, partly in tending and harvesting the forest crop, 
and partly in the numerous local industries which depend for their 
existence on a cheap supply of wood or other forest produce. 

India has not yet reached this stage. but the Forest Department 
is steadily fighting its way-:-frequently encountering much oppo
sition-towards it, knowing that when it is reached the country 
will obtain from its forests the maximum benefits which they are 
capable of yielding. 
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APPENDIX A 

Extract from the season and crop report of the Madras 
\Presidency for the year 1918-19. 

Area. in acres ot 

'Name of Other Unoccl\. 
Occupi~4 district. ?tied Cultivated Forest6'. poram. eu tivable Iaod left land. Total. 

bokes. wastes. waste. 

Ganjim ... .. 454,124 2,098,294 836,779 307,3081 1,669,082 5,36S,587 
Vizagapatam ... 656,871 s,on,u8 2,251,9°3 830,047 2,183,299 10,999,238 
Godivari ... 844,836 1.57°,307 231,782 438,917 894,856 3,980,698 
Kislna. ... :69,571 53°,598 436,922 596,928 1,687,637 3,421,662 
Guntiir ••• '" 515.609 396,410 206,809 498,8~ 2,031,094 3,648,781 
Nellore '" 467,610 1,750.354 744,627 go8,901 1,231,561 5,103.053 
Kuroool ... 1,658•884 281,467 586,107 379,324 1,900,918 4,806,700 
BeUary ... 38~16 319,956 333,314 426,346 2,183,181 3,649.513 
Anantapur ... 4821064 490,689 1,166,296 719.'~20 1,423.571 4,281,840 
CUddapah ... 1.158•203- 566,077 671,884 3~,686 962,845 3.724,695 
Chilloor ... 529,550 1,379,303 184,138 337,501 559,883 3.590.375 
North Areot ... 795,404 749,658 222,22'" 385,358 1,018,292 3,170 ,934 
Chingleput '3 2•2 29 6°5,j06 176,783 296,820 685,754 1,896,892 
Mad,as .. , ... 17,210 .. , ... 17,210 
South Areot '" 179.516 712,960 165,800 397,295 1,228,924 2,684,495 
Salem ... 956,613 881,156 536,2&6 532,653 -1,517,245 4,423.953 
Coimbatore '" 1.490.°92 3°2,409 259,828 629,052 1,946,618 4,627,999 
Trichinopoly 158.~63 449,456 320,633 500,037 1,339,196 2,767,685 
Taojore ... ... 8,956 66J,413 168,595 337,778 1,212,661 2,389,403 
Madura ••• ... 422,341 612,006 416,482 342,999 1,367,5°7 3,161,335 
Riimnid ... 46,72 4 321 .900 203.651 205.344 1,460.353 2.237.972 
Tinnevelly ... 229,071 562,036 43,731 625.975 1,304,902 2,765,7 15 
The Nilgiris ... / 333.347 49,120 70,902 121,906 75,942 651,21 7 
Malabar ... " 356,873 927. IS2 1,006,874 65.753 1,35z,co5 3.708,687 
Anjengo ... " 32 7 ... 336 375 
South Kanara ... SIl,295 689,153 503,851 337.007 532 ,164 2,573,470 

---,------
;;';-46,z061'0,5S-;:;:;- 31,769,8;6 

---
Total ... 12,944,868 22,001.570 ~9,649,484 

MADUS: 1'1llNTED BY THE Sl1l'EIllNTENDENT, GOVERNMENT l'RESS-19I g. 
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FOREWORD. 
-/-H-+-

The Coal Industry Commission has completed the first chapter of the 
Domesday Book of the Coal Mining Industry of Great Brita.in. 

There are other chapters to be written. As the first was in the process of 
being produced, the public mind was aroused and excited as rarely before on 
grave economic problems. The Press from day to day gave much publicity to 
the work of the Commission, and often this publicity resolved itself into sheer 
sensationalism, for the evidence submitted was frequently of a. sensational 
character. Whilst this form of public excitement was at its beight, it was felt 
that some permanent record should be produced which would Bet forth the 
facts of the case, and which might be a great source of help and'inspiration to 
the working classes after the first symptoms of public interest had passed 
away. 

It was felt that in this case, as in the case of a great explosion in a coa.1 
mine, public sympathy would soon be diverted from the channels of esteem for 
the coal miners, their work. their important fUDction in the State, and the 
social conditions under which they live. That the publio would soon 
complacently forget that there were such beings as coal miners until either by 
another awful explosion or by the threat of a. national strike the fact was 
brought harshly home. 

Consequently, it was deemed advisable that this record should be written 
up. It will be found to make more interesting reading than the official Blue 
Book report of the proceedings when available for the public. 

This little work offers meagre commentary, if any, upon the facts as 
stated in evidence. The fa.cts themselves are sufficiently eloquent. Their 
language is easily understood. Their words expose in a lurid light the 
economic rottenness of the presen~ system of capitalistic ownership of one of 
our greatest national assets. Comment is rendered superfluous. 

Mr. Page Arnot, who was kindly lent to us by the Labour Resea.rch 
Department, hae performed a. useful and important task in producing this 
document. The style and clearness of statement, combined with the logical 
arrangement of the evidence, makes the work a valuable one. It should be 
read by every member of the public. as well as that portiOD represented by the 
industry itself. 

The Coal Industry 'Commission has scarcely commenced its work. Its 
greatest and most important tasks lie before it. Nationalisation, effective 
control by the producers whether by hand or brain, economies in production, 
elimination of waste, maximum economic value of the product for the 
community, with maximum social amenities for the men who produce the 
commodity-coal. These are the ends for which the Commission must now 
work. These represent the aspirations of the toiling millions. They mUlit 
be realised. 

55, Russell Square, W.O. 1 
April 21st, 1919. 

ROBERT SMILLIE. 
FRANK HODGES. 



CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

l.-Origin of the Coal Commission. 
A well-known English author commenting in an American paper on the 

industrial events of March, 1919, has alluded to it as one of the most remark
able months in English history. Certainly, it would not have seemed possible 
in normal times that n. Commission could be set up with the extraordinary 
powers, wide scope, and unique personnel of the Coal Industry Commission, or 
that the big vested interests would have tolerated such an inquisition into the 
private ownership of capital. 

The Southport Resolutions. 
We may ask what made it possible for this to happen? The answer is to 

be found in the history of the negotiations between the Government and the 
Miners' Federation of Great Britain. As far back as January 9th of this year 
the Miners' ExecutNe had put forward the]r claim for a 30 per cent. advance 
in wages. At a Miners' Conference held at Southport in the middle 
of January this claim was reaffirmed, though the feeling was strongly 
entertained that an advance of 50 per cent. should be asked for, and it was 
also decided to ask for 

(a) Full maintenance for demobilised and unemployed miners. 
(b) An amendment of the so-called" Eight Hours Act" to read" six" for 

.. eight" (which would reaJly be a seven hours day). 
(c) Nationalisation of all mines and minerals (which by an earlier con

ference included control by the workers as a part of any scheme 
of nationalisation) ; together with the 

(d) 30 per cent. advl£nce on earnings. exclusive of war wage (3s.). 

After unsuccessful negotiations with the Government had taken place (the 
Government offer was a Committee of Inquiry and a shilling a day solely to 
meet the rise in the cost of living), the miners' conference in the middle of 
February decided to take a ballot vote of the membership on the question of a 
stoppage of work to secure their proposals. 

Premier Meets Miners at Downing Street. 
On Friday, the 21st of February, in response to an iuvitation, the 

Executive Committee of the Miners' Federation met the Prime Minister at 
10, Downin<T Street. The proceedings resolved themselves in the main into a 
speech by the Prime Minister and a statement in reply by Robert .Smillie. 
The Prime Mhdster submitted that the miners should delay for a fortmght the 
expiry of the strike notices (which were dated for 15th March), and . sbo~ld 
pa.rticipate in a Commission ",hieh would be bound to present an mterlm 
report by the 31st March. 
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Mr. Smillie's Reply. 
)lI'. Smillie, in a moderate but strongly lcasoneu reply, reminued the 

Government that the minors' "ages claim had been lodged as fa.r back as .9th 
Ja.nual'Y. He showed that the cla.im, having been reduced to tho lowest 
possible, was Just ana fair from every point of vicw. lIe uwelt on the miners' 
hou5in;; conditions Rnd thc otber conditions of his working life. lIe said-

"The mille-owners hl"e alwa)s tol,\ \19, and YOIl tell us DOW, If YOIl ha.nd the miut'a 
back to them for flee c'}tnpetitlon nmoDgst each other, that ,,-e ha'e nO rIght to a vOIce 
JU the work Ilil COUdltlODS III the mmC5-UO vOIce on tbe commercIal 8111e at all. Tbt'Y 
8ay: • ~\'e invested Ollr money III those mllles alld tbeyare ours; you are merely oor 
ba.nds.' Now, I BaY we IIlVeBt our lives in those mllles, which 18 of IIreater lDlportan(,d 
than the capital of the emplo)er; and to that extent I ba\e a rlgbt to ba.ve a 8&y 11._ 
to what the condItIOns sball be, llOt merely the work in!: conJltion8, but we are entltle,\ 
to hfL\ e some informatIon 011 tbe commercIal 81Je (If the industry -also. I belte, e, 
81r, that \'ou I""e the <lata at hand, if YOll ca.red to noe it, 10 be able tit 1;"8 11K a 
lepJy on the wages question a~ 10 "hether or DO~ the claIm whIch ~e put furwald I. 
unre&llotlable ... 
Finally, he sa.id that the ,,-ages and hours claims, on "hich the informa

tion for decision was alreal1y in the ha.nds of the Government, could be dealt 
with immelHately, aOlI noed not stand OVal' until a. Commission reported. TIll! 
rrime )[inister rdused thls, and n.gain sai.t that the<>e ma.tters mu"t be romitted 
to the Commission. lIe suggested that miners might serve on Stich a ComJllie;
sion_ The Executive Committee then agreed to call II. Conference to eons iller 
whether or not the miners should palticipate. 

Result of Strike Ballot. 
Five to One Majority. 

Meantime, the result of tho ballot \'ote had hEcome known, a.nd }.fr. 
Llord George had agreed that the interim report of the Commission should La 
puLlished by 20th )Iarch. 'l'he ballot showed a majority in favour of 1\ stop
page of over balf-a-million, the actun.l figures being (February 25th) :--

For stoppage ..... __ .. __ ....... _. __ .. _ .. _ ... _ .......... __ . GI5.161 
Against stoppage _ ....... __ ......... _ .. _ ..... __ . _.......... 105,082 

Majority Cor .............................. _.... 510,082 

The Conference Decides to Participate in Commission. 
The Conference of the !lIiner!; Federation met on the 2Gth in LonLlon, anll 

after a day's (liscllssion RdjOUl'Dcd. Strong arguments had Iocen l)resente<1 
against participation, on the ground that if the repOl twas a.jyerse, the miner'" 
case would be prejudiced. On the 27th, however, it was oecide.l to particiIJate, 
but only on strict conditions a;; to the miners' representation. It was also 
agreed to postpone strike notices till March 22nd. Eventually nn understanding 
was reached that the miners should appoint (our representath-es directly, and 
that the other two representatives on the workers' side should bo mutually 
agreed upon between the miners and the Gorernment, but formally nominated 
by the latter. Accordingly, about 1st of Ma.rch, the Commission 'Yo as made up 
as follows:- . 

Hon. ~Ir_ Justice S\ShEY ~in the chair). 
Lnbour side:- Employer;,' side:-

lUI'. ROCERT SlIILI.IF., 1 
.' A"""ll1t<d ;All'. HERBeRT S)IITH, b. tbe 

1111'. 1,'R\:\1\ HOD(;f;S lilDe ... 
. ' Fedcl1ltwn. 

Sjr Lx:o C1IJUZZ \ ~Iux"Y, 

Mr, R.n.T_\\\XEY, 

llr. 8IDXEY WEBB. } 

Agreed upon 
bcLw~u 

OOYemuumt 
and limen· 
}'edern.tl0n. 

Mr. ARTHCU BAr,Fot'II, 
Sir ARTHl'R Dec"" \lI, 
Sir Tnoll's UOYIIEX, 

Mr. Ev..\:01 \YILLI.HIS, 
1\Ir. n. W. COOPt"R, 
Mr. J. T. FORGiE. 
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2.-Proceedings of the Coal Commission • 
• T~)a Coal Indus.try CommIssion held its first meeting on March 3m. 

whe~l It settled the method of procedure. By.what can almost certainly be 
ascnbed to the sound strategy of the Labour SIde of the CommIssion it WII3 
decided to call Government WItnesses first. therel1ftor representatives of 
industlies immediateJy dependent on the coal industry. then coal owners' 
witnesses, and finally miners' witnesses. 

The public examination of witnesses began on Tuesday, 4th l1arch, and 
concluded on l\fonday. 17th March. 'l'he CommiSSIOn sat every day. except 
Sund!l!Y. and met st'veral times in private, and. after the 17th. dehberated 
cntirely in camera until the report was ready. 

REYELATIONS OF PROFITEEIUNG. 

The first witness called was the Financial Adviser to the Coal Controller. 
1'he revelations disclosed by him of the profiteering in coal during the war 
caused on immediate l'1(Jvulsion of public foeling m favour of the miners and 
against the coalowners. By the evidence of the wItnesses who foUoV\'ed, iii 
beca.me clear that the private ownership aud dlstnbutlon of coal had not 
merely meant swollen profits wrung out of the low wages paid to the miner 
and high prices paid by the public. but had al'iO !>eriously hampered tht> 
national effort dunng the war by its inefficiency and wastefulness. 

By the end of the first week. under tl1e crosS/·examination of the Labour
side. it ha.d b()Come Qbvious that the case for private ownership had gone by 
the boa,rd. This applied not merely to the ownership of mines and minera.Is. 
but to the private control of distribution, both wholesale and retail. Further, 
it was seen that the economies to be effected under natlOnalisatlOn were in 
themselves sufficient to IDE'et any extra cost cntailed by grantmg the miners' 
claiIIUl. It was with a certain surprise that the public, and perhaps some of 
the miners. realised that nationnllsation prOVIded the only realty adequate 
method by whiell to preserve and raIse the mmer's standard of life, besides
being-the ouly effective safeguard for the consumer. 

The Capita.list WitnesS'.es. 
The evidence present,ed by representatives of various capltahst interest!S 

pUl-port<:>d to show tha!; the effect of the miners' elaims wOllld be ruinous to 
industry. These arguments, however. weakened under cross-examination. 
and particularly when the wituesses were confronted with the broadl.v 
human aspeet of the miners' claim for a higher standard or life. 

Miners' • Witnesses~ 
The witnesses for the Miners' Federation were exammed on Friday and 

Saturd'ay, 11th and 15th ;March. 

These were.-
Subj<Jct. 

W. STRAKER (NorthUlllber!a.nd) ............ Nationalisation. 

J. ROBERTSON (Scotland) ................ : .... Standard of Lire (Housing, Healtb, 
Educa.tion, Accidents"etc.) 

J. POTTS (yorkshire). .......................... lIours and Output. 

VERNON HARTSHORN, M.P. (South Wales) Wages. 
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In each case thl! miners' point of ,iew n as aLly stated and sustained 
under severe cro!>s-examinatlOn from the ('01l10wn61"8, side of t.he Commis 
sion. Mr. Straker in particular, who hud submitted draft provisions indicat
incr the sort of control of the industry which the miners desired as part of any 
nationallsation Echcme, wa'1 kept in the witness box all day, while 
1\11'. Robertson's eHdence on the abominable housing conditions in mining 
"illages undoubtedly made a very deep impression both on the Commissioll 
and on the public. The subjects of wagcs and hours had already been dealt 
with partially by pre'lom witnesses, but here, too, the evidence of l\!1 
Potts and Mr. Harh,horn was of marked utility to the inquiry. 

The public sessions closed on Monday, 17th March, with evidence from 
co-operuti"e societies and others, ihe effect of which was to reinforce the 
impression of the opening sessions, that pri' ate ownership in 'the production 
and distl'lbution of coal was charact"erised by wastefulness alld extravagance 

THE THREE INTERIM REPORTS. 

It was found impossible to present ~ unanimous report, and eventually. 
on March 20th, three reports were present,ed, Ilrst, the Majority Report; 
second, a Report signed by the Chainuan and thl'!'e other members; third. 
a Report signed by the three coalowners. 

THE MAJORITY REPORT. 

This was signed by Messrs. R. Smillie, Frank Hodges, and Herbert 
Smith, Sir I.eo Chiozza Mouey, Messrs. H. H. Tawney and Sidney Webb. 
The following is the summary or their conclusions:-

1. We finti that the millers' claim to an advance in their sta.ndard of liC~ 
IS Jllstified; a.nd tiJat the percentage of rise of wages asked for, namely, 80 
per cent. (em Ml'llillg~ apart from war wnge). i., not exc€Ssive. 

2. We find justified the claim to a sub"titution in the Coal Mine!! 
Regulation Act of 1908 of six for eight (maldng the future maximum working 
day underground vIlry from about six and a·half hours in some mines to 
eight and a-half hOUI'S in others, and averaging nearly seven hours). A 
corresponding shortening of the worl,ing day should apply to the surIac~ 
workers. 

3. We find justified the n,iners' claim lor a more efficient organisation 
of their industry-the indiviaual ownership of coJ1:eries being officiall,Y 
declared to be -. wasteIul and extra,-agant," whilst the method of retail difl 
tribution is unneces~arily costly; aM in view .>f the impo6.'!ibihty of 
tolerating any unification of all the mines in the hands of a capitalist trust we 
think that, in the interest of the consumers as much as in that of the miners, 
nationalisation ought to be, in principle, at once determined on. 

4. As to the claims in respect of miners demobilised from the Army, 
we think that it would be better for these to be dealt with along with the 
cases of men in other industries. 

These conclusions were buttressed by sel'eral pages of closely-reasoned 
argument, illustrated by facts brought out in Hid'!nce. 
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THE SANKEY REPORT. 
This was signed by the Honourable Mr Justice Sankey (Chairman), Mr 

Arthur Balfour, Sir _\.l'thur Duckham, and SIr Thomas Royden, Bart. Its 
malO recommendations as to wages and hours were as follows .-

1. We recommend that the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1908, commonh 
called the Eight Hours _\ct, be amended by the substitution, III the clauses 
limihng the hours of work underground, of the word" seven" for the word 
" eight" as and from ,July 16th, Hi10, and, subject to the economlC position 
of the industry at the of 1920, by the substitution of the word" six" for 
the word" eight" as and from July 13th, 1921. Certain adjustments must 
be made !tl the hours of the classes of underground workers specifically 
mentIOned In the Act. 

2. We recommend that as froml Julv 16t.h, 1919, the hours of work of 
persons employed on. the surface at or about collieries shall be 46! workin,; 
hours per week, exclUSIve of meal times, the details to be settled locally. 

3. 'Ye recommend an increase of wagoes of 2s. pel' shift worked or per day 
worked in the case of the classes of colliery workers, employed III coal mines, 
or at the pit-heads of coal mines, whose wages have in the past been 
regulat.ed by colliery sliding scales. In the case of workers under 16 years 
of age, the advance is to be Is. 

4. 'Ve recommend the continuation of the Coal M'~es Control Agreement 
(Collfimlation) Act, 1918, subject to "'ertain suggestions indicated in our 
report. " 

Further important recommendations d<1alt with nationalisation, control 
of llldustry by the workers, and housing conditions. The salient passages 
may be quot,('d:-

•. Evcn upon the evidene,e already given, the pres'ent system of ownership 
and workmg m the coal industry stands condemned, and some other system 
must be substItuted for it, either nationalisation or a method of \lnificatioll 
by natlOual purehase and/or by joint controL" 

.. We are prepared, however, to report now that it is in the interests of 
the country that tile colliery worker shall in the future have an effective 
voice in the direction of the mine. For a generation the colliery worker has 
been educated socially and technically. The result .s a great natIOnal asset 
Why not use it? " 

•• Evidence has been placed bofore the Commission as t·o the housing 
accommodabon of the colliery workers in vanous dIstricts. Although it is 
true that there is good housing accommod,l,tion in certain districts-and to 
some extent-there are houses in some districts which are a reproach t-o our 
civilisation. No judicial language is suffiCIently strong or sufficiently sever" 
t-o apply to thEh condemnation." 

" It is a matter for careful conskleration whether ald. poer ton should not 
bo at once collected on coal raised and applIed to improve the housing and 
amenities of each particular colliery district. 

A Id. pel' ton on our present output means about £l,;)OO,JOO 'l. year." 

Fmally, it was suggest-ed that wben the Commission met again it 
should continue to make interim reports containing suggestions which could 
be imm~iat.ely acted upon by the Government. 
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The Coa}ownerB' Report. 
This repOlt W/l.S ~igned bv Messrs. n. W. Cooper, J. '1'. Forgie, and 

EniD ,,'illiams. It was ronfiJ;ed solely to "ages and hours, and its lccom 
mendations were:-

1. One and sixpence per day for perRoni 16 jears of age an.! UP" £l\lh. 
9d. for pell'>ons under 16. 

2 .• \. ~ubstitution of .. seven" for" eight ' hours ill the Eight He,ms. 
Act. 

3. Eight hours per day for surface" ol'1.('rs. 

THE GOVERNMENT ADOPT THE SANKEY REPORT. 
On Thursday, 20th March, these three Heports were presented to P.ll"· 

liamcllt. ,The same evening 1\1r. Donal' Law announced illat, the Govermnent 
had UtdolJted the Sallkey Report" in spirit und in letter." CDfortunnil·l: 
he also saw fit to say that if a strike took place" the Government woul.! \l~'~ 
all the resources of the State without,~hesitating, ' a t\treat \\hich w(\- at 
onG~ r~bente-d by the Labour Members. ' 

The Federation Conference. 
FrIday, 21st March. 

The meeting of th'e ~Iiners' Conference, held in London on 21st Mal ~h. 
after considerable discussion decided to recommend the districts (whose 
strike notices expired the following day) to continue working on day t() 
day contracts until Wednesday, 26th March, Ilnd meantime that the E),{>('\1· 

tlve should negotiate With the Government with a vi('w to !"('Curm;, a 
modification of the Sankey proposals, 

Saturday, 22nd March. 
On Saturday, March 22nd, "arious points wefe urged before ~Ir. Donar 

Law, who promised that he would give 8 reply by Tuesday, 25th Marth. 
On the Tuesday, the representatives of thE' miners again met Mr. Donar Law 
and Sir Robert Horne. Mf. Law announced, on the points put before I,im, 
1hat the Government could make no substantial change in the t.erms (',f tile
Sankey Rl'port, which they had adopted 88 a whole. His general attitude, 
howevel', was conciliatory, and on the qUf'stions of "the bonus turn," 
., piecework wages," and retrospective payment of the 2~. per day, agr~e 
ment was reached. 

~Ir. Smillie, in reply, restated the arguments of the miners, and ,dIll,. 
agreemg that the continuation of the work of the Coal Commi"r,ion 
might mean the beginning of a new era, said that the Federation Confer('nce
must decide on the proposals, 

Federation Conference, Wednetday, March 26th. 
At the Conference of March 20th, it "as decided to tal,e a ballot of the 

members lis to acceptance of the Government proposals, the form and other 
arrangements of the ballot to be dl'IlWD up by the Executh'e, and the dis· 
tricts, meantime to continue ou day to day notices, and to recommend 
acceptance of the Government's propo;,als. The Executive Committee aft~r 
wards met and decided that the dates on which the ballot should be taLco 
would be 9th and lOtl~ A pril, the results to bE' in the hands of the Secretl\r~ 
by the 14th. 
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5.-General Survey. 
The securing of this Coal Industry Commission may be considered one of 

the greatest achievements in the history of the Labour movement in any 
.country. It is an object-lesson in the use of industrial power. For it is 
true to say that there has never been a Commission like it anywhere. Never 
before have we had a Commission on which Labour had half the representation. 
In this Commission it had really something more than half in effect, for it is 
no discourtesy to the employers' side to say that they were overmatched by the 
l)ersonalities on the Labour side. Mr. Smillie, Mr. Hodges, and 1\1r. Smith 
were all men who combined a practical knowledge of mimng with a thorough 
acquaintance both with the economics of the coal industry and also with more 
general questions of public policy, and, in the case of Messrs. Smillie and 
Hodges, there was added to this a dialectical ability as keen as that of any 
barrister. In Sir Leo Chiozza Money and Sidney Webb the miners had secured 
two of the foremost champions of national ownership as against private 
-capitalism; while MI'. Tawney, though less famed as a controversIalist on these 
particular questions, proved to have an urbane and most effective manner for 
-extracting evidence from witnesses. Against this team the owners' siele could 
do but lIttle. The resulb _was that as the Commission proceeded it became less 
and IflSS of a cold inquiry, and took on the aspect of an open trial of private 
~apitalism in the coal mining industry. Indeed, from a constitutional point of 
view, its method of appointment was so anomalous that it is no wonder if Hs 
procedure was quite as startling. 

The Coal Commission has already shifted the balance of opinion in favour 
-of the miners. It ha;s done this with scant evidence-hastily compiled and 
incomplete--without any full use of its powers to compel elisdosure of all facts 
anJ documents; and with only the briefest examinatIOn of the profits of 
individual companies. When it resumes (as it will do unless there is a 
'majority for a strike) it will be possible for it to conduct the most exhaustive 
examination into private capitalism in a basic mdustry that has ever been 
attempted in any country. And provided the examination is thorough 
enough-as it will be in this ca.se-the principle of private ownership 
will give place to the pl'inDiple of nationalisation on the 20.h of lday. 
For this is a time when the miners may find and publish the truth about the 
mining indusky, and the truth will be the strongest adyocate they can have. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE COST OF PRIVATE CAPITALISM. 

PROFITS.:' 
The tota.l of profits and royalties of the coal mlnmg industry (not 

including the total of profits from coke-ovens and by-proc1uct works) in the 
five years 1914-1918 amounted to 

£160,000,000 

-which is 25 million pounds more than the total pre-war capital of the 
industry (£135,000,000). '(See evidence of Dr. J. C. Stamp, Assistant Secretary 
to the Boa.rd of Inland Revenue.) 

Profits, etc., Pre-war and Present. 
These profits increased enormously during the war, as is seen by the 

following table, which also shows the tonnage raised, the pithead price, and 
other figures, both for the pre-war period and for each year during the war. 

Tonnage p.thead Profits and royalties. I Yeat!y Persons ea.rnmgs raised PrIce Amount employed. per person (m.lbons). (per tonl. (1l11ibons). Per ton. employed. 

Average of 5 years to 8. d. s. d. 
1,018,956\ 

£ 
1913 270 8 9 £19'1 1 5t 82U91') 

year ......... 1914 265 10 ° 21'5 1 7t 1,034,105 79 .. ......... 1915 253 12 6 27'4 2 2 939,604 105 .. ......... 1916 256 15 7 13'8 3 5 984,796 127 

" ......... 1917 2U 16 9 33'7 2 8! 1,006,299 129 
January to June, 1918 } 236 20 ° 26' 2 I~ 966,355 149 

(on annual basis) 
Jul" to September,1918 218 241O 45' 4 ~ 929,524 169 

on annual basis) 

In this most important table, of which some of the figures were only 
disclosed under the exceptional powers given to the Commission, the following 
points should bo noticed :-

(L) The pithead price represents the value at the pithead. The price 
to the ordinary consumer is very much greater (in London nearly aouble). 
This is due to middlemen and their costs and charges. 

(iL) The fall in tonnage raised is due, of course, to the enlistment of 
miners. The" get" per person employed actually rose in 1915 and 1916 
from the beginning of the war. 

• When not otherwise ind.cated, these figure. are token from the evidence of Mr. A. Lowe. Dickinson, 
FlBanclal Adviser to the Coal Controller. 



(iiL) PROFITS AND ROYALTIES.-Royaltie3 a.mount to a.bout £6,OOO,OO() 
per year, or about 6d. a ton. If we kno~k off this eum from each year it. 
appears that the nat profits wera:-

Total Per tOIl. 
(mlllioIlS). 8. d. 

Pre-war average (1909-13) ............ £13 0 iH 
July to Sept., 1918, on annual basis £39 3 61 

Note.-Profits from col.e ovens Dnd by-product worT", which were fICt unde,. Ihe COllI 
Control, Me not >meluti.1i in 1M 1918 [,quITe •• tM1Ig1&. dllJ;"'g I.h& Il'ar tI~II"lrl'('a8td .. t ely (IOn· 
s.derably" [MI'. Dicl.inson Q.56]. They are estima/~d at 6d. a ton additl()nal profit. '171" 
brings the d,[ferenCl! between the P'·C·IVat' p"ofit of 11~d. and Ike latest figure. from 2,. 'd. lip 

to 88. 1<1. Clearl" 1M presence of an eXC<!88 profit of 38. leI.. a ton must be ta),en mlo occou"t ". 
any budget as /0 the cost of the 1IImer' 8 claults. 

(iv.) In the same period in whioh total profits wero trebled, wages only 
doubled. Profits rose by 200 per cent., wages per person from £82 in 
1913 to £169- (in each case subject to the reduction of a sma.ll sum ror 
employer's doo.llctions) or 106 per. cent. 

(v.) The total capital of the minjng industry was estima.ted by Dr. J. C. 
Stamp [Q. 771) at £135,000,000. On the pre-war output of 270 million 
tons this works out at about lOs. per ton, while the pre-war profit (less 
royaJties) of £13 .. 000,000 is between 9 and 10 per cent., or nearly Is. a ton 
(Is. 6d. a ton i1 royaJties are included). • 

The following table- gives tho detailed figures explaining the graph on the 
page opposite. It will be seen that the pre-war standard of profit, prices, and 
wages is taken as the ba.se line of 100. H should b. noted tha.t the initial figures 
of miners' incomes represent, not the five years' a.verage, but the year 1913 :-

AV£RA"E 

lOO!l-1913. 

THE EXCESS. PROFITS •. 
The Excess Profits Tax took 8 certain percentage of profits over a.nd above 

the- pre-wa.r standard of profits-' This percenta~e was-
50 per eent. iQ the Finance Ae~ of 1915. 
60 It 1916. 
80.... 1917. 

Thu~ until thG la.st 18 mont.hs- of the war, tbe eoalowners were able. to retain 
an enormous portion of the excess profits. 

1:'urther. in~fixill1t tbe_ pre:war standard of profits for each undertaking. 
one cou.ld take either. two out of three Pre-war yell-rs, or four out of six, while, 
unlike the Income Tax assessment, roval~ies and interest were treated as 
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deductions, and beyond that there wa.s II. special deduction of £200. It i!J 
obvious that the Excess Profits Tax was by no means harsh to the colhery 
proprietors. 

Besides, under the Finance Acts it WII.8 open for any firm, if it could show 
by taking four years out of six, or in some other way, that its profits were not 
very high for those years, to claim instead that 0. statutory rate of interest 
should be substituted for the profits stll.ndard. In the case of coal mines tillS 
statutory mte of mterest was 9 per cellt. on capital. 

" I thInk yon will easily see th .. ~ the effed of tha.t seleetion must neeel8Arily tell 
a.gainst the Government a.nd in f .. ,·our of the owner.; tha.t ill to uy, in place of the 
Government givinll standards for the aggre.:ate of the whol. indnstry oC capItal prollt. 
for a eertam defiDlte two yea.rs of a certam definite three years, 'bey rt'a.lly in effect 
gIVe .. standa.rd which is very considera.bly in e:l[Ce88 of tba' amonnt." [Q.53. Mr. 
Dickinson.] 

From this it is clear that very great allowances were made, from which 
the nation suffered and the coalowners gained, before the swelling dividends 
even began to count as excess profits: After Ma.rch, 1917, when the Coal 
Control was set up, 15 per cent. of the exiless profits went to the Coal CO:Jtroller, 
of which, with the Exchequer's 80 per cent., left 5 per cent. to the nndertakings 
with profits in excess. This may seem comparath·ely little for the profiteers 
compared with the enormous proportion obtailJed in the earher years of the 
war. But against any such notion may be offset the fact that all of the 
15 per cent. to the Coal Controller, and more besides, was- gil·en back to help 
the collieries which were making less than their pre· war standard of profits 
(which may ha.ve been very high). For pre-u'ar profit, had been guaranteed by 
the Coal Control Agreement (the terms of which were excluded from public 
discussion in the Press by order of the Press Bureau). Thus the 15 per cent. 
and more went to make up profits, while the 5 per cent. went as A present 
entirely to coalowners who were already doing very well. 

At the present moment various efforts are being made to ba\"e 
the Excess Profits Tax abolished, on the ground that it eripples industry. 
This argument hardly fits in with the extraordinarily generous provisions 
outlined above. But it is best met by a. quotation from the evidence 
of the Deputy Director of Naval Contracts to the Admira.lty [Q. 18181 . 
.. I have never found that the Excess Profits Tax prevented lion)" contractor 
asking for increased prices." 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROFITS • 
.. LAW OF RENT." 

How did it come about that of the 20 per cent. exee,>s profit left wben the 
E~chequer had taken 80 per cent., 15 per cent. was swallowed up (and more 
besides) by the collieries which were making less than pre· war profits, while 
5 per cent. went to those already doing well? The reason is to be found 
in the fact that owing to the differences between collieries" it was perfectly 
clear that the price of coal that is a fortune for some co\:ierie'J still lIpells 
ba.nkruptcy for a large number of otbers." (Q. 103.) When Mr. Sidney Webb 
asked' Is not that because the collieries are in different ownership?" the 
answer was" Of course, it is." Thus there might be a pithead price of coal 
which represented a. loss of 6s. to one colliery and to a.nother a profit of 6'1. 
This difference of 12s. a ton means that the consumer and the miner both 
suffer. The price to the consumer (when there is no control) tends to be that 
which will keep the least efficient colliery going (and incidentally gh'e a huge 
ma.rgin of profit to the more efficient or better equipped collieries). Either 
that or, where the price is not higb enough for some, t.he mines are shut OO"D 
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and valuable co~l. is lost to the c~mmunity .. (Q. 650 et. seq:) Wages, too, 
depend on the ability of the worst mme to continue working. Again-

Price goes up 2s. 6d. in June, 1918 . 

. A (l(lncret~ exampl.e WIll be udeful. In the beginning of 1918 the coalowners were 
askmg for an Increase In the prIce of CO&I. The COI'l Control, on examinmg the statistIcs 
of the industry for the last two months of 1917 to See If thIS claIm wo.s JustIfied, found that 
(out of 75 per cent. of tota.l ton nagel-

the COncerns producing 62 per cent. had a profit of 2s. 3d. a ton. 
13 11 loss ,,2$. " 

To meet these mInor losses and mamta.in the pre·wa.r standard of profit lOhich had been 
ql,aranteed the Coal Control was paymg out about £850,000 0. month, which more than 
.wallowed up the 15 per cent. allocated to it from the collIerieS pavIng excess profits. 
Partly because of a debate in Parliament over the Coal Control Agreement (ConfirmatIOn) 
BIIlm February, 1919, in the oOllrse of whIch the Government gave a pledge tha.t the Coal 
Control should be made self·supportmg, and partly becau.e a large number of coll,erIes 
were anxious to be in a more favourable position should the Coal Control cease, H was 
decided in June, I9le, to add 23. 6d. per ton to the prICe of'6<lal. Th,s meant that in order 
to save ;£850,000 a month, or ahout £10,000,000 a year, the Cont1'ollel fi~'ed on the consume! s 
a" add.t.onal cost of £25,000,000 pm' year. 

Consumers Robbed to the Tune of Twenty-five rtiillion Pounds. 

It should be noted that this immense toll could not even have been 
demanded if the collieries had: been under a unified system :-

" Sir L. Chiosza·!I{oncy. You had to be very tender to the colheryowners iu the 
country?-Yes. 

"And we all had to pay for tbat tenderness?-Yes, 
" Mr. Sidney Webb: If tbere had been one great coal trust there would not be that 
" If the pr6fits had been pooled you could not put the prICe up. 
" In short, if they belonged to the nation you would not put the prtce up? 
.. Tbat is my opinion. I do not know tbae I ought to gil e opiDlons." 

Further, even under private ownership, it would not have been granted lmd 
the Coal Control possessed the necessary information. This is made clear as 
follows:- ' 

.. Sor L. Chiozza Money: I cannot understand it. I go back to the statement you 
gave us and find the profit of Is. 8~d. So tau witbout royaltIes, 2s. 4d. w,th royalt."., 
and 2s. 10d. Wlth the by.products. I cannot understand why, ID VIeW of these figures 
and the pre·war average you glL\e us, It was necessary to put 28. 6d. a ton on coal. 

.. Mr. A. Lowes Dwkmso1t : I mu.t ask the CommIssion to remember we had not got 
these figures [or more than So mouth or two. We had not got them, and It 19 only as a 
result 'Of all the tahulatlOns a.nd returns we have got. 

"Mr. S,dney Webb: We granted 2s. M. extra on coal wltbout knowing what the 
oost was?-WIthout knowlDg a.ll these figures. 

"Would not the Coal Coutroller know these fi~t1re.?-When tbe 2s. 6d. was 
granted in June we knew notillng about the quarter endlD<111Iarcb. Tho Jast IDforma· 
tlon we had was 2s. 6d. which was Ilranted in June when we had the'returns for 
No, ember and December, whIch I have referred to. 

"If you had known wbat you know now probably the Controller would not have 
recommended the 2s. 6d., in the face of the extraordlDory profits ?-Tha.t, agam, IS a 
matter of opInion. . 

"SiIr L. Ch.azza Money: You dd not know, and tberefore could lOct tell hIS 
Majesty's Government ?-No . 

.. The War Cabinet did not know ?-No. 
"The Prime MIDlster did not know ?-No. [Q. 203-9.J 
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CAPITALISATION OF RESERVES. 
We hava seen that the effect of the sepl~rate ownership of coal mines has 

been to increase still more the profits of those collieries (probably the vast 
majority) which were already doing weU. It is interesting to cite from the 
evidence of Emil D.\des the facts regarding a few of these concerns. 

~Ir. Davies says '-

.. The following are instances of colliery companies' profits, tho extent of 
which has in most cases been obscured by the capitalisation of reservos orothor 
readJustments of capital. 

.. It will be seen that the most successful companies are able by theso 
methods a.nd by dividends, which are in reality much larger than they appear, 
to return to their shareholders every few years the whole of the share capital 
originally subscribed by them; and thn.t t.he undislributetl reserves are still 80 

conSIderable that the pre'lent markct pric~ of the shares is seyeral times theil' 
nominal value . 

.. It is submitted that if the coal rcserve'3 of the country were pooled, the 
enormous profits made-and partially concealed-by the IJ.rge companies woul.1 
be availa.ble to meet part, at least, of any a.dditional working costs that may he 
necessary; and the incentive to build up reserves fOl" Bubso1uent distribution, 
which obscures the enormous profits actually being made, woulU disappear:' 

COLLIERY COMPANIES' PROFITS. 

"TIlE POWELL_DUFFm:~ STEAl! COAL CO:'lPANY. 

A company with an orJlDary share capital in 1913 of £541,000 odd and £115,(00 odd It) 

preference shares dIsclosed profits, after deducting dCl'reclIl,tioD, Income Tall, };xoesll'rolll. 
Duty, and coal mioes exccss payment~ for the 15 yea.rtI endwg las' year, of about fhe an,1 
a-quarter mllhons sterllDg. of whIch o'er tbree millions have been paid Ollt in CAsh dividend •• 
in addItion to whIch £1,100,000 of bOllus shares, wblch are now worth tbr". time. that 
amount, bave been dlstrtbuted as a freo bonuo, I ha\. worked ont tba. £1.000 1D,,!.ted III 
1903 in those sba.res would bave received dIVidendi since that lIllie eqnal to £3,IlOO, 1101111 
would, in aUdItIOn, With the bonns sbares rec' 1\ ed, now be aalcable for abont .£5.600. The 
company bas just recently ollered another bonna tl) It. fihareboldera by al1owlDl{ them to 
take np new shares for Sis,' at the rate of one for Ihe, alld tbe eXlitlDg sharell are 
q Doted at 61s. 

TilL OCLAN COA.L AND ,nLSON'S LIMITLD. 

Tbi~ company waq reghtered in 1908. In that year it bad oruinary .bare cnplI .. 1 (,f 
1:2,000,000 and .£1,396,000 in 5 per cent. cnmnlatlve preference share.. DnrlD!! lbe el~hl 
yea ... enulDg 1917 they paid onL 0\ er tbree and a·hal! mIllion ponnds ID C&l!b ulvldend. 
and ga,·. away one mIllion ponnc\g of bon09 8hl1re~, whlcb are now worth o~er lbre" 
mIllion 11Oundd. £1,000 invested ID 1913 In these ordinary abare., wben they were qnoted 
at £10 for tbe £5 shlHe, would h,ue received cash dl\lucnds eqna.1 to a.hoo' £745 10 tho 
five ,-ears, and woulu be salea.b!e now for £2,d65. 

THE LOCHGELLY mON AND COAL COllPA~Y. 

TlIi8 is a mnch smaller company. It9 capital i8 £HO,OOO ID 5 per cent. preference 
"bares and £210,000 in ordlO .. ry share~. For ten yeat9 endmg May, 1918, lbe dIvidends 
paid on tbe orwnary shares were o\'er £200,000, in a.dd,tlOn to which a nAlble rellt'rre of 
£150,000 and a. carry forward 0' £'8,000 od.I bave bfen bnilt np ont of .nnd,strlbnt .. d 
profUB, and as shown in the acconntB. £1,000 IDvuted io this complon,'. aharea in 1910 
would bave received d" ldends eqllal to abonl £~87, and wou1<1 now be .. leable at a httlo 
over £2,000. 
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TilE MANVERS MAIN (YORKSHIRE). 

In 1915 shareholders in the Ma!'vers Main were give!l. one bonns share for every two 
shares held. For the ~en years andlOg dune, 1918, the dIvIdends paId were equivalent to 
163 psr cenh., but that IS ooontmg hha bonus shares. On the a.otual oapital tbe dividends 
{or the ten years are equal to 195 per cent. In additIOn, the compa.ny ha.s pa.ld off in the 
J~st ten yearaout,of :prOfits £2~5,OOO odd of debentnres. £1,000 invested 10 these sha.res 
eight years ago at theIr then prIce of £1 16s. 6d. each would have received 10 cash dIVIdends 
£840, and could now be Bold for about £2,600. 

TilE FIFE COAL COMPANY. 

The Fife COlLI ComplLny is a very large concern. In 1909 the sha.reboldel'S were given 
fOr, every four shares they held, ODe bonns shILl'S- and ons 5 per cent. preference sha.re: 
During the ten yea.ra ending 1918 the dividends p&1d were eqUIvalent to about 243 pel' cent 
ou the inoreased clLpitlLl, IDcluding the bonus shares, or over 300 per cent. on the actuILi 
capitILI. In addition, th~ ILccounts brought out IL fortnight a.go show IL reserve'of £500,000 
ILnd a. carry forwlLrd of £126,000 Now this company, It seems to me, bas crelLted a. secret 
reserve, because it- is wrlting down Hs ILssets, but it bas called Its shareholders together 
to give it powers to ma,1!.e distribution of bonus sba.res. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE. 
The FoUl' Tiers of Middlemen. 

Befere the ceal gets to' the censumer, it has to' pass through the hands of 
the middlemen, and not through one set of them, but through feur tiers ef 
middlemen, each rising behind the other, and each ef them imposing II> 

profitable charge. The result is that the working classes have usua.lly to' pay 
about twice as much as the price at the pit's mouth. The usefulness of these 
middlemen was Iileriously questioned by Mr. Smillie and other members of tbe 
Commissien, who endeavoured to' ascOl'tain that if the whele of the ceal supply 
were organised on a different basis a large number of useless middlemen would 
be eliminated, and the maney thus gained applied in impreving the service. 
cheapening the ceal, and'raising the income of the miner. 

The Coal Control and the Status Quo. 
When, however, the Ceal Contrel teok over the business ef the "holesale 

and retail trade, it not only decided to' centinue the eld methed of distribution, 
but also it unquestienably accepted the pre-war standard of profit. (Q. g!Jg.] 
They went entirely on greunds ef centinuity, keeping each of the tiers of 
middlemen, and apparently the question ef asking the London County Ceuncil 
or the municipalities (themselves very large buyers) to undertake the work was 
nevel: even, censidered. [Q. 1,320 et. seq) Further, every: dealer was 
registered, every household had to' register with a. deaIel',* and so it became a. 
closed trade. The effect was that the Government organised distribution Sf) as 
to' ma.ke tha,dealers intO' non-competitive agents, and yet allowe~ them profits 
based on their pre-war standard, obtained under the then chaotic conditiens of 
distribution. 

London's Coal Trade. 
The example of LOJld.on, is instructive. Here, to quote the Maj~rity Report;, 

.. Thill mere establishment charges of the firms engaged in distributiu_g 
coal Z11I London alone- amount in the aggregate to ever £800,000, and thell:
tetaf net profits to over £500,000 per annum." 

• As far as pOSSible, householders were encouraged to register with their previous dealers. 
As m!!.ny wished to register with their co-operatIVe SOClety.' the amount. needed by the 
oQ.operative stores was. much larger than their pre-war req,mrements. ThIS caw;ed & good 
delLl of difficulty, and much dissatisfactIOn In the Co-operlltn'e Movement. 
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How is it that this enormous sum is loaded on to the already high pLice of 
coal? The answer is found in the fact cited above, that the Coal Controller 
took over the prevailing system with all its imperfections on its head and its 
profiteering as well. Mr. Tawney pointed out that the existence of a coal ring 
in London together with the acccptance of the pre-war standa.rdil meant the 
handing over to distributors of a considerable share in monopoly profits. 
[Q.l,230.] 

The actual sum allowed to be charged by the dealers on each ton of coal 
after it had been brought to London, with the railwa.y rate, wa.gon hire, and 
any factor's charge all paid, that is after it was lying in a London depot ready 
to be carried off, was no less than twelve shillings and sixpence (12s. Gd). 
This singularly wide" margin," as it was called, of 128. 6d., wa.s taken by the 
680 merchants and 1,600 coal dealers in the London aren. It is no wonder 
that it could be stated at the Commission that .. the men's demand in re8pect 
of wages, as far as London is concerned, comes to only a few pence more than 
the establishment charges of the retail agents, plus one more factor." [1,6[;0.] 

The London Co~l Ring, 
Mr. Lee, the secretary of the Coal Mines Dtlpartment of the Board of 

-Trade, appeared to ignore the existence of any ring or combine on a large scale 
in London, and naively stated that in fixing the profit margin the view had 
been that the" ordinary force of competition" would keep profits down to a 
reasonable level. Further light on these views, on the way in" which the very 
high profit standard was fixed without reference either to the possibility of 
cheapening the service, or to the known flLct tha~ the Co-operative Wholesale 
could do it more economically than under the prevailing pre-war system, and 
on the existence of a combine, emerges from the following evidence ;-

Mr. SID~EY WEBB: Supposing, for instance, you bave bere a. abillml! for tbe delivery 
over the wholesale to tbe retail mercbant. Ha,-e you inqUired what tloe 
Co·operatlve Wholesale Society does that bualDesa for in aupplYlDg 10callocietlC' 
who are ID the pOSItion of retad merchant. ? 

WITNESS: No. 
Mr. SID~EY WEBB: That would have heen an obvious standard to ha,-e taken. 

Those figures are Imown. I am on the point of wbat inqUIry yoo m&de berore 
acceptmg these rates as reasonable. It would be kuown to anybody tbat 'he 
Enghsb Co-operatIve SOCIety does a. large bUSIness JU coal in London. Berore yon 
fixed that prIce of Is_, it would be natural to inqUIre the Co-opel"ative Society'. 
figure, because that IS a quasi.public instItutIOn, and domg the work for the bare 
cost? 

WITNESS: What we did was to take a number of representat,,-e firma. 
Mr. SID~EY WEBB: That IS to say, you consulted the firml &hemoelve. al to how 

much tbey would hke to cbarge ? 

WITNESS: No, we examined the books to see wbat tbey had charged. 
Mr. SID~EV. WEBB: Then yoo did not examine the Co-operative Society'. book, to lee 

how much cheaper tbd might han been done 7 
-WITNESS: No, becau.e, in any case, our ,-iew was that the retuma obtained by theRe 

- firms in the pre·war period nnder the normal operatIOns of competltne condi~on8 
gave a fair return for the work. 

Mr. SIDliOEY WEBB: It is many millions. [Q.l,2t3·1,247.) 
Mr. SIDNEY WEBD: When you say competition prevailed, I thought there Wall one 

of tbese firms which had Beveral aliases, which dod a very large percent.age of tbe 
entire dlstribnhon in Loudou. I han heard I' put as hl~b &8 three·fourths. Put 
it as hIgh as .h·e·elghths. You know the brm I am alludmg to? 

WITXESS: Yes. 
Mr. SIDNEY WEBB: Had you that in mind? 

WITNESS: Yes; they are in competition with other big concerns. 
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Mr. SroNEY WEBB: You say other big concerns. Yo)u b we oae concern which does 
three·fourths of the trade. 

WITNESS: I do not know that that is '0. . . . 
::\fr. R. W. COOPER: Are you referrmg to W.iliam Cor) and Sons? 
Mr. SID!'IEY WEBB: Ye.. (To the witness): I have heard It put as high as three. 

fourths of the "hole trade. You have one IIrm doing a large percentage of the 
trade, and then you say there is no evidence of combination. [Q. 1,254.9.] 

The Example of the Co-operative Societies. 
The following facts from the Wholesale Co· operative Societies, into whose 

methods the Coal Control did not think it worth while to inquire, show that 
after all expenses have been paid and a margin allowed that is really fair (not 
.. fair" as interpreted by the Co&l Controller after his inspection of coal 
merchants books) the m~mber of a co-operative society gets his ccal 
from 2s. 6d. to' 5s. a ton cheaper than the non-eo-operator. The 
co-operative societies 'were not allowed to sell the coal at a cheaper price than 
that fixed by the Controller. They were compelled to sell at the fixed price, 
which gave the ordinary merchant bis high profits. But they cheapened it by 
giving it back to the consumer in dividends which ranged from 2s. 6d. to 5s. 
per ton in England and stood at about 3s. 9d. in Scotland. This cheapening 
was made possible both because the co-operative sOCieties were more economical 
and because they charged loss of a margin. The conclusion is brought out in 
the following excerpt from the evidence :-

Mr. SIDNEY WEBB: We may take it that the paving of 2s. 6d. in the low dividend up 
to 5s. in the h'gl1est dividend on each ton of coal to the consnmer, if he is .. 
co-operator, is a real saving in the cost of dlstrlbution ? 

C.W.S. WITNESS: Yes. 
Mr. SIDNEY WEBB: And tha.t saving is made becanse the co-operative system of 
, dlstribiuton is more economical than the system of distributIOn by a number of 

merchants and dealers? 
W1T:SESS: That is so. Q. [9267·8.] 

Waste in Competitive' Distribution. 
It was revealed in the examination of Mr. E. IT Davies, who is in charge 

of the Supplies Section of the Coal Mines Department, that there had been 
very great waste in cross-distribution of coal. Thus coal was sent to the 
North of Scotland from South 'Vales and from Scotland agam to South Wa.les. 
In the autumn of 1917 the Coal Control divided the country into 23 areas of 
coal production and coal consumption. It was then found that North Wales, 
for example, did not produce enough for its own consumption. Its total 
production of rail-borne coal for inland consumption was 150,000 tons a 
month; its total consumption 220,000 tons. Yet it exported 40,000 tons, 
and so had to import 110,000 tons, whereas 70,000 tons should have sufficed. 
~his wastage was done away wHh by stopping all e_,port of North Welsh 
coal and by confining the inland importations to the three nearest areas 
with a surplus, whereas previously its import had come from no less than ten 
areas. Similar action was taken with regard to other arer.s. 

As a result, Mr. Davies computed that by this transport scheme 
700,000,000 coal ton 71l~les per annum were saved, and tlu.s on net. weight, 
and e1Jclud~ng tare of wagons and empties. If these were mcluded it would 
double the saving in railway working. 

This represents a saving of .£3,200,000, or £60,0~O a we~k. Thi~ is 
roughly equivalent to 3d. a ton, while if the cost of emptIes, etc., IS taken mto 
aocount, it would make a full sa ri no of Gd. a ton. 
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Thus while under private control of dish'ibution men were literally 
carrying ~oals to Newcastle, the cost of this exploit to the commwlity 
amounted to a sum (6d. 80 ton) which would Ilave met half the cost o( the 
Government's first offer to the miners. 

It may be 110ted thd wben tbls trausport RCbeme wat tirst lItIooted it wu laid that 
it would be unworkable, and that sasworka and other busines8 would be eompell ... d 10 
take unsuItable coal. As .. matter of fa.ct It wa.. fouud tba.t the necessary exctpllons 
only came to 5 per cent. 

It was dl8covered also tbat within ca.ch of tbe8e very lar~e area.. tbere wa. Il \ery 
grea.t deal of wastage by crosOl·distrlbution. Unfortull&tely ow III Il to lack of .14/J and 
pressure of work the Coal l\Imes Department were unable to remedy thi.. Dul enoD'!h 
was discovered to sbow tbat there was \'ery great room lor economlt" In tbia dlrecllOn 
a.lso. 

Pooling of Wagons. 
One of the difficulties of transport in the United KinsJom, both in tho 

past and more particularly during the War, ha.s heen the system of priva.tely 
owned coal wagons. These have to be. returned empty to the collierics to 
which they belong, and one of the ,witnesses (Mr. Frank TaUow, ODe 
of the Railway Executive Committee) st8.ted that balf the mobile 
life of a privately owned wagon is taken up in empty running.. 
When it is realised th8.t the number of privately owned wa.gons (a.bout 
700.000) is nearly one-half of the total number running on our railways, 
a.nd that each wagon has to be sorted out by complica.ted e~unting 01)era.tions. 
it can be seen how great 8. loss this represents. One witness (Mr. E. H. 
Davies) reckoned that owing to this system we a.re a.t prescnt using 35 per 
cent. (over a third) more wagons than are necessa.ry. [Q. 2.0.i2.) It was 
found impossible to state 0. figure indicatjng what would be the approximate 
saving in money. 

An attempt was made by the Railway Executive to gct these wagons 
pooled, but in faee of the strong opposition of the priva.te owners, re-presenting 
separate in.terests, it broke down. A very s1igh~ concession "'AI made b)' them 
eventually. but it was officially stated tha.t only an infinitesimal porcentase of 
wagons were pooled. [Q. 2,099.] 

Two quota.tions from the evidence will show in a. graphic way the pre@ent 
complicated condition and the waste entailed. 

Mr. Frank Tatlow's e\'idence:-
.. To my mind, the principal saving would be in connection with the IOrting and 

arranging of tbe'wagons at tbe dIfferent marshalling SldiD/:!. Now, of conrse, wbether tbe 
wagona ale ganel'ally owned or privately oWDed, there II, anc! 18 hound to be, a eerta\l) 
amount of Borting requll'ed, but that Borting geta very much severer wheD, iD adJltlon to 
tbe sorting of wagons lDtO districts, you have to &ort them out practically 101.0 nam... YOIl 
can put it in thiS way: If you have a pack of earda aDci yoa \\IUlt t-o give 13 earrla e&(.h to 
fOUf people, iHe aD easy matter to deal the tirst loar right round and eo on; but if ,all bav. 
to /liVe fOllY acHe to one person and four kings to another, lheo the aortmll of the l>ack 0' 
carde takes a consulerable tilDe. Tbal i. the sort of 8or~1OS whlcb wOllld be ebmllllLted I' 
there were no prl\ate names on the wagons." 

13 Owners for 40 Wagons. 
(From Mr, Edwin narold DaVies' eVldeDce):-

Mr. ROBERT SMILLIE: Will you take it from roe that iD examillm!: 8. traiD of 4q 
wagons going throu~h 8. Scottish railway statlOD Blowly I bale found 13 differeD' 
owners' wagoDS in the 40. Whea tboae are put into the eidmgs for 8hlJ1ltm~, bay. 
you any idea how long it would take the eDgine and the brallesmaD 10 do the 
shunting of thoae 40 wagoDs and gel them sorted Ollt 1 

Mr. DAVIES: It would <1epelld UPOD BO many cIrcumstances. 1& wonld tJ.pend 
upon whether they bad a clear road. the lad of engine, and the .tate of tbe road. 
themselves, and the skill of the men doing tbe work. 
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If I told you in the 40 wagons there was not a single one owned by the railway 
company? 

That makes it difficult. 

They were owned by 13 different owners; and before they found their way to the 
colheries 24 hours afterwards they had to he shunted out to their own ends. 
Would you beheve that the general manager of the Caledonian Ratlway stated at a. 
time when the pits were thrown Idle for wa.nt of trucks-largely through want of 
engines and men-tha.t if the wa.gons were common· user wa.""ons, he ("ould keep 
the collieries going full time at a time when the n .. tlOn reqUired co .. 1 ? 

I did not know he s .. id that, but I can qUite underst .. nc1 it would be pr .. cticable. 
You .. dmit there was the greatest posslhle difficulty in carrying on the traffic, aud 

collieries could not be kept going? 
At certain times nndoubtedly. 
Were yon a.wa.re the meQlbers of the Coal OrgaDlsation Committee and the heads of 

several of the r .. llw .. y comp .. nies met with the private owners of wagons to 
enc1e .. vol1l." to get the poolmg of the prha.tely·owned wagons? 

I could not say I know. I think I have heard they haye, hut I am not sure. 
It is a.mazing th .. t the minutes of these meetings OXe not in yonr possession, and that' 

you, practlcally in charge of the tra.nsport work, haye not the proceedmgs. 
No, they \vonld hardly affect what I am doing in the Coal Mines Department, would 

they? [Q. 2,07::) to 2,083.] 

The Cost in Human Life. 
The multiplication of shunting operations entailed by this sorting out of 

private wagons means a multiplication of the risks of death or injury run by 
railwaymen. This foot seemed to be rather inadequately appreciated by soma 
of the railway officials who appeared as witnesses. We have the following:-

)ir. ROBERT SMILLIE: Haye yon auy statIstIcs as to the proport,on of railway 
a.ccldents which take place in the course of shuntlDg operatIons? 

WITNESS: No, I have not. I have seen the figures, of course, when I was WIth the 
r&lhva)s. I know tha.t stich thmgs do happen, but I have not any figures. 

Mr. SMILTolE: YOtl know that such things as accidents in shuutmg do happen. 
WITNESS: Yes. 
~r. SMILLIE: His o.mllZlllg to hear It put like that by 0. ro.llwny expert. Is It not 

"ell kno\\n that n ,ery large propol·tion of rallwa.y aCCidents take place 111 shuntlDg 
opel allons ? 

WITNESS: I could not say what the proport"on is, but it is risky wOlk. [Q.2,075·7.] 

The Board of Trade figures [Cd. 8,059] show that on an average of the 
ten years before the war one out of every 15 shunte) s was wJured and one out 
of every 425 shunters leas killed each year. The risk run by the shunter (ana 
also by the brakesman who in the absence of automatic couplings has still to 
do the coupling of wagons) is out of all proportion heavier than that of any 
other class of men in this dangerous occupation. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE MINER'S STANDARD OF LIFE. 

Acoidents. 
It is seldom that the public realises that coal is won for them at a stead y 

cost in human lives. 
The miner lives under a continual risk of death or injury. Anything that 

shortens his hours of labour lessens that risk. 
Mr. John Robertson, cbairman of the Scottish Union of Mineworkers, 

showed in hi" evidence that in the mines-

In 1913 there were 

" 1914i " 

" 
1907-16 (average) 

1,753 
1,219 
1,240 

killed. 

" 
" 

In 1913 there wele no less than 176,868 miners injured and off work for 
more than seven d'l!Ys. In the last 20 years the number injured reaches 
a total of 31 millions. This, however, only refers to accidents which 
disable a man for more than seven days. If all accidents are reckoned up, 
"the number would be doubled," and the total number mJured m 20 years 
would mount 1£P to 6! milltons. The following description of the risky nature 
of the miner's work was given in the evidence of Mr. Hartshorn:-

. Then I would just say also that it is a very hazardous callinO'. I do not thmk the 
public tully reaJise that one out of every six or seven-certainly one in every seven
of all the men and boys employed in the industry, 'surface and underground, every 
year get injured to an extent that renders them Idle for at least seven days, and a 
very considerable number of them, of course, are rendered Idle for a much longe~· 
penod, and large numbers of them are totally and permanently wsabled. I think 
about four men are killed in the mining industry every 24 hours, Sundays and week
days. This is an occupation in which men are blown to pieces. Only recently I had 
to deal with a compensatlOn claim for twoloung men, the only sons of parents, who 
were hoth killed instantaneously in one 0 the collienes in my dlstrlCt. That pro
bably is not a thing that often happpns, but ill is by no means umque, and every 
miners' agent has that experience. When we get exploslons, it is no uncommon thing 
to get four or five or six dead men laid out in the same hO.!lse. I have seen a father, 
a son-in-law, and four sonS-S1X of them-who all left the house hale and hearty m 
the morning, brought back in the evenmg charred corpses, and no one left m the 
home but the two wldows, the mother and daughter. In. the mining industry the 
casualtles are more hke those of the battlefield than anythmg else. The only dlffer
ence between the soldier and the miner is that the miner can never ask for an 
armistice. He cannot even treat for terms of surrender. The casualties go on evelY 
day. 

Inadequate Inspection. 
Why is the death rate so high? 
At the present time, it is true, the mines are inspected ?y tbe Government. 

But for many years there has been a demand for more lllspectors and more 
efficient inspection. Besides this the Miners' Federation o~ Great Britain 
have been pressing for the appointment (by the workers) of lllspectors from 
amongst the workmen whose salaries co~t should be borne by t~e Exch~'1uer. 
Mr. Frank Hodges put this point to a witness and, when the witness did not 
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appreciate the difference between appointment by the Sta.te and by the 
workers, asked:-

.. Bo~ does it not seem to yon to be mucb more to tbe poiut tbat tbe worbmlll 
wbose !tfe IS at stake should bave the rigbt to dlSIl!.i99 tbe mall or appoiut tbe man wI 0 
is to look alter his life." 

'Vitness ... I cauDot say." 

The sa.me witness (Mr. T. H. Mottram, Inspector {)[ MiDes [or the 
Yorkshire and North Midland Division) stated that he ha.d only a. dozen 
men to inspect 461 coal mines, and that it was an impossibility for them to 
make an absolutely complete inspection of the mines in tbe division. When 
pressed by Mr. R. H. Tawney, the following e"idence \~a8 given :-

:Mr. R. H TAWNEY: Do you thinl' tbat if yon had a larger stair, if you. aa you RIJ. 
bad full responSIbility for tbe safety of 'he Oleo, you could imJ rO\'e the condltioD~ 
of safety?-It would be utterlv impossIble for me to be refpoD81ble in tb. lin, 
IUsta.nce for tbe sa.fety of the indivldua.l. 

Why "-BecRuse I could Dever get tbere. There may be mauy cases iu wbich I coul,1 
uever see the condItions for myeelf. 

Eut If you had a larger staff, theu they could get there more oHeu, could they uot 1-
That is true. If I have got to be personlkll V responeible I ,bould WILDt a ver11,,~ 
staff, I ca.n tell you. • 

Tha.t is our pomt. '1'hal IS to say, at the present time we economise money at tbe 
expense of the miner's life and limb 1-1 do uot 8ay that. 

Housing. 
The conditions under which the miner ha.s to live, as given in el·idence, 

"Were shown to be so abomina.ble that one of the employers' side of the 
Commission sa.id to the witnes~ .. After bearing the rea.ding of your proof I aDl 
sure there is nobody here who would wish to a'!k you yery many question!!. 
The conditions that you refer to a.re such that they must certainly be put 
tlgM." 

The evidenco dealt with housing in general, then with NorthuDlberlan,1 
and Durham as showin3 the overcrowding in mining areas, and fina.lly wittl 
palticular samples, as it wero, of the conditions in Lanarkshire, in the middlu 
ward of whICh half the houses are occupied by miners. Figures were o.1s.> 
given showing how owing to tho overcrowding tuberculous patients bad to he 
herded together in the same bed with healthy peeple. A Cew excerpts frolll 
the evidence will be enough. 

Overcrowding. 
(Q. 8,837-8,860.) 

Over the whole of Engla.nd and Wales there are 3,139,472 persons livin6 
more than two in a room, equal to 9'1 per cent. of the total popula.tion. The 
total for the administratife county of Durham is 2.'f5 per cent. and in 
Northumberland 287 per cent. Both count:e'J contain a large mining 
population, but owing to the presence in this total of re'lidential rujJdle·cla~~ 
districts the true enormities of overcrowdlOg cannot be reaIilled nnless wo take 
some of the mining districts by themselves. This can be put in tabular form 
as follows:-

Number of persons living more tha.n two in a room:-

All England and Wale3: ........................ .. 

County of Durham ..................... '" ..... . 
County of Northumberland .................... . 

Annfield Plain (Durham) ...................... .. 
Leadgate (Durhll.m) ............................. . 
Ashington (~orthumberlJ.nd) ................. . 

rer("{"nt 
Vl 

28'5 
28'7 

41'4 
43'6 
3:.ra 
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Thus. even in- England a?d Wales, where the housing conditions ar~ 
acknowledged to be better than 1n. Scotland, roughly one in every ten persons
was living under conditions of overcrowding; but in certain mining villages 
of Durham. this was true of. four out of nery ten persons. 

Scottish Housing. 

Housing conditions in the mining districts of Scotland are so bad that a. 
special chapter was devoted to them in the report of the Royal Commission on 
Housing in Scotland (1917). If Lanarkshire (in the middle ward of which 
county nearly half the total number of houses are occupied by miners) is taken 
as a sample, we find in the town of I!a.mUton a.lone 27,000 out of the 3S,00C) 
inhabitants have to live in one and two-roomed houses. In Wishaw, another 
mining town, 

2,7£8 persons are living more than 5 in one room. 
1,23'1. 6 

51Q 7 
190 ,. 8 

Tuberculosis. 

The terrible conditions of overcrowding are not fully realised until w~ 
consider the number of cases in which healthy persons haJ to share a room, 
and in many instances a bed, with tuberculous. patients. 

In Cambuslang and Blant¥re parishes: there.were 218 cases at tuberculosis, 
of which 36 were minerS'. The &leeping accommodation was as follows ;-

23 had IIJ room to themselveS'. 
41 shared a. room with 1 other, person. 
38 H 2 other persons. 
35 3 
20 4 
18 5 
18- 6" 
9 more than 6 other persons. 

The following ta.h1e of 278 tuberculosis cases in Bothwell and Cambusnothan 
parishes shows even worse conditions, as. it refers to consumptives sleeping ill' 
th~ same bee with healthY' people. 

118 occupied a. bed alone. 
90 shared a bed with 1 other. 
59 2 others. 

9 .. 3 
2 " " JJ 4 

Pithead Baths. 

Olle case was. cited before the Commission of 11& pit in which ~he pit ponies 
died, while the men had to. contUfu8' to. work. 

The miner returns to the upper air after nine hotTI's o.r so spent in a semi
darkness ill which he co.ntract nystagmus (a disease o.f the eyes), and often in a
foul a.tmosphere, his- clo.thes covered with co.al-dus~. Il;ud himself o.ften wei> 
through with workin" in water o.r under the steady dr1ppmg from the roo.f. At 
present he has· tab wash and change in the. room that !LISt) serves, in 
many cases as the-liYing room, bedroom, kItchen, washmg house, and 
scullery. Often, too, he has to. travel ten o.r twelve miles in his clothes, wet 
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to the waist. All these discomforts are adJitional to his ordinary housing 
conditions, with their disastrous social consequences. 

Yet in France, Germany, and Belgium baths are provided at the pithea.d. 
In this country they exist in only two collieries. In the original draft of the 
Coal ~lines Act of 1911 they were made compulsory. But before the Bill 
became law a provision was inserted to the effect that they must only he 
provided if a two· thirds maJority of the miners voted in favour of it and if thl' 
total co~t dul 7lot e.rceed 3d. IJCI' head. So far the collieries have not taken the 
trouble b present their acconnts in such a way as to fulfil this provision. 

Hours. 

" Some apprehension," says the Majority Report, "has been caused by the 
phrase' six-hour day.' It is not true that the miners already have an eight
hour day, secured to them by Act of Parliament. The statute of 1908, not as 
introduced by the. Government and passed by·the !Iouse of Commons, but as 
altered at the very end of the session by the ~ouse of Lords, made the eight 
hours date from the moment the last man of each shift entered the cage to 
descenc1 the shaft, until the fil st man of the shift reached the surface. Thill 
excluuec1 all the 'winc1ing time: which normally consumes on the average 
something like an hour,'and in ~he roost extreme casos officially reported to us 
by the inspectors takes as much as two and a-half hours ver day: The under
ground worker is thus actually below ground, exposed to a special risk 
of accident, not for eight, but, as we are informed officially, for between 
eight and a-half and ten and a-half hours per day," 

The most convenient summing up of the evidence given by Mr. John 
Potts, Treasurer of the Yorkshire Miners' Association, and by others, is again 
to be found in the Majority Report. 

" We suggest, indeed, that the reduction of the hours during which each 
individual miner is exposed to his exceptional risk of accident is not only 
justified, but also a positive advantage to the nation. There are, at present, 
between 160,000 and 176,000 casualties in the mines each year-more in numb~r 
than all those suffered by the whole Gallipoli Expeditionary Force-between 
1,500 and 1,700 of them fatal, making the miner's calling more hazardous than 
any other except that of the seaman. In the ten years from 1907 to 1916 actually 
12,400 minere-were killed by accidents occuring in the course of their work. 
We cannot confidently predict that a lessening of hours will, in itself, result in 
a diminution of accidents, because there has unfortunately been no study of the 
extent to which the accidents in mines are effected by the men's fatigue. In 
other industries that have been investigated, it has been proved that a reduction 
of working time leads to a more than proportionate lessening of accidents. 
But, however this may be in mining, each individna.l miner will certainly be a 
shorter time at risk. The miner, as it has been graphically put to UB, is during 
the whole of his working time continuously in the trenches. At present he goes 
on an average only six years before he meets with an accident, not necessarily 
fatal, but conspicuous enough to he reported, and severe enough to necessitate 
abstention from work for more than sevcn days. \Vith a working day from 
bank to bank reduced by 28 per cent. it may be anticipated tha.t the under
ground worker will go without an accident, on an a.verage more nearly eight 
years than six. It must be counted, indeed, a distinct social advantage of a 
shorter working day in trades exposed to exceptional risk of accident, that it 
permits, on an average, to every worker (and therefore to every father of a 
fa.mily) a longer uncrippled life." 
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Wages. 
The precis ha.ndeu in bv :Mr. Vernon Ha.rtshorn M P read f II • , .., as 0 o~s:-

. :' ~he advance of :-,;~ges of 130 per cent. is not asked merelv to meet; the 
rl~ IS III the c~st of hVlllg. It IS asked f6l" beeause of the I:esolve of the 
millers that !helr pre-war standard of life shall be raised. The opmion that an 
advance of DO per cent. should be asked for was strongly entertained at th" 
So~thport C~nfere?ce .. The?O per ce~t. represents the minimum that will 
satIsfy the millers III theIr desue for a hIgher standard of life than that h h 
they had in 1914. W IC 

COMPARISON GF INCREl\SE IN 
MINERS' UTES OF W1\GES 0. COST 
OF LNING DURING THE WNS.. 

78 PerCentt\ava:nc.e 
OTt vr~s R...:te ... 
MINERS' FIGURES 
Feb 1919 . 

1;20 PerCentAJ.va--nc:G 
1.1\ cost of L·1.V1.~ 
MINISTRY" of UBoUR. 
FIGURES Feb 1919 

.. The necessity of meeting the rise in the cost of living (which "tIle' 
:Ministry of Labour now puts, :February, 1919, at 120 per cent. aboye the 
level of July, 1914) enters into the demand. The total increase of wages 
since the beginning of the war averaged over all the diskicts of the Jliners' 
Federation of Great Britain now stands at 78 per cent. This means that an 
advance of 42 per cent. on pre-war wages is necessary in order to restore the 
miners to the position of 1914 . 

.. But even supposing the miners' wages had risen furthey, or the co.,t 
of living had not risen so high, supposing the Government offer of Is. (roughly 
equivalent to 10 per cent.) had restored. the miners to t,heir pre-war pOSItion, 
this would leave 20 per cent. as the miners' demand, which would be a very 
moderate rise when the whole conditions of the miner's life are taken into 
consideration. Further, if !Mr. Lowes Dickinson's figures be taken, it would 
show that the profits of the coal industry had risen from a pre-war aye rage 
of £13,000,000 to a rate of £39,000,000 for quarter ended September, 1918, 
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\\ hile the miner's III erago meome had risen from £8'2 t-o '£lGU in the same 
perIOd, This would mean that; profiw had been trebled, "hile wagl's had 
little OlOre than doubled, But the Federation figures &how 78 per cent. 
advance during the war, and not 105 per cent." 

A, I ~ay there, c,'cn if ~u(h figurcs as I put in prol'o to be inn('curntt', and (,,'I'll 
it the other Mde ean plOl'e that on tho question of tho standard of hnng, OT til" 
co,t of liVing, wagc~ have k"pt puce with tho IIlCreBf<e in tho cost, yet the miller. 
stili "n~' that till> pie-II ar ,tallLlalu of hl'lng was so inadequate that th('y lIlu.t In'I'~ 
upon It "llb~tal)tl,d a,hanle ill I\ages. 

I tlunk in con'>l(lel ing this dClDl1nd the g"nN'I,1 condition,. of tllo millel'8 life IIml 
the nntmc of hh employment must be takelllDto account, If YOII take the ordmalY 
1101 king day of any mlllel' (I hal''' III mllld a I"('pres('ntative (·a .. l In nly 0\1 n distrldl, 
tho collIery ,tarh \\ lluJmg ('0011 at 7 o'c1o(k III the morntng, The men lHl"p to he <1m. n 
"omell he! c Letll oel1 6 and 7 o'do<.k-".y an aVf'rage of half-past six, Thcy (-om" "I' 
het\\ ("'1\ 3 and 4-'ay an a,'prage of It,tlt-past thff'e, So that II e get th" nlln,'l' m I.t. 
pit clothes from about 5 in th" mOTllIng ulltd, &BY, half.pa.st tillee II h,.n he 8,;{,.'Il.I. 
the Pit, nnd b~' the tll1le he gets homf' alld has II" food and a bath Dnd Itch out of hit 
I'lL clothe. "gam, It ib half-pa,t f011l' Of ('oune, I think that a DlIn,'r 1M ot "01 k all 
the time he I' III Ill' Pit clothes, A man has to lea1'o hl8 bt>d in the ('01<1 lnutN' 
11101 DIng,> and COIllP dOlI n mtn 1\ ch~'II(>b' kltch"l~ "1titOUt any fire>, HI' ('allllot t.,k" 
Itl~ clothe, up to I", bl'<lloom, l>11t h" has to ('OI'I~ dOli n to change, nnt! tho mom"llt 
11(' get' Ill'> pit doth(>s 011 he r.lllllot lllO\,(~ hom ('(.lIlf to chaIr or 1'00111 to roolll, En'l'y 
mOl'emelle 110 make, kal'l'b It, mfllk. and It I. the same "h(>n he ('orn('" hom", You 
Inn e had ,>ollle t'l'lc\Pllee on the mattcI' 1 hnv!' noticed dUl'1ng the day, nud I do not 
".lnt to detarn 30U for an~' Il'nl'(th of time on thiS 1>O"ltlon, Then, of COllrM', you 
ha,'" to Leal' 111 rtlll1d that tltl' (>olhl'l's ,,-al k I~ done in the I)()\\ d. of the ('nrth III 11>.· 
<lllrkne,,> I thlllk It I" tl ue to say that during the" hole of the" IIlt(,1" mt/ntl" a 
Ilnnl'r ne\'C1' get" mOl ethan ono or til 0 ho\1l's of daylight on any day !'''('('pt Sllnda~ 
1 knQII hom lWI sOllal (''I(pl'I'lenct'l ha\'ln~ II ol'kl'd at the coal lace mys"lt fOl' nhl)llt 
t,\eh'e ye.lI''>, that It '" a VCI'Y 8r<lUous O('(upahon and v(>ry laboriOUS, I knol' 1\ Io .. n 
r "a, a grOll mg Jad It ".IS qUite a common tlllnf, for m .. , after I J!:ot h<mlO in tl". 
\I1g,llt and a\tel' gettmg my food. to lIe dOli n on t 10 Iwurth,tone in front of the fnl', 
ieehl1g too tll ed and stiff and hfd,"ss to gct a bath and rest, In tl.e mOl'lIlng, "h"11 
I II." iWlllc(\ out of bed, I fdt it "a~ lIke gomg to the gallows to ~f't up at ftll I 
tlunk that I' the common exp"l icnce of the mineI'. hanDg I!'gard to the Dalll!'!' of Ill .. 
c( rnpatlOll, 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE MINER'S CLAIMS AND THEIR 
EFFECT. 

The Miner's Claims. 
The Commission investigltted costs, profits, and prices, both in the coal 

mining industry (strictly so cltlled), and also in Lhe wholesale and retail trade; 
it also inquired into the miner's standard of life, bis housing conditions, hours, 
risks, wages, and other circumstances. Further, it had to inquil-e into th6' 
effect of the following demands :-

1. 30 per cent. advance in wages (exclusive of war wage of 3s.). 
2. Amendment of " Eight" Hours Act to " six" hours. 
S. N ationalisation of mines and minerals (this, according to a Confel'enc6' 

decision, to connote a measure of control by the mine workers). 

It is bAst to ta-ke first of all the estimate of the increased cost f.rnisbed 
by MI.". A. Lowes Dickinson. The estimate was prepared on the assumption, 
amongst otbers, that _he minimum' reducpion in output would be 10 pel' cent. 
It will be noticed, of course, tbat nationalisation is not an extra cost. It is, 
indeed, the only means, apart from a coal trust, of meeting the increased cost. 

Estimate of the Cost. 
Average output per person employed of five pre-war years .. . 
Number of persons employed (say) ............................ . 
Total output per annum ............................................ . 
Present cost without increase of wages or oecrease of 

hours:-
Wages, £194,000,000, equals per ton .................... . 
Other costs .................................................. . 

Total costs .............. . 
SO per cent. increase in wages .................................. .. 
Reduced output owing to reduction in hours (say) .......... .. 
Resulting output with same number of men .................... . 
Cost would be :-

Wages, £239,000,000, equals per ton .................... . 
Other costs per ton ......................................... . 

Increased cost due to botb demands, pel' ton 5s. 4d. on 
255 million tons, equals ......................................... . 

Divisible as follows: Wages increase .................... . 
Reduced hours .................... . 

257 tons. 
1,100,000. 
283 million tons. 

13s.9d. 
6s.5d. 

20s.2d. 
£1,5,000,000 
10 per cent. 
225 million tons. 

18s.9d. 
6s. 9~. 

25s.6d. 

£68,000,000 
£45,OOO,OO(} 
£23,000,000 

£68,000,000 
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Es~ima.ted pwfits on present bas:" of hour .. and \\ ages in 
excess or Is. 6d. pel' ton: 3s 2d. per ton e()ual~ ........... . 

Daauct for fall in pnce of coal to neutrnl'i, Is. per ton .....• 
£40,000.000 
.t12,000,000 

£28.000.000 

Deficit to bo made up... £40,000,000 

How to Meet the Cost. 

Sir Leo Chiozza.Money'a Suggestions. 

It will be noticed tha.t the tl\ble given ahore doeq not allow for any 
economies tha.t might be introduced in production or distribution. 

Some very interesting hypotheses wag put by Mr. Leo ChiozzOo-Money a.6 
to bow the deficit of 5s. 4d. a. ton could Ite cm'ered and more than cO\'ered by 

• economies resulting from fall in costs, abolttion of rO)'nlties, economies in 
dist.ribution, etc., quite apart from the saving to be nchitl\'cd by natiollali~ntion 
anJ improyed methods of production. These economies are stated in Clllch as 
so many pence per ton! 

Economies. Sa\illll of 

• 
(i.) Extinction of Roya.lties .......................... .-

(Ii.) Fall in cost of mining stores .~ ....... _ ......... ~. 
(Timber, fodeler, explosives, etc., all of them 

stand;ng at exaggerated figures.) 

(Iii.} Saving of railwa.y costs .......................... . 
(Pooling of wagolls, etc) 

(iv.) Extinction oC middleman, at lead ............. .. 
Cllost capahle agents being retained alld 

organised and the oLhers paid out.) 

(".) Excess profits ~ .......... 

Deduct Is. Cor decreased prile of coat to 

• .1 • 

0 6 

1 G 

1 ° 
3 0 

2 G 

8 G 

neutrals ........................................... , _ 1 0 

On the hypotheses, total saving ot... ...... 7 G 

per ton. 

This 'is. 6d. a ton sayed b)' these Economie~ is 80 much more than the 
eost of 5s. 4d. a. ton estimatetl by Mr, Dickinson that it leaves a wide ma.rgin 
to absorb any further cost due if the leduction in output were greater tha.n the 
figure assumed-IO per cent. All thi'i can be carried through, the miner', 
standard of life raised, his chances of safety increased, and an enormous 
amount of waste and extra\'agance done away with, if only financial unification 
of the mines is completed and distribution taken out of the hands of private 
tra.ders without attempting any impronment in the methods of 
production. 
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How to Save Still More by Improved Methods. 

Evidence of Sir Richard Redmayne. 

Almost the weightiest evidence given before the Commission was that of 
Sir Richard Redmayne. H.M. Chief Inspector of Mmes, Head of the Production 
Department of the Controller of Coal Mines, Technical Adviser to the Controller 
of Coal Mines, Chairman Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau; he was also a. 
member of the Committee appointed to inquire into the probable economIC 
effect of a limit of eight hours on the working of coal mines, Chairman of the 
Coal Mining Organisation Committee, and a member of the Coal Conservation 
Committee. 

In is only possihle to deal with a few of the points dealt with in his 
eviJenC8. 

Probable Effect of Reduction of Hours. 

1. The reduction of time at the working face he estimated at 24'3 per 
cent., but as a reduction in output (for reasons which he gave) is not in 
arithmetical proportion to reduction in working time, he arrived at an 
estimated immedia.te reduction of output of not more than 19 per cent: 

2. In this estimate no account is taken of numerous factors, each of which 
would result in increased output, and many of which could be brought into 
play within a very s4Qrt period. Amongst these factors are the following '-

1. The making good of the loss of technical efficiency resulting from the absb'ac
tioll of the most effiCIent miners for war seryice, and from the temporary worseDlnl!; 
of the equipment of the mIne through lack of supplIes of tImber, ralls, sleepers, etc , 
caused by the war. 

2. The possibility of reducmg discontinUIty of WOJ king by better "cleat ance " 
from the plthead, by the poohng of pl'lvately owned wagons, and by impro ... ed 
methods of stocking coal and filling from stock. 

3. The reduction of voluntary absenteeism, as to wludl there IS evidence that 
the shorter workmg d~y would cause considerable imino..-ement. 

4. The conveyance of underground workers to and f10m the face by mechanical 
haulage. 

5. The utilisation to a greater extent than at presE'nt of the npcast shaft for 
windmg coal and for raismg and 10\\ ering minel s. 

6 The greater use of two-deck cages. 

7 The improvement of winding plant and engines 

8. The extension of the multiple shift system. 

9. The greater use of mechanical coal cuttel'S, pnenm~t1c drIlls, etc., as.to which 
it may be remarked thnt at present only 10 per cent. of our roal output IS got by 
machlDery. 

10. The fact that the shortening of working hours \\ ould increase (a) tJte health, 
and (b\ the safety of the miner. 

Collective Production. 

Sir Richard Redmayne gave, as his considered opinion, that .. the present 
system of individual ownership of collieries is e.rtl'at'agant and tvasteful, 
whether viewed from the point of view of the coal mining industry as a whole 
or from the national point of view, is, I think, generally accepted." The 
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advantages which would result from a. system of collective product.ion he SI\l'e 
under the heads of-

(II) Enhanced Production. 
(b) DimIDishcd Cost of Production. 
(e) Prevention of Waste, under this last including:-

1. Prevention of competition, leadiug to better selling l)rices for uI'orted coal bElUg 
H9red. . 

2. Control of freIghts. 
3. Economy of administration. 
4. Pro\'lsion of capItal allowmgof quicker and more extensl"e deHlopment of backwald 

mIDes. 
5. lUore aduntagcous purcbase of materials. 
fl. Reduction of colliery consumption. 
7. lUore harmoDlouB relations between the workman and tbe operators due to stcad,er 

wOlk aud adequate remuneration of workmen. 
8. Obliteration to a great extent of \'ested interests and mIddlemen. 
9. Unification of the best knowledge and sltill Jeadmg to greater mterchange ot IdeM 

and comparJson of methods. If good results are obtained at one mille and bad in anotl,er, 
these results would be open to all to benefit the efrom. 



CHAPTER V. 

j\{ATIONAL OWNERSHIP AN'D JOINT 
CONTROL BY THE WORKE'RS. 

Coal Trust or Public Ownership. 
H is obvious that this "collective production" can only be carried out 

'With its far-reacliing economies and improvements by either a great Coal 
Trust or by Nationalisation. 

Questioned on this point, Sir Richard Redmayne said that he was in 
favour of a Coal Trust, his reason being that he feared that the bureaucracy, 
which he considered to be bound up in national ownership, would be inefficient 
and deadening. Now, quite apart from the fact thQ,t the nation SImply !could 
not stand the ideJ. of a Coal Trust-howeyer much it was" controlled" by the 
Board of Trade-it may be pointed out that Mr. Straker (in his evidence on 
'Nationalisation) proved the case for public ownership, as, indeed, it has been 
proved over and over again. The whole of the proceedings of the Commission 
-as reported in th6',Press-had the effect of one long continuous argument 
for N ationalisation. 

SeU-Government in Industry, 
There is, however, a considerable ground for Sir Richard Redmayne's 

fears. The country's experience of the bureaucrats during the war has not 
been a happy one. But this fear was amply met by the last section of Mr. 
Straker's evidences, entitled 

"Administration and the Avoidance of Bureaucracy." 
Last year (in July, 1918) the Annual Conference of the Miners' Federation 

~f Gleat Britain passed the following resolution:-

" That, in the opinion of this Conference, the time bas arrived in the 
history of the coal-mining industry "hen it is clearly in the national 
interests to transfer the entire industry froUl plivate ownership and c9fltrol 
to State ownership, with Joint control and administration by the workmen 
and the State," 

Accordingly, in order to give the Commission something .. to ,bite on," as 
it were, Mr, Straker submitted a series of provisions for joint control, 
which are set out be10w. 

A s a. -first pl'actical step to sa tisfy the larger demand alld to .p)ace the admlDi
stration of the industry natIonally and locally, on sound buslDess hnes, so t'tat the 
interegt (If the miners a~d the community may be fully safeguarded, I beg to suggest 
"the following provisions:-

1. There shall be estabhshed on the appointed day a l1ini~g Council (I~ ten 
members, five of whose members shall be apPolDted by the :\II!1lster for Mmes, 
of which two shall espeCIally be appomted to l'epresent the mterests of con
.gumers, and five by the assoC'intlOn known as the l\!lllel's' Federatton ~f Great 
BrItain. 
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2, The 1\1111I&t('r fOl' )lInc8 .hall be Chail man aud au t'x-Q/licio m(,lllbt.'r of 
the )I1I1ing Counul. 

3, Subject to the prO\ l,iollS of this .-\ct, it 8hall lie lawful for th~~ )(lIrillg 
Council on beha If "t th,' :lI,,"ster for )ll1lcs, to open and \\ ork coal mlDN and 
Will and deal with n.lIlcrals anu generallv to carryon the induMtry of coal milling, 
.listnbutlDg, and, en,hllg. tog€'t'IH'r \\ lib all othcr indublrie. carried on in con
nt'ctlon there" Ith, }'rondcd that it shall not be la\\ ful (or the lll1118tPr for 
)llnes or the 1\1l11lDg Conncil to lease any mine or millelals to an,. p,'r.on, 
as~oClation or corpOl atlOn. 

4. The Minister for )lin€'s may compulsOrily pUl'cha .. ' land or acquir" .lIch 
lights over land a~ he IIII1V rcquil'e for the purpose of thIS Act, and shall h,n ". 
With regard to the cOlllptilsory purchase of 1al1d, all the powers of pUldla-('I'. 
actlDg under the Lands Claus~s...ftct, ISl3, and the Land~ Clausu ConsolldatlOn 
(Scotland) Act, 18·1.3, 

5, For the plll'po_e of thi, section the Mining Council, on behalf or the 
)Iilllster for Mines, may trom time to tim\!, in such manm'I' ami on llIt'b term. 
as they think fit-

(a) Appoint mllnnget~, el1ginl'l'~s, agents, del ks, II orkmcn, M'I \ ollta, 
and other persons; and : 

(b) com.trllct. 1'1 eet OJ" purcha!>e, lease, or othf>rll ise a('qllirl', buildlll).:I, 
plant ma ... hlllcry, r811\\aY8, tramways, .hulks, ships, an,\ other 6,,,<1 or 
movable apphances or wOIks of Bny d('scrlption, Bnd ti~1I or u{herll .. f> <1"1)1)811 
of tile same \I hen no 101lge/' reqUired i ami 

(c) sell, supply, IIlld deliver coal aud other pl'odll<'t1 the reault (f coal 
mining operatIOns, !lith!'r within or II Ithout the realm; Bud 

(d) entet· mto and enforce contracts and engagemeuts; and 
(e) generally do am'thing that the owner of B cllol mine might l .. tdu1l1 

do in the workmg of the mme, or that 18 authorised by I egulatlOn' IIn,ler 
this Act or by thIS Act; and 

(f) employ ageuts, includmg local authorities or Tra.de tJni()n~ fr.r IIny 
purpoS<) they may thmk nece~sary to carr]' Ollt thl'lr dlltll~8 und"r tIll' Act, 
on such terms as may be mutually agrel'd. 

6. In addition to the POWl'I8 conferred on the Mining Coun('i\ on IJI'half 
of the Minister for )Imes by the last preceding 8ub-8PdlOlI, the COllncll may, 
in such manner as they dllnk fit, IIork any raIlway, tramway, hulk, ~hjp, <,r 
othor applIance fVI' thl' purpose of IImmng, 8uJlplymg, and dehverm~ coal 

7. The member~ of the )Imir.g Council 8hall be apl'IJlIlted for fh'e yt'an, 
but shall be ehgtl:.le for reappOIntment. 

8. The Minister flJr lIine~ shall, for the purpo>e of the carryms:; on and 
development of the mining industry, divide the llmteU Kinj;(dorn into (h.trich, 
and shall in eaclt district ('onstitute a DIstrict l\fimng COlln!'11 of t..n nll'rnl~l"5, 
half of which shall be appointed by the Mmers' FederatllJn of Great llrttam, 

9. The lIIining CounCil rnav delegate to any Di~tri(,t llining COlln, II It1t'h 
of their powers under thiS Aci aM may conven:ently be uercl'ied loraHv, lInd 
the District 1I1ining COllncil ~hl\J1 llpon sut.h delegation have and eX(,fCh" ',,)thm 
their dIstrict a)) the pOII'ers and duties of the )Iming C<)unctl 88 mlY be 
delegated to theIn. 

10, A District lIming Council HhaJl, subject to tlte ap~roval of tlle lIining 
Council, have po\\er IIlthm their area to appoint PIt Committees for e8<'h mme 
or group of mines, composed of t('n m('mber~ hall of which "hall be memben of 
the Miners' Federation of Great Britain, Rnd nominated ltv the worker& of the 
mine or groups of mmes aforesaid, and the Di~trict Mming Council may dElegate 
to Buch Pit CounCIl su(h of thl'lr PO" ers roncerning the immediate worklllg 
or management of a partl(ular mine or grollp of mInes as the DIstrict Mining 
Council may, subject to the approval of the lIming C(lnncil, think fit. 

11. The members of District llining Councils shall be appointed for three 
year9~ but shall be eligible for reappointment, and the members of Pit ('.o'1I1cilll 
shall De appointed for one year, bllt shall be ehgible for reappointment. 
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The Climax of the Commission. 
These provisions for control very greatly interested, one might say 

excited, the employers' side of the Commis!!ion. Mr. Straker was subjected 
to a whole-day cross-examination (a prominence which was given to no other 
witness except Sir Richard Redmayne and Mr. Lowes Dickinson) entirely from 
the employers' side, and almost entirely devoted to this question of control by 
the workers. It was quite clear that the employers were more upset by the idea 
of workers' control than by the proposal merely to abolish private ownership. 
But the witness was rooted in certain definite principles which he had set 
forth and from which he would not yield. 

This evidence came at the end of the second week, and was the climax of 
the Coal Commission. It was the open expression of the conflict between the 
opposing principles of autocracy in industry and industrial democracy. On 
that day it seemed as though the Miners- were speaking not for themselves 
only, but for the cause of all their fellow workers: 

It is fitting that' this brief and necessarily imperfect summary of facts 
from the Coal Commission should conclude with a statement of principle. We 
quote Mr. Straker:-

.. Any administration of the mines under nationalisation must not leays 
the mine worker In the position of a mere wage-earner whose whole energies 
are directed by the will of another . 

.. He must haye a share in the management of the industry in whloh 
he is engaged, and understand all about the purpose and destination of the 
produot he is produoing j he must know both the produotiYe and the com
meroial side of the industry. He must feel that the industry is being run by 
him in order to produoe ooal for the use of the oommunity, instead of profit 
for a few people. He would thus feel the responsibility which would rest 
upon him, as a citizen, and direct his energies for the common good . 

•• This ideal cannot be reached all at onoe Owing to the way in whioh 
private ownership has deliberately kept the worker in ignorance regarding 
the industry i but as that knowledge, which has been denied him, grows, 
as it will do under nationalisation, he will take his rightful plaoe as a man. 
Only then will Labour unrest, whioh is the present hope of the world, 
dlsappeal' . 

.. The mere granting of the 30 per cent. and the shorter hours demanded, 
will not preyent unrest, neither will nationalisation with bureauoratio 
administration. Just as we are making politioal democracy world-wide, so 
must we haye industrial demooraoy, in order that men may be free." 



APPENDIX. 

Cross-examination of Mr. Benjamin 'talbot. 

By Mr. Robert Smillie. 
8th March, 1919. 

The witness appeared on behalf of the National Federation of Iron 
and Steel Manufacturers in order to show that the effect of gra.nting the 
miners' applications for highet wages or shorter hours would cripple many 
industries. Cross-examined by Mr. Sidney Webb, he said that he should 
prefer a miners' strike rather than that the Government should concede their 
claim. Mr. Smillie followed later with a long and searching cross-examination 
of which what follows is a. pa.rt :-

Are you really coocerned about the future of the industryP-I am 
And if the workers get a larger share of the wealth. produCf'd than they are 

getting now, it is likely to be verYJerious for industries?-Yea. 
Mr. Forgie said that you were probably the best man that could be found to 

put the case of the iron and steel people of fJiis country before thi. Commission. 
']'hat was because of knowledge you possessed. I Do you remember the total amount 
uf wealth produced annually in this country prior to the warP-No, I do not. 

Do you know how it was divided?-No. 
Are you aware that of the total amount of the wealth produced only one-third 

came to the workers?-I take it from you. 
Supposing that the workers secured two-thirds of the wealth produced in order 

to improve their standard of life would it be 88king too muchP-Not if it did not 
affect the economic positIOn. 

It will affect the economic position of some people undoubtedly' but would it b .. 
unfair to say that labour, which is the base and source of all wealth, ought to get 
two-thirds of the wealth produced by labour in return for producing it, in order that 
they may live decently?-No, I do not think It would be unfair. 

I think you said that you are really concerned about improving the .tandard of 
life of the minera and other workers?~Yes. 

Do you mean to improve it by keeping wages down to the lowest po8llible point?
No, I do not want to keep wages down. I ,,'ant to increase the product and pay more 
wages by that. 

You had 20 years in America, did you noH-Not 20; I W81 there about ten or 
twelve years. . 

Did you ever he~r of scientific management when YOIl were out there-that 
wonderful word "scientific" management?-I do not know whether they call it 
scientific. There was some very good management. 

Did you imbibe a little of thatP-PerhapB a little. 
Scientific management means getting the largest possible output at the .mallest 

possible cost, does it noH-Pllr ton. 
Getting the largest possible output of anythin~ at the smalll'llt po8lib1e cost 

means the smallest possible wages to workers on Which they can exist and go on 
working?-Oh no; they pay higher wages. 

It requires 4 tons of coal to produce a ton of suel. Could you tell IDe wbat 
is the royalty rent on ooal?-About 6d., is it not P 

It is given at 6d. That is 2s. for the landlord. That is ",hat the idle penon geb 
out of royalties for every ton of steel that is producedP-Yes. 

Have you any idea of asking that that burden may be taken off in order to enable 
the steel trade to go onP-Well that is propert1. you know. 

Oh, yes; property is sacre~. but life il! eVld'ently not 110 sacred aa property p
I have not said that. 

I put it to you that the idle person who never 11'8.8 down in tbe mine to produce 
coal ~t all, and who has never Been a mine, i. getting 2s. for every too of .teel 
tha~ IS produced. Is not that a burden on the steel indu5tryl'-Yea; 8.tI I MY, it is 
tbelr property; I do not know bow you will confiscate. 

Well, i~ is stolen property.-~hat.is.a matter of argument, of conrse. 
There IS no argument about It; It IS a matter of fact, well known. Wbat is 

the royalty. r~nt on Cleveland iron ore ?-About 4<1. to &1. a ton, I .hould think. 
What I!I ~t on Cum~erland o~e ~-That is very different. 
Two sbllhngs and SIxpence, 18 It notP-Tbere is a sliding IJCIIle. 
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But the average is 28. 6d. a ton, i$ ij; Jl.otP-1 c}.a1'esay it is j I cannot remember, 
As a matter of fact it is P-I know it is high. 
How many tone of Cumberland ore would it take to produC9 a ton of iron p_ 

Say 2 tons to a ton of pig-iron. . 
For a ton of steel, how much Cleveland ore would it take P-Three and a-half tons 

of that ore for a ton of steel. 
That is Ss. 9d. P-Yes. ' 
How much lime does it take to produce a ton of steeIP-Limestone; Clevsland 

ore, about J6cwt. or lScwt. 
Almost {I. tonP-Yes. 
What is the royalty on thlltP-1 should think about ltd. 
01' 1Q. anywayP-Yes. 
Are there any other raw materials on which there are royalty rents 'pald?-No, 

those are the chief. 
Those are the cbief, but are they all?-I think so. I do not know if there IS 

any royalty on such things as ganister and silica. 
I want to put it to you that there are royaltiesP-We use that in bricks. 
We bav~ already g<;lt ~Os. lOd .. a. ton of deaq charge on a ton of steel in royalties 

-not for gomg down to dIg coal, mark you, but in royalties, lOs. 10d. a ton?....,..Yes. 
And you come here and tell us that if the lives of the miners and their wives 

and li~tle children are, to be ,improve? by bet~r housing, bet~r clothing, better 
education, better conditions, It IS gomg to rum the steel and 11'0n trade of this 
country, while the owners, or at least the hplders, of the soil of this country take 
lOs. 10d. p!lr ton royalties out of that induetry W ollld it not be better now to 
release the industry from this lOs, 10d. and treat the uriners fairly, rather than to 
come here and advocate that if the miners secured those things your trade will be 
ruined P Which of the two is the more humane-the abolition of royalty rents and 
the giving of decent conditions to the miners or to continue the present state of 
things?-You mean, of course, improving the miners' conditions. 

At the top of your, precis there is an amazing declaration that Mr. BenJamm 
Talbot will prove all those things: will prove that if the miner gets any part of his 
claim for an increase in wages or any reduction at all in his houre of labour, the 
steel and iron trade of this country will be ruined. Are you in a position to prov;, 
that ?-Not any part; when you take extremes, of course not. 

Now I do not say for a moment that the workers in the iron and steel trade are 
too well raid, but I do want to assert that it is unfair of you, an employer in the iron 
and stee trade, to come here and tell us that your own workers' wages have gone up 
100 per cent. during the war, and their hours have been reduced by one-third during 
the war.-Just now, Mr. Smillie; it is just on now, remember. 

And you say that while you have mad6 those concessions to your workers, 
Increased their wages to a higher degree than we have got for our workers, and made 
a reduction of one-third in their hours, you come here to oppose any change so far 
as the miners are concerned, Is it altogether fair? Are you happy in coming here 
to do thatP-I am not happy at all. 

Are you here under compulsionP-No, not under compulsion. 
Do you know anything about the life of the miner, his h!lme and his work, and 

things of that kindP-When I was a boy I have been down a pit. 
~ou did not make up your mind to stay thereP-No, I thought perhaps I 

should not get to the top. 
Perhaps if it was only one visit you we1'e not in a position to form an opinion? 

-I used to go down often as a '6oy. I used to go down in doubles, and you know 
what that is. 

And you would enjoy it, I am sureP-Yes, I did. 
Do you know what the home life conditions of the miners are?-I knew it then, 

as a boy, in the miners' cottages. 
You are representing a very large Dumber of shareholders, directOl's, and people 

of that kind?-Not many directors, but perhaps twice or three times as many share
holders a.s workmen. 

Do you know any of them who has an income of less than £500 a year?-O£ 
couree, I cannot tell. . 

You can tell-that not one of your directors in connection with this Fed~l'at10n 
has an income of less than £500 a year. Are there many of them have an lIlcome 
of £20,000 a year?-That I do not know. 

Do you know anything at all about those peopJe that you are connected with p
I qo not know their llrivate affain. 
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You evidentlf do know the miners' private affairs becau&e you are here to oppose 
their getting an lncrea&e in a miserable wage that does not liee'p them in comfort; 
you are here to oppose that; and you are sent here by persona enJoYing income. from 
£10,000 to £lOO,Ooo a year for fear it will injure their income if the minen get fair
play. Well, I would be ashamed to come to endeavour to prevent luch a class as 
miners receiving fair treatl{lent. That is" hat you are here to do. Do you remember 
any large colliery explosions that have taken place in this countryP-Yes, 1 
remember some. 

Do you remember the wonderful wave of sympathy that hal Kone over the country 
ever,. time that 100 or 200 or 400 of our mining JM!ople were &ent into eternity P-Ye8. 

Do you remember that for about seven or eight or ten day. the newspaper. were 
full of sympathetic letters saying the nation cannot pay those people too well for 
the work that they are doing, and do you remember also that shortly after the 
funeral, and when the inquiry is finished, you hear no more about the .ympathyP 
Now that sympathy was well founded, 1 put to you. Do you thillk it was well 
foundedP-Yes, everybody admires the miner. 

Do you thlDk it is fair to keep practically in starvation, and housed worse than 
swine in many cases, people that you admireP-WelI, I hope It is not starvation. 

It has been P-In the past, yes. 
It 'has been at a time when we were establishing the steel and iron industry in 

this country. It was established with tears and starvation of the mine worken of 
this country, and 1 know it; I was one of them at the time P-I am sorry. 

Now if you call manage to prove to this dommission that the miner. ought not 
to get fair play, then you will have your choice'which you prefer-a general stop}laK4'! 
of the mine working of this country; if you manage to/rove to this Commission that 
because of the danger to the iron and 8teel trade an other industries the minerR' 
position ought not to be improved, there is a Berioul danger of you getting satisfaction 
,0 far as your desire is concerned on the other side, 1 regret to saT. 
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NOTE. 

THIS pamphlet, after a ~tatement of the issues before 

the second stage of the Coal Commission - to 

wit, the choosing of an alternative to the present 

system of ownership, already condemned in the interim 

report of Mr. Justice Sankey - analyses briefly the 

contents of the Reports, and reviews the order of events 

from the 20th July, when the Reports were published. 

to the 18th August, when the Government policy was 

announced. Then follow excerpts from certain parts 

of the evidence which appear to have weighed with the 

Chairman in his decision to rccommend nationalisation. 
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PREFACE. 

The success of the publication, .. Facts from the Coat Commission," 
was so pronounced as to suggest the idea tha.t a similar booklet dealing 
with the work a.nd findings of the Coa.l Industry Commission in its second 
sta.ge would be equa.lly well a.ppreciated by the reading publio genera.Uy and 
by the miners in pa.rticular. . 

In relation to the na.tion, the findings of the Coal Commission upon the 
evidence submitted to it during the second stage of its proceedings are far 
more important than the findings of the first stage as expressed in the Interim 
Report. . . 

Then it was a question of advances in wages and a reduction in hours ; 
now it is the question of the organisation and future government of the entire 
industry. 

The genera.lisation of the Interim Report signed by Mr. Justice Bankey and 
three of his colleagues, .. Even upon the evidence already given the present 
sYiltem of ownership and working in the coal industry stands condemned," ba.s 
now given place to concrete proposals for effecting the cha.nge from priva.te 
ownership a.nd capitalistic working to national ownership and joint working 
between the State a.nd those actually engaged in the work of production either 
by brain or hand. 

The majority of the Commissioners recommend sucb a change. It is 
funda.mental. It is a break with the past. It is a. challenge to capitalistic 
tradition, the tradition that efficient production is a.lone compatible with the 
motive of profit ma.king. 

The facts speak for themselves. Efficient production ba.s reached its 
high-water mark under private ownership, and under the same system 
decadence has set in. 

Competition, absence of unification. uneconomical working, waste, 
endless discord, and strife between employers and employed, have ma.de the 
coal industry a burden to the community. Instea.d of an industry self
supporting, and producing enough for a.ll requirements abroad, giving good and 
cheap coal to the people at home, and providing the maximum social 
and material comfort to the men engaged in the work of coa.l production, we 
witness the industry gradually oecomiflg a burden upon the community, a clo~ 
in the wheels of industry, and a source of unending conflict and national 
disturbance. 

Fiercely, we think foolishly and heedlessly, the supporters of the old 
regime hav., embarked upon a great scheme of propaga.nda which is to plOye 
that capitalism in the mining industry can yet make good. 

Every capitalist "venue, political and industrial, is being explored and 
exploited to this end. 

These attempts can be most effectually counteracted by a clear noder
sta.nding of the whole of the facts of the industry, pa.st and freeent. 

A careful study of this booklet will help towa.rds such an nnderstanding 
and we heartily recommend such a study of its pages to all who have a~ 
interest in the sooia.l and ma.teria.l well-being of the people. 

(Signed) ROBERT SMILLIE. 
- FRANK HODGES. 



CHAPTER J.. 

-Second Stage 
OF 

THE COAL INDUSTRY COMMISSION. 

The first stage of the Coal Commiss:on ended w.ith the publication 
of the three Reports on March 20th, the adoption on the s8lme day of the 
Sankey Report .. in spirit and in letter" by the Government, and it.;; 
acceptance by the miners' ballot* three weeks later. 

Of this interim report, pahgrapb IX .. an as follows:-

',' Eyen upon the evidence already given, the present system of 
ownership and working in the 9oa1 industry stands condemned, and 
some other system must b., substituted for it, either nationalisation or 
a method of unifioati?n by national parchae8 and/or by joint control." 

This paragraph showed that the Chairman and business men who signed his 
first Report regarded the second stage of the inquiry as being concerned 
in the main with the discovery of some alternative to the present system 
This is mOOe clear beyond dlspute by the paragraphs subsequent to para 
graph IX., which I quote in full below because at times it appeared from 
utterances of witnesses and from Press comments that the determinin'l' 
nature of paragraph IX. hOO been imperfectly understood:-

X.-To some of our colleagues whose opinion we greatly value, nationalisation 
has been the study or ambition of a lifetime, and they are prepared at once to report 
in its favour. 

XI.-We understand that to others, whose opinion we greatly value, Borne 
scheme of joint control appear to be a solution of the problem . 

. XII.-No detailed scheme for nationalisation has as yet been submitted to the 
Commissioners; nor has any scheme for joint control been placed before them. 

Xm.~No sufficient evidence has as yet been tende;ed, and no sufficient criticism 
has as yet been ma.de, to show whether nationalisation or a method of unification 
by national purchase and/or by joint control i!J best in the interests of the country 
and its export trade, the workers. and the owners . 

. XIV.-We are not prepared to report now one way or the other upon evidence 
whioh is at present insufficient and after a time which is wholly inadequate, nor are 
we prepared to give now a momentous decision upon a point which affects every 
CItizen in this country; nor .. as appears from the report in Hansard above referred to, 
did our Chalirman ever plooge himself to do so. 

XV.-We are prepared, however, to report now that it is in the interests of the 
country that the colliery worker shall in the future have an effective VOIce in the 
directIOn of the mme. For a generation the colliery worker has been educated 
socially and technically. The result is a great national asset. Why not use it? 

• 'rbe ligures 01 tbis ballot (April16tb) were:-
For acceptance of Sankey Report " ...••..• 699,084 
Agamst ................. .... ....... .. .. . ~6.992 

Ma,jonly for ... 616,092 
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At the same time it should be emphasized that, as far as the proceedings 
of the Commission were concerned, the issue was in no way prt·judged 
During the second stage of the inquiry a comprehensive im'estigation was 
made into the merits of the policy of nationalisation. It is the more 
significant, therefore, that the Chairman should have regarded the conclusion 
of the first stage as more than confirmed by the second. 

Changes in Personnel. 
In the interval between the two stages of the inquiry Sir- Thomas 

Royden reSIgned owing to ill·health, and Sir Allan Smith (Chairman of the 
Engineering Employers' Federation) was R.ppointed a CommIssioner in h~" 
stead. A few d\lYs after the second stage had. begun, Mr. J. T. ForgI6 
was compelled t.o resign for reasons of health, and- his place was taken by 
SIr Adam Nimmo (who had ~signed his official post as adviser to the Coal 
Controller). These changes brought a considerable BCcession of strengtk
to the owners' side of the Commission. 

Proceedings. . 
• The second stage began on Wednesda,i, April 23rd, and lasted fo~ 

nearly two months. Evidence was taken on 28 days of this period and 116 
witnesses were examined. Of these the expert economists were taken 
first, then royalty owners (including peers and representatIves of borin's 
companies), Home Office witnesses, witnes.;e9 as to the working of nationB' 
lisation abroad or in the Colonies, technicians, coal owners, miners, mint-ra' 
wives, industrial consumers, managers, expert administrators, and sundry 
other witnesses who escape classification. In addition, in accordance with 
the precedent set by several previous Commissions, notably the Poor Law 
Commission of 1906·9, and the Commission on Ecclesiastical Disripline, 
1904·6, two members of the Commission, Mr. Sidney Webb and Sir 
Leo Chiozza Money, went into the witness box and submitted plans for 
systems of ownership and management in substitution for the present system. 
In view of the statement repeatedly made in the Press with a view to 
discrediting the Report of Mr. Justice Sankey, that insufficient attention 
was given to the interests of the consumers, it should be emphasized that 
numerous witnesses primarily interested in the consumption of coal were 
heard by the Commission. 

Thcl'e was perhaps no evidence subn.itted of so starthng a kind Be 
that given before the first stage of the inquiry. But. a considerable con· 
sternation was caused by Mr. Smillie, who asked that vanous members 
of the nobilIty and royalty owners should be summoned before the Commie
~on. This had perhaps a lesser eff~t on the Commission than it exerted 
in the country, where :Mr. Smj}lie was m"ch applauded by one section of 
public opinion, while on the other hand the Duke of ~orthumberland 
who had vigorously answpred his crO'ls·e-.:runinenJ, became a b€ro in the 
columns of the "Morning Post." 

Miners' Witnesses. 
The evidence for the Miners' Federation of Great Britain was pre· 

sented on the 23rd, 27th, 28th, and 30th May. Mr. Henry H. Slasser, 
Standing Counsel to the Miners' Federation, submitt.ed a draft Parliamen· 
~ Bill, embodying the miners' scheme for thE' nationalisation of mines 
and minerals. This was supported by Mr. Straker and Mr.' Winstone, ot 
~he M.lt .G.B., while evidence on the cor.ditiona of the mmers' life waa 
given by Mrs. Hart Mrs. Andrews. and Mrs. Brown, miners' wives, from 
Lancashire, South Wales. and Scotland respectively. 
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All Things Considered. 
On one of the last days of the public sessions the Chairman, after 

&nalysing the classes. of witnesses who hOO been called, stated that within 
the two months allotted to the second stS/!'e of the inquiry they had "been 
able to hear almost every party or group of parties conf'erned in thi~ 
country. Again, various vague charges WElre made that the Commissioners 
themselves were not representative of the consumers, but these charges 
were not sustained under cross-examination. 

e ... 

THE REPORTS, 

Ready by 20th J.une.. 
At the beginning of the second stage the Chairman stated that he had 

promised Mr. Bonar Law that the second report would be ready in two 
months, and that May 20th was the date originally fixed. The sittings. 
however, had not recommenced until April 23rd, and accordingly, by the 
unanimous resolution of the Commissioners, the Report would be presented 
not later-than June 20th. 

This engagement was punctually fulfilled. By June 20th four Reports 
were prest!nted, one by the Chairm&n; one by Mr. Frank Hodges, Sir Leo 
Chiozza Money, Messrs. Robert Smillie, Herbert Smith, R. H. Tawney, &nd 
Sidney Webb; one by Messrs Arthur Balfour, R. W. Cooper, Sir Adam 
Nimmo, KB.E., Sir Allan M. Smith, K.B.E., and Mr. Evan Williams; ani 
one by Sir Arthur Duckham, KC.B., M.l.C.E. 

Royalties. 
On one point all four Reports were agreed, namely, on recommending the 

State ownership of all seams of coal, and hence of all royalties. The 
Acquisition and Valuation of Land Committee (of which Mr. Leslie Scott, 
counsel for tBe royalty owners, was chairman) had, during the sittings of thil 
Coal Commission, issued an interim report, in which at least 14 defects 
arising from the present system of ownership of the seams of coal were pointed 
out, &nd in which it was proposed to set up a new sanctioning authority vested 
with power to issue compulsory orders to lemedy these defects as to when 
they are in different cases found to exist. This suggestion was not considered 
drastic enough by any of the four Reports, and it was dealt with by the Chair
man as follows :-

I regard as preferable to this expensive piece-meal machinery that the seams of 
ooa.l should be acquired by tpe State once and for all in one final settlement, together 
with all usual or necessary easements and rights incidental thereto, together with 
power to procure all suob easements and rights in the future. If the State only 
acqUIres the SeaJrui from time to time it means many arbitrations, many intermediate 
sebtlements, enhanced delay, and Increased cost of administration. 

Further. all the Reports agreed in recommending, in view of the over
whelming evidence of the extreme wastefulness .of the system by which 
coal is at present distributed to the household consumer, that the machinery 
of Local Authorities and of the Co-operative Movement should be utilised 
for the purpose of distribution. 
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No Compensation for Royalties. 
On the question of royalties, a special reservation was made by Frank 

Hodges, Robert Smillie, and Herbert Smith, who 
• •• do not agree tha.t any compensation wha.tever should be paid to 
the present mineral owners far the mineral rights to be acquired by th., 
State ... 

This, however, was not to be taken to imply that there would be objection 
to:; the grant of compassionate allowances in cases in which small royalty 
owners are expropriated in such a way as to deprive them of their means or 
livelihood. 

The Chairman's Report. 
This Rep~ recommended that the principle of State ownership of the 

('00.1 mines be accepted. It further recommended that some scheme for 
local administration be immediately set up with the aid of the Coa.l Con
t.roUer's department, and legislation passed to acquire the coal mines for the 
State, after the scheme had been worked U~ree years from the date of the 
Report (during which time coal control wilUld be continued), fair and just 
compensation being paid to the owners. 

Reasons were then given for the State ownership of coal mines, amongst 
which perhaps the most significant were paragraphs xxiii., "xix., to xxxi. 
They occur after a reference to the defects of the present system and the 
necessity for collective production, and are as follows:-

XXIII. The other industries and consumers generally are entitled to have a voioe 
in decidmg the amount of coal to be produced and the price at whicb it i. to b. 
sold, which they have not had in the paat. , 

XXIX.-It may be argued that the foregoing defects in the pr_nt system oould 
\;e removed by changes in the direction of unification falling IIhort of State own('rship. 

XXX.-But a great change in outlook has come over the workeNI in the ooaJ
fields, and it is becoming increasingly dIfficult to carry on tbe industry on the old 
accustomed lines. The rel&tionship between the maatns and worken 10 mOllt of the 
coalfields in the United Kingdom lIS\, unfortunatelv, of such a char8C~ that it _ 
impossible to better it under the present system of ownership. Many of the wot'kera 
think they are working fQl' the caPItalIst, and a strike beoomes a oontest bettreen 
labour and capital. This is much less Ilkely to apply with tha State as owner, and 
there is fair reason.to expect that the relationship between Labour and the oommunitz 
Wtn be an improvement upon the relationship between labour and capital in the coa
fields. 

XL~I.-H&lf-a-century of "education haa nroduced in the 1I'0rk"ra iu the coel
fieldB far D'ore than a desire for the material ad\"aDtages of higher wages and shorter. 
hours. They have now, in many cases and to an ever-inereasmg extRnt, a higher 
ambition of taking tbeir due share and interest in the d,rection of the industry to the 
success of which they, too, a.re contributing. 

Scheme lor Loc:a1 Admiaistration. 

After dealir:g with the met.hod of purchase and carrying on of the COSIl 
mines, the Chairman's Report proceeds to outIine-a scheme of administration, 
which the time at his disposal allowed him to put forward only as suggestions 
for the use of Parliament, not as recommendat.'ions. It suggests Local 
Mining Councils, advisOry bodies composed of ten members (three managerial, 
four appointed by the warkers, 8nd three by the District Councils). 

In order to avoid bureaucracy, the Chainnan adopte the machinery of 
District Councils (as proposed by the Miners' Federation), out of whose 
membership of 14 four are to be appointed by the workers. These District; 
Councils elect a National Mining Council whose standinD' committee is 
advisory to the Minister of Mines, wbo is t<> be the supreme :uthority. 



Report by the Six Member~. 
The Report signed by Hodges, ).foney, Smilli~, Smith, Tawnev , and Webb 

was in substantial agreement with that of the Chairman, anti it ~a8 thought 
unnecessary to set out any separate statement of their views. In assenting 
generally to the Cha.irman's Report, several points were emphasised. 

1. We suggest that with a view to securing the oordial oo-operatiOD of the 
workers in the success of the indmtry, it is necess,tl'y to prOVIde for a fuller represent&
t.lon of the workers on the Di.trici; and National Councils, on the lines indicated in the 
scheme submitted by Mr. W. Straker. 

2. Whilst fully recognising the necessity of working rules, and the importance 
of preventing unnecessary stoppages, we feel that the pru..asions of paragraphs L.,· 
LXIV., LXXII., may be used to impose upon l.he workers by law a particular form 
of contract '1l'lthout their oon.enj:-an innovation to which we think it will be diflicult 
to obtain agreement, and which we beheve to be rot the best calculated to attain the 
~~ . 

3. We a.re of opinion that all ()()ke and bY-product plant attached to oollieries 
should be treated aa part of the coal mines, and should be acquired by the State with 
the coal mines. 

4. We think it Important that whatever payment is made to the owners pending 
the general acquiSItIOn of the mines should not be oomRuted upon the tonnage gotten. 

5. Whilst recognising, with regret, that the output from the mines has not yet 
satisfactorily recovered from the adverse circumstances which have depressed it 
during the war, we wish to emphasise the fact that no evidence has been produced to 
show that the men are refraining from doing their best. We believe that this is Dot 
the ease, and that other caU6eS Ill'e at. wOl·k. The winers demand an immediate 
inquiry, and we support this demand. During the perIod that must necessarily 
elapse before the inatitution of the machmery for the administration of the mines 
proposed by the Chairman, we think that it is of the utmost public importance 
that there should be no deficiency of tubs, no lack of wagons, no shortage of materials, 
and no obstacle to prompt clearance from plt-h~ad, all of which. are reported now to 
eXIst. 

The scheme submitted by Mr. Straker is compared in detail with that 
of the Chairman in a later part of this pamphlet. 

The Coal Owners' Report. 
This report is summed up in the sentence:-

" We have carefully weighed the whole of the evidence, and have 
come to the conclusion that the nationalisation of the coal industry in 
any form would be detrimental to the development of the industry ani 
to the economic life of the 'country." 
Not only is this· Report' agadnst nationalisation, but it does not appear to 

be in favour of any substantial change in the present system of plivate 
ownership, merely recommending certain slight modifications along the lines 
of the vVhitley Reports. 

Sir Arthur Duckham s Report. 
This report pronounced against na.tionalisation, but submitted instead 

a scheme of district unification, by which it is suggested that the presen/; 
system of private ownership would be abolished and a system 01 publicly 

• Paragraph L. in tho Ch",rmu.n·s report ran a. 10110"'. -
1& The contracts of emp'ol'ment of workmen ehall embody an undertaking to be framed by the District 

Mming COUD("ll to the effect that no workman WlJJ, jn consequence of any dlspute~ JOID In glYUlg a~J" 
notice to determine his contract. nor WIn he combme to cease work~ unless and nntiJ the qnf>"ItIOD ID 
(hspnte bas been before the Local MmlDg Council and the D!strlct Mjnmg Conned .. and those COUDcils 
ha.ve fa.ded to settle the dlspnte.·) _ 

Paragraph. LXIV. and LXXII. are repetitIOns of thl. prOVISO, npplying It to dIstrict nnd natio"",l 
dIspute •• 
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controlled corporations, with guaranteed minimum rates of int~rest, would 
(take'its place. They would 'ha'fe Q minimum rate 'of lntere.!~ goarAnteed 
:by the Govemment, .and ()f aU profits aLoye >3' certain maximum 'twa-thirds 
: were to be applied to -redute the price of 00111. 

Majority for I'fationalisation. 
Thm all four reports were agreod on the abolition of royaltios and the 

State ownership, of the coal seams. All were agreed 09 to the desira
bility of the distribution of 'coal being ill the hll-nds of publio bodies. 
Secondly, eight of the 13 Commissioners proponnded schemes in 
place of the present system of private ownership, already ·condcmned 
in the first Sankey Report which had been accepted by the Govern
ment. Of the five Commissioners who refused to follow the accepted 
'policy of the first report, two had not signed it in the fin.t instance, 
two had been appointed later, while the firth, Mr. Arthur ElIlfonr, f;&ve no 
explanation of his change of view. Thirdly;of the eight Commissioners whos! 
reports were based on the policy aecepted~by the Do'"ernment, all but Sir 
Al'thur Duckham were in substantial op,r('~ment as 'to nationalisation of the 
mine~ as the best method of 'Unifieation. 



CHAPTER. .11 •. 

THE, 'GOllEDNMENT.'S. P,OLICYto 

. F,r~m: 2O:thl,,JulYJ Qnwar4s., 
n 'ftppeara elMr. tbat.-the: G,Q,vet~weI}t. LW h(u~ei ved j;h~e. reports On' the, 

2ilih, J~. WQfill bound ,by t.h€!ir- prewio-W5 a-®ptioJl of .the fi,rst Sao.key Rtrp.ort., 
.. inlett.eJ! tlilldinjl,pirib(' IQ r.ul~ Qut any .repot:1i wh.ich,Qid not; acotrpt this prin.· 
ciple of .. nationalisation or a method of unification by national purchaae 
a!1cl J OJ.'c by joint cQniirol." A$, faJ:'· as const.it\lltional theorJ' goes. they are not 
houndjo 8O~p.t the reports. of R-oyal. ComWss-iODS. :aut. in tl\.is case it WIlS} 
certa.i,tl. that. tae !efusal no, accept either the Chairma.n'~ report or the reIWl't 
of thEt,si.x ,members. would, b&,.regardedc as j!, bt:each 0'£ faith .. FUl'the.r, tha. 
fact that seven of the Commissioners, including the Chairman, were agr~~l 
on' natronalisation_made a,strong preswnptio.n. in, fayoUI"W, the ado,pllO.1l of 

·that, PJFincip~e; SOl si.rong, indeed, that, in. the a.bseuce ofaJ)Y politicall 
obsfracles, it& .a.dc.ptioll was ass,1lJ.'ed. 

The Power Behind the Hr,e~ie .. ~ 
Apparently, however, polj.tical obstacles were not absent. Before the 

E:nd of June a formidable number of memb8JIs oi,the House of Commons had 
bent. alll a, cartel· to the P.remier. in which ,they strongly depJ.1eeated a.J!ly accep
tance of. the .principle ·of natwnalisaiiiQn, and announlled. that they would; 
figM. against· it. 'Th·s. signatVlJJes .to thi;s manifeato were, pDeSum.ably, not; 
c(lileotedlw1thoub a.-cerba.i.n amORl1t of caavassillg. The:fe is, indeed, con r 

siderable evidence,that dqring, the.seooncLstage o.f the coa!-illqviry a llkong I 
c.ampaigIl'J W!l&,beimgr e~meeJed by vanou.s coal-ownip.g interests (tho 1 

Ghambers; of· Commerce wli,h OM· aooord.began, to sen.d in anti-nationahsation 
resolutions to, Sir JQhn;Sankey); and. thai this compaign, both publicly and) 
behind the scenes, waS'intensified from the middle of June onwards.
Meetings wer,e held., addressed by Lord Iach:cape, Lord Leverhuhne and other 
captains of industry. The Government reoolved unl!llistakahle warnmg of 
the deep hostility of the greater capitahsb. to any scheme of public ownership. 
'rhll.l!I menaced, the Government ,adopted a waiting policy~or, as Mr. Bonar 
Law phrased it in reply to Parhamentary question, the " matter remained 
under- consideration." 

:Meantime the miners' organisations and the oth~r Trade Unionists ~f 
the country (who had time and again in the Trades Union Congress declared 
for nationalisation) .. undel'took no counter-agitation. but aw:ait,ed the decision 
of the Government. The pnly action they took was to make nat,lOnalisation 
of coal mines an issue in the bye-elections then pendmg at Swansea and 
Bothwell.* 

• The resulLs of these bye-eleotlons went ~ show e. very large- trMlsfer of Totes- from- the Govcrnmen& 
candidate to the Labour callcjulate~ In Swansea the Coahtlon Just mfUU'getl '~rQ~ \~e !ie"t, 11\ Both i'j eU 
Labo..UJ: \Von... The fiGures lU'e as f,jllows:-

SWANSEA (EAST). 
DZCE'"tlDBRJ 1918. 

T. J. Williams (Co. L.) .... ...... 11,0"..1 
D. W>1\I""", (Lab.) .... .•...• 6,941 

JULY, 1919 
'DlWld Matthews (Co, L) ........ 9,2'6 
DA..,iI WoII'QI)I. tl<tIbJ .... ~. "'''', 8,156 

CoalitIOn Lib. Mbjonty ...... 4,730 Coalltioll Lib. Majority"..... 1,092 
. DecreaRe in tnaJodt~ 8,'JS~ 

BOl'HWELL. 
JULY,1919. 

JoballoBerl.oB (Lab ~.... .. ... 13.135 
J_es _.t iC». L.} ............... 6,967 

DSCIO>!1lER, 1918. 
J). S. M_ld (Co. U.) ........ 9,859 
J. Roher"o)) (Lab.) ................. 11,00'1 

Coablioru ~ llJaJorit, ......... ~siii Lab. MaJunty ............. ....... ',168, 
Dl1ferenoe i>etw ..... d)"""mber ancl Jul, Dl&JOUlles, ',6Ct. 
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The 6s. Rise in Price. 
On the 9th of July the President ot the Board of Trade (Sir Auckland 

Geddes) abruptly announced th~t it would be necessary to increase the prica 
of coal 6s. per ton.. .,. 

This had the immediate effect of ClINrtlng attentIOn from the reporti 
of the second stage, of incensing the public against the miners, who were 
reO'arded (without warrant) as responsible for the projected increase, and, 
fu~ther, of tumin,. public o,Pinion, by an illogical but familiar process, against 
the proposal for n~tionalisation. It had an immediate effect on the Swansea 
electorate, which polled a day or two later (before any examination of ~ 
the facts was possIble) !lnd recorded its vote against the nationalisation 
candidate. 

The coincidence of this announcement with the clima", of the bye· 
election in Swansea led many people to suggest that tl.e announcement 
was a political move, a SuspiCion wh·(·h "as strengthened by subsequent 
happenings. We have, however, the assur~nce of Ministers that this y,-aa 
not SO.4 , 

Be that as it may, the necessity for toe rise was immediately chal 
lel}ged by the Secretary of the Miners' "'ederation and by questIons in 
Parliament. The Government. agreed to ii!osue a White Paper, giving the 
figures on which the decision to raise tl>e price was based, aud to allocate a 
day for a debate on the ubject. 

The Debate 01 14th July. 
When the White Paper was published it appeared that the GovQrnment 

!lad made a mistake in their previous estimate of 4th June. They had not 
allowed (in their reckoning of the output whiCh would bear, by an increase in 
price, the two score million pounds and more put down as the deficit for the 
coming year) for the consumption in collieries, colliers' cottages, and 
bunker and export, on all of which the increase could not be placed. 
Thus the total increase assumed to be De~ssary to wipe out .all the 
estimated deficit had to fall on a smaller total tonnage, and so to cause a 
higher price per ton 

The Government's calculations and revised calculaticns are made 
clearer by the following table:-

Estimated deficiency on the working of the coal 
industry for 12 months from 16th July, 1919 

Estimated output for 12 months from 16th 
July, 1919 ......................................... . 

Less quantity upon which a.n increased price 
would not be effective, viz. :-

Coal for colliery consumption ............. .. 
Coal supplied for miners' use ............. .. 
Coal for export and bunkers sold at open 

ma.rket prices above the minimum (on 
which it was assumed there would be 

Tons. 
1B,ooO,OOO 

6,000,000 

no increased profit) ........................ 32,000,000 

Quantity of coal over ""hich the estimated 
deficiency of £46,000,000 is spread ......... 

I .. f 1 £46,000,000 
ncrease In pnce 0 COB. = 161,000,000 tons 

= 5s. 9Id., say 68. 

£ 
46,600,000 

Tons. 
217,000,000 

56,000,000 

161,000,000 

·aue of the strong •• , causes for suspic.on of this kmd was (to quote Mr. B""", In the IUh Julr 
Debate) 'hMon "the very dar that the n~ht hon. gentleman (S •• Auclr.land Gedd.,., eame dowu and made 
h.s dramatic annonn""ment to the House there """' .. meetmg of the Advbor)' Commlt_ ..... tM c-I 
ControUe r. There were p...,..",t representat •• .,. of the Governmen\. coal o .... e ... and "orkmen. but not • 
word was said there .s to the neceesny for placiDg 69. per ton on the pri<:e of coal." 
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Quite apart from the Government's bl.mders ,n carrying out its calcu. 
lations the whole basis of these calculations was seriously challenged by 
Mr. Vernon Hartshorn, Mr. Holmes, and other Members of Parliament. 

Mr. Hartshorn showed that the Government figures, giving an esti
mated output of only 183 tons per minH, were-based on the returns of 20 
weeks, whereas the figures of 20 years phowed that, even if 8110wance were 
made for a. 10 per cent. reduction in outPllt (consequent on the reduction 
of hours) the averages should be 237 tons per man. 
. ThiS output would not merely do away with the rise in price of 6s. 
but would leave a surplus. "Instead of a deficit of £46,000,000 we would 
have a surplus of about £22,000,000." 

Ur. Holmes, who spoke With authority as a chartered accountant of 
colliery companies, riddled the Government with calculations from another 
standpoint. He stated that the estimates had been exaggerated and that 
everyth'ng had been 'shown at its worst. He showed that r uring the war 
the customary underground repairs had been left over and for the purpose 
of meeting the cost of these repairs when the war was ended the coal-owners 
had been gn'en allowances. Out of these funds which 'the coll~ery companies 
had accumulated under the scheme agreed upon with the Inland Revenue 
and the Coal Controller's Department should be paid the wages of 
some 60,000 workers during the next twelve mDnths. They should not bc 
charged against the year's profit~ This alone would effect a reduction of 
Is. a ton. 

Secol)dly the profits of which the coal-owners were to retain Is. 2d. per 
ton apparently did not include the profits from coke and by-products, which 
are estlmat<!d at £7,000,000. 

EXPORT. 

Again, the loss on export trade by its reduction from B4-milli9ns to 23 
million tons was put at £11,000,000; whereas it should stand at only 
£5,500,000. Moreover, the Government figures guessed that there would 
be no possIble increase in the price of bunker coal and coal for export. This., 
uf course, has already been falsified. To quote Mr. Holmes:-

" The more you reduce the amolmt you have to export the higher the price you 
will get for It. If we have only 23~000,000 tons instead of 34,000,000 tons to send 
ahroad we shall get a. higher pl'lce, becau~e some people will have British coal, anl 
a~ the suppl:l" will be less the demand will be more and the price will be greater 
accol·dmglv .• t'nder these CIrcumstances, to put down lOs. per ton, as the profit on 
the 23 mlihon tons exported is perfectly ridiculous, because. this coal ha~ gone up 
75. 6d. per ton in the past week Simply as the result of all this talk. I beheve that, 
instead of lOs. per ton profit on export coal, we shall find in the ensuing 12 months,. 
il you only export 23 million tons, thltt the profit WIll be nearer 30s. per ton. 

Alt.0bether Mr. Holmes showed that, even i!. the basio estimate of COllI' 

cutput were correct, there was no necessity to raise the price of coal by more 
than 2s. 6d. While, as we have seen, Mr. Hartshorn had shown that the 
basic estimate itsell was wrong, in so far as it was calculated only on the 
figure-s oi 20 weeks' output, whereas on his showing, if the figures of 20 yeaN 
were taken there was bound to be a much larger output so far as th~ 
working miners were concerned. The Government were thus hit with both 
barrels. 

The Fall in Output. 
On the othel: hand, it was true that there had been for the previous few 

months a de.cided fall in output. :Why then has there been this recen~ fall in 
output compared with what could be reasonably expected on the basIS of 20 
years figures? 



The wording. of the . original lWllouncement...of the Us. riae had le~ it to 
be inferred that,the;worliing )1lincrs were to blame., This was nob sustaineQ 
bv Sir Auoklwd Geddasin hi.,speecili on the 14th of. July in, which h~ 
admitted that the fall in output was, primarily due to transport willcult ies, 
He instanced one group of 40 pits which used to have 10,000'" agons .. 
week and which, recently had only 'j(J(): 

That' bad organisation was the main, cause. w.os confirmed. by Mr. \V 
Brace, who cited figures received from. the South Wales collierks alone 
which showed the causee of out·of-work payments for last ;rear as folio";; :-. 

157 collleries were unable to work for 670 dale because there wt'r, 
no wagons. 

113 collieries were Idle because' of .nsufficicnry of trams and tubs. 
101 collieries were i~ because of Q, shortage of tirr.her and rails. 
III collieries, we~ idle because of a shortage ot hor.ws an,1 

mechalllcai POwel" 
91 reported decreased output~ b<>rause of delay in repaIrs. 
82 reportod.xeduced output because of delay in developlll;; \101 k 

This evidence of defectil e organi5ation; which was' psrtly due to wnr 
conditions, was consonant with, much of the eVlden~ given before th .. 
Coal Commission. It, was pointed out by Mr. W'. Ad am <ron thnt the Chief 
Inspector of Mines had made a series of recommendations to guard agamst 
a loss in output anslDg_ from reduoe<L hourll of labour, and, that 110 aUempt, 
had been. made, to catty their· rooommendatioIlBinto effect. The re~pon!tJ
bility, therefore, for the loss of output fell upon the t-houldera of the VOl ern· 
ment. 

Ofter to ,Withdraw, the" Six Shillings. 
At the dlose'of this House of <:omrnans debate (14th JUly) on the 6s 

increase, Mr. Bonar Law, ~u behalf of the Government, spoke as follvws:-

.. All. thii- is- a..questi:m at \'lbat. i& best for the country, and I say. 
then, to 'my' righthon" friends~ that It theJ ,can gin an equiVAlent fo. 
the dangel'S_ which, I see in, delay, if they can 631 to me on the floor 
ofthftHOUSG; • If'yoapostpone this. for three month&, we w111 JoIn wIth 
you-and put'ou~ backs into it to inCl'e8se the output, and during that 
tima,the,ra,wil~ b6 a,periDd·o!suSPt!BSG. and there wlU be no stoppage. 
or strikes foJ. the three' manthar' I 1IIlonld be Incllned to accept It, and 
I think. the GDvemment.,w~uld da EO also" I thlnk that 18 a fair oft'er.' 

The miners' delegates. howe\,er, to whom in their CvnfcrcDce at 
Keswick the" fair offer" was conveyed, conSidered that it was fair only 00 

the surface, and that imphcit in it was a charge that the miners W(>fe the 
;:arties responsible for the fall in output. This imputation thev had reo 
pudiated, and indeed nothing resembling a proof of it had been" adduced 
;n the House of Commons debate, or elsewhere. Moreover, the three 
Miners' representatives, together' with the other three signatories, On the 
Coal Commis;;ion.had a.ked for nn inquiry into the feJl in output several 
weeks previous. to. the panio. To this request, as well as to a similar 
request from the fiva Signatories of the coal owners' Report. the. Goyem
ment had paid no heed. 
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Consequently the min ere 'ref"ti&ed to' lliCeept .• ~& lair offer' ~ whose accept
, ance w0uld im.ply that .they BCeepted the"hlame., also. Instead, .tllilY'1lassed 

.a. resolution in .the .fQliowwg ,terms;-
Tbis' A._ual,C)onferem.;e <4)f ihe Miners' FedeFat.ioD '6i Great ·IWito.in having 

boord the report of .the' Mmecs' Members iOLParhament upon.the discussIon in 
the House of Commons on the proposal of the Government to raise the·price of 
eoal 'by 6s. -per ton tlecJ:ares that such- increase is 'D'Ot -neceSllat'y' 'aDd 'should be 
&Tovdetl. It 'l'ega1'tls .'the 'Problem"M ,.one· of pllOG'Iletien only, amd .it !s of the 

. oplDwn thn t :prOO'1l0DOn >can ,only. be ·moroosed ·to . II pomt "whIch will- ,make the 
mdustry self-supportIng, without additIOnal, charges to the consumer, If the 

'<!Conmues tJet'roljili. in the 'futerim 'Banke:\" Report.Mre .l!fteoied, mid! the reoom
men<latl(llls'l}f the .ma-jolll,ty,.of .the CellIIDlssioneIs as to' en immeaia.te.,ohange of 
ownership and control m the minIng Industry. passed into law. 

It, ,therefore, informs 'the Government ,that it. is prepa;red.to C0-Dperate with 
them to the f.ullest extent to put such economIes mto efroct and'such recommen
datIons mto law. 

No attention was paid to .this proposal of the .miners; instead, on the 
21st July 6s. per ton was imposed by oxder of the Government. 'To-sum up 

, th& whole episode :-
(L) The Government~s es.timate o£ Junel4th, !Was wrong. 
(iL) The Government's estimate of July ~l!th "as to ·output was 

·wrong. 
'(hi.) The Government's estimate of July 14th as to the loss on 

expor~s was wrong. • 
(iv.) The Government's suggestion that the 4all in ou.pu1;, was 

mainly due to the miners was wrong. 
(v,) 'Ihe . Go<vernment's ... offer " .to withdraw tthe·fig . ..ad:vance on 

QJl uudertaking ,by the miners .not to ,strike was' ,irrelelllant .and only 
designed_to place the miners in a false position with the public. 

(vi.) ,]he Government's.refusal to hold anjnqu~ into the clWse of 
t.he fali of output was clear proof that it was less c-oncernoo with 
increasing output than -with 'endeavO'Jring·-to-discrcilit· the miners . 

. RedoUbled "Press 'Calnp~gn. 
It is to be obser'lled thaMh1JleWspRpI3l'S,MR<er Ithrougks6llle ~Imder· 

standing or through sonae obliquity, cOJ7lJplete,ly failed to make it olear that 
the miners' responsibility for the faII·in output was not proved, to say the 
least, and that the responsibility of bad organisation was proved. It is pos
sible that the parrot cry for" more production'" with its converse. assumption 
that the working claS'OOs are given over to " ca.'canny .. had gradually had 
its effect. In the mindel of newspaper IWriiier<,J. an '-ODsessionm6w,appeBrSl to b,; 
firmly lodged that the 'main eause- o:Bo-any fall in 'prMutltiQll, '-is always ·the 
·workers' 'Irmlilridtion .t>i:otrtput." :At.any rate, ,whate'Ver-th-e:cause,nlihere is 
DO doubt thst 'the Jtrue-position'of r&'ffalrs·wQ.S seriously tmisrepresented---and 
'none the less 'slmouslywhen 'that misrepl'esentatiou<wQ.S 't\)llV~6d:by;tha mere 
turn of· a phrru;e O1"3'seemingly'unoonwicmsJhmuendo. --Thils WD.& lreCCIlUlpanied 
by pE.'rsontll '&t.tack-s"D'0t Jonl:y upon 'the miners' '1-eadeT8 tbut ,'upon "other 
'1llemberg of 'th& Gommis-sion,- including the' b18meless-Sir.John'Sanh~y. 

'Meantime 'the Government coritinued to give no indication of'ite policy, 
-and tM period {rf --waithrg~intenupted nulviJy-the -result -ot~e -Bothwell 
by-election ·,when -in spite of the 58. rise the .ill~torate deolared ~or ~at~&

'lisation and elected 11r. John.Robertson, PreSIdent 'of the Natronal Umon 
of Scottish Mineworkers-was spun out until the third week of August. 
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The Government Turns Down Nationalisation. 
On the 18th August, at the end of the Parliamentary St'6sion. Mr. Lloyd 

George made a. long speech, in the course of which he announced the Govern
ment's policy, or rather its intentions, toward:!> the coal mining industry. 
The speech was rather in the nature of a. political manifesto. No Bill WIl& 

tabled which would definitely carry out any of the proposals of the speech as 
regards mining, nor indeed were the more important proposals put in a con
uete form. It did not bind Mr. Llo:yd George to anything precise or definite. 

Mr. Lloyd George began by stressing the fa-~t tha~ the Go\ernment were 
not bound to accept the Report of a Royal Commission-to whic;h Mr. Adam· 
r,on interjected" unless the Government promised to do so." The Premier 
went on to say that the value of the Coal Commission was detracted from by 
the fact that two of its members left the seat of judgment to go moo the 
witness-box and that this was unprecedented. * He then stated that on one 
or two points, such as the State ownership of royalties, the GO"ernment pro
posed to act on the recommendations 01 the Commission, but that on the 
main question the Government were not going to accept the finding in fa'our 
of nationalisation. Almost the only reason he put fonnlfd for tllls attitude 
\\ as that Mr. Justice Sankey had recommended nationalisation on the 
assumption that there would be a. better feeling between the miners and the 
!-;tate than between the miners and profit-making private owners.ll.nd thllt 
r,ince then there h,d been II. strike-the Yorkshire strike-against the 
Government. That meant, he said, that industrial harmonl would not COUle 

from nationalisation. 

There are two questions to be examined in connection with Mr. 
George's speech. The first is, what are the changes he proposed to make? 
Second, was the decision to turn down nationalisntion a breach o[ ~ pledge to 
the miners? 

Mr. George's main proposals were summarised by himself as f,)Uows:-
.. That the minerals are to be purchased by the Stat6; tha.b II. fund 

should be raised for the purpose of promoting .schemes for tJlt) social 
improvement and the amelioration of the conditions and the amenities 
of life in the mining villages; that the Staw should not purchase the 
business of the mines, and certainly not run them; that uniftcatlon 
should be promoted by amalgamation In defined areas." 
As far Il& the workers concerned they would haye representation on 

committees locally; in the second place, they would b8\-e dirct:t. reprCM'Il' 
taMon by the nomination of a. certain number of directors on tll+) b()!lrd~. 
which would control the mines in each area. 

There is a. certain resemblance in this ~heml. ro the recommendations of 
Sir Arthur Duckham; but, unlike Sir A. Duckham, the Premier made no 
Illention of any provision (other than a vague generality that the Government 
would have power to overlooJt schemes in the 'nteresta of the consumer) by 
which dividends would be restricted. In fine, the Prime Minister's plan is 
not even for one national coal trust, but for a dozen or so gigantic combines 
which would benefit neither the nation nor the consumer, nor th& miner. 
}'or it may be pointed out that. the proposal to give the miners an effecthe 
yoice in the control of the mines is in direct conflict with the position laid 

• Mr. Lloyd Oeorce baa got bi.lae'. wrong. Mr. Sldne,. Webb ODd Sir lAo )lOBe)" .. auld Do' bave ",De 
luta the witDe88 bos unless tbere bad been DO' onp, bus ."-erst. preeedenw. Ttl 'a.e only one u,lUau! 
tb .. , ot ~e Bora! CommUl8iOD OD EceleeiU\lcoai DiSCipline. J~..f •• , i. 011 reeorcl th ••• IIvmtwr 01 
(-Ommi&810ners, JDcludlD, the Arehbl~boJ of Canterbury. gave eTldeDCe bEfore the COmaU!1ilOD of wbK"b tbe, 
'Were membeftl. . 
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down by the mine owners, to whose other demands Mr. George had com
pletely surrendered. Their positon was" if OWI:ers are not to be lefl; com
'plete executive control they will decline to accept the responsibility of carry
ing on the industry. " Thus, if the miners are given an effective control, the 
coal owners will-decline to co-operat~. Either tl-at or the proposed miners' 
share in control will Le ineffective and a. mere sham. Moreover, there is a 
growing repulsion amongst the miners to production for the profit of private 
individuals instead of for the advantage of tbe whole people. This growing 
feeling alone would make the Premier's scheJ?e foredoomed to failure. 

Did the G~vernment Break their Pledge? 
On this question. there was an animated d:scussion in the House of 

Commons. It was pe>inted out that when the Bill setting up the Commission 
was before the lIouse on February 24th, the Home Secretary had said with 
reference to nationalisation of mines-

It is a pure business proposition, and if it;, turns out on investigation that it 
is for the good of the country as a whole that the mines should be nationaliood. 
that the people of the country W'ould be bette!." off if the mines were worker! 

. under a. nati()llalised system, rather than nnder private ownership, then it is " 
good business propositIOn, and we should accept it. . _. . . The Covarnment 
desire to go Into the matter to see if it is a good business propOSition. If it is 
that, I accept it. If it is proved to be a national detriment rather than a 
national advantage, then the Government WIll oppose it. There their position 
stands. I iJoould have thought myself that for anyone who desired merely to 
do that which was best for the country, the propoeal of the Government was the 
best, IIJSmely, that the whole question should be tlirashed out with expert evi
dence, expert opinion, expert knowledge before a competent and 'highly efficient 
~ibunal. So far for nationalisation. 
Again, when the Miners' Federation met"l~.ir. Bonar Law, the Leader of 

the House, on l\iarch 25th, at Downing Street, they were addre~ed by him 
as follows;-

I would bke you, gentlemen, to oonsider, what do you gain by this Report 9 

I do not know what you feel, but when th1S Commission was set up, I should ha~e 
thought it impos.sible that you could have got without a strike and at once, 
svoh a. big step towards meeting you'\' demands as you have secur;;d. First of all, 
on the question of nationalffiation, I know yeu attach-I believe, at least, you 
attach-as much :importance to that almost, if not quit_as to improving your 
immediate C()nd,tions Well, Mr. Justice Sankey has undertaken to report on 
that within two months---a very short time, I think-and it will be a report by 
people who have shown that thef are not ullsympathetio to the miners' 
demands ..... 

It was carefully explained liy Mr. Bomr Law that these statements had 
not really committed the Government to nationalisation. But the suggestion 
which they conveyed was clearly that .. if it turned out on imres~igation " 
that nationalisation was expedient then the Government" would accept it." 
It is beyond dispute that the Miners' Federa~ion and the mining Members of 
Parliament on their part had gone away convmcoo that the Government would' 
aooept nationalisation if the Commission recommended it. It was on this' 
l'nderstanding that the miners bal'oted on t~e acceptance of the first 
(interim) Sankey Report. How strongly the rnIners felt about the Govern
ment's rejection of :Mr. JU1>tice Sankey's recommendation may ·be gauged 
from the words of Mr. Vernon Hartshorn in this sam,e debate of August 18th. 
He said:-

We did not ask for a Commission. 
We aooepted it. We gave eyidenoe before it. Why was the COPlmission 

set up? Was it & huge game of bluff? Was it n~yer intended that if the 
reports favoured nationalisation we were to get it? Why was the qUestiOIl 
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sent at aU to, lohe Commission? That Is the .lUnd of question. the mlnera of 
the coutry will ask., and they ,will1!ay., .. We haM been deoeiyed, betrayed., 
duped;' na,' PlIime.. Ministe. ,told. us this enning that there were oyer' 
1,141,OOIt men 1n the- mines, and that' ,,!& should get about 200,000,000 tons 
of coal per year. Since-the 68. was put on tbe output bad gODe down, and 1& 
continually ,going down. I say aft~r the declaration of this polIcy It will go 
down furthe! to ruin. (Hon •. Memhers~" Shama," and II Order I Orderl") 
It does not in. the least matter,whethel you cry shame 01' not. If It la. to be 
a fact It Is as well that you should know it-you people who haye been bring. 
ing pressure to beal' UPIKI the Goyemment. The shame will be with you when 
the position comes home til tha n:UJlelS ot the. country, and they, wUl not In 
the least mind whet.hell 'Y011 say •• Shamel " 01 not. 

The Miners' Conference. 
On 3rd September a full delegate Conference of tile Miners' Federation 

met t<>' con&lder a. nsolution put forwar~ by their Executive to meet the 
sltuatJon created by the Government's failur~ to aCN'pt the princilJ\e of 

-r'ationalisatiou. Mr. SmilhEi in his speech pointed out that the Min&s had 
accepted '.he Commission reluctantly and only because they behcvc.a that 
the Prime l[icister was !in earnest and would acl; upon the Report of the 
Commission. C 

Mr. WILLIAM BRACE~ M.P., seconded by Mr. W. ADA1!SON, M.P., mOled 
the addption -of the Executive's resolution. The resolution, which ran as 
follows, was carried unanimously:-

.. Being convinced that the Government's scheme is wbolly imprac
ticable for the future working of the mines, the Executive Committee 
recommends the Conference of Miners' Delegates to reject the Govern
ment Bcheme, and records its regret that the Government has no better 
scheme than the creation of great. trusts to secure the economic well
being of the induSitry . 

.. Weare convinced that the only way to place the industry upon Q 

scientific ,basis for the puxpose of gil'ing the advantage of & max.imurn 
producti-on to the community, consistent with the maximum oconomio 
and social well-being of the miners!is at once to jntrodnce the sch~me 
of nationalisation recommended by the Plajority of the Coal Industry 
Commission. -

.. We do nnt at this stage .recommend the miners to take industrial 
action to secure the adoption of the Coal Commission neport, but we 
lOvite the Trade Union Congress to declare that the fullest and moat, 
effective action be taken to secure that the Government shall atlopt the. 
Majority Report of the Comrnissi()n as to the further governance of the 
industry ... 

The, Trades· Union Congress. 
In accordance with this decision, the following I'pecia-l resolut1on W8& 

flubmitWcl to the Trades Union Congress at Glasgow on Wednesday, lOtb
September :-

.. (a} This-Congress having r~eived the request of the Miuers' 
Feder&tioll: to consider tae G~ve.mment rejection oL the.l\lajority Report.. 
of the Coal Indnstry Comrnisswn. and the adoptien..in. ita. place.oI. a.. 
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scheme of District Trustification of the industry, .hereby declares that, 
in conjunction with the miners, it rejects the Government scheme for 
the governance of the industry as a scheme contrary to the best interests 
of the nation, and it expresses its resolve to co-operate wIth the Miners' 
Federation of Great Britain to the fullest extent, with a view to com
pelling the Government to adopt the scheme of national ownership and 
Join't control recommended by the majority of the Commission in their 
Report . 

.. (b) To this end the Congress instructs the P.C., in conjunction 
with the MIllers' Federation, to immediately interview the PrIme 
l\1imster on the matter, in the name of the entire Labour movement, 
to insist upon the Government adopting the Majority Report-. 

" (c) In .the event of the Government still refusing to accept th;s 
position, a Special Congress shall be convened for the purpose of deCIding 
the form of action to be taken to compel the Government to accept the 
Majority Report of the Commission." . 

The resolution was moved by Mr. SMILLIE, seconded by 
'1 HOMAS, M.P. It was opposed by Mr. HAVELOCK WILSON, 
J:e~ult of the voting was a 55 to 1 majority. 

For the Resolution 
Against '" 

,Majority for 

4,47.8,000 
77,000 

4,401,000 

Mr. J. H. 
M.P. The 



CHAPTER III. 

- THE CASE FOR PUBLIC 
OWNERSHIP . 

• 
It has already been nntde sufficiently clear that the main business of the 

second stage of the Commission was the discovery of a practicable alternative 
to private ownership. It is important to realise that expert opinion, as 
represented by official witnesses without any personal interest in the coa~ 
industry, was overwhelmingly against the present system, and in favour, 
'on grounds of economy and for the sake of the consumer, of unification. Sir 
Richard Redmayne, who had declared the present system to be •• extravagant 
and wasteful" during the first inquiry, reiterated his statement during the 
second. Even before the Commission was appointed, officials in the Coal 
Controller's Office had been so impressed with the flagrant inefficiency of 
existing methods that they had of their own initiative prepared a scheme of 
unification. It was clear, moreover, that there were only two possible 
ways o'!t: one a method of unification by the formation of a great 
('spita.list combine, with or without the offer of some specious scheme of 
l'('presentation of miners amongst the directors; the other by national pur
chase. The former of the methods received singularly litfile support in the 
evidence. It found its issue in the hybrid scheme put forward by Sir A.' 
Dvckham. 

On the other hand a vast deal of the evidence was taken up with the 
discussion of nationalisation and many schemes and arguments at once pre
cise and comprehensive were submittooe'to the Commission. 

It would be useless labour on my part to to' to present these schemes 
and arguments in words- other than thoc;e in WhICh they are set forth 
Accordingly the following pages give the case for nationalisation as put 
forward by two members of the Commission who gave evidence. Thereafter 
follows the reasons urged against direct State administration, and on behalf 
of a scheme of joint management by Councils equally representative of the 
workers and pf the State. These are taken principally £rOIl! the evwence 
of Mr. G. D. H. Cole and Mr. William Straker. 

The Postulates of an Efficient Coal Industry. I 

Mr. Sidney Webb, starting from certain postulates, showed that not only 
was the present system utterly unfit to meet these needs, but that HO syst.em 
other than public ownership could meet them adequately._ Part of his 
evidence ran as follows:- ' 

To the economist of to-day, as to the statesman, an efficiently directed industry 
of ooalsupply which would be one which:- _ 

(a) Provided for all the persons engaged in the industry the essential conditions 
of a civilised life, full opportumty ,for individual devel0l?~ent and civic 
efficiency, so far as was compatible With the necessary conditlOns. 

(b) reduced to a miillimum the number and gravity of the casualties incidental 
to the industry, and the impairment of health by its speCial diseases; _ 
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(c) produced the required amount of ('0111 \I hen and wbere it was "'anted witb 
the greatest regularity and tbe.sma1lt>st po8lllble efforts and sacrifices of tbose 
engaged-" bich (and not 'he 'IlmOllnt or 'wages or salarlll6) the economist. 
means by co cost of production" ; 

(1/) made as economical as possible a draft on the nation'. irreplaceable resourct>1 
10 coal. 

It 18 on these fOllr po.inh that the present system of administration of coal mining 
and coal dl8tributlllg 18 (here th!l .-itness, adopta the weIght,. j.dgment of Sir 
Hwhard Redmayne, the experienced ChIef jn.,!X'Cto~ of MIDes)' "extravagant amI 
wasteful "-ahke as regards human hfe and personahdevelopment. 81 regarda the 
natIOn's coal, and as regards exllllnselo tbe COnsuMer. it is submitted that the cause 
of this wll6te and extravaganco is the present ~yst€-m, or absenoo of syskm "meh 
makes the management of coal mlD1ng.~ketinll: of the coal. and its retali distri
butIOn, the sport of mdlvldual enterprise and competItion for W'ofit. without union of 
a.m'or ('o-ordmatlflll of e/f.ort, each 0f the jostlwg rival&! sealung •. and bemg,teeted by 
net pubhe servIce but merely private gain. Whatever aovantaQ:eltlhl8 t:haol ntprivate 
inte1'ests rna'S have-pethaps In stimulating the""'its 'Of the ~r))talt8t ~olltpt't~. and 
less/mI'1lg ltilelt i'Il'uoience-It8dr&\'tbll~k.'ia tite'('oalnpply hsve lIMn made mffiClelltl.v 
mRDlr.('H to hlwe i<!d Ithe~emmeJllt, 'in ~phcitly -aoef'pt,ing tlte (;Rairman'. J.ntenm 
Rsport ef March 2Otb, to oommit itl;elf ul'le~uI\'ooally to the policy of a national 
uDlficatlon of the collIery enterpri~e8. 'Tbis berng the case, the witne~8 8t1Mnitl'that 
only 'n::rtro11 a I ownl!tsblp can meet 'the 1H~C~ltl"'8 <'fI'the 'r>0llttlOIl. 'NatiMrllihMtion-is 
c-alled f-or (1) all' the! !lnly 'f1100I18 ~ ,adequate-fly limpl'bV'fllg th.'cObdi>bi.mu.r, thelm_. 
1\,llth regard to l!O"ngm~, llatlaeut& .. tid ospel'lai, ms_. amI mIa.ntile'IDbl'taht,. (2). u 
the only 'Il¥'lIns.of dealmg economICally and efficIently ,,-it. the nahon'. coal re80UrCf'~, 
and (;3) '" ,the finly meaM of -en4ltring, tltat the ('oal i~ supph"d toO l.hll COD~Urnl'r. n·/th 
regularIty and at the l(jll'c~t cdst. 

'W-OUSINe. 
The hou&lng condition.<; of ,tJle mining,populatiOll, ",J.ieh con"titllte a grave nation~1 

peril, can only be dIectively dealt wIth by a pubhc authority of national scope. No 
bllsme;s consillerfitions WIll e~r warta11t'each collit>ry-entt'Tpris8 el'eCtiYl'll d<>()(>nt e'Qt
bige~'l1elrr f"Il('h pit, IOliny -of whitJlt mll'Y' be '~xpet!tM to h~ worleed out wltlnn 8, "Dort. 
wrm. 'J1lm'f;ameo tlmwns aPl'fy'w 1Wevoot ant ~FUdent Rural or t;rbom Hiortrkt Cown
ell fpom takIDg actlOn.on any considerable 8cal~ven if it w('re to the pecuniary 
Interest of the locally influential oolhery ('nterprise>, to encourage IIny 8uch outlny of 
the rate. N or IS it fair to throw the" hole cost of housing of such a 8peclal p'''P'lllltilin 
(Ill tho ratf'l'aye! s. Llke ext1'a&l'dinary 'traffic .on the roau8. It is a ~e ftlr the mchl8-
try beallng Its own burden. "Whllt 18 wanwd IS a prompt expenditure of something 
hko ten or twelve million sterling; the i))anl'ling of a w~,ole 8('nC"l of well tl'r"!l1tTlf>d'lIew 
vlllage~, placed In sltnlltions-easy of acct'S8 to the-woolI!' of eaLb part of the eoalfi.,ld; 
amI bllllt at the cost of a National Ho~ul1ng Fund provided by the mIDUlg indlJlltry 88 
a whole It wonld plalDly be impracticable to arrange for such a 1ubS'ldy whd,t 
leaVlng-pri, ate collHlry o,,-ners, "'bether sepliratply 1lt unrted in' any C6pltallBt trllf,t. 
'to reap the l'Mnlflary profits. 

-A TAX .oN ROYALTIES. 
Sud! a MUIE<rs' HOlMing FUlld, IDOI'f'()VE'r, mil"" not h" p1'<)\'idc·d, Rny more than 

anv other l1ational purpose should be paid for bv a tax on ('eal. even of only a J*nny 
a to'!: 8u('h a tax, and BUlh a methOd of rni~in~ the I"nd., ml1<,t be rondf'm1I'lE"1 a. 
uns(,lenttfic Dnd oontrary to sound cmtt)O.q of tmc~ti!>n, Ily rni81ng tho 'Pr.oo 01 (>MI. lt 
wonld make the poor man oontribute almost as n U( h per annnm a<t the r)( h; and It 
would alw by <;Q much tend to (bmini.h onr I'xport tl'ad". A bettf'r method, It ii 
Rug;ge~ted, would be to clrnrge the :&hTl'M's' NatIOnal UOll!l'1ng Fnnd on tAle MmlDg 
,iRoral~les, fI·htm thef!e are lor-other reMons made national property. • • . • 

ACC'DENTS. 
It i~ not usually reali~I'd t11at, a.<! hM b~n ~fti(l, the miner i. ~I~n,.. "in the 

trencheos." Last week, even withont anv big ell plo~ion, thM'e ".11 have btoen (Wer 
3,000 ~rioos ea<;ll.altle3 ~n the Il>ine<; of GTMlt ]$l'1tain: tlll~ i~ Owa .... erage nnmber 
officlally reported (,Mh week as seriour<; enc>uj!}1 to 1u,oh-.. nb'>(oc'6 frrlm work for at 
I&'t.t !<even days (some five and twenty b"IDg f&tal). Pul.hc attention h fixf'd on 
e~plo<;lons of firedmnp or C'oaldllst, Sflm{'tlMes killing men by sl'ffl'M rrr .bl1lldred6; 
but these Ilre t119 l{'a~t of the dang"rs. f'al' more f'erilroot Are the fallg of side or 
roof, occnning to oomebod ... ·q grave hllrt at tit .. rate of !Ioor!." 200 E'f'(!I'y <lilY in the 
y~r, nnd aC<'Ountlng for 6')0 dNlth-i ao·1 -62.AOU Oerio\13 Ihturies annually., b'haft 
aC(~uenh take place ho a day, kilhng a ('()aple of men d:uJy, and ga\'.(o11 injuring 
several others. 
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l{l addition, more than 25,000 men and boys are maimed or crushed annually 
tand over 200,kiUed), by b~Ing; rUIl oyer' undergrouuq. ,by trams or tubs; and over. 
15;.000 .,.0l'6 suffer InJuneB l1loapaclta.tlllg t,h.ern for over seven daya (some 20Q being 
ki.ued) by ~ldents classed only as. "miscellaneous." Wa are) III the case ()f the, 
llImers, "CQIBJ.1l~ theIr blood for dra.chmas." The lIabihty to accident in the' 
~1ferElnt ,cQalfields varies consider&1Jl)'~partJ.y, nil doubt, by reason of .dIfferences 
m the character of the coal and the adjacent. strata, but partly also, it "'I-nnot he 
dIsputed, by reas,on of dtlJerences in methods of working, in the extent to \\hich' 
mechanical safeguards are provided, in the precautIons taken, and in the VIgilance 
of·the inspectIOn. The S<?uth Wales cQlllfield has by far the worst record, not only 
fQr accl<ientl! from explOSions 8JId 1;hose ·from falls of SIde 01' roof, for which there 
may be some excuse.m the character 'of the strata, hut also for those from being 
nm Qyer·by karns or tubs, a fact which demands explanatIon; the YorkshIre coal
fLeld dIsputes the bad emmence of Soubh :Wales in the number of aCCIdents from 
falls of SIde or roo.f; the Scottish coalfields VIe with that of Yorkshire In bemg the 
worst for shaft a~Cl.!!ents;, 'i"hllst·the NQrthel'n coalfield, wmch (perhaps for geological 
reasons) suffers least from fallS' of roof, comes out best at all pomts. Places of 
gr~er rISk' ought .to be· places of gl'eat preqaULlon. IE all th~ coalfields of the 
kin~dom could be qlada only as IIafe as those of Northumberland and Durham, the 
natIon would save -/lnflually till'ee or fouf.hundred miners from death, and probably 
thirty to forty thousand_flom serious ~njury_ 

'PROFITS A CAUSE' OP ACC;:IUEftTS. 
It is nqt contended that all ae;idents clln be avoided j but it hi AI grave fact that, 

undar private ownership, the pecuniary interest of tlla celliery shareholders is per
manently against the adoption, in thfljr entirety, of the safel!;uards that "the Home 
Qffice recommends j and the very fact that the coalownells naturally resist such 
impl'Ovemeat&-ar.e, in fact, sww to beh .. ve that such costly changes can constitute 
improvements-inevitably causes the Home Office to be reluctant to recommend all 
that it. would wiJ;;h to do It wilt not be denied, that the 3,300.collillries dIffer much 
among the.na,selves Ill... the ""xtent of theif 1Xlljchanical safeguards against accIdents; 
meaning that the worst are, in the conditions of safety, far ·below-. the level of 
the best. 

Moreover, with colliery agents, pit maI\llgers, and deputies or overl<lokers keenly 
aware that the working expeR8&8 ·must, he kept down, It IS impoSSIble to secure 
suflickent tJIQught or care, ''''';l.d ~llfficient e:$:pendlture on the strlcter superVlSlon and 
1ll000e adequate precautJona that would, &0 the mincu bebe,e, prevent a lalge 
p.fQpQrtwll-of tha .casualtles ., . . . 

,A whole.generatiOA of financial, experience. of the~Employer$~ Liability Act
a coupie of decades o( the Workmen'S Compensation Act-have demclnstrated a fact 
of momentous siGRililllUlce, ,namely, that it usualll/ oost$ les$· to compensate for 
accidents tllan ,to prevent them. .Tl1is..applies equall» ,to a ,cjlpitaiis.l trust and to 
separate .oWDer$b.iP •. 

:It is lIubnut.ted that it is not easy to RVlo(d the inference that-a certain proportion 
of the ~,OOO aeoideot>s pet' weel<: .811e, In 't1:i1!'SG way~ directly' attribhta.b1e to dominance 
oi the ~rofit-lIlaking. IIlflhve,'lUvolved IIIJ th1'> prlVlloo oWDer&hrp of,the collieries; and 
that. tli.!8 proportion,hat least, mil 'not lie avoided unt~ the prIvate ownership, 
home'ffl>!' inllch It 'IS \l~l1tied, h'8 ,been ·got· rId ef. The mIners' have at least,' some, 
ground for theIr firm behef that a nationahsed administration wDuld (a) IWlke gllnere,}, 
at all mWls ~a the mechanio!>l ~f"gua.rds alNlady in,usE> at·the best of them, (b) 
renEklr eiSU\l' tlH~ adOPUoll of new safeg'.1ards,and precautions; and (c) dHninisb. ns\s 
by kssening the ~trengt,h of the plea- that accIQents cost-less than. preventIOn. 

" 'flIfA~T. f601UA-LJ.TV.. 
4. It is not a..slJlilll 1X1atWF-ioc tlJe natian that the willor~, a.s,1J, whol~ne-tentia, 

of the el,ltiu COIIlmllf\ily-,-have .he lU!ljhest 1Ilf~ntIle qlor-j;aht:r of ~y section, namaly, 
I6o, per l~OQ blrtba-.-as compared WIth only £6.9 for agncu.tural.labourel'S as a 
\\hole, and 'With 76.4 'fol; th~npper and mIddle .,cJa.sscs (Report, ~L Regl~tFar-Gener~t 
for 1911.' !fable lIXVi'lb. p. KlI). Wby do tWICe a& many babUlS dla III a mUleyos 
cottage as-in a, mlddla.clailS home? That it'is ,not. povsrty 'lWr m~Fe avercrowding 
in.insaBi~ry hovels., nop yet any excei>tUlnal I~orance of tb& gtrls who marry 
miners, which is ,the caus&, is shown by the fact that .the agllcultural labourer's, 
b&bI9ll, EWell with tlle wages of 1911, die at only two-thuds th~. rate. The graVIty 
of the. evIl is, of \lQurS&, not merely Ql mainly that so many bllblE)S ,dIe., ~he,ca.use& 
that kill.B() lar.ge a propurtion inevlta'b-ly damage th~se who surVIve. It IS no~ t~EI' 
iJ.ll'anlill6 ,death rate, but tpe d~ma~:rate among, thIS OIllQ-tentb o! all. the I)a~n II 
chillken that ~he ,exoessive df!ath rl}te, inialliply l/ldlf;ates. wluok 18 qf .the groates~ 
moment. '. 
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It 18 sUbmitted that the outstandmg c~use of the dlfferen?e between the ~hole 
class of miners and the whole class. of agrlcult.ural labourer. 10 all t~e c:mntle8 of 
England and Wales is to be found 10 the special conditions of the mIDer. hom&
the dirt that he and hiS sons brma; in every day; the dlscomforta of his wuhlna; all 
over in the one room available for the family; the hanging up to dry of the wet and 
grimy pit clothes' the exceptIOnally hard 'II'ork impost>d on the miner', wife, not. 
lessened by the ha'blt of more than the averalte number of children. 

Of course this is no concern of the colliery ahareholdera and director. undt'r 
the present system of private ownership and management for pt'CuDiary profit. It 
would be equally outside the ken. of a cap!talist tr~s.t. Only a Mini&tr~ of MIDes, 
responsible to the nation for genwnely effiCient a~mlstratlOn from.a national .tand
point could take into account the effect that the IDdustry wal havmg on 80 large a 
proportion of the natIOn's children. . • • • 

A COAL TRUST IMPOSSIBLE. 

It is submitted that there is no practicable reml'dy exct'pt national ownership. 
To merge all the 1,.500 colliery concerns in a gigantic capitalist trust mij!;ht be the 
means, if the trust were sufficiently large-minded and efficient, of remedymg .uch 
of the waste and inefficiency as results from dlSlmity. But--

(a) it would not change the profit-makin~ motive, end thus not. eolv. the 
housing problem or that of the excessive infantile mortality i 

(b) it would still be cheaper for the trust to compen,ate for accident. than to 
prevent them; 

(c) a capitalist trust would have no mor': regard tItan the 6eparate coIlI.,..,
owners for the most economical use of the nation'. irrep!.lct'able lltores of 
coal; 

(d) it would still be up against the causes o.f waste and inefficit>ncy incident. (u 
Sir Richard Redmayne has demonstrated) to the preeent individual owner
ship of royalties. 

A COAL LEVIATHAN. 
What is even more importl,lnt, to form a gigantic coal trust would be to commit 

both the industrial and the domestic consumer to the tender merciea of a'monopoll~t 
who would have no other -interest than to charge the utmO!lt price that .. the traffic 
would bear"; and to produce, not all the coal that could advantageousl, for the 
nation be consumed, with the regularity that would be most. conveDlent, but. luch 
an amount only as would produce the greatest net income, even with any Btoppagea 
or irregularities that could be made the meana of additIOnal extortion. Wltnl'~. 
believes that any proposal for a capitalist trust in coal, however camollflaged, would 
moot with the most strenuous opposition, not only from the l\Iinere' Fedt'ratlOn and 
the whole Labour Party, but also from the powerful co-operative movement, now 
beginning to have its own colheries, which 'II'ould certainly refuse to enter lIuch a 
combination; from industrial users of coal; and from the ten .million doml'lhc con
sumers. Such a proposal would be 80 universally unpopular 8B to bring down the 
strongest Government. 

It may be urged that such a capitalist trust could be put und"r control; that 
a schedule of miflimum wagps and maximum hours could be imposed on it, together 
with a fixed. maximum price. Exnerience shows that all such lIafegusrds of capltahst 
monopol, are delusive. There are alwan a hundred and one way. in whlcb they 
can be dodged; and no one would wiHmglv put faith in the ability of a Government 
Department to outwit the profiteoer. A single monopolist concern, having it. 
tentacles in t'very constituencv in the kingdom, with a million families on i18 pay
roll. would be far too powerful a Lenathan to be dragged 'II'ith a hook by the Home 
Office. From the star.dpoint of the consuml'r, luch a monopoly would be acarcely 
less open to objection if it were, in an unholy profit-m:1kmg alliance, the joint 
concern of the combinl'd capitalists and the M.lDera' Federation. Fmally, it must. 
be pointed out that a Govt'mment which W86 administering a national system of 
railwav and other transport, and also a national system of electricity ~I'neration. 
could hardly allow itself to be dl'pendt'nt, for the rt'gularity of its indisp<;nllBble 
coal supply, on a privately owned and administered coal tnlst--which might any 
day l!E't into difficulties, eithl'r with Labour or by mechanical or administrative 
breakdowns-and against which it would have constantly to pit ih official brains to 
8\'Oid being" dnne" in the price. There ia thu8, politically, DO alternative to 
national ownership. • 
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FUTURE ORGANISATION. 

(e) Among the priscipal branches of the Ministry of Mines should be those of
(i.) SAFETY AND HEALTH, in which the present Mines Department of theo 

Home Office would be merged, and greatly developed. 
(h.) RESEARCH .. to be continuously at work inquiring .alIke into improve

men~s of .coal-gettmg. and the tr~atment, transport, and uSI~g of coal; into th& 
physIOlogICal, economIC, and sOCIal problems of the occupatIon of coal mining' 
and into the commercial and financial aspects. ' 

(hi.) SCI1!:NTIFIC COSTL'lfG AND MEASUREMENT, for a continuous accurat& 
comparison, item by item, of every part of the operations and their r~sults. 

(iv.) EQUIPMENT AND STORES, for the common purchase and provision of 
everythIDg that the most perfect equipment of the mIDes require. 

(v.) ALLOCATION, controlling the supply of the coal to (a' the various 
Government Departments and local authorIties, includlDg the railway, canal, 
electrIcity, gas, tramway, and port administrations; Cb) industrial users; (c) 
domestic cOllBumers; Cd) for export and bunkers. 

Evidence of Sir Leo Chiozza Money. 
In the evidence given by Sir Leo Chiozza Money, the case for the 

nationalisation of the Coal Industry is based upon the following grounds:-
(a) The vital importance of coal in the national economy. 
(b) The need for the greatest -possible conservation of coal. 
(c) The greater economy of. united control, especially under natlonalisa

tion. 
(d) The superiority of public sen-ice, as compared with working for 

private gain, as an incentiv~ and spirit in industry. 
(e). The recognition of the need to associate every person engaged in the 
" industry with the conduct of its economy, as far as that is 

practically possible. 
Of 15 reasons adduced' by him in support of the first two grounds, the following 

selections are given. 'I'hey emphasise the na~ional importance of coal, and show how 
much waste of our ooal resources occurs under the present system. 

THE VITAL IMPORTANCE OF COAL IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY. 

2. Modern industrial wealth is fC?l' the greater part based on powers derived from 
coal, and BrItain, the United Stntes, and Germany alike have risen to industrial 
greatness because they happened to be the tJhree greatest ooal ()wning countries 
inhabIted by white peoples. Between 'lfuem they produced before the war more tJhan 
S tons out of every 10 tons of coal produced by all the world. The history of the 
industrial revolution in Brltrun, w'hic'h changed the poor ngricultural state of the 18th 
century into the comparitively wealthy Britain of the 19th century, IS also the history 
of our coal industry. The Commission is thus given the great responsibility of arriv
ing at determinations which affect not a single trade but all trades, and, indeed, tha 
degree of our future prosperity. 

3. Coal is n()t only the greatest practical source of power yet known to science 
but, as was pointed out by Jevons, it acts as a magnet to raw matierals because its 
bulk and weight make it m()st 8OOllomically used at or near its phce of production. 
Hence Britain, a small island" ith good ports., is an ideal w()rkshop, since materials 
can readily be brought to its coal power. But the pote~cy .of ooa\ in tJhe n!l-tion~ 
economy goes further; it IS also the source of our shlppmg greatness, sIDce It 
furnishes bulky ~utward cargOes to balance our bulky imports of food and materials, 
thus enabling our ships to earn money both inwards and outwards. But for coal our 
ships would largely go out in ballast, slnce, although ()ur exports of manufactures are 
great their bulk or weight for value is comparatively small. Thus production, ample 
supplies of cheap materials, and shipping are allk:e ~een to be based upon our co!,I 
mines. These things are well known to the CommISSIOn, and they are stated here In 

the briefest terms consistent with accuracy in order that all the aspects of the. 
prolilem may have consideration in this evidence. 

Perh.a,ps I may remind the,Commission that Jevons said that ooa1 was almost of 
religious importance. 
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4. It is suggested that, ill view (Jf the Jlrimary importance of coal, "ithout. 
"hich these Islands could not support more than one-third, If 8S many, of their 
plesent population, it is ineon~18tcnt witlt national safety and welfare for the ownt'r
&hip, cDntrol and dl&IJ()ilt.lon of 01U' eoa.l resow-Qes to be r~)gnro to private lutcrests, 
the Irresponsibilities of "hu'n haa ablHldantly appeared III the hlJitory of tho trade. 
It IS tEue that no evil exists to-day of the dimensions of the" hOlltatloo of the \ .. nd," 
\linch was 'SO rigorously ,ueJIounced by POl"ter In hIS I PrngrPS<l of the r,otlon," 1111<1 

which fel"' throo.-quarters of a century taxed our pt"Ol'lo and, by re.tnct.lDg 0001 
productlon, frustrated British progress. • .. • 

THE ABSURDITY' OF ROYALTIES. 
Nevertheless, tllil (lpil'it of commerdalism ",hidl inspired tllBt printe ~y~t .. m of 

taxation by coal producers f('uw.HlS and can only be exorci~d by natlOnal .ucwtion of 
what shall be done 'nth natIOnal !.'Oal. A _ to th" lando" ners' proP<'rty In ('oal. it i. 
mdeed remarkable that a fre<JhoJder should be held in iRw to pout'S. nut onl., the fee 
SImple of the surface but of ,,-hatever IDlDerals may he b .. low It anu at lthat"ver 
depth they may be made a ,'ailable by science. As a ",i!\e and \\ Itt.., 1"J"('1\("b ~)1I0mlht 
Professor 'Charles Glde, of Paris Ullin-rsity, has sohl, this absurdity "rt'llrt'lSl'nh the 
landowner as posses&lng a pyramid, wholle vortex is the ('"ntre of the (,Drtb, and" },o5e 
Sides are prolonged into IDfiBlty." The \erlties of pbysical aciencl'/ ind"l·d, are 
strongly at variance in this matter with the conceptions of property \\ hleh havo Lc(>n 
ereoted into law by property owners. 

5. The private ownership of that part of the Interior 01 too earth "'hit'D IiI'S umler. 
the British arM cannot, liS It <seems to ml', be defended on any re.1son"bI8 gfo\lOd., 
and I am strOngly of opilllon, therefore, that Buch ownenhip .hould be forllnlllh 
determined. h may be added tbat it would be d once E'qmtablo and a pipce of good 
bUSll19sa Ior t.he nation to payout the landlordll. say at 10 yeal"8' purchase o( elu,lIng 
coal rents and royaltll's, the State entering ilito possession of all minerals ut present. 
unworked or unproved. • . . • 

THE NEED t!OR THEe GREATEST POSSIBLE CONSERVATION OF COAL. 
7. Of the three grfOt ('()fII nations Britain, the l'nitro State. 11M GNmany, 0111' 

own oountry, unfortunately. h;u; the smallOilt. s'lpplies of coal. E.-tlmuk-s of coal, 
~specIa))Y in unpro\'en fields, must nece.~arlly be aome\\hnt appculativl', but th .. re 
IS no doubt that tho followlfig figures, \\ hl('h I have takt'o' from the work of thE' last. 
Royal CommiSSion on the Coal Supply (19OS), gIve a fair j\l'pro~UllatlOlJ of th& facta 
.of the'case,1-

COMPARATIVE COAL RESOURCES OF nRIT\I~, TH. UNITED 8TATIlII, AND GEIUUl<Y. 

Millions of Tons. 
United Kingdom ... .... ....... ...... ................... ........... 146.(JOU 
United Stales ....................•..... ,........... .. ............... 1,400.000 
German Empire ............... '" .... .....•. .•......... ..... ... 415,000 

In ptIWed coal£Qlds ullder 4,.oOOft. deep! the -ectimate for ·lJritain is 100,000 
m.illi()n «ms. 

iOur out, plainly is (1) t~oon'er"e our,coal"" ever, po&llible mea.ra,. RDd (2) to 
regard Ole reIll8\nder'of the Coal "'ge as a twtiod in M &lCh, by l1atiooal oq::~n.,..tlOn, 
and national tremlng; to prepare our people for their .('Qal-lo81 futnse •• hetbec that., 
coo1-lesJ;)future ~eault8·from the ellhlWlthon of coal or the-~ethronelDeDt "f. ~oal. •• " 

WASTE OF COAL. 
9. flle I .... ~t Coal Commicsioll- had a good deal to sa:t lIS t. thf'lwa~t"..r ~I, :and 

!llJ {hat It !!Iud is, With negb~ble reaerYationa, tro" to-day. 'l'he COJnJBt.,>or~lptKlllted 
llItel"alia, to the following BOUTeeS of wa8te. in working a8 of IDiportauoe:-

(0.) Much coal had been, and still ,.,.a8, being. lost in oorri('rs, nlthouglt large 
area leases were tending t;, reduce that f.lchr 

«» The estahhsbment of central pumping !;t:tJ.ions would ,a .. e mu( h C'OOI. 
(r) Thro:e" was rOOJD for the. applicauon of better methods of "orkmg, (Jf tbi('k 

sooms. 
(d) IJtferior 8JlQ small coal W44 frequently left ill tae minEill. 
(e) The advantage. of the extended Ulle of coal-cutting machinery. were dealt 

upon, aJld figures gi .. en to. .how tb., in 1903 enly fi.,e and a-q"ark>1' tOB' of 
0081 _re got by maohmery". ('fh131igure grew ooIllUderably ID taa war but,la; 
still small.) • 

r.J) Th~ ulte'of lIydrauh'e e~rtridg,e. wU: rtferred if aal>6iIl& Iwill aafer thaa. ehot-
firing and as preventing waste. . 
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(0) The use of electricity in mines was pointed to as invaluable both from the 
point of view of economy and efficiency. 

(h) It was indicated that there was room for economy in the preparation of coal 
at the pit-head. 

The CommiSSIOners also showed that the collieries are themselves amongst the 
greatest wasters of coal as users. They said ":(!: is beyond question that collieries are 
extremely wasteful 1n the consumption of coal, no doubt to a large extent because of 
the smalJ value of the fuel used, which is generally of very inferior quality." Thev 
went on to say, "It was stated by one of.the witnesses that If the whole of the plant 
of the collieries were modern plant of the best description, the consumption of coal 
would be one half of what it is to-day." The consumptIOn in question is 14 to 18 
milhon tons per annum, or more than the whole production of India, AustralIa, or 
Canada. 

WASTE THROUCH INEFFICIENCY OF INDUSTRY. 
10. As to industry generally, a grave indictment was brought against the 

economy of private industry It was shown that the consumption of coal per indicated 
horse power per hour was about five pounds, whereas it should not exceed two pounds, 
and might even be less, 

"If all "team epgines were as efficient as the best, 50 per cent. of the coal now 
used fol' &teum l'aismg mlght be saved." 

That would mean a Sllving of about 26 million tOllS per annum. On this head· the 
Coal Conser'l"atlOn Committee of 1918 said that" the present coal consumption would, 
if used economically, produce at least three times the present amount of power." 

11 The Commis~lOners also referred to the grave waste in the ooke manufacture, 
and spoke of the" prejudICe against by-product coke ovens bemg overcome." Unfor
tunately thiS prejudice had been so little overcome at the time the war broke out 
that the natIOn found itself in grave lack of valuable by-products whICh it needed for 
\\ ar pUl·po.e~ and 'l hICh. of course, are equally valuable for peace purposes. 

12. The waste of fUlllm our dron and steel manufactures is worth particular atten
tion. It ,nil be remembered that eVidence was given to us to show that four tons of 
coal were needed to make one ton of steel. I was able to show tJhat such a consump
tIOn was unNecessary in the be~t modern plant. This was also pomted out in an Appen
<hx to the HepO! t of the Coal Conservation Committee, conslsting of a Memorandum 
by 1\Ir BE'nJamin Talbot, who "hoWE'd that under good modern practice the total fuel 
reqUired per ton is onlv 3.5 ClVtS. Professor Bone puts the figure at l.G .ons of coal 
per ton of finished steel. 

13 The C-oal Conservation Committee of i918, under Lord Haldane, dealt in 
partiCUlar WIth the great advantages to the national economy which would arise from 
the creatIOn of great central power stations, which, It was held, would save 55 million 
tons of ella I per annum in respect of power pUrJ!Oses alone, to say nothmg of domestIC 
uses or of the posslb,lity of extl'aetmg valuable by-product.; before consuming the 
('(lui for power purposes. 

UNEXPLORED COALFIEDS. 
~ 

14 Kat le% remarkable than the waste in gettmg coal and the waste in coal 
actually got. IS the national neglect to explore our ooalfields. Professor W. W. Watts 
devoted hIS preSidential address to the 'Geological SOCiety of London in 1912 to this 
important subjer·t He pointed out how muoh eaal had already been wasted through 
the imperfeet 'larking of rich areas, through tIle neglect of dramage, ~tc., and ot~er 
causes, and pleaded for a systematic survey of our coalfields as a national necessity 
and as a profitable m,'e,tment. He referred to the facv that in Eastern and Southern 
England there eXl~t.<; a great area of oovered Paloozoic rO<'ks which ought to be 
explored "bv m€'nns of a considered serles of Loring,." ThiS, as he said, "would 
introduce a new practICe into Dritish instltutionQ ," but similar methods have been 
employed abroad. He added' •. It is urged that the close depenaen~e of the future of 
the natIOn on Its oo.~l supplie-s jlL"tlfies a new deoartutt', and that It would be a Wise 
act of ~tatccJaft to take delIberate measures to (I('Vlse a compre-heJlSive and. well con
sidered ""heme- of exploratIOn, the re.sults of which lnlght be at hand f?r applic;ation 
before the gro" mg scarcity oi coal shall have begun to produce Its m':Vltable 
economic consequences upon the manufactures and- upon the very condItIOns of 
eXI&tence in tillS country." ' 

I';. I think that the cumulative e!fed of these many considerations is to point to 
tho urgl'nt Ileeessity to take national control of o~lr power resources, that we may 
make qUite SIlre that nothing is lert undone to utJlise every factor of economy: to the 
highe-ot pDS'lble dO'gree-. The matter is too gra~e to be ,:ntrnsted to many di~erent 
hands \\'01 klDg in many different ways, and actuated mamly or solely by motives of 
present pl'j,'ate profit. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE CASE FOR DEMOCRATIC 
CONTROL. 

Mr. William Straker, the Secretary of the Northumberland Miners, who 
had been responsible to the Miners' Federation for the drafting of the Parlia
mentary Bill in which provision was made for joint control by the workers 
and the State, ,ga.ve evidence again in the second stage. I quote from his 
evidence a. passage which shows more clearly tha.n anything else that the 
difference between the two sides is at bottom a. difference of outlook. From 
this passage it can be seen- that the quarrel between profit·makers and the 
miners is irreconcilable in so fa.r as the two parties have different phllosoybies 
of life. Mr. Straker said:-

FyNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE& 
"It is well," says one great thinker, "that the beaten ways of the world getI 

trodden into mud; we are thus forced to seek new paths." 'NotWithstanding the 
mud, any section of mankind which has done well for itself along the olel ways will 
always be reluctabt to leave these ways. 

During the first stage ot: this Commission the old ways of mine management 
and control were shown to be so heaten into mud that the report, known lIS the 
Sankey Report, and accepted by the Government, declared that "the present system 
stands condemned." This being so, we must have a new system; not a mere patching 
up of the old, such as IS suggested by the scheme of the mine owners. 

It is well that we should narrow down to a clear issue the fundamental diJfer
ence between those for and those against natlOnalisation. Those against nationalisa
tion evidently hold that competition is the very soul of progress. Life, to them, 
n an antagonism, each individual struggling for supremacy; and out of ~his struggle 
the fittest will survive, This means that out of ~elfishness, scientifically applied, wit: 
come the greatest good to the greatest number. This seems to me to be :II primitive 
idea belonging rather'to an early form of society than to the 20th century ci~aa
tion. 

On the' other hand, those in favour of nationalisation hold just as strongly t],al 
life is not necessarllv an antagonism, and that mutual aid, applied scientifically, 
must give the best results. This is a conception which mankind arrives at after 
getting away a considerable distance from the primitive. Selfishness is the root 
cause of all wrong-doing; therefore any system which is an outgrowth of selfishness 
must be wrong. That which is morally wrong cannot be economically rigllt. Systems 
based upon this great truth ought to be encouraged, as such must produce a IJetter, 
citizen. Systems based on the desire for selfish gain ought to be discouraged, as 
making for all that is worst in individual and corporate life. That which draw. 
mEln together in co-operative activities makes for progress and human welfare; that 
which keeps men in a hostile attitude one to another wars against welfare alld 
progress. 

NATIONALISATION. 
No industrv ought to be carried on only for t~e benefi.t ~f those. enga~d in it; 

it ought to be for the benefit of the whole commumty. This JB a trUIsm wmch Tery 
few will dispute. Under private ownership of industry the primary object is printfl 
gain, the welfare of the commumty being a secondary consideration. In the develop
ment of human sOCiety private industrial enterprise has played a valuable part.. 
But as soon as the commumty can manage an ind!1stry, necess.ary to its own,welfJlr9, 
it should no longer be owned and controlled J?r1vate~y. ~l'lvate ownei'Slllp, then, 
ha"ing served Its day should cease to be. ThiS applies With equal f~ to ot1ter 
industries than mining; but for the time bemg, and suffiCIent for the ttme, we are 
dealing with the latter industry. 
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~Iining can be more economIcally carrie<) on by the executive power of mining 
belDg in the hands of those engaged in It, and who, 88 a matter of course, mus~ 
know most about It, instead of, as. at·present, by 60 m8ny people luch lUI s~a.re. 
holders and dIrectors WIth no practIcal kllol\!edge. lI'ho 80 largely domlDate mlDlDg 
pollcy at the present time. . 

Not only thIS, but the huge drain npon the industry by royalties. rE'nta, and 
waylo8.-es 'weuld dumppear, nnd the largo private profit would. 'ID one -form 0'
another, go t<1'Or -remaIn WIth the people generally. . . . • . • • • 

THE ·RESULTS. 

The ineVItable results of nationalis.atioD 'll:ould be:-
1. A decrease in cost of production decreasing the price of coal (a) to the 

consumer at home, (b) for'export. 
2. As a result of "se decreasrd price at home many tlther-na.tionaHDdalllriea 

dependent upon· a cheap supply ~ould be.largely .b_Jited. 
. 3. The d1lcreased cost for ..el<port would. lead .to(.an incrQ8se in the quantity 
exported. 

4 7fhis would tremendol1sly benefit the· shipping trade. Thi. incrE'ase in 
export eoal ampments 'wmrld prevent -any shIps 'haying ·to lall outward with. 
pOSSibly, only.hallll~t, with the cooSl'quence 1hat the homeward freight· ... ould bo 
leduced, -8S It would not have to co .. er both tl!e ,homeward and the ~1fard 
'foyage. 

S. Decreased freights would in turn produce a decr('llsed C08t of the com· 
modlties imported, -and. in .partlfluJar' 9f, the cev!l4ry'. raw matena)s and food. 

6. In addItion to these benelih, the State would own its _n mine. and 
'nunerals, lInd .would haT'S the results a~crnil!g from such ownership inat08d of, 
es at -present, only -receiVIng a part in the shape of mcome tax and mlDeral 

'fights dllty. 

'Mr. Cole'.s Evidence. 
This difference of outlook was set forth in more detail by Mr. O. D. n. 

Cole, who, as Honorary Secretary of the Labour Research Department and 
Executive member of the N!ltlOnal Guilds League,. appeared before the Com· 
mission and gave support to 1fr. Straker's scheme for control by the workers. 
The precis submitted by Mr. Cole is given almost in 'full, as it may be 
regarded as a classic statement of the case for industrial demO<'ra{'y:-

S. ltv r.-asons for desirmg a sYlitem of o .... nf'uhip and control Similar to tha~ 
adv~cated by]\[1' Straker fall under a,number of head.:-

(f!) Reasons for dHiring direct and adequate participatIOn by the workera 
in the management • 

(~) Reasons for desiring- partiCipation of persona nominated by ~e State 
in the matlagem~mt. 

(c) ,R-easons for defluring'natlonal ownership. 

'REASONS FOR WORKERS' 'PARTICIPATION. 

6. The workers employed in and abollt colhenea should nal1me 8 dIrect and 
'incr .. astng ~bare In th., management, not only in order that thl' pt'lnClpl ... of 
dl'mocraey m:1y be applted to lDdu~tnal org:.ni,atJon, but al~o In the intereflt of 
the consumers ,and of the commuT'lty. 'We havs ftIlchcd a stage in t""rtalD vital 
il'dustrles, includmg coal mmmg, If not in indu8try as a ",hole, lIhen the 1I'orken 
\nll no longer consent to !'emalD '\'lthlD the boundul'lell of the wage syst .. m. 

7.-By the wat;e "ys~m I'moon a system nnd"r .. blch the work~r tlell. his labour 
to an employer lD return for a wa!/:l', and by thiS &l!le is suppoa .. d to forego all 

- nght O\-er the manner in wblch h,s labour 18 u.;cd .. Ithln the tern,s of the .... ages..con 
tract, al' 1'ight to exercIse floDtro) ot'f'J' the manqgement of the IndustrY or 6ervice In 
which be 18 ('ngaged. and all claIm to the proouM of lua lab'our OF of the oommOn pra
duct of the labour of hImself and hll fellow workmen. 

8. Thanks to the groWI1'lJ!; strength and ronscionsTle!8 of Trade t'nioou.m, 'thi. 
'''''lIgo system is 'nO lorger fully and completely operative. Trade UnionB do con-
• 'Stantly, by collective rpgulatlon of the conditions of labonr. by collective bargaining. 

and by strIkes, exercise a certain control over the· way in .. bleh the labour of thell' 
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members is.lliIed. anI). eveIL over manageznent. Bat, excluded from direcl; pal'ticipa. 
tion in management and. control, Trade UnIOns and· workmen are confined In the. 
main to the ImPOSitioIL of negatJv6 forms of. control, i.e., vIrtually to" a veto Oil' 
certain methods. of nsillg,and organISing; lah0ur. Suclt nega.tive regulatleD ineVItably. 
tends to take a restrictive form, which becomes more severe as Trade UDlOUlSIDr 
becomes stronger, untIl it threatens to break altogether the system-the wage 
sys1lem-.i.n which .t is enclosed. 

9. In the words of the memorandum submitted- by the Labour representatives 
to the recent Industrial Conference, "Labour has now grown too strong to be 
controlled by foroe 01' cempulsion of-any kind." The- method of destrOYing Trade 
FmoD "restrictIOns" by a frontal attack upon Trade Unionism is therefore not 
only undeslrahle, but in practice impossible. The only alternative is a frank accept
ance of Tr.a.d& Unionism, and an~ndeavour to convert the negative (and therefore 
partially restrictive) control whICh it now exercises into a positIve (and therefore 
co-operative) control. 

10. In othel.' w01:iIB, the problem of industry at, the present time-and of the 
coal miDlng industry.in particuJu-is to enlist the active cQ-Operation of the workers 
and. of theU' TJ:ade Umons in making the ludustvy a§. effiCient as possible. 

11. ThiS involve.s the- establishment at once of the greatest amount of industrial 
democracv (thart is, of direct· control by the workers and their Trade Unions) thaI> 
is immedia.tel.v practIcable, and the most rapid extensIOn of that control that i$ 
practICable subsequently. 

12. Such. control is' not only, or mainly, a question. of WaR~, hoUl's, and con
ditions of labour as, ordinarJly understood; it includes the whole conduet o£ the, 
industry, both In Its productIve and in its busll16sS aspects. Especially does it 
include the whole domain of financial and productive manag<)ment and of superVISIon. 

13. r am not ullmlDdful of the enormous importance of technical and espert 
assistance, both"in normal mining operations, and more especially in carrymg out 
the great changes that are necessary in connection WIth the reorganisatIOn of the 
industry .. But I am of opimon both that technical and expert assistance can be 
comblDed with contr.ol by the. w~kers -at. least. aa .well as .with control by private 
capitalists, and IDdeed that the natural affiliation of the brain-worker is With the 
manual worker rather ·than With the capitalist. To this point I shall return at a 
later stage. 

14. In short, from the point of view of the coal consumer and of the community 
as & whole, the' only way of securmg efficiency in production-perhaps the only way 
of securing at all the continuance of industry-is to enhst the active co-operatIOn of 
the workers by ngreeiBg.at once to the a.ssumption by them- of a -substantial share 
in control. 

THE CASE' FOR INDUSTRIAL FREEDOM. 
15. I shall now att<'mpt to state the case for direct participation in contr.ol ftom 

the standpoint of the worker himself. Human freedom, where it e,.ists, IS; not 3, 
name, but a living reality. It implIes, not the absellce of discipline or i'68traint. 
but the impoSition of the Eecessary diSCIpline or restramt either by the individual 
himself, or by some- grQupo of- Whlclt he forllll!, aDd feels· himself to iowm. a pa~t. A 
democrati~ or .. fre&" system "Of government -is onll' in, which eveD" indhriduall not! 

Olily ha&.a. share or. vote.: but a.lso feeuvtlha1i..his shllltte 01'" vot-e is of some elfect- by' 
virtue of his COlIImuruty with. his f~ sha.rers or fellow -voters. 

16. This principle of freedom should apply to industrwl.. organisatian, wh,ich 
forms in a modern communIty so important and. so, insistent a part iD. a. man' ij, life. 
It does not apply under the eKistillg system of conducting industry; sud it cannol;. 
be made i.o apply fully in a day or a year. But it should. be out objeClt to appl5. I t.aa. 
fully as we can, and ever more fully. 

17. If, then, a man must receive orders," he must, if he is to be fr~e,_feel that 
these orders come frOID himself OF from some group of whICh he feels hImself to be. 
a part, or from 'lome pecSOIl> Who59- right. to give .Ot'ders. is rec~gn1Sed a~d ~ustained' 
by lwnseltan<il by sueh'& group_ 'ThIs means that free lDd~strlal-org"'!lIsatIOD IDftSG" 
be. hw.lt on the co-operation\ ,and Dllt merely on the 'aeqmesooDCe, of- the ordlnarr 
man, from the indivicl,nal and the pit up to the larger units. 

18. Only_ the. ilUllle&liIlI~ a0.option-of. this-method of industrial organisatioll' can 
/tive the sellse of fair treatment.and activ-e co-operation to the w?rker,- and thereby..
through the removal of .unrest and the stimulation of elfer., emeumt productIOn and! 
service to the consumer and to the comrnu'l'uty. _ 

19. WIth the question of national ownership I deal at !L later stage; bnt I 
desire to point ont here, that national manageJllj?nt by it~elf wlll.not secure the.fulf 
oo-operation of the workers. State management means In: practIce mp,nag\l:Qlent. hJn 
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a State Department; and a State Department is not a II group of which the ordinary 
man feels himself to be a part." The workers under State management are no more 
f.- BO far as the condiLions of their working hfe are concerned, than the workers 
nnd;r eapitahst management. The ques\ion of joint control with the State i. dealt 
with further below. 

20. Joint control with the present owners or with the con.umen would also b. 
ineffective. The reasons for thiS are also dealt" ith below. 

REASONS FOR PARTICIPATION BY THE STATE. 

21. The "control of industry" includes two distinct functions, the actual 
management of productive and distributive enterprise and the ultimate financial 
control. I desire to deal" Itb these separately. 

22. The reasons for State participation in actual management are, ts a consider
able extent. of only temporary vahdlty. If the whole effective workina: penonnel of 
the mining industry were combined in a single group possessed of a feeling of com
munity, and IDcluding not only the workers aud clerks, but also all the lupervisora, 
professionals, and experts necessary to the conduct of the industry, direct participa
tion by the State in the normal work of manajl:ement would be unnecNsary. It.1 
my hope that thiS position 1'1111 gradually be reached, ano. to that extent, that direct 
State participation in management will be gradually WIthdrawn. 

23. Until this becomes pORsible, ilie State ~bould appoint as itl\ representatives 
on the Mining Council (excluding for the moment those appointed to rel?resent the 
corurumers (persons of professiona.! or expert knowledge of mining operation', 

24. The function of the State. therefore, ;n relation to productive management, 
is mainly that of safeguarding the technical dllriency of ilia ind.stry until ilie 
ereation of a co'llplete Mining Guild b~comes posSIble. ' 

CONSUMERS' REPRESENTATION,-

25. It is also suggested iliat the State appointments to the Mining ('''luncil 
tibould include persons specially appointed to lepresent the consumers. WhethE'r 
t.his also would be a transitional measure, I am unable to make up my mind. It i!. 
however, clearly nece~~ary that the consumers of coal shollld have some means of 
ensuring that their views will be heard, especially In relation to questions of coal 
distributIDn and the allocatiOn of supplies to various district.. • . • • • • • • 

FINANCIAL CONTROL. 

·27. I come now to the qUMtion of ultimate financial control. This involvetl (a) 
scrutiny of tfue balance sheet of the Mtning C.ouncII, (b) ultimate control of prices 
(e) provision of capital, (d) utihsation of the balance of revenue over expenditurE', and 
(e) methods of appropriations, redemption, etc. 

23. These are functions w'{lioh concern the State as the representatives not of 
the consumers but of the community as an associaCion of neighbonn or C1tIZCrul. 

Whatever may be the future structure of polit\t~,-.l society, they are for the moment. 
functions properly to be exercised by the people's representatives in Parlwment. 

29. At ilie same time, the existing organi~\tjon of Parliament dOCll not provide 
for their satisfactory exercise. I suggest a Commltt.;.e of the Hou"" of Common~, 
presided over by the Minister of Mines, to romult with the Mining CouncIl. and to 
take administrative action in the<;e mattera, BubJect to ilie sanction of the House u 
a whole. 

30. This implies that any surplu, of mining revenue over eXpPIlditurp, OT expen
diture over revenue, will pass into tbE' Budget, and that any fresh capital reqUIred, 
whethezo raised by special miDJin~ stock or otherwise, will be provided by ilie State. 
At. the same time, the general financial management must be in the hand. of the 
Yining Council. • 

31. Doth the 1.liaing Council and the propoSf'd HOll"'" of Commr:ns Comm;ttee 
are often criticised on the ground th'lt thl'Y nn.lerm:ne "?tl'nisterial reeronsibility.". 
May I respectfully record my conviction that, unde>' existing conditions, "llinis
terial respoD6ibility is mostly moonshine P " 

.At a l"t ••• tage Mr. Cole aecepte" Mr. Artbll'l Or.,..nwooi\'. ".nt>Ot\a1. lor a apecial Coal CCDlIllmed 
Cbmeil. Tbls is prOVIded for in tb. Mine .. ' Bill, pnnlea as an appeMn,. 
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THE AVOIDANCE OF BUREAUCRACY. 

32 .. 'Ih~ objections brought against national ownership are usually for the _to 
par~ objectIOns t<? bureaucratIc control: The.above considerations, which pretnDIle 
natIonal ow_rshlp, show that there 18 no necessary connection betweeD n .nd 
bureaucratic control. 

33. National ownership of .the .~ines is necessary for three pI1ncipal ~; 
(1) for the sake of ilie commuruty, In order to secure the fullest utilisation and ClOIl
servation of a vitsl natural product in the common interest; (2) for the sake of the 
consumer, in order to prevent exploitation and profiteering; (3) in order to give the 
w~rkers the sense of working for the cOfilmunity and not for the benefit of any 
prIvate person. 

34. Full uttlisation and conservation of our coal resources can only he secured by 
unified working and real unification of working can only be secured by unified owner
&hnp. 

. 35. This on)y leaves the two alternatives of a gigantic private trust or monopoly 
(eIther under prIvate control or otherwise) or of natIOnal ownershIp. 

36. A coal trust not under public control is obviously out of the qllesUon. 
37. WartIme experience of State control without ownership has proved the 

impossibility of either effective or efficient control without ownership. Control with
out ownership involves huge waste by the duplication of admlUlstratlve machinery. 

38. Moreover, in controlling prices without ownership the State continua1Jy falls 
between the two stools of cheapness and plenty, if it restricts prIces, output is 
restricted; if it fosters 'output, it can only do so by permitting high prices. The 
retention of the motive of profit·making as the incentive in industry renders 
efficient State control impossible.. . 

39. In addition, ilie full co-operation of the workers by ha,nd and brain can only be 
secured if they feel they. a.re working, not for private profit, .but for the benefit of the 
community. Just as national ownershIp IS inadtNua.te WIthout workers' ('Ontrol, so 
workem' control is inadequate without national ownerslUp. 

40. It ha.s ~n suggested t'hat the full co-operation of the worker could be secur
ed by a system of joint control between. owners and workers. But real control by 
the workers is impossible as long as the mdustry continues to be conducted far the 
private profit of the owners alone. 

NO PROFIT-SHARI NC •. 

41. Where this is recognised, it is sometimes suggested that the workers might 
be gIven, in law or in fact, a share in the owner,ship by sOme system of individual or 
colJetlive profit-sharing or co-partnershIp, 

42. In my opinion, this would not work in practice, because the motives of the 
owners and workers are Irreconcilable within tlie system of private ownership. 

43. Even if it could be brought into operation, its effects would be anti-tJOcial; 
for the profit-making is not improved merely by increasing the number of share
holders. The coal· industry requires to be wOl·ked as a natIOnal service, free from 
the motive of profit-making. 

44. In any case, it is ha;rdly necessary to discuss this question in detsil; for it 
would certainly be rejected by the miners, and as it ha.s only been devtieed in the 
hope of making possible the continuance of private ownership, it would therehy faU 
at o~ce, If it has not already fallen, to the ground. 

EXPROPRIATION AND COMPENSATION. 

45. I do not desh'e 1:0 ente~ at all fully into this aspect of the qnes"\lion., on .hie_ 
I am not an expert. 

46. I desire, however, to emphasise my view t'hat it would be wrong to eompe;n
sate the owners of mines or minerals on the basis of their past or present commen:tal 
value. 

47. My reason is, that this value depends upon the control which they Im"'~ hith
erto been able to exercise over labour. To the extent to which they have lost ihi. ~D
trol the commercial value of their property has become unreal, and they lIa.,.e JlO t!lle 
to compensation in respect of suob value. . 'J!ley must not be p~~ by COII1pensa,",
in a. more secure or more favourable ~tl~~ than other capltahsts, who are abo 
lOSIng their control over labour, on whICh theIr pa.st profits have depended. 



~ETH~DS'·OF· CONTROL. 

48. 'Asl hare stAted, I a:m iR g~neral Bg~ellt'with 't:he Sf·heme or ('~ntrol puti 
forwBTd bv Mr. Strakor on Marvh 14th. There 1l1'e'only 'twolJOints whit'b I dl'6ue to 

.elab&rate futther at the presenb etag<!'. 

POStTION 'elF- THE 'SALARIAT. 

49. The nr",t p0int concerns the position .,f profee!lional, Ml'luucal, and 1iuper
nsory stafh. The ml'mbers of these .staffs can be right-ly,dlVidl'd int.o t\\"o e~: 
(a) those "hOile functIOn is mainly expert and (b) t:h~ 1II'1wtie funchon is :mwnly the 
SUperVI&lOn or dll'ectlon of ot.her men. 

50. In the case of class (a) the principle of selectwn 1Du.t 1Ie prima",l, bll4W'd on 
"qualification" and expert knoll ledge. ,In the caae.C'f 011168 '~b).Jt mUbt be build prl-
mallly on personality. • 

51. I hoM strongly that those men ,,-hose b\lsinc&I it. i& to mainly dlrf'{'t -others 
sllould be chosen by tho~ "hom It is their business to dued. elth .. r by ballot 01' 
through a Committee of ~electlOn 01' a Trade Umon. 

52. '" e~e persons w'hose function is mainlJ dIrective must al"" po!-8M3 tecbnical 
or profe<;o.onal quahficlltion~, the range of choice should be T('l'trictf'<i • to p01'M>f11 
'posl!I'~~mg the neee.~ary qualificatIons; but tha l>rlDclpie of selP('tlOn from below 
6houhl be preserved. 
• 53. There is "IIot the ~nme reason for the adoptdon of thi~ ('()l1r5G in the cas\) of 
pel'sol16 \\ llOfle function IS malDly or exdusively expert and advisory. 

LOCAL AUTDNOMY. 
54 The second point' ooncerM the q.l('Stion of centralitiotion and local initiative 

in control. I hold st.rongly that the fnll oo-oparattOn' of the ,"oric.ers can only be 
4lnhsted by a. sY4\twn of oontrol·whu·h Is,largely locaused,ud tnt'iudes a oolWderahle 
elemen~ of dire<'t control by the workers III each partlcul.or PIt. ,A sysit!m of jt)lnt 
('Ontrol nationally, or m'en nationally Ilnd ID the proposer! distriCts, '1'111 IIOt. he 
eff~ct]\"e unless It is combmed with a sy,tem of pit,control. 

55. At t.he same time, pit oontrol will probably-not. ,at the begining be capable 
of snch full establishment as nat-lOnal and dIstrict control. It is t.herefore of the 
greatest Importance that tho system of control first estabh~hed should be eueh Ill! to 
admIt of an Increasing element of devolutIOn both frc.m the Minmg <A>uncil to the 
dlstl'lct and from both to the pIt. 

CONCL.USION. 
56. In conclusion, I desire to emphasi~e my agre('ment \\"iLh the \\"or<18 of-para

graph XV. of 'the Inwrlm 'Report. 81gMd tby the ChaIrman lind by three other 
memb~s of >tlle CommlIl8iMl, thet II it is ,in 1;be·intereet.s of ,the'OOIIntry that the 
colhNY workers· shall in the .fllture have an effective lVou!tdn tbe dJrl.·dion of the 
mme. For generatIOns the colliery workers hlWe been educated IIOCIsUy a.nd 
technically. .The result is a grea.t.JllItional a.sset. Why not use It?" 

I beltl!ve that these words ean only be made good in facl by t.he adoption of 
na.tienal ownershlp ,combined with some such system of cont.rol ail that ... 1uch lIr. 
Straker outhned to the <A>mmisslon. 



CHABTER \l: 

COMPARISON' OF" THE REPORT:S 
AND\. THE MINERS~ BILL. 

Comparison, of,! th& Repod.s.: 
In tHe report-of the six members-it is'stated that 'they consider thatt in' 

order·tO' &OOure 'f 'the 'cordial- co·operation of the workers in the, success of the 
IOdustry) it- is' necessary ·to provide Iduller representation of the workers on 
the Districir1ind N1itronal'Cauncils on"the'!ines indicated·in the scheme Bub
mitted by'Mr. W'. Straker.'" This "Sctteme (as par1l ofthedraft Parliamentary 
Bill_ofe,the Miners' F~eration)'ls 'printed 'as an appendix, but it may be 
useful to summarise the chief proposals of t4e' Miners' Bill' here. 

Tb6'Miners" Bill iB!dlff~rentiaW by its p~visions for the nationalisation 
of .. aJl mines and 'minerals- fol'thwitbl;' it; alloWIiIGn<> compensation to royalty 
owners;:it expNlSsly includes- coke-ovenS' and by-produoli works, and It 
inSIsts Qnt th'& re~ntion in 'a) nationalised industry of the miners' full rIghts, 
political. and 'ind\l&tliaL 

Administration. 
Its schemo of administration· is- based on- the v~ting of all powers in a 

~atimial' Minlllg .. Couneil, consisting"of thee Minister' of. Mines for the hme 
being.,and 2Q,whola time me.mhers, ten oi,whom:al'e'appomted.by the Govern
ment and ten by the l\finers' :Federation, The compositlOn-.of this body is 
intended- to avoi.d.. a, bureauCl:atw running I OL the mines, and .thIs objoct; is 
also· sought in the lIlstitution of District CounClls and Pit CounCIls WIth 
powers, delegated from;the,l\fining Counml., Ill. eaal:! cas&-half the members 
are -tQ be: representatives of the, working, miners.. In addJtion there IS to b& 
Po Mining Conference ancLa' l!"uel CODSUUI61'S' Council. 

Co.m.pa.rison. of Sankey! Proposals.. 
The- Sankey proposals and,the Straker proposals .each provide for national 

ownership and for the- avoidance·of bureaucraoy by handmg ov~r admllllstra
tion to the District ,CounCIls. - • 

Naturally, howtlver, the Sankey scheme leaves the Minister for Mines 
in supreme control, with the obligatlOn to consult the Standing Committee 
of the Mining Council on certain questions. The miners' scheme makes the 
Mining-Council itself-the Minister of Mines being a member---the supreme 
authority. 

The local bodies have their powers limited to advising the management 
under Sankey. In the scheme of the miners their powers are llndefined. 

The composition of all the joint bodies in the Sankey scheme is tripartite, 
the miners receiving a thIrd or less, while the consumers are directly repre
sented on both District and National bodies. Mr. Straker, for the Miners' 
Federation, proposes a dual composition of these bodies, the consumers 
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rooeh"in<Y their f, (Jtesenta.tlon th!()\'gh 1\ spel'iai body, th\) Fuel Consumers' 
CounciL" La.stly, the Sankey scheme propos-es a. form of binding contract for 
mdividual miners. while the Straker scheme expressly contends that there 
be no restriction of the miners' right to strike. 

Apart from these differences, it is to be noted that in the desire to 
have done with the anarchy of private individualism on the one hand, and to 
amid the rigidity of over"cE'ntralisation on the other. 'each scheme propound II 
c!istrict administration, and in each case through joint bodies. 

Sir Arthur Duckham's Report. 
Sir Arthur Duckham proposes that a. commission should be !;et up to 

decide the areas into which the country should be divided.. In each of these 
areas all the separate colliery companies were to be amalgamat<ld into 
statutors companies, which would be guaranteed a minimum dividend of 
4. per cent .. by the Government. Profits io excess of 4 per cellt .. may '-!~ 
utilised first to form such reserve funds as m,y be approved by the Minister 
of Mines. and second to pay a further 2 per'cent. dividend. Of all exce~'i 
profits thereafter one .. third would go to further dividend, but the remaining 
two .. thirds must be used to reduce the price of coal. 

It. is clear that this scheme represents nothing more than the formation 
of a dozen or more coal trusts, each monopolist within its area.' :rhere is no 
guarantee that such a company would be compelled to improve the life of
the workers, or that it would be effectually disabled from utilising the various 
financial devices by which men skilled in the art can e\"ade the proposed 
restriction of profits. 

The Coal Owners' Report. 
The Coal Owners' Report stands for the retention of private ownership, 

and is thus in disagreement with the declared policy of the Government, which 
had adoptoo the Sankey interim report" in letter and in spirit." n pro
loOSed one of two modifications in the system, including the establishment of 
3 sort of Whitley Pit Committee, consisting of equal numbers (Jf representa .. 
tives of the workers and of the management. Their views are perhaps best 
f'xpress-ed, not in their own words but in those of one of the coal .. owners. 
Lord Ga.inford. who, speaking as a witness, said:-

.. I am authorised to say on behaU of the Mining Association that, 
if owners are not to be left complete executive control, they will decline 
to accept the responsibility of carrying on the industry, and, though tlley 
regard nationalisation as disastrous to the country, they fool they wou).l 
in such event be driven to the onh- alternative-nationalisntion on fair 
terms," " 



THE NATIONALISATION OF MINES AND 
MINERALS BlLL, 1919. 

[Certaill importallt 4Iprovisiolls are sidelilled.] 

A Bill to Na.tionalise the Mines and MinemIs of Grea.t Britain 
and to provide for the Na.tional Winning, Distribution, and 
SaJe of Coal and other Minerals. 

Whereas it is expedient that mines and minerals should be taken 
into the possession of the Stat-e. 

Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal 
and Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and by thtl 
authority of the same, as follows:-

1. (1) For the purpose of winning, distributing, selling, and E.I.bh~hme,,$ 
searching for coal and other minerals, there shall be established c~:'c::i~g 
by HIs Majesty by Warrant under the sign manual, a Mining 
Council, consisting of a President and 20 members, ten of whom 
shall be appointed by His Majesty and ten by the Association 
known as the Miners' Federation of Great Britain. 

(2) It shall be lawfu110r His Majesty, from time to time, to 
appoint any member of the Privy Council to be President of th,. 
Mining Council •• lmder the name of the Minister of Mines, to hold 
office during His Majesty's pleasure. 

(3) The Members of the Mining Council, other than the Presi 
dent, shall be appointed for fi.ve years, but shall be eligible for 
reappointment. Provided that His Majesty or the Association 
known as the Miners' ;Federation of Great Britain respectively 
shall have power to remove any person appointed by them and 
appoint some other person in his place. On a casual vacancy 
occurting by reason of the death, resignation, or otherwise of any 
of such members or otherwise, His Majesty or the Miners' Federa· 
tion of Great Britain, as the case may be, shall appoint some 
other person to fill the vacancy, who shall continue in office until 
the member in whose place he was appointed should hav& retired, 
and shall then retire. The mempers of the Mining Council shall 
devote the whole of their 'time to tbe business of the Mining 
CounciI... 

2. (1) The Minister of Mines and one of the Secretaries of the MlDisler of 

Mining Council (to be known as the Parliamentary Secretary and W&~~:"'''!':I&rJ' 
to be appointed by His Majesty) shall ,at the same time be Seorol&'1. 

capable of being elected to and of sitting in the Commons House _ 
of Parliament. 

(2) The Minister of Mines shall take the oath of allegiance 
and official oath, and shall be deemed to be included in the 
First Part of the Schedule to the Promissory Oaths Act, 1868. 

(3) There shall be paid out of money provided by Parliament 
to the Minister of Mines a salary at the rate of £2,000 a year, and 
t-o the Parliamentary Secretary a salary at the rate of £1,500 a 
year. 

(4)-The :Minister of Mines and the Parliamentary Secretary I 
shall be responsible to Parliament for the acts of the Mining 
Council. 
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3". (1) The -Mining Qouncik shall -'PWin. a SeeTetary (tOo b .. 
ImO'W'B as - the Permanent Secretary), snd- -such· aSoli,'atlt 
secretaries and oiicera and t;ervants as the. JUibing Council ma~·. 
with the sanction of the Treasury, determine. 

(2) Subject; to the provisions of 'Section -11 (2~ ()f- -Hds Act, 
there shall be paid to the Perman ant- Sec~tary, AssilStant S~'Cl\J
taries and oilier officers and servants such salaries Qf ~emullera-\ 
tion as the Treasury- shan from time_to time det>ernuDe. : 

(3) There shall be transferred and athched to the ~Iihin~ 
Council Sl,Jcb. of the persons emploJ€'\l under any Gm'erlJlncut 
Department or local authonty in or about the execution of th~. 
powers and duties trll.Osferred by or in pursuance of tll,is .\ct t" 
the l\lining. Council as the ~fining Council and the Gon-rnlDcnt 
Department or local authority may w1th the sanction of thC/' 
Treasury determine. 

(4) Notwithstanding anything in any Act, order, or- regula> 
>tion, any society of worli!'t''f, all or some of wh~ members 
.are wholly or partly employed' i.it or aboub mines, or in any 
other manner employed by the Minister of Mine!!, or the 
Minmg Council, or a IJistrlct Mining Council, Or' Pit Council,' 
or otherwise under this Act, may be- fegistered or comtltute 
themselves to be a 'I'rade Union, and may do all.vthmg indl' 
,vldually or III combinatIon which th~ -members of a 'frade LnlO'1 
_ or a 'fi-a4e, Umon may lawfully do. Provided further thali 
notwith&tanding allY Act, ordet', or r~gu!at.ion to tho contrary. 
it shall be lawful for any person employed under this> Act to 
participat.e in any ciVil or pohticllLaction in lib manni)r as if su,,~ 
person were not employed by ilis MILJe~ty, or by Solly uulhol'lty. 
on his behalf. 

: Providt'd, furb11 or, that. DO suoh pet'50n shall suffer' dismissal or 
. any· deprh-ation Of any kind as· a consequence of tiny polltical or 
md'l16trilll action, Dot direeily forbidden by the tern" d hl'l 
employm1:!nt, or us a consequence of participallon in a shiite- or 

·trade dispute. 

A. (1) The Mining Council bhall be a Corporation to l'e IdJ('\\ r. 
by the name of the :\Iining_CouuciJ alld IJY that name ~Lall !tIn p 

perpetual ~ucces;;iQll, and may acquire and hold land \\ itLout 
licence in mortmain. 

(2) The Mining Council shall have an official seal, \\hich shall 
be officially and publicly noticed. and such seal Ehall bo autll<'llt! 
cated by the Minmg Councilor a secretary or one of tIle Il"<~,t !lut 
secretaries, or some person authorised to act. on tLcir L;olw:r, 

(3) The Mining CouDcil may sue and Le sued without !urtLcr 
description under that title. , 

(4) Every document purporting to be an order, licence, or oth(·r 
instrument issued by the l.Iining Council, and to be sealed with 
their seal, authenticated in manner provided by this Act, or to b", 
r.igned by a secretary or by one of the assistant secretarje3, or af:y 
persoD authorised to act, shall be received in evidence ani L-!. 
deemed to be such order, liceDce, or other instrument \\ itllout 
further proof unless the contrary is shown. 

(5) Any person. ha~iDg -authority in that behalf, either general 
or special, under the seal of the Mining Council may, on behalf 
of the Mining CounCll, giye any notice or make aDy claim,_ 
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-tlemabd,. entry. or !iistress; which Ithe'Minhrg Council 'in its,oot
·pPl'ate 'capacil;y'or 1:>therW'ise'might give br:makll • .and &very ~ul:lh 
-n"dtice. elalm. demand. 'e,n'try; anthHgtress'shall be deemed 1;o.nar-re 
,beell:grven and made by'the 1Jllning Oouncil. 
" (6) Ellery deed, instrument. bHl. ch~gue. reCfeipt. or nther 
document. made or ex~cutei:l for the putpose of the Mining Council 
.by. to, or ,wi'th the Mining Council, or-any offiMr nf the'Minlng 
Council, shill be exempt frOin any sta.-mp duty Imposed' b'Y wy 
Act, past or fu.ture. exoopt wher.e that duty is declared by the 
document, or by some memoranduIIlt endorsed thereon, to 'be 

'payable by some, person other than 'the Mindng 'Couneil, and 
except so far as any future Act specifically charges the duty. 

"8. P} Op'.QI1daft.er'th6 app~nted 'day, save'lls in'Sub-Secmono3 !~!~:r:~~n.e of 
of thlS SeetlOn, provlded- mmerals to 

( ) , l' d' -( l' 11' . MmmgCounCll. Ii Every COllery 1m mme mc udHlfg a mmes, :quarrles l 

·tmd open workings of it'onsten-e, shale. ,fireclay and limestone, 
8lnd tl~ery· l>ther mine l'eg:ulatled under the, iM-etaJHferous 
MJ:fles ,Regula1>i.on .kelts, .18:72 and '187>5; hut- not incJ.utHng 
'mines, qUllmes, <O'l' open w.oddngSr of minerals' specified I in 
thslFi'l'Sb Schedule /;0 :this .A:ctkwhether iu,,f),(}tual wotk. 'or 
'<ilSCdn1iihued" '01" ~xha~ed, or raba.m.doned., &nd"evellY' shaft, 
pit, ,lb0J.'leh4Ie, ;I6't'e!, or .inclimoo 'pi3.!le r whether 'in, 'COI:1l'6e 

of being ma.de or driven tor commencing or openiidg; &ny 
such colliery or mine.. or otherwise, and all associated pro: 
perties (including vessels, lighters, raHway rolling stock, and 
all works, including worKS for the manufacture of bye-pro-
ducts. in th& opinion of the Mining Council belongiI1g to any 
mine undertaking or connected with any coTIie~y or mine, ana 
every house belongmg to the owners of any such coTIiery or 
mine, which, in the opinion of the 'Mining Council. is usually 
occupied by·warkmen employed at1!nch·Mlliery'otrrnine), ·eall 
of which Ill'e he1:ein included: in the"El:tpI"ession " mine "') ; 1ll1d 

(b) all coal, anthracit.e, lIgnite. ironstone. shale. fireclay. 
limestone, ·or other .roinera~, exoopting the cminel'll.l$ specified 
in 'the 'First SchedU'le to t'liis Act. Whether at- present being 
work.ed or nt)t worked. or connected ·or not connected with 
a:n:y mine, beneath· the smface M the- ground (all '0£ 'which 
are herein included in the 'e:xpressiOJi N minera'fs .• '); and 

(i:) 'cill rights and easements, arising out Of or necessary 
to 'the ,working Ot any mine or the wmning of any mineral. 
inCluding all mineral WilY leaves., wheiiller aii-Jeaves or water
leaves, or rights to use a. shaft, .or ventilation or drainage or 
'other 1'"oyaI'tles, 'loras'hirs, '01' rights· in "Connection' therewith, 
whether ll.bo\l'e or below the ground (aU·of which are herein 
included in .the -e'Xpresmon fL l'igllts "') _ . 

shall be transfemld ,to, VllsJ!ed ,ilL and .held by th M1nil!g .co\lneil 
in their carporll.te.oa.pa.city .in .parpstuity, .and shall,-for ,all-pur

,poses be deem<ld to.he r9yal'mines, and the.minerals .and..rights 
thereof respectively. 

{2) The":A.ats .c=tained in ilhe Seeond ,Schedule to- this .Act-.aTe 
hereby repealed. 

=(3) ProvJdoo. thafll,hec Minmg 'Counc.iV.mgy)at lllny ~me. before 
the sppo(nted· day 'giVe lnotice in. writing tQ.' the ~er of •. or 
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person intere~t.ed in, an~ mine or mi~era~s or rights, dis
claiming, durmg the period of such disclaimer, all or part 
of the property in such mine or minerals or rights ~o the 
extent specified in the Dotice, and thereafter such mme pr 
minerals or rights shall, until such time as the Mining Council 
shall otherwise determine, to the extent specified in such notice, 
not vest in the Mining Council as provided by Sub· Section (1) of 
this section. Provided that in such case it shall not be lawful 
for any person other than the Mining Council, without the per· 
mission of the Mining Council, to work such mine or mineral" 
in any way. Provided further that on the termination 
of such disclaimer by the Mining Council, such mine or minerals 
or rights shall, to the extent of such notice, as from such date 
as the notice may prescribe, '.-est in the ~Iining Council R8 if such 
notice of disclaimer had not been given. 

6, The Mining Council shall purchase the mines of Great 
Britain in them vested by this Ac~ (other than 'those which are 
the property of the Crown at the time of the pa5sing of this Act 
or which have been disclaimed in whole or in part in accordanct! 
with Section 5 (3) of this Act) at the price and in the manner pro· 

I 
vided by this Act. Provided always that the nlue of any rights 
as defined by Section 5 (1) (c) of this Act shall not hp taken into 
account in computing such price, for all of which no compensation 
shall be paid. • 

)\fines CommIe· 7, (1) For the purpose of assessing the purchase price of mines 
monera. it shall be lawful for His Majesty, by warrants under the sign 

manual, to appoint ten Commissioners, to be stylod the Mines 
Purchase Commissioners (herein called the Commissioners) of 
whom one, appointed by His Majesty, shall be Chairman. 

(2) Three of the said Commissioners shall be Dominated by th,. 
Association known as the Miners' Federation of Great Britain, 
and three by the Association known as the :\Iining Association of 
Great Britain. 

(3) At the expiration of twelve months from the passing of this 
Act, in the event of a majority of the Commissioners failing to 
agree as to the purchase price of a particular mine or of its asso
ciated properties, it shall be lawful for the Chairman himself to 
fix the purchase price of such mine, which Erice shall then b.) 
deemed to be the price fixed by the Commissioners, but, save 8!l 

herein expressly provided, the finding of a majority of th& Com
missioners voting on any question or as to the purchase price of 
mines shall be final and conclusive and binding on all parties. 

(4) It shall be lawful for His Majesty to remove any Commis
sioner for inability or misbehaviour. Every order of removal shall 
state the reasons for which it is mOOe, and no such order shall 
come into operation until it has lain before the Houses of Parlia
ment for not less than thirty days while Parliament is sitting. 

(5) The Commissioners may appoint and employ such assessors 
accountants, surveyors, valuers, clerks, messengers, and other 
persons required for the due performance of their duties as the 
Treasury on the recommendation of the CommiSBioners may 
sanction. 

(6) There shall be paid to the Commissioners and to each of the 
persons appointed or employed under this section ~uch salary or 
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remuneration as the Treasury may sanction ; and all such salaries 
and remuneration and the expenses of- the Commission incurred 
in the execution of their duties, to such amount as may be sanc
tioned 'by the Treasury, shall be paid out of moneys provided by 
Parliament. 

S. (1) The Commissioners~ shall, as soon. as may be after Valuation of 
the passing of this Act, cause a valuation to be made mmeB. 

of all mines oth~r than those disclaimed, whether or not 
developed or working or abandoned or exhausted, in Great 
Britain, showing what on August 4th, 1914, and what at 
the date of the passing of this Act was respectively the total 
ascertained vAlue of each mine and its associated properties and 
the rights, as defined by Section 5 (1) (e) of this Act, therein, and 
the total ascertained value of such mine and its associated pro-
perties respectively exclusive of such rights; and the owner 
of every mine and any person receiving any rents, interest, or 
profit from any mine or possessed of any rights therein or con-
nected therewith, on being required by notice by the Commis-
sioners, shall furnish to the CommisslOners a. return containing 
such particulars as the Commissioners may require as to his pro· 
perty, rent, interest, profits, or rights in such mine. 

(2) The Commissioners ma.y likewise cause any mine to be 
inspected, require the production of documents, or do any other 
thing which may, in their opinion, be necessary to fix the purchase 
price of the mille or its associated properties. 

(3) Thl' Commissioners in making such valuation shall have 
regard to returns made under any statute imposing duties or taxes 
or other obligations in respect of mines, or minerals or rights, and 
to any information given before or to any Commission or Govern
ment Department, including the Coal Industry Commission 
constituted under the Coal Industry Commission Act, 1919 . 

. 9. (1~ The purchase pri~ of mines e.xclusive of associated !:~:~~h~:ent 
propertIes (other than mines m the possessIon of the Crown at the price. 

time of the passing of this Act shall be computed subject to the 
provisions of sub-sections (2) and (3) of this section by ascertain-
ing the average annual number of tons of minerals actually raised 
during the five years preceding August 4th, 1914: . 

Provided that as regards coal-mines in no case shall the 
maximum purchase price, exclusive of associated properties, be 
taken to be more than the following: 

When 100,000 tons or less have been raised per s. d. 
annum on the average during such five pre-
ceding years, a capital sum equal to one 
such year's output at 12 a per ton 

When more than 100,000 tons have been raised 
per annum on the average during such five 
preceding years, a capital sum equal to one 
such year's output at 10 a per ton 

(2) The Commissioners in arriving at such computation shall also 
have regard to the actual gross and net profits which have been 
made in the mine during such years or thereafter and to thil 
amounts which may have been set aside from time to time for 
depreciation, renewals, or development, and to the pro~able 
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duration of the life of the mine, and to the nature and condition ot 
such mine, and to the state of repa.irs thereof, and to the 888eta 
and liabilities of any mine undertaking existing at the time of 
purchase which are transferable to the Mining Council under 
section 16 of this Act. 

(3) Provided further that. where a coal-mine, in the opinion of 
the Commissioners, has not. been fully developed, the amount 
which would be raised under full development without. any increBlk' 
of capital expenditure shall be taken sa the average annual number 
of tons raised, and the maximum purchase price in such case shall 
be taken to be a. capital sum equal to the product of such number 
of tons and 128. or lOs. per ton respectively, for the purpose of 
ascertaining the maximum value per ton under sub-section (1) of 
this section. 

10. (1) The purchase price of· any mine and such of ita 
associated properties 88 have been purchased, as ascertained under 
the provisions of this Act, shall be paid by the Mining Council in 
mines purchase stock to the persons who, in the opinion of th~ 
Mining Council, have established their title to such stock .. Pro
vided that an appeal shaUlie to the High Court under rules to be 
fra.med by the High Court from the decision of the Mining Council 
as to the title of any such persons, but. for no other purpoee. 

(2) For the purpose of paying such purchase price the Treaaury 
shall, on the request of the· Mining Council, by warrant addreBS&1 
to the Bank of England, direct the creation of a. new capital stock 
(to be called" Guaranteed State Mines Stock "), and in this Ad 
referred to as .. the stock," yielding interest at the rate on the 
nominal amount of capItal equal to that payabLe at the date on 
which this Act received Royal Assent. on what., in- the opinion of 
the Treasury, is the nearest. equivalent Government Loan Stock. 

(3) Interest shall be payable by equal half yearly or quarterly 
dividends at such times in each year as may be fixed by the 
warrant first creating the stock. 

(4) The stock shall be redeemed at the rate of one hundred 
pounds sterling for every one hundred pounds of stock at luch 
times and by such' drawings as the Treasury, on the recom
mendation of the Mining Council may think fit. 

(5) The stock may be issued at such times and in such amount. 
and subject to such conditions a.s the .Treasury may direct, and 
may be issued as bearer bonds with quarterly or half yea.rJ:y 
interest coupons atta.ched. 

(6) The stock shall be transferable in the books of the Bank 
of England in like manner as other stock is transferable under 
the National Debt Act, 1870. 

~o.,ersc;! iI 11.-(1) Subject to the prOVIsions of this Act, it shall be lawful 
.omg nne. for the Mining Council to open and work mines and search fal', 

dig, bore, win and deal with minerals and generally to carry on 
the industry of mining, distributing, vending, and exporting, to
gether with &11 other industries carried on in connection therewit.h. 
Provided that it sha.ll hot be lawful for the Mining Council to leaae 
or sell any mine or minerals or rights to any person, association. 
or corporation. 
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(2) The Mining Council may, from time to time, in such manner 
and on such terms as they think fit-

(a) subject to the general consent of the Treasury, appoint 
or continue in employment or dismiss managers, engineers, 
agents, clerks, workmen, servants, and other persons; and 

(b) construct, erect or purchase, l~ase, or otherwise acquire 
buildings, plant, machinery, railways, tramways, hulks, ships, 
and other fixed or movable appliances or works of any 
description, and sell or otherwise dispose of the same when 
no longer required; and 

(e) sell, supply, and deliver fuel, coal and oth,er products, 
the result of mining operations, either within or without the 
realm ;, and' -

(d) enter into and enforce contracts and engagements; and 
(e) generally do anything tliat the owner of a mine might 

lawfully do in the working of the mine, or that is authorised 
by regulations under this Act or· by this Act; and 

(f) employ local authorities for any purpose they may 
think necessary to carry out their duties under this Act, on 
such terms as may be mutually agreed. 

(3) In addition.to the powers conferred on the Mining Council 
by the last prooeding sub-section, the Mining Council may, in. 
such manner as they think fit, work any railway, tramway, hulk 
ship, or other appliance for the purpose of winning, supplying, and 
delivering coal or other products. 

(4) The Mining Council may compulsorily purchase land or 
acquire such rights over land as they may require for the purpose of 
this Act, and shall have, with 'regard to the compulsory purchase 
of lana., all the powers of purchasers acting under the Land 
Clauses Act, 1845, and the Land Clauses Consolidation 
(Scotland} Act, 1845, or any other Ac~ giving power to acquire land 
compulsorily for public purposes, which may hereafter be enacteil. 

(5) With respect to any such purchase of land under the Land 
Clauses Acts in Great Britain the following provisions shall have 
effect (that is to say):- - . 

(a) The 'Land Clauses Acts shaJl be incorporated with this 
Act, except the provisions relating to access to the special 
Act, and in construing those Acts for the purposes of this 
section " the special Act" shall be construed to mean this 
Act, and "tho promotors of the undertaking" shall be 
construed to mean the Mining Council, and "land" shall 
be construed to have the meaning given to it by this Act. 

(b) The bond required by Section 85 of the Lands Clauses 
Consolidation Act, 1845, and by Section 84 of the :yands 
Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act, 1845, shall be under 
the seal of the Mining Council, and shall be sufficient without 
sureties. 

12. (1) The Mining Council shall, for the purpose of' the &':~~~8~iDg 
carrying on and development of th~ milling industry. divide Pit Councils. 

Great Britain into districts, and shall in each district constitute I 
a District Mining Council of ten memhers, haJf of which shall be 
appointed by the Miners' Federation of Great Britain. 



(2) The Mining Co~ncil may dele~Rte to any Distt·ic.t Mining 
Council or Pit CounCll, such of thell" powers under this Act as 
may conveniently be exercised. locally, and the ~istri~t .Minin.g 
Council shall upon such delegation have and exerCIse wlthlO theIr 
dIstrict all the powers and duties of the Mining CounCil as may be 
delegated to them. I 

(3) A District Mining Council shall, suhject to the approval 
• of the Mining Council, have power within their area to appoint 

Pit CounCils for each mine or group of mines, composed of ten 
members, half of which shall be members of the Miners' Federa· 
tion of Great Britain, and nominated by the workers of the mine 
or groups of mines aforesaid, and the District Mining CounCIl 
may delegate to such Pit Council such of their powers concerning 
the immediate working or management of a particular mine or 
group of mines as the District Mining Council may, subject t.o the 
approval of the Mining Council, think fit. 

(4) The members of District. Mining Councils shall b'3 
appointed for three years, but shall be eligible for reappointment, 
and the members of Pit Councils shall be appointed for one year, 
but shall be eligible for reappointment. 

!'.:':'~~?~ouncll 13. (1) For the pU~oSe of ndvisi~g the Mining C?llncil it shall 
and AdVisory be lawful for His MaJesty to appomt persons, to represent the 
Conlelenee. interests of consumers, to be known as the Fuel Consumers' 

Council. 
(2) The Mining Council shall have power to convol{e at such 

time as they think fit and under such regulations and conditioDl, 
as they may prescribe advisory conferences of representatives of 
District Mining Councils, and the District Mining Councils shall 
haye power in like manner to convoke ad\isory conferences of 
Pit Councils within their area. 

(3) The expenses of the Fuel Consumers' Council, National 
and District Minmg Conferences shall, subject to tbe approval 
of the Treasury, be paid by the Mining Council. 

~~~:,!~n~~!DOti n .. There shall be paid to eactt of the members of the Mining 
andpl"trlot Council, other thaq the President, such salary as the Treasury 
~:~~:~~~,:' may determine, and to the members of the District Mining 
Pn Couuetls. Counc'ls, and to the Pit Councils, such salaries and emoluments 8S 

Aecoun&s. 

the Mining Council, with the consent of the ~reasury ma, 
determine. 

15. (1) The Mining Council shall cause full and faithful 
accounts to be kept of all moneys received and expended under 
this Act, and of all assets and liabilities and of all profits and 
losses, and shall annually lay such accounts before Parliament 

(2) The Mining Council shall annpally cause a balance-sheet 
of accounts to be made, 'including a capital account and a profi. 
and loss account fpr each mine worked under this Act. 

(3) Such balance-sheet and statement sooll be so prepared sa 
to show fully and faithfully the financial position of each such 
mine, and the financial result of its oj>erations for the year. 

(4) All mo~eys raised under the authority of this Act shall, as 
and when raIsed, and all other moneys received hereunder shall, 
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as and when received, be paid into a separate account called" The 
National Mines Account." 

(5) All moneys withdrawn from the National Mmes Account 
constituted under this Act shall be withdrawn only by the order 
of the Mining Council or such other person as the Mining Council 
may from time to time appoint: 

(6) All moneys in the National Mines Account, or payable 
into that account by any person whomsoever, and also all moneys 
owing by any person under this Act, are hereby declared to be t4e 
property of the Crown, and recoverable accordingly as from 
debtors to the Crown. 

16. (1) There shall be transferred to the Mining Council all Transference 01 

the existing assets and liabilities ot mine undertakings and asso- :~~?I~tl~:':.:~ 
ciated properties, as and when'they are transferred to and vested 
in the Mining Council. other than liabilities for rights including 
royalty rents, wayleave rents, or any other underground rents or 
charges, payable or due at the time of the passing of this Act t-o 
any person, all of which shall cease to be payable on and after the 
.appointed day. • 

(2) On the passing of this Act, there shall be ascertained by 
the Commissioners the amount of all m9neys. due to or from all 
mine undertakings, and the findings of the Commissioners as to 
the amount of such moneys shall be binding and conclusive on 
all parties. 

(3) The net amount of all moneys due to any mine under
taking, after all debts due from any such undert-aking have been 
deducted, as ascertained under Sub-section (2) of this section, 
shall be paili by the Mining Council t-o the persons to whom in 
the opinion of the Commissioners such debts are due, and shall 
be deemed to be expenses incurred under this Act. Provided 
that an appeal shall lie to the High Court, under rules to be 
framed by the High Court, frGm the decision of the Commis, 
sioners as to the title of any such person, but for no other 
purpose. 

17, '(1) All sums expended or payable under this Act in carry Payments-out 

ing out the provisions of this Act for ~xpenses, or for salaries or ~~;~d.tlby 
wages payable under this Act, or.in the c-onstruction, erection, or Parhament. 

acquisition of buildings, plant, m~hinery, railways, tramways 
hulks. ships, or other appliances or works, or otherwise, shall be 
payable out of moneys provided by Parliament. 

(2) Provided that moneys received under this Act in respect 
of the sale or export or supply of coal or other mip.erals (mcludmg 
the moneys received from the Government Departments) may 
be directly expended in or towards carrying out the purposes of 
this Act. 

18,. A~~~ fV-lI provision has been made for all outgo~~gs, losses, ~~~:~:d~,~cii 01 
and hablhtles for the year (including interest on securities created Fund:-

and issued in respect of moneys raised as aforesaid, and on 
moneys paid out of the Consolidated Fund). the net surplus prdfits 
then remaining shall be applied in establishing a sinking fund 
and, subject thereto, in establishing a depreciation fund in respect 
of capital expended. 
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19. (1) The Mining Council may, from time to time, make 
such regulations as they think necessary for any of the following 
purposes:-

(a) The management of mines under this Act: 
(b) the functions, duties, and powers of the District 

Mining Councils, Pit Councils, and other bodies or persons 
acting In the management an.d working of mines or distribu· 
tion and sale of fuel under thIs Act; 

(e) the form of the accounts to be kept and the balance 
sheets to be prepared in respect of 'mines under this Act; 

(d) the mode in which the sinking funds and other funds 
connected with mines under this Act shall be held and 
administered; 

(e) generally any other purpose for which, in the opinion 
of the Mining Council, regulations are contemplated or 
required. 

_ (2) The Mining Council, before making or altering any 
regulations or conditions of employment, including wages, 
as affect workmen engaged iIi the mining industry, shall consult 
with the association known as the Miners' Federation of Gred' 
BritaiI;1, and, in the event of such representatives and the Mining 
Council failing to agree, the matter in dispute may lIe referred to 
arbitration on such terms as may be mutually agreed. 

(3) PrOVIded that nothing in this section shall be deemed to 
interfere with the right of any employed person, subject to hi. 
contractual obligations, to dispvse of his laboUl; as he wills. 

20. (1) Efery mine worked under this Act shall be managed 
and worked subject to the prOVIsions of the Metalli{erou9 Minea 
Regulations Act..<>, 1872 and 1875, the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 
1908, the Coal Mines Act, 1911, and any other Act regulating 
the hours, wages, or conditions of labour in mines. 

(2) There shall be transferred to and be vested in the .Mining 
Council all the powers and duties of the Secretary of State and 
of any other Government Department imposed upon them by th! 
Metalliferous Mines Regulations Acts, 1872 and 1875, the Coal 
Mines Regulation A.ct, 1908, the Coal Mines Act, 1911,or any other 
Act regulating or affecting mines or the hours or conditions of 
labour therein. . 

21. (1) It shall be the duty of the Mining Council to ensure 
that there is a sufficient supply of fuel at reasonable price. 
throughout Great Britain, and for this purpose it &hall be 
lawful for the. Mining Council, or for any local authority or 
Government Department acting on their behalf, to establish stores 
and depots and to employ vehicles and to use all other necessa" 
meaDS for the selling of fuel and to sell fuel within the area of 
every local authority, and, further, for this purpose it shall be 
the duty of the railway companies or authorities of Great Britsin 
to provide such facilities for the conveyance of fuel as the Mining 
Council may deem necessary to enable them to carry out the 
duties impos~d upon the~ by this sec~i?n at rates not greater 
than such raIlway companIes or authorItIes are now entitled to 
charge for the conveyance of fuel. 
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(2) Where the ;Mining Council delegatea to any local authority 
all or any of their powers under this sec1lion, it shall be lawful for 
such local authority to exercise all or any of the powers of the 
Mining Council so delegated to them. 

(3) AU moneys had and received or expended by a local 
authority under this section shall be deemed to be had and 
received or expended on behalf of the Mining Council. 

22. This Act may be cited as the Nationalis8.tion of Mines and TItle a.ud com. 
Minerals Act, 1919, and this Act and the Metalliferous Mines Regu- mencement. 

lations ActS, 1872 and 1875, and the Coal Mines Regulation Acts, 
1887 and 1908, and the Coal Mines Act, 1911, may be cited together 
as the Mines Acts, 1872-1919, and shall come int-o operation on the 
first day of the second month, which shall be the appointed day, 
after the passing of this Act. and, save in the case of disclaimer, 
all valuations, purchase, and transference of mines and minel'als 
to the Mining Council, and all other arrangementsJor the ca.rr,ying 
out oi this Act shall be concluded on or before the first day of the 
second year after the cOp1ing into operation of this Act. 

23. ,This Act shall not apply to Ireland. 

FIRST SCHEDULE. 
Minerals excluded from this Act :-

Sandstone. Slate. 
Grani teo Chalk. 
Cherts. Flints. 

Building Clay. 
Gravel and Sand. 
Igneous Rocks. 

SECOND SCHEDULE. 
ENACTMENTS REPEALED. 

SeSSlOD anu Chapter. T.tle or Short TItle. Extent of Repeal 

1 William and Mary, An Act to repeal the statute The Whole Act 
ch.30. made in the fifth year of 

King Henry IV. against 
multiplying gold and silver. 

5 William and Mary, An Act to prevent disputes The Whole Act 
ch.6. and controversies concern· 

ing Royal Mines. 

55 George III., ch. 134 An Act for altering the rate 
at which the Crown may 

The Whole Act 

exercise its right' of pre-
emption of Ore in which 

there is lead. 
--

1 James I. of-Scotland, Mines of Gold and Silver The Whole Act 
ch.12. pertains to the King. 

12 James VI. of Anent the Tenth Part of The Whole Act 
Scotland, ch. 31. Mynis. 

. 
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FODDER CROPS OF WESTERN INDIA. 

I.-Introduction. 

The growing of crops specially and only for the sake 
of their fodder value is almost a new thing in Western 
India. Large amounts of fodder for cattle and other ani· 
mals have, of course, always been grown, but they have been, 
as it were, a side issue in the growing of grain or other crops. 
In recent years, however. the matter has taken a new aspect. 
There is on the one hand a very large demand for fodder. 
from !he big .centres of population. which has led t? JbC. 
extensive growmg of such crops as lucerne. and fodde.Lay Presl; 
On the other hand. it is beginning to be recog,nisdairy .farms. 
an animal is .expected to do more than live. that others,-and 
if it is expected to work or to produce milk. better: their, infor .. 
can be picked up during a large part of the year b bess is' due. 
over the bare fields and stony hills of the Decc and' C<t 
responding places in other parts of Western In ia. or tha 
can be furnished by rice straw or a limited a nt of jow 
kadhi, must be provided. An interes,t in e growth their 
purely fodder crops is therefore rising., have 

Th d d h . h ~ 0 dO 'lsider e area evote to t ese crops 10 t e anous Istn
ful

• 
of the Bombay Presidency (excluding Sin) is, hth'ess m 

- still very, s~all, and is most largely made up of joub at t Cbt 
hot weather. 6f lucerne, of guinea grass to a small r' e pa ataho he 
f 

0 • h 0 Tho . . h . 0 lI'acters w IC o Jowar m t e rams. IS area IS, owever. raplf
b 

d 
ing as the following figures will show :- . ' een urge Bfo 

, reasons~ ut 
Area under fodderrly all of which 

Presidency ~exc.ItQ ~b~ 9{ .value 

1907..os 264 
'~Q8-Q~,--



1909 .. 10 
1910 .. 11 
1911 .. 12 
1912 .. 13 
1913 .. 14 
1914 .. 15 
1915 .. 16 
1916-17 

'1917 .. 18 
1918..19 

2 

AnA under foddet cr'GpI (BomL., 
PreeidencJ ncludill8 SiDci). 

Aas. 

21.206 
• • 21.(,52 
•. 64.216 
•• 96,984 
• • 79.221 
.. 108.793 
•. 79.926 
•• 118.109 
•• 99.545 
•• 110.013 

The area was apparently fairly constant until the Gujarat 
··~e of 1911-12, when it took a sudden increase, which 

""\" more than maintained in the succeeding years • 
. -.t:R. Sind the area is remarkahly small considering the 

) ~ ryness of the country and the facilities for irrigation. 
l: C\MBIYo~~ng are the figures of area during the last few years: 
ffiACKe:lenths of the acreage given is in the one district of Thar 
'-'t~d Parkar. 
)PAI 

ftI.4 R. 
RAMO 
BOMB) 1907-08 
~~ 190&.00 
RAMA KRISh 1909 .. 10 
SUNDAR PANd910-11 
~P~bPRI~~911 .. 12 
KARsANDAS NN 912-13 
N. M. TRIPATInJ913 .. 14 
MUNSHI SEETA1914-15 
~. Tuhi. Ca1915 .. 16 
'(ING~~19~17 

1.217 .. 18 .. 

Ate. uDciet fodder ctopI (Sincl). 
Ax:ru. 

•• 12.553 
•• 13,678 
• . 10;72() 

8,409 
9.166 

•• 11.232 
•• 13.266 
.• 16.127 

9,693 
•• 31,568 

11.847 
·LJ2471~ . 
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The present bulletin is intended to be a compilation of 
what has at present been found out as to the most suitable 
fodder crops in various parts of Western India,' the parts 
where each of them are likely to be useful, the methods of 
growing them which have given the be:;t results, the yield 
which has been obtained, and the value of the fodder produced. 
The basis is the information contained in Mollison' s T e]!:t 
Book of Agriculture, but a very large accum.ulation of data 
has loccurred since that time both in India and elsewhere. 
and this has: where suitable, been, as far as possible, incor
porated. 

Ordinary forage grasses have been excluded from con
sideration. unless they are grown as special crops, which is 
not usually the case. The growth of those crops where the 
fodder produce~ is op.ly a secondary product is also not dealt 
with. In compiling the results I have had the co-operatjon 
of the Deputy Directors of Agriculture in the Bombay Presi
dency and staff, the managers of the militarY dairy .farms, 
the staff of the Poona Agricultural College and others,-and 
to all of these my best thanks are given, for it is to their.infor
mation that any value which the bulletin may poss~s is' due. 

fi.-The Features of a Good Fodder Crop. 

Before describing the crops which have either won tfteir 
title to the name of fodder crops, or which seem to have 
possibilities of becoming so in Western India, let us consider 
shortly the factors which make a given plant successful ~n 
this direction. I t is not by any means sufficient that a crop 
should be edible, should be digestible, should~ be palatable 
or have any other single one of the many characters which 
a fodder crop must possess. We have often been urged to 
grow a plant for food for one or other. of .these reasons: But 
there are at least five or six characters, all or nearly all of which 
Jll\lst 1?e possessed to~ether if a q'op is re<).l]y lQ :b~ Q{ .valve 
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to Br' farmer as a special fodder crop. to which he is expected 
to/devot~ any considerable portion of his land. 

These characters are as follows:-

1. The crops must be palatable. digestible and not 
injurious to the animals which are expected to eat them. 
The palatability is generally connected with a leafy character. 
and with succulence of stems and leaves. A large amount 
of fibre means a less satisfactory fodder.-and hence one has 
to consider very closely the stage at which a crop should be 
harvested if it is designed as a fodder crop. Many. among 
the most usual fodder crops, rjpidly increase their content 
of fibre after a certain stage in their growth. and what was 
a good fodder before becomes a very inferior one later. Many 
grasses may be cited as examples. When thq flower they 
are excellent: when they ripen they are barely worth the cost 
of harvesting. Rice straw is. after the rice has been reaped. 
an exceedingly poor fodder.-so is wheat straw. And yet 
in earlier stages these are excellent feed. 

Again among our most common fodder crops. there are 
a number which in certain stages are injurious. This is patti· 
cularly the case with nearly all our common jowars (sorghum). 
Before they flower. the plants are apt to produce hydrocyanic 
acid (prussic acid) in the body of the animal. more especially 
if a vigorous growth has been afterWards stunted by any cause 
whatever. And they are hence very dangerous at this stage. 
I will discuss this matter when dealing with this group of 
crops. but the lack of knowledge of the fact has led to the 
loss of many a valuable animal. Even when not actually 
poisonous. many of the crops are likely to cause very serious 
digestive disturbances at certain stages. I have heard of 
cows being very much injured by getting large quantities of 
young maize.--or even of young lucerne. 

One must know in fact that a crop is palatable. ~estible 
and non-injurious not only at some slaJe. but at th~ llaie 
J~ which ~t is proposed fo use it. 



2. A successful fodder crop must grow quickiy• so iili 
to allow the land to be used for another crop or .for another 
cutting of the same crop. In this part of India. where. almost 
universally. the rainy season is short. and where one can only 
extend the growing season by expensive irrigation.-the 
necessity of a quick growing crop is_ particularly great. If 
it-is to be grown on the rain.-it must be ready for cuttin~ 
by the time the reliable rainfalr will probably have ceased. 
If it is to be ·grown under irrigation. the cost of a single water
ing is so great that the necessity for an extra irrigation may 
mean all the difference between a considerable profit and little 
or no profit at all. When irrigation is available. the fodder 
crop has to compete as an occupant of the land ",ith other 
very valuable crops.-and an extra thirty days in growing 
may mean that it will not pay as against these other crops. 

3 •. Equally necessary is it that any proposed fodder 
crop should give a large yield of fodder per acre. Only a 
limited amount of good land can be devoted to fodder grow
ing.-and land which is not good is rarely satisfactory for most 
fodder crops.-and a maximum yield in a minimum of time is 
an essential thing. We have. luckily, some fodder crops here 
which yield as. well as any in the world. Many of those 
recommended and used in America or Australia give nothing 
like the quantity that some of our jOUlars or maize will produce 
per acre within two or three months. And though there may 
be oc6isions when a fine fodder which yields little will pay to 
grow.-as a rule the maximum quantity obtainable per acre 
is a very important factor in deciding on the crop. 

4. A fodder crop is more likely to be successful if it 
does not need high manuring. As a rule. however. fodder 
crops grown intensively do need good manuring and well 
cultivated land.-but if one crop or one rotation of 'crops 
needs less manure than another. it is a vital factor in its success 
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But while this is true, I want specially to insist that usually 
fodder crops do need well tilled, well prepared, and well 
manured land. A great necessity for success in this direction 
is .the recognition of this fact. Much has been talked recently 
about dairy farms-which are likely to be, of course, larg~ly 
fodder farms. These will only have even a probability of 
success if it is recognised that the growing of fodder repsesents 
a high type of intensive agritulture. 

5. It is generally also very important that the crop chosen 
should be one which can be presetved without serious deterio.
ration. A crop which can only be used as it grows or which 
deteriorates much if not used at once, is badly handicapped 
with another, even yielding less per acre, whic.h can be pre
served as hay or silage for the drier parts of the year. I believe 
myself that the future of cattle maintenance in Western India 
lies largely in the development of silage making,-:and if 
this is so, the importance of the point on which I am now 
insisting becomes obvious. 

A good fodder crop then-

(I) should be palatable, digestible and non-injurious 
at the stage a! which it is to be fed ; 

(2) should occupy the land (for one crop) for as 
short a time as possible, more especially if grown under 
irrigation ; 

(3) should yield as large a crop of fodder per acre 
as possible ; 

(4) should need as little high tillage and manuring as 
possible,-even though good fodder crops as a rule do 
need fairly high tillage and manuring ; 
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(5) should be capable of being preserved, generally 
as silage or hay, without serious deterioration. 

We will now consider the fodder crops hitherto used with 
success in Western India and how they respond to these de
mands. 

m.-Jowar or Sorghum. 

Of all the plants grown in the world for the production of 
fodder. jowar (Andropogon sorghum) probably stands first 
in being capable under a great variety of conditions of produc
ing a very large quanitty of palatable fodder in a minimum 
of time and under fairly dry conditions. It is, of course, 
a tropical or semi-tropical plant,-and its varieties are grown 
all over the tropical and sub-tropical regions of the old world. 
But in most of these regions it is only incidentally a fodder 
crop, and it~ principal use is in the production of grain. In 
America, however, its use as a fodder crop has been tho
roughly appreciated and by far the largest proportion there 
is grown purely for the purpose of feeding to animals either 
green, or as silage. or as hay. 

Cli~te required for Iowar. 

Iowar exists in many varieties, but in general it may 
be said that all these, whether grown for grain or for fodder. 
require a fairly warm climate, and also a fairly dry one. In 
India its cultivation gradually disappears when the. rainfall 
is much greater than forty inches per annum, and also when 
the temperature during the time of groWth becomes low. In 
regions of heavy rainfall jowar is repl~ced by rice as a grain 
crop, partly because rice yields a better financial. return. 
but partly also because the wet conditions are unsuitable 
to the crop. This is well illustrated by the following figures 
of the percentage of the total cultivated area under this crop 
(whether for grain or otherwise), place side by side with the 



ra~nfall in various talukas of one or two districts. and in the 
whole of other districts in the Bombay Presidency·:-

I Percentage Ipen:entar 
of total cul- of «rea 

District, Talukas, Average Rainfall, tivated are. acreage 
I ~der ~der 
I JOIDtJ" jOIIItI" 

Inches, I 

~ Haveli " 31'9 (Poona) I 14'1 28'9 

Poona Sirur .. 21'7 ::i 25'9 39'1 
Bhimthadi .. 23'3 .. 39'8 60'S 
Mawal " 42'5 to 186'6 .. I 3'4 9" 

Sholapur " (The whole district) " 22 to 26 

::1 
39'5 69'S 

East Khandesh " (The whole district) " 23 to 31 18'0 51'3 l Belgaum " 51'9 ~lgaum)l .. 7'4 17'2 

Belgaum Khanapur " 71'1 Khanapur) 2'] 4'0 
Athni " 23'0 29'8 56'6 
Parasgad " 23' 2 (Saundatti) .. I 30'6 53'3 

Ratnagiri " (The whole district) " 80 to 165 1 Nil NIl. 
Kolaba " (The whole tlistrict) " 88 to 135 ::1 Nil, NIl, 

I 

There are. of course. many other factors which deter
mine the proportion of land put under JOUJar. but it must 
never be fon~otten that it is not usually suitable. even as a 
fodder crop. during a period of high rainfall. 

As regards temperature. there are fodder varieties which 
will stand the hottest temperature of the hot weather in the 
Deccan or Gujarat\ and provided the variety is well selected 
no degree of heat seems too great for their successful growth. 
They vary very m1.l.ch. however. in their resistance to heat. 
and those suited to each part of the year will be indicated in 
dealing with the varieties. All of them are injured by the 
least touch of frost. 

Iowar is essentially a crop of semi-arid tropical and sub
tropical regions. and is particularly valuable as a fodder crop 
in such areas.-as it is unaffected by the very dry atmospheric 
conditions which usually prevail. and it needs a minimum 

. amount of soil moisture. This is illustrated by the fact that 
it requires less water per pound of dry matter produced than 

• Statistical Atlas of the Bombay Presidency, 1906, 



almost any other cereal crop which has been tested.. The 
latest comparative tests of this with other cereal crops are those 
of Brigrs and Shantz* in Colorado in 191O~11. They found 
that one pound of dry matter of each of the following crops 
required for growth the amount of water specified:-

Wheat •• 507 lbs. 
Oats .. 604 .. 
Barley •• 513 " 
Maize • .369 " 
Iowar (Sorghwn) .. 306 " 

t Leather at Pusa found that iowar required a little more 
water than maize under his conditions, and his figures are -

Wheat .. 554 lbs. 
Oats .. 469 " 
Barley .. 468 " 
Maize .. 337 .. 
Iowar . .437 .. 

Both these authors agree that iowar and maize need less 
water than any other cereal crop. 

Varieties 0/ jowar~ 
But in regard to their demands In the matter . of 

temperature and water, the varieties of jowar suitable for 
fodder production differ considerably, and it will be well 
now to consider the varieties which are available in 
Western India. their characters and the conditions under 
which each of them is of peculiar advantage. In attempting 
to classify our varieties, I am leaving out of consideration 
and dealing in another place. with those. which like 
.. Sudan grass" belong to the class' of grass sOT!~hums. 
None of these have as yet become, though they probably 
will become, of importance in Western India. 

• Bulletin No. 284. United States Department of Agriculture. Bureau of Plant Industry. 
t Memoirs: Department of Agriculture. India (Chemical Series. Vol. I. Not. 8 aneliO. 

1910.11). 
M 17-2 
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Apart from these we may classify the available jowar!. 
which are suitable for being specially grown for fodder. 
according to whether (1) the stems are thick or thin. (2}the 
panicle (when they are allowed to flower) is lax or compact. 
(3) the glumes are light or dark in colour. The following 
table shows a classification on this basis.· 

I. The stem is thin. 

(1) The panicle is lax. 

(a) The glumes are red or black. and remain 
attached to th~ grain in threshing. 

(aa) Amber.-The glumes are red. 

(bb) Imphi.-The glumes are black and the 
head, on the plant, is drooping. 

(ee) Collier.-The glumes are black and the 
head, on the plant, is upright. 

(b) The glumes are white, and faU away from 
the grain in threshing-Sundhia. 

(2) The panicle is compact. 

(a) The glumes are white-Dudhia. 

II. The stem is thick. . 
(1) The panicle is lax. 

(a) The glumes are white. lightly attached, 
, and the grain small. 

Utavli and Khondi. 

(b) The glumes are white, lightly attached and 
the grain large. 

Shalu (Mal-dandi). 

(2) The panicle is compact. 

(a) The glumes are white, and lightly attached. 

• A more c:o,,!plete dassilication 01 the Bombay jowar. it given in Bulletin 92. Bombay 
Department 01 Agric:ulture (1919). 
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(aa) Nilwa and Hundi.-The grams are 
small. 

(bb) Shalu (Dagdi).-The grains are large. 

(b) The glumes are black, lightly attached. 

Kalbondi (grains large). 

Practically all the iowars which are particularly suitable 
for fodd.er, that is to say, such varieties as produce thin stalks 
and numerous side leaves, have generally either small heads 
of grain or the heads pf grain have the form ofa graceful much 
branched panicle. The best grain varieties, on the other 
hand, have thi~k woody stalks which support large heads of 
grain with usually a curved peduncle so that the grain head 
droops as the grain ripens.* 

We will discuss the character of each pf the varieties 
above named. 

SUNDHIA JOWAR. '. 

Sundhia iowar is probably the best of the fodder varieties 
under the conditions when it is specially suitable. The chief 
advantages t are that it yields very heavily, that the stalks 
are thin and leafy, that under suitable conditions it matures 
quickly in about sixty days, and is therefore very valuable when 
famine is threatened, that there is less wastage in feeding 
than with almost any other iowar fodder, that it is highly 
nutritious and very much liked by animals, ~1Jd that it will 
grow if sown in August after failure of bajrit or kod;a§ or 
other early sown monsoon crops. 

There are two varieties of sundhia jowar well recognised 
and distinguished in its home in Northern Gujarat. These 
are known as far/aria and amaria. The former has ,a looser 
grain head than the latter, and the grain head of th~ latter 

• Mollison-Poona Farm Report. 1893-94. 
t Quoted from Leaflet No, 6 of 1909 of the Bombay Agricultural Department. 
~ Pennisetum typhordeum. 
§ PaniCllm Scrobiculatum. 
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droops somewhat. There is very little difference in their 
agricultural value and I shall not reler to them separately 
agalO. 

The original home of sundhia iowa, is in Northern Gujarat 
.. where it grows to perfection on the deep, alluvial, sandy or 
sandy loam soils, either as a rain crop or under irrigation in 
the hot weather. In other parts of the Bombay Presidency, 
as a khari! crop it appears to thrive on almost any description 
of fairly good soil, with a moderate well distributed rainfall. 
It grows excellently on medium black soil but in the Deccan 
only does moderately as an irrigat~d crop either in the cold 
or hot seasons.*" In the south of the Bombay Presidency 
it can probably be replaced advantageously by one of the 
other fodder iowars. 

Experience in Northern Guiarat.-So far as Northern 
Gujarat is concerned Mollisont well describes" the special 
value of sundhia iowa, as follows:-u It grows with great 
rapidity ~nd in the famine year 1899-1900 in most fertile 
parts of the fair province of Gujarat it was the means of saving 
the greater proportion of the work cattle which have been 
saved. The district abounds with old wells which are deep 
and hold an unfailing supply of water, and the cultivators, 
helped by takavi advances from Government, set themselves 
early in the season tp dig katcha wells in very large numbers. 
The cost of digging such in the soft alluvial soil was trifling. 
These katcha wells gave a full supply of water throughout 
the season, and under numerous wells three crops in succession 
were grown between September 1899 and June 1900,
Sundhia first, then wheat in the cold season and again suruIAia 
and cheno (Paniaun miliaceum) in the hot weather. The 
whole manure supply of the year was available for these 
irrigated patches, and the crops of sundhia were almost without 
e~ception magnificent. TheSe patches of green were indeed 

• MolIi80n-T nt-boo!. of AgricultuN, Vol. III (1901). pep 14-
t Poona Farm Report, 1900. 
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an attractive sight in a district which was lcruelly stricken and 
where every tree was stripped of foliage and small branches 
to feed the starving cattle. " 

Sundhia played a similar part in the famine in Northern 
Gujarat in 1911~12, when it was again the favourite fodder 
in the district, On the Nadiad farm, on land, usually well 
manured with farm~yard manure each year, the outturn 
ranged .from 4,000 to 4,500 pounds of dry fodder per acre, 
the crop being irrigated six times. 

I have no actual records of normal yield in the rains in 
these light soil districts of Northern Gujarat, but from experi~ 
ments made at Nadiad it would seem that it may be profit~ 
ably sown each year up to the end of August, but not after 
that time. The actual yields of dry fodder obtained (1912) 
for sowings at various times are as follows*:-. 

Time 
between Cost of Yield of 

Date of sowing. Irrigation. sowing per dry 
and cut- acre. fodder 

ting. per acre. 
I 

--------l- I I 

1912. Days. Rs. a. p. lb •• 

August 5th " None. 61 II 8 0 5,040 

September 1st .• None. 52 12 0 0 2,912 

S"eptember 15th " Irrigated twice. 63 34 0 0 3,856 

October 1st .. Do. 58 42 0 0 3,008 

October 15th " Irriagted three times. 66 59 8 0 2,432 . 

In any case it was ready to .cut about two mo~ths after 
sowmg. 
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These results were carried further in the following year 
and the following figures were obtained'" :-

Date of ,owing. 

1913. 

August 22nd 

September 22nd 

October 16th 

November 15th 

December 15th 

1914. 

January 15th 

February 15th 

March 15th 

April 15th 

Irrigation •• 

.. None. 

" Irrigated live time •• 

00. 

Do. 

.. Irrigated. leven time •. 

Irrigated eight times. 

.. Irrigated live times. 

Do. 

F. 

Time I 
between 
lowing 1 

and cut
tine" 

Da)'l. 

S; 
, 

5S 

64 

74 

i led. 

84 

61 

57 

47 

Colt of /yield of 
crop per ~ry foci,. 
acre. der per 

atre. 

lb.. 
IU •• p. 6.760 

~121 3.880 

S7 0 0 4.400 

51 0 0, 2.000 

;1 8 0 2.000 

66 4 0
1 

2.000 

75 12 0 800 

SS 0 0 6,600 

SS 6 0 4.800 

------~- - ----- -

The average outturn* in the hot weather in Northern 
Gujarat is about 6,000 pounds of dry fodder per acre, and the 
maximum 12,000 pounds. The cost of production averages 
from Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 per acre. 

Experience in Southern GujaTat.-In Southern Gujarat 
the soil on the whole is much heavier than in the districts 
to the north of Baroda. The northern districts have, in fact, 
on the whole a light goraJu or alluvial soil: the southern 
h~ve a black soil, and this as well as a fact that the rainfall 
is usually higher and more certain rather modifies the position 

• Letter (rom t~e Superinten4ent of Nadiad farm. 
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of fodder jowars altogether and of sundhia in particular 
It is. in fact. not actually grown to any extent. nor. in fact. 
any fodder crop. except since 1911 when lucerne cultivation 
has begun to spread. 

Experiments have. however. been carried. out on the 
Surat experimental farm since 1911 with sundhia on deep 
black cotton soil as a rains crop. The average cost of pro
ducing the crop. cut at flowering, was Rs. 15-8-0 and the 
yield per acre was as follows:-

Year. Yield oE dry fodder. 

1911 2,875 lba. 
1912 2,824 

" 
1913 3,225 

" 

The yield on this class of soil is: obviously less than on 
the goradu soils of Northern Gujarat, but with this yield. 
and grown as a rains crop is, ought to pay well and yield a 
profit of Rs. 50 per acre on the actual cost of production. 
It should be grown at the first fall of the rains or late in the 
season. that is to say. towards the end of August. When sown 
early it will be ready f~r cutting during the rains. and it is 
advisable to feed it green at this time and allow the (oots to 
produce a second crop.* 

Experience in the Deccan.-Most of the experience with 
sundhia fodder has been obtained in the Deccan. where it 
was introduced in the early ninetees by Mollison, and grown 
on a medium black soil with fair drainage. The yields obtained 
at the Poona farm in the years since 1893 are summarised 
below. I have re-calculated all the yields given to a basis 
of dry fodder. counting one pound of dry fodder as produced 
F_ 

• ~I!fl\t Experimental Farm ~ep!1n. 19IJ-14, 
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by 2! pounds of green fodder. The first series concerns the 
production of fodder as a rains crop without irrigation. The 
crop was usually sown about the last week of June or the 
beginning of July, and reaped from the beginning to the 
middle of September when in flower. 

Y leid of dry-I Cost of Value of I 
Year. fodder. productIon. crop on Remarks. 

____________ : ____ ~a_le. J __________ _ 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1901 

1902 

1903 
1905 
1910 
1911 

. . 8j2Q ,00"" ! R~ d ~5 
'. i 11,896 do. 16 0 0 107 

'.1 8,960 do. 16 0 0 69 
. ; 11,700 do. 24 0 0 91 
.. ; 3,846 do. 20 0 0 30 

a. p. 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o After lucerne which laIled. 
o 
o 

o 0 SpoIlt by conttnuaus rain 
In July . 

.. 1 4,910 do. 

": 6.058' do. 

46 0 0 38 0 0 Spoilt by heavy rain in 

6.960 clo. 
8.436 do. 

: 13.464 do 
I 

29 0 0 45 0 0 
35 0 0 52 0 0 
4'> 0 0 
43 0 0 

September. 

These figures, which it must be remembered are obtained 
on a farm to which a dairy is attached and hence which has 
a large quantity of manure available, show the characteristics 
of the crop. The amount of the produce has been very vari. 
able. Of course this may be in part due to the fact that the 
farm has been too much used for growing fodder, but the fact 
remains. The yield has varied from 13,464 pounds to only 
3,846 pounds. In the case of the two lowest yields the reason 
for the failure can be assigned, but untimely rain is a thing 
which commonly occurs in the Deccan and must be taken 
account of. However a very paying yield has been obtained 
in eight out of the ten years reported here. and in these eight 
years the yield was, on an average, 9,434 pounds or nearly 
4! tons of dry fodder per acre. Dry sundhia fodder in Poona 
has been valued at in some years about 130 pounds per rupee, 
but of course the money value vi'\fies much from year to year. 
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Under the conditions of the Deccan, on moderate black soil, 
as a rains crop. Mollison* summed up the position thus :
.. 3undhia, although it yields a finer description of fodder 
than any other variety tested. suffers in the Deccan from 
drought and from unfavourable climatic conditions to a greater 
extent than nilwa or the American sorghums do. It Beyond 
this, sundhia requires. in the Deccan black soil, good land in 
good condition. In the absence of these conditions it is not 
a suitable crop for rains growing. ' 

In one of the years (1904) for which records exist. the 
rains failed in July, and the sundhia jowar wpich was already 
above the ground was irrigated. with excellent results. 
This carried the crop over the drought and it gave a yield of 
6,672 pounds of dry fodder at the usual time,-not nearly so 
much however as several of the other fodder jowar or maize 
grown beside it. 

At other times of the year in the Deccan. as an irrigated 
crop sundhia jowar only does moderately, and is distinctly 
inferior to some of the other varieties to be afterwards 
described. As an example of its yield in the hot weather in 
Poona the following may be taken. The seed was planted in 
March and the crop taken during May. The yield was only 
4,411 pounds of, dry fodder per acre, costing Rs. 30 per acre 
to produce and only worth Rs. 34. 

So far the data I have given are from crops grown at 
Poona. These can be supplemented by figures of crops 
obtained elsewhere in the Deccan. At Manjri. for instance, 
about eight miles from Poona in the Mutha valley, on good 
fairly deep black soil following sugarcane, during the rainy 
season without any irrigation, sundhia gave a yield of green 
material equal to 8,512 pounds of dry foddert. 

* Poona Farm Report. 1896. 
t Report for 1904 of ~njri F ~rm. 

M A 7-3 
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Again. experiments have been carried out in Khandesh 
at Dhulia since 1900 and some very interesting experience 
has been obtained. In 1910. when grown in July and August 
as an ordinary rains fodder. it yielded in two months the 
equivalent of 8,432 pounds of dry fodder. but was not equal 
in yield to a number of other varieties, as for instance nilwa, 
but on the other hand, it grew more rapidly. In·1911 the 
rains failed in Khandesh and experiments were made on 
sundhia as an emergency fodder. sown in July, August and 
September. The results were as follows :-

I 

Total 

Date of lOWing. Length of time from lOWi" •• 
yield of 

Irrigation. dry 
fodder. 

1911. 1M. 
Jul,22nd •• Irrigated eight 

times. 
3 cuttinll'. 43. 89 and 153 days 12,756 

August22nd 00. 2 cuttings, 50 and 122 d.,.. 7.768 
September 9th :: Irrigated seven 2 .:uttinll'. 62 and 146 da,.. 9,oU 

times. 

In general, in the Deccan one may say that while stmdhia 
jowar gives a' better class of fodder than any other variety, 
it is less hardy than some of the others, and it is only really 
the most suitable under normal conditions (a) for growing 
in the rainy season, (b) for growing on good well manured. 
well tilled, and well drained land, and (e) for growing when 
the rainfall conditions are pretty certain to prove favourable. 
In fact it is affected by drought. by the land being badly pre
pared and manured, and by other unfavourable circumstances 
more than other jowars and is not particularly suitable either 
as a cold weather or a hot weather crop. 

Experience in the Southern Maratha Cmmtrg.-The 
experience with surulhia jowar in the Southern Maratha 
Country or roughly speaking the Bombay Presidency south 
of latitude 17° N. has been snialler than in the Deccan. and 
i$ P9i $9 faV9~!1~!c! ~9 ~t! All ~~C! ~ported fod~er io~r$ 
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grown at Dharwar are considered 'as inferior to the variety 
locally grown for seed, but capable of being used as a fodder 
crop. The yield obtained when- grown as a rains crop, cut 
from nine to twelve weeks after sowing, was as follows* :--

1909-10 
1912-13 
·1913-14 

Yield per acre of green fodder. 

7,000 lbs. 
8,224 " 
7,680 " 

These crops' are very small, being equal, on the average 
to only 3,390 pounds of dry fodder, although grown on good 
land at the Dharwar experimental farm. 

The position regarding sundhig. iowars in the Dh~rwar 
district is well expressed in the following notet. It is written 
as applying to sundhia, nilwa and utav/i iowa~s, but applies to 
sundhia much more than to the others . 

.. These iowars come early to maturity after a growing 
period of nine to twelve weeks, and it is therefore important 
that in addition to favourabe rain there should be ample $un
shine during this period. At Dharwar it usually happens that 
for the greater part· of the months of July and August the sky 
remains overcast, and drizzling showers fall at frequent 
intervals ............ Stem borers caused a- lot of injury 
and the crops remained stunted and yielded poorly ....... . 
These jowars were ready for harvest from mid-September 
to the first week in October, which proved rather inconvenient 
al the monsoon was not over and the kadbi could not be dried 
conveniel).tly ... 

So far as present information goes, therefore, sundhia 
iowar is not the most suitable fodder crop in the more gene
rally moist conditions in the south of the Bombay Presidency. 

• Fi~ supplied by Mr. T. Gilbert. Deputy DifOCtor of Ajp'icllllUre. DharwiU'. 
t Dlwwar Experirqen!~ Farm Report, 1910.\1, 
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DVDHlA JOWAR. 

From the same part of Guiarat as surulhia comes the very 
similar variety dudhia. I ts head is small and dense. but in 
other respects it has much the same habit of growth as the 
sundhia varieties except that the stalks are somewhat coarser. 
It is usually grown mixed with sundhia in the Kaira and Broach 
districts of Gujarat. * In experiments made in Poona in 
1896 and 1897. it was found to stand nex.t to sundhia as a 
fodder crop there for the rains, and there was little to choose 
between the two.* It has. howeyer. been overshadowed by 
sundhia over which it has no special advantage. and I am not 
aware of any further experiments with it since that time. 
Its seed can only be obtained now in its own districts in 
Gujarat. 

NILWA JOWAR. 

While sundhia and dudhia jowa, originate from Gujarat. 
nilwa appears to be essentially a Deccan variety. In the Dec .. 
can, in fact. it is not only grown for fodder but also for grain 
near .. populous centres where fodder of fine quality is spe
cially valuable. It has a small. moderately dense head of 
grain. with dull coloured rather inferior seed ••.•••.••••• 
Nilwa has more leaf-growth than sundhia. with rather thicker 
stalks. but does not-mature so quickly. The stalks in a dense 
crop are in no wise coarse. and there is no waste in feeding 
the fodder. If nilwa is cut green and a fair-stubble is left. 
a second or third cut in the same season may be obtained,if 
rain is fav9urable or irrigation is given. This is a valuable 
characteristic. common to some varieties of iowa,s only. lit 

Experience in the Deccan.-Inasmuch as Gujarat is already 
supplied with very excellent fodder jowars in sundhia and 
dudhia practically all our experience with other varieties has 

• f9C?na FIlID Report, 1897. tMoJ~. 
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been obtained in the Deccan and Southern Maratha Country. 
so far as the Bombay Presidency is concerned, and in the 
Deccan at any rate nilwa has proved of great advantage. 

At the Poona farm, where there has always been fairly 
high cultivation and manuring, nilwa has generally given 
a larger yield of fodder than sundhia and the outturn in the 
several years since 1893 is interesting. 

-------
I 
Yield 01 Cost 01 Value of 

Year. dry fod- produc- crop on Remarlcs. 
der. tion. sale. 

Ibs. Rs. Rs. 
1893 .. 7.904 45 71 Following phis which failed. 
1894 .. 14.464 17 108 
1895 .. 18.200 18 114 / 

1896 .. 16.330 22 109 
~tunted owing to continuous raiB 1901 .. 4.846 21 32 

1902 6.946 46 
in July. 

.. 46 Spoilt by heavy rain in Septem-
• ber. 

1903 .. 16.048 42 72 
1904 .. 10.144 21 76 
1905 ., 10.068 23 75 

These figures show that the yield has been' variable, 
but has on the whole been higher than that of sundhia jowar. 
The crop was poor. as with sundhia, in two years when unfa
vourable climatic conditions prevailed. but in each year the 
crop was considerably greater than with that variety. In 
other seasons the average yield was 13,308 pounds or slightly 
less than six tons of dry fodder per acre .. 

Thus nilwa is decidedly. better in yield than sundhia. 
but on the other hand the fodder is not quite so valuable. 
When dry sundhia fodder was valued at 130 pounds per rupee, 
dry nilwa fodder was worth 160 pounds per rupee; when 
sundhia green fodder was selling at 250 pounds per rupee, 
nilwa green fodder was worth 300 pounds per rupee. 
Nilwa is thus about eighty per cent. as v"juable as srmdhia 
fodder. 
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On light land at Poona,--where light land usually means 
porous shallow soil,-during the rains without irrigation. 
SWldhia is better than nilwa. Both of these do better during 
heavy rain and flooding than the other varieties. especially 
when this is followed by drought.· 

The figures just given apply to the plants cultivated as 
a rains crop without irrigation. Nilwa like SWldhia is not very 
suitable as an irrigated crop in the hot weather, but for this 
purpose it is distinctly better than SWldhia. though it requires 
more water. In 1895 the following results were obtained in 
the hot weather at Poona:-t 

\
'Yield of Coat. \Value of 

dry Iproduce. 
____________ fodder. __ i __ 

I lbe. I IU. RI. 
Nilwa .• '6.369 36 42 
SWldhia •. : 4.411 I 30 34 

Nilwa has not been found at all suitable for planting from 
August to Januaryt in Poona. 

This crop has now been widely grown at other centres 
in the Deccan and has proved its value as a rains crop. 
Thus for instance after sugarcane at Manjri§ two types of 
nilwa jowa, seed gave the following yields, which are very 
satisfactory. and it is now recommended as probably the 
best rotation crop to follow sugar-cane, at any rate near 
a centre where there is a demand for foddet., 

I I 
IYJeId of I 
idry fod-I CoaL 

der. 

I 0.. i 
IU. 

I .. 8,m II 
II .. 11.632 1 II 

• MolrlSo..-l'oona Farm Report. 1897. 
t Poone Farm Report, 1895. 
~ Poona Agricultural Collqe Fann Report. 1912-11 • 
• Manjri Fann Report. 1904. 

.Iueof 
produc:e. 

IU. 
S3 
6S 

'I Bulletin No. 90. Bombay Department of Acriculture (1918). 



In comparing nilwa with sundhia it is always well to 
remember that sundhia matures considerably more quickly. 
In some places. in. the rains. as. at Dhulia, the difference has 
been found to be nearly a month, and hence in a year of 
scarcity of fodder sundhia would command a high price as 
being the only source of suitable fodder before the other 
varieties become ready. 

Experience in the Southern Maratha Country.-The 
success ~hich has attended this variety has led to experiment 
with it in the Southern Maratha Country, and while in cer
tain places it has been very successful indeed, this success is 
by no means universal. At the military dairy farm, BeIgaum. 
on black cotton soil, it has been found the best monsoon variety, 
and with abundance of manure gave an excellent outturn 
and an early harvest. In 1913, sown just as the rains broke 
on June 1 st, a six-acre plot gave on August 25th an average 
of over 35,000 pounds of green material equal to 15,500 pounds 
of dry fodder per acre. The manager of this farm considered 
that for Belgaum it was the best monsoon variety. * . 

At Belgaum. in the hot weather, while it grew fairly well 
on black cotton soil, it did not maintain its superiority. It 
showed great hardiness, however, as the following experience 
indicates. A plot was sown on March 14th, and was irrigated 
every nine days until the rains broke, when the crop of green 
fodder was cut and gave 20,000 pounds· of green fodder. 
Immediately after cutting the river rose and flooded the 
whole plot, and yet a second crop was afterWards obtained 
without resowing equal to 10,000 pounds of green fodder or a 
total of 30.000 pounds of green, equal tQ over 13,000 pounds 
of dry fodder.* It is one of the characteristics of nilwa that 
two or more cuttings can be obtained from it provided. manure 
and water are available in plenty. 

• Mi. J. D. Lawton in letter to the author. dated August 13. 1914. 
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At Dharwar experience has not been nearly so favourable. 

and while it yields better than srmdhia as a rains crop. it is not 
considered to be comparable in value with the local varieties 
usually grown for grain. but capable of being used as fodder 
crops. In 1909 .. 10. as a rains crop. it only gave 10.140 pounds 
of green fodder per acre. as against 22.000 pounds from the 
local variety.· There seems at present no reason for the 
introduction of nilwa into the conditions of the' Dharwar 
district. 

On the whole. therefore. we may describe nilwa as a 
fodder iowar particularly suitable as a rains crop in the black 
soil districts of the Deccan and the northern part of the Bom
bay Karnatak. It is hardier than sundhia. will give bigger 
yields on heavier siol and will better resist drought. On the 
other hand it matures more slowly than srmdhia ard the fodder 
is at least twenty per cent. less valuable in popular opinion. 
It is not the best iowar for hot weather growing. and is not 
suitable for planting at least after August. 

UTAVLI JOWAR. 

Another variety of fodder iowar which under the condi
tions of the Bombay Deccan has many advantages is utavli. 
Mollison describes it as growing more quickly than nilwa 
and particularly suitable for sowing midway between the 
khari/ and rahi seas.ons. It has steadily grown in favour since 
it was introduced and is now among those most largely grown. 

As already indicated it is a thick stemmed variety with 
h~ in the form of a lax panicle. and it gives decidedly small 
gram •. 

Experience with this variety has been almost wholly 
in the Deccan. and the actual records I have been able to get 
have been almost entirely from Poona. In 1900. when grown 
as a rains crop on medium black soil. and whe~ nearly all 

• Dharwar farm Report. 1909-10. 
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the jowars were spoilt by continuous rain in July. it gave the 
best yi,eld of all. Compared with sundhia and nilwa the 
following yield was obtained:-

Utavli 
Nilwa 
SWldhia 

Yield 01 dry fodder. 
lbo. 

7,575 
4,846 
3,846 

In the years from 1902 to 1911, as a rains crop on well .. 
manured land. it has given the following results :-

! 

\!eldol Value of 
Year. dry fod- Cost. produce. 

der. 

Ibs. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

1902 .. .. . . 10,623 46 0 0 76 0 0 

1903 .. .. .. 14,213 40 0 0 70 0 0 

1904 .. .. .. 9,860 20 o ~ 74 0 0 

1905 .. .. .. 6,424 15 0 0 

1906 .. .. .. 5.970 II' 0 0 

1910 .. .. .. 9,800 29 0 0 

191\ .. .. .. 13,700 36 0 0 

- We have thus an average yield of 10,084 pounds of dry 
fodder per crop in the rains in ~ series of average seasons. 
At Manjri after sugarcane it gave a yield of 10,780 pounds of 
dry fodder in 1904. This makes it equal to sWldhia in yield 
as a rains crop. and considerably below nilwa. But it must 
be remembered that it produces fodder 20 per cent.' inferior 
to sundhia and only equal to' nilwa. On the other 'hand it 
matures more quickly than nilwa. and this is a considerable 
advantage. 

MA7-4 
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The difference in the length of time required for growth 
is well shown in an experiment made at Poona in 1905 as 
follows :-

Number of 
Date of Rower· daY' from 

Crop. Date of lOWing. ing. ,owin, to 
Rowenng. 

Srmdhia .. .. July 15th September 5t~ 62 
Nilwa ., ., July 9th September 19th 72 
Ula.lli .. •• July 10th September 13t~ 6S , I 

Thus in length of time required to reach the flowering 
stage, srmdhia is the shortest, utavli the next, while niltCQ 
takes considerably longer. 

But, as already indicated, the special value of utavli. 
is not as a rains crop, but as one to be sown later in the season 
in the Deccan, at least up to the end of August. At this time 
a rapidly growing heavy yielding fodaer jowar is of great value. 
The following are some yields obtained in Poona on good 
well-manured land following other fodder crops in the hot 
weather.-

1909-10. 

Following maize (April to June) utavli was planted 
in August and yielded in October 36,800 pounds of green, 
equal to 16,3QO pounds of dry fodder at a cost of Rs. 60. 

1910-11. 
Following maize (February to May) utavli was 

planted in August and yielded in November 18,026 pounds 
of half dried fodder at a cost of RI. 95. 

In the Southern Maratha Country at Dharwar, as a rains 
crop, it yielded better than SWJdhia or nilwa, grew quicker 
than the latter, and reached a height of over six feet. The 
green crop obtained was 18,048 pounds of green fodder 
(equal to 8,000 pounds of dry fodder) per acre, but this was 
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considerably inferiQr to the yield of fodder given by the local 
iowar .. Fulgar yellow" when grown for this purpose.* 
A quick growing rains fodder does not seem to be specially 
needed at Dharwar, where the rains continue longer than in 
the Deccan. 

HUNDI AND KALBONDI JOWARS. 

These two varieties, both suited particularly for growing 
as irrigated crops on the Deccan, differ in appearance when ripe 
in that the former has white glumes and small grains, and the 
latter has black glumes with large grains. They behave very 
similarly on cultivation, however, and as Mollison remarks, 
there is little to choose between them. They are both much 
coarser than those already described. 

HWidi iowar was discovered under cultivation in the 
Sholapur district, and, kalbondi in the Ahmednagar district. 
The former was .first experimented. with in 1896, and when 
sown in Poona in the hot weather gav~ in that year 10,791 
pounds of green, equal to 4,796 pounds of dry fodder per 
acre in June. t It was said to be equally suitable in the 
cold weather. 

These varieties have been continuously under experiment 
since that time. In 1898, grown as hot weather crops, they 
yielded as follows:-

Variety .• 

Hllm/i 

Kalbtmdi 

, 

Date of 
~owing. Date of cutting. 

•• March28th 1st crop-May 23rd to June 20th 
2nd crop-July 14th to August 14th 

•• April 10th 1st crop-July 1st to July 13th 
2nd crop-No record. 

• Dharwar Farm Report. 1909-10. 
t Poona Farm Report, 1896. 

Yield of 
greellfod. 
det per 
acre. 

lbo. 
13.702 

10,741 

13,463 
No teCllrd. 



Taking the two crops of the hundi jowa, together, this 
crop is about equal to 10,800 pounds of dry fodder. 

In the years succeeding 1904 hwuli has given the following 
results at the Kirkee Dairy Farm usually in two cuttings, as 
a hot weather joUJa, :-

rOM .. "" ... Date of 
Year. der per acre. IOwin,. Date of cullin, .. Coet pel 

acre. 

lb •• . RI. a. p • 

1903 .. (HunJi) 8,400 Marc"'~t" May 23rd and July 14th No record. 
j 

)uly 10th 1904 .. .. 12.460 April 20th 31 o 0 
I 

1905 

::1 
.. 5,320 March ht July 10th SS 0 0 

1910 .. 19.300 March July 144 0 0 

1912 .. I .. 8.772 April June , 23 0 0 
I 

Thus in five years, we have, for hundi jowa, grown in 
the hot weather in Poona, an average yield of 10,850 pounds 
of dry fodder. Of course to secure this costs a good deal, 
as on the moderate black soil on which it is grown it needs 
irrigation about every eight to ten days. During the famine 
of 1918-19 hundi jowa, gave on the whole the best result 
of all fodder crops in the Deccan when planted after 
February. 

It is usually stated that both ~i and kalbondi are good 
fodder crops for the cold weather, but we have no recorded 
experience of them at Poona. Kalbondi is, however, common
ly grown as a cold weather fodder crop at Sangamner in the 
Ahmednagar district.· 

They seem, at either season for which they are suitable. 
to grow best on medium black soil of fair depth, with porous 
subsoil (munun) two to three feet below the surface. • 

• Infonnatioo .uppJied by Mr. C. K. Ruade. L I.e. 
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SHALU JOWAR. 

The various types of shalu iowar, of which there are 
many, form the typical iowars of the rabi season, that is to say 
of the season from August onward each year. There are 
many of them suitable for grain production and these are 
cultivated on an enormous scale: a few also are known suited 
to fodder growing. The varieties differ a good deal in ap
pearance. One of them (maldandi) has a lax panicle, white 
glumes, and. large grain: another (dagdi) has a compact 
panicle, with similarly white glumes and large grains. They 
are either grown entir~ly on the rain or on the rain supple~ 
mented by as much irrigation as may be necessary when grown 
as a fodder crop. The stalks are usually sw~t ,but on the 
whole rather coarse when compared with the fine fodder 
varieties. The fodder is, however, greedily eaten by stock 
in both the .green and the dry condition. 

The outturn per acre does not compare with the heavy 
yields obtainable from the varieties .cultivated in the rains 
or even in the hot weather. As an example of the yields ob
tained on well tilled and manured land, with such irrigation 
as is necessary given to keep the crop growing vigorously, 
in 1903 on the Poona Farm a crop gave a yield of 9,553 pounds 
of green, equal to 4,250 pounds of dry fodder per acre at a 
cost of Rs. 34.* Again in 1904, under similar conditions, 
sown on September 20th and cut on December '17th it gave 
2.430 pounds of dry. fodder per acre at a cost of Rs. 11. 

Other records at Poona of the growing of shalu iowg.r 
for fodder are as followst:-

IVield of dry fOd-1 Date of I Date of cutti~g, Cost per 
Vear, der per acre. sowing. acre. 

I --
lbo. RI. a. P. 

1906 . .. 1.104 October 23rd February 6th. 1907 16 0 0 
1910 ., 3.884 October January 1911 17 0 0 
1911 ., 5.540 November February 1912 66 0 0 
p . t Dei? f~ Report,I9Q5. 
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In very considerable measure the yield depends on the 
amount spent in irrigation.-but in any case it is considerably 
less than that obtained with other iowars at other times of 
the ye.ar. 

There is little more to say with regard to shalu as a special 
fodder crop; it is usually allowed to ripen and produce seed, 
the straw (kadbi) forming an excellent dry fodder~ But in 
a dry or famine year. shalu iowar cultivated for fodder only. 
has in 1918-19 proved itself very disappointing in the 
Deccan, and very much inferior to maize as an emergency 
crop in the rabi season. It seems indeed. as if shalu iowar 
can only grow on land previously saturated to a considerable 
depth with water. This condition does not occur in a famine 
year. unless an irrigated crop has preceded it. and it is only in 
these last conditions that it succeeded well in the severo famine 
conditions of 1918-19. 

AMERICAN SORGHUMS. 

Two American sorghums were introduced by the Bombay 
Agricultural Department about twenty-five years ago. They 
belong to the class originally cultivated for sugar. but which 
have been diverted from their original purpose, both in Ameri
ca and here, to that of producing fodder. The two varieties 
which have come into general use here are • Amher' and 
• Collier' which are similar in most respects but the former has 
yellowis~ brown glumes. and the latter blackish glumes. 
Collier, again. ripens rather the earlier of the two. but if anything 
Amher is the more vigorous with us. In growing the plants 
for seed they have the advantage. like sundhia, that the droop .. 
ing panicle affords no foot hold for birds. Both varieties 
are leafy, and the leaves keep green even when the seed ripens. 

Mollison* summed up the position regarding these Ame .. 
rican sorghums as fodder crops as follows :- .. In a favourable 
season. on good. fairly deep, free working soil. well stocked 

• T ex' bwk of Asricultute, VoL III. 
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with manure. the (American) sorghums -will yield as heavily 
as the best indigenous varieties : but with deficient rainfall. 
or other unfavourable conditions. or on light poor soil. or 
as irrigated crops, they do not in the Deccan succeed so well 
as nilwa or utavli. The stalks are comparatively thin. free 
fro~ crude fibre, the side leaves numerous and well developed. 
and the stalks when nearly ripe contain about ten per cent. 
of sugar. _ 

Some of the records of these varieties as rains crop on 
medium black soil in Poona are as follows:--

Yielclof Value of 
Year. dryfodde~ crop per 

per acre. IICre. 

, , -, 
- Ibs, Rs. a. p, 

1894 0', 12,457 56 0 0 

1895 " 15.38? 103 0 0 

·1901 ., (Amber 6,859 46 0 0 } Spoilt by heavy rain 
(Collier) 6,918 46 0 0 in September, 

1902 ',' (Amber) 112.529 52 0 0 CVery dry July), 
(Colli.,) t19•903 84 0 0 (Do. do,) 

1903 .. (Ambe,) 11,025 83 0 -0 
(Colli.,) 11.600 89 0 0 

1904 .. (Colli.,) 9,910 

1909 .. l8,080 36 0 0 

Thus on the average of ) 0 crops. these American sorghums 
have given a yield of 11.500 pounds of dry fodder or a little 
over five tons per acre.-coming thus considerably above 
sundhia but not as high as nilwa. Collier has in these experi-
ments yielded a little better than Amber.. ' 

On light land. which. as already stated, usually means 
in the Deccan a shallow soil with very porous subsoil,' and in 
i' mmnaj $easo~, they yield ~on$iderably' better than sundhia. 
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and not quite as well as nilwa. The following are figures 
obtained in 1894:-

SunJhia 

Nilwa 

CrOJll. 

American aor.hums (I) 

(2) 

Yield of dry fodder 
pet acr •• 

II.. 

4.912 

9.109 

8,360 

7,175 

V.luaof 
crop per 

acr •• 

RI .•• p. 

38 0 0 

61 o 0 

56 0 0 

48 0 0 

As cold weather crops, the American sorghums 
are failures at Poona,* and in the Deccan generally, 

Apart from Poona definite experiments with these Ame .. 
rican sorghums have not been made to any extent, but they 
have nevertheless established themselves as useful rains fodder 
crop. giving an excellent quality of fodder.-second only to 
srmdhia. in fact. -and producing also a high yield. t 

I have also been informed that they have flourished well 
in the Konkan. with a rainfall of about one hundred inches. 
as a rains crop. when planted on karaya' or sloping hill side 
lands where the drainage is good.t 

IMPHl JOWAR. 

[mphi is an African sugar sorghum. nearly related to 
those just described from America, and yields nearly as 
satisfactorily as these latter. I t has been grown ever since 

·Poona Farm Report, 1895. 

t In the Punjab, theM American lupr aor.hunl have liven I) tDnII of I'een fodder 
pet acre under imptioD, equa) to II, 51 to 6 tona of dry fodder, .. Annett. PUll Bulleti" 
No. 41 (1914). 

, Private CVllll1lupication ffOlD RIo &heb C. K. JCeJk,r, 
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1893 in Poona on medium black soil. as a rains -crop and hat! 
yielded in some years as follows:-

, 
Yildof Value of 

dry fodder crop per 
Year. per acre. acre. Remarks. 

lb •. Rs. a. p. 

1894. .. 11.220 75 0 0 

1900 .. 4.305 29 0 o Spoilt by continuous rain in July. 

1901 .. 8.552 57 0 0 

1902 .. 15.196 71 0 0 

- 1905 .. il,720 880 0 

Leaving out the case of 1900 where the crop was spoilt 
by heavy an4 continuous rain in July, the yield has been 
11,672 pounds of dry fodder or 5'2 tons per acre per annum. 

As a hot weather fodder crop it is inferior to hoodi and 
kalbondi previously mentioned and about equal to nilwa+ 
and it is unsuitable as a cold weather crop in the Deccan. 

SoUTHERN MARATHA COUNTRY JOWARS. 

Though not specially cultivated as fodder crops one or 
two of the jowars grown in the Southern Maratha Country 
merit special mention in this connection; they combine 
in some degree the two vaJuable characteristics of having 
comparatively thin tall stalks and a fairly well developed head 
of grain. which are so rarely found together elsewhere. They 
have, in fact. proved themselves the best varieties to grow as 
fodder jowars as well as grain jowars iq the Dharwar district, 
and are the nearest examples of a double purpose crop that 
we have. Perhaps the best of these is the so~called • Fulgar 
yellow,' grown near Dharwar. This grows more slowly than 

t See Poona Farm Reports. 1894 and 1895. 
l'u7-S 
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any of those we have previously discussed. As a rains crop 
this does not matter in normal years at Dharwar and the rela
tive yield in 1909 at Dharwar is as follows. All were sown 
on July 16th. 

Crop. Yield per acre in ,reen 
fodder. 

Sundhia 7,000 . 

Nilva 10,140 

Utavli 18,048 
F uigar yellow 22,876 

In general with regard to the varieties of fodder jowar 
we may state as follows with regard to the Bombav Presidency 
(excluding Sind). 

(1) In Northern Gujarat on alluvial soil. sundhid is 
an ideal fodder crop for the rains and for the hot weather. 
It is not suitable for sowing after the end of August. when 
some type of shalu would probably be preferable. 

(2) In Southern Gujarat. on black soil. there is little 
experience available, but sundhia does fairly well as a rains 
crop. The yield is. however. very much smaller than in the 
lighter soils and lighter rainfall of Northern Gujarat. 

(3) In the Decca~. where most of our experience has 
been obtained on medium black soil. the following may be 
stated for the vari9us jowars:-

(a) Sundhia gives the best fodder and will. in Poona, 
as a rains crop, in ordinary seasons, give four tons or 
a little more of dry fodder per acre on good well tilled 
and well manured land. It is susceptible to drought 
or to excess of water. It usually Rowers and is fit for 
cutting in sixty days or thereabouts. It is not suitable 
as a hot weather irrigated crop QT as a cold weather crop. 
nQr on light and pOQt land. 
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(b) Nilwa gives a fodder twenty per cent. less valuable 
than srmdhia, but gives a larger yield. In ordinary seasons, 
in Poona as a rains crop it will give six tons of dry fodder 
on good well tilled and well manured land. I t is less 
susceptible to drought or to excess of water and is the 
best variel;y on light poorer soil. It usually flowers and 
is fit for cutting in seventy to seventy-five days. It 
is not suited for planting after August and is not the best 
as a hot weather irrigated crop. 

(c) The American sorghums. amber and collier lie 
between the above two in point of yield, and will, in 
ordinary seasons at Poona, give five tons of dry fodder 
on an average on good well tilled and well manured land. 
With deficient rainfall, or on light poor soil they are not 
so good as nilwa. They give a' fodder nearly' as good 
as sundhia. Th~y are not suitable as hot weather 
irrigated crops or as cold weather crops. They usually 
flower and are fit for cutting in about the same time as 
nilwa. 

(d) Imphi is almost similar in its characters to the 
American sorghum!.. 

(e) Utavli gives a fodder very similar to nilwa 
but it flowers and is ready for cutting after about sixty. 
five days. As a rains crop, in ordinary seasons at Poona, 
it will give five tons or a little less of dry fodder per acre, 
thus being a little better than srmdhia in point' of yield 
and consequently inferior to nilwa. The fodder is only 
equal to niiwa in value. Its peculiar value is that it 
yields heavily when planted in August, when ,irrigation 
has to be used. It is not suitable for hot weather irri-
gation. 

(J) Hundi and kalbondi give coarse fodder. and grow 
even more slowly than nilwa coming to flower in eighty 
days. They are not suitahle for growing in the: rains, 
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but are the best for the hot weather under irrigation, 0 

yielding on the average about five tons of dry fodder 
per acre on good well tilled and well manured land. 

(g) Shalu iowars, of various kinds, are the only ones 
suitable for cold weather growing, after September, 
under irrigation. They yield, however, much less fodder 
than those previously indicated, not usually much more 
than two tons of dry fodder per acre on good well tilled 
and well cultivated land. 

(4) In the Southern Maratha p,>untry, the conclusions 
reachea in the Deccan seem to apply in the larger part of the 
Belgaum district. In Dharwar. none of the iowar, above 
mentioned can be recommended as a rule in comparison with 
the local Julgar yellow or similar crops in the rains. This 
grows more slowly than stmdhia or even nilwa. but will give 
from four to five tons of dry fodder on good well tilled and 
well manured land. 

(5) In the Konkan. few experiments have been made. 
but the American sorghums seem to grow ana yield well on 
kurayat land in the rains. 

Cultivation. 

When grown f~r the production of grain. the jowar. 
need only very thin seeding and are always better for being 
grown wide apart: the seed rate necessary is in fact only about 
eight to ten pounds of seed per acre. When on the other hand 
iowar of any sort is grown for fodder in good land. it should 
be sown very much more thickly. .. None of the varieties 
examined have any decided tendency to produce more than one 
shoot from one root. Numerous shoots from one root indicate 
a check in the early stages of growth or a diseased condition. 
The result of this is that when iOt is desired to produce a large 
yield of leaf and stalk per acre. it is no use relying on tillering, 
hllt additional $eed must actually 1;>e $own. If, however, 
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it is sown thickly the stalks will grow taU and. thin, and 
produce small heads of grain."* 

The best amount of seed to sow per acre for fodder has 
been a matter of experiment at Poona. The varieties differ 
naturally in the most effective amount owing partly to their 
different habit of growth, and partly to differences in the size 
of the grain:. As examples of the results obtained I quote 
as follows :-

Nilwa iowar 1893 (Rains crop)-
Seed rate. 

31 lbs. 
52 " 
80 .. 

Yield of green fodder per acre. 

20,514 lbs. 
22,004 " 
29,531 " 

Nilwa iowar 1895 (Rains crop)-
Seed rate. 

38 lbs. 

60 " 
84 .. 

Yield of dry fodder per acre. 

9,888 lbs. 
9,560 " 

10,271 " 

Sundhia iowar 1895 (Rains crop)-
Seed rate. 

381bs. 
60 " 
79 " 

Yield of dry fodder per acre. 

7,114 lbs. 
8,642 " 
9,994 .. 

As a result of much experiment Mollison (loc cit.) lays 
down the best seed rate for each variety as follows:-

Sundhia .. 50 to 60 lbs. per acre. 
Nilwa . .40 to 45 .. 
Utavli .. 40 to 45 " 
American Sorghums and 

[mphi .. 50 lbs. per acre. ' 
Hundi and kalbondi .. 40 " 

Shalu should have the same rate as hundi ~nd kalbondi. ______ . _______ . ___________________ -r ____ __ 

.. Mollison (1. c.) 
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Soil/or jowar /odder.-jowar fodder flourishes on almost 
all the soils of Western India unless, on the one hand it is 
undrained and remains wet, or on the other, it is too shallow 
and dry. A medium black soil. well drained below, suits it 
perfectly: a light soil, provided it is deep, as in the gOTadU 
soils in Northern Gujarat, suits it also. It will, as a rule, 
stand drought rather than waterlogging, but on the other 
hand a firm tenacious soil, provided it is well drained, is 
perhaps the ideal condition under which it grows. jowar 
is one of the typical crops of the Deccan black soil area of 
India. 

Methods 0/ Cultivation.-The methods of cultivation 
which have been found most effective differ a little in the 
different classes of soil in Western India, and vary considerably 
according to the season in which they are grown. 

In the case of the rains (khaTi/) crop, the land should be 
ready for sowing by about the middle of June. Preparatory 
tillage should, if practicable, begin in the hot weather before the 
monsoon rains commence, when the land should be ploughed 
shallow, and subsequently harrowed three or four times so 
that there will be a thin layer of loose soil on the top and below 
this a firm seed bed. This latter is necessary with jowaTs 
and if it is not obtained, the crop will grow less vigorously 
and be, moreover, very liable to lodge. 

I 

The crop should Le manured with about five tons per 
acre of well rotted cate or farmyard manure, or with an equal 
quantity of poudr te when the latter is available. The 
manure should be s read before ploughing, and ploughed into 
the land. 

Very large yieNs can be produced by the use of sewage 
or sewage effluent, On the Poona Experimental Farm in 
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1899-1900, the following outturns of various JOUJar fodders 
were obtained:--

Sundhia 
Nilwa 

32,480 lbs. of green fodder per acre. 
44,716 

" " American sorghums 
(Amber) 55,132 

" .. 
American sorghums 

«(::ollier) 54,740 
" ,. 

The American sorghums seemed particularly to be suited to 
growing under sewage efHuent. 

At Ahmedabad and Karachi crude sewage is put on some
w~t sandy land in large quantities, and magnificent fodder 
crops are raised. At the former place the land is rented at 
the rate of Rs. 140 per acre, and sundhia fodder is one of the 
favourite crops raised by the tenants for the Ahmedabad 
market.* 

The best method of sowing the seed is by a four:coultered 
drill with nine inches between the rows, as soon as the soil 
is in a sufficiently moist condition. It should be done in 
one direction only across the field to make interculture pos~ 
siblet. Such interculture is very valuable, and should be 
conducted ·tor the first time when the seedlings have grown 
to a height of four to five inches and the second after an interval 
of about three weeks, the exact time depending on the vigour 
of the crop. These operations will form a good mulch, and 
also destroy weeds that spring up during the early part of the 
monsoon. 

• See Kelkar-Night soil. a valuable manure. Bulletin No. 34 (1909). Bombay Agri
cultral Department. 

t Alter a good deal of experience we have come to the conclusion that this method is pre
ferable to that recommended by Mollison (Textbook of Agriculture. Vol. III. page 14). He 
recommends that the seed " should be broadcasted by hand in the furrow behind a plough. the 
soil having been previously worked to a line friable condition. Even distribution of seed i. also 
secured by using a four coultered seed drill, lirst lengthwise and then across the liled. The 
coulters should be about twelve inches apart. Two seed drills should be used simultaneously
one lengthwise. the other across, because then the lield is linished more quickly. and tbere i. 
less risk of the cross sowing being interrupted by rain." 
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In the case of autumn {Tobi} fodder jowar, which is usually 
either shalu or utavli, the land should be ploughed early in the 
monsoon, and thereafter frequently harrowed to destroy 
weeds, to prevent the formation of a crust and break it up if 
it is already formed, and to increase the absorption of rain 
water. Well rotted cattle or farm yard manure, or poudrette 
if available, should be given at the time of ploughing at the 
rate of from five to seven tons per acre. 

Sowing should be done with a four coultered drill as 
with the khaTi! crop, and immediately after the seed is covered, 
beds should be made as a provision for irrigating the crop 
in future if necessary. The beds should be long and narrow
five feet wide. The length depends on the levels in the field, 
as the beds must be level for irrigation purposes. They should 
be, however, as long as possible, as the cost of keeping the 
crop free from weeds is thus reduced by substituting the 
bullock hoe in place of hand labour. Moreover, the interval 
between two consecutive waterings may be lengthened by 
forming a good soil mulch with the bullock hoe, and so pre .. 
venting surface evaporation. A well levelled field allowing 
for the formation of large irrigation beds or irrigation furrows 
across the fields is of great importance in the cultivation of 
Tabi crops. 

In the case of hot weather fodder jOUXJTS, ~sually hundi 
or kalbondi, the land should be prepared as detailed in the case 
of khaTi! crops, and the soil should be made ready for sowing 
about the beginning of March. The manuring should be 
heavy in this case, about ten tons per acre of well rotted cattle 
or farm yard manure or of pouc:lrette. Long and narrow beds 
for irrigation should be made as soon as the field is sown, and 
the remarks about levelling f~r the fields with Tabi jowar are 
of equal or greater importance with fodder grown in the hot 
weather. 

A hot weather crop needs regular irrigation, and irrigation 
is required every eight or ten days in the Deccan or evrry four 
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or five days on the light soils of Northern Guiarat. The 
first watering should be given immediately after sowing. and 
the second and third after an interval of fmir days. The 
soil between the rows should be loosened by bullock hoeing 
two or three times before the crop is six weeks old. 

The interculturing of fodder crops is necessary. but 
on account of the thick sowing it need not be so frequent or 
»0 long continued as with the crop grown for grain. Two or 
three intercultures are generally sufficient. The fodder soon 
shades the ground. and thereby makes further interculturing 
operations impracticable and unnecessary. 

Mixed Crops.-It is a common custom. and one which 
has much to be said for it to grow the jOUJars for fodder as 
mixed crops with one or other of the pulses. This is one way 
of getting over the difficulty th~t the continuous growing of 
jowar on the- same land tends rapidly to cause the crops to 
become unhealthy. the other method of meeting the difficulty 
being the adoption of a suitable rotation. 

In growing a mixed .crop. eitJter in the rains or ~n. the 
rabi season the pulses which have proved successful with the 
iowar are kulthi (Dolichos bijlorus) on light soil in the rains, 
and mug or udid (Phaseolus mungo), chavli or cowpea ,(Vigna 
catiang) or val (Dolichos lablab) on heavier soil. They are 
either grown in separate rows, every fourth row being pulse 
seed, or simply sown as a mixture cif seeds. The former 
method has been the usual practice with us. _ 

Similar mixtures have been successful in America, but 
there the seeds have usually been sown mixed, though the 
mixture of seed is very difficult to drin*. It is found that 
the bellt mixtures are sorghum and cowpeas, and sorghum 
and Dolichos bijloTUs (kulthi). The latter is found to he most 
drought resistant. The maximum yield of these two mixtures 
in dry fodder was as follows in Texas when sown in the 

~ Texas Agrirultural Experionent Station. Bulletin No. 132 (1910). 
MA 7-6 
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proportion of seven parts of sorghum and one part of 
pulse seea :-:-

(1) Sorghum and cowpeas .• 

(2) Sorghum and kulthi 

3,600 lbs. per acre. 

4.400 lbs. per acre 

In pensylvania the average yield of a mixture of sorghum· 
and cowpeas was 4,512 pounds of crop for green soiling 
per acre. In reaping the mixture of sorghum and cowpeas, 
the shock of the reaper caused the loss of a large part of the 
leaves of the cowpeas and so I a reduction in the fodder 
value. 

On the whole, the growth of these mixed fodder crops 
has probably much future before it in Western India, as the 
resulting fodder is much more valuabl~ than the jowar fodder 
alone. 

Rotations.-As already stated, jowars cannot be grown 
continuously on the same land: they rapidly became unhealthy. 
This is partly met by growing mixed crops. Where the amount 
of land is limited and the demand for fodder continuous, 
it can equally well be met by growing iowar and leguminous 
crops as separate crops in the same year. The iowar. are 
then grown in the rains, and a leguminous crop follows in the 
fair season. The leguminous crops which are· best for this 
purpose are val and chavli on the one hand, and berseem or 
Egyptian clover on the other and the rotation can be continued 
for a number of years without the crops being unhealthy. 
Mustard has also formed a good rotation with fodder iowar 
in the Central Provinces. 

If land is abundant, the iOUJar crop enters into the ordi
nary rotation of the farm, a practice which does not need 
separate treatment here. 

• PensylvanU. Agricultural Experiment Station Report (1909). 
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Iowar as a fodder crop in Sind.* 

The conditions which prevail in Sina are different from 
those obtaining in any other part of the Bombay Presidency 
in that the country is so dry that practically all cultivation at 
any time of the year has to depend on irrigation. In Lower 
Sind, owing largely to the lack of water facilities, fodder is 
very expensive: in Upper Sind on the other hand fodder, 
chiefly iowar straw (kadbi) and wheat straw, is cheaper than 
almost anywhere else in Western India. Apart from the 
immediate neighbourhood of towns, iowar kadbi can be 
usually bought for about four annas per one hundred pounds, 
and wheat straw a little dearer. This is, however, material 
produced as a side product in the growth of grain. 

Little has been done, even in Upper Sind, in the growth 
of any special fodder crops, but the experience obtained on the 
Military Dairy farm near Ruk. and on the experimental farm 
near Sukkur shows that iowar grows excellently as a fodder 
crop, and if plenty of water is available, gives enormous 
returns. 

The actual practice adopted at Ruk is as follows. . Owing 
to the uncertainty as to the time when the inundation canals 
will run (for they have been known to be available for only 
four weeks in the year) the land is ploughed during the cold 
weather and early months of the year when quite'dry, and held 
ready for seeding. When the water is expected, the seed 
is put into this dry ground, and the water, on arrival, is run 
on to it. Of course the preparation of land in this condition 
needs good ploughs and bullocks, and the single disc plougb 
has been particularly useful. The Sabul plough of Messrs. 
Ransome, Sims, and Jefferies has been found to be most 
useful for cross ploughing. Where the land is shallow. as 
is often the case, the Egyptian plough is very suitable. It 
is found very inadvisable to turn up the sandy subsoil. 

* This i. bas<;d on notes kindly sent to the author by Messrs. Frost and Reddick of the 
Military Dairy Farms Department. 
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The crop found to be most suitable is a variety very 
similar to nilwa or as it is termed in Sind, the" Sind Red ". 
Sixty pounds of seed per acre have been profitably used. 

The crop is ready for cutting for fodder by the latter 
part of September. It has been cut in the milky stage of 
the seed, with the" Nerbudda .. or .. McCormick's No.4" 
mower. Where labour is dear and population so small the 
use of cutting machines in any large scale growth of fodder 
is almost necessary, and the above two appear to have given 
better results than any others. 

On good land. free from saIl (kala,), the presence of which 
is perhaps the greatest difficulty in agriculture in Sind. enor
mous yields can be obtained. An outturn of 80.000 pounds 
per acre of green fodder may be expected on the best lands. 
and an average of 50.000 pounds per acre should be generally 
obtained. This average is at least equal to 20.000 pounds 
per acre of dry jowar fodder. or from nine to ten tons. 

On the military dairy farm at Ruk (Sind) the greater 
part of the material is chaffed. and made into silage; the 
remainder is dried into jowa, hay. and both have proved 
exceIIent fodders. 

In appl¥ing this method. the most important points to be 
considered in -getting a successful crop are-

(1) The preparation of the land beforehand,. ready 
to take immediate advantage of the water when first 
available. 

(2) The keeping of all the irrigation channels ready 
with sides well turfed, to prevent loss by percolation • . 

(3) The bunding of the land into convenient plots. 
sloping very gently but regularly from the inlet to the 
end of the plot, so that there are no depressions and the 
water is evenly distributed. 
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Poisonous character 0/ young iOlwr plants. 

The use of iowar is affected by one great difficulty. The 
plant cannot be cut and used as fodaer until the flowering 
stage owing to its being very poisonous to. stock in its earlier 
stages. Whenever grown, therefore, it must be kept till 
it flowers before using it, as even when dried there seems 
a good deal of doubt as to whether it does not still contain 
some of the. poisonous principles. 

These fact~ have been long known, in India where the 
following points are usually stated by experienced cultiva
tors :-

(1) The iowar fodder is usually dangerous till the 
flowering stage. 

(2) The dried fodder is much less dangerous than 
the green fodder even~ if it is dangerous at all. 

(3) The rabi varieties are much more dangerous 
than tne rains varieties. 

(4) Shalu jowars generally are the worst. 
(5) The most dangerous of all is a crop which has 

grown vigorously and luxuriantly and then been checked 
and stunted by drought or disease. 

The poisonous effect of the fodder is very st~iking, and 
has been attributed to many causes. 'The following is a 
description of its effect from experience at Allahabad: 

.. There is some danger of poisoning the animals fed 
on any species of. sorghum (i.e.,jowar) which has been cut when 
only a few feet high after a long break in the monsoon. Ani
mals which have been fed on the poisonous plants die very 
soon with symptoms resembling tympanitis: in some cases 
animals have died within twenty minutes of eating the 
fodder. An instance occurred on the Allahabad farm when 
liheep which were hired for the;: purpose of stock manuring, 
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were at the request of the owner turned out to graze an after
math crop of sorghwTJ vulgare. Eight of the sheep died with
in a few minutes, and many more were saved merely by the 
rapid administration of purgatives. During lengthy breaks 
in the monsoon, when the sorghum thus becomes poisonous 
.•.... there is danger of grass cutters bringing in some of the 
small plants of the sorghum when chilling grass from among 
the crops. At Allahabad in the summer of 1896, a number 
of horses belonging to private individuals died from the same. 
The season was an exceptionally dry one; in fact, the monsoon 
failed, and the crops beir.g stu?ted and partially withered. the 
grass cutters were allowed by the ryots to take grass from the 
jowar fields ".* 

Similar results have been described in other countries. 
Peters in 1901 in Nebraska, U.S.A .• describes how fifteen 
cattle broke into a field and remained twenty minutes i three 
became sick and died in a few hours. The same worker 
then put two young cattle in the field, one ate the jowar and 
was so badly affected that it fell ten minutes after entering 
the field, and lay with twitching muscles in various parts 
of the body, paralysis of the tongue and increased salivation. 
It had eaten one and a half pounds of sorghum leaves. t 

The cause of this was for long unknown. It was attribu
ted to various causes, including the presence of nitrate of 
potash in the plant*. It was, however, shown by Dunstan 
and Henryt in 1902 that the young plant when crushed in 
water gave hydrocyanic {prussic} acid, and evidently contained 
a substance {cyanogenetic glucoside} which was capable of 
producing the poison when in the digestive system of an 
animal. These observations have been confirmed in almost 
all the jowar {sorghum} growing parts of the world since that 
time. Some of the determinations of the hydrocyanic acid 
which the fodder is capable of giving are as follows:-

-Meagher and Williams-The Farm Manual (Calcutta 19(3), page 59. 
tNebraska Station Report, 1901. 
tproc;eedinp of the Royal Society, Vol. LXX (1902). 
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(1, Leather* (India) found that one pound of green fodder 
grown under irrigation, and in the flowering stage, gave 1 . 28 
grains of hydrocyanic acid. The quantity in the various parts 
was very variable. In a sample giving 0'17 grains hydrocyanic 
acid per pound in the dry sample, the leaves gave 2'5 grains, 
the stalks 1'1 grains, and the flowers only o· 25 grains. He 
states that drying in the bun had no effect on the quantity of 
hydrocyanic acid .. 

(2) Brunnicht (Queensland) found that the poison 
decreased as the crop matured, and it was safe when the seed 
developed. Drying does not remove it, and high manuring 
with nitrogenous manures causes it to increase. He consi
dered that it was specially dangerous to feed the jowar fodder 
to fasting animals. The highest quantity he found was 
O' 8 1 grains per pound of green fodder. He thought that if 
there was less- than O' 5 grains per pound of green fodder it 
was safe. MaxwelU also in Queensland gave similar results 
but considered that the quantity of poison varied much with 
the boil. 

(3) Trumbull (Nebraska, U.S A.)§ found the following 
quantities of hydrocyanic acid produced by plants in different 
degrees of vigour. Dark green healthy plants 50 cm. long
'01215 per cent.; yellowish green plants 35 cm. long--'00499 
per cent. ; yellow plants only 22 cm. long--'00405 per cent. 
His figures confirm the conclusion that vigorous plants con
tain more than poorly grown plants. 

(4) Balfour~ working in the Soudan, where the plant 
has caused much poisoning, gives a case which yielded, when 
16 inches high, 0'035 per cent. of hydrocyanic acid. The 
opinion there is the same as in India, as given by Neville and 

• Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. I (1900), page 220. 
t Journal of the Chemical Society, Vol. LXXXIII (1903), page 788. 
t Queensland Agricultural Journal, Vol. XIII (1904), page 473. 
§ Nebraska Station Report, 1909. 
~ Report. Welcome Re$eorch Laboratory, Khartoum, 1903..04. 
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by Borton (quoted by Balfour), that joUJa, is the most danger. 
ous when (I) it has been stunted for want of water and has 
then grown vigorously when water is obtainable (Neville) : 
(2) it is stunted by rainfall suddenly ceasing after a good 
start in growth has been made. In the Soudan, the people 
consider that ruminants (cows, &c.) are much mqre easily 
affected than donkeys or horses. 

(5) Willaman a~d West· (Minnesota, U.s.A.) are recent 
workers on the subject. They conclude as follows:-

(a) When sorghum (i.e, jowa,) is grown on poor 
infertile soil, added nitrogJ (i.e., nitrogenous manure) 
may slightly increase the amount of hydrocyanic acid 
in the plant. With a fertile soil and abundant nitrogen 
this effect may not be produced. 

(b) During the first three or four weeks of the plants' 
life the prussic acid is concentrated in the stalks. Then 
it rapidly decreases and disappears there, but appare"t1y 
persists in the leaves in decreasing percentages until 
maturity. 

(e) Climate and variety may be more important 
factors than soil nitrogen in determining the amount 
of acid (i.e., prussic acid) in the plant. 

They found tbat weak and stunted plants contained little 
poison, but this does not of course touch the point held by the 
cultivators here, and in the Soudan also (vide suP.), that vigor
ous plants, afterwards stunted, are particularly dangerous. 

The general result of all this discusllion is then-

(1) that the cause of the poisoning action is hydr()4 
cyanic acid produced when the fodder is eaten: 

(2) that iOWa, fodder should not be used till after 
flowering, either in the first or the second crop: 

• Joumal of ApicuJtqraJ &.web, J9JS. 
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(3) that regular growth should be aimed at, sudden 
grow~h after it has 'been stunted. or stunting after good 
growth tending to increase' the poisonous propertieS; 

(4) that it remains very doub~ful whether drying 
of poisonous fodder gets rid of the poison ; . , 

(5) that the ratoon crop is much relished by cattle, 
~ut when young is more poisonou.s than the original 
crop~ 

UtilisatIon 0/ lowar. Fodder. 

Reaping.-The fodder jowar crop, when grown in the 
manner indicated. that is to say, with a high seed rate, and 
thick on the -ground, has thin stems which, though usually 
in this country cut by the sickle, can quite well be cut by the 
ordinary mO'1'ing machine. and this latter is" of course, used 
where large quantities of fodder are to be utilised. 

Utilisation of jowar fodder .-.f\s with almost 'all fodders, 
there are three ways of utilising the crop, (1) by green soiling; 
(2) by making into hay; (3) by making into silage. 

(1) Green soiling, or cutting the crop in the held as 
required and feeding green to stock, is the usual way of utilis~ 
ing the crop, and indeed the only method of employing the 
crop grown in the hot weather. If used in this manner it 
is of great importance that the material should be welT chaffed 
before being given to the cattle, as otherwise, especially with 
the coarser varieties, there will be great wastage. Meagher 
and Williamst Consider that the pieces should not be mort' 
than one~third of _an inch long . 

. (2) Making into hay.~ The qu~stioJ). qf m~king hay from 
jowar fodder: does nqt usually ¥ise in conn!!ction with tJ:te crop 
grown during the hot weather, which is grown for immediate 
use. The crop grown during the rains is likewise not 

• Benson and Subba Rao. Bulletin No. 55, Department of Agriculture, Madras, page 119. 
t Farm Manual. 
N A 7-7 
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produced at such a time of the year as is favourable to the pro
duction of hay. Over nearly all the districts of Western India. 
the crop sown in June or July is ready for cutting while the 
weather is still extremely uncertain. and efforts in Poona to 
convert the plants into hay have not been very satisfactory. 
The crop. if made into hay. should be made perfectly dry" 
otherwise it will tum black in the stack and go mouldy. 

From American experience. it may be stated that when 
made into hay it is often more difficult to keep· than maize 
and most other kinds of fodder. However" when well cured 
and stored in a dry place. it mat be kept in good condition 
for a year or moret .. and often in America it constitutes 
the entire hay supply of many farmers. II Even in the great 
corn (i.e •• maize) belt. Noring states il is widely grown and 
fed to stock as a change and appetizer. All kinds of stock 
will eat sorghum fodder more readily than they will com 
(i.e .• maize) fodder. and there is much less waste in feeding." 
The following method of making hay has been recommended 
in Texas.t 

.. After moving. allow the sorghum to lie upon the ground 
sufficiently long to dry out at the ends of the blades. If the 
crop is thick. it should be turned cover upon the ground to 
expose the bottom portion of the crop to the sun for a short 
tim~ ; usually one full day's sun is required to dry it suffi
ciently to be put into the cock. These hay cocks may be five 
feet high and four in diameter. of the shape of an old-fashioned 
beehive. All of the hay that is put up in this manner should 
be well settled as it is laid on the pile. After having construct
ed it to the proper height. rake the loose lIorghum away from 
the sides. leaving a neat pile of hay that will turn water in 
case it should rain. Allow it to remain in this shape for two 
or three days for fermentation to take place. which is evidenced 

• Farm Manual. 
t Farmen· Bulletin No. 50. U. S. A.. Department of Agriab:011e. 
l T CUI EsperiJ1lental Station, Bulletin No. 37 (1895). 
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by the • heatin~ , and the deposit of dew upon the interior 
parts of the cock. When thoroughly warm and before the 
hay loses its natural colour, open the cocks and expose the hay to 
four or six hours' sun, according to the weight of the crop per 
acre and the size of stacks ; then the hay is ready to haul to 
the barn or be placed in stacks, where it may safely be expected 
to remain without moulding or heating further. If the hay 
is allowed to remain in the cocks too long, the fermentation 
proceeds too ,far and the hay sours and then rots in the field. 
It will remain longer in the cocks without damage the less of 
water or sap it contains when put up.......... • Use no 
salt or other applications to preserve the hay. The hay may 
be baled safely if given six to ten hours sun from the cock. 
depending en the size of stalks." 

(3) Making into silage.-The making of silage is such 
a new thing in Western India that there are very few local 
data available. Iowar has, however, been sufficiently used to 
make it certain that under our conditions it is very satisfactory 
for this purpose. Meagher and Williams* say, from experi
ence chiefly at Allahabad. that .. sorghum of all kinds makes 
excellent silage-more especially when chaffed before being 
put into the tips." 

In America, it has been used very widely indeed in this 
manner, and is looked upon as c;me of the three best crops 
for making silage, the other two being maize, and cowpeas 
(chavli). In that country, however, several points have been 
noticed in connection with its use for silage making :-

(1) it should be allowed to be as mature as possible 
before putting into the silot; 

(2) silage made from it does not keep so well as that 
made from maize; as it is more likely to develop acidityt 
and a very disagreeable odour; 

--------------------
• Farm Manual. 
t c. V. Piper-Forage Crops and their Culture, 1914. * Williama-farmen' ~uIletin No, SO, U, S. A, .. Department of ~culture. 
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(3) jf the crop is not put into the silo until the grain is 
fermed, the grain is softened and is completely digested·. 

I might call attention to a method of making silage from 
iowa, in a stack silo used in the dry regions of the south west 
United States. It is described as follows: .. The sorghum 
-is drawn to the stack immediately after cutting, or it may be 
allowed to lie in the field until it has become somewhat wilted. 
The stacks are heavily weighed and kept undisturbed until 
the process ,of ruring has been completed; the sorghum is 
then cut down with the hay Icnife and fed to the stock as 
needed. The forage comes frOOl the stack in fine condition 
and the loss from rotting is usually small. This method of 
storing sorghum has much to recommend it for the South 
West and the practice is growing rapidly there: but it would 
probably not do as well where the climate is very moist. "t 

Diseases and Pests 0/ jowa,. 
The growing of iOWa, for fodder in Western India is 

beset by several difficulties in the way of diseases and pests, 
two of which are decidedly serious. Of these the first is 
the growth of the tahuli w~ed (Striga) which is parasitic: on 
the iowa, roots; the other is the iOWa, smut, which, while 
the most serious disease of the grain crop, affects us less when 
the plant is grown solely for fodder. Other diseases are less 
constantly serious though one or two may do considerable 
damage. ' 

The tahuli weed (Striga lutea 0' St,iga Jensijlo,a) is 
undoubtedly one of the most serious of the enemies which 
affect the iowa, plant, and is termed agio in Gujarat. This 
parasitic plant occurs quite frequently in open grass land, 
and adapts itself very easily to growth on the roots of the 
iowa, plant. Its seeds re~n in the soil without germinating 
until in the presence of a suitable host (iowa, by preference), 
they germinate, attach themselves to the root of the jowa, 

• C. V. Piper Forage cropeand tbeir culture. 1914. 
t Williame FarmeJJ' Bulletin No. 50. U. S. A., Department of ~. 
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plant, and draw all their nourishment from it. In presence 
of such roots the tahuli seeds will germinate even a foot under 
the soil. The parasite thus grows, and comes to the surface 
some weeks ·Iater to mature its own flower and seed. Before 
this takes place the iowar plants generally become pale in 
colour, and the crop is thus patchy in appearance, and if the 
parasite is not removed the plants remain stunted and never 
reach their proper height. * . 

When the weed appears above the ground, a prompt 
uprooting and burning will remove it and clear it away. but 
this must be done at once. The tahuli may flower when 
occuring on poor iowar plants within thr:ee days of its appear~ 
ance above the ground and fruit within a w~ek. As each 
flower may produce two hundred seeds, the spreading is very 
rapid unless such uprooting is very prompt and complete. 
If not done pr:.omptly the uprooting may actually do harm by 
spreading the seeds of the weed. On large healthy iowar 
plants the plant takes much longer than this to flower and 
fruit. and so there is greater latitude in time for uprooting and 
weeding it. 

It can also be dealt with by burning, passing the flame 
of a blast lamp (such as is used in burning the thorns off 
prickly~pear to be used for fodder) over the plants as soon 
as they appear above the grou~d. 

The only other practical method of dealing with this 
parasite is a system of trap crops. }owar is sown at any time. 
and as soon as the pest appears the crop is removed whatever 
its condition. This has been recommended by Pep.rsont 
in South Africa. but no sufficient tests have been made to 
enable us to sa,! that it is really satisfactory in Western India . 

. Smut.-The other disease which is really of importa,nce 
is the smut which affects the grain. This. though not directly 

• For these notes on the tahuli weed. I am indebted to articles by Van Buuren. Poona 
Agricultural College Reprints toIo. 1 (1915). 

t The Problem of the ~itch weed. Department of Agriculture. South Africa Bulletin 
No. 40 (1913). 
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of importance with the crop grown for fodder. merits serious 
attention. as every grower of fodder must keep a small portion 
of his land reserved for growing the seed of his fodder jOwaT!. 

The signs of the disease cannot be mistaken. When 
attacked by smut the grain of the whole or part of the earhead 
of jowar are turned into peculiar black powder. consisting 
entirely of the spores of the smut fungus. It is carried by 
the spores sticking' to the seeds. These contaminated seeds 
when sown carry with them the smut spores. which germinate 
along with the jowar. grow inside the stem. and when ripe 
attac~ the earheads. 

The common form of smut in the Deccan and Gujarat 
can be completely controlled by treatment of the seed with 
copper sulphate. The methods of application are as follows. 
the account being copied from a leaflet· issued by the Depart
ment of Agriculture. Bombay. It has proved absolutely 
successful. 

.. T alee 10 tolas weight of crystallized commercial copper 
sulphate. this will cost about two annas in the bazar: place 
it in a wooden or earthenware vessel and pour on to it twenty 
bottles of water. of the size usually used for kerosene oil (121 
pukka seers). Stir up the liquid with a stick until all is dis
solved. The solution is now ready for use. 

II T alee about ten pounds of the seed which has been 
prepared for sowiitg• and put it in a bag. tying up the mouth 
with string. Then put the bag containing the seed into the 
copper sulphate solution you have prepared. and allow it to 
remain in the liquid for ten minutes. Then take it out and 
allow the liquid to drain off. pour out the seed. allow it to 

. dry in the shade. and when dry sow it in the' ordinary ~ way. 
The seed should not be dried in the sun. Further lots of 
seed can then be soaked in the same solution in the same .. 
way. 

• LealIet No. 20 of 1909. 
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Other' vegetable parasites have not been found to do 
serious d~mage' to jowars when grown as fqdder crops In 

Western India. 
Insect / Pests attacking jowar :-*While the diseases of 

'iowar grown as fodder are not very important, there are one 
or two forms of insect attack which are very serious indeed. 
and demand consideration from every grower of the crop. 

Iowar ~orer.':"":'The most important.and widely distri
·buted of-these insect pests is the iowar borer-a caterpillar 
very similar' to (though distinct from) that which does so 
much damage as the borer of sugar cane. The caterpillan 
attack the iste~s, and when the plants are small, these die 
'easily. The upper leaves.on the young plant wither first, 
but ultimately the whole stem dies, being eaten away in the 
. heart. The plant may tiller and thus produce new shoots 
from the root in well manured fields, but the growth under 
the best Circumstances is short and bushy and of little weight 
"compar~d with a normal yield. In any case a field badly 
attacked by the borer gives a very uneven 'crop. 

There are several broods of the insect in the year,-three 
generally appear each year before the monsoon crop is har
vested. The caterpillars usually spend' the cold weather 
hibernating in the stubbles of the iowar or other allied. crop. 
They may become active during the months from March 
to June if there is irrigated iowar or ~aize growing on which 
to feed. This insect ruined the second or ratoon crop of 
sundhia iowar growing under irrigation at Broach in April 
and May during the famine in 1919. It is. therefore. a very 
effective method of attacking the pest to dig up all the 
stubbles of previous crops during the cold weather or the early 
part of the hot weather and burn them. This will kill all 
the hib~rnating caterpillars. 

During the growth of the crop, all plants whose tops 
show signs of withering should .be examined. and if they 

*For the 8Ubstance of'these notes on insects attacking jowar, I am indebted to Mr. Ramrag 
5 Kasargode. L. Ag •• Assistant Professor of Entomology at the Poona Agricultural College. 
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show signs of dead material at the heart they should be pulled 
up at once and fed to cattle without delay. This will partiall~ 
prevent the production of the larger second and third broods. 

The chief difficulty in dealing with the pest is, however, 
the fact that it attacks other cultivated crops,-;bajri, maize, 
and the like. 

It is, however, a pest which does not lend itself at aU 
easily to direct attack with insecticides or other similar means. 
It is only by constant watchfulness, by removing plants, 
especially early in the season, as soon as they are attacked,-
by avoiding rotations whi~h give epnstant food for the borer.
by digging up and burning or utilising otherwise the stubbles 
of the previous season's crops that one can hope to deal with 
this, the most serious insect attack on jowar grown for fodder. 

Jowar Grasshopper.-Nearly all the locusts and grass
hoppers will attack jowar, and in all the districts where locusts 
are found there are records of serious dc1mage being done by 
them. But one of the wingless grasshoppers (Coiemannia 
sphenarioides) has been in certain seasons a veritable pest 
doing very great damage to the crop at various stages. During 
the years from 1908 to 1912 enormous damalle was done on 
the Deccan and Southern Maratha Country. 

These grasshoppers' appear as young hoppers at the 
beginning of the monsoon just as the seedlings of iowar appear 
above the ground. They remain active from that time until 
the end of September, and then lay eggs in the soil. The eggs 
remain unchanged in the soil until the following monsoon, 
when they hatch as soon as the soil again becomes moist. 
There is, thus, only one generation in the year, and the rabi 
and late sown jowars as well as the hot weather crop escape 
damage by this pest. The hopp~rs feed, at all stages. on the 
leafy growth of the plant. 

There are two opportunities of attacking the pest. In 
the first place, the eggs can be destroyed by deep ploughing 
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the land in the cold weather by a turn-over plough. This 
can be done at any time during the cold weather or the follow
ing hot weather. The only things which prevent the effective
ness of this method is the existence of bandhs or embankments 
between the plots or fields (for these ~~~ot be ploughed up) 
and the presence of uncultivated land round the fiel~ in 
which iowar is planted. The grasshoppers freely lay eggs 
in such bandhs and in such uncultivated land. 

In the second place, the young hoppers can be caught 
in nets or bags described as follows :-Sufficient strips of 
coarse country cloth are taken 12 feet long, sewn together 
so as to make a piece 12 feet long and 6 feet wide. The two 
ends of this are then brought together and the sides sewn 
up. This makes a bag 6 feet square. To the mouth of the 
bag 12 strong tags are sewn at intervals of one foot apart. 
A thin cord should be sewn round the mouth of the bag, so 
that no strain will come on the cloth when the bag is dragged 
over the field. The mouth of this bag can now be attached 
to a frame made of four pieces of bamboo or light wood and 
.strongly tied together with country twine. The appearance 
of the bag thus made is shown in the figure below:-, 

No. I. BAG FOR CATCHING HOPPERS. 

This frame with the bag attached is then drawn by two 
men up and down the field, sweeping up the hoppers in its 
path. The hoppers are caught in the bag in immense numbers, 
and can then b~' destroyed by putting in kerosene and water. 

MA7~ 
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It is very useful in grass lands. and in young or low crops. 
In an experiment. by the use of three of these bags for seven 
hours. no less than 14 lakhs of insects were captured, weigh .. 
ing 80 seers. 

In the case of high crops. when the above may damage 
the crop. then the frame described is not used. and the mouth 
of the bag is simply kept open by means of two pieces of wood 
or bamboo two feet at the sides. as shown in the figure below. 
and is then drawn over the field by two men with cords. 

No.2. BAC FOR CATCHINC CRASSHOPPQIS (2ND FORM). 

This process will clear an acre of young JOUJar from hop. 
pers in a day. using two men and a boy. The bag will cost 
Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 3-8.0. 

Other pests of fodder iowar like the aphis which appear 
on the young plant are not of serious importance. 

, ' . Feeding Value oJ iowa, Fodder. 

~, havl:;:camined many sampI~ of fodder from iowa, 
plants~ both green and dry. All of them contain between , 
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fifty·6ve and'seventy per cent. of water when green and they 
usually give about forty.five to fifty per cent. of fodder dried 
enough to keep well. As would be expected, the heavily 
irrigated hot weather jowaTs contain most water when cut. 
Calculated to an equal basis of sixty per cent. of water, some 
of these jowaTs grown on the College Farm, Poona, in 1912. 
at the stage at which they would usually be cut, yielded the 
following figures, which may be taken as typical of their 
character :-

~-
I 
I 

Sun- can 

~"t~ dhia. sorg- Utavli. Shalu. 
hum. 

I--'- f--
p. c. p. c. p. c. p. c. p.c p. c. 

Water .. .. . . 60'0 60'0 60'0 60'0 60'0 60'10 
Ether Extract (oil, etc.) •• .. .. 0'6 0'6 0'6 0'6 0'6 0'6 
• A1buminoids (i •••• nitrogen X 6.U .. .. 2'0 \'3 \'5 2'3 \'4 \'8 
Digestible carbohydrates •• .. .. 2\'9 ZO·\ ZO'3 23'5 ZO'5 21'6 
Woody fibre - .• .. .. \2'5 \4'9 14'6 1\'1 14'3 \2'9 
Ash .. .. .. 3'0 3'\ 3'0 2'5 3'2 3'1 

100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 --I----
·Containing nitrogen .. .. .. 0'32 0'20 0'24 0'34 0'22 0'28 

Another year the dried fodder prepared at the College 
Farm -of these types of jowaT gave the following figures, the 
actual figures being calculated to material containing ten per 
cent. of water :--

Uta-
NiIwa. 

Khon-
vali. eli. 

p. c. p. c. p. c. 
Water .. .. \0'0 10'0 \0'0 
Ether Extract (oil, ei~.) .. .. 1'8 \'5 \'2 
tAlbuminoids (i.e., nitrogen X 61) .. 6'4 ;'7 5'9 
Digestible carbohydrates .. .. 41'9 4\'6 43'5 
Woody fibre - .. ,. .. 33'4 32'8 32'8 
Ash .. .. .. 6'5 8'4 6'6 

100'0 100'0 100'0 

+Containing nitrogen .. 1'0 0'9 0'9 
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It is interesting to comllare with these the analyses of 
American sorghums as obtained in the United States. Very 
many of these have been done, but I take two or three typical 
sets. I have calculated all to a constant content of moisture 
of 10 per cent. :-

Water " 
Fther Extract (oil, etc,) " 
iAlbuminoids (i,e., nitrogen X 6!) 
Digestible carbohydrales 
Woody fibre •• 
A·h 

IAmber 
IAmber lorg- Aver

IOrg- I hum age of 
'hum 'teed 31 

in I torm- I".. 
bloom ing leI. 

• i (mIlk t 
Istage)· 

"1 Yo~1 Yo~o Y01; 
.. 5'3 4'5 5"4 

j. 4n 4n 4:~ 
., 32'3 26'3 24" 
.. 5'1 4'6~ 

I 
100'0 100'0 100'0 

t(".ontainin(f nitrogen " 1'0 O' O'S 

Two other analyses, from another part of the United States, 
give figures not widely different from these. as follows:-

MOIiture •• " 
Ether Extract (oil, etc,) •• 
'lIAlbuminoids (i,e" nitrogen X 6!) 
DJgestible carbohydrates •• 
Woody fibre •• 
Ash 

'lIContaining nitrogen 

• Georgia Experiment Sialion, Bulletin No. 13 (1891), 
t Farmers' BuUetin. U.S.A,. No. 50, 

, I 
I Dried 'Dried 

I jowar Ijowar 
plants plants 

I 
(heads '(seeds 
iUlt jud 

allprar- for_ 
ling). ing). 
,l t 
i 
! p, c. p. C

., 10'0 10'0 
l'l "9 

.. 9'0 6'4 

., 36'0 42'3 

.. 31'8 30'4 

.. 10'1 9'0 

100'0 100'0 

.. 1""J.44 J '02 

t Thatcber-Report of Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, 1900. 
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Though the special value of jowar fodder is not brought 
out by these figures, yet they show that iowar plants cut at 
the proper time are very similar in chemical composition to 
other members of the graminere, cut at a similar stage. The 
material is, in fact, approximately oJ the ·quality of maize~ 
fodder or of good class hay made from grass, cut at flowering. 
The only objection made against iowar fodder is that the joints 
in the stem are hard, and 'are wasted by the animals. This 
is partly 'true with the coarser varieties, and when the fodder 
has been cut too ~ipe. But with the finer types of iowar fodder, 
such as slUIdhia, there is little objection on this score if the 
material is chaffed before being fed to animals. Chaffing 
seems essential if waste is to be avoided and the best value 
obtained from the fodder. 

IV:-Maize. 

As a producer .of fodder, maize probably stands only 
secon<f. to iowa,' among the 'crops of the world. and it may 
even be doubted whether it is not in many case~ considerably 
its superior. It produces almost as much good fodder per 
acre as jowar, it can be safely grown over a larger range of 
country than its rival, and it can be fed at any stage of its' 
growth far more safely than is the case with iowar. 

Climate Required for Maize. 

The country where maize growing has developed to 
a greater extent than anywhere else in the world, both for 
grain and for fodder, is the United States of America. There, 
it is the premier cr~p of the country, and dominates the 
agriculture of a vast area of land extending from semi~tropical 
conditions to those with a very. hot summer and a very colJ 
winter. Of course there are an almost endless number of 
varieties suited to these varying conditions, some ripening 
quickly, some slowly, some yieldin~ ~rain and l;ttle:fodder. 
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some much fodder and relatively little grain. But the general 
result of a consideration of its range in the United States 
shows that maize is one of the most tolerant of crops so far 
as climatic conditions are concerned. more especially when 
it is grown for fodder. It will not stand frost. and does not 
grow rapidly below about 60°F. but so far as temperature 
is concerned it will do well wherever the mean is above this 
point (60oP.) during the growing period. As to rainfall. 
it does not seem to flourish where there is a combination of 
high temperature and heavy rainfall so far as giving a high 
yield is concerned. Most of the' ~est part of the great maize 
area in America has a rainfall ranging from 30 to 40 inches 
per annum. But provided it has not to stand waterlogged 
conditions, maize is capable of growing for the production 
of fodder under very widely different conditions of rainfall. 

In India, where maize is a crop introduced comparatively 
recently, * its cultivation has not extended so widely as one 
would have expected. It has become a dominating crop. 
however. among the hill peoples of Northern and Central 
India, and is grown, moreover. on much of the plains also 
in the northern part of the country. In the Peninsula, apart 
from such hill areas, the cultivation has hardly spread. In 
the Bombay Presidency. two-thirds of the total area is in one 
district the Panch Mahals. chiefly inhabited by hill tribes. 

But enough is. grown to show (1) that maize. at any rate 
for fodder, will flourish in almost any part of Western India. 
(2) that, given suitable soil. there need be no fear of planting 
it as a fodder crop, whenever water is available, either from 
natural or artificial sources. 

VarietieJ oJ Maize. 

Experiments have been conducted with various types 
of maize, both transferred from district to district, and imported 
from America, but in no case has a variety been obtained that. 

• Soc W~ Prodlldll of Indie-Zco '"'¥. 
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for fodder production, has been any improvement on that 
already locally grown. At present the varieties here have not 
been closely studied, but everything seems to indicate that 
the intending cultivators cannot do better than utilise good 
seed from the district nearest to his farm where maize is 
grown.* 

The results of growing maize for fodder have been more 
completely worked out o~ the Deccan, by experiments at 
Poona, than anywhere else, and the yields obtained in a number 
of years,- on well manured lands are as follows when the plant 
was grown as a rains crop and usually without irrigation. 
I have recalculated all the results, where necessary, to a basis 
of dry fodder. counting one pound of dry to be produced 
by 21 pounds of green fodder. 

. ' Yield of Value of 
Year. dry fod- Cost of Crop on RellJ8l"ks. der per production. sale. acre. 

w 

- Lbs. Rs. p. Rs. a. a. p. 
1893 .. .. 7.940 29 0 0 59 o 0 Green fodder valued at 300 Ibs. 

1894 .. .. 13.650 23 0 0 94 0 0 
per Rupee. 

Green fodder valued at 325 Ibs. 
per Rupee. 

1898 .. .. 11.675 20 5 0 88 0 0 
1904 .. " 8.970 26 0 0 67 0 0 Mooed by long break in rains 

and therefore irrigated. 
1905 .. "I 6,300 55 0 0 Had to I:e irrigated. 
1908 .. .. 9.500 34 0 0 , 

These figures give an average yield of 9,700 pounds or 
about 41 tons of dry fodder per acre on well-manured land. 
This is just about equal to the yied of sundhia iOWa, under 
:.imilar conditions. It is fully understood that this is only 
obtained on well manured land; the yield rapidly falls off 
if the manure is omitted. 

• POOM Fartn Report. 1898. states .. Several American varieties were tried but neither in 
growth ot stalk nor in size -of -cob were they so good as the COlJlJl1on coUntry varietieS," - S" 
aI'l> Measher and Williams-Farm Manual. 
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Maize has the great advantage over most types of jOUJar 
that it can be grown in the Deccan at almost any time of the 
year provided irrigation is given. The yield is, of course, 
usually smaller, but the fodder is correspondingly more 
valuable. Some yields actually obtained on the Poona Farm 
in the hot weather. and in the rahi season were as follows • :-

j I 
' 1 

Yield of 1 

I 
dry fod- I Coot of Value 01 

Year. Remerb. 
, d:~!,:,r rroduction'

l 
crop. i 

---------~ \ 

~
' O'_I~. 

1904 
1908 
1910 

I 90S 

1909 
1911 

lbo. Ra. e. p" RI. •. p. "I 8.700 48 0 ~I 65 0 0 
1I.zoo J5/ 0 ~ February to May. 

.. I 10.700 152 0 Oi 00. , AII"'r and (DlJ _,Iter. "i, 4,500 17 0 0
1
' r Followin. manured maille ."d 

1 !IOWII on &ptembet. 29 • 
. . i 8,300 43 0 ~ , Deumher to February. 
'! 5,980 30 0 ~ : 00. 

As a further illustration of this most valuable character 
of maize as 1 fodder crop-that it can be grown in the Deccan 
at almost any season-the result of an experiment at Manjri 
may be given where a succession of maize crops for fodder 
on land manured with 2.000 pounds of safHower cake per acre 
were taken. The results were as follows-the yield being 
given as green f~der:-

Ihs. 
1st Crop June to August 18.308 per acre. 
2nd Crop September to Nov-

ember 7.031 ,. 
3rd Crop December to Feb-

ruary 11.625 
" 4th Crop March to June 8,698 ,. 

Total 45,662 
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This is equivalent to 20,300 poun<k or, over 9 tons, d dry 
fodder per acre in the year" costing Rs. 183. 

During the famine of 1918~19 in the Deccan, mai7e 
proved its extreme value as a fodder crop to be sown any time 
from September on to' December. Sown in September it did 
generally better than any crop, and grew well with irrigation 
on land which had been quite dry, in contrast with shalu 
jowar which generally failed under similar conditions. 

The figures here given have been obtained from experi~ 
ments on the medium black soil on the Deccan, but it is now 
known that maize will grow very well as a fodder crop in most 
other par~ of Western India, including Gujarat and the 
Konka~. In the latter case (the Konkan) it gave a yield at 
Ratnagiri t of 12,560 pounds of green fodder per acre in the 
hot weather worth Rs. 62~8~0. 

Cultivation. 

Just as with the fodder jowars, maize should be grown 
thickly-much more thickly than if it was intended to sow 
it for grain. Mollison:!: recommends that it should be sown 
with a four coultered drill, with rows about twelve to thirteen 
inches apart, and states that twenty' pounds of seed per acre 
are sufficient. As a rule, however, it is well to sow more 
thickly than this and keep a distance of only nirie inches be. 
tween the rows, sowing either with a drill or after the plough 
and using fifty to sixty pounds of seed per acre. If this is 
done the land should be well cultivated before sowing and 
then little or no interculture will be necessary while the crop 
is growing. The thicker sowing not only ensures a thicker 
stand of plant, but also tends to prevent the fodder b~coming 
coarse. 

t Report of the RatnagiriAgriculturaI Station, 1913-14. 

t T~lIt-book of Agricultur~ Vol. III, p, 53, 
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Soils /0' Maize Fodde,.-Maize will grow in almost any 
kind of soil in Western India. provided that there is good 
drainage, and hence that the land is not wat~rlogged. The 
ideal land is, however, a light loam of conSiderable depth. 
and this crop does not need the stiff tenacious soil which seems 
the best for growing fodder iowa,. It is curious to see how 
rapidly maize replaces iowa, under irrigation in the South 
Deccan, where, as in the neighbourhood of Gokak, a black 
soil gives place to light land derived from sandstone rocks. 

Methods 0/ Cultivation.-The methods of cultivation 
which have proved best are very \ similar to those used for 
iowa,. As with this latter crop, maize does not require deep 
cultivation, and in fact seems to give a bigger return if deep 
cultivation is not carried out. This is in accordance with 
experience in America. * 

In the case of the crop to be sown chiefly or entirely 
on the mc;msoon rains, the land should be ready for sowing 
by the middle of June. The soil should be prepared in the 
hot weather if possible, and should be ploughed shallow or 
deeply harrowed) and subsequently harrowed repeatedly 
so as to produce a thin layer of loose soil on the top. It should 
be well manured with cattle manure before ploughing. Maize 
repays manuring and' the best manure is farm-yard manure.t 
It will usually pay to apply eight to ten tons per acre of cattle 
manure. It is rare1y advisable or necessary to use concen
trated artificial manures, but (as above indicated) four good 
crops in succession have been obtained after treatment with 
two thousand pounds of safflower cake per acre. The crop, 
further, grows excellently on sewage efHuentt. The crop is not 
usually intercultured, if the soil has been well prepared, but 

.. See, for example, Shepherd and Churchill-Bulletin No. 76, N. DaIwta Experiment 
Stabon. • , 

t Maize WeD ~ured gives • better fodder tontainins Ie.. fibre and twenty-five to thirty 
per ~t. more frolelds than when UIlDIUIured. See Snyder. -Mmne.ota Experiment Statioq. 
Bulletin No. 10 • 

~ K~uIIetin No, 14 (l909)'l3ombe, Acriqdture Depmment, p.9, 
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interculturing will usually do good if the time and labour 
is available, if done once or twice after the crop is four or five 
inche~ high. It is not so necessary as with iowar, because 
the maize grows quicker and smothers the weeds more com~ 
pletely. . 

In the case of maize grown at any other season. the land 
should be well prepared. and if possible frequently harrowed 
before sqwing the maize. Sowing should be done as with 
the monsoon khari} crop, and, immediately after the 'seed is 
covered. beds should be made. as a provision for irrigating 
the crop. The beds should be long and narrow. five feet 
wide. The length, of course. depends on the levels in the 
field. as they must be level for irrigation. Interculture 
is valuable with an irrigated crop as it tends to form a good 
soil mulch and so reduce surface evaporation. 

Maize is not usually sown as a mixed crop for fodder 
purposes, except in one case. This is when a little maize is 
sown in sugarcane fields on the Deccan. imme~iately after 
the cane sets are plan.ted. . It is, of course, removed long before 
the principal crop shades the ground. The practice is dis~ 
tinctly a good one. 

Roiations.-The rotations suitable for maize are nearly 
the same as those 'for iowar. In the Panch Mahals, wheat 
is often taken after maize. and this is hardly good practice. 
Gram would be much better. * and is very often used. though 
hardly so frequently as wheat. 

Utilisation o} Maize Fodder. 

Maize grows very rapidly, and has one great advantage 
over all the iowars. namely that it can be fed to stock at any 
period of its growth. There has never been any charge of 
injury to animals by eating young maize which could not be 
explained by a sudden access to large quantities of succulent 

. • Mollison--Text Book of Agriculture, Vol. III. p!Ige 52. 
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green fodder ,-which is always dangerous. Careful experi. 
ments have been made in America to see if prussic acid
the poison of young jowar fodder-is ever to be f6und in 
maize and it has never been detected even in suckers from the 
maize stalks in the field t. . 

This being the case, the crop when grown for fodder can 
be cut and used at any stage that is most convenient. but the 
maximum yield and digestibility together is obtained if it is 
cut when the grain is in the dough stage-whether intended 
for direct feeding, for making into hay, or for making silage. 
The method of cutting almost upiversally used here up to 
the present is the sickle, and with maize this method is so 
good that it is still very largely used even in America. If 
sown thick, however, as above recommended, the crop can 
well be cut with the ordinary mowing machine. 

Under the conditions of Western India the crop is usually 
ready to cut about two months after sowing. Moderate 
changes in .temperature do not seem to have very great effect 
on the yield of maize fodder per acre,t but naturally in the 
cold weather the time taken for growth is longer. Except 
between November and February the crop should not, 
however, take much longer to mature for fodder than the timo 
above indicated. 

Maize is probably the best emergency fodder crop to 
grow when the rain fails, as is so often the case in Western 
India, and when famine is imminent. It grows quickly, 
it requires little water considering the yield of fodder which 
it gives, and it can be cut at any stage without danger.§ 

Utilisation.-In Western India the fodder maize crop, in 
the few cases when it is grown, is usually cut in the field and 
fed green to stock direct. When grown in the hot weather, 

t Alway and T rumbull-Nebraska Agricultural Expe~ment Station Report, 1909. 
t Burtt-Davy-Transvaal Agricultural Journal. Vol. VII (1909). 
~ ~~ ~t No. 5 of 1911. ~bey Oq,artmenl of Agriculture, 
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it is the only way of' using it. If it is to be employed in this 
way, it is specially important to grow it thickly on the field. 
Otherwise the lower part of the ~talks becomes very coarse, 
and the lower leaves become decidedly fibrous. * When 
grown thickly this does not occur, and the fodder is very good. 
Mollison states .. The green fodder is excellent, being very 
sugary. "t It will hardly~ however, fetch as high a price as 
sundhia in the market. 

The digestibility of green maize fodder as a whole. does 
not materially decrease until the dough stage is reached. 
According to American tests with sheep, the following 
percentages of digestibility were obtained from immature 
fodder. and fodder at the above stage.:\: 

Percentage digested. 
Nitrogon-

Proteids. Fat. free extract. Fibre. 

Immature fodder 47'4 45'9 

Fodder at dough stage.. 36' 0 66'1 

57'6 

60'6 

67'9 

56'7 

This would indicate that as the crop' becomes riper it loses 
in digestibility so far as proteids and fibre are concerned, 
but not otherwise. Cattle digest all the constituents rather 
better than sheep. Experiments by the same workers as those 
above quoted indicate that in the best types of fodder iowar. 
the proteids, the fibre, and the nitrogen~free extract are rather 
more digestible than in mature maize. The difference, how~ 
ever, is not great except with the proteids. Other experi~ 
ments are even more favourable to maize fodder. 

Green maize should be well cut up before being, given 
to cattle, as already described with jowar. The cutting up 
is even more important than with the best types of jowar 
fodder. 

• See Poona Farm Report. 1893. 
t Text Book of Agriculture. Vol. III. page 52. 

~ Headden-Co1orado Bulletin ND. 93. 
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If maize is allowed to ripen completely. so that the cobs 
of grain can be taken, the fodder loses much in value. far 
more than iowar. It is hardly fit. indeed. to give to cattle 
unless mixed with more nutritious fodder. In America. 
it is often regarded as useless. and is left standing in the fields 
or burnt. In India Meagher and Williams· state that it 
.. makes an inferior fodder when fed after the cobs have ripen
ed, and should be fed only to working cattle when mixed with 
other fodder." The fact that maize fodder so largely loses 
its value if left till the grain is mature should never be for
gotten. In case maize is grown\ for seed. it is a common 
practice in India to strip the leaves for fodder during growth, 
as this is said also to improve the seed. 

In India, maize has not usually been made into hay. that 
is to say. cut when in the dough stage, dried in the field. 
and stacked. When there is no chance of making silage. 
however. very satisfactory feed can be produced by this me
thod, and huge quantities of maize hay are made in America. 
To preserve it in this way. the crop should. after cutting. 
be bound in sheaves eight to twelve inches in diameter, 
and five or six of these made into an open but firmly built 
shock in the field, the tops being bound together to lend 
further strength. These shocks if well made will stand in the 
field as long as it is wished to leave them there. or they can be 
carried to the farm'and stacked looselyt. 

But if maize is to be kept. the ideal method of keeping 
it is the silo. It is the ideal crop for silage. and the crop to 
which this method of preserving has been applied to by far 
the greatest extent. We have comparatively few data for 
Western India with regard to the yields obtained ~ut it has 
been sufficiently used to show that the fodder produced by 
this method is excellent and that the losses are comparatively 

• Farm Manual. 

t See GrisdaJe-Corn for Emil. and the Si!o, Ottawa, 1912. 
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small. Sixty~five to seventy per cent. of the weight of green 
plant used are often obt~ined as silage five or six months later. 

The maize, for silage making should be cut when the 
grain is in the dough stage as before, or perhaps'when a little 
riper* and immediately taken to be cut up for the silo. It 
can be put in the silo without chaffing, but it means a larger 
loss from the material becoming mouldy. The better the 
material is cut up the better. and some authorities even re~ 
commend cutting it into half~inch lengths. 

It forms excellent silage either in built silos or in pit 
silos. The former are, of course, the most suitable for large 
farms, but a simple pit in the ground eight or ten feet wide 
and four to sjx, feet deep, free from any chance of drainage 
into it, into which the cut maize is put and trampled down 
carefully especially near the sides, has given very good results. 
After filling;the whole is then covered. weighted with earth. 
and the fodder is ready for use after three months. though 
it may be kept for a year or more. 

, So prepared it gives a splendid fodder for the long dry 
weather of Western India. The digestibility is very little 
affected (see page 47). by making it into silage, and it is eaten 
greedily by stock. 

Diseases and Pests 0/ Maize . 

.. Maize is the food plant, of a great number of insects 
which rarely do it serious inju.ry : only where it is grown in 
small quantities and is not the staple crop do these pests 
become so numerous on each plant as to do much. damage. "t 

Maize Borer.-The only really serious pest is the moth 
borer, which under the name of the .. jowar borer" }tas al .. 
ready been described when considering the iowar crop. 

• Morse (New Hamp.hire Agricultural Station. Bulletin No. 92) says .. The com (maize) 
plant has reached its maximum food production when it is nearly matured, with the ears fully 
formed and well filled. At this stage it is best suited fOI silage." , ' 

t Lelroy-Indian Insect Pests. 
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The chief difficulty in dealing with this borer is the fact that 
it attacks so many cultivated crops. . 

When it appears. however. all young maize stems which 
show signs of being attacked should be removed and burnt. 
and in any case the stubbles of the crops should not be allowed 
to remain standing in the land. They should either be re~ 
moved. and burnt or otherwise utilized as soon after the 
removal of the crop as possible. 

Maize Fly (Delphax psylloides)-This small dark insect. 
not unlike a large aphis. is found lin the sheathing leaves of 
maize. .. The insects are active, running crab.like with a side 
ways motion. and leaping away when disturbed." It Large 
colonies of all ages are found in infected plants and feed 
by extracting juice from the tissues of the ·prant. "* The 
insect sometimes, though not usually. does a good deal of 
damage to small plots of maize. It can usually be checked 
by dropping ashes or lime and kerosene into the heart of the 
plant to drive out the flies. * 

Other insect pests have been SQ far of no practical im
portance in Western India. 

No fungus or other vegetable pest has yet done serious 
injury to maize in Western India, when grown as a fodder 
crop. 

Feeding Value 0/ Maize Fodder. 

Maize when cut at the stage suggested. usually contains 
between 70 and 80 per cent. of water, and most often over 75 
per cent. There is a tendency, judging from the published 
analyses. for maize fodder to be more watery in coMer climates 
than it is in Western India. Thus for instance in England 
it contained, as the average of numerous analyses. 83' 2 per 
cent. of water, the amount being greater in bad seasons than 
in good ones. At the same time large well-grown. advanced 

• I..elory-Indian Inoect Pests. 
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plants always contained less water than smaller ones which 
had not grown so vigorously.* In Italy similar fodder con~ 
tained 79'3 per cent. of water.t Our results for maize 
fodder grown at and near Poona gave (1) 77'9,- (2) 76'1, 
(3) 72'3 per cent. of water. 

Calculated on an even basis of 75 per cent. of water, 
maize grown at Poona and Maniri in 1912, 1914, and 1915 
gave the _ following figures on analysis:-

Water 

Ether Extract (oil. etc.) 

* A1buminoids (i,e .• ~trogen x 6!) 

Digestible carbohydrates • , 

Woody fibre 

Ash 

*Cntaining nitrogen 

~I~I~ 
p. c, p, c, p, c. 

75'0 75'0 75'0 

0'5 0-4 0'5 

1'5 1'3 1'3 

14'0 1,'2 14"0 

7-6 6'7 7'3 

1'4 1'4 1-9 

------
100'0 100-0 100-0 

I 
I 

'23 '20 '21 -'I 

(4) 

p_ c. 

75-0 

0'6 

1-7 

13'1 

7-3 

2'3 

100'0 

'24 

It will be seen that, calculated on a similar basis of water 
the composition of this maize fodder 'is not widely different 
from that of jowar already reported (see page 37). Very little 
alteration in composition and very little ~hange in digestibility 
occur if the fodder is dried.t 

In making silage a considerable loss of digestible car
bohydrates. includiJ;.lg sugar takes place. I quote analyses 

• Annett and Russell-Journal 01 AgrIcultural Science. Vol. II (1908). 

t Ferugho and Mayer. 1909. 

~ See Lindsey-Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station Report. 1904. The con
clusion i. based on experiments on .heep. 

N A 7-10 
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made of silage prepared at the Cokak Farm and, in England 
calculated to a basis of 75 per cent. of water :-

I II 
Maize Maire 
Iii ... .iI ... • 
r ..... k EnR-
Farm. land. 

p, c. p. c. 

Water 75'0 75'0 
Ether Extract (oil, &c) O'S 0'7 

t Albuminoids (i.e., nitro-
gen x 61) .. .. , 2'3 2'S 

Digestible carbohydrates 11'3 10'4 
Woody fibre S'O 9'3 
Ash 2'6 l'S 

100'0 100'0 
tContaining nitrogen '36 '45 

Numerous experiments have been made to ascertain 
whether the making of silage reduces or increases the diges. 
tibility of the constituents of the maize and on the whole it 
seems that the digestibility is somewhat reduced. I will 
quote the results of two sets of experiments, both conducted 
with cattle, and both done in America. 

Percmtaqe 0/ Comtitutents digested. 

Pro- Nitro-
teido. Fato (lei!. 

(I) tMaize fodder 00 00 74'4 
Maize';l ... 00 00 46 0 7 68 0 3 

64
0

' 

~.~m 
(2)§Maize lodder (green) 00 00 nos 83 0 1] 76

0 '1 Maize 1I!age 66' 112°'j 71 0 9i 00 00 

~ 

• Annett and R.....,lI-lcc til. 
t Bartlett-Maine Agricultural uoeriment Station. Bulletin No. liDo 
§ Gamble-Annual Report, Ontario Agricultunl College, 1905. 

I 

Fibreo 

79 0 8 
67 0 2 
7S 0 3 
742 
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From these figures it would appear that making the fodder 
into silage reduces considerably the digestibility of the pro
teids, but that of other constituents is less affected. 

In spite of all, however, the general opinion appears to 
be that the making of silage is by far the best method of pre
serving maize for fodder, and that it is usually well worth 
while to preserve it by this system. 

It ha~ been stated that good silage can be made from 
dried maize fodder, by mixing it with water and closing down 
the silo in the usual way, and that if there is not excess or 
accumulation of water the fodder keeps very well and is gree
dily eaten by stock.* We have no experience, however, of 
this method in Western India . 

. ,V.-Bajri and other Millets. 

The crops so far dealt with the various types of jowa, 
and maize, represent the best gramineous annual fodder crops 
for general use in Western India, which are known at pre
sent. In many cases, however, rapidly growing crops are 
needed for lighter land than suits either of these, especially 
when very heavy rain occurs, and also for' a variety of other 
conditions. For these conditions hajTi' and other millets have 
been employed in the past, and are used at present. It is 
important to consider their advantages, and disadvantages as 
well as the methods of cultivation which have proved most 
useful. 

BAJRI. 

BajTi (Pennisetum typhoidem) or bulrush or cat-tail millet 
is one of the two chief grain crops in Western India., and 
incidentally produces a very large amount of fodder, as the 
straw remaining after the removal of the grain is much usee! 
for feeding stock. In this form, though widely employed it 

• Neale-Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station Report. ,1903. 
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is looked upon as considerably inferior to the kadbi or straw 
of jowaT. But as the crop producing this straw is grown 
mainly for grain, the fodder so produced will not be consi .. 
dered in the present study. BajT; is very little cultivated 
purely as a fodder crop. and probably rightly so. It is. 
however, occasionally so grown in Upper Guiarat. though it 
there seems to possess practically no advantages over jowar 
or maize; and also sometimes in river beds on account of 
its very rapid growth under these conditions. 

BajT; is almost always a crop qf the rainy season. and whe
ther grown for grain or for fodder it is produced on the mon .. 
soon rain. It does not seem able to stand very heavy rain. 
and It does best when the climate is moderately dry and when 
the monsoon rain comes in light downpours and there is 
plenty of sunshine between showers. Heavy rain is dis
astrous to germinating seed or young seedlings. and later, 
when the crop has made some progress. it is checked in growth 
and turns yellow during heavy continuous rain. In the 
Deccan the sowing of baiTi is purposely delayed until the 
middle of July in order to avoid, as far as possible. the risks 
referred to aboye" (Mollison). The rain does not exceed 
forty inches per annum in any of the bairi districts. It is 
also a crop of light and well drained soil, being only grown 
on alluvial soils. on higher and more porous land, and on the 
lighter forms of black soil. 

Under the conditions which it prefers. hairi will grow very 
quickly, and yield very heavily in fodder. giving in some 
cases more fodder than the jowaTs and producing it almost 
as quickly as the best ofthese. In 1896, grown thickly, it gave 
1 0.300 p~unds or over 4} tons of dry fodder per acre on med
ium black soil at Poona. costing Rs. 23 per acre, the fodder being 
worth Rs. 34 per acre. It was sown on June 29th and was 
reaped in full flower on September 18th. or after 81 days. 
This was a yield practically equal to sundhia jowar, but not 
equal to nilW!Z. In he same year on light land it gave a yield 
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of 9,011 pounds per acre, or practically an equal yield to nilwa 
which produced 9,149 pounds per acre. These are the 
conditions which it prefers, and on which relatively the best 
results will always be obtained. 

In the United States even better results as to yield have 
been obtained than with us. There it is never grown for 
grain and is considered as perhaps the most heavy yielding 
of fodder crops of this kind, * especially when repeated 
cuttings are taken from the plants, a practice which has hardly 
been adopted here. Yields as high as 94,000 pounds of green 
fodder per acre in six cuttings (beginning from fifty-four days 
after sowing) have been reported from South Carolina, t 
or 80,000 pounds in two cuttings from Kentucky. In the 
last named State 32,800 pounds of dry fodder have been 
obtained per acre, and our yields at Poona above given are 
exceeded in Ii' number of other places. When a real drought 
occurs during growth, it has, however, been less resistant than 
jowars (sorghumt), and the same experience has been found 
in Rhodesia§ for most of the varieties available. . ' 

In spite of its large yield. however, it is less and less grown 
in America, being replaced mor~ and more by,iowar (sorghum) 
and maize, owing to the relatively inferior character of its 
fodder. The opinion is. in fact, very similar to what was 
expressed by Mollison in 1896 (loc. cit.) as follows. .. When 
sown thickly it yields heavily, but, though the stalks grow 
thin, the fodder is of inferior description. I infer this 
because neither wellfed milch cattre nor work cattle like it. " 
This is essentially the objection to bairi as a fodder crop. 
It yields splendidly but the fodder is poor stuff. The green 
fodder was, in fact only worth half the value of nilwa on the 
Poona market, and it may be considered as more profitably 

• P,per-Forage Plants. page 302. 
t Garrison-S. Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 123 (1906). 
~ Connor-Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 132 (1911). 
§ Kenny-Rhodesia Agricuhural JournaL Vol. VII (1910). 
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utilised when employed to grow grain and fodder than when 
used to produce fodder alone. If it is desired to grow bajTi 
for fodder in places suitable to it, one of the Gujarat varieties 
(malbandTo or desh;) should be employed and it had better 
be sown thickly as already recommended for fodder jowaT, 
and grown only as a rains crop. It will need from fifteen 
to twenty pounds per acre of seed, and with favourable rains 
will be ready to be cut in full flower in from sixty-five to 
eighty days after sowing. A better method, probably of 
utilising the fodder is to cut before this stage. when the 
Hower stalk is only appearing, and then take fresh cuttings 
as the plants grow up again. There is no danger of feeding 
the material cut at this stage. as would be the case with 
jowaT. 

We have no experience in Western India in the use of 
fodder bajri except for feeding green to animals. It is said 
to be difficult to make into hay, and to be Jess suitable for 
silage than maize o,r jowaT, but I am not aware of any local 
attempts to utilise it in either of these ways. It would appear 
to be worthy of trial for silage making, being cut very YOUQg, 
and repeated cuttings being obtained from the plants. 

Bajri grown at the Agricultural College Farm, Poona, 
and cut green, gave on a basis of 60 per cent. of water, the 
following composition on analysis (1912 .. 13) :-

Pcrc.:nL 

Water 60'0 
Ether Extract (oil, &c.) . • 0'4 
fAlbuminoids (i.e., nitrogen X 61).. 1'3 
Digestible Carbohydrates .. 20'0 
Woody fibre 15'S 
Ash 2'5 

100'0 

tContaining nitrogen 0'21 
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KANG OR RALA. 

Kang or Rala (Setaria italica) or foxtail millet is a minor 
grain crop in very many parts of India, and is occasionally 
grown in Gujarat as a fodder crop. It has certain advantages 
which make it worth considering, in spite of its giving a small 
yield in comparison with those crops we have already consi~ 
dered. Its principal advantage is that it will give a very rapid 
crop of fodder, that it will grow most successfully in the 
hot weather, and that it gives material very palatable to 
animals. It thus has a special value as a catch crop when 
the time is not long enough to grow the more heavy yielding 
crops. 

The amount of local information about the crop is meagre, 
at any rate when cultivated for fodder alone,-and the in~ 
formation wh~ch can be given is chiefly gathered from foreign 
sources. The seed used here will, however, be one of the 
common country varieties, as the foreign ones (German, 
Hungarian, or Siberian) have never been introduced. But 
it is stated by Duthie, of the common variety, that its" abund~ 
ant and nutritious foliage yields an excellent forage, if cut 
when in blossom." 

As at present grown for grain, chiefly in the Southern 
Maratha Country, the crop is ~own with a drill, in rows twelve 
to fourteen inches apart at the rate of six to ten pounds ~f 
seed per acre, and is put in the land in July to August. At 
this time of the year, it has however, no advantage over other 
more productive fodders. Its use is in the hot weather, and at 
this time it had better be sown broadcast or in rows much 
closer together (say eight or nine inches). The seed required 
is ten to twelve pounds per acre. The crop is ready fo~ cut
ting in about one and a half months, and on good soil will 
give plants standing five to six feet high, and yielding from 
six to eight thousand pounds of green fodder per acre. * 

·Kellw iQ L.ealIet No.; of 1911 of the DepartmeQt of A¢rulh\l'e, 13QlQbay. 
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An attempt has been made at Nadiad (Cujarat) on light 
alluvial land to sow it for fodder from October to April. * 
In the cold weather it grows much more slowly, and is not 
fit to cut for nearly three months-the actual average being 
eighty-one days- but as the weather becomes warmer the 
growth is marvellously rapid. The yields obtained at various 
dates of sowing. and other particulars are shown in the 
following table, being the average for two years ;-

Augu,t 22t 
Septernhet 1St 

October 15 or 16~ 

November I 

November 1St 

December 1 

Docem'>er IS 

January 1St 

February 1St 

March 1St 

April 1St 

Date of sowing. 

1912 and 1913·14. 

Yield of Length 
dry fod. of time I der. growinl. 

Coat of 
crop. 

Number 
of irri. 
lilt ion. 

requir~d. 

r:~ .... -rl .... p. 

.. 1.840 5S . 21 0 0 None. 

• . 2.680 53 I 52 0 0 5 

.. 4.360 68 I 53 0 0 4toS • 

•. ' 5.120 

" 5.336 

.. 5.920 

" 3.720 

J :~ 
"1 5,600 

..i ".400 
I 

74 

82 

75 

87 

70 

65 

53 

5412 0 4 

56 0 0 5106. 

61 0 0, .. 

56 a 0, Sto6. 

56 0 0 6 

71 0 ~ a 
SO'O 0 5 

" 0 , , 

This shows an average return of dry fodder in the cold 
weat~er (i.e., sown in October to January) of 4.800 pounds, 
and 10 the hot weather (i.e., sown in February March or 
April) of nearly 4.700 pounds of dry fodder ~er acre. It . . 

• Report of the Nadiad AmcuItura/ Station. 1912-1) ancI/91l-14. 
t 191),/4 omly. t 19/2 only. 
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is a question, however, how far it is of advantage in the cold 
weather over shalu joUJaT, especially as the least sign of frost 
ruins the crop and slight frost is not infrequent at the end 
of January in North Gujarat. 

The crop grown on the Agricultural College Farm, 
Poona, had a composition, when green, calculating on a basis, 
of 60 per cent. of water, as follows :-

Moisture 

Ether Extract {oil, etc.} 

* Albuminoids 

Digestible Carbohydrates 

Woody fibre 

Ash 
,-

60'0 

0'8 

2'1 
20'8 

12'2 
4'0 

100'0 

*Containing nitrogen .. . . o· 34 

This shows a fairly high percentage of nitrogen. 

Whenever grown here in the past it has been for feeding 
green to stock, and it has not been used for making hay or 
for silage. Elsewhere it is found to yield good hay if cut 
iust before blooming, or. if for cattle or sheep, it may be left 
till the seeds are in the late milk stage of development. t In 
the latter case. however. the hay is inferior • For silage making 
it is not very good. but gives nevertheless. a product which 
animals eat greedily. 

The fodder derived from Tala is stated in America to be 
injurious to horses when largely used, but no injury has ever 
been suggested as being done by it to cattle or sheep. 

I' A 7-11 
t Piper-forose P~ta. 
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CHENO AND SIMILAR MILLET CROPS. 

A number of small millets well distinguished from one 
another by the people, but all belonging botanically to the 
species Panicwn miliacewn and Panicum miliare are known 
variously as cheno (Gujarat), vari (Deccan), gajro (Panch 
Mahals) or sava (Marathi). These crops are chiefly culti
vated as an inferior grain crop largely on the poor lands with 
higher rainfall below the Western Ghats, and in the Dang 
country. I shall consider, for our present purpose, the various 
fodder crops under these titles as,one-as there is great confu
sion in the naming of the types used and for fodder purposes 
they may perhaps be classed together. 

As an essential fodder crop these millets are at present 
only grown in Gujarat and the cultivation there has been well 
described by Mollison as follows·:-

.. Cheno.-This crop is grown principally in Gujarat. 
chiefly in garden land, and as a hot weather irrigated crop. 
The cultivation of cheno in Gujarat is popular, because it 
thrives well in the hot weather. It then provides excellent 
fodder in considerable quantity at a season when fodder 
is scarce. The cultivator of garden land is, in the hot weather 
and at the beginning of the rains, often hard pressed for fodder 
for his milk cattle, because his energies are chiefly directed 
to producing market-garden crops, which, though very valu- . 
able, do not help him to feed the cattle which he requires for 
tillage and irrigation. In the Charotar villages of Baroda 
and Kaira, cheno often follows ginger or other market-garden 
crops which come to maturity in December-January • 

.. When the ginger or other market-garden crop is 
removed, the land is ploughed several times. When a good 
tilth is produced. beds are formed for irrigation. The seed 
at the rate of ten pounds per acre is carefully broadcasted and 
lightly covered. light irrigation is given as required. The 

• T ~tbook vi Jndiaa Asric:utl\ll'e, Vol. m. P-.e 64, , 
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crop is usually hand-weeded once. If sown at the end of 
January, it comes into flower in March, and may then be 
cut green for immediate requirements." 

Grown in this fashion cheno may be expected to yield, 
on fairly rich land, a crop of six to seven thousand pounds 
per acre of green fodder after growing for six to seven 
weeks, * and this is by far the most useful method of growing 
the crop. I t grows even more quickly than k,ang and ranks 
high as an emergency fodder suitable for the hot weather. 
Authorities in Russia, where it is extensively grown, consider 
that the best results cannot be obtained with it except at a 
temperature _ between 660 and 71 0 F. and that below 640 F. 
the growth is delayed by from five to ten days. Heads are 
usually formed' under the best conditions from thirty-five to 
forty days after sprouting. 

,-
An attempt has been made at Nadiad to see the extent 

to which it is likely to be useful as a .lodder crop in Northern 
Guiarat in the early part of the cold weather. Seed was 
sown at various dates from August to December and the 
results with various particulars regarding the crop, are shown 
in the following tablet :- - -

. 

Lentrth No. of 
Yield of of time Cost of irriga-

Date of sowing. dry grow- crop. tions 
fodder. ing: equired. 

l-
lbs. Days. R •. a. p. 

1912. 
October 15 " .. .. 2.672 53 34 0 0 3 
November 1 " . , .. 2,240 51 44 0 0 3 
November 15 " .. .. 3.440 63 55 8 0 5 
December j .. .. .. 2.848 75 51 0 0 5 
December 15 .. .. .. 3,600 91 ~ 8 O. 3 

• Kelkar in Leaflet No.5 of 1911. Department of Agriculture. Bombay. 

t Report of the Nadiad Agricultural Station. 1912-13. Results for planting fqr every 
month from August to April are given in the Report of the Nadiad Agricultural Station fqr 
1913-14. bill the yields are so • mall that I ~I>t think they are norm.\, 
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The average ofthese five lots gives a yield of 2.9(JJ Ibs. 
of air-dried cheno fodder, obtained in sixty days at a cost 
of Rs. 46-8-0 per acre. This is evidently a lower yield at 
this time of the year than is given by kang. but the crop grows 
much more quickly, requiring sixty-six days as against eighty .. 
one in the other case. It is doubtful whether it ought to be 
recommended until all fear of frost is over. 

As a fodder it is not so desirable as kang. being more woody 
and less leafy than the latter. 

OrnER MIt-LET CROPS. 

There are no other annual millet crops which are actually 
cultivated primarily as fodder in Western India to more than 
an extremely small extent, nor have experiments been 
made to a large enough extent to justify any considerable 
recommendation on the subject. Several others have, how .. 
ever. been mentioned. and occasionally used. and the notes 
which are available on the subject may perhaps be quoted 
here. 

Nachani (nagli. ragi, makra) or Eleusine coracana is. as 
a grain crop, the m~st important of the small inferior miIJets 
of India. and is grown for the production of seed in light soil. 
usually in tracts, with heavy rainfall. all over Western and 
Southern India. Grown for grain, it is usually a transplanted 
crop. and this system of cultivation is. of course, far too 
expensive for a fodder crop. For the latter purpose, it should 
be sown broadcast or in drills at the beginning of the rains, 
in light soil with fairly heavy rainfall. 

I t has been considered as making a good fodder for cattle 
and can be siloed or used as a green fodder when the seed 
is approaching maturity.· On the other hand, Mollisont 

• Meagher and Williams-Farm Manual. 

t MoQilon-T ~ I]II~ Asrindture. Vol. 1II .... 58 and 60. 
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states that the straw is thick and very tough near the root, 
so much so that it is not easily reaped with a sickle. He 
considers that the straw from the ripened grain is of very poor 
nutritive value as fodder and is hardly worth the cost of careful 
reaping. This is, however, by no means universally accepted 
and it is valued highly in the Ratnagiri district. If the ripened 
plant is stacked for some months its fodder value is considered 
to have improved. 

In Anieri~a it has succeeded in small tests as a fodder 
crop in the Southern United States, but has nevertheless 
never come into use. It does not apparently possess features 
of special value for this purpose. 

Sawan (Panicum /rumentaceum) and Banti (Panicum 
crus~galli) are so closely similar as fodder crops, though well 
distinguished otherwise, that they may be considered together. 
They are tenned barnyard millets in America. There, 
attempts have been made from time to time to boom them 
as fodder crops, as the name" billion dollar grass" sometimes 
applied to the former of these millets'indicates. for this 
purpose in India they have. however, been little used, though 
they are ,natives of this country. 

The experience on the Government grass farms is, how~ 
ever, that when sown in the monsoon at the rate of about 
twelve pounds per acre, and cut in August, this crop· makes 
excellent fodder, ~specially for milch cattle, and ca~ be either 
u'sed at that time as green fodder or converted into silage. * 
In Sind, sawan has been found to be a useful fodder crop for 
the hot weather. At Mirpurkhas, for instance, .. during the 
year a steady supply of green fodder was kept up on the farm, 
in the hot weather with jowar, choula, t etc., and sawan, and 
in the cold weater with berseem. The jowar can be ready 
for fodder in May, and with choulat and sawan, which form 
good change feeding, can Be cut and fed till November, when 

• Meagher and WiJIiams-Farm Manual. 
t Choula =chavli. See under the latter crop. 
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berseem should be ready."t These notes indicate the 
conditions under which it is likely to be of service. and its 
method of culture. 

. In Northern Gujarat. experiments have been made with 
banti to ascertain the best time for sowing the crop for fodder. 
Seed was sown in every month from September to April 
and its superior value in the hot weather was made quite 
clear. The results in 1913-14 were as follows:-

September IS 
October 16 . 
November IS 
December 15 
Januar,. IS 
February 15 
March 15 
April 15 

Date of lOwing. 

1913.14. 

I INurn. 
Yield of Period ;her of 

dry lod· of grow· irri,a-
der. in,. ition,. 

lb.. de". 
•. 2.400 S4 S 
.. 3.400 8Z 6 
.. 1.200 87 6 
" 1.120 103 8 

640 72 6 
.. 4.800 89 10 
.. 7.000 63 6 

3.200 47 S 

The highest yields 'are with the crop put out in February. 
March and April. 

According to American experience it may yield as high 
as six tons of hay per acre. provided there is plenty of moisture 
and the land is good. but I doubt whether this yield has ever 
been obtained in. India. It is not easy to convert into hay 
as it has decidedly thick stems. It has been found good 
for silage. but is probably best used for feeding green.t Here. 
however. except in Sind. it is usually ready when green forage 
is abundant. and its chief use would probably be for putting 
in the silo. It has been used. according to Means. for the 
reclamation of salt and alkali land in Egypt. 

If we summarise the position as fodder crops which the 
various millets-bajri. kant. cheno nachani. sawan. etc .• -are 

t Hendenon-MirpurJ.hu Fatm Report" 1909·10. 
t Piper-For. Planta. 
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likely to take as fodder crops, we must first say that we look 
upon it as a minor one. They have the advantage in many 
cases of giving a crop very quickly, particularly in the hot 
weather, provided they have plenty of water-and this is 
their chief advantage especially in a famine season or where 
the monsoon is very short. When a matter of two, three or 
even four weeks is not a matter of importance, they would 
seem to possess no advantages, at any season of the year,
except as a change feed in a country where there is no grass 
-over one or two of the varieties of jowar or over maize . 
.In Sind-a country without natural grass,-some of them 
seem to form a-good change feed with jowar. 

Apart from these special uses, they seeJTl to have no great 
utility as fodder crops, and though they will always be grown 
in light soils, yet they are not likely to attain a very important 
position in Western India for the purpose we are considering. 

VI.-Oats. 

I do not think that oats have been grown to an appreciable 
extent in Western India as a fodder cr~p outside the military 
grass farms where fodder is produced for military horses, 
but on these, at Ahmednagar and elsewhere, oats have proved 
themselves a very useful fodder. They can be grown best in
the cold weather and always under irrigation. In Northern 
India this crop has probably a considerable future; in Western 
India its advantages are doubtful, though as a fodder for horses' 
it provides better material than can be obtained in almost 
any other way. Cut and made into hay when the grain begins 
to fill or is nearly filled, it is known as '~'oats in straw", and, 
as Mollisori notes, it is the chief fodder used for horses on 
board ship when being imported from Australia. 

The use of oats as a fodder crop in India has been faifIy 
well dealt with by Meagher 7md Williams, * and I am not 

• Farm Manual. 



aware of other data on the subject. I therefore quote the 
substance of their account • 

.. This is excellent fodder for all animals especially 
horses. It is sown for harvesting green in the same manner 
as if sown for the barley crop, i.e., about 100 lbs. seed per acre. 
A rich moist soil is required for this crop. Attempts have 
been made to sow imported seed. such as Australian and 
Cape, but the former, though producing a large outturn of 
green fodder, has been found in this country to produce very 
little grain. The Cape seed ~ proved more successful •. 
but on the whole, the best results have been obtained from 
selected country oats. The seed is sown about October. 
and is usually ready for harvesting as green fodder in F eb
ruary, or as oat hay by the beginning of March, while if kept 
for grain it should be ready for the sickle about the middle 
of March. It is advisable, however, to harvest the grain in 
the ear as is universally done in Australia. When the land 
is very rich and moist, or can be irrigated, it is possible to 
obtain two cuttings. In this case, the first cutting should be 
taken when the crop is two feet high and before the flower 
has formed. The second cutting should take place when 
the grain is approaching maturity, viz., when it is soft and 
milky. At this stage, the fodder will be at its best, and there 
will be no risk of losing the seed during the harvesting or 
when stacke4. whi~h would be the case if the crop were more 
mature. On the other hand, if harvested too soon. the fodder 
will be succulent. there will be but little nutriment in the 
grain. The crop should be cut either by the mowing machine 
or by hand labour. Whatever implement is us~. care should 
be taken that it is sharp as otherwise. a portion of the cror 
is uprooted instead of cut. and the earth adhering to the roots 
detracts from the value of the fodder. When cut it should 
be allowed to lie on the ground. and after a few hours' exposure 
to the sun, carefully turned and the process repeated several 
times. If cut early in the day, the fodder should by the 



evening be sufficiently dry for cocking. It must be handled 
as little as possible, or the grain will leave the ear. It 
should remain in the cocks for about six days, and then be 
carefully stacked. Prior to issue, the whole, including the 
grain, should be passed through a chaffcutter. " 

There is little to add to this account. The yield 
obtainable is indicated by the fact that at Poona, in 1896, oats 
yielded 5, 146lbs. per acre green, while in 1908, a crop of 8,400 
pounds per, acre of green fodder was obtained. Oats as 
a fodder trop have a special position, and as a fodder for horses, 
grown in the cold weather and easily capable of being convert
ed into hay, the crop has hardly at present a rival. 

VII.-Guinea Grass. 

A very :u>ecial place among fodder grass crops must be 
given in Western India to guinea grass. This has proved 
itself of extreme value as supplying a good succulent nutri
tious fodder throughout the year, and its use is spreading 
rapidly. The peculiar advantage of this grass is that it grows 
well under shade, and especially so under mango trees, while 
a small daily supply of good green feed can be obtained 
without any cost by planting it on the' sides of permanent 
water channels.* 

Guinea grass (Panicwn maximum or Panicurtt jumentorwn) 
is a native of tropical Africa, but its cultivation has been recom
mended in'India since 1793. The general character of the 
plant is well described by Mollison as follows :-u This peren
nial grass grows in tufts or hussocks, many stems springing 
from one root. The roots are fibrous, and form' a network 
in the soil near the su~ace. In countries of moderately 
temperate climate such as that of the plains of Northern India, 
the grass remains more or less dormant in the cold weather. 
but flushes up again with warmth and. moisture afterwards. 

• See LeaRet No. 22 of 1909 of the Bombay Agricultural Department. 
N A 7-12 
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In the hotter part of India the grass remains green throughout 
the year under irrigation. It may even exist without irrigation 
in the fair season. Such plants as survive spring up into 
vigorous growth when the rains come. In the monsoon and 
sometimes at other seasons the grass Rowers and produces 
seed freely in India. When in full Rower, the stalks are five 
to eight feet high, and the graceful branching panicles give 
the crop a very handsome appearance. During the greater 
part of the year, leaves are produced rather than Rower stalks. 
The best results are obtained with copious irrigation through .. 
out the year and with heavy appli~tions of manure. In the 
warmer parts of India guinea grass grows best in the monsoon 
and the early part of the cold weather. It has no dead season, 
but gives a decidedly poorer outturn in the fair season than in 
the monsoon." 

Climate required by Guinea Grass. 

The conditions under which guinea grass grows success .. 
fully seem exceedingly varied. It has been recommended 
and grown in almost every part of India. Outside of India 
it has been found valuable in nearly every tropical country, 
whether wet or dry. In the Philippine Islands it has given 
extraordinary yields; * in the wetter regions of the United 
States it has been successful t and also in the drier regions 
of T exas.t It seems as if it will go on growing as long as the 
temperature is sufficiently high, and sufficient moisture is 
provided. As Mollison remarks (vide supra) in' the more 
temperate parts of India it ceases to yield in the cold weather. 
though the temperature never goes below 40° to 45° F. Even 
at Sural, with a minimum temperature five degrees higher, 
its cultivation was abandoned in 1906-07, as the yield outside 

• 32 tOM of green fodder pel' acre in four cuttings. Jacobson-Philippine Asricultural 
Review. VoL VII (1914). 

t Scott-Florida Agricultural Experiment Station Report, 1912-

t Hastinp-lJ, S. Bureau of Plant Ind.atn. Circular No 106 (1913). 
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the monsoon season was very small, and a better fodder 
return was thought to be obtained by growing jowar in the 
monsoon. * Though the abandonment there seems hardly 
justified, it illustrates how the yield of the plant drops when 
the temperature falls, in spite of irrigation. 

All over Western India irrigation is required if the crop 
is to be grown· economically and commercially. If not irri~ 
gated, it,. does not possess sufficient advantage for its cultiva~ 
tion to be recommended. In the United Provinces it has 
been stated not to require much water on account of its 
deep rooting habit. t Our experience in Western India is, 
however, that it can hardly have too much. 

At present its cultivation in Bombay is steadily growing. 
The demand on Poona for root stocks as seed is continuous, 
and consider.able. and though its area is not separately measur~ 
ed or recorded, yet it is grown in every part of the Bombay 
Presidency. including Sind. except in the Konkan. Even in 
the Konkan it has been recently introdu~d and grows luxu~ 
riantly, t though sufficient evidence has not been accumulated 
fo~ us to know how it ~ill stan~ continuous growth there. 

Soils. 

Guinea grass will groW in almost any soil. provided it is 
npt water logged. It does best perhaps on medium loam which 
can be irrigated to advantage. or on light deep sandy soil.§ 
It may even be grown with advantage on land treated with 
town sweepings or even with nightsoil. if only it is kept free 
from weeds and the top surface kept soft. ~ 

* Surat Agricultural Station Report. 1906-07. 

t United Provinces Agricultural Department-Bulletin No. 6 (1897). 

~ Ratnagiri Agricultural Station Report. 1913-14. 

§ Mollison-Ioc cit. 

'\I Meagher and Williams-Farm Manual.. 
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Cultivation. Planting and Treatment! 

The soil should be friable down to a considerable depth, 
and this condition can be obtained by two ploughings, three 
or four harrowings and dod crushing if necessary. Thirty 
cartloads of farm yard manure per acre should be worked 
into the soil during the tillage. t 

The grass is propagated by seed or by division of the 
tussocks. The latter method is almost invariably used. and 
five or six root bearing stems should be planted in one place. 
The groups of sets should be eigh,een to twenty-four inches 
apart in each direction and the lines should be laid straight 
both lengthwise and across. so that interculturing may be done 
easily. This planting should be done on Bat ground in the 
rains. June and July are the best months in Western Indiat. 
wherever the monsoon rains occur. If the planting takes 
place at any othel' season, the field should be Booded with 
irrigation water immediately after planting. In the monsoon, 
the sets can be pla~ted during rain on light land, and soon 
after rain on heavier soil. When the plants have taken root. 
they should be ridged up (they remaining on the ridges) 
so that irrigation water may Bow among the furrows. 

If guinea grass is grown from seed. the seed should be 
thinly broadcasted in a well prepared seed bed. When the 
seedlings are well grown and have each produced three or four 
shoots, they should be transplanted into rows in the manner 
already described (Mollison). . 

After a plantation has been established, •• guinea grass 
can hardly get too much water or manur4." The richer 
the land, the more succulent and tender will the fodder 
be:t Each year at least fifteen cartloads (I2,OOO pounds) 
of farmyard manure per acte should be applied before the 

• We owe practically .11 the detaila of cultivation to Mollison NIl better md!.ods Lave 
been evolved since bi, time. • 

t Mollioon-loc. cit. 

l Meagher and Willia...-foc. cit. 
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rains, * or well rotted manure should be given in dressings 
of at least five tons per acre every fourth time the grass is cut. 
Few experiments in other forms of manyre except with farm~ 
yard manure seem to have been made. but it has been found 
that guinea grass responds very quickly to well selected 
artificial manures, eyen more than to organic manures like oil~ 
cake or dried blood. In an experiment in Florida, it was 
found that guinea grass manured with a mixture of nitrate 
of soda, 'superphosphate, and potash manure gave a yield of 
3,370 pounds of cured dry hay per acre, while a similar plot 
manured with dried blood only gave 2,341 pounds similarly 
cured.t 

If guinea grass be grown under sewage or sewage effluent 
very high and sometimes extraordinary yields may be obtained. 
At Poona, with septic tank effluent in 1899~ 1900, 56,308 
pounds of green fodder per acre were grown and in 1919~20 
46,340 pounds per acre in six cuttings, At Karachi, 
under raw sewage, eight cuttings have been secured per 
annum with 25,000 to 30,000 pounds of green fodder per 
cutting, or over 200,000 pounds 'per annum.t 

On the other hand without manure its yield rapidly 
declines. In Surat it has been stated that only when guinea 
grass obtained much manure it gave good yields : when put 
in fields without manure it only gave half yi~lds,§ and less 
than is given by a single rains crop of jowar fodder. The 
necessity of 'continuous and heavy manuring could not be 
better illustrated. 

If the rainfall be normal, the crop will not require irriga~ 
tion in the monsoon over the greater part of Western India, 
except in Sind. But as soon as the rains are over, it should 
be irrigated every ten or twelve days throughout tIle year. 

• Leaflet No. 22 of '909 of the Bombay Agricultural Department. 

t Florida Agricultural Experiment Station Report. 1911. 

~ Kelkar-Bulletin No. 34 (1909). Bombay Agricultural Department. 

§ S"fllt Agricultural )::xperim~nt Station Report 1906-07. 
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Guinea grass is very apt to become overrun with weeds, 
and hence fairly frequent weeding is necessary. In ordinary 
practice here. this has usually been done by running a country 
plough or a country bullock hoe between the rows in both 
directions, and completing the operation by hand weeding 
where the bullock implement cannot reach. The country 
bullock hoe can probably hardly be improved for this 
purpose. 

Though the grass is perennial the plantation is not, and, 
if not dug up and replanted frequently. its yield will rapidly 
decline, and it is usually necess4ry to re-establish it after 
three years. The same land can usually be used again. but 
the tussocks of grass become over-grown and form big stumps 
with many dead shbots in them. The roots become thickly 
matted together, and digging out is essential. The way this 
replanting should be carried out is as follows. New sets should 
in the first instance be chopped off the old tussocks and planted 
in the furrows at the required distance apart. and when these 
are established the old tussocks should be removed. This 
makes it possible for the new plants to be almost in full vigour 
before the old ones are taken away. 

One method of planting. which has been already referred 
to, is that along the sides of irrigation channels. Here the 
guinea grass serves a very useful and profitable purpose. It 
is the usual custom to leave the sides of irrigation channels 
to the care of nature. Abundance of weeds and grasses grow 
along them, and sometimes even spread into the channels 
and partially block them. Moreover, many weed seeds 
are scattered on the irrigated land adjoining. If. however. 
guinea grass sets are planted in this position. the sets being 
placed twenty-four inches apart, the grass grows very well 
indeed and smothers the weeds. besides protecting the sides 
of the channels from erosion. It also produces a considerable 
amount of good fodder from an area usually almost entirdy 
wasted. The amount of profit th\lS c;>btained is indicated 
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by experience on the Agricultural College Farm, Poona, 
in 1913-14, where from 2,596 feet of water channels, with 
guinea grass on both sides, 9,272 pounds of green guinea 
grass fodder were produced, which at 150 pounds per rupee 
was worth Rs. 62.* This is obtained without any special 
expenditure and the fodder is, available in some quantity 
throughout the year. 

The crop has so far, in Western India, been free from 
disease, and the remark of Mollison to this effect can be 
confirmed after eighteen years' further experience. Smut 
occasionally attacks the ears, but when the plant IS grown 
for fodder, this is not a matter of importance. 

Reaping the Crop. 

The first cutting of guinea grass can be obtained in three 
months afte~ planting the sets. When first cut it should be 
three or four feet.high as if it is allowed to grow more than 
this, it becomes very coarse. This is also the case when the 
flower stalks are allowed to form. The leaveS and stalks 
under these conditions become very fibrous and are not 
liked eith~r by cattle or horses. 

Subsequent crops should be cut at a height of two to 
three feet, as the oftener it is cut, the finer will be the fodder, 
and the larger the outturn. In Poona it is the custom to take 
cuttings about every six or seven weeks when the plantation 
is established, or about nine or ten in a year, but in some 
parts of India, as many as twelve cuttings have been obtained 
annually. 

In reaping guinea grass it is very important to cut it 
as close to the ground as possible. If this is not d,one the 
stubble remains as dead matter in the grass tuft, and prevents 
the further cutting of the grass jiS low as might be desired, 
as well as tends to check the growth. 

• Asncultural Collese FII'III Report, Pqona. 1913-)4. 
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Yield oj the CTOP.-The yield of guinea grass obtainable 
seems to .vary very much, but the highest on record seem 
to have been obtained under sewage at Karachi as already 
stated, namely, over 2.00,000 pounds (green) per annum. 
Apart from this the highest on record are in Northern India. 
Meagher and Williams state that they have obtained 1,500 
maunds or 1,20,000 pounds (53! tons) of green fodder per 
acre in twelve cuttings.* This is an extraordinary amount 
and far in excess of any other record I have seen except that 
quoted frorn Karachi. Thirty-two tons per acre have, how .. 
ever. been obtained in the Philippines, and this in four cut
tings.t Under ordinary circumstances in India, however, 
it yields between thirty and forty thousand pounds of green 
fodder per acre as a maximum and the yield of a plantation 
even when ·renewed frequently tends to fall to half this amount. 
At Pusat in 1911-12 the maximum yield quoted was 28,700 
pounds per acre. 

In Bombay the yield has been exceedingly variable. 
Mollison considers from 20,000 to 35,000 pounds per acre 
as normal yields with eight cuttings. but the actual records 
from various centres in Western India are as follows:-

POONA. 

Year. Yield per Cost per acre. 
Yalue of crop per I Number 

acre • acre. of cuttin ... . 
1893 

IbA. Rs. Rs. 
" 35.028 \JO§ 233 10 

1894 .. .. 21.295 82 106 10 
1896 .. " 19.167 49 96 No record. 
1897 .. " 16.106 73§ 80 
1898 

.. 
1899 

.. " 15.493 53 77 .. 
1900 

.. .. 13.552 67 68 t· 

19O~ 
.. .. 17.103 61 114 .. .. .. 13.662 60 91 .. 

1903 12.252 No record. (ProliS:-, 46) I .. .. 
1904 " 12.551 49 4 
1905 .. .. 12.559 34 89 
1906 15.566 42 

H .. .. 78 .. 
• farm Manual. • 
t Jaco~n-Plulippine Agricultural Review. Vol. VII (1914). 
t M.lligan-Report Imperial Agriculturim 1911-12. 
§ The extra cost in thae ~ i, d~ to lIlaJIurin8 being done in these )'CItI ool}\ in t~ 

)'CItI before 1900. . • 
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These records of yield in Poona tell of the very large 
yields which may be obtained. They tell also how essential 
it is for a plantation to get full attention and to be fully renewed. 
In. the present iQstance this renewal was not attended to, for 
in 1904 it was noted that .. the plantation is old and needs 
renewal." The result was a decline in yield, and a reduction 
in the number of cuttings. During the years from 1893 
to 1900 the average yield was 19,700 pounds or 8'8 tons of 
green fodder per acre-equivalent to slightly under four tons 
of dry fodder 'per acre. The average annual yield is thus a 
little below what would be expected for a single crop of SWldhia 
fodder. thou~h. of course, the crops cannot be compared 
purely on a basis of yield. In the following years (1902~ 1905) 
when the plantation was confessedly old and needed renewal. 
the average yield was only 12,750 or 51 tons of green fodder, 
equivalent to 2! tons of dry fodder per acre. The yield of 
an old plantation may go down as low as 4,100 pounds of 
green fodder per acre. The urgent necessity of the frequent 
renewal of a guinea grass plantation could not be better 
illustrated than by these figures, especially as they are 
confirmed by experience at Surat to be given later. 

When a guinea grass plantation is commenced at the 
beginning of June, the yield in the first year is small, that at 
Poona, for instance, in 1906~07 yielding 4,323 pounds of green 
fodder per acre before the following March.* 

SURAT. 

At Surat, on somewhat deep black soil, and with a rather 
brackish irrigation water, our experience has not been as long 
as at Poona, but the results are as follows :-

1898-99 
1899.1900 

N A i-13 

Year. 

• Poona Dairy Fann Report. 1908.()9. 

rOY"'''''''''' v .... ". 
acre. acre. ,acre. 

lb.. Ro. \ Rs. 
• • 28.580 172 190 
.. 29.549 116 197 
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, I 
ri

l 
ield per, COlt per Value per 
acre. I acre·. acre. 

, 
Year. 

------------. ---------------' r-:-
Jbe. ,RI. RI. 

I 
19{){)"()1 .• 42.594 I 170 211 
1901"()Z •• 22.802 iNo recor 114 
190M3 •• 29.341 I I7S 147 
1903"()4 .. 25.835 I 176 172 
1904-05 •• 13.972\ 167 93 
I90S-06 •• 118.613 194 124 
1906-07 •• 13,484 IJ3 90 

Here, we get a clear illustration of the deterioration of 
a plantation which does not receiye frequent renewal and full 
quantities of manure. In 1903 the plantation was reported to 
be choked with dry stumps, and thereafter it deteriorated 
rapidly, till in 1907 it was abandoned as unprofitable. 

It was, however, planted again in 1912. and yielded. in 
heavy soil, 17,274 and 15.869 pounds per acre of green fodder 
in two successive years. 

Experience elsewhere in Western India where records 
are obtainable has been shorter. but may be indicated as a 
guide in the various districts. At Dhulia* (West Khandesh) 
guinea grass planted under trees gave 11.000 pounds of green 
fodder per acre in the year of planting-an exceedingly good 
result-and 30,620 pounds in the following year. This is 
in one of the typical black soil districts of the Deccan. 

On light sandy land at Gokakt it was equally successful. 
and gave six cuttings in the first year and the same number in 
the second. This took place in spite of the land being 
somewhat salt (karal). and the soil having to be mixed with 
nala~silt before it would grow any crop. At Ratnagirit. as 
already stated. where the rainfall is much heavier. it 
has been so far exceedingly luxuriant though it is 

• Report,. Dhul •• Agricultural Station, 1912-13. 
t Report. Cohlc Agricultural Statio ... 1912-J3 and 1913-14. 
t Report Ratnaairi Agricultural Station, 1913-14. 
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still a que;tion whether it will stand the heavy rainfall of the 
monsoon there. In Sind§ it is very successful indeed. 

As far as our experience goes, in fact, there seems no 
part of Western India in which guinea grass will not grow and 
grow luxuriantly, and for its own purposes, it is one of our 
most valuable fodder resources. 

Feeding Value. 

Except when allowed to go to seed, guinea grass makes 
an exceedingly valuable and nutritious, fodder. Analyses 
by Leather~ have given the following results. The first two 
samples given were obtained from Poona and analysed in 
the fresh condition: the third is an average of many examina~ 
tions of the dried grass, and the analysis is given on a basis 
of ten per cent. of water. ' 

,. 

1 
. 

2 3 
Fresh Fresh Dried 
grass grass grass 

(Poona), (Poona) , (Aver-
age), 

-- --
p, c, p, c, p, c, 

Water " " " 63'4 71'5 10'0 
Ether Extract (oil. etc,) .. " " O'S 1'0 2'6 

IIAlbuminoids {Proteid nitrogen x 61) " " 1'9 2'6 6'2 
Soluble Carbohydrates, &c, " " 19'4 13'7 45'S 
Fibre " " " S'S 5"7 20'1 
Ash " " " 5"7 5'3 15'4 

Total" 100'00 100'00 100'00 

liT ot.1 nitrogen " " , " 0'41 '53 1'3 
P.roteid nitrogen " " .' 0'30 '42 1'0 

It is thus an exceedingly fine fodder for all descriptions 
of farm animals, and experience in Western India has ~onfirm~ 
ed the result of analysis. For horses it has. been used for r.nany 

§ Report, Mirpurkhas Agricultural Station, 1913-14, 

'U Le.ther. Agricultural Ledger No. 10 of 1901 and No.7 of 1903. 
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years on the military grass farms and remount dept~s. .. At 
the remou~t farm, Ahmednagar, the young horse stock are 
regularly fed with it. The daily ration increases with age, 
twenty-five pounds chaffed with dry food being the daily 
allowance. "* It is very much liked by horses of aU ages. 
For dairy cattle it is equally good, t and has been fed to them 
for many years at Poona with success. The same has been 
the case elsewhere, and in Porto Rico it is stated that .. it is 
the best adapted as a pasture for cows, the fat content averag
ing considerably higher for cows so fed."~ It can be fed 
up to forty pounds per day per h'ld to dairy tattle with ad..; 
vantage.* For working cattle it is regularly used in many 
parts of the country, and at Saidapet it was used for ewes 
and lambs with success. 

In India the crop has been hitherto almost entirely cut 
and fed green. At Saidapet a well established plantation was, 
however, grazea with success, and abroad this is often done.~ 
But it must not be grazed too closely, or it will not recover 
quickly. The principal advantage as a fodder is that it secures 
a supply of green fodder during the dry parts of the year from 
areas which would otherwise be largely waste (such as places 
under shade, or the banks of irrigation channels), and at this 
time the green soiling system is by far' the most applicable. 

During the raips, however, when there is abundance 
of green fodder, and when it grows luxuriantly it can be used 
to make very good silage, and for this purpose it is as good as 
any grass we have. After the rains are over, say from the third 
or fourth cutting from the commencement of the season in 
June, it can be made into fairly good hay without any difficulty, 
provided the weather is favourable. As the season proceeds, 
there is less and less danger of any difficwlty through rain. 

• Mollioon-loc, cit. 

t .. For young bone .tock and dairy cattle it ~cannot be .urpaued" (Molliean). 

~ Lu~JoumaJ. Indust. and F.Jlgin, Chem., VoL VI (19\4). 
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a.nd several crops of hay may easily be obtained if the grass 
is not needed as green fodder. 

VI~I.-other Gramineous Fodder Crops. 

The crops'so far dealt with,-the various types of iowar, 
maize, the millets, and others, represent either the best gra
mineous annual fodder crops, in Western India for' general 
use which are kno.wn at present, or crops like guinea grass 
which have a certain definite position in the economic fodder 
supply of the country. There are a number of others which 
are or have been grown ~pecifically as fodder crops. Some 
of these have advantages under special circumstances, either 
of soil, of' climate, . or of adaptability to special circumstances : 
others have been introduced in the hope of their filling a need, 
and have proved a failure : others again are only in the first 
stage of e~perimental introduction. We will review these. 
and indicate such of them as appear to suit various conditions 
or circumstances. 

TEOSINTE. 

A grass of which much has been expected and which 
under favourable circumstances yields a large amount of 
fodder is teosinte-Eucheaena mexicana or Reana luxurians. 
This is a coarse annual grass, growing from eight to twelve feet 
high, with many stems originating from one root., It originates 
probably from Central America. It is essentially a tropical 
grass, and the least frost spoils it entirely. The large crops 
which it gives on rich soil and the fact that cattle eat it freely 
has made it one of the plants most frequently experimented 
with as a fodder crop. Piper* quotes yields of green fodder 
which have been obtained in various parts of the United States 
which vary from nine tons per acre in New Jersey to fifty 
tons in Louisiana. In spite of all this, its cultivation is decreas
ing in America, and this is ~uggested by Piper to he due to 

• Forage Plants, page 304. 
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the fact that it needs rich soils, that on soils of moderate fer .. 
tility it does not yield as well as sorghum (jowar), and that the 
seed cost is high. 

Experience el~ewhere seems to indicate that it has ul .. 
timately only really proved successful in damp~ warm regions 
of high humidity, and large rainfall. In the West Indies 
(Dominiea}t it gave, for example, twelve tons of green fodder 
per acre, and is considered as suitable for poor sandy soil there. 
In the Philippines it has given as much as 27' 67 tons of green 
fodder per acre in 141 days.t I have myself seen it yield 
very high returns of green fodder iq the Assam Valley. But 
in drier climates, with less rainfall, even when irrigation 
is available, it has been a disappointment .• In Rhodesia§ 
it is considered as .. not satisfactory." In Arizonall it is 
not a success in dry farming, and so on. Its water require
ments, per pound of dry matter produced, are, however, 
only slightly higher than those of maize.~ 

Experimen~s in Western India fully confirm this position. 
Teosinte was at one time considered as very promising and 
gave when grown in Poona as a rains crop, the following 
yields in several years following 1893:-

Year. 

---------------------

YieldJ

j 
fodder Coot per 

per acre. acre • •• 
Value per 

acrett 

1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 

u.. Ro. a. p.:Ro ... p. 
. . 9.444 54 0 Oi 85 0 0 
" 15.204 28 0 ~I JJ5 0 0 
.. 6.690 18 0 ~i 37 0 0 
.. 2.208 12 0 i 22 0 Ott 

t Dominica Botanical Station Report, 1908-09. 
t Phillippine Agricultural Review. Vol. II (1909). page 24. 
§ Hampton-Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. Vol. VIlI (1911). 
II Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Report, 1912. 
'll Briggs and Shantz-Journal. Agricultural Research. Vol. III (1914) • 
•• 21 pounds of green fodder are talren as giving I part of dry fodder. 
U T ~inte fod~ at lint commanded the lame price on the market as nilVtI: .fter 1895 

.t was pnced 20 per cent. cheaper. • 

U On light land. 
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These yields might be considered to be at least fair, giving 
(even including 1896 on light land) an average crop of 5! 
tons of dry fodder to the acre. But during the time when the 
experiments were going on other unfavourable characters 
of the crop as a fodder had presented themselves, so much so 
that in 1896 MoIIison* stated that the crop" may be dismissed 
as of no economic value in the Deccan." In this connection, 
it may be well to reproduce the remarks made after each year 
that he was growing the crop by this high authority, as they 
illustrate the fact that his opinion was getting steadily worse. 

After the 1893 season Mollison remarked" The stalks are 
tall but coarse and fibrous. The leaves are also coarse, but 
are liked by cattle. The plant tillers freely. The seed should 
be sown by dropping it by hand into every second furrow made 
by a plough: the plough, in making the next furrow, covers 
the seed. five pounds of seed per acre are sufficient. " 
.. The seedlings should be singled to fifteen inches apart. 
On heavily manured land the crop is ready to cut in 85 days. 
If a long stubble is left, Reana shoots up vigorously a second 
time, and yields a second cut in seven weeks. Subsequently 
the shoots are less vigorous, and the crop fails to produce 
profitable cuts." In the following year it was noted that 
the crop was sown on June 30th, thinned on July 20th, cut 
at the end' of September, and again a small cut was obtained 
at the efld of October. anQ. the following r~marks were made . 
.. It grew slowly and had to be handweeded: after singling 
it grew rapidly. If the seed is dibbled. two to four pounds 
per acre will be enough. It took three months to flower. 
while other fodder flowered in 48 days. It has very great root 
development, and appeared an exhausting crop." After 
1895 Mollison simply noted that it was very coarse. It ger
minated very unevenly, but improved much d~ring heavy 
rain in October. In the following year the vagaries of the 
crop. the coarseness of the fodder. and the slowness of its 

·Poona Farm Reports. 1893 to 1896. 
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growth as compared with other available fodders led Mollison. 
as already stated, to dismiss it as of no economic value in the 
Deccan. 

Attempts have recently been made at Poona to see whether 
this opinion of Mollison was really justified. The results 
have led to the same conclusion, and the additional objection 
has been noted that" milch cattle drop in the milk yi~ld when 
this fodder is substituted for maize. "t Thus from every 
point of view, as a fodder crop in Western India teosipte is 
to be condemned. It yields less freely than iowar and maize
and the crop is obtained more slowly and is a coarser fodder. 
Its fodder is liable to influence t~ milk yield of cows,-and 
beyond this it is a somewhat doubtful crop. This is in 
Western India; nothing of this necessarily applied to teosinte 
as a fodder crop in a moist warm, rainy locality, where indeed 
it may be very valuable.t 

If grown in Western India, however, the method suggest .. 
ed by Mollison is probably the best. The seed should either 
be sown in the alternate plough furrows, and the resulting 
crop thinned after a month, using from ten to fifteen pounds 
of seed per acre,-or it should be dibbled in rows at fifteen 
inches apart both in the rows and between the plants when 
only three to four pounds of seed per acre will be needed. 
Piper recommends planting in hills four to five feet apart, 
or in rows at the same distance. It should be irrigated, if 
necessary, and will not stand drought. If grown as a monsoon 
crop it will be ready to cut three months after seeding, and 
a second crop can be obtained (usually with irrigation) from 
four to seven weeks later. It is not worth while keeping it 
for the small third and fourth crops which it will yield. 

The fodder is coarse, and in my experience has always 
been fed green. It has never here been made into either hay 
or silage. I have never analysed a sample of the fodder, but 

t POOM Agricultural College farm Report. 1913-14. 
Grown an d,luted lewage at Poona in 1919. IOWII at the end of May it gave 

24.160 Jbs. green fodder per acre in three months .• At other IeaIODI it waa leu lucceufu/. 
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in Australia the following figures have been obtained for the 
green crop completely dried.* 

Ether extract (oil. etc.) .. 
Proteids 
Digestible fibre 
Nitrogen~free extract 
Woody fibre 
Ash 

1'39 
7'2] 

42'55 
11'20 
27'67 
7'03 

Its nutritive value was found to be about 83 per cent. of 
that of sorghum Uowar) fodder. 

ANDROPOGON HALEPENSIS. t 
This crop. also known as Sorghum halepense. in America 

as Johnson grass. and in Northern India as baru, is really 
a native of Southern Asia. and possibly of India. It is so 
like iowar that it has been taken by many to be a perennial 
variety of that crop. and they have considered that iowar 
had possibly been derived from it under cultivation. The 
latest opinion, however, is that the two must be regarded as 
distinct species.~ but the very fact that the dis~ussion has 
arisen shows how very similar this plant is to our ordinary 
cultivated iowar. 

In the early days of agricultural experiment in Bombay, 
the plant was introduced as a promising fodder crop, and at 
first seemed likely to be very useful. At once, the advantage 
of its being a perennial, giving a series of'cuttings, without any 

* See Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. Vol. XXI (1910). page 118. 
t There has been a good deal of confusion about the name applied to this grass. In some 

Indian publications, and in some from the West Indies also. it is called .. Sudan grass." Now 
this latter name is used in tbe United States (where the name was first used) for an annual grass 
which is very different in all its cultural characters, and with which I shall deal bel6w (see page 
125). I tbink it will be wise not to use the name" Sudan grass" for Andropogon halepensis any 
more here. It i. certain to cause confusion and if the vernacular name bam or the American 
name "Johnson grass" is applied. there can be no question as to what is meant. I shall do 
tbia in the present article. 

S Piper-Proceedings of the Biological Society. Washmgton, Vol. XXVIII. p: 2S (1915). 
iliA 7-14 
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sowing, was realised,-and as the yield in the first year was very 
good, it seemed that it was likely to have a future in Western 
India. It was introduced into Poona from the military grass 
farm at Allahabad, was sown in July, and cut in August. 
yielding 4.720 pounds of green fodder per acre in one cut. 
It was noted as growing vi gorously in the early monsoon in 
Poona. In the following year it grew well so long a~ the rain 
continued. but a drought in August and September com
pletely stopped its gr~wth.-while a plague of rats found 
the underground perennial stems a favourite food. 

In 1898 the results found e~erywhere where this plant 
has been cultivated as a fodder crop began to be apparent. 
It teAded to form a matted mass of underground roots, and 
once these were formed further growth almost entirely ceased, 
and the grass ceased to flourish. It was hence necessary at 
this stage to take it out and replant-but when the attempt was 
made to do so, it was found to be very costly to get rid of in 
order that it might be replanted. If this had to be done so 
soon in the life of the grass, too, its advantages largely 
disappeared,-as bigger yields of fodder could be obtained 
from other crops. 

By 1900. its eradication rather than its cultivation had 
become the question, and it was noted as being as difficult 
to get rid of as kunda (Sacclw.rwn sponianeum). one of the terrors 
of the Deccan cultivator in arable land. It had ceased to 
yield heavy crops,-and it could hardly be eradicated! By 
the follOWing year it had been cleared out, and on the Poona 
farm there has been no question of planting it again since. 
Mollison (190 I) does not mention it as a fodder crop for 
Western India at all. t 

• The qu~tion of the eradication of John$On er- had been • YerJ ..,nOWl problem in lOme 
parts of the ynIled States. and is dealt with by Cates and Spillman in Farmer. Bulletm No. 7:J9 
(l90n. !his is har~ly t~ p~ to deal wi~h its eradicallon. but J may note that lhey reamunend 
dose cutting ,or grazing m land mfested WIth the grillS. and after Ihi, has been done fot • ",bole 
year. ploughmg the land shallow. succeeded by intelligent and efficient cultivalion. 

t Text Book of Indian Agriculture. Vol. III. 
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While this is our experience in Western India, it is fair 
to note that the military graSs farms have maintained the crop 
in. various parts of the country, and speak highly of it as a 
fodder for horses, and state that it continues to give good 
yields. Cultivated as they' grow, it, it is rather, however, 
in the nature of a meadow grass than a fodder crop properly 
so called. It is, however, being'recommended in the military 
dairy farms at the present moment for the special purpose of 
g\ving a permanent fodder supply on irregular ground such as 
the banks of rivers, or.tanks or similar places, where an annual 
crop is almost out of the question. In these places it yields 
well. at any rate at first, and gives good fodder. 

Experience in the United States has \>een very similar 
to ours. Piper* writes as follows. " The plant can scarcely 
be called a cultivated grass, as when once planted it is difficult 
to eradicate and therefore it is rarely grown intentionally. 
Indeed, in regions where it does not occur, great care is taken 
to keep it out. Where, however, it is established, it is abund
antly utilised both for hay and for pasture. On good soil two 
crops and sometimes three may be cut in one season. It 
quickly becomes • sod-bound, • and unless ploughed up 
every year, or at least every two years, the yield becomes 
very small." 

One objection to the use of this grass for faeding is the 
fact that, like iowar, it seems to be poisonous in its early stages, 
especially when vigorously growing plants are stunted by 
drought. or otherwise. The matter seems never to have been 
closely investigated in this case, but both in India and America 
occasional report have been made of injury from this cause. 
Duthie says that in Northern India various reports indicate 
its injurious effects on cattle if eaten when too young or when 
the plants are stunted by drought. t ' 

• Forage Plants. page 245. 
t Fodder Grasses of Northern India (1888). 
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I do not think that as a fodder crop in the ordinary sense, 
this grass has much future-or many advantages over other 
plants, except under the special conditions already suggeste,d. 
Even there it will require special methods of culture, and will 
need great care if it is not to spread and become a regular 
nuisance and an almost ineradicable pest over large areas. 

PASPALUM DILATATUM. 

One of the most extraordinary stories in the recent 
history of agriculture in India ~ the advocac~ of Pas~a~um 
dilatatum or Golden Crown grass as a means of avoldmg 
famine, and as a grass which would thrive under drought 
conditions when other grasses die. If the grass were all that 
has been claimed, it would be an exceedingly valuable 
introduction to the drier parts of India. It is, as we shall 
see, a very valuable grass, but is in no way specially suited 
for resisting drought. 

Paspalum dilatatum is a grass probably native to the south· 
ern part of the United States of America which was introduced 
from there into Australia by Mueller who did so much for 
the acclimatisation of valuable foreign plants in that country. 
This Ol1e was found particularly valuable in the northern 
parts of New South Wales. There, in a grazing region, it 
was found to thri;'e on poor soils, to give, if rain was ad~ 
quate, a rapid and continuous growth, and to provide a very 
rich and succule~t fodder. It was stated that" provided it 
can obtain enough moisture, it will grow anywhere ", even 
on poor sandy land, and with fairly deep soils it was found to 
withstand a moderate amount of drought when well established 
as a perennial grass. The country where it is grown in New 
South Wales has not to undergo a really serious drought, such 
as we have in Western India ~very year, except occasionally. 
When Australian and other writers speak of a drought 
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resisting plant* it must not be taken that what they say would 
mean i~ any sense that the plant would be able to endure 
the seven or eight months of practically c~mplete dryness 
with high temperature during a large portion of the time, 
which is the annual condition of things over the greater part 
of Western India. t 

Grown under its own conditions Paspalum dilatatum 
is ~ very valuable grass. It grows to a height of five feet with 
numerous leaves half an inch in width. It is almost ever~ 
green, being affected only by severe cold. Although its name 
suggests its growing in wet places, it flourishes in almost 
anf kind of soil, and improves under grazing and trampling. 
It grows from seeds or root cuttings, and when established, 
it lasts indefinitely, while it is not difficult to control if a change 
of crop is desirable. Though it will stand a fair amount of 
drought when' well~established on deep soils, it is perhaps 
more characterised by being able to stand much wet weather, 
as illustrated by its behaviour in Guam where it is stated to 
have done well on poorly drained soil during long periods 
of heavy rainfall.t 

This grass had been introduced into India between 
1890 and 1900 and had given good results in Tirhut, under 
conditions of soil and climate quite likely to suit it if it once 
became well established. In the anxiety resulting from the 
terrible famine of 1899 .. 1900, one of the most extensive and 

* See for example Potts-New South Wales Farmers' Bulletin No, 8 (1909). Orange 
River Colony Annual Report, Agricultural Department. 1908·09. Mundy--Rhodesia Agiicul. 
tural Journal. Vol. VIII (1910). 

t As an example of the kind of climate to which Australian writers refer when speaking of 
drought resisting conditions. the following averge rainfall for Richmond College are given. 
January 3.42 inches, February 2.65 inches. March 3.78 inches. April 2.55 inches.lYIay2.72 
inches. June 2.61 inches, July 2.33 inches, August 1.89 inches. September 2.10 inches. 
October 2.20 inches, November 2.33 inch~s. December 2.89 inches. Total 30.18 inches. 
This would seem a very different climate with rain far more evenly distributed than any we have 
i n Western India. 

~ Thompson-Annqa\ Report. Guam Agricultural Experiment Station, 1910, 
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ruinous we have ever had, there was great enquiry for drought 
resisting fodders which would make the country largely 
independent of a partial if not of a complete failure of rain. 
and an article praising this grass as a drought resister in the 
.. Melbourne Leader" (Victoria, Australia) was reprinted 
6rst in .. Indian Gardening and Planting" (Calcutta) and then 
by the Government of India in the Agricultur~l Ledger.· 
As a result enquiries were made from all over the parts of 
India liable to be affected with drought. a considerable amount 
of the seed was purchased at a high price and imported from 
Australia, and experiments were iaitiated with it on experi .. 
mental farms and elsewhere. 

It may be at once said that as a drought resisting fodder 
crop with us, it has totally failed. Where it has succeeded 
has been with irrigation or on good moisture--retaining soils 
with a rainfall above the average, t and under these conditions 
it has not shown itself possessed of qualities raising it seriously 
above some other fodder crops. It has, however. been felt 
that its use with us is as a drought resistant grass: if it has 
not this quality of drought resistance to the extent that we 
require, we have little more interest in it. 

Our experience in Western India, where it has been 
grown experimentally at Poona~ is what. perhaps. might 
have been expected. In 1902 when introduced it was found 
to grow well, to tiller splendidly. but to grow flat and not tall, 
and to suffer very much on the medium black soil of the Poona 
farm as soon as the long dry season became established. 
It. was saved alive by irrigation, and it was hoped that the 
acclimatised seed might show better results than that 
originally imported. The next year the same result was 
repeated. The grass only survived by means of irrigation, 

• Agricultural Ledger(I90I) No. I. 
t Central Provinces Bulletin No.7, Agricultural Department (1902). 
1 Poona farm Report, 1902 and 1903. 
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and it only gave two small cuttings in the rainy season. The 
new seed was a disappointment also. It behaved exactly 
like the original, needed the same amount .of irrigation, and 
the grass was totally ineffective as a drought resister. Similar 
experiments at Nadiad (Gujarat) on a deep light alluvial soil 
gave similar results.* Two cuttings were Qbtained from the 
grass in 1903, but the grass needed watering, and, if not 
irrigated, it dried up early in November while the ordinary 
grasses of the country were still green. It has grown very 
well under regular sewage irrigation at Karachi giving 16,000 
pounds of green fodder per cutting. 

Under the conditions of Western India, nearly all of which 
has annually, as already stated, six to seven months of practi
cally complete drought. Paspalum dilatatum has proved of 
no service. I t pays better to obtain a large crop of fodder 
during the xainy season by growing maize. jowar or some 
similar crop and preserve this by making it into silage. and to 
supplement this by growing a highly irrigated' grass 
like guinea grass in the dry season, rather than to grow a 
crop which likewise demands irrigation. but gives a consider
ably smaller yield of fodder than can be obtained in the way 
suggested. 

MAURITIUS WATER GRASS OR PARA GRASS. 

A very valuable 'perennial grass which serves very similar 
though not quite the same purpose as those served by guinea 
grass is Mauritius water grass or para grass (Panicum muticum 
or Panicum moUe or Panicum barbinode). This. which has 
become th~ principal fodder grass of many parts of Ceylon, 
of Mauritius, and of many of the West Indies. grows very well 
at least in Poona, and its cultivation is ~orth consid~ring for 
conditions for which it is particularly suit~d. It was intro
duced into Poona in 1894, and was planted on very damp, low 

'" Nadiad Farm Report. 1903. 
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lying, and somewhat waterlogged places in the Poona farm. 
It gave yields as follows :-

1894-95. 
1895-96 
1896-97 
1897-98 
1898-99 
1899-1900 
1900-01 
1901-02 

Yields. 

lbs. 
· .50,020 in four cuttings. 
· .37,860 in three cuttings., 
· .27,690 
· .26,807 
· .26,377 
· .24,528 
· .16,900* 
· .30,700 

Thus the average yield for eight years, in a position where 
most good grasses will not flourish, was over 30,000 pounds 
or nearly 13, tons of green fodder per annum. In spite of 
this very excellent yield, the grass was allowed to die out, and 
on its cultivation being recently resumed sets had to be reim .. 
ported from Ceylon. The new importation has already 
proved that the grass is worth further trial in Western India 
under the conditions for which it is suitable. The newly 
imported material, grown at the Agricultural College Farm, 
Poona, gave 16,640 lbs. per acre in two cuttings in 1918-19, 
and no less than 64,000 lbs. per acre in two cuttings in 
1919.20. 

The best account of its cultivation is that given by Tracy,t 
and this summarised is as follows. Para grass originally came 
from South America, whence it has spread to many tropical 
countries and has become a favourite fodder in the South 
United States. It is a rank growing perennial grass, spread
ing by surface runners, which are often thirty or more feet 
in length with roots at every joint. It is planted by division 
of these runners.' A piece containing two or three joints is 

• 1he ,yield this year is stated to have been .mall. owinl to want of late rai .... 
t United States, Department of Agriculture, F armen' Bulletin No. 300. 
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pushed down into freshly ploughed ground 'so a~ t6 leave the 
upper joint at or just below the surface. When sufficient 
of the seed runners are in hand, they should be planted about 
two feet apart. and as soon as these spread so as to cover the 
ground fairly well, the younger stems assume a more erect 
position and grow to from three to five feet high glving a 
heavy yield 'of grass. 

The condition suited to this grass is a dam~ situation, 
almost water~logged. It grows well on the margins of ponds 
or tanks, or on the banks of ditches, often reaching out into the 
water, where the latter is even three or four feet deep. It is 
stated to be very suitable for land liable to be overflowed 
with water, as it is not killed when covered with water even 
for mo;e than a month. Although it is said to make a fair 
growth on rather dry soil, it is essentially a crop for damp 
places, and il) Western India, in any but these, it will undoubt~ 
edly need heavy irrigation. Apparently if its demand for 
water is satisfied, it will grow on any soil. 

The grass gives. when liberally manured as described with 
guinea grass, a very heavy yield of somewhat coarse but sweet, 
tender, and nutritious fodder. The yields in Poona have 
been already given. These obtained elsewhere ar~ of the 
same order. Twelve tons per acre have been obtained in 
Texas for two cutttings, the grass being grazed after the 
second of these was taken. In Florida three or four cut~ 
tings are obtained annually, making in all from six to eight 
tons of hay, equal to 13 to 16 tons of green fodder per acre 
in each year. In dry places, on the other hand it i~ no use. 
In Texas where irrigation was not available. and where. 
though it rained ,every month. the annual rainfall was only 
20 to 25 inches. it gave no growth and quickly died out:* 

It grew well under irrigation. but ~as awkward to 'manage, 
owing to the thick mass of stems which quickly form on the 

* Hastings-United States Departmen~ of A¢culture. Bureau of PLmt Industry CircuL.r 
No. 106 (1913). 

N A 7-15 
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ground. With eight irrigations in the season, it gave over 
41 tons of green fodder per ac;re in Texas, * 

The fodder given by para grass is, as has been stated, coarse 
but sweet and nutritious. Analyses of the grass in the West 
Indies gave the following figurest for the green grass :-

Water 72'9 
Ether Extract (oil, etc.) 0'2 

Proteids (Nitrogen X 61) 1 '4 

Digestible Carbohydrates 13' 8 

Woody fibre 9'6 

Ash 2'1 

100'00 
It can be fed at any stage, and while with us it has been 

always used for cutting and feeding green, it has a very good 
reputation as a pasture grass. One authority says no other 
cultivated forage crop has been eaten with the same persist .. 
ence and regularity in all stages of-maturity as has this grass.t 
It is not injured by moderately heavy trampling or moder
ately dose grazing, though it will not stand very heavy tread .. 
ing of cattle or very dose grazing. There seems no record 
of its use for silage or for making hay. 

Para grass is ipjured and ruined by the least touch of 
frost, and thus its utility is limited to the part of India where 
frosts are not likely to occur. 

When it is desired to get rid of the grass, all that is re
qlllired is a very shallow ploughing followed by a thorough 
raking. As the runners are entirely on the surface of the 
ground the difficulties found in eradicating many of the peren
nial grasses do not occur in this case. 

• Hastings-{Jnited Stateal>epartment of Agriculture, B"fea" of Plant IndUItrJ Ci~f 
No. 106 (19\3). 

t W.tb-West Indian Bulletin, Vol. III (1903). 
; CIW'Q Agricultural Uperimenl StatioII Report. 1914. 
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While it must be considered that the experiments so far 
made in Western India do not justify the recommending of 
para or Mauritius water grass in all our conditions and in 
all our climates, there is evjdenc~ to show that in damp semi
waterlogged places, on the banks of canals. tanks, and ditches 
and in similar situations it does bid fair to be a grass producing 
heavy yields of good fodder and giving crops right through 
the year. 

RHODES GRASS.* 

This exceedingly valuable fodder crop which has very 
great analogies in method of growth with the para grass just 
described, originated from South Africa where it was introduc
ed into cultivation by the late Mr. Cecil Rhodes on his estate 
near Cape Town, and quickly became popular as a useful fodder 
grass. Here it was seen by emissaries from the United States 
and Australi~: and it was by them introduced into their own 
count~ies. It made more rapid progress in the latter country 
than in the former, but in both it has now become established 
as a very useful fodder in the parts of the country not subje~t 
to frost, and experiments made at Bangaldret indicate that 
it has quite probably a large field in Western India. It was 
stated on introduction to be capable of thriving well on inferior 
soils in regions of light rainfall and of resisting long periods 
of drought • 

.. There h .. been a lot of confusion,~ to the botanical identity of the grasslmown as Rhodell 
grass. It was originally introduced to America as Chloris virga/a, a grass which occurs very 
commonly in India, and i. a very ordinary pasture gr.... On this account Rhodes grass has offen 
been considered as not likely to be of much value. The cultivated grass is, however, <jJlite a 
different, though botanically a similar species. and it i. identical with Chloris gayana4 a grass 
origtnally obtained from South Africa. Dr. Bums and Mr. R. K. Bhide of the EconomiC Bota. 
nist's Department (Bomhay) have kindly described for me the botanical differences between 
Rhodes grass and Chloris virga/a growing under the conditions of Westeni India. These are 
as follows-

Rhodes grass (Chlo,is gayana) Chlo,is virga/a. 
3rd glume Sparingly hairy. awn short Very hairy. awn long. , 
5th glume Very shortly awned Reduced to a clavate body. 
6th glume Reduced to a clavate hody Non-existent. 
Spikes Long Short. 
Habit Robust and erect Weak and spreading. 
t My account of Indian experience with this grass is almost entirely derive:l from notes 

p~li.hed by Home and Draper on the experiments _, &ngaJvre (Army Headquarters India, 
November 1915), 
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The experiments at Bangalore justify the following state
ment of the methods of cultivation of the grass which have 
given successful results and the yields which may be expected. 

Rhodes grass appears to grow well on any kind of land 
except stiff clay, though it does best on light porous soils 
which do not form a hard crust after rain or irrigation. In 
heavier soils it is essential to keep the surface well c'ultivated 
and open. It has not been successful on black cotton soil. 
The land should be level and well bunded and should be well 
drained to prevent waterlogging, as this is fatal to the crop. 
If sown on sloping land it is not 1i~ely to do well after the first 
year on the upper parts, as the soit will be washed away from 
the roots. 

The land must be absolutely clean when Rhodes grass 
is sown. Other grasses; especially duh or hariali (CynoJon 
dactylon) will ruin the plantation by choking the seedlings 
before they are established. It seems wisest to plant Rhodes 
grass on land which has been previously under crops. The 
land should be ploughed deeply {six inches at least}, and a fine 
tilth obtained by harrowing. Usually a topdressing of old 
stable litter two inches thick may be put on and hoed in with 
much advantage, while heavy rich lands have benefitted by 
adding a dressing (two inches thick) of coarse sand. 

lE the crop is to be grown without irrigation, the .owing 
is done when the monsoon begins, and about ten pounds of 
seed seem to be needed per acre. The seed used was obtained 
from Australia, and has been of very variable character. Seve .. 
ral dther grasses (Panicum SlUlguinale, Panicum crw-galli, 
and Paspalwn dilatatwn}) have been received as Rhodes 
grass, and care must be taken that the right grass is sown. 
The seed is sown broadcast either after rain (when the land 
should be lightly harrowed before sowing), or when rain is 
expected. A lever or brush harrow should be passed over the 
land after sowing. The seedlings appear from seven to fifteen 
days after sowing, or after the first fall of rain. 
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When about three weeks old the seedlings will generally 
appear as a series of almost flat inclined shoots, branching 
out in an directions from the centre root. They ~row in this 
manner till 'a length of about nine inches has been reached 
and then throw out runners from the joints nearest the ground. 
These runners shoot out all around and keep parallel to the 
ground surface, and they root whenever a joint touches the 
ground. Before any large amount of upright growth occurs 
these runners will cover the soil, and so if thin seeding is 
adopted, a lo~ger period will elapse before substantial growth of 
fodder will take place. The runners will extend a long way, 
even up to ten feet having been measured, and they should 
be "trained to run in the direction of any bare patches which may 
have occurred.' All weeds and especially all other grasses like 
hariali should be carefully eradicated at this stage. 

When the erect shoots, which form the plant as establish~ 
ed in the ground, are grown up well and are in full flower, 
the first cutting can be taken. The grass should be cut with 
much care and a stubble of three or four inches left behind. 
This will leave all the runners behind. Home and Draper re~ 
mark here that on no 'account should the kurfJa be used 
for cutting the grass; if it is cut by hand the jhabau is the 
best country implement. 

After the first cutting the soils ~hould be opened up 
between the roots, weeds and other grasses removed, and any 
roots pulled up during cutting replanted. It is stated to be 
advisable to open up the soil after every cutting and to put a 
light top dressing of old stable litter in addition after the last 
cutting of the season before the hot weather, which can be 
worked into the soil when the latter is opened up. This will 
enable the plants to keep green in the absence of irrigation, 
and even to grow to a certain extent. ' 

If irrigation can be applied, the procedure recommended 
above can still be employed, but the crop can be sown at any 
time of the year except in the very cold weather. The land 
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is best divided for irrigation into plots twelve feet square. 
Under irrigation the mass of runners on the surface of the 
ground is not formed after the plant has germinated except 
on the edges of the plots. It will consequently reach a height 
of three feet in thirty-five to forty days, but will flower slowly, 
and in the case of the first growth should be cut before it 
flowers. This is best done by hand three inches from the 
ground. During this time one irrigation every ten days will 
be sufficient except on very porous soils. Too much water 
should not be given. and the application only made when the 
soil appears unduly dry. \ 

After every cutting the plots should be irrigated and soil 
should be loosened. and opened up. The new growth com
mences almost immediately after the first cutting. and reaches 
a height of from three and a half to four and a half feet in 
a month. and is heavier in the stem than the first, with many 
flowers. It should be cut in the flowering stage and never 
left longer. 

Ten cuttings have been obtained per annum, if manuring 
is liberal. This can be given in the form of sullage water 
(as at Bangalore) when this is available for irrigation, or, if not, 
a very light dressing of old farm yard manure or stable litter 
aher each cutting is a good thing. Fresh stable litter is 
not recommended .. 

The yield of Rhodes grass was very high during 1914 and 
1915 at Bangalore. and on the basis of experience there it is 
stated that the following yields may be expected:-

(1) From lands irrigated with sullage water and 
drainage from cattle stables. ten or eleven cuttings yield .. 
ing 2)8.000 pounds of green fodder per acre per annum. 

(2) From lands irrigated from wells seven or eight 
cutt~gs yielding )00.000 pounds of green fodder per 
acre per annum. 
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(3) From lands not irrigated, three or four cuttings 
yielding 41,500 pounds of green fodder per acre per 
annum. 

These results are only on the basis of experiments made 
between 1913 and 1915, and only time can show how far 
these yields can be maintained. 

The:following are the special points in this cultivation 
to which the Bangalore experiments eall attention:-

(1) It is wise to make sure by experiment on a small 
area whether the soil and climate are suitable, and also, 
if irrigation is available, what is the best time of the year 
to sow. It is suggested that in the latter case sowings 
be made every ten days throughout the year to ascertain 
the best season. 

(2) It is not wise to attempt to put Rhodes grass 
on old grass lands which are already giving fair yields. 
and it is really only recommended for trial on lands 
which it is desired to put newly under' grass. 

The growth of the crop from seed has beeQ described. 
but it can equally well be put out by planting small rooted 
shoots on irrigated land or in the rains. Small bunches of 
eight or ten young shoots each are cut, with the roots from the 
sides of old tufts, and the tips are trimmed off leaving the 
cuttings about eight inches long. These are planted out in 
the ground one foot apart. and will quickly take root, and 
throw out runners until the whole area is covered. This 
method is slower than that from seed, but is more certain. 
and can well be used to fill in gaps in a field of Rhodes grass. 

So far as unirrigated Rhodes grass is concerned, the con .. 
ditions of Bangalore are by no means so severe as those of the 
greater part of Western India. The average rainfall in 
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Bangalore and in three or four centres of Western India is as 
follows ~ 

-~ ~- - - ---

lIangalort, Poona, Ahmedna.' Bel Ahmeda. 
gaum, !;ad, IU, 

-
int, int. in •. in., in~. 

January " " 
0'2 0'1 0'1 0'1 

'0'1 F.'oruary ,. " 
0'1 0'1 

'0'4 I 0'6 0'1 0'1 M.rrh ' I " 
AI-ril 1'3 0'7 0'3 1'7 .. 

5'0 1'4 O'S 2'6 '0'3 M.v .. 
June .. .. 3'2 5'2 4'6 8'4 3'8 
Julv .. 4'0 7.'6 3'2 15'7 12'5 
AUI/"st .. .. 5'9 3\7 3'0 8'9 7'6 
September .. 6'3 ';'0 7'0 4'8 4'3 
Odooer .. 6'4 4'3 2'9 5'0 0'4 
NQl'ember .. .. 1'9 0'9 0'8 1'4 0'4 
December " "i 1'7 0'3 0'6 (1'3 .. 

Total .. I 35'6 29'3 23'5 49'3 29'1 

Whether Rhodes grass is likely to be suitable as an uri. 
irrigated crop with us is therefore very doubtful. and the 
further north we go the greater is the doubt: The experience 
at the Dharwar experimental station confirms this doubt. 
for there on land which was selected because it retains much 
moisture in the cold weather. the grass never grew well except 
in the rains. In the Tabi season only a very small cutting was 
obtained in December and January.· On the other hand. 
if irrigation is used .. there seems no reason to suppose that it 
will not do well wherever there is suitable soil. and it is well 
worth serious experiment. How far the yield of the grass 
will be maintained is still a moot question even in Bangalore. 
but apart from this and the possibility of frost in the more 
northerly parts of the Bombay Presidency. there seems con .. 
siderable prospect of its being a very valuable addition to our 
fodder resources. filling a place similar to that occupied by 
guinea grass. and that might be also taken by para or Mau. 
ritius water grass. 

• Dharwar Agrindt-ual SraLiOD Report. 1918.19, 
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The grass is a very nutritious one. "Horses and cattle 
eat it with relish, and the grass, though its stems are succulent 
does not contain an unduly large proportion of moisture even 
during the rainy season or when grown on irrigated land. "* 
In the West Indies it is considered as a grass to improve poor 
animalst and in Australia, it is looked upon as more nutritious 
than Paspalum dilatatum being richer in proteids and poorer 
in .fibre. Its composition varies very much at different 
stagest and at a stage when suitable for cutting is shown in 
the following imlyses, the grass being air dried before anlysis. 
The first two are samples from Hawaii,§ the third is a sample 
from Bangalore done in my laboratory. 

__________________ J s~~i!~, s~;~:, 
.' 

Water " ,. 
Ether Extract (i •••• fat. etc.) 
Proteid. •• 
Digestible Carbohydrates 
Woody fibre .. 
Ash 

p. c, p, c, p, c, 

., 11'7 9'8 5'4 
. 2'3 1'4 1'0 

•• 1 6'1 7'3 3'5 
• 1 42'5 44'7 44'9 
", 30'2 29'2 37'7 

'IIOO~~: 100~~: 100~~: 
The Bangalore sample is thus distinctly the most fibrous. 

The grass has only been grown in India so far for feeding 
green. It is said, however, to make excellent hay if cut in 
flower. If cut later, it is too coarse and' fibrous to make good 
hay. In any case, the curing of the hay requirf,!s much care. 
If not cured enough it easily becomes mouldy; if too much 
it becomes dry and fibrous.~ I have no evidence at present 
as to its suitability for silage. 
------------------------------------------------

• Home and Draper-loc cit, 
t Agricultural News of West Indies. Vol. XIII (1914). 
~ S •• Agricultural Gazette. New South Wales. Vol. XXI (J 910). 
§ :J"hompson-Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station Report (1903). 
~ Hungerford-Phillippine Agricultural Review. Vol. V (1912). 

N A 7-16 
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IX.-Suggested Gramineous Fodder Crops. 

In the present section I propose to speak of two or three 
grasses which have been suggested for introduction in Western 
India. as they have filled a real need in climates and conditions 
which are not widely different from those existing here. In 
doing so. I can only indicate the success they have, had else .. 
where. and the place they may possibily fill with us. Expe .. 
riment can only decide how far such anticipations are justified. 

RED TEFF GRASS. 
A grass which has recently been strongly recommended 

as likely to be useful in the drier districts of India is red teff 
(ETagTosiis ahyssinica). Originally coming from Abyssinia. 
it was imported about twenty to thirty years ago into a number 
of other countries and notably into South Africa and India. 

Experiments in India were not carried out very widely, 
and interest in it died out. But in the meantime the Raja 
of Jashpore grew it. and he reported that" the straw or grass 
is 4 to 41 feet in length and smells sweet". * At the Saharan .. 
pur Gardens, t it was considered a failure as a good grain 
but a success as a fodder. It yielded, when sown in July 
and cut in August, a crop of 16,000 pounds of green matter 
per acre, giving h@y of very good quality, being preferred to 
JOUJaT straw (kadhi) by bullocks. It was ~uggested that it 
was likely" to become the rye grass of India." Interest 
in it, however. soon died out. esp~cially as some seed introduc .. 
ed as a drought,resisting grain crop for relieving famine seems 
to have been an inferior sort totally useless for the purpose.t 

As a result no further experiments with this grass were 
done for many years. Interest in it has recently revived. and 

• Agricultural Horti-Society of India. Poceedings. 1888. Quoted Ly Da.,. Kew B.dletin. 
1913. 

t Gollan-Salwanpur Carden &port, 1888. 
• Davy-Kcw Bulletin.t9l3. 
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Prain in July 1915 stated that he considered it possibly suitable 
for areas in the South Western Punjab, Rajputana, Central 
India, Hyderabad and Mysore. As the climate of much 
of Western India does not differ wiedly from that of some of 
the places named, it would possibly al~o do well in the area 
of which we are treating. During the last few years experi~ 
ments have been made with it at Cawnpore* which give us 
more than inference in considering its possibilities in India. 

At Cawnpore the variety known as .. T eff tseddia " was 
sown on December 5th, and 25th, and on March 1 st. That 
from the first sowing gave 11,410 pounds per acre of green 
matter in two cuttings, the first cutting (8,560 pounds) being 
taken in Hower on March 17th, the second (2,850 pounds) 
when seed had set on May 23rd. The seed sown on December 
25th gave three cuttings with a total yield of 12,732 pounds 
per acre of green fodder: the first cutting ( 7,722 pounds) 
was taken on April 12th after the seed has set, the second 
( 2,855 pounds) on May 15th, and the third (2,155 pounds) 
on June 25th. The plants put in on March 1 st only gave 
6,171 pounds per acre in two cuttings: the first (4,004 pounds) 
was on May 9th, the second (2,167 pounds) on June 23rd. 
Of course this was grown uhder irrigation in each case. In 
Jhe following year, sown in November, it yielded 14,360 pounds 
of green fodder per acre with six waterings and three cuttings, 
the bulk of the yield being given by the first cutting in March. 
Sown in March it was again a failure, it gave no cutting before 
the rains, and a very little after; sown in July it yielded so little 
as to be unworthy of consideration. 

Another variety .. T eff hagaiz" grows more slo~ly and 
in the rains ; the yield was small and as a crop it is not worthy 
of consideration. 

Those experiments would seem to indicate that in the 
United Provinces if teff grass is used it is only likely to succeed 

• r.awnpore Agricultural Station Report, 1914 and 1915. 
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(1) as an irrigated cold weather fodder crop. (2) if the rapidly 
growing varieties" Teff fseddia" are grown. Under these 
circumstances it gives about five tons per acre of good green 
fodder, which is readily eaten by horses and cattle, and which, 
cures well for hay. 

Beyu:1d this there is no Indian experience, and I must 
quote that obtained in South Africa, chiefly from the work 
of Davy. He describes it as an annual grass of Abyssinia. 
leafy and good in quality, two to four feet high with much 
seed. It is said to grow rapidly in South Africa, maturing in 
seven to eight weeks ,from sowing, and if cut before the seed 
develops, to give a second crop. The seedlings are not affect
ed by extreme heat. Stock eat it readily both green and 
as hay. 

The purpose which teff may fill in Western India, as 
already suggested by the result of the Cawnpore experiments, 
is as a cold weather fodder grown under irrigation. It would 
be sown broadcast in the way already described.for the millets, 
in November or December, and would be cut for direct feed~ 
ing. It is not likely to pay to grow it for hay or silage. It 
requires seven pounds of seed per acre. It is important that 
the rapid growing .. tel! tseddia" be obtained, as some of 
the other varieties sold ate quite useless under {lur conditions. 
Such seed can be now obtained in quantity from the Agri~ 
cultural Supply Association, Ltd., Johannesburg, South Africa, 
at about Rs. 20 per 100 pounds. It will cost a little over Rs. 
1-4-0 per acre for seed at the rate above given. 

The air dried grass grown in South Africa and at Cawn
pore gave the following figures on anlysis:-* 

\ 
Sout:::~:~J Cawn. 
(I) I (2) I pore, 

-~-----------\Per cent.\pe, c;n-;iIPe~:; 
l'vI()lsture " , ,. 8'88 9 16 6'95 
Ether Exttaot (oil, etc,) .. I 1'21 1'07 2'01 

• Ingle-Transvaal Department of Agriclilturc, Annual Report 1906.07 and Cawnpore 
AgrIcultural Station Repott, 1914. 
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STATEMENT-continued. 

i_South Afr,ca _I Cawnrore. 

(I) (2) I 

____ I I 

I~r cent Per cent IPer cent -
Protelds • 
DI~estible Carbohydrates 
Woody fihre 
Ash 

, 621 4 72 4'06 
39'08 42 71 51 43 

I 39'07 35'63 29'35 
5'35. 6'71 6'20 
I~I---
I JOO'()() 1'100'00 1 100 00 

Though these analyses show a good nutritious fodder much 
like oat hay I confess I cannot see much future for teff under 
our conditions. It would seem that as a cold weather fodder 
crop grown under irrigation, better yields can be obtained with 
maize or shalu jowar and equally quickly, white if a hner 
fodder is wanted teff seems to have little advantage over 
oats as a fodder crop, It is, however, worthy of further test~ 
ing in view of the high claims made for it in South Africa. 

SUDAN GRASS.* 

Sudan grass, which has only been recently introduced 
into this country may prove to be a fodder crop of considerable 
value in Western India. As its cultivation is as yet quite in 
the experimental stage, I shall have very largely to rely on 
experience elsewhere in the description given, but the results 
50 far obtained here are encouraging. 

In the United States, where it was introduced in 1909 
from Egypt, it is siJ,id to be likely to fill a long felt want for a 
hay grass for the south. and probably to replace millets large~ 

* As has ~ady been stated when consIdering Andropogon halepensls or baru there has 
been a good. deal of confusion in the nammg of these grasses m IndIa and sometimes else
where. and the name" Sudan grass" has been applIed to that grass, ThIS IS unwISe and 
only leads to canlusHm, The name •• Sudan grass" was int<oduccd by the Americans In 

1909 to descnbe an annual grass 01 which descriptIon IS here gIven, which III agricultural 
h.blts IS totally dlflerent from AnJ,apogon h,/epense, and I thmk thiS IS the use which ought to 
be momtamed. The grass here descnbed. genuine Sudan grass. has hardly been cultivated 
here at all to my knowledge except m the smallest of expenments. 
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Iy as a catch crop in the Central and Eastern States. While 
it does not do well in places with high altitude. or where the 
nights are cool. there seems to be a place for it also in irrigation 
regions as a fodder to mix with lucerne.* 

Sudan grasst is a taU annual grass growing from six to 
ten feet high when widely spaced, but four to five feet high 
when grown thickly. The stems are fine. rarely thicker than 
a lead pencil. There is abundant tillering when it is thickly 
sown, but it forms no rootstocks and hence never tends to 
become a weed. The stems are leafy but erect. and seldom 
lodge. The gl ass is sweet, althoukh the percentage of sugar 
is low.- The seed head of the grass is a long loose open panicle 
from six to eighteen inches long.. It is adapted to the same 
conditions as the jowars. but will grow with a lower tempera· 
ture. and under similar conditions it ripens earlier than 
any of them. It is as drought resistant as iowars. but will 
grow in wetter climates than these latter. though in wet con· 
ditions it is apt to become coarse.t 

The crop is sown broadcast. drilled in close rows (say 
nine inches apart) or grown in rows widely spaced which are 
cultivated between. The broadcasting or close drilling 
methods are the best, as otherwise the fodder is likely to be 
coarse. Thirty pounds of seed per acre are required in this 
method of sowing.~ 

Sudan grass gives a large crop of hay in a short time, and 
hence would replace several of the millets for this purpose, 
and some of the quick growing fodder iowars. It gives. how. 
ever, better hay than the millets, and is cured with equal 
ease. It can be cut twice. thrice or even four times under 
conditions similar to ours, if the soil moisture is sufficient or 

• U .. A. Farm~n' Bulletin No. 60S. 
t In this description I quote largely from Piper.F orage Planls. 
t PIUIlippine Agricultural Review. Vol. IV 1911). palll! 394. 
§ If it is to he grown for producing teed. much wider spacing in cultivated rows d of 

coune necessary. 
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if irrigation is given. I t has been found to give from three 
to four tons of hay per annum under favourable conditions 
where three or four ·cuttings are possible. It can be grown 
in mixture with leguminous fodders (chavli or val). 

The seed is not shaped like jowar. but more like barley 
and about one~third the length. and is very similar to that of 
bam (Andropogon halepensis) from which it can be only 
distinguished with difficulty. * 

ELEPHANT GRASS. 

There is one other grass which. though experiments 
have only recently been made in India with it. seems to possess 
decided possibilities as a fodder crop. namely Elephant grass 
or Napier's Fodder (Pennisefum purpurem). which has recently 
leapt into prominence in Rhodesia. South Africa. as a drought 
resisting grass:t It attracted attention in the first instance 
by the way in which it remained green when other grasses 
became brown. and by the way in which it is relished by stock. 
It is a common grass in South Central Africa. but has only 
recently been cultivated as a special fodder crop. 

It is planted not by seed but by cultivation of roots. or 
by cuttings, or by rooted slips. The last gives probably the 
best results. These rooted slips are planted singly rn rows. 
four feet apart. and with three feet between the plants. If 
cuttings are used. they should be taken from mature plants. 
each being 18 to 24 inches long. planted slantwise with two~ 
thirds below the ground. In any case it is said that alternate 
rows of plants can be removed after two or three years. 

This crop is said to show remarkable resistance to drought 
and frost. but responds readily to irrigation. If water is 
liable at any time to lie. it is not suitable ; and under, these 
conditions. in South Africa it is considered that it can best 

• This dilliculty of distinguishing the seed is probably the source of the ~nfw;ion iq 
these grasses to which I have previously referred. 

t Rhodeaifi Agri~tural JOllrnal. Vol. X (1913). Nos. 3 and 6, 
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be replaced by Paspalwn. On dry situations, with red or 
sandy soil, or in cold localities it does very well indeed. 

As an 'example of what it can do, in Rhodesia it was planted 
in March 1911, and was cut down in August of the same year 
to provide cuttings for further planting. [t gave the first 
cutting of 1912 in February, and then gave crops on March 
30, May 30, and June 30.* At the first and second cuttings 
it was four feet high, and the third and fourth it was 2% feet 
high. This was in a year when there was no rain after the 
end of April, and the total rainfall was 21 inches. [n 1913 
it was cut twice when the plants \were from six to seven feet 
high, with no sign of flowering. At each cutting from twelve 
to fifteen tons of green fodder per acre were produced. In 
Poona, at the Agricultural College farm under .irrigation, it 
gave in 1918-19, 28.000lbs. per acre in three cuttings, and in 
1919-20 the very good return of 43,840 lbs. per acre in four 
cuttings. Under sewage effluent, near Poona, it has given 
much larger yields as larg~ as 81.240 Ibs. per acre in five 
cuttings and was its best in the hot weather and monsoon. 

Elephant grass is a so~ewhat fibrous grass, but is highly 
relished by cattle. It gave, when freshly cut, the following 
figures on analysis:--

Water 

Ether &'tract (oil, etc.) 

Proteids (nitrogen x 6' 25) 
Digestible carbohydrates 
Woody fibre 
Ash 

------- --- -- --- ---

Percent. 

.. 61'81 
0'29 

2'92 

17'29 
14'77 
2'92 

100'00 
• ~e c:orrespondin~ times ~Il Western India would be (I) for plantinr-Se ember. 

(2) cuttmg dow'! to proYlde cuUmgl for further plant_February. (3) lil'lt CUltin "l 
and then SUccesslYe crops at tbe end 01 September, November IIJ'\d December. g. uguat. 
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It is not suited for making hay, but gives ",ery good green 
fodder, and makes good silage. And it is thus a heavy yielding 
grass, which seems likely to have possibilities as a peren~ 
nial fodder crop on good dry land under the conditions which 
prevail over the larger poition of Western India. 

!\1ARVEL GRASS. 

A local grass to whose possible merits as a fodder crop 
Burns* has recently drawn attention is Marvel (Andropogon 
annulaius), o~e of the best and .most appreciated of the wild 
fodder grasses of the Bombay Presidency. It is also known 
as ginja (Panch Mahals), sheda, sam~payen, and palwan. It 
thrives best in heavy rainfall tracts, and requires a well drained 
situation. It spreads along the ground to some extent sending 
out roots at the nodes like so many of the other good fodder 
grasses. It i!!. highly relished by cattle, who will sort it out 
of a mixture and eat it first. As a green succulent fodder it 
is stated to giv.e good results in milk production, and though, 
hitherto usually either grazed or fed green, it makes good hay. 
It gets very coarse after flowering, and so for hay making should 
not be cut at a later ~tage than this. 

Seed sown at Poona in 1911 has given crops in good garden 
land each year since from the original stumps. It is hence 
a perennial, 'but the yields were only large in 1913. They 
were as follows:-

1912 8,200 lbs. green fodder. 

1913 119,200" do. 
1·914 8,400" green fodder and 3,200 lbs. 

dry fodder. 

Under ordinary dry cultivation in good land in, good 
conditions in Poona, it keeps green till December and then 
turns brown. In April and May it is quite dry but grows 

• Agricultural Journal of India, Vol. X (1915). page 290. The account given is taken in all 
essentials from his des~ription . 

N A 7-\7 
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quickly when the rains commence. growing to five feet high 
on good land. It responds well to cultivation. and the ground 
should be stirred after each cutting. If this is done it has been 
kept green until March. 

This grass has not however proved a succ~ss in somewhat 
retentive soil at Dharwar where it was cultivated for three 
years. In the third year the yield of green grass' was only 
3.481 lbs. per acre. and it really only grew in the monsoon. 
But here it was planted on somewhat hard land. which cracked 
during the cold weather. This may account for the small 
return obtained.* 

The ripe seeds germinate readily if sown in thoroughly 
tilled land soon after the first showers of the monsoon; the 
seedlings must be well established before the really heavy rain 
comes. 

Analyses of the fodder grown at Poona gave the follwoing 
results :-

Moisture " 
Ether extract (oH. etc,) 
Proteid. (nitrogen " 6' 25) 
Digestible carbohydrates 
Woocly fibre , , 
Ash 

Before 
flower. 
ing, 

In Iln.eed, 
flower, 

I 

I I I 
I Per cent, 'Per cent, IPer cent 

.. ' 69'91 65'9: 65'4 

.. ' 1'61 1'7i 1'7 
I 2'11 2'21 2'0 

13';1 14'9 12'8 
" 9'2 1I'6! 14'3 
"I }'7/ }'7i 3'8 

; 100'O;roo:o:.oo:o 

At present. the seed is not available in any quanity. 
but if further experiments prove that it is worth cultivating 
as a special crop. this will doubtless be a difficulty soon remov .. 
ed. 

• Pharwar AJricultural Station Report, 1918-19. 
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X.-Luceme. 
Perhaps the most important leguminous fodder crop in 

the world, and certainly the one which occupies this position 
in the drier parts of almost every continent is lucerne. This 
crop stands unique in being able, under a very large variety 
of conditions, to produce a continual succession of cuttings 
of very rich fodder, while being unaffected by all but the most 
extreme heat and by cold down to the freezing point, and by 
being able ,to grow in almost any soil in ~hich it has been 
tried in Western India. It is at present the only purely fodder 
crop cultivated on a large scale in this part of the country, 
and its cultivation has extended considerably in recent years 
and is still extending. 

Although lucerne has been considered as certainly a plant 
native to Western Asia, * and hence might have been thought 
likely to be largely used in India from time immemorial, there 
'is no evidence of its having been grown here more than a 
hundred years. It seems certain that it has entered India 
from the north-west, for seed is still largely obtained from 
Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Kashmir, and other countries 
approached from the north-west, and in these countries it 
is grown on a very large scale. It is interesting to find that 
the extension of its cultivation has closely followed the needs 
of military horses, t and until quite recently the military 
cantonments have been the great centres of lucerne growing 
in Wesl:ern India. It is impossible to give the area which 
it occupies, because it is not separately recorded in the 
Government statistics, but a large--perhaps the greater-part 
of the area under" Fodder Crops" is occupied by locerne. 
Small patches of lucerne are now found in cultivator's 
fields in many, if not in most, of the well-irrigated villages in 
the Deccan and Guiarat.1t was planted very largely during 
the famine of 1918-19. 

* De Candolle. 
t Mollison-Text Book of Indian Agriculture. Vol. 111. page 229. and :see also 

Thompstone. Agricultural Journal of India. Vol. IV. pa~ 319. 
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Climate Required for Lucerne. 

Lucerne is the typical leguminous fodder crop for semi· 
arid tracts of country when the temperature does not go very 
low. So far as heat is concerned, it seems to be able to stand 
all but the very highest temperatures. Over the greater part 
of Western India. with a hot weather temperature rising to 
from 1050 to 1100 F. it does perfectly well.-and in the Punjab. 
where it rises even higher. the crop is still a success. In 
Sind, however. the limit appears to be reached. and after 
many trials at Mirpurkhas. Henderson· reports that it does 
not grow well or yield well. .. TLe hot weather seems to 
be too much for it. II It only lasts a short time and is not 
able to maintain itself against weeds. The temperature in 
Sind, however. reaches 1200 to 1250 F. or over in the hot 
weather. and these are conditions which are not reproduced 
in many other parts of India. 

As far as cold is concerned. different varieties of lucerne 
differ very much in their capacity for frost resistance. There 
is no part of the Bombay Presidency. except Sind-where the 
crop can be hardly recommended. -where the frost received 
is serious enough to damage a stand of any varieties of lucerne 
which are grown here. There is very rarely more than two 
or ~hree degrees of frost even in Northern Gujarat. 'and this. 
though it may dama,ge the actual fodder on the ground. does 
not seriously affect the plants themselves. The conditions in 
Northern India are much more severe but even there. by judi. 
cious selection of the seed of varieties from regions further to 
the north.-Kashmir. Turkestan. etc .• -there need be no 
anxiety on account of liability to damage by frost. t Certain 
varieties are so cold resistant that they are grown in the 
northern parts of Siberia (Yakutsk). 

• Report, Mirpurlr.has Agricultural StatIon, 1911-14. 

t Very inteR$ting experimenb on the cold rei.·...u of d,flerent ltinds of lucerne .re 
detailed hy Brand and Waldron in the United States [)q>artment of Agriculture, Bulletin 
No. 185. Bureau of Plant Industry. 
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While fairly resistant to extremes of heat and cold in a 
dry-region lucerne is very delicate under conditions of mode
rately high temperature accompanied by a moist climate. 
In India a rainfall of much over 40 inches per annum, while it 
does not prevent its cultivation, has hitherto prevented it being 
a perennial crop. In Bihar, for instance, it grows but soon 
dies out, and cannot be maintained for several years as in the 
greater part of Western India. In regions below the Western 
Ghats, with a high rainfall,-the Konkan and the greater part of 
Thana,-lucerne is a failure as a permanent crop. It always 
becomes unhealthy and generally dies in the rainy season. 
In this part of the country, if grown at all, it must be as an 
annual crop after the rains are over. This has been recom
mended and it then does well, but whether as such an annual 
crop lucerne has many advantages over many others is perhaps, 
a doubtful .point. It may generally be considered that 
unless lucerne can occupy the land more than one year, it 
can advantageously be replaced by other leguminous fodder 
crops which give a yield Ulore quickly and a greater crop for 
the money expended than lucerne supplies in the one season. 
Under certain of our conditions berseem supplies such a crop, 
and there are others. How far these will supply such a crop 
in the Konkan will be discussed later. In the meantime an 
increasing amount of lucerne is actually now planted annually 
in the more favourably situated parts of the Konkan. 

In all considerations of the suitability of lucerne for any 
locality, this .extreme sensitiveness to long continued moist 
conditions of atmosphere, especially when the temperature 
is high, must be taken into account. And the fact that this 
crop is essentially one for dry atmospheric conditions must be 
always recognised. At the temperatures we have in India, 
it is doubtful whether it can be really successful eXcept as 
an irrigated crop-as the conditions under which the soil 
moisture is sufficient for its growth are usually those where 
the atmospheric moisture is too high to give success to 
lucerne as a permanent crop. 
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Varieties. 

As a result of recommendations of drought resistant 
varieties of lucerne a number of attempts have been made 
to import such varieties into Western India and grow them 
without irrigation. These have nearly always failed. as per
haps might have been expected when we consider how much 
more severe and long is the drought with us than in most of 
the countries in which they have been so used. I will give 
two or three examples of failure and also one of moderate 
success. , 

In 1906-07 Turkestan lucerne was imported from 
America as a drought resisting variety. and was planted at 
Dharwar and Dhulia. At the former place· it germinated 
well and flourished during the rains. After the rains were 
over it quickly began to suffer. In cuttings during the rains 
about 2.200 pounds of green fodder per acre were obtained. 
Leaf blight then appeared. After it was evident that it would 
die without it. irrigation was tried. and the plot was manured 
with farmyard manure. But all was in vain and the plots had 
to be ploughed up at the end of December. This applies. 
to an almost equal extent. to four strains of Turkestan 
lucerne. In Dhulia. t the same four strains as were tried at 
Dharwar were grown, being sown by hand on June 27th. 
They germinated evenly and grew till the rains ceased in 
September giving a~ average yield in the first two cuttings 
of 2.600 pounds of green fodder per acre. After the rains 
were over they commenced to dry up. Irrigation had to 
be given on September 21 st, and regularly afterwards almost 
as with the ordinary lucerne used here. 

Argentine Lucerne imported specially as a drought resi
ster and put in at Manjri.t where lucerne is regularly grown, in 
1909-10. grew very well. at first giving a fair return in the 

• Report, Dhan.ar Agricultural Station, IY06-07. 
t R.,port, Dhulia Agricultural Station, 19()6.()7. 
t Report, Manjri Agricultural Station, 1909·10 and 1910-11. 
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early cuttings. But it failed as a dry crop, and was found to 
be not suited to the methods of cultivation, At the College" 
Farm, Poona,* it gave a smaller yield than the local varieties 
in the early cuttings but afterwards yielded better as it had a 
longer and deeper root stock. But it had to be irrigated, 
and was no use as a dry crop. The stalks were thin and the 
leaves smaller than the local varieties, and it did not seem to 
have enough advantages as an irrigated crop to make it worth
while pushing its cultivation. 

A somewhat successful attempt to grow our local lucerne 
as a dry crop at Dharwar may be recorded. It was sown in 
1916 on well-drained retentive soil, and maintained itself for 
three years. The absence of irrigation caused it to grow 
stunted and to flower at very short intervals. It gave yields 
as follows :-First year 9,420 lbs. per acre: second year 
17,925 lbs. per acre: third year 9,120,lbs. per acre. Of 
course these yields are small compared with what can be 
obtained under irrig~tion, but they show what can be 
done, at least at Dha,rwar. by careful cultivation, even 
without the application of water. t 

There are said to be three varieties usually grown in 
India~-the Kandahar or Quetta, the Persian, and the Meerut. 
I know nothing of the third, and those cultivated in Western 
India" are the first two of these. The essential difference 
between them is that the first has a trailing habit of growth. 
while the second is upright. Under most circumstances 
the latter-Persian or Arabian-is much to be preferred. With 
regard to the two varieties Mollison§ remarked .. The Kanda
har variety is sparingly grown, but is not a variety to be re
commended. The stems have a !railing habit of growth, 

... Report, Agricultural College. Agricultural Station. 1909-10. 

t Dharwar Agricultural Station Report 1918-19: 

t United Provinces Agricultural Departme,,( Bulletin No.6 (191 I). 

§ Mollison-Text Book of Indian Agri~iture. Vol. III, page 230. 
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the leaves are small and each time the crop is irrigated. the 
lower branches are submerged, and thereby the leaves get 
yellow and fall off. The Arabian lucerne is much more 
upright and vigorous in its habit of growth." 

The Persian or Arabian lucerne generally grown' here 
has hairy, large leaflets, grows very rapidly, and is said 
to die earlier than most other varieties. It produces more 
cuttings per season than to other type. 

The Quetta or Kandahar lu~erne. as already stated. has 
a trailing habit and small leaves, ,.nd is awkward to manage 
under irrigation conditions of etiltivation. It gives fewer 
cuttings per year than the ordinary lucerne, but has done 
very well in Northern Gujarat, much seed having been distri
buted in the alluvial (goraJu) soil areas. The seed of this 
variety is cheap, and there is always a tendency for it to be 
substituted for the other type. Its seed is, however. somewhat 
smaller. Some years ago, without realising its disadvantages. 
a great deal of the seed of Quetta lucerne was sold and spread 
in the Deccan, and the growers were very disappointed with 
the resulting plants and crop. The only area in Western India 
in which if has been a success is. in fact. the alluvial area of 
Northern Gujarat. 

Soils for Lucerne. 

Our experience is that lucerne will flourish on practically 
~y soil in Western India provided: it is not waterlogged. 
provided it is not highly charged with salts, and provided 
water is available in sufficient abundance. Undoubtedly 
the best conditions are shown. however. by a deep loose soil. 
Mollison'" from Western India experience. says that" it shows 
its best results .... on deep friable loam soils. with a limestone 
subsoil, and with a liberal application of suitable manure. 
It does not do we)) on bhck or heavy soil. because such land 

• Mollison-TelL' Boot. of Indian Agriculture. Vo . III. page 230. 
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is unsuitable for irrigation. It does fairly well on light sandy 
loam." Since this was written, a good deal of lucerne has 
been grown with success on black soil~, and provided these 
do not contain excess of salts, there seems no reason why it 
should not succeed. It is a little more difficult to establish 
the plants, and the ridge system of planting seems the best, 
but otherwise success can generally be obtained. 

It is .impossible, however, to insist too strongly on the 
necessity of thorough drainage for lucerne. It has been stated 
in America* that it will not do well where water is nearer the 
surface than six feet. This is hardly the experience here, but 
the 'necessity of keeping its roots out of any standing water 
must be recognised. It is very unwise to sow on a field at 
all liable to be flooded and the' success of the ridge system 
of planting is probably largely due to the fact that it makes 
the plants les!; liable to stand in water for any length of time. 

Lucerne seems, moreover, fairly sensitive to salts in the 
soil. It has never flourished with us on land containing 
much salt of any kind,-which, with us, usually consists 
chiefly of chlorides,-or on soil watered with brackish irriga
tion water. It has been stated by American authoritiest 
that it is fairly resistant to the presence of sulphate in the soil, 
standing up to one per cent. of crystalline magnesium sulphate, 
or up to 0'1 per cent. of crystalline sodium sulphate without 
dying. The presence of a little salt was also considered to 
increase the drought resistance. It was found by Hilgarti' 
to tolerate much more sulphate than chloride or carbonate, 
being very sensitive to both these latter.~ But on the whole 
lucerne is better avoided where there is any considerable 
amount of salt in the soil. Acid in the soil, even in very small 
proportion, is fatal,-and should be rectified by liming the 
land. It practically never occurs, however, in Western India. 

* Coburn-The Book of Alfalfa. page 44. 
t Traphagen-Montana Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 54. 
t Hilgard-Soils. pp. 467 and 472. 

N A 7-18 
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. Time lor sowing Lucerne. 

Lucerne seed can in Poona be sown successfully at only 
two periods in the rear. The first of these is in June, just 
at the commencement of the ralns,-the other, and the more 
preferable, is from October to December.* If sown at other 
times it is very liable to be seriously injured when young by 
aphid attack or by caterpillars when the seedlings are just 
above the ground. 

This limitation does not entirely apply to the same extent 
in the light soils of Northern Gujarat. There, experiments 
in 1913-14 indicate that it may be lplanted any time between 
September and December with almost equal success. The 
following table shows the yields obtained, the .number of 
cuttings taken, and the number of irrigations required between 
the time of sowing and May 31st, 1914.t 

1 Number I Number Yield of L 
of irri. : of cut. green Lu-

_______ Da_te_o_' aowm_'_I_' ___ I-I_al_ioDS_.! lings. cerne. 

August 
September 
October 
NOYember 
December 

January 
february 
March 
April 

1913. 

'1914. 

lb.. \ 
19 6 IS,600 I 

19 6 21,480 
16 S 18.000 
IS S 18,840 
13 4 11,360 

II I 4 13,680 
" I 2 1,280 

failed. 
failed. 

The lucerne planted in August germinated wen, but did 
not thrive. and gradually died. That put in in other months 
did well except that in February and later. From the 
February lucerne only two small cuttings were obtained and 

• Poona Eaperimengl farm Report, 1893. 
f Nadiad Agncukural Statioo ~port, 1913-14. 
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then it died: from that sown ,in March and April, nothing 
was obtained as the plants died in the hot weather. 

It seems clear then that the best time for sowing in Wes
tern India is. as already stated, either June or from October 
to December, though possibly sowing a little earlier than 
October is satisfactory in districts with light well drain~d soil. 
It seems certain that if lucerne is to succeed, it must be well 
established before the hot weather. This is in agreement 
with the e~perience in Northern India. 

Methods 0/ Cultivation. 

Whatever method of sowing is adopted it is absolutely 
essential that the land should be thoroughly cleared of weeds 
before lucerne is put in. The soil over much of Western 
India is foul with deep rooted weeds. Unless these are got 
rid off before lucerne is sown, the plantation will surely prove 
a failure, as the crop is not able to overcome these weeds. 
This is specially important when the bed system of cultivation 
is adopted, so that hoeing is impossible. The expenses in 
laying down a lucerne crop are very heavy, and so it is 
important than when once established its should last. * 

The method which has· hitherto been adopted for sowing 
the crop, and in fact the tlne now most- frequently used, is 
to bro~dcast the seed in beds about ten feet square, ~urrounded 
by small bunds six inches high, and eaJt forming an irrigation 
check. flooded t each application of irrigation wa~er. .. The 
seed is lightly c "''''red with soil by means of a wooden rake. 
A through water ter generally runs between each double 
line of beds. but the arrangement of the water channels is 
regulated by the evenness or otherwise of the field surface. 
Water is given every ten days in the cold weather or during 
breaks in the monsoon. and every six to eight days in the hot 
season according to the character of the soil." * 

* Mollison-loc. cit. 
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The present method of cultivation of lucerne in Sangam
ner, which may be taken as typical of that in the Deccan has 
been described in a recent article by N. F. Mirza,· from 
which the following extracts are taken:-

.. Lucrene is sown at the end of October or in the begin
ning of November. The land is not left fallow in ~he mon
soon. Some crop, generally bajri, which requires 3 to 31 
months for growth is sown early in the monsoon. Before 
sowing bairi the land is ploughed well, i.e., both lengthwise 
and cross-wise and made fine. . Twenty to thirty cartloads 
of farm yard manure, and five tJ ten cartloads of household 
manure (house sweepings and ashes) are given per acre in 
the month of May. The manure is well mixed with the 
soil. 

" When the first showers of the monsoon wet the land 
properly, bairi is sown. No mixture whatever is sown in the 
bairi, because after harvesting the crop, the land must be clear 
in order to prepare for lucerne. Two hoeing$ and one or 
two hand weedings are given in order to clear every possible 
weed from the land. This helps greatly in the successful 
cultivation of lucerne later on. Bairi is harvested at the end 
of September or in the beginning of October and just after 
the harvest the land is ploughed both lengthwise and cross
wise. The clods are broken and the soil is made fine. Walas 
(beds), ten feet by ten feet, are made in order to facilitate 
the work of irrigation. No manure is given after the hajri 
crop. Lucerne seed is then broadcasted in the walas at the 
rate of 12 to 16 pounds per acre. The seed is lightly covered 
and the land irrigated. 

" Some farmers do not manure the land before sowing 
hairi. After the hajri harvest, the land is ploughed and walas 
are made. Seed is broadcasted and then it is covered with, 

• Poona Agricultural College MaiaUne, Vol. VI (1915), page 177. 
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manure instead of e~rth, at the rate of fifteen to twenty cart loads 
of manure per acre. This method is practised when the farmers 
do not get manure in the month of Mayor when they are 
busy in other operations. Some of the farmers apply poudrette 
instead of farmyard manure, and these say that the lucerne from 
the fields manured with poudrette grows more quickly than 
that from the fields manured with farmyard manure . 

.. On the bunds ofthe walas, maize, onion, coriander, or 
radish or sol'ne of these are dibbled at the time of broadcasting." 

This system has the disadvantage of not raising the 
stems of the plants out of contact with irrigation water, of 
not providing for the clearipg out of weeds when. the land 
becomes foul, and of resulting in the killing off of the lucerne, 
if an exceptionally long wet period occurs in the rainy season. 
It has the advantage of giving a rapid crop, and provided all 
goes' well, gives heavy crops for the first two or three years. 
The disadvantages were, however, so great that a system of 
growing the crop on ridges was introduced by Mollison 'and 
this tends to extend slowly and displace the older one. 
His method was described by himself as follows ~* 

.. The field should be well ploughed and -brought into 
a thoroughly friable, smooth, clean condition during the rains. 
In September a liberal dressing of 'thirty loads per acre or 
more of thoroughly decayed farmyard manure should be given. 
Half rotten manure does not answ</ well, because it keeps 
the soil open. It does not supply the needs of the young 
seedlings at once, and white-ants are attracted to the field. 
The manure should be evenly spread and by subsequent 
ploughing and harrowing mixed thorughly with the soil. 
Ridges are then formed. The seed is sown on the ridges 
which can be made 22 to 28 inches apart by an ordinary native 
plough. In practice it was found necessary to fashion the 
ridges afterwards into neat proportions with the hand hoe. 
The slope of the surface of the field will indicate the dir~ction 

* MoJli$on-loc, dt. 
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in which the ridges should be drawn. • • . • A rather 
deep groove is made along the top of each ridge with a light hoe. 
The seed is best sown by hand. It should be carefully sown 
and carefully covered by not more than one and a half inches 
of soil. The whole operation rounds and flattens the ridges. 
and permits the seedlings to spring up in lines, covering a 
width of 3 to 4 inches. Crowding of the seedlings in dense 
rows is thus avoided. The importance of nne tilth is obvious, 
because the seed is small. and the seedlings very delicate till 
they take a firm hold of the soil. Frequent waterings are 
required during the nrst fort'1ight. The seedlings would 
probably wither if exposed on the top of a ridge to a hot wind 
unless sufficient moisture is within reach .....• On medium 
soil. lucerne planted in the above manner requires water every 
eighth day in the cold season, and every sixth day in the hot 
weather. and oftener if the soil is light. Water should be 
given also during breaks in the monsoon." 

Since the time when the above method was recommended 
first in Bombay numerous experiments as to the relative 
value of the bed system. as practised by the people, and the 
ri~ge system have been made in different parts of the country. 
I will quote the results of some 01 these. 

At Poona. on medium black soil. not deep, there has been 
very little difference shown in the yields obtained. The follow. 
ing results were shown between 1910-11 and 1913.14* :-

YiJJ. 
Planted on Planted in bed.. 
rid~. 

POlmcLo per acre Pounds per acre. 

1910-11 18.038 16.147 
1911-12 29,920 27.040 
1912~13 27,352 30.258 
1913~14 12.191 12,944 
Average 21,895 21.597 

• As"cuhural Cone. StatiOll Report, 1913-14. 
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In. this case the ridges were twenty.four inches apart: 
the beds were nine feet by six feet in size. 

On the, deeper black soil at Manjri (Deccan) the ridge 
system gave considerable advantage. In 1910·11* the yields 
were--

(1) On ridges-32,419 lbs. per acre at a cost of 
Rs. 162, 

(2) In beds-28,038 lbs. per acre at a cost of 
Rs. 154, 

and this represents the relative result obtained under 
similar conditions on previous occasions. 

At Surat (Guiarat) where we have to deal with deep and 
heavy black soils experience is similar. After years of experi. 
ment it was stated in 1908 that .. the ridge system here is 
much superi~r to the bed system. as plants in beds die off 
after the first year and the land becomes infested with deep 
rooted weeds."t In this case the difference was much 
greater -than in other places : the yields in the first and second 
yearS' were as follows :-t 

Grown on ridges 

Grown in beds 

Yield pe, acre. 
1st year. 2nd year 

100. Ibs. 

28.672 30,668 

18,~7 19,289 

Thus it is dear from these and other experiments that 
while on light .and well drained soils the ridge system gives 
little if any better results in point of yield, in the heavier soils 
of our area it is essential to use the ridge system if the best 
results are to be obtained. In no case has this method proved 
less advantageous, and it would be a good thing if, it was 
universally adopted. 

* Manjri Agricultural Station Report. 1910.11. 
t Surat Agricultural Station Report. 1907 -OS. 
t Surat Agricultural Station Report. 1905-06 and 1906-07, 
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The lucerne having been sown, it needs merely wleding, 
manuring, watering and cutting. We will deal with these 
matters in their order, as far as light is thrown upon them by 
experience in Western India. 

Weeding.-The need of weeding commences almost at 
once, for the young lucerne plants, as already stated. have 
little power of smothering weeds, and deep rooted grasses very 
quickly kill out the lucerne. If the crop is planted broadcast 
in beds. hand weeding is the only resource, and must be done 
laboriously by women using the ordinary weeding hook of 
the country. 

Even under the ridge and furrow system this method must 
be employed so far as weeds growing in the ridges are con· 
cerned. But the furrows. and hence the greater part of the 
land between the tows. can be kept dean with the ordinary 
bullock hoe. Mollison found the .. planet junior" hand 
hoe the best possible instrument for the purpose. This. 
with all the extra parts, now costs about Rs. 50 at Poona, 
and a very similar instrument at a smaller cost is now manu· 
factured in Western India by, Messrs. Kirloskar Bros. of 
Kirloskarwadi (District Satara). This, as used by Mollison 
for this purpose, is .. fitted with grubber tines in front and 
an earthing-up double mould board behind" and so" grubs 
up the weeds and ~rths up the ridges in one operation." 
As it can be adjusted to any width of furrow over eighteen 
inches. it may be used in practically aU cases, and it leaves 
the furrow clean so that the water can flow properly. This 
should be done immediately after cutting of the crop has been 
taken, and as frequently as .the growth of the weeds demands. 

Manuring.-If lucerne is to be really a paying crop 
it must be regularly and heavily manured. As already stated, 
a dressing of ten to twelve tons of well rotted farmyard 
manure per acre should be mixed with the soil about a month 
before the planting is to take place, and this should be evenly 
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spread and by subsequent ploughing and harrowing mixed 
thoroughly with the soil before making the ridges. We 
have had no experiments to ascertain whether this farmyard 
manure can be replaced by other dressings. 

Later on the usual recognized method of manuring is 
to give about five' tons per acre of well rotted farmyarc;l 
manure every third time the crop is cut. If such farmyard 
manure is not available, Mollison recommends three to 
four cwt .. (3~0 to 450 lbs.) per acre of castor cake at similar 
intervals, and he considers that with this treatment the crop 
will be established in six months, and should last for years, 
yielding at least ten cuts per annum. 

How far farmyard manure can be replaced by other 
manures has been the subject ~f a number of experiments. 
In t 892 three methods of treatment were compared at Poona, 
as· follows, the seed being sown in June of that year :-

I. Farmyard manure " 
(15 tons before planting) 
(l tons after every second cutting) 

II. Castor cake .• 
(71 cwt. before planting) 
(3 cwt. after every second cutting) 

III. Crushed Bones 
(10 cwt. before planting) 
(4 cwt. after every second cutting) 

Cost. ~ield to November 1893. * 

IRs. a. p·1 

"1133 0 0

1 ,,1143 0 0 
I 
I 

" 150 0 01 

Ibs. 

26,860 

29,824 

27,088 

This 'experiment with manures containing simil~ quantities 
of nitrogen shows little difference in the amount of produce. 
If anything, the castor 'Cake has given the better yield for 
the money expended. 

* In nine cuttings. Sell Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1893. 

II,. 7-19 
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A recent experiment on the College Farm, Poona,· 
conducted for three years, has dealt with the question as to 
whether, if a limited amount of farmyard manure only is 
available (as is often the case nowadays), the remainder 
can be replaced by artificial manures. The artificial manures 
employed were sulphate of potash, and superphosphate, with, 
'in every case, a very small quantity of sulphate of ammonia. 
The results were very marked as the following table will show. 
Eleven cartloads of farmyard manure were applied in each 
case each year, and the manures noted below were additional 
to this. 

Additional manures per acre. 
i u:.t of A IncrealeCi II Val .. of 
1 additional ~~ge yield ewer incteeIeCI 
: manure. }'Ie. plot I. I yield. 

_____________ ' 1 __ ,.-_' ____ _ 

iRs. a. p.1 II". I lbe. IRa. a. p. 

I. Nil .. .. . .: Nil. 118.711 Nil. Nil. 

II. Eleven cartloads farmyard manure extra .. ; 13 8 0 2S,7~5 7,044 48 0 0 

III. Sulphate of potash 167 Ibs. , 13 8 0 27,700 8,994 72 0 0 
Sulphate of ammonia I~ Ibs. "I 

I 
IV. Superphosrhate 243 Ibs. .. I 12 o 0 3O,soo 11,789 94 o 0 

Sulphate 0 ammonia I~ lbe. I 
V. Sulphate of potash 167 Ibs. 

··1 
24 0 29,s78 10,867 87 o 0 

SUr::lrphosrhate 243 Ibs. 
Su £hate 0 ammonia 15 Ibs. 

This would seem to indicate that on the black soils of 
Western India artificial manures can profitably be applied 
to lucerne, that superphosphate is especially useful and needed 
and that they can well replace, partially, the farmyard manure 
usually added. Mann and Paranjpye, on the basis of these 
experiments, suggest as annual manure applications for lucerne 
the following, under the conditions specified :-

(1) 10 cartloads (4 tons) of farmyard manure per 
acre supplemented by 

• ~ght end Patil-Agricu)lun:I (Allege Farm Reports, 1912-13.1913-14. 191 .... 15. Alto 
,UIDIII&riJed by Mann ~d ParanJype In Bombay AgricuItur.t Deputment BulletiD No. 79 (1915). 
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(2) 200 to 250 pounds of superphosphate and 15 
pounds of sulphate of ammonia. 

The artificial manure in this case will cost. in normal times. 
about' Rs. 12 per acre. 

Lucerne has been very successfully grown. on the ridge 
and furrow system. when watered by sewage septic tank 
affluent. Experiments in this direction were carried out in 
the neighbourhood of Poona in 1899 to 1900 using effluent 
obtained in an experimental installation from Poona sewage. 
The results compare what could be obtained from ,( 1) a 
dressing of twenty tons per acre of farmyard manure and 
irrigating with canal water. (2) a dressing of twenty tons per 
acre of poudrette prepared from Poona night soil and irrigating 
with canal water and (3) using septic tank effluent only. The 
lucerne in each case was sown on May 8th. 1899. and gave 
its first cutting on July 19th'the same year. It was irrigated 
with effluent four times before the second cutting; no effluent 
was given from August to November. and it was applied twice 
in November. twice in December, three times,each in January, 
February and March. and four times.in April or twenty~one 
waterings in all. ' Canal water was applied to all plots when 
needed. The yields obtained were as follows. in twelve 
cuttings :-

Yield 
July 19th Valu; of 
1899 to Cost. 

May 2nd. crop. 
1900. 

lb.. R.. a. p. Rs. a. p, • 

(I) Farmyard manure and canal water. 74.620 258 0 0 373 0 0 

(2) Poudrette and canal water .. 96,180 332 0 U 461 0 0 

(3) Septic tank effiuent .• \. .. 1.02.088 174 0 0 510 0 0 
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The crop with the farmyard manure is a full one: the others 
are very large indeed. In the second year the crops on these 
plots were as follows :-

~ 
119iiO~1. 

----------------~ 

(1 ) Farmyard manure 10 tons 
(2) Poudrette 10 ton. .• 
(3) Sewage elHuent 21 waterings 

lbe • 
.. 44,100 
•. 56,530 
., 55.330 

These are still good crops, considerably above the 
average.* , 

It might be considered that sewage is an unsuitable 
application for a crop which is intended to be eaten in the raw 
condition by horses and cattle. So it would be. I think. 
if the crop w~re sown on the bed system. where the stems 
of the plant would be in contact with the sewage liquid itself. 
If the ridge and furrow method is used, I do not think serious 
objection can be taken to the employment of sewage to irrigate 
the crop, as then the liquid never touches any part of the plant 
which would normally be cut. The trailing Quetta variety 
of lucerne should, however. not be grown. Another safe .. 
guard in the present case is the fact that the matarial used is 
septic tank effluent and not raw sewage. Few people. now .. 
adays. would. I think, seriously suggest putting raw sewage 
on black soil. and its advisability is doubtful anywhere. When 
it has passed through the septic tank process. most of the 
objections which could be taken against it either from a sani .. 
tary or an agricultural point of view seem to have disappeared. 

Lucerne has, however, been grown at Karachi under 
application of raw sewage without any special treatment, the 
sewage being simply pumped from the sewers on to the land. 
Under this treatment very extraordinary yields have been 
obtained. Lucerne has. in fact, given thirty cuttings per 

• In 1918-19 an experiment near Poona with Ieplic tank elHuent mixed with twice its 
amount of water applied every ten days gne 26.413 pounda per acre in 12 cuttings within 
I Z months of sowing, 
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pounds per acre of green fodder. Actual returns on plots 
manured in, a normal fashion at Poona or Manjri are as 
follows :-. 

1892~93 27,000 lbs. to 36,700 lbs. green fodder per 
acre. 

1896~97 28,700 " green' fodded per acre. 

1904~05 27,900" to 39,000 lbs. green fodder per 

acre. 

191O~11 32,400" green fodder per acre . 

.. 
These figures give an average at Poona for first year lucerne 

of little less than 36,000 pounds of green fodder per acre. .. 

At other places in Western India where lucerne 
has been well and successfully grown, the yields are not 
widely different. At Surat in 1906-07 an average yield 
of 29,400 pounds of green fodder were obtained from lucerne 
six months old at the commencement of the experiment, and 
this represents about the amount which one may expect to 
obtain. 

The yield in the secc..nd year is often considerably lower 
than tile first, however well manured the crop may be. With 
the very highly manured lucerne previously referred to (page 
147) the relative amounts in the first and second year were 
as follows :-

Green fodder per acre. 

1st year 2nd year 

Sewage septic efH~ 
uent 

Farmyard 

poudrette 

102,088 

manure 14,620 
96,180 

55,330 
44,100 

56,530 
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Under more ordinary conditions of cultivation. Mollison· 
gives the following results at Poona as being the best he 
had had:-

First year (1892-93) 83.793 Ibs. green fodder 
per acre. 

Second year (1893~94) 31.816 to .. 
This falling off is. however. excessive. and is perhaps 

due to the very large yield in the first year. which could not 
be maintained. In experiments at Manjrit with various 
kinds of manure, an average over all plots gave-

First year .. 
Second year .. 

23.550 Ibs. green fodder per acre. 
21.151 '.. .. 

This shows a loss of about 10 per cent. in the second year's 
crop. and even this is more than in sometimes obtained. A 
very fair idea of the relative results in the different years of 
growth can be obtained from the following figures. being 
the average of areas under the ridge and furrow. and bed 
systems. 

191O~l1t ' 
1911~12 
1912~13 
1913~14 

Yaeld of y::.n fodder. 

17,092 
28,480 
29,310 
12.567 

Here we have a case where the second year gives at leaest 
equal returns to the first, and this is probably obtainable gener .. 
ally if the cultivation is good, if the soil is fairly free from 
weeds. and if the manuring at first has not been excessive. 

• Loc.dt. 
t ManjriAgricultural Station Report, 1904-05. 
l OctobeJ t. March only. Asrlcu1tura1 CoDer Farm Report, 1913-14. 
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From the third year here deterioration is very rapid. and it 
may usually be taken that the crop will rarely last longer than 
four years in a profitable condition. 

This has been the experience both at Poona and at Surat. 
At the latter place it has been stated that .. four years seem 
to be maximum period that a plantation of lucerne. when 
cultivated as an irrigated crop in deep black cotton soil. can 
be maintained."* It is not that the plants die. but the culti~ 
vation of this, crop costs so much money for irrigation that 
it ceases to pay. 

Lucerne as a mixed crop. 

In Western India. lucerne is practically always grown 
alone. and experiments so f~r indicate that this is the best 
plan. A few years ago. largely owing to the devastation caused 
a fungus disease (of which more later) Mollison suggested 
that any gaps in the lucerne should be filled with sets of 
~inea grass. He showed 'that there was no difficulty in 
doing this. and the mixed fodder could also be reaped and 
used without difficulty. His hope. however. was that the 
presence of the guinea grass would conduce to the he8Ithiness 
of the lucerne. 

In making a regular mixed crop he .first planted lucern~ 
on ridges twenty~two inches a part. and got it well-established. 
Then he put in guinea grass sets in the ridge, eighteen inches 
apart. in the lucerne. At first the mixed crop gave a heavier 
yield by about 28 per cent. on the first cutting. In the 
following year the mixed .crop still gave an increase in the 
,?utturn of nearly 15 per cent. while a still greater difference 
in favour of the mixed crop was shown ini,thelsuccceding 
seasons.t 

• Surat Agricultural Station Report. J 907..os.. 

t S« poona FII\'Dl Reports. 1893-94. 1894.95. 1896-97 ~d 1897·98, 
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In spite of these increased yields. the method never 
became popular, and with the disappearance of the fungus 
disease mentioned, as a serious menace, it was abandoned 
and the crops grown separately. It is well worth putting on 
record, however, that the mixture grows well. and without 
difficulty t and that guinea grass is an excellent crop to patch 
up a field of lucerne in which gaps occur due to disease or 
other causes. 

I know only one attempt to sow lucerne among another 
crops in Western India, and that is at Dohad. where the seed 
was broadcasted among rice, and ~hus sown, gave a yield of 
7,904 pounds of green fodder.* The attempt is, however, 
so new, that no conclusion as to its feasibility or profit can 
yet be drawn. So far as the experiment has gone. however. 
the crop seems inferior to berseem for this purpose. 

Lucerne growing in the Konkan. 

In the regions with very heavy monsoon rain (usually 
about one hundred inches per annum), the method of cultiva
tion given will not apply for the crop is not able to stand the 
rainy season and dies off in that part; of the year. But in view 
of the fact that the Konkan cattle are very poor, that fodder 
in many parts is insufficient, particularly in the South Konkan. 
it has been suggested that even there is a considerable field 
for the cultivation of lucerne. Experiments made at Ratna .. 
girit indicate that during the remainder of the year the crop 
grows luxuriantly and well, and it had been suggested that 
wherever irrigation facilities area available. its growing should 
be considered. It has, in fact. already become a regular 
practice in the northern part of the Thana District from which 
the lucerne is sent green to the Bombay marlcet.t 

• Dohad Agricultural Statwa Report. 19\3-14. 

t Report. Ratnagiri Agricultural Station, 1913-14. 

~ Private communication frOlll Mr. K. V.Joshi, B.AJ. 
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The crop should be sown immediately aher the harvest .. 
ing of the khari} ricer crop, that is to say, early in October 
or November. in the same manner as already described in 
the Deccan. Watering will have to be more frequent than 
on the Deccan in the cold weather on ~ccount of the higher 
temperature. The crop, however, has been found to yield 
four or five cuttings. before the setting in of the monsoon, 
and to leave the land in good condition for the following 
rice crop.* 

Enemies of lucerne. 

It must be recognised that in Western India, lucerne is 
not an easy crop to grow. It requires intensive cultivation, 
and very little neglect will cause it either to die out through 
weeds, or through dodder, to disappear through root disease, 
or to be serIously injured by aphides. So much is this the 
case that in the early history of the crop in the Deccan, Molli .. 
son was inclined to consider it as doomed to die out, as there 
had been little suc;cess in combating the various pests.t 

Weeds.-Of these enemies the first and perhaps the most 
important are the weeds, and more especially the deep rooted 
grasses like hariali (Cynodon dactyl on), or kunda (Saccharwn 
sponlaneum) and lavala (Cyperus rotundas). It is those weeds 
that seem to make long continued cultivation of lucerne on 
one site impossible, and unl~ss absolutely thorough cultiva .. 
tion of the land and removal of the root stocks is carried out 
before planting. it will be smothered long before the plot is 
old. These and similar grasses form the worst enemies not 
only here but everywhere where lucerne is grown. 

It is folly, however. to sow lucerne in . foul land. and it 
would be far better to keep the land fallow for a year and in 
,the meantime cultivate the land thoroughly, continually, 

N M A 7-21 

·Bombay Agricultural Leallet No. II of 1915. 
tReport. PQOna Agricultural Station. IS9+9l. 
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and deeply and clear away the root stocks. Then the land 
can be sown, and if planted on the ridge and furrow system 
all grasses except those in the ridges can easily be 
removed by hoeing, provided the hoeing is regular and 
frequent. If, in spite of all this, the weeds get a hold it is 
an evidence that the land was planted foul, and the only thing 
to do is to plough up the land, clean it, and plant again. 

Dodder .-One of the worst pests of lucerne in most 
countries where it is grown is the parasite known as dodder. 
It has not spread largely in Western Ipdia as yet, but is found 
in several of the districts and is a slIfhciently serious menace 
to make it a matter of important co~sideration. It is known 
as nimoli in the Thana district where it is specially prevalent 
and as ambarvel in the Poona district. Perhaps the greatest 
danger is that it is not recognised as a dangerous pest, * and 
the greatest safeguard is the fact that very little seed is produc .. 
ed and sold from the districts in which it is prevalent. 

Dodder is a parasitic plant, whose seeds germinate along 
with the lucerne seed in the ground, and produce young thin 
climbing stems which climb round the stem of the lucerne. 
They quickly lose all connection with the ground, and then 
feed entirely on the lucerne plant, twining round it until 
it is killed. The dodder plants flower about the same time 
as the crop, and its seeds, though much smaller than those 
of the lucerne, get mixed with the latter, and are carried 
wherever the seed is carried and planted. There is, however, 
another danger in places where dodder infested lucerne seed 
has been introduced, namely, that the pest grows quite well 
on a number of other plants, and of course these may become 
centres of infection. Patwardhan notes having found it in 
th~ Thana district on a long list of plants among which are 
Euphorbia verijolia, aMl1I (Bridelia retwa), ain (T erminalia 
tomentosa), babul (Acacia arabica), iambul (Eugenia jambolana), 
wang; (Solaman melongena) and gavat (Andropogon annulatus). 

• Sec Patwudbm-A8ric:ulturallolll1l8l JoeL. VoL IV. PA8C 357. 
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As already stated, the pest is not common in Poona and 
seems as yet to be unknown in many other parts of the Deccan. 
Mirza* states that he failed to find it in the neighbourhood of 
Sangamner. 

The only sure method of preventing dodder is to use pure 
seed and a guarantee of the freedom from the pest of the field 
where the seed was collected should he exacted from the 
seller of the seed. Lucerne seed is dear, and this can well 
be done. As·a rule, lucerne seed .from the Deccan is fairly 
safe; that from the Thana district is dangerous. Quetta 
seed should not be used. without great care on this account. 
The seed can, however, be easily detected; it is much smaller 
than the lucerne seed and is nearly round in shape. At the 
time of planting all neighbouring hedges and trees should 
be carefully examined for the twining stems of dodder, and 
it should be destroyed remorselessly as far as possible. 

If dodder appears here and there in smaIl patches, the 
affected lucerne should be pulled up together with the pest 
and burned. If a large area is attacked, the whole should be 
ploughed up provided the pest is not in Hower; if in Hower, 
the whole should be cut, and burnt, and the roots then 
ploughed into the land. f When a field is ploughed up on 
account of dodder, it should be planted with a crop not 
s~bject to this pest, and not with a leguminous plant, for at 
least two years. 

Rats as a Lucerne pest.-In the United States rats (gophers) 
have been one of the serious menaces of lucerne cultivation, 
especially in the State of Kansas, and in the early days of 
lucerne cultivation in the Deccan they were also found to do 
much harm by gnawing and biting the roots.t It is difficult 
to say what should be done in such a case. The most usual 
method abroad is to put poisoned baits {sweet potato poisoned 

• Poona Agricultural College Magazine. Vol. VI, page 180. 
t Bombay Agricultural Leaflet No. 12 of 1915. * Poona Agricultural Experiment F avn Report. 1896-97. 
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with strychnine or arsenic} in the rat holes. But here the 
best results have been obtained by fumigation of the holes 
with charcoal and sulphur fumes. Main· has described his 
practice as follows :-

.. In practice it is usual to find that several holes are 
connected with one another by burrows in all directions. and 
it is necessary to stop up all holes before pumping in the 
sulphur fumes. The machine. a white-ant exterminator. 
is then worked for about three minutes. For this purpose 
orle tola of sulphur powder per hole is required and about 60 
to 80 holes can be fumigated in a \day by one party consisting 
of two trained coolies. for a total C(lst of less than one rupee 
in sandy soil. The items of daily cost were as follows :-

Wages of two coolies at 5 annas 
Cost of 1 i lbs. of sulphur 
Cost of charcoal 

Rs. a. p. 
o 10 0 
o 3 0 
016 

o 14 6 

It was feared that fumigation would prove difficult in 
black soil where large cracks extend in every direction. but it 
has been found practicable to operate on those soils if an 
extra coolie he employed to assist in scraping loose soil over 
the cracks. In this way it was found that the sulphur fumes 
spread through an area varying from one-tenth to one-half 
of a gunthat depending on the length and width of the fissures. 
and for this purpose one and a half to two tolas of sulphur 
were used. and the time required for one such operation varied 
from five to seven minutes ... 

A white-ant exterminator is an instrument contajning 
a vessel in which charcoal and sulphur are burnt together. 

• POOM Agricultural College Magazine. Vol. VU (1915). pqe 79, 
t One fPlIllba = one lortielh of UI iCI'C. 
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and a flexible wire tube and pump for discharging the fumes 
into the l.toles. As imported it cost about Rs. 70 before 
the war but an equally efficient instrument can no doubt be 
made' locally at a much lower cost. 

Insect pests.-Though a number of caterpillars and other 
insects have been noted as attacking lucerne. there are only 
two serious insect pests in Western IPldia. the lucerne aphis 
and the lucerne caterpiller (Laphygma exigua). The former 
of these is ex~eedingly seriou:. and may materially affect the 
success of the cultivation. I am much indebted to Mr. 
R. S. Kasargode for information regarding these pests, and 
the substance of what follows is from an account kindly 
furnished by him. 

Lucerne aphis.-The aphis which forms the most serious 
difficulty in Western India has been identified as Chaiiophorus 
maculatus by Buckton in 1900.* His samples came from 
Jodhpur. but the same insect prevaiis over all the lucerne 
growing areas. It has not been observed on other plants beside 
lucerne. It is a minute yellowish insect, with darker spots on 
the back and these spots serve to distinguish it from many 
other plant lice found on other crops. As among most 
other species of aphids, by far the larger proportion of the 
insects ~ are wingless, and are viviparous; winged forms, 
male and female and eggs, are only produced in smaller 
numbers. 

. Innumerable viviparous insects are, during an attack, 
seen crowding on the undersides of the leaves and tender 
shoots of the lucerne. and these suck the sap out by means 
of a thin beak. This not only binders the progress of the plants 
but very often completely kills them. The attack commences 
in the early weeks of March each year, and continues to the end 
of the hot weather. It is at its height in April, imd it 
decreases and finally disappears in June when the monsoon 
co~mences. During the course of the attack a large number 

* Indian Museum Notes. Vol. IV (1900). page 377. 
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of winged individuals are produced viviparously. and as these 
can readily fly. they rapidly estahlish new centres of infection 
on healthy plants, until by the end of April almost all the 
plants in a field are attacked. The rnormously rapid increase 
of aphis is mainly due to the viviparous mode of reproduction 
among these insects. 

The seriousness of this pest is thoroughly recognised 
by the lucerne cultivators of Western India. Mollison noted 
in 1893 that unless it is planted in June. or in October to 
December, it is very liable to aphis attack; in 1894. he stated 
that aphis completely spoilt the crop in the hot weather, and 
only disappeared with heavy co~tinuous rain. No remedy 
which he tried seemed to do much good. Since that time 
the complaints from this source have been annUlI, and pro
bably more inquiries are made about this pest than about 
almost anything in connection with lucerne. 

The following method devised by Kasargode* for dealing 
with the pest has been very successful. and I give it in his own 
words .. The best and cheapest means of checking an attack 
depends upon detecting aphis when the attack commences .. 
This it is sure to do in the last week of February or the first 
week of March. The crop should then be cut close to the 
ground even though it may not be ready for cuttini. The 
field should then be flooded immediately and thoroughly, 
and the water not allowed to sink in, but a))owed to run out 
of the fields. Our experience has shown that this can. be 
easily managed in the case of lucerne planted on ridges and 
not in beds. If a sharp sickle is used for cutting the lucerne. 
very few aphis are dislodged. and such as are dislodged are 
carried away by the current of water through the field. If 
the field is not flooded immediately after a cutting. the dis
lodged aphis climb on to the young tender shoots which spring 
up very quickly after every cutting, and kill these off. The 
plants in consequence get weaker and weaker at each cutting. 

• Private communication 10 lhe author. 
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II If the aphis is recognised too late a safer plan would be 
to spray the crop thoroughly with any contact poison like 
incosopol or crude~oil emulsion. This will cost from Rs. 3 
to Rs. 4 per acre . 

.. Living among the plant lice (aphis) are always seen a 
number of round ladybird beetles. The mature as well as the 
immature forms of these very common beetles are found 
steadily feeding on aphis and are therefore very beneficial 
insects. Spraying the plants when the immature stages are 
passing into the mature beetles may kill them, and the spray~ 
ing may therefore be delayed a little until at least the majority 
of them have got wings and are able to fly. " 

According to Mirza, * the remedies pra<;:tised by the culti~ 
vators in parts of the Ahmednagar district are as follows :-

(1) ,Some farmers give,karanj cake (cake of Ponga~ 
mia glabra seed) to the land affected in order to destroy 
aphis, but this is not a very successful remedy. It is 
practised when the lucerne is only slightly attacked. 
If such be the case, it is apparently successful. 

(2) When lucerne is seriously attacked by aphis. 
watering is stopped and after fifteen days the lucerne 
is cut to the ground and the fodder is removed. Some~ 
times bullocks are grazed on the land without cutting 
the lucerne. Then the field is left without any operation 
for about a week and then irrigated. This is the most 
general method practised. By this method, about two 
cuttings are lost. 

(3) Some of the farmers, who do not wish to lose 
lucetne produce for about a month and a half. cut luc~rne 
close to the ground and then irrigate the land. keeping in 
the main water chatmel some branches of sher (Euphorbia 
tiracalli). Very few farmers practise this . 

• Poona Airicultural.CoIlege Magazine, Vol. VI, Page 180. 
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(4) If there be heavy rains, the aphides are destroyed • 
.. Almost all the farmers practise the second method which 
is better than any of the other three. • • • • No spraYing 
has been practised up-to-now ... 
Lucerne Caterpillar* ._u The second important ill6ect 

attacking lucerne is a moth Laphygma (Caradrina) erigua, 
the caterpillars of which appear suddenly in large swarms. 
It is not an annual visitor, but when ;t does appear it is always 
suddenly and in large swarms. These caterpillars have been 
observed to feed on other leguminous plants, and on indigo 
the insects are reported to be a bad pest. They can also ff!ed 
on maize and cotton. The moths are medium sized insects 
with grey wings, and appear soon after the end of the cold 
weather, and lay large numbers of eggs in maSSd covered 
with brown hairs on the top leaves of lucerne. The young 
caterpillars hatch within two days, and feed together in a 
webbing formed by tying the top leaves together. In about 
two more days they disperse to the neighbouring plants. The 
older caterpillars are very voracious and completely strip the 
plants of all their leaves. If sufficient food is not available, 
they march out of the field they have first attacked to a neigh. 
bouring field which they begin to strip in like manner. The 
caterpillars become full grown within two weeks of hatching. 

"The caterpillars are slightly over an inch long, green 
with two black stripes on the sides of the body. They descend 
into the soil to pupate, coming out as moths less than a week 
later, and these produce the second brood of caterpillars. 
This larger and more seriou& brood may appear in April. 
and if proper precautions have not been taken during the first 
brood, it becomes very destructive to the crop. Further 
broods of the swarming type need not be expecte3. 

" The webbing of the leaves is the first indication of the 
pest in a field of lucerne. If it is noticed within two or three 
days of the laying of the eggs. the large s~nd brood may be 

• Private communication from R. s. Kasargode. 
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checked easily by cutting the crop or feeding it off to cattle. 
As it more often happens that it is noticed too late and the 
caterpillars will have already dispersed from the webs, cutting 
of the crop is not always useful. The cat~rpillars are, however 
in the habit of feeding in the morning and evenings, and hide 
in the soil during the heat of the day. A trench with sloping 
sides should first be dug around the affected patch ; this need 
not be more than a foot deep, but the sides should be made 
smo~th with a spade. When the trench is ready, a long heavy 
rope should be drawn across the affected patch, as often as 
possible in the mornings and evenings. The caterpillars 
are dislodged from ,the plants, and in trying to escape into 
neighbouring patches fall into the trench where they can be 
easily killed. A bag such as is used for the collection of rice 
grasshoppers can also be used instead of a rope. The cater
pillars are easily caught in the bag and can be destroyed; those 
that drop from the plants -will he caught in the trench . 

.. Inter-culturing the crop after the apparent disappear~ 
ance of the pest helps to turn the pupae out of the soil so that 
they can be destroyed by exposure, birds, etc. " 

Fungus Diseases 0/ Luceme.-The diseases produced 
by fungus attacks on lucerne are many, but only one of them 
can be considered to have menaced seriously the indu!>try 
in Western India. and this, a root fungus, has proved to- be 
far less serious than was at one time thought likely. 

In the early nineties, Mollison reported again and again 
that t~ area for instance, in the Poona district, was con
tinually declining owing to the attacks of a peculiar root 
disease, * and he thought that the crop was doomed in the 
neighbourhood, as no remedies which he had attempted to 
apply were in the leac;t degree effective. The blight was 
described by Cunninghamt in 1897. but he was unable to 
determine its exact character. His account of how it appeared 
at that time is, however, the best we have. He says that 

• s~ Reports. Poona Experiment Farm. 1893·94 and 1894-9? particularly. 
t Scienti6c Memoirs by Medical Officers of the Army in India, Part X (1897). p. 124. 
MA7-22 
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the disease was II described as gradually extending from one 
side of a field to the other. causing destruction of fully half 
of the roots as it did so, and giving rise to a proportionate 
diminution of the amount of fodder obtainable from the area. 
The crop was grown on soil 'full of manure • and supplied with 
irrigation water run along the course of furrows between the 
ridges on which the plants were situated .••••• The disease 
was confined to the bases of the stems and the origins of the 
larger roots. Where it was present the surface of the cOrtex 
was studded by great numbers of small prominences which 
in sections were found to be owing to the presence of minute 
sclerotia of irregularly rounded outline. and with diameters 
of 0'2 mm. and under. Detailed microscopical examination 
showed that the tissues were permeated by fungal mycelium. 
but that this was practically confined to the corte~. only here 
and there invading the bast and then being confined to the 
most superficial strata in it. The cells in the deeper part of 
the cortex were in many places crowded with masses of fungal 
elements. and at certain points dense strands of mycelial 
filaments forced their way out through the corky strata to 
give origin to the sclerotial bodies previously alluded to ... 

This disease has now been identified as due to Rhizoc
ionia solani or Rhizoclonia destruens (the former being the 
most common) by Shaw and Ajre'kar* a member of a group 
of fungi other memb,ers of which. such as Rhizoctonia violacea, 
are found attacking lucerne in many parts of the world. 
It is certain that if it became really virulent it would soon put 
a stop to lucerne growing in any soil in which the fungus 
occurred in large amount. Luckily it has largely if not entire
ly disappeared from the Deccan, (though I had serious trouble 
with it at Poona in 1918), but has been found at Surat in badly 
drained places. where lucerne had been planted on an uneven 
field without previous arrangement for levelling and drainage. 
It did not, even there. affect the well planted areas. t 

• Mem. Agric:. Dept. J...t Botanical Series, Vol. VII, No.4 (1915). 
t Surat Agricultund Station IUport, 1912-13. 
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If the blight becomes serious, it will be most difficult to 
deal with. The sclerotia of the fungus live in the soil a long 
time. Shaw and Ajrekar (loc. cit.) found that they remained 
capable of germination for at least sixteen months, but not 
much longer than this, and' suggested that by growing other 
crops for two years or more, the fungus might be star~ed out. 
Apart from this the only plan apparent at the present moment 
would be to sterilise the soil, either by heating (as in the Tab 
process for rice seed beds), or by chemicals. In 1893 the use 
of soil treatI~ent with copper sulphate solution did not, in 
Mollison's experiments, check the disease, and I think it is 
generally recognised that such treatment of the soil with 
chemicals is not possible as a practical method. This throws 
us back on the policy of long rotation free from lucerne on 
land which has proved to be infected, or of burning or heating 
the surface spil. 

At the present moment this blight is not however a 
really serious menace. If the ridge and furrow method of 
planting is adopted, and if waterlogging is most carefully 
avoided, it would appear that serious attack is not likely to 
take place in the immediate future. . 

Spot disease of the Leaf.-The only other disease noted 
as of any seriousness on lucerne in India* is the spot disease 
of the leaf (Pseudopeziza medicaginis), and this is only rela~ 
tively of minor importance. Any time after the plant is 
beyond the seedling stage, but usually after it has had a year's 
growth, irregular' brown spots appear on the upper side of 
the leaves. These grow till about one~sixteenth of an inch 
in diameter, and penetrate the leaf, the whole thickness 
becoming brown. The plants, as a whole. turn yellow and 
the leaves drop off. Though the plants do not actually die, 
the yield is reduced, the value of the cuttings is decreased as 
they contain less leaves, and the leaves themselves are poorer 
in ,feeding value. t 

• See Thoinpstone-Agricultural Journal Ind .• Vol. IV. page 334 (1909). 
t New Jersey Experiment Station-quoted by Piper-Forage Plants. page 357. 
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There is probably no real cure for the disease. It is 
said to be partially prevented by frequent and early cutting 
of the crop and quick removal of the produce. * and beyond 
this. good manuring producing . a vigorous growth is said 
to be effective. If the disease becomes really serious. there 
is nothing to he done but to plough up the land and sow in 
other places where the soil is free from the disease. 

Lucerne for Seed Production. 

As lucerne seed is dear. and as there is now a fairly regular 
demand for it. it will often pay to takk a crop of seed from land 
under lucerne at least in the second or third year. The seed 
produced in the Deccan was usually worth at least Re. 1 
per pound up to 1917. Since that time. however. it has 
usually be and saleable at new Rs. 2 per pound. and occasion .. 
ally has gone as high as Rs. 4 per pound. 

In growing seed. it is essential that during the growth 
of the seed no rain should be likely to be received. and irriga .. 
tion should be withheld or given very sparingly from the 
time the lucerne is in flower. The object is to preventtoo 
succulent a growth of stems and leaves and to avoid 
stimulating new growth from the crown. which greatly 
decreases the yield of seed. The yield per plant is also 
much increased if the plants are wide apart. 

Usually a crop of ~eed is taken in the col<tweather. Mol .. 
lison recommends allowing it to grow about December or 
January. In the United Provinces it is the custom to leave 
it to grow up after cutting in February. It grows rapidly 
and when the curious twisted pods have become yellow and 
mature the whole is cut. removed. dried. and beaten out. 
For growing seed. plants less than one year old should not 
be selected. as they give much weaker seed. In an experiment 
on the Agricultural College farm. Poona. seed from Gu~rat 
from plants one year old, and from the Deccan from plants 

• Osbo~JournaI of Agriculture. South Australia. Vol. XVII (1913), pqe 294. 
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two years old was compared in the yield which they gave 
The results were as follows:-- -

Gujarat. one year old seed-16,187 Ibs. 'green fodder 
per acre.-

Deccan, two years' old seed-30,230 lbs. 
" " 

There is also another reason why the plants should be 
fairly old. at least two years, before they are allowed to give 
a crop of seed. It i's usually supposed that giving a seed crop 
exhausts the plants, and that they will not bear fodder so 
heavily afterwards or for so long a time. Taking a seed crop 
means sacrificing fodder cuttings for about three months. 

The crop of seed per acre is usually about three maunds* 
or 240 pounds. The seed obtained, when fresh. should be 
plump and. glossy, and mostly rich brown in colour, and 
free from admixture with weed seeds of any kind. 

Lucerne as a Fodder. 

As with other crops grown for fodder, lucerne may be 
cut at various stages of growth, anc\ it is important to deter~ 
mine the best time; so as to gain, the greastest amount of 
good fodder, do the least injury to the plant, and get a 
product which will not injure the stock to which it is fed. In 
Western India, lucerne is never pastured to stock, except 
v~ry occasionally when badly attacked by aphis or other 
insects, so we have only to consider the best stage for 
cutting. 

. It is unfortunate that we cannot show, by analyses. of 
Indian grown lucerne, the way in which the weight a~d com~ 
position of the crop varies according to the stage at which 
it is cut, especially as ~t varies enormously when conditions 
change. 

• United Provinc;es, Bulletin No.6 (2nd edition). 1911. 
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According to experiments elsewhere (Kansas)* the 
amount of moisture in the crop as cut, was as follows ;-

Cut when first Rowers appear 
Cut when half in bloom 
Cut when in full bloom 

Per cent. mOIsture. 

74'6 
69'7 
64'2 

As flowering proceeds the crop thus rapidly gets to con~ 
tain far less water, and the digestibility of the protein also 
decreases from 90' 2 to 81 per cent. t Generally speaking 
it is considered that the maximum yield of lucerne, and the 
largest amounts of valuable food will be obtained if it is cut 
when about half in flower. "It will be a more serious error 
to cut too early than to cut too late.t " 

Perhaps some of the conclusions obtained at Utah§ 
with regard to the value of the ~rop cut at different stages are 
worth quoting. 

These are--

1. The early cut lucerne contains the highe!>t per cent. 
of proteids and fat, and the lowest per cent. of fibre. The 
former decrease regularly while the latter increases rapidly 
from early bloom to full maturity. 

2. The proportion of leaves to stem is greatest at the 
early part of the flowering. At early Rowering leaves form 
42 per cent. of the total weight, at cutting in medium flower 
leaves form 40 per cent. and at cutting in late Rower 37 per 
cent. 

3. Leaves are much richer in proteids, fat, and nitrogen 
free extract than stems, and they contain much less fibre. 
On the average of all cuttings leaves contain 1 i times as 

,. Kansas Agncultural Experunent Station. Bulletm Nt.. ISS (1908). 
t See Soderbaum-K. Land Akad. Hand!. Tidski, Vol XL. (1901). page 364. 
~ Widtsoe. 
§ Footer and Mernll-B~Jletin NQ. 61. Utah Agric\lltura! Experhnent Station. 
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much proteids as stems, 5 times as much fat, 35 per cent. 
more nitrogen-free extract. and stems contain 2! times as 
much fibre as leaves. 

4. The early cutting proved of higher feeding value, 
as follows. If we take the value of the crop cut at early flower .. 
ing as too, that cut at medium flowering would be 85, and that 
at late flowering 75. 

When used as~green fodder. which is almost always the 
case in Western India, it is, however, very important that 
it should not be cut too early because of its effect on some 
kinds of stock. Young lucerne, if eaten directly from the 
field, and without a considerable supply of dry fodder taken 
at the same time, is liable to cause tympanitis or hoven in 
cattle or sheep, though not in horses. The danger is, however, 
very remote with cut lucerne, especially if it is allowed to 
stand and wither slightly before being fed to the animals. 
About ten pounds per day can then be fed to a horse or a 
cow* with very great advantage. 

There has been a good deal of doubt here as to the value 
of lucerne for dairy cattle, but there seems nothing in it, 
provided the proportion used is not too great. The quantity 
sug~ested seems well within the margin. It is now used 
larg?ly in small quantities, where available, in Western India 
by the gaolis, and its use will extend. Its chief purpose at 
present, however. is as horse food. It was first grown round 
the military cantonments with their large supply of military 
horses. Now it is used generally. Large quantities' are 
despatched from Poona and also from the north of the Thana 
district to Bombay daily by train, and the traffic tends 
continually to increase. The value in Poona is normally 
about 120 pounds per rupee, but near large towns (Suratl it 
goes up to Rs. 12-8-0,per 1,000 Ibs. 

HaJ.-Lucerne has not been made into hay in Western 
India on any scale, and in fact there seems an idea that it 

'" Thompstone-loc. cit. 
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cannot well 1:.>e made into hay. Mollison rather took this 
view. but the fact is that if it is carefully made. lucerne provides 
excellent hay. .. It should be cut when be~nning to flower. 
and allowed to dry before stacking. It should be handled 
as little and as carefully as possible. or the leaves which are 
the most nutritiQUs part of the plant are shatterred and lost. 
In hot countries it very rapidly dries; and when thoroughly 
cured, it may be made into stacks. and baled in the ordinary 
way. The \\hole process is extremely simple: but care must 
be taken to cure it well or heating takes place in the stacks 
or bales. The best lucerne hay lis of a bright green colour, 
but its colour is readily changed' to yellow or brown by the 
eflect of rain or even dew. and by heating in the stack (Thomp
stone). 

At present, and for a long time to come probably. lucerne 
will be used for other purposes than hay making. The 
demand for green fodder is so great that a valuable material 
like lucerne is not likely to be dried into hay during the long 
dry weather. and in the rains it is impossible to make hay. 
and silage would be much more likely. But even its extensive 
use for silage is not probable and in any case we have hardly 
any Indian experience in the matter. Though good silage 
was made at Ganeshkhind in 1909* yet the loss in weight 
0] -3 per cent.} was so great that this can hardly be taken as 
a fair example. Qutside India, though quite useful for silage 
making, it is found to have ita own difficulties, and needs 
chopping and very close packing to prevent a large amount of 
spoiling. 

But lucerne is essentially a crop for cutting green and 
feeding direct to stock. For this it has no rival among 
leguminous crolls over the greater part of Western India. 
and together with fodder jowa, and maize would seem to 
be likely to go more near to solving' the fodder problem in 
Western India than any other method yet suggested. 

• CaneshklUnd Garde .. Report, 19Q9.IO. 
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XI.-Berseem or Egyptian Clover and 'other 
Clovers. 

Among the crops recently introduced into Western India. 
there is none that has more promise than berseem or Egyptian 
clover. Especially it is useful in the driest and hottest parts 
of the country. namely in Sind.-and the history of this crop 
during the last few years there.-when it was at first a very 
qualified succ~ss. but is now recognised as of very great value.
is a lesson in t~ successful introduction of a new crop. 

I t is well known as the chief fodder crop of Egypt. and 
one of the mainstays of agriculture in that country. As 
Fairchild* remarks in an enthusiastic bulletin on the crop 
.. It is the first crop planted after reclaiming the salt lands; 
it furnishes the green fodder for all the animals in the big 
towns : on it graze all the beef and milch cattle: the camels 
are fed upon it : the well kept donkeys get their portion of 
it. and even the poor fellah carries a bunch of it in his hand 
and seems to enjoy its sharp clover taste." And this enthusiasm 
seems to be shared by all who have had anything to do with 
Egyptian agriculture. Now there are one or two parts of 
India whose climate is closely similar to that of Egypt.-Sind 
and the Southern Punjab being the closest. These are also 
composed of land all but entirely und~r .irrigation. and 
which depend for their water on the supply brought by a 
single big river. Evidently they form a country whose 
development is limited by the fodder supply. and in which, 
previously. a good leguminous fodder crop. capable of 
growing in the cold weather and giving a succession of crops, 
did not exist. 

Experiments wilh Berseem. 

Berseem.-a leguminous fodder crop with all these 
advantages:-was introduced into Sind at Mirpurkha.s in ·1904, 

• u. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industr)', Bulletin No. 23'"(903). 

I'l ~ 7-~3 
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and from the first it gave good re.ults in some places in the 
Tab; season. When planted in September, and when water 
was available in abundance it remained on the ground till 
J tine, yielded 17,286 pounds of green fodder per acre and was 
readily eaten by stock.* Similar results were obtained in 
the following year, and it was furthermore discovered that 
it must not be planted later than Septembe! or the yield will 
decrease. Two years later 7! tons of green berseem were 
obtained per acre.-but over much of the area where it 
was planted. the water-supply was not teliable enough, 
and there was found to be ~ too much salt in the 
land for the berseem to tolerate. t By 1909 it was 
considered by Hendersen to have been conclusively proved 
that this crop grows very well in Sind, and he :..dded that 
"it is a very valuable introduction and its exteneded cuI .. 
tivation is of the greatest importance on perennial canals. As 
a restorative crop none of the other pulses can be compared 
with it and none except lucerne give such a yield of good 
nutritive fodder." Besides this it had been found to grow 
on slightly salt land,-and (a very important matter) not to 
usurp the place of cotton, the money making crop in the· 
Sind rotation. 

From this moment it began to spread. It was found 
that in Sind a crop sbould be ready by November, and it gave 
hay which was considered by horse dealers in Bombay as 
only inferior in value to clover hay. .. It will probably be 
found" said Henderson4: at this stage, tt that the fodder 
question in Sind can only be solved by cultivating berseem 
in the cold weather and fodder iOWa, in the hot." It 
is now grown in many parts of Sind as well as near Mirpurkhas 
and the supply of berseem seed has been taken over by a joint 
stock company as a regular commercial proceeding. The. 

~-------------------
• Report, MirpurJ.Lu Agricultural Station, 1904-05 and 1905..{)6. 
t J!endersou-MirpurJ.Lu Agricultural Station Report., 1905-06, 19()6.()7 and 19()8.()9. 
* Hend~AgriculturalStation ~port, 1910-11, 
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war has checked development in th~ as in so many other 
directions, but berseem, as a fodder crop, has come to stay in 
Sind. 

In the meantime equally good results have been obtained 
where the conditions are similar, further north in the Punjab,
at' Lahore, F erozepore, and other centres, *-as well as at 
Nagpur where the conditions are much more like those of the 
Bombay Deccan. 

In other parts of Western India its value is still proble
matical. Of course the con<litions differ more widely than 
do those of Sind or the Punjab from the Egyptian surroundings 
to which berseem is accustomed, and some years must pass 
before we know whether it is going to take a vital place in 
our fodder supplies. On present information it seems at 
least doubtful how far it will grow, and how far it is likely 
to compete with lucerne under the conditions of the greater 
part of Western India. In the meantime the reports to hand 
are as follows. At Poona, as long ago as 1894 it was grown 
but Mollison reported that the seed came up, but only gave 
dwarf plants which made no progress. t I understand, 
however, that it was planted in the rains, and this accounts 
for the failure. One or two experiments in Poona since have 
not been very promising. In 1913.14~ for example berseem 
was sown as a Tabi crop. It gave its first cutting within two 
months. but did not do well after this, did not branch. and 
produced seeds early in the season. At Nadiad (Gujarat)§ 
it was sown in November in 1912, gave good germination and 
two cuttings. yielding crops in the latter part of February 
(8.120 pounds per acre) and in the third week in April (2,464 
pounds per acre). and giving a total yield of 10,600 pounds 
of green fodder per acre. It seemed to go off when the hot 
weather started. As the growing of this crop cost Rs. 185 

• See Marriott-Agricultural Journal Ind •• Vol. X (1915). page 81. 
t Poona Experimental F ann Reporf. 1894-95. 
~ ABncultural College Agricultural Station Report. 1913-14. 
§ Nadiad ~icultural Station Report. 1912-1). 
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per acre, it will hardly pay unless much better results than 
these can be obtained. At Dohad* (Panch Mahals) the result 
of a similar trial was con&idered to be encouraging. The 
berseem was sown as soon as rice was harvested. that is to say. 
from October onward!>. It gave 34.451 pounds of green 
fodder per acre at a cost of Rs. 33 only. the value of the 
crop being Rs. 86'. At Alibagf in the Konkan. it grew 
well and gave 15,280 pounds of fodder per acre in two 
cuttings under irrigation. 

On the whole it may be said ~hat its position in Sind and 
the Punjab, and probably also in parts of the Central Provinces. 
is now an assured one. In the remainder ot Western India. 
there is enough promise to justify the continuance of experi. 
ments in all the centres above mentioned. and in'others also. 
In attempting to describe the cultivation. I shall have to 
rely largely on Egyptian e~~perience, t as modified by reports 
by Henderson in Sind. and by Marriott§ and others in the 
Punjab,-and it is quife possible that ten years hence these 
methods will have to be very largely altered as a result of 
further experiment. It is the best. however. that we can do 
at present. 

Virtues 0/ BerseetTl. 

The particular. virtues which berseem is considered to 
possess in Egypt are (1) that its use pr~vents the diminution 
of the store of humus in the soil. (2) that it is particularly 
g ood for opening up the soil. (3) that it .. possesses high 
manurial.value for the crops which follow it." (4) that it is the 
only food of the working and dairy animals belonging to the 
cultivators between December and June. The effect of this 
crop on the humus content of the soil is well illustrated by 

• Dohad Agricultural Station Ri:port, 1913-14. 
t A1ibag Agricultural Station Report, 1913-14. 
1 Foaden and Fletcher-Text-Book 01 Eyptian Agriculture. Vol. II. pqe 462-
I Acricultur.l Journal of India, Vol. X (1915) • .,. 81. 
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some figures given by_ F oaden. * He determined the amount 
of nitrogen in the soil at various stages in th~ -growth of a 
berseem crop. and found in two cases (A and B) percentages 
of nitrogen as follows :-

• 
A. I B. 

Nitrogen in Soil-
p. c. p. c. 

(I) .be1ore sowing '099 '101 

(2) after first crop '110 '116 

(3) after second crop '113 '111 

(4) after third crop '105 

(5) after fourth crop '099 

The increase during the early part of the growth is very 
great indeed. but it disappears largely if the crop is allowed 
to mature completely. Apart from this it is considered 
that the roots contain about fifty~eight pounds of nitrogen 
per a~re. and apart entirely from the crop being fed off, this 
will be retained in the soil. 

Rotations for Berseem. 

Berseem enters into cultivation in the ordinary rotation 
of crops. There is no nee~ to give the rotations found 
successful in Egypt, as the following have been found useful 
and satisfactory by Henderson in Sind :-t 

RtJ,i ~rop 

Khari/crop 

I. Two years' Rotation. 

1st year • 

. • \ Berseem ploughed in 

.. Cotton. 

2nd year. 

Berseem allowed to seed.-

Bajri or J OUlar • 

• U~ited States Department. Bureau of Plant Ind .• Bulletin No. 62. ' 
t Mirpurkhas Agricultural Station Report. 191 ()..II. 
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I/.-Three years' Rotation. 

____ -! ___ Is_t Y_e&r_._-+ __ 2_nd_Y_e&r_. ___ L~~ ~~_ 
Rabicrop 

Kha,i/crop 

•. Beneem ploughed in Beneem allowed to aeed Wheat. 
e 

•• Cotton. Fodder Iowa, • Bafrl or Iowa,. 

If a farm is utilised purely or essentially for growing 
fodder. there seems little reason why the simple rotation of 
berseem and fodder iowar should not be continued for a long 
time. when perennial water is avaible. 

C ultivatio~. 
Varielies.-Of the varieties cultivated in Egypt (FaM, 

Saidi. Miscawi. and Khadrawi) only Miscawi and Khadrawi 
need be considered in India.* The type which has been 
chiefly experimented with is Miscawi. At Lahore, this 
grew tall, and luxuriant. and gave much green fodder. It 
needs much water and if it gets this, will give four or five 
cuttings and a crop of seed. Khadrawi needs more water 
but gives more cuttings. 

Cultivation.-The method adopted in Lahore for cutti. 
vating the crop was to plough and prepare the lana as for 
an ordinary irrigated rabi crop. No manure is needed. 
Forty pounds of seed per acre were sown broadcast in Septem. 
ber • Two inches of irrigation water were put on the land. 
and the seed broadcasted in the water, when it germinates 
as the water dries. The land should be soaked in the evening 
of the day before sowing, and the seed sown at midday. 
In Egypt it has been found that early sowing gave a more 
rapid growth, but at that time there is more danger from 
surface caterpillars and cotton worm: late sowing, on the other 
hand, retards the growth of the crop. Two to three water. 
ings are given before the first cuttings, which can· he taken 
forty-five to eighty days after sowing, according to the climatic 

eMarriott-loe cit. 
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conditions which prevail during its growth. It is cut when 
fifteen to eighteen inches high, and should not be in need 
of water when cut, as it ought to begin to grow at once after 
the cutting. Hence it should be watered ten days before 
cutting, and cut again in thirty-five to forty-days. If sown 
early it will give five to six cuttings. The early cuttings are 
very watery, and the later cuttings only are used in Egypt to 
make hay. The fifth cutting with early planted berseem or 
the fourth, with the crop planted later, is usually allowed to 
seed. 

Yields 0/ Berseem. 

The actual yields from berseem in the Puniab and- Sind 
where it is recognised as a success have varied very much. 
At F erozepore it gave 34,977 pounds of green fodder per 
acre on good manured land in 1912 .. 13. At Lahore, in 1913-
14, it was sown early in October, and a cutting was ready by 
November 20th, the total yield for the season being 35,809 
pounds per acre of green fodder. Another plot on the 
same farm gaye 53,515 pounds of green fodder per acre in 
six cuttings, but this had grown a poor crop of berseem in 
the previous year. This s.,u~gests that one crop,-even a 
poor one-encourages in the soil the particular organism 
needed to inoculate the roots, and a second crop is likely 
to grow much better than the first. In this case the amount 
per acre obtained at each cutting was as follows:-

Ills. 

1st cutting 4,978 
2nd " 

8,032 
3rd " 

12,784 
4th " 

13,940 
5th " 

10,9]2 
6th " 

2,870 

At Multan the largest yield from any Puniab centre has 
been obtained, that is to say, 97,000 pounds of green fodder 
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per acre on land heavily manured on November 1 st. and even 
then the crop was retarded through frost in December. At 
Sukkur* it gave three or four cuttings with eighty maunds 
or 6.400 pounds per cutting per acre.-or from twenty to 
twenty-five thousand pounds per acre for the year. In 1916. 
68.962 pounds per acre of green berseem were obtained at Suk .. 
kur. At other centres in Sind. I cannot indicate th~actual 
yield. for it has been nearly always used partially for pasturage 
or else the standing crop has been sold. 

Utilisation of B~rswn. 

The utilisation of the berseem crop may be carried out 
in several ways. In the first place. stock may be tethered in 
berseem after the Egyptian fashion. and this method _ has been 
regularly adopted at Mirpurkhas (Sind). There all the farm 
stock have been tethered in the berseem from October to 
April. the work cattle only getting a few pounds of cotton 
seed per day beside. There is just a little danger when the 
stock are first put in among the luscious berseem herbage 
that they will get hoven. but this does not seem great if care 
is taken. In Egypt it is considered particularly liable to cause 
hoven when eaten while dew is on it in the early morning. 
It is moreover estimated that a bullock will require about 
two-thirds of an acre of berseem and a cow a little less to keep 
it in green fodder throughout the cold weather. 

It is most likely. however. that the chief use of berseem 
here as in Egypt, will be for feeding green in the stable. For 
this it seems admirably adapted. and has already achieved 
a demand in the Sind and Punjab markets. At Mirpur .. 
khast it is sold in the bazar at eight annas per maund of eighty 
pounds and a single standing crop has fetched Rs. 10 to 12 
per acre. At Sukkur a single cutting from an acre was ~old 

• .• S,;,kk,;" At!ricultur~ Station Report, 1911-12. A good 8CCOUIIt of beneem cultiyation 
m Sind IS gtven In Bulletm No. 91, Bombay Department of Agriculture (1919>-

t Report, 1912-13 md 1911-12. 
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for Rs. 20 in the standing condition, and even for Rs. 30 in 
the later part of the season. I t has also been successfu..lly 
made into hay. 

Freshly cut berseem is very much more watery than 
lucerne, and an analysis, quoted by Fairchild, gave water-
89'61 per cent., fibre-3'41 per cent., proteids-2'29 per 
cent: This fact must be taken into account in feeding berseem, 
and a correspondingly larger amount of berseem used than 
would be nece~sary with lucerne w:ith its 70 per cent. of water. 

Utilisation 0/ Berseem in Reclaiming Salt Lands. 

One of the purposes which berseem serves in. Egypt 
is in the reclamation of land which contains salt. In 
all silty alluvial soils, where drainage is possible salt 
is usually cleared from the land for agricultural purposes 
by means of bunding the land and then putting open drains 
or ditches outside the bunds to carry off the surplus water'. 
The basins thus formed are then flooded with water, and as· 
soon as the land is sufficiently freed from salt, coarse rice ~s 
grown, and sometimes the millet sawan (Panicwn crusgalli) 
of which we have already spoken. When these have proved 
by their success that the salt is largely removed, then berseem 
follows as a cold weather irrigated crop. If it grows, then 
the land is fit to grow cotton, and probably any other crop 
which is likely to be put on. In this manner berseem ~erves 
a very useful purpose and has been considered as' one of ~he 
most important agents in the reclamation of such land. * 
It has served an actually useful similar purpose in Sind" where 
Henderson has made considerable and successful reclamation 
c;xperiments on Egyptian lines. t 

Berseem Seed. 

Berseem seed as imported from Egypt is usually' very 
dirty, and a good average sample contains about seven per 

• Su Means-United States Department of Agriculture. Year book. 1902. 
t Daulatpur Reclamation Station Reports. . 

MA7-24 
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cent. of dirt.* Weed seeds are common especially chicory 
and wild mustard. and also dodder. All these are very 
objectionable and a special warning in India has been issued 
about the first and' the third of these. 

Dodder. a parasitic plant whose characters have heen 
already described under lucerne. is a very dang~rous enemy. 
and aU samples of seed should be carefully inspected for this. 
and all samples rejected which contain it. t 

Chicory is also a dangerous weed. which t;nds to create 
sc.ouring in animals. and though jts amount in the growing 
crop appears to decrease after" each cutting. yet it is a 
considerable danger-and the likelihood of its presence needs 
warning against.t In the growing crop it should he rooted 
out without mercy. 

Seed has still to be imported as the quantity grown even 
yet is hardly sufficient for extensive cultivation. and a good 
deal of difficulty has been found in growing good quality seed 
in Sind. . 

Enemia 0/ BerSeetn. 
Two classes of insect pests appear to attack berseem in 

Egypt,-namely the surface caterpillars (AgrotiJ segetwn)§ 
and others. and the so-called cotton worm (ProJenia 
littoralis). Both of these are insects occurring very widely in 
the tropics. and the danger is considerable of their appearing 
as serious pests in India. 

Both of them particularly attack early sown berseem. and 
are said to clear a field quickly if the attack is a bad one. and 
so make resowing necessary. The usual plan adopted in the 
case of an attack is to feed off. and water heavily. and at the 
same time clear weeds away. roll the damp ground. and if 
available. apply gas lime. 

• Foaden and Fletcher-Text Book of EgyptiIUlAgriadtun:. Vol. II. page 469. 
(foot t!:).AgricuItural louma1.lnd., Vol. VIII (1913), page 306, and Vol x (1915). page 85 

t Browa-AgricuIturaI JoumaIlnd.. Vol. X (1915), page 402. 
§ See Bona~JoumaI Khed, Agric. Soc.. Vol. IV (1902), page 224. 
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General Conclusions. 

On the whole. for those particular climatic conditions 
which suit it. like Sind and the Punjab; berseem promises 
to be of exceedingly great value in India. Elsewhere. its value 
is still a matter for experiment. Under suitable conditions. 
however. it fills a gap in our available fodder crops. and forms 
a rapid growing fodder for the cold weather. giving repeated 
cuttings and heavy yields. provided abundant irrigation is 
available •. The excellent effect on the fertility of the land 
should not be forgotten. It is usually planted at Mirpurkhas 
without manure. and yet in 1913-14 it was.stated to have 
doubled" the fertility of the farm." 

While. therefore. it is well not to be too sanguine as to 
the extent to which its cultivation will spread, the introduction 
of berseem does form a very important step in the develop
ment of the fodder resources of parts of India where they 
were very especially needed. 

OTHER CLOVERS. 

Other clovers cannot be said to have been successful 
in the plains of Western India. In the hill districts of Quetta. 
five thousand feet high. to the west of Sind. and usually includ
ed in Baluchistan. such excellent results have been obtained 
with shallal by Howard *' that a description of the methods 
he has adopted and the results obtained would appear to 
be useful. 

SHAFI'AL. 

Shallal or Persian clover (Trilolium resupinatwn) is 
an important crop of the whole north-west frontier of ,India. 
and. for instance. forms one of the principal sources of fodder 
in the rabi season in the Peshawar and similarly situated 

I 

• Fruit Experiment Station. Quetta, Bulletin No.5 (1915): MOlt !If the data wluch follow 
are from his bulletin. 
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valleys. In the plains it has proved of little use. It was 
grown experimentally in 1912-13 at the Poona Agri
cultural College under irrigation. and gave two cuttings 
amounting together to 3,575 pounds of green fodder per acre. 
I t could not apparently stand the hot weather and died away. 
It is. apparently, unsuitable in fact for the semi-tropical 
conditions of sea level or low elevation here. but. seems 
likely to be of great value in the colder hill regions of the 
country. Under these conditions Howard stated that 
.. it will yield four crops in one year. three of which can be 
utilised for fodder and the last either for seed or as green
manure. The plants set seed freely ~during the month of June 
so that there is no difficulty with regard to a fresh supply 
for sowing. No pests have been observed on this crop when 
properly grown and when regularly cut. If. however. it is 
over-watered and if it is not cut in time. the leaves are often 
attacked by a fungus, but this does not reappear on the foliage 
of the new growth unless it becomes over ripe." 

The procedure recommended by Howard for its culti
vation in the Quetta valley is as follows:- . 

The sprouted shallal seed, at the rate of twenty pounds per 
acre mixed with an equal weight of dry earth, is sown in the 
irrigation water on the plots where it is to be grown about the 
latter half of August.. The seeds root at once and as soon 
as possible a light covering of dry earth is applied. A second 
light watering is given as soon as the ground has dried. 

A light cover crop of maize or jowa, previously sown, 
is useful to protect the shallal seedlings from wind and sun. 
This is removed in the early part of September, and thereafter 
the shallal crop grows alone. The surface of the ground should 
be kept cultivated and in such a condition as to form an earth 
mulch. Irrigation should not be excessive, but should be 
given whenever the change in colour to a darker green (already 
noted as occurring with lucerne) announces the need for water. 
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The need for iuigation water is not great at Quetta until rapid 
. growth takes place in the spring. 

'The crop only grows slowly during the cold weather 
but then produces several cuts, generally three~ before it finally 
forms flowers and seed in June. This last crop is used either 
for green manure or for the collection of :seed. The yield 
obtained by Howard on unmanured land Was 60,000 pounds 
per acre i~ three cuts. This could probably be increased by 
manuring. It is important that the crop. should be cut as 
soon as ,Possible in the spring and as often a~ possible, as any 
delay in cutting tends to bring on rust and weakens the stand 
of plants. 

The feeding value of sha/tal has been well known on the 
north~west frontier for a long time. It can be used for dairy 
cows and buffaloes for which it is most suitable, and for hor~ 
ses, mules, and work cattle if only it is cut up and mixed with 
dry iowar or other similar fodder. Otherwise it is liable to 
caus~ hoven. 

It cannot only be fed green, but it is also very suitable 
for making hay, considerably more so than lucerne. As the 
ciimate of Quetta is very dry, the formation of hay has to be 
done gradually in stages. .. After cutting, the sha/tal 
is spread out to dry for a day or two when it is turned and 
allowed to dry f9r another day. When about half dry, it is 
collected into heaps and pressed down firmly so as to check 
the rate of drying. Provided it is put into heaps just at the 
right stage, on the second day the fodder begins to get warm. 
At this point, the heaps are opened and the produce carried 
to the stack during which it dries considerably. Some little 
experience is needed in determining the stage at which to 
stack the fodder. I f it is too dry, no slow after, ferm~ntation 
takes place and it becomes too brittle for baling. If, on the 
other hand, it is stacked too damp, over-heating takes place 
and the final product moulds ........ Two months in the 
stack is ample for the development of the proper colour and 
texture, after which the hay can be baled .. (Howard). 
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The loss of weight in hay making was about seventy-six 
to eighty four per cent. in Quetta, according to the stage of 
ripeness of the crop. .. A fair average would be twenty pounds 
of hay to one hundred pounds of green shaltal" (Howard). 
The hay has been uniformly considered to be excellent in the 
neighbourhood of Quetta. 

Whether shaltal has any future in other parts of the 
Bombay Presidency cannot yet be stated. The climate 
on the plains or on the Deccan in the autumn and ,cold 
weather is evidently too hot for it to produce a good stand 
of plants. Some of the higher'; hill regions, such as 
Mahableshwar and siwilar hill sections of the Western 
Ghats, where irrigation is available, might be very 
suitable places for the trial of this crop. Wherever it is 
successful it will form a most valuable addition to the fodder 
resources of a class of country in India where these have 
been notoriously scanty. 

SENJ •• 

Senji (Melilotus alba or Melilotw indica).-This common 
leguminous weed in the Punjab. very similar to clover in 
eharacter, is not infrequently sown in North India as a fodder 
crop. It occurs either as a white' flowered plant (Melilotw 
alba) or a yellow flowered plant (Melilotw indica), and either 
cne or the other is sown in October. and harvested in F ebru
ary or March. It is there said to be best grown mixed with 
other crops such as barley or oats. Both varieties are said to 
be of considerable value when fed green to milch cattle. but if 
allowed to ripen they are liable to cause colic. .. They require 
rich and moist land such as the all uvial land in the beds of 
rivers, and should be irrigated."· Under the name • sweet 
clover' the white flowered variety is grown to a considerable 
extent in the United States and also in the warmer part of the 
temperate zones elsewhere, while the yellow flowered variety 

• Me8¥Ler and Willi_FIl1JI Manual. .,. 6Z, 
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is also grown, though perhaps to a less extent, in both the 
southern United States and in Australia. 

Several attempts have been made to introduce these as 
crops in various parts of Western India. In 1905~06 Melilotus 
indica was grown successfully in Sind (Mirpurkhas*). It 
yielded 6,933 pounds of green fodder, but was so obviously 
inferior to berseem as a cold weather fodder crop that no 
serious attempt has been made to grow it since. In 1909~ 10 
Melilotus alba was grown at several centres in the Bombay 
Presidency, At Poona it was reported that the crop was 
stunted and sparse, and that after the first cutting it flowered 
~nd seeded. The fodder was unpleasant and smelt badly, 
and the cattle refused to touch itt. This, I may remark, is 
always a difficulty at first with Melilotus fodder but animals 
soon get used to it. The crop proved a failure at Dharwar 
in the same season.t 

On the whole there does not seem much promise for the 
utilisation of these clovers except in Sind, and there, berseem 
is so much better that they need hardly be considered. 
And yet the great success with this crop, in places like 
Kansas with a climate not unlike ours, would well justify 
further experiment with it.§ 

XU.-Chavli or Cowpea. 

While lucerne to a large extent (except in Sind) forms 
an excellent perennial leguminous crop, and berseem seems 
likely to give us a good annual rabi leguminous fodder at any 
rate in Sind and perhaps elsewhere, other leguminous fodders 
are needed, especially (1) for growing (a) in the rains and (b) 
in the hot weather. and (2) for growing as rotations with the 
iowars and maize when berseem will not grow. Now in India 
we are particularly rich in pulse crops, and it would be 

* Report. Mirpurkhas Agricultural Station, I90S-06. 
t Agricultural College Station, Poona, Report, 1909·10. 
t Report, Dharwar'Agricultural Station, 1909.10. 
§ See !<:ansas Agri. upt. Station J3ulletin 225 (1921). 
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surprising if some of these did not fill the need. I do not 
intend to consider here the growth of any of these aops 
when the primary object is the production of seed and that 
of fodder secondary, but only to try and give an account of 
experiments with them as fodder aops simply, especially 
considered as filling the purposes above suggested, and the 
methods which have been evolved as a result. 

Of these the most important are probably chavli or cowpea 
(Vigna catjang) and val (Dolichos lablab) both of which appear 
to have a very considerable future in this direction. 

I 

Chavli is a crop which while \veil known to the people 
all over the country is not really extensively cultivated even 
for seed. It is curious to find a crop so little used here where 
it is at home, developing chiefly as a fodder crop in America and 
elsewhere to the extent which has been the case. Altogether 
in the Bombay"Presidency its cultivation does not exceed about 
25,000 acres annually, chiefly in the Kaira, Khandesh, Belgaum. 
Bijapur and Thana districts, and most of this is as a subordinate 
crop with cereals where the conditions of rainfall and season 
are good enough. Unless the conditions of rainfall and soil 
are very favourable it does not succeed so well as mug or udid 
for that purpose. In the Kaira district it is, however. regularly 
used as a mixed cultivation with bajri on light alluvial soils .• 

Chavli is a low growing, large leaved, dimbing or twining 
pulse, with flowers which vary from pale blue to reddish purple 
inside and yellowish outside. The beans are long, and when 
the crop is ripening are easily seen in dusters of three to s~ 
above the level of the twining crop. The long straight pods 
are indented on each side so that each seed occupies a separate 
cell so to speak, and the bean is hence quite characteristic 
in appearance. 

When a search began in Western India for suitable 
fodder crops more than twenty years ago, chavli early attracted 

• Mollison-Text Book of AsricuIture, Vol III .... 89. 
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attention and from the beginning gave good results at Poona 
in good deep soil in the rains, in the hot weather with irriga~ 
tion, and, mor~ <ioubtfully, as a rabi crop. In 1893, as a hot 
weather crop it gave 15,253 pounds per acre and was better 
than, val. The waste in feeding was noticed to be very small. 
while during growth it had great power of smothering weeds. * 
As time went on the specific purposes for which chavli and 
val a~e suited became better defined: chavli grew best in 
the hot weather under irrigation, and in the rains on almost 
any soil but particularly on good deep land~ but val was dis~ 
tinctly better as a crop after the end of the rains. Some yields 
obtained in Poona as a (ains crop are shown as follows :-

Seed Yield 
used per (green) Cost per Value per 

Year. acre. per acre. acr~. acre. 

~ ,- . 
Lbs. Lbs. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

1894 .. .. 40 12.089 ,17 0 0 48 0 0 
1895 .. .. 48 7,346 13 8 0 29 8 0 
1905 '.' .. Nor ... 6.981 40 0 ONo record. 

cord. 

These may be taken as typical of the kind of return which 
may be expected in the greater part of the Bombay Presidency. 
In Sind, where the crop had been unknown, and where, of 
course, it must be grown under irrigation, it has had consider~ 
able success when sown in June and cut for the first time at 
the end of August.. The actual results at Mirpurkhas have 
been as follows :-t 

Yield perl 
Year. acre. 

:--------------------------
Remarks. 

Lb •. 
1910 18,000 Second cutting >ery poor. 
190 1 16,000 No second cutting. 
1912 12.000 Two cuttings. 

* Report, Poona Experiment Farm, 1893-94. 
t Rep~rt .. Mirpurkhas ~cultur.l St~tion, 1910-11. &c, 

N A 7-Z~ 
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As a result, the conclusion was st~ted as follows in 1914 
as regards Sind:-" The ideal pulse would give repeated 
cuttings of good fodder in the hot weather,· and give a final 
cut for seed before being ploughed in for rabi crops. Val 
and chavli followed by soybean and velvet bean seem to be the 
most promising up to date." Results quite as good as those 
quoted have been obtained in other parts of Sind. * 

In view of this success, we will consider more in detail 
the most satisfactory conditions and methods of cultivation. 
Apparently almost any soil will suit chavli, but a good deep 
soil answers best especially if moderately light in texture. 
The seed should be drilled either in February for hot weather 
irrigated cultivation, or at the commencement of June, after 
the first rains have fallen, for cultivation in the rains. In 
either case the land must be prepared into a fairly fine tilth, 
and the seed drilled in rows at a distance of from twelve to 
eighteen inche~ apart or even wider. The growing plant 
spreads rapidly, and soon covers up the space between the 
rows. About thirty to forty pounds of seed per acre are 
needed in this method of cultivation. 

There are a considerable number of varieties of chavl; 
on the market ·varying much in colour or appearance, hut 
little is known of their relative value for fodder purposes, 
and very few experiments have been made. In tests made 
at the Kirkee Dairy Farm in 1904, the small seeded varieties 
proved themselves much superior to others for fodder pur
posest but this is the only local record on the question of 
variety that I can find. 

The crop takes about two and a half months or a little 
more to mature for cutting. Cutting should take place when 
the pods are well formed, but are still green, and the crop can 
be fed green or be allowed to dry into hay. Under favourable 
conditions the plants will sprout again and give a second crop 

• Su Reports. LarJ.hana and Landhi Agricultural StatiOll8. 1913-14. 
t Report. KjrJree Dairy F ann. 1904.0;. 
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of fodder. as is indicated in the above details given with 
regard to the crop in Sind. But as a rule the second crop so 
obtained is a very small one. and chavli as ~ fodder crop must 
stand or fall by the first cutting. 

I have already said that the cutting of the crop should 
take place while the pods are still green. If the plants are 
left later than this the weight will be slightly increased, but 
the leaflets are inclined to fall off, and so the value of the 
material for fodder is reduced. With us chavli has always 
been cut by hand. but there is no difficulty in" cutt~ng the aop 
with an ordinary mower, and if a bunching attachment to lift 
the vines off the ground is added this method works perfectly. 

If grown in the hot weather with irrigation, the crop is 
always fed green. At that time of the year green fodder over 
the whole ,Qf Western India is so valuable that there would 
never be any question of converting it into hay. The crop 
grown in the rains is in a different case. It is ready for cutting 
in September, and at that time green fodder (except in Sind) 
is abundant. If the weather is suitable, hay may be made 
though the- crop is somewhat difficult to cure owing to the 
thickness of the stems and the succulence of the leaves. The 
cut crop must not, hence, be heaped together too soon, as 
it is then likely to become mouldy, and when nearly dry it 
must not be knocked about too much or the leaves are likely 
to be knocked off. We have' no experience of the val~e of the 
crop for silage, but elsewhere it has been found excellent, 
the product being stated to be better than maize silage, and 
the value obtained was better than when the crop was made 
into hay.* 

Yield.-I have already indicated (page 193) the ,quantity 
of crop which has been obtained in our experiments at differ
rent seasons of the year. It may be taken that 12,000 to 16,000 
pounds of green fodder per acre is a good crop when grown 

• D~';"'Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin No. 98 (1905). 
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under irrigation. If grown in the rains the yield will be less, 
and not usually more than, 10.000 pounds per acre will be 
obtained. This corresponds fairly well with the yields ob
tained from cowpea in America where it is so extensively 
grown as a fodder crop. 

Chavli as a mixed Crop.-Chavli forms an excellent ~ix
ture with either fodder iowar or bairi grown for fodder, and 
owing to its more or less twining habit it becomes thoroughly 
mixed with the iowar or bairi and considerably increases 
the feeding value of the crop. The usual plan here followed 
has been to grow three rows of jowar And one row of chavli • 

. the seed being drilled. Both grow together. and the mixture 
is cut when the iowar is ready . From experiments with various 
pulses (chavli. val. mug. kl,tlthi. etc.) in 1897, chavli was found 
to be the best for mixing with fodder jowar on medium or 
heavy soils. It gave the biggest yield of any of them. On 
light soils it should be replaced by kulthi. When so grown 
in mixture. the ruling factor in determining the time of cut
ting is the crop with which it is grown. that is to say, the 
baiTi or the iowar. Hence it is usually cut very young, long 
before it would be reaped if it were a single crop. and 
hence the weight given is only relatively small. 

Enemies 0/ Chavli.-Two somewhat serious pests attack 
chavli. The first of this is the aphis (Aphis rwnicis) which 
often injures the crop grown under irrigation in the hot weather. 
The crop is only occasionally damaged seriously with us. 
The attack can be detected at once by the bending over of the 
growing tips of the plants. the curling up of the leaves, and 
a general air of unhealthiness over the plants. Nothing can 
be done. except to cut the crop and feed green at once, and 
trust to getting a return from a second growth. Any spraying 
method for a crop like char)li would be out of place. 

The second serious pest. not only of chavli but also of 
val and several other pulse crops. is a hairy caterpillar (Am-
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sacia laclinea).* The moths of this caterpillar appear at 
the beginning of the monsoon and lay many eggs on the broad 
leaves of these leguminous plants. Each lot of eggs contains 
two hu~dred or more s!Dall, round, pearly-coloured eggs. 
The caterpillars which corne out feed together on the epider
mis of the leaves. 'Plants which have had eggs laid on them 
can be marked down even from a distance. At this stage, the 
peculiar habit of the cat@rpillars feeding together is so 
characteristi!= that they only move to a second leaf when the 
food. on the first is fully consumed. After the caterpillars 
have moulted three times, they alter their habits and separate 
singly in search of food. They then grow.rapidly gradually 
increasing in length up to two inches. They are very hairy: 
the hairs on the abdomen are yellow, those on the thorax are 
black. The pupa is formed in the soil, and remains there 
until the following monsoon when the moths again hatch out. 
The moth is easily attracted to light, and is a beautiful insect 
with white wings and a crimson border along the front edge 
of the forewing. 

This caterpillar pest is common in Gujarat on most 
of the leguminous plants grown in the monsoon 
but is very much less destructive in other parts of Western 
India. The chief means of 'control lies in recognizing the 
plants that have had eggs laid on them, and if these plants 
BJe picked out before the stage at which the insects begin 
to wander. large numbers of the insects can be destroyed 
before they have done serious injury. Attracting the moths 
to light has been advised in the case of a closely related 
species in Madras and Mysore. 

No fungus disease has done serious damage in Western 
India. though the fact that the well-knpwn root f,.tngus, 
Rhizocionia solani has been found to attack the plant at Pusat 
renders the possibility of such an attack here not very remote 

• I am indebted for the substance of the account of this pest to Mr. R. S. Kasargode 01 the 
Poona Agricultural College. 

t Butler-Report, Agricultural Resear h In titutf Pusa, 1911·12. 
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If sUfb an attack does occur, the crops had better be cut down. 
the land ploughed at once. and the crop avoided for two 
years at least on the land. 

Chaoli as a Fodder.-Chovli is" one of the most valuable 
leguminous fod~r crops we have for all kinds of stock. It is 
rich in proteids in particular. and analyses of the very ~imi1ar 
cowpea hay (when completely dried) grown in America are 
as follows· :-

Ether extract (fat, &c.> 
Proteid. .. 
Digestible Carbohvdrates, &c. 
Fibre 
Ash 

Cut in ~cut when Cut when 
full poda pod_ 

bloom. ormiRJr. formed. 

----
Per cen~. Per un'. Per cent. 

.. 4·04 ,·06 '·01 

.. 17"86 19·93 21·38 

.. ;2· ;0·;8 32·;9 

.. 18·29 18·;2 29·05 

.• 1 7·43 7·91 1'·97 
--_. 

This shows that the proteids increase in this case after 
the pods are formed. as the seeds are very rich in this consti
tuent. When ready for feeding off the following co-efficients 
of digestibility of the various constituents of the fodder have 
been given by American authoritiest with cattle :-

Dry matter 

Fat 

68 per cent, digestible. 

59 .. .. .. 
Proteids 76 .. .. " 
Digestible carbohy-

drates 81 .. .. " 
Fibre 60 00 .. 00· 

There is practically no waste in feeding chaoli fodder. 
Even when it is a little mouldy it is eaten freely by stock of 

• Su Pipe~F orage Plants, page ;02. 

t Su Voorbeet-Forage Crope, page 66. 
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every kind, and this is of course a great ag,vantage. Altoge ... 
ther it would seem that chavli is likely to fill a large place in the 
fodder supply of Western India as a crop of exceeding high 
feeding value, easy to grow, and which stands ahead of all 
other known annual leguminous fodders for growing in the 
hot weather under irrigation, or in the rainy season. In 
addition to these advaI),tages the long tap root of the plant 
penetrates the sub ... soilloosening it and making it more porous, 
and the residue left in the soil after cultivation is always 
sufficient to produce considerable impr9vement in the land. 
It is a good soil improver as well as a good fodder crop. 

xm.-val. 

An annual fodder crop which seems, in'its own place, 
likely to be of equal value "'~th that last discussed in val 
(DOlichos lablab) known outside 'India as the hyacinth bean. 
This is a native of India, and it is cultivated on a very consider ... 
able scale in the Bombay Presidency either for the sake' of 
the green pods as a vegetable, or for the seed. In most other 
parts of India it is known as a garden crop: or else it is grown 
in a mixture with other crops. Here only it is a r~gular field 
crop and becomes in the Thana and Kolaba districts by far 
the most important pulse cultivated. But in spite of this, 
it is not at all grown as a fodder crop PlJrely, though of course 
the plants after removal of the seeds are fed to cattle. Its 
development for fodder purposes primarily will be almost 
a new thing. 

1n the search for suitable fodder crops it early commanded 
attention, 'and from the beginning showed great promise. 
It was found to grow luxuriantly in good land in the rains a~d 
also "in the Tabi season in Poona. In this part of the country, 
however, it quickly showed itself inferior to chavli ~s an irrigat ... 
ed crop in the hot weather, andsomewhaf . inferior to it 
even in tlie' rains, but was considerably superior as a crop for 
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the late rains or the Tabi season. As a rains crop its relation 
to ,hadi is well shown by the following yields obtained in 
1894 and 1895 :-

------~---

Yield 01 Yield of 
s-n green 

fodder fodder 
18941'f'r 1895 per 

acre ar.re. 

-------',.--,--

Chavli 
V'I' 

, 

\ 

Lhe. l..be. 
.. 12.089 7.346 
•• 7,998 7.5Z8 

\ 
In the hot weather val often l almost failed: in 1895, 

5,143 pounds of green fodder per acre were obtained at 
this season. . 

These results have been confirmed nearly all over 
Western India, but val has achieved a most striking success 
in Sind where it is probably the most promising of the 
khaTi! pulses. 

The yields _ at Mirpurkhas have been as follows ~ 

1910 
1911 
1912 

Year, 1 1 lVield pe 
acre of 

I.:.::· 
i.hl. 

•• 12.000 
•• 22.000 
.. 16,533 

Remarb. 

Firat cuttin. only. Cave a good HCOnd cuttin,. 
In three cuttinp. 

Do. 

Thus we have a crop which is almost ideal as a khaTi! 
fodder for Sind, as it gives repeated cuttings of good fodder 
before ploughing into the land for the ,aI>i season. The 
conclusion reached as a result is that II val as a pulse fodder 
is unequalled: chavli is next. " 

The present position generally is that in Western India val 
can be relied upon to give a crop of 7,000 or 8,000 pounds of 
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green fodder in the rains. or in the Tabi season with irrigation. 
For the latter purpose it will do better than any other. 
In the special conditions of Sind, it is probably the best 
annual leguminous fodder crop for the khaTi! season. 

Val is a more twining and climbing plant than chavli 
or indeed than any of the common pulses. In its ear:ly 
growth its tissues are very tender and soft, and hence it is 
delicate, and liable to slight attack by quite a number of 
insects. In most of the varieti~s the flowers are white, but 
one vigorous variety grown in the Konkan has purple flowers. 
No experiments have been. made as to the relative value of 
~fferent varieties from a fodder point of view. 

On the whole val seems to prefer a mediun or stiff soil
a stiffer soil than is the best for chavli. Grown in the Tabi season 
for which it is most suitable in th~ greater part 'of the Bombay 
Presidency, it does not need irrigation if the water level 
is not far from the surface, but if a large yield of fodder 
is wanted, irrigation will. in nearly all cases, be of advantage 
in the later part of the growth, except in particularly damp 
places. While requiring much moisture, val, however, will 
not flourish in waterlogged places. Grown for grain, it 
will stand considerable drought,-even q10re tha~ chavli, 
but under drought conditions the amount of fodder yielded 
is relatively small. , 

The method of cultivation is similar to that already 
described for chavli. But the land need not be so careful~ 
ly prepared as for chavli. One special difficulty arises. in 
this case. Most of the pulses have a certain percentage 
of hard seed which will not germinat, without special treat~ 
ment, and in this matter, val, in our experience, is the worst 
of all of them. If the seed is rubbed: ~ughly and thoroughly 
with wet sand before' sowing, all difficulty on this scdre dis
appears. 

In growing it for seed in the "Konkan, the land after 
removal of the rice crop is ploughed and cross ploughed. 

N A 7-26 
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The plough is again worked a third time. and the seed 
is then dropped into the furrows made by the plough, 
Better than this is the use of the drill when growing the crop 
for fodder. About thirty to forty pounds of seed per acre 
are required. 

The crop is cut when the beans are formed. and this 
is about two and a half to three months after sowing. 
It must be cut at an earlier stage than chaoli. as after the crop 
begins to ripen, the leaves get very brittle and fall off at the 
lightest touch. Hence it should be generally fed green 
and is not suitable for making i.wq hay. Grown as a rabJ 
crop, by the time it is ready. green fodder has begun to be 
scarce over most of Western India and it is particularly 
valuable. In Sind, green fodder is always ' valuable. 
I have no experience of any attempt being made to convert 
oal into silage, but there is no reason to anticipate any special 
difficulty . 

Yield.-The amount of green fodder obtainable per 
acre can be judged from the figures already given of the 
yields actually produced at Poona and Mirpurkhas. Its 
power of giving more than one cutting is of considerable value 
and enables it to produce a larger yield than otherwise would 
be the case. In Sind this faculty is now well recognized. 
and three cuttings of t~e pulse grown in the khari! season 
seem regularly to be 'obtained. No great attempt has been 
made to get a second cutting when it is grown in the rabi 
season, but if this could be done it would very considerably 
increase the value of the crop. At present one cutting in 
the rabi season over most of Western India should give from 
7,000 to 10,000 pounds of green fodder per acre. In Sind 
in the khari! season, three cuttings should give from 
15,000 to 20,000 pounds of green fodder per acre. 

Val as a mixed Crop.-Val can be grown as a subordinate 
crop with fodder jowar or fodder maize just like chavli 
and with equal success. It has the advantage, aca>rding 
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to Mollison, * owing to its very twining character, of. giving 
a more completely mixed fodder when the combined crop 
is cut. Again it should be noted that with these mixed 
fodder crops, the cotnbined crops are- reaped when the jowar, 
maize or bajri (whichever it may be) is ready, without 
waiting for the maturity of the leguminous crop. • 

Enemies 0/ Val.-The chief insect enemy of val- grown 
for fod9,er, in Western India, is the hairy caterpillar.
Ansacta lactinea, the habits of which and the remedies for 
whidl have been already described under chavli. Other 
pests are of little' importance. 

Val ~ a /odder.-From all experiments so far, val is 
found to be at least equal as a fodder to chavli if anything 
being superior to it. The fodder is on the whole finer, 
and less inclined to be coarse: the leaves are, however, more 
likely to fall i~ the course of reaping, and hence (as already 
noted) it ought to be reaped at an earlier stage than chaoli, 
and so the highly nitrogenous seeds cannot ha~e the same 
chance of developing. 

~he Jodder can be fed without apy waste, ,and has 
proved suitable for all kinds of stock. 

XIV.-Kulthi. 

The best leguminous crop for fodder purposes on light 
land in the rainy season is kulthi (Dolichos biHorus) which, 
though at present only grown to a small extent for this purpose, 
is nevertheless very largely cultivated as a mixed £fop with 
grain crops, for the sake of its .seed, almost all over the Bombay 
Presidency, and even more largely in Madras. 

-As grown in the Bombay Presidency it is a 'very much 
bri!nching 'plant,-the branches intertwining very much with 
one another. The foliage is very pale green in colour~ and 

• Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1896..97" • 
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is vel1C tender when young. The ordinary variety has grey 
variegated seed. 

As a fodder crop, attention has been attracted to kulthi 
for a long time especially on account of its drought resisting 
capacity, and hence its suitability for growing on sandy and 
shallow lands during the rainy season. Even if there is a long 
break in the rains it does not affect kulthi. In Madras, long ago, 
Robertson recommended it as a catch crop for fodder to be 
either grazed or fed green, as the seed could be put in at any 
time and needs only one shower to start it growing .. 

In Bombay, as already stated, ~:it is chiefly a rains crop on 
light land. In 1892 Mollison stated that 7,912 pounds of 
green fodder had been so obtained per acre at a cost of 
Rs. 12, while the crop was worth Rs. 26, the fodder being valued 
at 300 pounds per rupee.* It was soon. however. found to 
be inferior to both val and chavli on heavier soils, while 
superior to them for light land t, and under these circumstances 
it gave good returns both alone and as a mixed fodder with 
bajTi or jou:aT. I t was recognised as a better fodder even than 
valor chavli.t 

In Sind its cultivation was taken up as a khaTi/ fodder at 
Mirpurkhas in 191O;§ but it did not succeed, the growth 
being poor and the fodder of little use. So much was it a 
~sappointment that it has not, apparently, been tried again 
SInce. 

From these experiments it would appear that we have 
in kulthi a first class crop for light land in the rainy season, 
probably the best we have. It seem to be no use in Sind. 
Under all conditions of growth where successful it has only 
given one cutting. 

• Bombay.Agriculturai Department, Bulletin No. IS (1892). 

t Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1895-96. 

~ Report, Poona Experiment Farm. 1897-98. 

§ Report, MirpurJ.h ... Agricultural Station. 1910·1 J. 
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. Kulthi will grow really successfully only on light land 
and this kind of soil is the only one on which it should be put. 
Mollison remarks in this connection .. kulthi is essentially a 
light soil crop. and is extensively grown on the light red stony 
soils of the Deccan. It does well also on poor sand}'! soils. 
It only requires a moderate rainfall. and succeeds better than 
any other pulse in light soil which is in poor condition."~ 
The preparation of the soil and the manner of cultivation does 
not differ frorp. that already described for c/zavli. When 
grown for fodder it should be sown more thickly than when 
grown for the seed, and twenty~five pounds of seed per acre 
be required. The principal crop will be in the rains, but 
repeated crops can be taken 'off the same land without difficulty 
if the necessary irrigation can be arranged. Mukerjit re~ 
commends taking three crops in succession for fodder, sown 
in June. August and November, and reaped. respectively, in 
August or September, October and January. Robertson 
suggests that it may follow a rabi crop, and so furnish green 
fcidder in the hot weather at the least expenditure of water; the 
reaping of the crop commencing a mQnth only after sowing.~ 

Most of the kulthi grown in Western India is now grown 
in admixture with bajri, one row in four being kulthi. The 
system gives a very good mix~ fodder. 

• • I 

When grown alone the yield which may be expected has 
Been already indicated. Mukerji (loc. cit.) says that five tons 
of green fodder can be obtained per acre. This. however. 
would be a high yield on most of the soils on which kulthi 
is grown with us. As already noted the fodder is very good 
in quality. If the plants are cut when in flower. it is excellent 
for all farm animals (Mollison). and especially in mixtures is 
considered as particularly good for milk animals. Mukerji 
notes that a mixture of kulthi. unripe bael fruits, and kanta~notia . 

.. Text Book of Agriculture, Vol. III. page 83. 

t Handbook of Indian Agriculture (3rd edition), paS" 203. 

; Saidapet Farm Report'l 
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(Amaranthus spinosus) is used by goalas in Bengal to stimulate 
the How of milk in their animals, 

The analysis of fresh kJJlthi fodder grown at Poona gave 
figures as follows :-

-Moisture 11'5 per cent. 

Ether extract (fat. etc.). 0'6 .. 
Proteids 3'4 .. 
Digestible carbohydrates 12'9 .. 
Woody fibre 1'5 .. 
Ash 4'1 .. 

100'00 

XV.-Guar or Cluster Bean. 

A good deal of attention for fodder purposes has recently 
been given to guaT (Cyamopsis psoTalioides) which though 
a minor crop in the West of India (except in Northern Gujarat) 
possesses considerable advantages in certain cases. As usually 
grown it is a garden crop. except as regards the so--called 
deshi variety, which is grown as a dry crop subordinate 
to bajri, 

The special advantages which guaT is supposed to have 
are (1) that it is very drought resistant and hence will give 
a good crop with very little water in irrigated tracts: (2) that 
it is particularly suitable for light sandy soils; (3) that the 
plant is an upright growing plant. which hence has a number 
of advantages over the twining, creeping. climbing pulses 
already dealt with; and (4) the fodder produced is relished 
by animals,· Its disadvantages are that it grows comparative-
ly slowly. and will not grow well on black cotton soil. 

GOOT is a stiff erect plant. with single. stems or a few 
branches only. which grows up to six feet high. .. The leaves 
are trifoliate and angularly toothed, The small Howers are 

• Piper-f orase Plants, page 557. 
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numerous in short, erect axillary racemes. The pods are 
flat, I! to 2 inches long. and about seven seeded. "* 

Experime~ts in Western India as a fodder crop have 
chiefly been made in Sind, where it shows considerable pro
mise. for growth in the khaTi! season. At Mirpurkhas, 
planted in June, and cut for the first time in August, it has 
been reported on as follows :-

191O ... J1.-Excellent fodder, relished by cattle. The 
second cutting was poor, but the first cutting gave 13.000 
pounds of green fodder per acre. The local variety 
grew well. but another with large pods, obtained from 
Karachi, was preferred. 

1911~12.-12,OOO pound:;" of green fodder were 
obtained per acre. There was no second cutting. The 
same rema'rks as to variety hold as in the preceding year. 

1912~13.-The local variety gave 16,000 pounds 
of green fodder per acre. while the Karachi only produced 
10,200 pounds. There was no second cutting of fod .. 
der.t 

At Landhi. near Karachi. it has given a very heavy yield 
of fodder.t 

In the remainder of the Bombay Presidency few experi
ments have been made withguaT as a fodder crop. At Dhar
war once it was established it was found to resist drought 
weIl,-but did not appear to be suited to black cotton soil. 

Soil and Cultioation.-In fact, in guaT we have a crop 
essentially suited to sandy or alluvial soils, and under these 
conditions it caQ be grown with success by practically the 
same methods already described in the case of chaoli. though 
it can be planted perhaps a little closer than in the case of the 

.. Piper-Forage Plants. page 557. 
t Reports, Mirpurkhas Agricultural Station, 1910-11, 1911-12, 1912-13. 
+ Report. Lindhi Agriculture Station, 1913·14. 
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latter crop. say. in rows from twelve to eighteen inches apart. 
Ten pounds of seed per acre are required. It is particularly 
suitable for growing in the rainy season. being sown at the 
beginning of the rains and cut when in flower or when the pods 
are beginning to form. It will usually be ready at the end 
of August if planted early in June. If seed is wanted, it 
will have to be left till October. 

Yield.-The account given above of the Mirpurkhas 
experiments indicates the yield of fodder which may be 
expected under suitable conditions, In Bengal, Mukerji 
stutes that it should give from S.ooO to 16,000 pounds of 
green fodder per acre.* and that with chaoli it occupies the first 
place among annual, rank-growing fodder crops. 

Guar as a Fodder.-All our local experiments agree that 
green guar is an excellent fodder and is relished by all our 
agricultural animals. When young it is very free from fibre, t 
Hitherto it has always been fed green here when grown as 
a fodder crop. and there seems no experience as to its value 
for hay making or for silage. The analysis in my laboratory 
of two lots of young fresh guar plants grown at Loni near Poona 
gave the following figures :-

(1) (2) 

Moisture 77'0 13'S . 
Ether extract (fat. &c.) 0'1 O'S 
Proteids 4'6 4'3 
Digestible carbohydrates JO'5 S'9 
Fibre .' . 4'0 1'9 
Ash 3'2 4'3 

100'0 JOO'O 

• Mukerji-Haadbook of Agriculture (3rd edition), ~ 205. --
t Duthie and fuller-Field Uld Carden Crop'. 
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XVI. - Soy Beans. 

Soybeans (Glycine soja) as a fodder crop have been much 
utilised and recommended during the last few years in many 
parts of the world, and have, in a number of centres, made 
a place for themselves as a field crop for this purpose. As 
grown for seed, it may be stated that S'oybeans form a large 
crop in Northern China, Manchuria, and Japan, while the 
plant is also cultivateq to a very considerable extent in the 
hills of North.East India. 

The crop is an annual, and is erect and branching with 
(as grown in India) somewhat slender stems, though imported 
varieties are uslially very much stouter. The stems are hairy 
and the lecrves vary from a long and narrow lanceolate shape 
to broad and almost circular. So far as Indian experience 
goes, the crop. as usually grown demands a moist. temperate 
to sub-tropical climate such as is found in the Naga Hills. 
In America the crop matures 'practically under the same 
range as maize, except tha~ the soybean will not flourish under 
conditions as tropical as those under which maize will grow. 
Hence in introducing the crop it must be remembered that 
it is not adapted to a very hot climate. but is rather suited 
to a lower temperature and less tropical conditions. 

This may account for its practical failure when grown 
in the rainy season in Western India It was first tried 'at 
Poona* in 1905.06 and grown in the rains, when it seemed to 
be unhealthy throughout its growth and only gave 331 pounds 
of green fodder per acre. It has been grown in small plots 
every year since that time. but the results have always been 
similar. 

In 1911.12 and succeeding years. a number of American 
varieties and also a Java type have been tried in ~arious centres. 
At Dhulia in 1911-12 in the rains. the Java soybeans grew 

'" Poon. Experimenl Farm Report, 1905-06. 
J'I A 7-27 
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weU, gave a large quantity of leaf, and came to maturity in 
three months, giving 400 pounds of grain and 2,240 pounds 
of stalks per acre. The American varieties (Haberlan". 
HoUybrook and Medium Green) grew much shorter.-not 
higher than nine to twelve inches high,-and only yielded from 
280 to 415 pounds of grain and from 120 to 400 pounds of 
stalk per acre. In the following year at Dhulia the ·results 
were even less satisfactory. The Java beans gave no grain. 
and but 2,180 pounds per acre in the plants as a whole; the 
American varieties gave a similar .amount of grain to the 
previous year and straw from 513,0 1.083 pounds per acre. 
At Dharwar the same varieties as at Dhulia did very poorly 
in 1911~'2. Java soybeans did very badly. and none were 
promising, and they were even less successful in the following 
year. Thus at two centres on black soil the results were 
a practical failure when the crop was grown in the monsoon. 

On alluvial soil the results at the same season were no 
better. At Nadiad on the . light gOTaJu soils of Northern 
Gujarat, the crop was a complete failure in the monsoon in 
two successive years. At Gokak, on s~ndy soil in the Deccan, 
Java soybeans went to leaf, but eYen then only gave a very 
small yield. 

So that in aU our centres the crop has not been a success 
in the rains. On the other hand few experiments have been 
made with soybeans as an autumn {Tab;} or cold weather fodder. 
though this is the season to which it would seem naturalJy 
adapted. In 1915, however, it has been grown ona small scale 
on the Kirkee Military Dairy Farm as an autumn crop, and the 
results, unlike those quoted above seem to show considerable 
promise. It was suggested as a crop to put into the land after 
the monsoon to improve the soil and give leguminous fodder 
for the cattle at that season, and has created a very favourable 
impression.* 

·Private communication from Mr. C. fl. froet to the author. 
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As to mamier of cultivation, soybeans closely Tesemble 
chavli. They have a strong central root, and broad leaves 
but instead of being of a twining habit, they have stiff stems, 
and are upright plants. The best soil for them is said to 
be a stiffish loam or clay. It should be prepared as for chavli 
and the seeding should be similar to what is recommended for 
that crop. The rows may perhaps be a little wider apart, and 
twenty~four inchlis is not an unusual distance between the 
rows in A~efica. The quantity of seed will vary from thirty 
to forty~five pounds per acre according to the distance apart. 
The seed 'should not be planted too deep, as this is said to 
be a frequent cause of failure. A depth of one to one and a 
half inches seems suitable. The seed should germinate 
within a week. 

The crop will require irrigation if a large crop of fodder 
is to be obtained, and if it is put in September aQd October, 
the only period of the year when it hlN; any promise in Western 
India .. 

The crop* may be cut for feeding at any time from the 
setting of the seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow. 
This takes 2! to 3 months up to the setting of the seed. It 
is probably most suitable when the pods are well formed. 
At a later stage, the stems become woody, while the content of 
proteid diminishes, alild many of the leaves drop off. The 
yields obtained in Ameri~a varY between three and six thousand 
pounds of hay per acre, corresponding to about seven to 
fourteen thousand pounds of green fodder. Whether as 
large yields as this are likely to be obtained here is a matter 
for futher experiment. A second' crop cannot fl'er be 
obtained. 

Soybeans are said ~o grow very well with maize, and are 
very commonly grown in America in admixture with it in 
alternate rows. The crop is then often converted into silage, 
though thi~ would be hardly likely to be doqe here. 

* Most 01 these details are obtained from Piper. Forage CroPS. pqea 513 to 530. 
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As a fodder. the crop is richer in proteids than most other 
leguminous crops, but it is more woody and fibrous than
chavli, and hence less palatable to stock. while there is more 
waste in feeding. The average composition is given by 
Voorhees· as follows. with the percentage of digestibility:-

Moisture 
Ether extract (fat. &c.) 
ProteId. 
DigestIble carbohydrates 
F,bre 
Ash 

Percentqe 
Compoli. of diguti. 

tion. Lilaty. 

p. c. p. c. 
75.1 
1.0 55 
4.0 78 

10.6 77 
6.7 45 
2.6 --100.0 

It must be recognised that soybeans are as yet in a very 
early experimental stage here. They are. however. proved 
to be definitely a failure as a rains crop. but show considerable 
promise as an irrigated rahi crop. It is for this latter purpose 
they are here suggested. 

XVD.-Peas. 

The ordinary field pea of India (Piswn sativum) is. when 
grown separately, of little use as a fodder crop. It only gives 
a comparatively small yield when grown in the cold wather. 
and if grown in the rainy season the plants will mildew and 
only give an insignificant return.t At the same time it is 
generally recognised throughout Western. and Northern 
India that the plant furnishes very valuable fodder.t and is 
one which grows very well indeed in mixture with other crops. 
and particularly with oats. As a result while one may say 
that peas alone are never -grown for fodder purposes. oats 

• Voorhees-Forage Plants, pages 266 and 366. 
t roona Experiment Farm Report. 1893. 

, ~ Wl\tt-Commera.J Productl of India, under Pioun, 
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and peas grown together have become one of the standard 
sources of fodder round cantonments, in dairies, and other 
similar places wh~re such crops have been grown. I shall 
exdusi vely deal with this and one or two similar combinations 
under the present heading. 

Peas and oats are essentially a Tabi crop to be grown under 
the conditions and by the methods already described for 
oats. Th-e peas grown with the other crop increase its yield 
and feeding value without in any way reducing the vigour 
with which the oats grow. The land best suited to growing 
this combination is well manured, deep, moist soil, and the 
crop grows best in the height of the cold weather. It must not 
be planted too early, say not before the end of September, and 
may be sown m.uch later, say up to the end of November in 

-most of our areas, though experiments on this matter in the 
colder conditi~ns of Sind are wanting. At Poona good results 
were obtained with seed planted from October to January. * 
The land should be well manured with cattle and other farm~ 
yard manure, and this should be broadcasted after ploughing 
at the rate of twenty to twenty~five cartloads per acre (say 
eight to ten tons). . 

The crop can well be sown with a drill in the same way 
as described for oats, reserving one row or more in every four 
for peas. Often the seed is simply sown mixed. In America 
it has been a common custom to sow the peas a few days before 
the oats, but, on the whole, experience seems to be against 
this method and they may just as well be soWIi together. 
There is no difficulty, in well prepared land, in sowing the 
mixed seed broadcast, and then burying the seed by a light 
harrowing. The land in most of our areas will almost ~Iways 
need irrigation before sowing, unless the crop is put in very 
early in the season. The amount of seed required will be 
from sixty to eighty pounds of oats and twenty pounds or more 

• Poona Agricultural College Station Report, 1912-13. 
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of peas per acre according to the proportion the peas are 
intended to form in the resulting fodder. 

Irrigation will be required at intervals of about ten days 
after the crop has begun to grow in average black soil, but the 
amount will vary with the character of the land. The crop 
is as a rule ready for cutting about 21 months after seeding and 
should be harvested when the oats are in the milk stage and 
the peas are forming pods. If needed for feeding green it 
need not all he cut at once, and a crop from a single seeding 
may last in very good condition for at least eight or ten days. 
If this is to be done, the cutting s~ould begin a little before 
the stage already recommended. 1£ continuous green feed 
is needed, this can be obtained by seeding several plots at 
intervals of a few days from October to December. 

The yield of the mixed crop is very variable. When. 
young the fodder is very watery, but at the stage recommended 
it is as rich in feeding material as most other green crops, and, 
thus cut, the yield of green fodder with a well grown crop 
varies from ten to twenty thousand pounds per acre. I may 
give some examples of yields actually obtained here. At the 
Poona College Dairy Farm, where it is a regular crop, seed 
sown in October gave crops of 15,208 and 11,200 pounds of 
green fodder per acre in January in different parts of the farm 
in 1911, and this represents about the average yield there . 

. At Manjri in the same year 10,038 pounds per acre were reaped, 
the cost being Rs. 51 per acre and the value of the produce 
Rs. 84. The yields elsewhere are not widely dissimilar. 

I t has been customary to fed the crop green, but it makes 
excellent hay, and at the time of the year when it is ready, 
it can be made into hay without any difficulty. If this is 
done, it should not be cut later than the stage already 
stated. 

I have not got any analyses of local grown fodder. but 
the following are American 6gure, for a crop grown from seed 
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consisting of two bushels of peas to one and a -half bushels 
of oats, and hence containing more peas than recommended 
above :-:-

Per cent. 

Water 79·4 

Fat (Ether extract) 0·7 
Proteids 2 . I 
Digestible carbohydrates, etc. 10·0 
Fibre 6·2 

, Ash 1·6 

100·0 

The fodder is said .. to exert a very favourable influ6mce 
on the physic~l quality of milk."* It is hence a crop worthy 
of much consideration for the rabi season by all those who are 
growing <.TOpS for dairy cattle. 

Peas are sometimes grown as -a mixed crop with khapfi 
wheat in a similar manner to that just described with oats. 
This does not seem to have very maltY advantages over the 
crop with oats, except perhaps that it can profitably be sown 
a little earlier in the season. t But the methods to be followed 
and the yield likely to be obtained do not differ appreciably 
from those already indicated for peas and oats. 

XVIll.- Methi or Fenugreek. 

The fact that the growth of methi or fenugreek (Trigonelfa 
!oenumgraecum) as a purely fodder crop has existed and still 
continues in certain parts of Western India, and more parti
cularly in the districts of NasiI< and West Khandesh is,a very 
interesting o~e, and would seem to show that in this patt 
of India the crop has special and peculiar advantages which 

• Voorhees-Forage Crops. page 187. 
t Poon. College Agricultural Station Report. 1912-1'3. 
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make it worthy of consideration by those engaged in fodder 
~wing. Of course, the-.crop. is far more generally ~own 
either for its seed {whIch IS a well-known condIment 
cultivated considerably in North India} or as a green vegetable, 
when it forms a much appreciated sag if pulled up after the 
two seed leaves are formed. Our purpose is, however. with 
it purely as a source of fodder. 

At present its cultivation for the purpose of producing 
fodder is carried out, not only in India. but also in the countries 
bordering on the Mediterranean, and especially in Egypt. 
In the last named country it is culti~ated both alone and as a 
mixture with vetches and berseem. when it gives a cutting 
after two months' growth. With vetches, about one quarter 
the amount of seed used when it is planted alone is sown, and 
it then acts as a standard on which the twining vetch plants 
can climb. In Egypt it is planted about the end of October 
when the Nile flood is passing off.· 

The methods of cultivation now in vogue with us in the 
Nasik district are of a special character. t It is either produced 
under well or canal irrigation and the system employed differs 
considerably in the two cases. If grown under well irrigation 
it grows taller than in the other case, and pays better. I neither 
case methi fodder is the main-stay of the work bullocks during 
the hot weather in many parts of the Nasik district: and most of 
the people cultivating'under well irrigation devote about one
fifth of the area to the growth of this crop. The proportion 
is usually about one acre for seven bullocks. and it is the chief 
food in the day time for a month or so during the hot weather. 

The soil used for the purpose is a well-drained medium 
black soil with murwn underlying it. If a thin layer of the 
so-called shadu lies between the black soil and the murwn 
the best conditions are supposed to be reached. Abundance 

• Foaden and Fletc:her-Text-Book of Egyptian Agriculture, pep 561 (1910). 
t I am indebted for most of what folJoWi to an article by Athalye, Poona A.,icultural 

College Magazine. Vol. VII (1916). pep 226. 
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of time in the soil appears to 'be necessary. If grown on lighter 
and poorer soils more irrigation water is needed, and less
succulent fodder is obtained .. Undrained soil leads to 
attack by aphis, arid checks the tillering so necessary to produce 
the be!)t yield. It may be noted that recent investigation 
indicates that the root nodule bacteria found on the methi plant 
are of the same species as those found on lucerne, and so it is 
likely to grow on similar soils, and on soils which have carried 
lucerne.* . 

Under well irrigation the crop follows bajri and the latter 
crop is given all the tillage necessary to leave the soil in good 
condition for methi. From fifteen to twenty~five cartloads 
(six to nine tons) of farmyard manure per acre are also given 
to the previous crop. Methi itself is planted without plough~ 
ing, the land being raked or harrowed by hand, and receiving 
~o special m~~lUre. It is usually followed by sugarcane or 
omons. 

The seed should be plump and yellow in colourf and 
is sown from October to February, the coldest weather being 
supposed to give the best results. It is sown broadcast by 
hand in beds thirty~six to forty feet long and six feet broad, 
after the removal of the previous crop, the sowing rate being 
thirty~two to thirty~six' pounds per acre. It germinates in 
four or five days. The seed is covered and mixed by a light 
harrowing, and watered immediately. A second watering 
follows after a fortnight, and a third after a further three 
weeks. After this time the crop is watered every two weeks, 
the total number of irrigations needed being six if the crop 
is used for fodder. If left for seed, one or more further water~ 
ings a,re required. 

The crop is reaped when nearly three months old, the 
plants being uprooted. The reaping continues for three to 
four weeks according to the requirements of the farm animals 

• See Klemmer and Kruger-Centralblatt fur Balet. (II). Vol. XL (1914). page 256. 
t Reddish or yellowish green seed is considered inferior. The usual price of me/hi seed 

is 8 to 12 pounds per rupee. 
N A 7-28 
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or the market. It is always fed green, and on an ordinary 
cultivator's holding is pulled up for the bullocks each day for 
the midday feed. 

The yield of methi fodder obtained is stated to he about 
eight to ten thousand pounds of green fodder per acre. and 
an acre will feed eight bullocks (one meal a day) for t~r6e to 
four weeks. A standing crop is worth Rso 60 to Rs. 7) per 
acre and costs about Rs. 36-12-0 to grow. of which Rs. 23-8-0 
represents the cost of irrigation. In experiments in California 
one variety of fenugreek has produced 15.)18 pounds of green 
fodder per acre.t but I doubt w~ether this yield is often 
reached here. It shows. however. what the crop is capable 
of producing. 

The only serious disease attacking the crop is aphis, and 
this particularly affects the late sown crop and usually appears 
in March or April. The crop sown in October and November 
seems to escape the attack. 

By far the greater part of the crop is grown under well 
irrigation as described. But where canal water is available 
it is also produced though the methods differ slightly. Under 
these circumstances it is usually taken after rice or after 
groundnuts. The land is ploughed twice. the seed broad. 
casted, and the field then levelled. beds formed, and the crop 
immediately watered. No special manure is used. but the 
rice crop which precedes it is usually green manured with 
Sann-hemp (eToto/aria juncea). Groundnut. however. 
receives no manure. The seed rate employed is twenty 
pounds per acre. but the yield is twenty-five per cent. less 
than is obtained under the more careful conditions of well 
irrigation. 

On the whole it would seem that methi is well worth 
attention as a cold weather irrigated fodder crop capable 

t Stauhenrauch..c..l.fornia Agricultural Esperiment Station Report. 1904. 
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of being grown well on into the hot weather. It is not expen~ 
sive to grow, the chief charges being for irrigation, and it yields 
a fairly heavy crop of good succulent fodder. So far no 
experiments have been made here, or elsewhere, as to the 
relative value of the fodder, but its continued and extending 
use among the cultivators of the Nasik district suggests that 
it possesses considerable merits. 

XIX.-:- Other L~guminous Fodder Crops. 

None of the many other leguminous crops have been 
very often tried as purely fodder crops in Western India, 
though the vines· of most of them when grown for seed are 
used for feeding to animals. It is hence not possible to say 
much with regard to them, and none of them are of such 
proinise as to demand recognition and recommendation. 
I will merely note in each case what has been done in the way 
of experiment, with some estimate of the possibilities in 
each case. 

Udid (Phaseolus mungo VaT. radiatus) and mug (Phaseolus 
mutlgo) are two pulses both very extensively cultivated for 
their seed. They give under these conditions stalks whieh 
make excellent fodder, but as purely fodder crops there do 
not s~em any conditions under which they are likely to compete 
with chavli. In any case they are grown at the same time of 
the year and on similar ~oils to chavli. 

In Poona in 1897 on medium black soil, mug was grown 
as a fodder crop in the rains, and proved itself inferior in 
yield and general value to both chavli and val, though it 
was better than all other leguminous crops than those on 
medium and heavy soil. * The result was so conclusi~e that 
no further experiments have been made in the m'ltter. In 
recent years experiments have bee. made in ~ind, at Mirpur~ 
khas, again as a khaTi/ crop. The results both with mug and 

• Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1891-98. 
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udid seem quite clear. The yields. though fairly good. are 
considerably inferior to both val and chavli. and were as fol .. 
lows :-

191O-11---Udid 13.000 pounds of green fodder 
per acre. 

Mug 12.000 do. do. 

The crop in each case was obtained in August and no 
second cutting was obtained. 

1911-12-Both crops grew vigorously. and were 
eaten off by stock. so that no record of 
yield can be giv~n. 

1912 .. 13-Udid 9,600 pounds of green fodder per acre. 
These figures* give an idea of their value relative to other 

crops. In other places the results have been similar. In 
land not well drained they are liable to die off completely in 
the rains. and in Dohad. in 191O.t the crop was destroyed 
by a Rhizoctonia fungus. 

On the whole I cannot consider that either of them affords 
much promise as a fodder crop in Western India. All that 
they can give. will be given better by chadi. 

Math or Matki (Phaseolu! aconiti/olius) is in a very similar 
position to those last dealt with. As a crop for seed it is 
exceedingly largely grown. standing fourth in the order of 
importance among l~guminous crops in the Bombay Presi .. 
dency. but as a fodder crop it h~ no special advantages. 

Definite experiments have. I think. only been carried out 
at Mirpurkhas (Sind) with this pulse as a fodder. It was 
there tried in the khaTi/ season under irrigation. planted in 
June and reaped in August. giving yields as follows :-

1910-11-12.000 pounds per acre of green fodder. 
1911-12-11.700 do. do. 
1912-13-16,000' do. do. 

• Report. Mirpurllas Agricultural Station. 1910.11, 1911-12. 1912-13-
t Doha.! Agricultural Station Report, 1910.11. • 
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In no case did the crop give a second cutting. While 
giving better results than udid and mug, it is still considerably 
inferior to val and chavli and cannot compete with them. The 
fodder is perhaps rather better in quality than that of chavli, 
but not sufficiently so to make up for inferior yield. 

Sann Hemp (eroiolaria juncea).-In the south of the 
Bombay Presidency young sann hemp plants are often cut 
for feeding to stock, -the crop being afterwards allowed to 
grow for fihre. And inasmuch as this crop produces a very 
large amount of green matter per acre, it has been frequently 
su~g~ted to grow jt definitely for fodder. Experiments have, 
however, not been favourable at Poona. The first attempt 
was made in 1903, when the crop was grown thickly, as for 
green manuring, being planted in June and allowed to grow 
until it flowered. The crop was then cut and amounted to 
27,920 pound~ of green matter per acre. It proved, however, 
at this stage much too fibrous for fodder, and the cattle refused 
to eat it.* In the following year it was again grown and cut 
very young before flowers began to appear. In this condition 
the cattle ate it, but not with great relish, while the crop was 
not sufficiently large in quantity to encourage further experi .. 
ments.t In fact it seemed that if allowed to grow long enough 
to produce a large crop, it was uneatable; if cut when young 
enough to eat, it gave an altogether inadequate crop, and even 
then, was not a good fodder. This js the Poona experience, 
but on the other hand in somewhat similar conditions it 
has yielded well and is considered as of considerable value 
as an irrigated fodder crop in the hot weather. It is evidently 
well worth further trial in this .direction. 

Florida' Velvet Bean (Stizolobium decringianum).-This 
pulse. imported from Florida. has been used to some ~xtent 
in the warm damp parts of the United States for fodder chiefly 

• Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1903-04. 

t Kirkee Dairy Farm Report, 1904-05. 
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as a pasture plant, and as a mixed crop with maize and sor .. 
ghums. On the whole, however, even there its cultivation 
has not developed very largely. In Western India, it was 
tried at Poona in 1905·06, the seed, at the rate of about twelve 
pounds per acre, being dibbled on good well manured land 
early in July. At the end of September the total produce 
only amounted to 4,136 pounds* per acre. As it- would 
be essentially a crop for the rains if grown at all, this result 
was not encouraging enough to cause the experiment to be 
proceeded with. There hardly, in fact, seems any reason for 
supposing that Florida Velvet Bea", has any advantagea over 
several of the other leguminous crops available at present. 

I 

Florida Beggar Weed (Desmodium lorluosum).-This is 
another' American introduction which seems to have some 
promise in the neighbourhood of Karachi where it has been 
recently introduced as a possibly useful k,hariJ fodder. The 
experiments on it have only just commenced, however, but at 
Landhi (Karachi), after one year's trial, it was considered as 
worth further experiment, as it grew high on sandy poor land, 
but the fodder, though eaten, appeared woody.t In view 
of this opinion the following details with regard to the crop 
as grown in America may be useful. From eight to ten 
pounds of seed per acre are needed, and should be sown broad. 
cast on the area in which it is to be sown. The land must 
be in a thoroughly moist condition before sowing and it can 
be only grown in the warmer parts of 'the year. The seed 
must not be covered too deeply. If it is cut when the first 
flowers appear, a second crop will be obtained; if not, after full 
bloom the lower leaves will {all and much of the value will be 
lost. If the plants are allowed to ripen, the pods open and 
the seed scatters and sows itself, ready for the next season. 
The highest yield on record was 4,630 pounds per acre in four 
cuttings, which appears very small. As a matter of fact, its 

• Kir". Dairy Farm Report. 1905-06. 
t Undhi AsricuItural Station Repof!. 1913-H. 
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only value appears' to be to keep light poor sandy land under 
some sort of leguminous herbage, either without anY'irrigation 
or with a minimum of irrigation, for it seeds itself and will 
possibly give a crop on such land year after year with th~ 
rninimum of attention. I cannot say that the possible utility, 
of the crop seems to be great. 

The following crops have after trials so far given no pro~ 
mise of being useful :- ' 

Japan Clover* .(Lespede1.a striata).-This has been tried 
in Sind, (Mirpurkhas 19(8), at Dharwar (1909), ~nd ,at Poona 
(1909)~ ,At none .of these places has it shown allY promise. 
Considerable difficulty has been found in getting the seed to 
germinate, and the .crop shows no likelihood of being useful. 

Vetches (Vicia sativa) were tried as a rains crop in Poona 
as long ago as-1893.t They were put in in June and germi~ 
nated well, but only produced plants giving a very few Howers 
and no seed. The crop was considered to have no promise 
of being a success. A second experiment in 1912 was no more 
promising, and the crop was shown to be unable to stand the 
hot weathert. 

Sain/oin (Onobrychis viciae/olia) has been experimented 
with at Poona as. long ago as 1893t. It, however, proved 
after repeated trials a total failure as a rains crop, .and also in 
the cold weather. It did even worse than vetches as a rains 
crop, and the seedli~gs soon died. 

Lathyrus syivestris var, Wagneri.-A few years ago this 
crop was boomed as a first class perennial fodder crop, and 

. it was tried in many parts of the world. It has, however, 
proved a general failure almost everywhere. In Poona, it 
was grown for three years but proved " a miserable failure ... 

* Mirpurkhas Agricultural Station Report, 1908-09; Dharwar Agricultural StatioQ 
Report, 1909-10; Poona Agric~ltural College Station Report, 1909-10. 

t Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1893. 

+ Report, Agriculturlll C\>l\eBe Station, 1912-13. 
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as elsewhere in India. In the report of the Poona Farm 
(1893) the following remarks were made by Mollison: •• The 
plot on the Poona farm has survived more than a year, but in 
the hands of an ordinary cultivator it would have been extinct 
long ago, because. tbe expenses incurred in weeding and 
watering have already far exceeded any prospective return 
which the most enthusiastic cultivator could forecast. . I must 
gi,-e the plant credit for enormous root development. but 
unfortunately this growth is in the wrong direction, for nothing 
that could be called fodder has yet been gathered. II The 
crop continued in a gradually dyin~ condition for two years 
more and then disappeared. 
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187, 191, 193,200, 202, 204, 207, 208. 
219,220.223. 

Mirza N. F.-140, 141, 151. 163, 167-168. 
Miscawi herseem,-182. 
Mollison,-15, 17,22.24,27.30,37,65,67, 

69,76,77,82,84,87,89,90,91,92,95, %, 
100,103,104, 106, 131. 135, 137,139,141. 
144, 145, 151,156. 158, 159,161,166,169, 
171, 172,176. 179, 192,203,204,205,224. 

Montana,-137, 153. 
Morse,-71. 
Mudler,-I08. 
Mug,-41, 196.219.220.221. 
Muker]i N. G.-205,208. 
Multan.-183. 
Mundy.-l09. 
Mustard.-42,186. 
Mutha vaIley.-17. 
Mysore.-123. 197. 

Nachni.-84--85. 86. 

N 

Nadiad Agricultural 5t.hon,-13, 14,80,83, 
111. 138, 179,210. 

Naga H.lls.-209 
Nagii.--84, 85. 
Nagpur.-179. 
Nap.er·s fodder.-see Elephant grass. 
Nasik.-215, 216. 219. 
Neale,-75. 
Nebraska,-46, 47, 68, lSI, 
Neville,-47. 
New H.mpshire.-71 
New Jersey,-IOI. 171. 
New South WaIes.-l08, 109, 121. 150. 
New York.-150. 
NightsOlI.-39. 

N-conld 

Niiwajowar,-II,17,18.19.2G-24.25.f6. 
31. 32-37.39.44.59. 76. 77. 102. 

fVimoli.-see dodder. 
'Nitro-hacterine,-149 
Noring.-50 
North Dakota,-150. 

o 
Oats.-9. 87--89. 212-215. 

I 
Onions.-141. 217. 
Onohrychis oolioo,-223. 

, Onl.rio.-74. 
Orange River Colony,-I09 

p 

Paiwan,-see Marvel grass. 
Panch Mahals.-62, 67, 82, 129. 180 
Panicum barbinode.-see Par. grass. 
----.c""';us-galli.--85. 116. 185. 
---/rumentaccvm.--85. 
-jwneniorwn,-see Guinea grass 
----,'m.naximum,-see Guinea grass 
----mmiliaceum,-12. 82. 84, 86. 
----rniliare.--82. 
---mol/e.-see Par. grass. 
----mmll/icum.-see Para grass. 
---sanguinaie,-116. 
Para grass,-111-115, 120. 
Paspaium dealaIUm,-I08-I1I. 116. 121. 128. 
Patwardhan G. B.-162. 
Pearson,-53. 
Peas.-21, 212-215. 
Penniselum purpureum,-see Elephant grass, 
---- typhoideum,-see bajri, 
Persian clover.-see shalial. 
Persian lucerne.-135, 136. 
Peshawar.-187. 
Peters,-46. 
Ph=ius acontifoius.-see math. 
Phaseelus mUIIgo.-see mug. 
Phaseolus mungo, vaT radiatus,-see ud,d. 
Philippine Islands.-90. %,102. 121.126. 
PiperC.V.-51,52,77,86.101. 104, 105, 

107.126, 171, 198.206,211. 
Pi.um sativum.-see Peas 
Pongamiaglahra,-167. 
Poona.-16, 20. 22, 24. 26. 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 

35,37,50,63.73,77,81.89.91,93,95.96, 
97,99.100.102,104, 106. 110, 111. 113, 
1~1.1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ 
146, 147. 156. 157. 158. 159. 170. 172, 175. 
179, 191. 193. 199.202,209.213,219,221, 
222,223. 

Poona Experimental Farm -15-18. 20, 
22. 27, 29, 32. 63. 64, 103, 110. 112, 155. 
159.161, 163, 169, 179,203,204,209,212. 
219,221.223.224. 

Porto Rice.-loo. 
Potts,-I09. 
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P-ccmtd. 

P oudr elte.~ 
Prain D.-123. 
Predenia bttoralis.-1S6. 
Pseudopeziza medtcagmls.-171. 172. 
Pugsley.-15J. 
Punjab.-123. 177. 179. 180. 183. 184. 187. 

190. 
Pusa.-96. 197. 

Q 
Queensland.-47. 
Queua.-187, 188. 189, 190. 

--ou.lta lucerne.-135. 136. 148. 163. 

R 

Radish.-141 
Ragi.-84-85 
R.)putana.-123 
Rala.-see Kang 
Ran.de C. K-28 
Ratnaglr~-8. 85. 91. 98. 160. 
R.ts asa pest.-I06. 163-164. 
Reana luxurtans,-sce tcosm.te. 
Red teff grass.-see teff grass. 
Reddick H.-43. 
Rhizoctonta deJtruetls.-170 
Rhlzoctonia 8O/alll.-170. 197.220. 
Rhizoctonta violacea.-170. 
Rhodes C.-lIS. 
Rhodes grass.-115-121 
Rh&desl •• -77, 102. 109. 127. 128. 
Rlce.-7. 160, 161,201.218. 
Rl<'e straw.-I. 4. 
Robertson.-205. 
Ruk (Sind).-43. 44. 
Russia,-83. 

s 
Sahul plough,-43. 
Saccharum sponlaneuffi,-see Kunda ~.ass. 
5afllower cake.-64. 66 
Saharanpur, -122 
Said.pet.-lOO.205 
Saldi (variety of berseem).-182. 
Saintom.-223. /IIIiIIIIIi.. 
Sam- payen.-sec Marvel grass. - , 
S.ngamner.-2B, 140.151.163. 
Sann Hemp,~218. 221. 
Saundou! (Belgaum).-
Saundero.-15 I. 
Sawa.-82 
SawWl.--85,86. 185. 
5coll.0(1.-149, 150 
Soott,-90 
Senji.-190. 191. 
Seiana itaiiea,-sec KatiIj. 
Sewage.-38. 39, 66; III, 118. 119, 128. 

147-149. 
N A 7-30 

S-contd. 
Shaftal.-187-190. 
Sholu Jowar.-I O. II, 29-30, 34. 36, 37, 40, 

45.59.65.81.125. 
ShawandA)rekar.-170.171 
SheJa,-see MaTl el grass. 
Shepperd and Chur.dllll.-6Q 
Sher (Euphorbia lirucaili),-167 
Sholapur,-8.27 
Shutt,-150. 
Sibena.-132. 
S,lage.--6, 7.44,51-52.70-72, 73. 74. 75, 

78,81.84,85.86. 100. 104. Ill. 114,121. 
124. 129, 195, 202. 210 

Smd,-l. 2. 34. 43-44. 85, 86,87. 91. 93. 
99, 132.177-187.191. 193,194.195,200, 
201, 202. 204, 207. 213. 219, 220. 223. 

" SIRd Red" jowor.-44. 
Smut on Jowar,-52, 53-54. 
--on Guinea grass,-95 
Snyder,-M 

, Soderbaum,-174 
I Solanum me/ongena,-162. 
Sorghum.-see jowar 
Sorghum halepense.-I05-W8. 125. 127. 
Sondane.-47, 48. 
South Alr!ca.-53. 115. 122-125. 127. 
South Carolma.-77 
Southern Maratha Ccuntry.-18. 21. 23, 24 

26.33-34.36, 56, 79 
Soy beans.-209-212. 
Stanhenrauch.-218 
SlzzoloblUm decringianwn-221-222. 
Slrzga,-see lahult weed. 
Singa derzsej/oro,-52. 
Slri~a lulea.-52. 
Sudan Grass.-S, 103, 125-127. 
Sugarcane.-17. 22,25.55,67.217. 
Sukkur.-43,184 
Sundhra]owar.-lO. 11-19.20.21.22.23.24. 

25.26.30,31,32,34.35,37.39,59,61,63, 
69.76,97. 

Surat,-90. 93. 97, 149. 170. 175 
Surat Expenmental Farm.-15. 90, 91. 93.143, 

152.157,159. 
Sweet dover ,-see Senjl. 

T 
Tahul! weed (,triga).-52. 53 
Teff grass,-122-125. 
. Tefl Isedd/U,'-123, 124 
'Tefl hagaiz, '-lB. 
T eoslnle.-l 01-105 
TerminLllta lomeniosa .-162. 
Te~as.-41. 5G--57. 77. 90, 113, 114.
Thana District,-133. 160, 162. 163, 175, 

192.199 
That and Parkar D,strict.-2 
Thatcher.-60 
Thompson.-109,121. 
Thompstone.-131, 155. 176 
TIthuI.-I09. 



T racy.-IJ2. 
T ran.vaal.-68. 124. 
Traphqen.-m. 
TnJoltum ruupinalum,-187. 
T riaonella J<mII1fII1QQ1t11.-- Melhi. 
TrumbuU.-47. • 
T urk .. tan lucerne,-I32. 134. 

U 

UJiJ,-4I. 219. 220. 221. 
Umted Provinces.-9I. 123. 135. 172, J73. 
United States.-52, 61. 77. 85. 90. 101. 108, 

112. 113. 115. 125. 132, 149. 163. 181. 191. 
221. 

Utah.-174. 175. 
Ulavl; 1-.-10. 19. 24-11. 31. 34, 3S. 

37. 4Q, 59. 

V 

Val.-4I. 42. 127. 192, 193. 194. 199-203. 
204.219.220.221. 

230 

Van Bauren.-53. 
Vari.~ 
Vetch ... -216.223, 
ViciG 1G1iua,-m. 
Vicloria. Auatralia,-Ilo. 
V,gna "Jlian,. __ Clwwli. 
Voorheee.-I98. 212. 21" 

W 
Waldran.-150. 
W CJOIi.-.ee SoianUIII melan,ena. 
Watt G.~2. 212-
Watta.-114. 
West Indies.-IOZ. lOS. III. 114, 121. 
West Khandesh.-98. 
Wheat.--9. 12. 182. %IS. 
Wheat .traw.-4. 43-
White Ants.-141. 164. 
WidtJ04-174. 
Willaman and West.-48. 
William •• -Sl. 
Witch weed.-53. 
Wrisht.-I50. 

------------ -~- -------------
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